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Preface 

This book is designed for prospective mathematics majors as well as for students 
whose primary interests are in engineering, physics, business, or the life sciences. 
This book contains an intensive review of the topics from algebra, trigonometry, 
and analytic geometry that are necessary for success in calculus and contains an 
in-depth coverage of all the topics normally taught in the first two semesters of a 
three-semester calculus sequence. The book is divided into 117 lessons and is 
designed to be taught in two semesters with four classes a week or in three quarters 
with four classes a week. 

The authors accept the fact that an understanding of the abstractions of 
calculus does not occur on an initial encounter, no matter how brilliant the 
presentation. Thus the book uses an incremental development. An increment of a 
topic is presented, but the homework problem set contains only one or two 
problems on the new topic. The rest of the problems in the set are review problems. 
The emphasis on review in the problem sets permits long-term practice with 
beginning calculus skills and concepts and also permits long-term practice with 
higher-level concepts that are often neglected. The first increment of an abstraction 
is practiced for a number of days before the next increment of the same abstraction 
is presented. The understanding achieved through practice with the first increment 
permits understanding of the next increment. This development permits the 
students to grasp the abstractions of calculus to a degree that has never before been 
possible. For example, the first lesson on limits is Lesson 16, and at least one 
carefully designed problem on limits appears in every homework problem set for 
the next 111 lessons. The first lesson on derivatives is Lesson 27, and one or more 
problems on derivatives appears in every problem set for next 90 lessons. 

There are 30 lessons on limits, continuity, the derivative, differentiability, and 
related topics. By the end of the book students will have the understanding of the 
fundamentals of calculus that is necessary for success in upper-division mathemat¬ 
ics courses. Bright students attain a level of understanding that is remarkable. 
Students of every ability level see that calculus is really easy and have no reason to 
avoid upper-division mathematics courses or mathematically based disciplines. 

Since the book is designed to teach and to provide for long-term retention, it 
differs from other calculus books in major ways. Difficult developments of funda¬ 
mental theorems are sometimes postponed until the students have used the rules 
long enough to understand that which they are trying to prove. For example, the 
rules for finding the derivatives of ex, In |x|, sin x, and cos * are presented in Lesson 
37 and are not proved until much later. The product rule for derivatives comes in 
Lesson 42, so that practice with derivatives of transcendental functions can begin 
early. The review of trigonometry and the early consideration of the derivatives of 
transcendental functions allow students to work with transcendental functions for 
most of the year instead of only in the second semester, when these topics are 
customarily presented. The differential and the notation of Leibniz are used 
extensively because of the understanding this approach permits. Functional nota¬ 
tion is also given heavy emphasis, and students are encouraged to use both 
functional notation and the notation of Leibniz interchangeably. Differentiation of 
composite functions is introduced by using u substitution, and the chain rule is 
presented later. The techniques of integration are discussed separately in 16 lessons 
that are spread between Lesson 46 and Lesson 115. Once a particular technique of 
integration has been introduced, problems requiring the use of this technique 
appear regularly in the homework problem sets. 

IX 



X Preface 

The graphical interpretation of the derivative is emphasized, and the definite 
integral is associated with the sum of the algebraic areas above the x axis and the 
negative of the areas below the x axis. Applied problems that use the derivative 
appear regularly in the problem sets from Lesson 56 to Lqsson 117, and applied 
problems that use the definite integral appear in the problem sets from Lesson 57 to 
Lesson 117. 

These are only a few of the major differences between this book and other 
calculus books. The development of the book is based on the premise that 
mathematics is learned by doing and that the understanding of abstractions comes 
from the long-term use of the abstractions. Understanding comes slowly as the 
concepts are used again and again over a long period of time. Test results from 
students who have used the manuscript of this book over a two-year period have 
lead the authors to believe that this type of development in a calculus book will lead 
to a considerable increase in the number of students who succeed. Students whose 
preparation is not adequate for success in this book should consider using the book 
Geometry-Trigonometry-Algebra III, or GTA, which precedes this book in the 
Saxon Publishers math series. The GTA book was designed as a precalculus book for 
use in high schools, but the content of the book is at the college level. Advanced 
topics in trigonometry and algebra are the same whether they are taught in high 
school or in college. 

We thank Dr. Arthur Bernhart, professor emeritus of mathematics of the 
University of Oklahoma, for his help in the early stages of the development of this 
book. We thank Dr. Roger Greider of Rose State College for his keen eye and his 
suggestions as the book progressed from manuscript to final form. We thank Walter 
Hoffman for his suggestions and his encouragement. We thank Allison Barnes, Dale 
Fenn, Ben Funk, Dale Norman, Stig Peterson, Gaurav Sharma, and John Young for 
their help with the many menial tasks that are so important. We thank Bret Crock, 
A1 Ferenz, Barbary Keith, La Wanna McMurrian, A1 O’Brian, Elsio Paloni, George 
Padavick, Franc Rowe, Harry Smith, Charlie Spiegel, and Tom Williamson for 
using the book in manuscript form and pointing out errors and making suggestions. 
We thank Diana Harvey for providing a wealth of classroom-tested innovations that 
work. Foremost among these are the use of u substitution for teaching the 
derivatives of composite functions and the use of the differential in implicit 
differentiation. We thank Linda Durington, our able typist, for her typing of the 
original manuscript and her patience throughout the typing of its many revisions. 

John Saxon and Frank Wang 
Norman, Oklahoma 

June 1988 







REVIEW 
lesson A The real numbers • Fundamental concept review 

_A.A 
The real The numbers that we naturally use to count make up the set called the natural 
numbers numbers, or the counting numbers, or the positive integers. We use the symbol N to 

represent this set. 

N = {1,2, 3, •••} 

The negatives of these numbers are called the negative integers. If we include the 
number zero with the positive and the negative integers, we can designate the set of 
integers. The symbol Z is often used to represent this set. This symbol comes from 
the first letter in the German word zahlen, which means “integer.” 

/ = {•••, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, • • •} 

Any number that can be written as a quotient (fraction) of integers (division by zero 
excluded) is called a rational number. We use the symbol 0 for quotient to designate 
this set. The following numbers are rational numbers. 

0 4 35 
-7 45 43 29 
23 14 6 73 

Any number that cannot be written as a quotient of integers is called an irrational 
number. We do not have a symbol for this set. Examples of irrational numbers are 

V2 n e ^13 ^44 

The set of real numbers includes all members of the set of rational numbers 
and all members of the set of irrational numbers. We use the symbol U to represent 
the set of real numbers. Every natural number is an integer. Every integer is a 
rational number, and every rational number is a real number. If we use C to mean 
“a subset of,” we can write 

NCZCQCR 

The real numbers make up an ordered set, for the members of the set of real 
numbers can be arranged in order, which we indicate when we draw a real number 

line. 

-21 \ 1+^2 
-1-1—•—i-1-1—•—i-1—♦—i-► 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

Each point on the number line is associated with a unique number called the 
coordinate of the point. When we graph a number, we place a dot on the number line 
to indicate the position of the point that has this number as its coordinate. On the 
number line above we have graphed 5, 1 + V2, and -2\. 

1 



2 Review Lesson A 

The order properties of real numbers are listed in the following box. 

ORDER PROPERTIES 

If x, y, and z represent real numbers, then 

1. Trichotomy. Exactly one of the following is true: 

x < y or x = y or x > y 

2. Transitivity. If x < y and y ^ z, then x ^ z. 
3. Addition. If x < y, then x + z < y + z. 
4. Multiplication. If z is positive and x < y, then xz < yz. 

If z is negative and x < y, then xz > yz. 

The set of real numbers is closed under the operations of addition and 
multiplication, since the sum of any two real numbers is a real number and the 
product of any two real numbers is a real number. The real numbers constitute a 
field. The properties of a held are shown in the following box. 

THE FIELD PROPERTIES 

If x, y, and z represent real numbers, then 

1. Commutative laws, x + y = y + x and xy = yx. 
2. Associative laws, x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z and x(yz) = (xy)z. 
3. Distributive law. x(y + z) = xy + xz. 
4. Identity elements. There are two distinct numbers 0 and 1 

satisfying x + 0 = x and x • 1 = x. 
5. Inverses. Each number x has an additive inverse (also called 

a negative), -x, satisfying x + (-x) = 0. Also, each number x 
except 0 has a multiplicative inverse (also called a reciprocal), 
x_I, satisfying x • x_l = 1. 

A.B 
Fundamental Now we will review some of the fundamental concepts from algebra whose use is 

concept required in the calculus problems in this book. Rather than use an expository 
review review> we will review by working problems whose solutions require the applica¬ 

tions of the concepts. We assume in each step that no denominator equals zero. 

Example A.1 Solve y = v( ~ + for c. 

Solution We will (1) eliminate parentheses, (2) multiply by the least common multiple of the 
denominators and simplify, (3) put all terms containing c on one side of the equals 
sign, and (4) factor c and then divide. 

v = — + — eliminated parentheses 
x me ^ 

vo vb 
xmc ■ y = xmc --b xmc • — multiplied by LCM of denominators 

X YYIC 

simplified xmey - meva + xvb 



3 A.B Fundamental concept review 

Example A.2 

Solution 

Example A.3 

Solution 

Example A.4 

Solution 

xmcy - mcva — xvb 

c(xmy - mva) = xvb 

xvb c =- xmy - mva 

rearranged 

factored 

divided 

Simplify: (a) 
x 

a + 
(b) 

~ ^— 
x 

m k_ 
X2 xc 

(a) When there is no equals sign, the denominators cannot be eliminated, but 
we can write this expression as a simple fraction. We (1) add, (2) simplify, (3) add, 
and (4) simplify. 

(1) 
X 

m 
a + , . 

a + c 
d 

added 

(2) y md 
a d + c 

simplified 

(3) x 
a(d + c) + md 

d + c 

added 

(4) 
x(d + c) 

a(d + c) + md 
simplified 

(b) There is no equals sign in this expression, so the denominators cannot be 
eliminated. We (1) add above and below and (2) simplify. 

(1) 

(2) 

a + bx 

me + kx 
x2c 

_ c(a + bx) 
me + kx 

added above and below 

simplified 

Simplify: 
4 + V2 

3 - 2V2 

We multiply above and below by 3 

4 + V2 _ 3 + 2V2 
3 - 2V2 3 + 2V2 

+ 2V2 and simplify. 

16 + llV2 
* 9-8 

16 + llV2 

Simplify: 

First we use two steps to rationalize the denominator. 

3^.^_4^.ip-2V6 
V2 V2 V3 V3 

3V6 
2 

4V6 
3 

2V6 



4 Review Lesson A 

Example A.5 

Solution 

Example A.6 

Solution 

Example A.7 

Solution 

Example A.8 

Solution 

Example A.9 

Solution 

We finish by adding these three terms, using 6 as a common denominator. 

9V6 _ 8V6 _ 12V6 = -llV6 
6 6 6 6 

Simplify: 2V^2 V2 + 3/V2 - 

We will use three steps to simplify. 

2V2/V2 + 3/V2 - V2/V2/ —» 4/+3V2/+2 —» 2 + (4 + 3V2)/ 

Simplify: 
2 i 2 _ 3 i + 4 
i2 + 2i - 1 

First we simplify above and below. Then we multiply above and below by the 
conjugate of the denominator. 

3 i 2 - 3/ -2 - 2i 
—2 + 2 i —2 + 2 i —2 — 2 i 

10 + 2/ -5,1. 
“1-= 'T + i' 

Simplify: (a) ^x.m^{x.m (b) x^V^y x"2<^ 
y 

(a) First we rearrange and then we add exponents of like bases. 

yX+3+x/2-l-xl2+al2 ^a-xIS+aB = yX+l+a/2 ^4a/3-j/3 

(b) Next we replace the radicals with fractional exponents and then add the 
exponents of like bases. 

xmxmymxmxAI3 xivny\n 

Factor: 4aim+2 - 16a3m 

If each term is written in factored form, the common factor 4a3m can be determined 
by inspection. Then we factor out the common factor and finish by factoring a2 - 4. 

(4)dima2 - (4)(4)a3m = 4a3m(a2 - 4) common factor 

= 4a3m(a + 2)(a - 2) factored a2 - 4 

Factor: (a) 8a3 - b2c6 (b) m3 + x3_v6 

(a) We know that the difference of two cubes F3 - S3 can be factored as 
(F - S)(F2 + FS + S2), where Fis the first term and S is the second term. We note 
that expression (a) can be written as the difference of the two cubes. Then the 
factored form can be written by using the factored form of F3 - S3 as a guide. 

(2a)3 - (be2)3 = (2a - bc2)(4a2 + labc2 + b2c4) 

(b) The sum of two cubes (F3 + S'3) has (F + S) as one factor. The other 
factor has F2 as the first term and S2 as the third term. The middle term is -FS. 

F3 + S3 = (F + S)(F2 - FS + S2) 

The expression m3 + x3y6 can be written as the sum of two cubes. We can then write 
the factored form by inspection by comparing it to the factored form of F3 + S3. 

(m)3 + (xy2)3 = (m + xy2)(m2 - mxy2 + a:2^4) 



5 Problem set A 

Example A.10 

Solution 

Problem set A 

Evaluate: (a) 
14! 

6! 11! (b) ^ 1 + \ 7=0 7 ~ 1 
(c) S3 

(a) 

(b) 

7 

44 • 13 • H • H! 7-13 

6 • 5 • 4 • 7 • 2 • 1 • M! 30 

2° 21 22 23 
0 + 1 + ITT + 2 + 1 + 3 + 1 

91 
30 

4 
= 1 + 1 + ^ + 2 = 16 

3 

(c) 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 — 12 

Problem sets in this book will end with two or three concept review questions. 
Problems that compare the values of quantities come in many forms and can 

be used to provide practice in mathematical reasoning. In these problems, a 
statement will be made about two quantities A and B. The correct answer is A if 
quantity A is greater and is B if quantity B is greater. The correct answer is C if the 
quantities are equal and is D if insufficient information is provided to determine 
which quantity is greater. 

1. Compare: A. 7^ ft2 B. 0.8 yd2 

2. If x = t, compare: A. Kit - lx) B. -6(31 - 3x) 

3. If 4 < x < 9 and 2 < y < 14, compare: A. x B. y 

4. If a is the average of 3 and 6, compare: A. 3a B. a + 6 

5. Solve for J?,: f - ^ + f) 

Simplify: 

6. a H-j- 
ci + — 

a 

8. 

10. 

12. 

14. 

1 + m2 y 

3V^4 + 2V4 

3 + 2/ 
4 - i 

mx+2bx~2 
m2xl3fj-3x/2 

V^9 

16. Solve: 
2x + 3 y = -4 

' x - 2z = -3 
2 y - z = -6 

7. 
1 

ci + 
1 

X + 
m 

4-3V2 

8-V2 

11. -i2 - 4/3 + 2V^2 V3! 

13. 
xaya+b 

x~al2yb~{ 

15. Vxy x2l3y 3/2 

Factor: 

17. 16a4,,,+3 - 8a2m+i 

19. a6 - 276V 

18. a2b2x*2 - a.b2x+' 

20. x3>>6 + 8/r?12 



6 Review Lesson B 

REVIEW 
LESSON B 

_E3LA 
More concept 

review 

Example B.1 

Solution 

Example B.2 

Solution 

Example B.3 

Solution 

Evaluate: 

12' 
21 

8!4! 
22. 2 4 

/= i 
23. 2 

m=0 

3m 
m + 1 

More concept review • Geometry review 

We continue our review of fundamental concepts. 

Find the coordinates of the point halfway between (-4, 7) and (13, 5). 

The x coordinate of the midpoint is the average of the x coordinates and the y 
coordinate of the midpoint is the average of the y coordinates. 

-4 + 13 9 , = 7 + 5 = , 
-Tm 2 2 T m 9 ® 

Find the distance between (4, 3) and (-2, —1). 

First we graph the points. The distance between the points is found by using the 
distance formula, which is a statement of the Pythagorean theorem. 

D = V(x, - x2)2 + Q/, - y2)2 = Vo2 + 42 = V52 - 2Vl3 

Write the slope-intercept form of the equation of the line through (-4, 2) that is 
perpendicular to -2x + 3j + 1 = 0. 

First we find the slope of the given line. The slope of a line in general form, or 
ax + by + c = 0, is -alb, or 2/3. Another way to find the slope is to rewrite the 
equation in slope-intercept form in which the coefficient of x is the slope. 

The line perpendicular to this line has a slope of -§. If we use — \ as the slope and 
use -4 and 2 for x and y, we can solve for b. 

2 = -§(-4) + b —> b= -4 



7 B.A More concept review 

Example B.4 

Solution 

Example B.5 

Solution 

Example B.6 

Solution 

Thus, we have y = ~2x~4 

Use the point-slope form of the equation of a line to write the slope-intercept form 
of the equation of the line which passes through (-2, 4) and has a slope of - 

We begin with the point-slope form and substitute. 

2 
(y - j,) = m(x - xj —> y - (4) = —-^[x ~ (-2)] substituted 

rearranged 3y - 12 - -2x - 4 —> y = -\x + I 

2 1 
Write the equation y - ^x - ^ in double-intercept form. 

The double-intercept form is 

x y 
-^ T — 1 a b 

We will rearrange the equation and divide by the constant term. 

2 1 
3* - y = 4 

rearranged 

3a y 
+ — 

\ 
4 

= 1 divided by constant 

We simplify to get 

* +JL 
3 1 
8 4 

= 1 

From this we see that when y = 0, then x = f, so the x intercept is |. When x = 0, 
y = so the y intercept is 

Solve -2x2 + 2x - 7 = 0 by completing the square. 

We will use five steps. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

-2(x2 - x ) = 7 

— 2^x2— x + ^ = 7 — 2 

IV -13 
x - 

X- 2 = 

x = 

13 

4 

1 VT3 

factored 

completed the square 

simplified 

square root 

solved 

Example B.7 Solve -2x2 + 3x - 7 = 0 by using the quadratic formula. 



8 Review Lesson B 

Solution 

Example B.8 

Solution 

Example B.9 

Solution 

B.B 
Geometry 

review 

— b ± \Zb2 - 4ac 
2 a 

-> x = 
-3 ± V9 - (4)(—2)(—7) 

-4 

= 4 ± 4 \/47* 
4 4 

Divide x3 - y3 by x - y. 

* - y 
x2 + xy + y2 
xJ 
x3 - x2y 

-y3 

x2y 
x2y - xy2 

xy2 - y3 
xy2 - y3 

Solve: 
x2 + y2 = 9 

y ~ x = l 

We will (1) solve the bottom equation fory, (2) square both sides, and (3) substitute 
for y2 in the top equation. 

(1) y = x + 1 solved bottom equation fory 

(2) y2 = x2 + 2x + 1 squared both sides 

(3) x2 + (x2 + 2x + 1) = 9 substituted for;;2 in top equation 

Now we (4) simplify and (5) use the quadratic formula to solve for x. 

(4) x2 + x - 4 = 0 simplified 

(5) 

-1 ± Vl - 4( 1)(— 4) 
2 

1 + VYi 
2 ~ 2 

solved by using quadratic formula 

We finish by using each of the values of x to find the corresponding values of y by 
substituting for x in the equation y = x + 1. 

-1 , VP7\ , , (~\ 
y = 

l 
y = 2 + 

2 + 2 

Vl7 

+ 1 y 

2 y 2 2 

Thus, the ordered pairs of x and y that satisfy the given system are 

VT^I 
+ l 

2 
Vl7 

substituted 

simplified 

Vl7 1 Vf7\ 
2 ’ 2 + 2 ■ 

and ( , 
Vrf l Vi7\ 

2 ’ 2 2 ) 

We tend to forget some of the fundamentals of geometry because we do not use them 
often enough. We will review some of these concepts in this lesson because the 
fundamental concepts of geometry are important in calculus. Practice of the 
concepts will be provided by the concept review problems at the end of each 
problem set. 
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If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, eight angles are formed. If the 
transversal is perpendicular to the parallel lines, all eight angles are equal (have 
equal measures). If the transversal is not perpendicular to the lines, the four small 
angles are equal and the four large angles are equal, as we show below on the left. In 
this book, we will use arrowheads to indicate that lines are parallel, as we show in 
the following figure. Vertical angles are equal, as we show in the right-hand figure. 

The sum of the angles in a triangle equals 180°, and an exterior angle of a triangle 
equals the sum of the remote interior angles, as shown in the following figure. 

A + E = 180 

A + B + C = 180 

E = B + C 

We define the measure of an arc of a circle to be equal to the measure of the central 
angle. Thus, in the circle on the left, the measure of the arc is x and the measure of 
the central angle is also x. 

The measure of an angle inscribed in a circle is half the measure of the intercepted arc. 
Thus, in the second figure, x equals \y, and in the two figures on the right, x and y 
are both right angles because they both intercept an arc of 180°. 

Intersecting chords in a circle have interesting properties. The product of the 
lengths of the two segments of one chord equals the product of the lengths of the two 
segments of the other chord, as we show below in the figure on the left. Can you 
prove that this is true? It’s a simple proof. 

In the figure on the right, the measure of each of the vertical angles, z, formed by the 
intersecting chords equals half the sum of the intercepted arcs y and x. 
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A tangent to a circle is a straight line that touches the circle in exactly one 
point. As we show on the left below, tangents to a circle are perpendicular to the 
radius at the point of tangency. Also, the distances from a point outside the circle to 
two points of tangency are equal. 

A secant to a circle is a line that intersects the circle at two points. If two secants are 
drawn to a circle from a point outside the circle as shown in the center figure, the 
product of the length of one entire secant segment times the length of its external 
part equals the product of the length of the other entire secant segment times the 
length of its external part. In the figure on the right above, the product of the length 
of the entire secant segment and the external secant segment equals the square of the 
length of the tangent segment. 

When two tangents, two secants, or a secant and a tangent are drawn from a 
point outside the circle, the angle at the external point equals half the difference in 
the intercepted arcs. 

B.C 
Distance 
between 

a point 
and a line 

To find the distance between a point and a line, we can use a three-step procedure or 
we can develop a formula whose use will yield the desired numerical result. To 
review the three-step procedure, we will find the distance between y = \x + 1 and 
the point (-3, 5). The first step is to find the equation of the line perpendicular to 
y - \x + 1 that passes through (-3, 5). The slope of the line is -2, and we can use 
-3 for x, use 5 for y, and solve for b. 

y = mx + b —> 5 = -2(-3) + b —> b - -1 

Thus the equation of the perpendicular line is 

y - —2x - 1 

The second step is to use substitution to find the point of intersection of the lines. 

y = ^x + 1 original equation 

—2x— 1 = ^x + 1 substituted 

x = ^ = -0.8 solved 
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Now we have the x coordinate of the point of intersection. We use -1 for x in the 
original equation and solve for the y coordinate of the point of intersection. 

0.6 

Next we use the distance formula to find the distance between (-3, 5) and (-0.8, 
0.6). We use the decimal form of the numbers so we can use a calculator. 

D = V[-3 - (-0.8)]2 + (5 - 0.6)2 

= V(-2.2)2 + (4.4)2 

= 4.92 

Later lessons include an in-depth review of topics from trigonometry. Devel¬ 
oping the formula for the distance from a point to a line requires only that we 
remember the definitions of sin 6 and tan 0 and that we remember that the slope of a 
line equals the tangent of the angle that the line makes with the horizontal. We will 
do the development in four steps. The first step is to develop an expression for D, the 
vertical distance from a point on the line Ax + By + C = 0 to a point (x,, y,) not on 
the line. 

y 

The slope of the line is -A/B and is the tangent of the angle 6 in the triangle shown. 
The x coordinate of the point on the line is xl5 and the y coordinate is y, - D. The 
coordinates of this point must satisfy the equation of the line. If we substitute x, for 
x and y, - D for y and solve for D, we get 

A(xx) + B(yx - D) + C = 0 substituted 

Ax, + Byx J DB + C = 0 multiplied 

(a) D = 
Ax] + Byl + C 

~B~ 
solved 

Now on the same figure we draw a perpendicular segment from (x,, y,) to the line. 
The length of this segment is d, the distance we wish to find. The second step is to 
define d in terms of D and sin a. 

y 

We know that the length of the hypotenuse in the lower triangle is VA2 + B?. Thus 
in the lower triangle we can solve for sin a and get 
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Example B.10 

Solution 

Problem set B 

(b) sin a = 
B 

\/A2 + B2 

In the upper triangle we can solve for d and get 

(c) sin a = j) —> d — D sin a 

Finally we use equation (a) to substitute for D and equation (b) to substitute for sin 
a in equation (c), and we get 

j Ax{ + By | + C B Ax] + By{ + C 

d~ B VA2 + B2 ~ VA2 + B2 

For this development we assumed that point (x,, y,) was above the line. If 
, y |) is below the line, this formula will give us a negative answer. Since VA2 + B2 

is always positive, we can ensure a positive result for d by using absolute value 
notation in the numerator. Thus we have finally 

A _ |Ax, + Byx + C\ 

VA2 + B2 

Find the distance between the point (1,4) and the line y = -^x - 5. 

To use the formula for the distance between a point and a line, the equation of the 
line must be written in general form Ax + By + C = 0. We do this and get 

GENERAL FORM 

2x - 3y - 15 = 0 

FORMULA 

| Ax{ + Byx + C| 

VA2 + B2 

We see that in our equation A = 2 and B = -3. The values of x, and y1 are 1 and 4, 
respectively, so we have 

|2(1) + (-3)(4) - 151 _ | —251 _ 25 

V22 + (-3)^ _ Vl3 _ VH 

1. Find the distance from the midpoint of the segment joining (4, 2) and (10, -2) 
to the point (6, 8). 

3. Find the equation of the line 
that is perpendicular to the line 
4y + 3x - 2 = 0 and that passes 
through the point (1, -1). 

4. Write the double-intercept form of the linear equation whose general form is 
2x - 3y + 2 = 0. 

Solve by completing the square: 

5. x2 — 3x + 4 = 7 6. 2x2 = x + 3 

7. Solve 3x2 - x + 7 = 0 by using the quadratic formula. 

8. Divide 2x3 - 3x + 5 by x - 3. 9. Solve: \X^ ~4 5 . 
IT = -x - 2 
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10. Solve for x: 
6y\ 

d) 

Simplify: 

11. -—- 12. 
7 , C 

13. 
3 VI- i to

T
D

n 
+

 

I
 

14. 
ya 2zAa 

y-la-1 ^fl/3+2 

15. Vxy y3x2/3 16. Solve: • 
x + y + z = 4 
2x - y - z = -1 

^x - y + z = 0 

3 + 2i2 - 2i 
2 - z4 - 3 i 

Factor: 

17. 1 AxAh~2 - lxlb 18. x3y6 - 8x6_y12 

Evaluate: 

19. ~ 20. 2 (n2 - 2) 21. 2 ^2 
n=1 j=-2 J 

concept review 22. If x2 = y2, then compare: A. x B. y 

Find x in each of the following figures. 
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lesson 1 Deductive reasoning • The 
contrapositive • Converse and inverse 

_1-A 
Deductive Inductive reasoning is the process of determining or formulating a general rule by 
reasoning extrapolating from a number of individual observations or by just guessing. This 

most imprecise process produces rules that may or may not be true. A child who 
goes fishing in a pond and catches only fish that have scales might induce that all the 
fish in that pond have scales. This would be a guess at best because the child has not 
seen every fish in the pond and some might be catfish, a fish that does not have 
scales. Deductive reasoning is quite different. Deductive reasoning is the process of 
applying a given rule logically so that a mistake is not made in the application of the 
rule. Deductive reasoning does not consider the truth or falsity of the rule being 
applied. 

The ancient Greeks formalized the study of logic with their use of syllogisms in 
their investigation of deductive reasoning. A syllogism is a formal reasoning process 
in which a conclusion is inferred from two statements called premises. We will look 
at syllogisms in which the premises are called categorical propositions because they 
place things in categories. We will concentrate on premises called universal 
affirmatives. These premises affirm that all members of a certain set possess a 
certain property. Such a premise is often called the major premise. The other 
premise is often called the minor premise and identifies a member of this set. The 
conclusion follows that this member has the property possessed by all the members 
of the set. We demonstrate by using one of the oldest syllogisms known. 

All men are mortal. (Major premise) 

This statement establishes mortality as a property possessed by every member of 
the set of all men. 

Aristotle is a man. (Minor premise) 

This statement identifies Aristotle as a member of the set of all men. 

Aristotle is mortal. (Conclusion) 

This conclusion is a logical consequence because if Aristotle is a member of the set 
of all men, then he possesses the properties possessed by every member of this set. 

We use this type of reasoning in geometric proofs. Observe: 

The sum of the exterior angles of a convex polygon is 360°. 

Triangle ABC is a convex polygon. 

The sum of the exterior angles of triangle ABC is 360°. 

The major premise identifies a property of every member of the set of convex 
polygons. The minor premise identifies triangle ABC as a member of the set of 
convex polygons. Thus, triangle ABC has all the properties possessed by every 
member of the set of convex polygons. The entire three-step process is called an 
argument. In our investigation of syllogistic reasoning we will concentrate on the 
argument and will not consider the truth or falsity of the major premise. Consider the 
following syllogism: 



Example 1.1 

Solution 

Example 1.2 

Solution 

Example 1.3 

15 1 .A Deductive reasoning 

All frogs are green. 

Henry is a frog. 

Henry is green. 

(Major premise) 

(Minor premise) 

(Conclusion) 

The argument is a valid argument because the major premise states a property 
possessed by all frogs (they are green), and the minor premise identifies Henry as a 
member of the set of all frogs. The major premise is false because some frogs are not 
green and thus Henry might be brown or red or some other color. However, because 
the argument is a valid argument, we will say that the conclusion is a valid 
conclusion. This does not mean that the conclusion is true. It means only that the 
argument is valid. 

The conclusion in the following syllogism is invalid because the argument is 
faulty, as the minor premise does not identify a member of the set defined by the 
major premise. 

If it rains, I will go to town. (Major premise) 

It did not rain. (Minor premise) 

I did not go to town. (Conclusion) 

The major premise identifies an action I will take on each member of the set of days 
on which rain occurs. It makes no statement about what I will do on days on which 
there is no rain. Thus, any conclusion about what happens on dry days would be 
invalid. The day in question is not a member of the set of rainy days and may or may 
not possess the property in question. 

Is the following argument a valid argument? 

All normal dogs have four legs. 

That dog has four legs. 

That dog is a normal dog. 

The argument is invalid. The set described is the set of normal dogs. For a valid 
argument, the minor premise should have stated that a particular dog was a normal 

dog. 

Is the following argument valid? 

All boys are good. 

That child is a good child. 

That child is a boy. 

Invalid. The major premise makes a statement about the set of all boys. The minor 
premise talks about a member of the set of good children. To be a valid argument, 
the minor premise would have to identify a member of the set of all boys. 

Is the following argument a valid argument? 

All chickens have three legs. 

Henny Penny is a chicken. 

Henny Penny has three legs. 
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Solution 

_tJB 
The 

contrapositive 

Example 1.4 

Valid. All chickens do not have three legs, but we still say that the argument is a valid 
argument. This does not mean that the conclusion is true. It means that the 
argument is valid because the major premise identifies a property of the set of all 
chickens and the minor premise identifies Henny Penny as a member of the set of all 
chickens. 

The major premise either uses or implies an if-then statement that has two parts 
called the hypothesis and the conclusion. The hypothesis begins with the word if and 
the conclusion begins with the word then. When the words if and then are not 
written, the premise can be rewritten so that these words are used. For example, the 
major premise “Rabbits are fast runners” can be written as an if-then statement by 
writing: If an animal is a rabbit, then the animal is a fast runner. 

HYPOTHESIS CONCLUSION 

If an animal is a rabbit, then the animal is a fast runner 

We can make exactly the same statement another way by turning the statement 
around and using negatives. We call this alternate statement of the same premise the 
contrapositive. Two steps are necessary to form the contrapositive of a premise. The 
first step is to replace the if statement with the negative of the then statement. The 
second step is to replace the then statement with the negative of the if statement. 
Thus, the contrapositive of this premise is: 

If an animal is not a fast runner, then the animal is not a rabbit. 

If a premise is true, its contrapositive is also true. If a premise is false, its 
contrapositive is also false. This is easy to see if we use a Venn diagram for this 
example. 

We place all rabbits (R) inside the smaller curve andall fast animals (F) inside 
the larger curve. This puts all animals who are not fast (F) outside the larger curve. 
From this we can see that if an animal is a rabbit, it is also inside the F curve and is a 
fast runner. Also, we see that if an animal is not a fast runper, it is outside the larger 
curve and thus cannot be a rabbit.' 

Is the following argument valid? 

All nonathletes are vegetarians. (Major premise) 

Jim is a nonvegetarian._ (Minor premise) 

Jim is an athlete. (Conclusion) 
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Solution If we write the contrapositive of the major premise, we get: 

All nonvegetarians are athletes. (Major premise) 

Jim is a nonvegetarian._ (Minor premise) 

Jim is an athlete. (Conclusion) 

This is a valid argument, so the original argument is also valid. The conclusion is not 
necessarily true, but the argument is valid. 

1.C 
Converse We will call the initial statement of a premise the conditional. If we turn the 

and inverse conditional around and use negatives, we form the contrapositive, which allows us to 
make the conditional statement another way. If we turn the conditional statement 
around and do not use negatives, we do not make the same statement. This new 
statement is called the converse. If we wish, we can turn the converse around and use 
negatives to make the converse statement another way. We call this form the inverse. 

The confusion that results from these four forms has delighted logicians since 
the time of the ancient Greeks. There are two ways in which the statements in the 
hypothesis and the conclusion can be written, and each of these statements can be 
made in an alternative form. We note that the truth or falsity of the converse does 
not depend on the truth or falsity of the conditional. 

Conditional: IFan animal is a rabbit, then the animal is a fast runner. True. 

Converse: If an animal is a fast runner, then the animal is a rabbit. False. 

The conditional is true, but the converse is false. If the conditional is true, its 
partner, the contrapositive, will be true. If the converse is false, its partner, the 
inverse, will be false. It is helpful to think of these equivalent statements in pairs, as 
we show in the accompanying table. 

if then if-then 

Conditional rabbit fast P —> Q 
Contrapositive not fast not rabbit Q —> p 

Converse fast rabbit Q —> p 
Inverse not rabbit not fast P —> Q 

On the right we use P and Q to represent the original hypothesis and conclusion. We 
indicate the negation of P, or “not Pf by writing P, and we write “not Q” as/*Q. The 
paired statements in the above table use different words to say the same thing. If one 
statement is true, the other is true. If one statement is false, the other is false. We 
note that the converse is a simple reversal of P and Q and that the inverse is the 
converse stated using negations. 

The converse and inverse are important in mathematics because sometimes 
they are true and sometimes they are not true. For example, consider the statements 
about polygons listed in the following table. 

V 
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if then if-then 

Conditional a square a quadrilateral P - —> Q true 

Contrapositive not a quadrilateral not a square Q —> p true 

Converse a quadrilateral a square Q ~ —> P false 

Inverse not a square not a quadrilateral P —> Q false 

In the example above the converse and inverse are false. 
Now consider these statements about the lengths of sides and the measures of 

the angles opposite these sides in a triangle. 

if then if-then 

Conditional 
Contrapositive 

Sides have equal lengths 
Angles do not have 

equal measures 

Angles have equal measures 
Sides do not have 

equal lengths 

P —> Q true 
Q —> P true 

Converse 
Inverse 

Angles have equal measures 
Sides do not have 

equal lengths 

Sides have equal length 
Angles do not have 

equal measures 

Q —> P true 
P —> Q true 

Mathematical statements in which all four forms are true are called if and only if 

statements, and the abbreviation iff is often used to mean if and only if. When we use 
the words if and only if, we are making two statements that symbolically have 
arrowheads going in both directions. 

iff means both P <—> Q and P <—> Q 

Problem set 1 Are following arguments valid or invalid? 

1. All gurus are Asian. 2. All gurus are Asian. 
Frank is a guru._ Alfred is Asian. 

Therefore, Frank is Asian. Therefore, Alfred is a guru. 

3. State the contrapositive of the following conditional statement: If the light is 
on, then the switch is on. 

4. Johnny was told that p leads to q. He walked down the hall and saw “not q." 
Did the presence of “not imply p or “not p” or imply nothing at all? 
Explain. 

5. Find the distance from the point (6, 2) to the midpoint of the line segment 
whose endpoints are (7, 2) and (-3, 8). 

6. Write the slope-intercept form of the equation of the line which passes through 
the point (2, 2) and which is perpendicular to the line 2y - x - 1 = 0. 

7. Write the double-intercept form of the equation of the line which passes 
through the points (1,3) and (-1, 7). 

8. Complete the square to rewrite x2 = -6x - 13 in the form (x + a)2 + b = 0, 
where a and b are constants. 

9. Use the quadratic formula to find all the values of x which make x2 - 3x + 1 
equal to zero. 
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10. Solve: \2y' 
+ 

- x2 = 1 

1 = X 
11. 

12. Solve for R{: 
m + b _ 

c w, rJ 

Simplify: 

13. 
4 - 2V3 

2 - V3 
14. 

15. 5Vf - 2VI + V84 16. 

Divide x3 - 13x2 + 1 Ox - 8 by 
x - 1. 

3 i2 + 2/ + 4 
3/ - 7 + 2i 

Vx3_y5 _yI/4x3/2 

17. 
1 + 

1 + 

18. 
m 

x + y_ 
m 

Factor: 

19. a2b2 - 8x6jg9 20. 2x3 + 3x2 - 2x 

21. 
0. ,.r a2 - b2 

Simplify: + 22. Evaluate: £ (/ - v) 
j= 1 

23. 
4F 

Evaluate: 3^131 

CONCEPT REVIEW 24. If x > jy then compare: A - 5. - 
y 

Find the value of x in each of the following figures: 

27. Solve for x and y. 
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LESSON 2 

2.A 
Radian 

measure 
of angles 

Example 2.1 

Solution 

_2.B 
Trigonometric 

ratios 

Radian measure of angles • Trigonometric 
ratios • Four quadrant signs • Simplifying 
trigonometric expressions 

If an arc of a circle has the same length as a radius of the circle, the central angle is 
said to measure 1 radian. 

© ^ 
Arc length = 1 radius Grandmother’s pie A mathematical n 

The circumference of a circle measures 277 radians. Thus half a circle measures only 
77 radians, or 180°, as we show above in the figure on the right. Therefore, the unit 
multipliers for radian to degree conversions are 

77 radians 180 degrees 

180 degrees an<^ 77 radians 

The little wheel rolled merrily down the hill at 400 rpm (revolutions per minute). If 
the radius of the wheel was 6 centimeters, what was the linear velocity of the wheel 
in yards per second? 

The linear velocity of the wheel equals the radius of the wheel times the angular 
velocity of the wheel in radians per unit time, or v = rco. We will use unit multipliers 
to convert revolutions to radians, minutes to seconds, and centimeters to inches. 

v = ro) 

v = (6 cm) 400 
rev 1 in 1 yd\/277 rad\/l min 
min/\2.54 cm/\36 in/V 1 rev A60 sec 

6(400)(2tt) yd 
V “ 2.54(36X60) sec 

A calculator may be used to evaluate this expression if a numerical answer is 
desired. Note that radians are dimensionless units and the notation can be dropped 
where its use is not helpful. 

Most people find a mnenomic helpful in remembering the definitions of the 
trigonometric ratios that we call the sine, cosine, and tangent. The letters which 
make up the pseudo Native American word Soh Cah Toa or the first letters in the 
sentence Oscar Had A Hold On Arthur can be used to help us remember the 
definitions shown here. 

Opposite _ . Adjacent Opposite 
Sine = ..--- Cosine = ,.--- Tangent = -r-r-- 

Hypotenuse Hypotenuse & Adjacent 
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Example 2.2 

Solution 

sin 6 = 
a 

cos 6 = - 
c 

tan 6 = t 
b 

We recall that the tangent of an angle can be expressed in terms of the sine of the 
angle and the cosine of the angle. 

tan 0 = 
sin 6 
cos 0 

The reciprocal functions of the sine, cosine, and tangent are the cosecant, 
secant, and cotangent, respectively, as we show here: 

esc 6 = 
1 

sin 6 
sec 6 = 

1 
cos 6 

cot 6 = 
1 

tan 6 

Mathematics books use the trigonometric functions of 77-/3, 77/4, and 77/6 (60°, 
45°, and 30°, respectively) for practice problems because the exact values of the 
functions of these angles can be determined quickly by using the two triangles 
shown here. 

Evaluate: sin- 
77 77 77 

- tan -r + cos ~r 
3 4 6 

We use the triangles to find sin tan and cos 

sin 
7 77" , 77 . 77 
2 -r- - tan —7 + cos 7T 

= /V3V 
2 J 

3 
4 

+ 

1 + 

V3 

V3 

1 V3 
4 2 

•1 + 2V3 

substituted 

squared 

simplified 

added 
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Example 2.3 Evaluate: sec 30° + esc 

Solution We begin by rewriting sec 30° and esc ^ in terms of sine and cosine. 

sec 30° = 

77 

1 _ 77 _ 1 definition 
cos 30° 

CSC /- 
0 7T 

sin 6 

- U + — 
V3 1 

2 2 

substituted 

A= + 2 
V 3 

simplified 

2V3 + 6 

3 
added 

2.C 
Four quadrant The signs of the trigonometric functions of an angle in the first quadrant are all 

Signs positive. The signs of these functions in the other four quadrants can be determined 
by drawing triangles in each of the quadrants as we show here. The hypotenuse is 
always positive. 

Quadrant I Quadrant II Quadrant III Quadrant IV 
all positive sin positive tan positive cos positive 

The three basic trigonometric functions are positive in the first quadrant, and only 
one of these functions is positive in each of the other three quadrants. The first 
letters of the sentence 

All Students Take Calculus 

can be used to help us remember that All three functions are positive in the first 
quadrant, the Sine is positive in the second quadrant, the Tangent is positive in the 
third quadrant, and the Cosine is positive in the fourth quadrant. Functions of 
angles greater than 360° or 2tt radians can be reduced to functions of angles less 
than 360° or 2tt radians by subtracting multiples of 360° or 2tt from the angle. Thus 

sin 750° = sin [750 - 2(360)°] = sin 30° 

1377 A (\2tT „ 77 
tan —= tan I —^- 277 1 = tan 

Evaluate: ' 7 rr i o 2 sin -7- + 3 sin 
6 

Example 2.4 
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Solution We begin by drawing two diagrams. 

y 

The sine is negative in the third quadrant, and, thus, sin (777/6) equals -sin (77/6), 

which is -sin 30°. The sine is positive in the second quadrant; so sin (-477/3) equals 
sin (77/3), or sin 60°. Thus, we have 

2 1 ^ + 3 sm y 

= -1 + 
3V3 

2 

Example 2.5 Evaluate: 4 tan ( —jy-j + 2 sec f-y 

Solution We begin by drawing the necessary diagrams. 

y 

x 

y 

The tangent is positive in the first quadrant, and, thus, tan (-1177/6) equals tan 
(77/6), or tan 30°. The cosine is positive in the fourth quadrant, so the secant is also 
positive. Thus, sec (-77/4) equals sec (77/4). So we have 

tan y | + - 4 
cos 

77 V3. 
+ 

4V3 
1 

V2 

2V2 

_ZD 
Simplifying 

trigonometric 
expressions 

Many trigonometric expressions can be simplified if we remember that tan 6 is the 
ratio of sin 6 to cos 6 and that cot 6, sec 6, and esc 6 are the reciprocals of tan 6, cos 
6, and sin 6, respectively. 

Example 2.6 Simplify: (cos2 0)(sec 6>)(tan d) 

Solution We remember that cos2 6 means (cos 6)2 and does not mean cos (6)2. Sec 6 is the 
reciprocal of cos 6, and tan 6 equals sin 6 divided by cos 6. Thus, we substitute and 
get 
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Example 2.7 

Solution 

Problem set 2 

/sinjA 
Vcos'tfy 

sin 0 

Simplify: 
cot 9 cos 

esc 9 

We substitute equivalent expressions for cot 9 and esc 9 and get cos2 9 as our 
simplified answer. 

/cos 6\(cos 9\ 
\sin e \ 1 / 2 „ 
—--J-- cos2 0 

sin 6 

1. The wheel on Esme’s unicycle revolved 20 times every minute as she rode 
down the straight path. If the radius of the wheel of her unicycle was 3 feet, 
how fast was Esme’s unicycle traveling along the path? 

2. Stacy pulled the tumbril down the straight path at a speed of 100 feet per 
minute. If the radius of the wheels of the tumbril was 1 foot, how many 
revolutions were the wheels making per minute? 

Evaluate: 

3, II II , • II 

. COS2 -IT - cot -r + Sin -T 
3 4 0 

s ? 777 - ( 5tt\ 
5. 3 cos y- + 2 cos I —1 

Simplify: 

7. (sin2 #)(csc 0)(cot 6) 

4. sec 60° + esc2 y 

6. 4 tan + sin (-y) 

0 tan 9 sin 6 
O* « 

sec 9 

9. Write the contrapositive of the following statement: A fangle is a widgit if 
two of its marks are not equal. 

10. Is the following argument valid or invalid? 

If a fangle’s marks are equal, then it is a gotby. 
Susan’s fangle is not a gotby. 

Therefore, Susan’s fangle’s marks are not equal. 

11. Write the point-slope form of the equation of the line which passes through the 
point (-9, -3) and is parallel to the line f + 2 = —3y. Then write the general 
form of the equation. 

12. Factor to find the values of x which satisfy the equation -lx1 = lx — 15. 

13. Solve x2 + x = -1 by using the quadratic formula. 

14. Multiply 3x2 - 4x + 5 by 2x - 1. 

15. Find the ordered pairs (x, y) which satisfy both the equation x2 + y2 = 8 and 
the equation x + y = 0. 

16. Solve for r: — — v{— + —) 
r \r, rj 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

Simplify: 

17. 
1 + 

1 + 3 

19. 
2P - 3/ + 2 
2i + 7 + 3 i2 

21. Evaluate: ^ (2' + z) 
;=-i 

Find x in each of the following figures: 

22. rnAB = (60 - x)° 

mBC = (2x)° 

mAAPB = (x + 5)° 

18. 3V5 + V50 

20. 
xJ 

x1 + xy + y2 

A. x B. y 

LESSON 3 Word problem review 

The standard word problems that we have encountered before have allowed us to 
practice the use of concepts and skills that are useful in the solution of the word 
problems encountered in calculus and in advanced mathematics. We will review 
some of the basic types of word problems in this lesson. 

Example 3.1 Diana could do 4 jobs in 7 hours and Frank could do 7 jobs in 5 hours. How many 
hours would it take them working together to do 10 jobs? 

Solution We assume that their rates when they work together are the same as their rates when 
they work independently. Diana’s rate is f job per hour and Frank’s rate is | jobs per 
hour. They will both work t hours. Thus, we write 

4 7 
-^t + ~^t = 10 equation 

201 + 49/ = 350 multiplied by 35 

t = hours solved 
o9 
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Example 3.2 Patricia could do 5 jobs in 10 hours with 3 machines. At the same rate how long 
would it take her to do 4 jobs with 12 machines? 

Solution In this problem Patricia’s rate is in jobs per machine-hour, and the equation is rate 
times the number of machines times time equals the number of jobs. The rate is \ 
job per machine-hour. 

Here is the basic equation: 

Rate x machines x time = jobs or rmt = j 

5 jobs i job 
1/ otp = - — - - 

(3 machines)(10 hours) 6 machine-hour 

Now, if we use this rate in the basic equation and use 4 for jobs and 12 for machines, 
we can solve for time t. 

^(12)(t) = 4 substituted 

t = 2 hours solved 

Thus, she could do 4 jobs in 2 hours if she used 12 machines. 

Example 3.3 Walter and John found that the cost varied directly as the number who worked and 
inversely as the Sabercat index. The cost was $400 when 5 men worked and the 
index was 8. What was the cost when 13 men worked and the index was 2? 

Solution This nonsense problem allows us practice with the fact that a direct variation 
equation contains variables and a constant of proportionality k. We will let M 
represent the number of men and let S represent the Sabercat index and write 

Cost 
kM 

The problem is a three-step problem. The first step is to substitute to find k. 

k5 
400 = 

8 
-> k - 640 solved for k 

The second step is to substitute for k in the equation. 

^ , 640M , j 
Cost = —o— substituted 

The last step is to substitute for M and S. 

Cos, = ™ . $4I60 

Example 3.4 The cost varied linearly with the number of men who worked. When 10 men 
worked, the cost was $70. When 20 men worked, the cost was $120. What was the 
cost when only 2 men worked? 

Solution The words varied linearly tell us that the equation is a linear equation. 

Cost = mM + b 

We have two unknowns, so we need two equations. We get one equation by using 70 
for cost and 10 for M and can get another equation by using 120 for cost and 20 for 
M. Then we solve this system of two equations. 
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70 = m( 10) + b —> (2) —» 140 = 20m + 2b 

120 = m(20) + b —> (-1) —> -120 = -20m - b 

20 = b solved for b 

Now we let b = 20 in the first equation to solve for m. 

70 = mlO + 20 

m = 5 

Finally we have the linear equation. 

Cost = 5M + 20 

By substituting, we find that when 2 men worked the cost was $30. 

Cost = 5(2) + 20 = $30 

When Louwan saw the bad men, it was high noon. When she caught them, the hands 
on the clock made a 90° angle. What time was it when she caught them? 

The big hand moves at 1 space per minute. The little hand moves at space per 
minute. The big hand will be 15 spaces 
equals 90°. 

Spaces big hand moves = 11 

The difference equals 15 spaces. 

11 - -~t = 15 spaces 

121 - t = 180 

180 . 
t = -yy- min 

4 
Thus the time was: 12:16yy p.m 

ahead of the little hand when the angle 

Spaces little hand moves = — t 

equation 

multiplied 

solved 

4 
16 yy minutes later 

1. Dale could draw 5 graphs every 4 hours. Norman could draw 3 graphs every 2 
hours. How many hours would it take Dale and Norman working together to 
draw 11 graphs? 

2. Nancy could typeset 6 pages in 5 days with 2 computers. If Nancy continues to 
typeset at this rate, how many days would it take her to typeset 72 pages with 3 
computers? 

3. The time necessary to complete the project varied inversely with the number 
of engineers who worked on the project and directly with the amount of money 
invested. When 2 engineers work and $1000 is invested, the project takes 5 
days. How many days would it take to complete the project if 3 engineers work 
and $3000 is invested? 

4. The cost of a Jimmy Built building varies linearly with the number of floors the 
building has. If a 10-story Jimmy Built building costs $ 12 million and a 4-story 
Jimmy Built building costs $6 million, how much would a 7-story Jimmy Built 
building cost? 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

5. At noon, Linda began to wait for Misty. If Misty and Linda were to meet the 
first time the hands of the clock were pointing in opposite directions, at what 
time were Misty and Linda scheduled to meet? 

6. A wheel 2 feet in diameter rolls straight down the hill, revolving once every 
second. Find the linear velocity of the wheel in feet per minute. 

Evaluate: 

_ ~ ( 5 IT \ 7T 0^-9 77 4.9 
7. 2 cos I --y- 1 - sec y 8. tan2 y - cot2 y 

9. sin2 (-^) - esc (-f 

Simplify the following expressions: 

10. (sin2 x)(csc x)(cos x) 11. cos a sec a 
CSC a 

12. Is the following argument valid or invalid? 

All pugilists are truculent. 
Adam is not truculent. 

Therefore, Adam is not a pugilist. 

13. Use the quadratic formula to find the values of x for which the value of the 
polynomial 2x2 - 3x + 1 is zero. 

14. Write the general form of the equation of the line which is parallel to the y axis 
and which passes through the point (2, 3). 

15. Solve: 
y = x2 + 1 
y - 2x = 0 

16. If x2 = Vy + 1, solve for y in 
terms of x. 

Simplify: 

17. 
x3 - fl3 
x - a 

19. 
2 i2 + 3 

1 - 2 i 

21. Evaluate: 
18! 

16!2! 

18. 

20. 

V3 + V2 
V3 - V2 

4 
, a 

m H- 
x - 

22. If x and y are both less than zero and x < y, then compare: 
A. -x B. -y 

Solve for x in each of the following figures: 

24. mAC = (x + 5)° 

mBD = (2x + 7)° 

mABED = (x + 30)° 

D 
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LESSON 4 

4.A 
Functions: 

Their 
equations 

and graphs 

Functions: Their equations and graphs • 
Functional notation • Domain and range 

The expression 2x + 3 has exactly one value for each value of x selected. When x 
equals 1, this expression has a value of 5. When x equals -6, this expression has a 
value of -9. 

EXPRESSION WHEN X = 1 WHEN X = - 3 

2x + 3 2(1) + 3 = 5 2(—3) + 3 = -9 

Since the single value of 2x + 3 is determined by the value of x selected, we say that 
2x + 3 is single-valued. If we use y as the dependent variable, we can use 2x + 3 to 
write the right-hand side of an equation that has exactly one value of y for any value 
of x selected. 

y = 2x + 3 

We use the word function to identify the single-valued relationships specified 
by single-valued equations by saying that y is a function of x. The word relation is an 
umbrella term used to identify relationships specified by equations that have at least 
one answer for y for every value of x. In the equation 

y2 = x 

y is not a function of x because if x is 4, y could be either 2 or -2. We call this 
equation a double-valued equation. Multivalued equations are useful, and we use 
them extensively in mathematics, but we must be careful to remember -that such 
equations do not describe functional relationships. 

Modern mathematicians have found that the process which produces exactly 
one answer for each value chosen for the input is extremely useful, and they use the 
word function to describe any process that does this. Thus, an equation is not 
necessary. All that is needed is a rule that tells: (1) what numbers can be used and (2) 
how to find the answer for each number. The rule allows us to match each member 
of a specified set, called the domain (the input values of x), with exactly one member 
of a second set (the answers), called the range. The individual members of the range 
are called the images. We say that the function maps each member of the domain to 
exactly one member of the range. 

x f{x) 

Domain Range 

The diagram shows that if x is 4, the image (answer) is 9. If x is 7, the image is 
5, and if x is 3, the image is 9. Since we have exactly one image for each value of x, 
we have a function. The image for both 4 and 3 is 9, but since 4 has only one image 
and 3 has only one image, the requirement that each member of the domain have 
exactly one image is satisfied. In this example, we used a diagram rather than an 
equation to specify the images. The only values of x that can be used are 4, 7, and 3 
because in this example it was arbitrarily decided that the domain would contain 
only these three numbers. 
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The rule for a function may also be stated by a list of ordered pairs such that 
every first member is paired with exactly one second member. Thus, the following 
set of ordered pairs defines a relation but does not define a function 

(4, 3), (5, 7), (9, 3), (4, -5), (8, 14), (6, -3) 

because the first and the fourth pairs have different answers (images) for 4. The 
following set of ordered pairs does define a function. 

(4, 3), (5, 7), (9, 3), (4, 3), (8, 14), (6, -3) 

In this book we will concentrate almost exclusively on functions whose rules 
can be written as equations. We note that the function is defined by the equation and 
that the function is not the equation itself. Many authors use a letter to name the 
function and a colon and an arrow to indicate the pairing or mapping. 

f{x) = x2 + 4 f:x x2 + 4 

g(x) = x3 - 2x + 1 g:x —» x3 - 2x + 1 

The / function rule is x2 + 4 and the g function rule is x3 - 2x + 1. We read the 
notations on the right as “/maps xto x2 + 4” and “g maps x to x3 - 2x + 1.” 

Thus, we see that the word function is used to describe the idea of a particular 
kind of mapping or pairing and that this idea has different aspects. One aspect is 
algebraic, another aspect is arithmetic, and a third aspect is geometric. 

We use the word function to describe a mapping from each 
member of the input set, which is called the domain, to 
exactly one member of the output set, which is called the 
range. Thus, the word function brings to mind the follow¬ 
ing: 

1. The numbers that are acceptable as inputs and the 
algebraic rule (if one exists) that can be used to find the 
unique output that is paired with each input. 

2. A table of ordered pairs of inputs and outputs where 
each input member is paired with exactly one output 
and all equal inputs have the same outputs. 

3. The graph of the geometric points whose coordinates are 
the ordered pairs just described. 

What functions are and how they interrelate can be explained by using a box 
called a function machine. The function machine uses a rule to produce exactly one 
output for every input. Suppose we consider as examples two functions which we 
will call the / function and the g function and define them as follows: 

fix) = 4x g(x) = x2 + 2 

The /rule is to multiply any input by 4, and the g rule is to square any input and then 
add 2. This may be easier to understand if we use an empty set of parentheses 
instead of x and call the parentheses “whatever.” Thus, the / function multiplies 
whatever is in the parentheses by 4, and the g function squares whatever is in the 
parentheses and then adds 2. 
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/( ) = 4( ) g( ) = ( )\+2 

/(*) = 4x £(*) = x2 + 2 

X -- —- 4x x —- 

3 —- f —- 12 3 —- 9 
5 —~ 20 5 —~ 

x2 + 2 

11 

27 

Given /(x) = x2 + 5, find (a) /(-2), (b) /(x + 2), (c) /(x + Ax). 

We use the function machine thought process: 

/( ) = ( )2 + 5 

( ) — / — 

This function machine will square whatever we put in and then add 5. 
(a) Insert (-2) and get out (-2)2 + 5 = 9. 
(b) Insert (x + 2) and get out (x + 2)2 + 5 = x2 + 4x + 9. 

(c) Insert (x + Ax) and get out (x + Ax)2 + 5 = x2 + 2x(Ax) + (Ax)2 + 5. 

Functional notation is useful because it indicates that the relationship is single¬ 
valued and also because it can be used with letters of our choice to name or identify 
particular single-valued relationships. To name the equations 

y = 2x + 3 y = e‘ y = In u y = sin (25 + 2) 

we could use the letters / 6, g, and h to write 

/(x) = 2x2 + 3 6(t) = el g(u) - In u h(s) = sin 2^ + 2 

We read/(x) as “/of x,” 6(t) as “theta of t,” and g(u) and h(s) as “g of w” and “h of 
5,” respectively. 

From this we see that /(x), d(t), g(u), and h(s) mean the same thing that y 
means. We also see that these notations allow us to identify the single-valued / 
equation in x, the single-valued 6 equation in t, the single-valued g equation in u, 
and the single-valued h equation in 5. Functional notation is also helpful because it 
allows us to identify the value of x used to get a particular answer. 

y=ll /(4) = 11 

On the left we use the old notation that tells us that the answer is 11. On the right, 
the functional notation tells us that if we use the /equation and let x equal 4, the 
answer is 11. The additional information provided by functional notation explains 
why it is used so widely. 

Functional notation is also useful on a graph. If we have a graph of the / 
equation in x, we use the single letter /to identify the graph. We will use /(x) to 
represent the y value of the /equation when x equals some unspecified value. We 
will use f(a) to designate the y value of the /equation when x equals the constant a. 
For example, we will use /(4) to designate the y value of the equation when x equals 
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4. On the graph,/(4) represents the directed vertical distance from the x axis to the 
graph when x equals 4. The input value of any point on the graph is represented by its 
distance to the right or left of the y axis. The output value for the same point is 
represented by its distance above or below the x axis. 

y 

We will use the x, y notation and functional notation interchangeably in this 
lesson and in the rest of the book as is convenient. We will even use both notations 
in the same problem to emphasize this interchangeability. Note that the vertical 
axis in the diagram above is labeled y instead of/(x). 

We know how to use ordered pairs of x and y written as (x, y). Now we see that 
we can designate the same ordered pairs of x, the input, and /(x), the output, by 
writing 

(x, /(x)) 

The graph of the function is the graph of the ordered pairs of inputs x and out¬ 
puts/(x). 

Example 4.2 Which of the following are not graphs of functions? 

Solution Since a function is single-valued, there can be only one y value for any value of x. If, 
at any value of x, we can draw a vertical line that touches the graph more than once, 
then the graph is not the graph of a function. This means the graph cannot loop back 
anywhere and cannot be vertical anywhere. Let’s use vertical lines on these graphs. 
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Example 4.3 

Solution 

Example 4.4 

Solution 

Example 4.5 

Solution 

4.C 
Domain 

and range 

Figures (a) and (c) show graphs of functions because we see that no vertical line 
we can draw will touch the graph in more than one place. Figure (b) is not the graph 
of a function, for we have found a value of x at which a vertical line will touch the 
graph in two places. The graph in figure (d) fails the vertical line test to the left of the 
origin where the graph is vertical and fails the test again to the right of the origin 
where the graph loops back. 

Which of the following sets of points could lie on the graph of a function? 
(a) {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5)} (b) {(1, 2), (2, 3), (1, 3), (4, 5)} 
(c) {(4, 3), (2, 2), (4, 3), (3, 3)} (d) {(1, -1), (4, -1), (-1, -1), (3,-2)} 

A set of ordered pairs in which every first number is paired with a unique second 
number is a function. So we look for first numbers that are the same. In set (a), all 
the first numbers are different and each first number has a second number, so set (a) 
describes a function. Set (b) is not a function because two ordered pairs have 1 as a 
first number, but the second numbers are different. Set (c) is a function because this 
set has two ordered pairs in which 4 is the first number, but both of these ordered 
pairs have 3 as the second number. In set (d) three of the second numbers are -1, 
but set (d) is a function because all the first numbers are different. 

Determine whether the following statement is true or false and justify your answer: 
The mapping f:x -h> x4 + x2 is not a function because it maps both +1 and -1 
to +1. 

False. The mapping is a function. A function is a mapping in which every value of x 
is mapped to exactly one value of y. Two different values of x can be mapped to the 
same value of y. 

Determine whether the following statement is true or false and explain your answer: 
The equation y = x2 + 2 is not the equation of a function because there is a vertical 
line that intersects the graph of this equation at more than one point. 

False. Any number used for x will result in just one answer for y. Thus, any vertical 
line will intersect the graph at only one point. 

The definition of a function has two parts. One part is a rule which tells how to find 
the output value/(x) for each value of the input x. The other part is the description of 
the set of input values that may be used for x. This set is the domain for the function. 
The domain for a function may be determined by the person who makes up the 
function. Here we show the rules and the domains for functions made up by Selby 
and Bruce. 

Selby’s function Bruce’s function 

/(x) = 2x + 3 g(x) = 2x + 3 

D = {reals} D = {integers} 

The algebraic part of the rule for each of these functions is the same, but the 
functions are different functions because the domains are different. We don’t know 
why Selby and Bruce decided on the domains that they did. We must accept the 
domains they have specified because the person who makes up the algebraic part of 
the rule also gets to choose the domain. 

In mathematics books, if the author does not specify the domain for a 
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particular function, it is reasonable for the reader to assume that he or she is allowed 
to specify the domain, because a domain is necessary. Domains do not appear by 

magic. Someone must specify them. 
Whenever we encounter a problem, we must determine the algebraic rule for 

the function implied by the statement of the problem. We must also determine an 
acceptable domain for the function. Sometimes the problem is stated in such a way 
that we cannot use certain numbers as values of the input variable. If boxes cost $25 
each, we could use the following function machine to find the cost of x boxes. 

Cost = 25( ) 

or Cost = 25x 

x 

4 

7 

25( ) 

25x 

100 

We see that 4 boxes cost $100 and 7 boxes cost $175. We would not try to use this 
equation to find the cost of l\ boxes or 4 + 2i boxes because we assume that only 
whole numbers of boxes can be purchased. Trying to buy l\ boxes or 4 + 2i boxes 
does not make sense. No statement about the domain was made, but it seems that 
the set of whole numbers is implied as the domain for this problem. We can buy no 
boxes, one box, two boxes, etc. 

Domain = {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} 

If the equation being considered is not the result of a real problem such as this one, 
we still need to determine the domain. We will use the following rule. 

In this book we will deal with functions of real numbers. The 
domains of the functions, unless otherwise specified, are 
understood to be the set of real numbers that will produce 
images that are also real numbers. 

The range of a function is the set of all images that we get when all values of the 
domain have been used as inputs for the function machine. Thus we do not specify 
the range when we have an algebraic expression for the function. We mentally insert 
all members of the domain and investigate the set of outputs that result. 

One way to determine the domain and range of a function is to look at the 
graph of the function. The x coordinates of the points on the graph constitute the 
domain and the y coordinates of the points on the graph constitute the range. 
Consider the following figures. 

y 

{b)y= + 2 (a) y = Vx-2 
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Example 4.6 

Solution 

Example 4.7 

Solution 

In figure (a) the x values on the graph begin at 2 and increase without bound, 
so the domain is all real numbers greater than or equal to 2. The y values on the 
graph begin at zero and increase without bound, so the range is all real numbers 
equal to or greater than zero. In figure (6) the x values on the graph go from negative 
infinity to positive infinity, so the domain is the set of real numbers. The y values 
begin at +2 and increase without bound, so the range is all real numbers greater 
than or equal to 2. In figure (c) the values of x include all real numbers and the 
values of y include all real numbers. Thus for this function the set of real numbers is 
the domain and the set of real numbers is the range. 

Find the domain and range of the function /(x) = Vx + 5. 

We will not use values of x that will cause Vx + 5 to be an imaginary number. Thus, 
-8 is not an acceptable value of x. 

/(-8) = V-8 + 5 = W3 = V3 i NO! NO! 

Thus we see that the domain of Vx + 5 consists of the real numbers that are equal 
to or greater than -5. To designate domains, we can use set notation, use { } to 
designate the set, use the symbol E to mean an element of, and use the symbol R to 
represent the real numbers. We use a vertical line to mean such that. Thus we may 
write 

Domain of Vx + 5 = {x E R | x > -5} 

We cap read this as follows: “The domain of Vx + 5 is the set of all real numbers x 
such that x is equal to or greater than -5.” 

On the graph we see that there are no negative values of y, so the range consists of all 
real numbers equal to or greater than zero. 

Range of Vx + 5 = {y G R | y > 0} 

Find the domain and range of /(x) 
Vx 

x - 2' 

From the numerator of the function we see that x cannot be a negative number 
because the square root of a negative number is an imaginary number. From the 
denominator of the function we see that x cannot equal 2 because this would make 

the denominator equal zero. Thus 

Domain = {x E R | x ^ 0, x + 2} 

Finding the range of some functions is easier if we 
graph the functions. We will discuss graphing tech¬ 
niques in later lessons. The graph of this function 
shows that the values of y include zero and all positive 
and negative real numbers. 

Range - {y E R} 
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Problem set 4 1. Sue could consume 9 scoops of ice cream in 3 minutes, whereas Cody required 
6 minutes to consume 1 scoop of ice cream. Michael scooped 40 scoops for Sue 
and Cody. If Cody ate for 12 minutes and then was joined by Sue, how much 
time would it require Sue and Cody eating together to eat the remaining ice 
cream? 

2. The ratio of the number of sophists to the number of pundits was 3 to 1 and the 
ratio of the number of pundits to the number of charlatans was 4 to 1. If there 
were 34 sophists, pundits, and charlatans in all, how many of each were there? 

3. Five years ago, Sharon was 3 times as old as Travis. Now Sharon is 18 years 
older than Travis. How old are Sharon and Travis now? 

4. Now it is 6 o’clock. In how many minutes will the little hand and the big hand 
be pointing in the same direction? 

5. Express 130° per minute in terms of radians per hour. 

6. Listed are sets of ordered pairs of numbers where each ordered pair represents 
a point on the coordinate plane. Which of the following sets lists the 
coordinates of points which lie on the graph of a function? 
(a) {(2,-2), (-3, 2), (2,-3), (3, 3)} 
(b) {(1,2), (2, 2), (3, 2), (4, 2)} 
(c) {(1,2), (1,3), (6,7), (-1, 13)} 
id) {(-1,2), (2,-1), (-1,4), (5, 8)} 

7. Shown is the graph of a function f. 

y 

Estimate the value of the following: 

(a) 0(1) (b) 0(-1) (c) 0(-2) 

8. Shown is a function machine/where only a few input and output values are 
given. 

1 

2 

-2 

2 

5 

5 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Which of the following could be the equation for /? 
(a) fix) = 2x + 1 (C) f(x) = 2x2 - 2 
(b) f{x) = x2 + 1 (d) f(x) = 2x 

1 f/(-/) - 2a2 - 1, find f{x + Ax). 

Find the domain and range of the function y = \fx 

Find the domain of the function y = —x + 1. 
x 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

Evaluate: 

t ( 5 77" \ 77" 

. 2 cos- ( —) — sec- 13. + sin 

14. sin ^ cos 
6 

Simplify the following expressions: 

15. (cot2 x)(sec2 x)(sin x) 16. 
(cot d)(sec 6) 

(esc 6) 

17. Is the following argument valid or invalid? 

All epicureans are hedonists. 
Coach Keller is not a hedonist. 

Therefore, Coach Keller is not an epicurean. 

18. Suppose that y = mx + b and y = nx + c are the equations of two lines which 
are perpendicular. What is the numerical value of mn7 

19. Solve for s: Vx - Vs - 8 = 2 

i 

20. Compute: 2) 3' 
/=-! 

21. Simplify: 
V3 - V2 
V3 + V2 

22. If x, y, and z are lengths as shown, compare: 
A. x + y B. z 

Solve for x: 

23. m/LABC = (5x — 10)° 

mADC = (x2 - 20)° 

24. PA and PB are tangents to the 
circle shown. 

m ACB = (2x)° 

m ADB = (3x + 60)° 

m AP = x° 
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lesson 5 
_5.A 

The unit 
circle 

The unit circle • Graphing sinusoids 

In a right triangle, the sine of an acute angle 9 is the ratio of the length of the side 
opposite angle 9 to the length of the hypotenuse. Thus, if we draw a triangle whose 
hypotenuse is 1 unit long, the sine of angle 9 will be the length of the side opposite 
this angle divided by 1. A circle whose radius is 1 is called a unit circle. If we center a 
unit circle at the origin, as we show here, and measure the central angles 
counterclockwise from the positive x axis, the y coordinate of any point on the unit 
circle equals the sine of the central angle because y is the length of the side opposite 
angle 9 in the triangle. On the right we graph y = sin 9 and note that the horizontal 

axis is the 9 axis. 

The sines of 0,, 92, 03, and 04 equal the directed lengths of the vertical sides of 
the triangles since the length of every hypotenuse equals 1. This agrees with the 
graph of y - sin 9 on the right, where the vertical distance from the 9 axis to the 
graph also equals sin 9. When the graph is above the 9 axis, the sine is positive, and 
when the graph is below the 9 axis, the sine is negative. Note that when 9 equals 
zero, the sine is zero, and as 9 increases from 0 to 360°, or 2tt radians, the value of 
the sine goes from 0 to 1 to 0 to -1 and back to 0. In this discussion we have used 9 
to represent the independent variable to emphasize that 9 represents an angle. In 
mathematics, the variable x is most often used as the independent variable and is 
also used to represent angles. In this graph of the sine curve, the horizontal axis is 
the 9 axis. Sometimes we use 9 and sometimes we use x. 

From this discussion, we see that the y coordinate of any point on a unit cfrcle 
equals the sine of the central angle measured counterclockwise from the positive x 
axis. 

y - sin 9 

The same unit circle can be used to discuss the values of the cosine because the 
value of cos x equals the length of the adjacent side over the length of the 
hypotenuse. Thus, if the length of the hypotenuse equals 1, the directed length of a 
horizontal side of a triangle in this unit circle equals the cosine of the angle. Thus, 
the x coordinate of any point on the unit circle equals the cosine of the central angle 
measured counterclockwise from the positive x axis. In order to show the projection 
of the cosine function from the unit circle it is necessary to rotate the unit circle 90° 
counterclockwise, as we have done in the following figure. 
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On the graph ofy = cos <9, the values of cos 6 are the directed vertical distances 
from the x axis to the curve. These vertical distances correlate with the directed 
lengths of the vertical sides of the triangle in the left-hand figure. Note that the value 
of cos 0° is 1, and as 6 goes from 0° to 360°, the value of the cosine goes from 1 to 0 to 
-1 to 0 and back to 1. 

Both the sine and cosine are periodic functions whose period is 360° since the 
values of sin 6 and cos 6 repeat in regular patterns as 6 increases or decreases 
through multiples of 360°, or 2tt radians. 

5.B 
Graphing The Greek suffix -oid means “having the shape of.” Thus something that has the 
sinusoids shape of a crystal is crystalloid. Because the graph of the cosine function looks very 

much like the graph of the sine function, we call both of these functions sinusoids. 
The equations of a sine function and a cosine function whose period is 2n have the 
following forms. 

y = A + B sin (6 - D) y = A + B cos (6 - D) 

The constant A is the y value of the horizontal centerline of the graph, and the 
constant B denotes the amplitude, which is the value of the maximum deviation of the 
graph from the centerline. We will discuss the period of a sinusoid in Lesson 18. 

In the left-hand figure below, the centerline is the 6 axis and the graph goes 4 
units above and 4 units below the centerline. In the equation below the figure we 
note that A = 0 and B = 4. In the right-hand figure the centerline is the line y - +2, 
as indicated by the +2 value of A in the equation. Since B is 4, this curve also goes 4 
units above and below its centerline. Note that the arrowhead denoting the positive 
6 direction is not on the centerline because the centerline is not the 6 axis. 

The constant D denotes the phase angle. The phase angle for a sine function is 
the value of 6 at any point where the graph crosses the centerline on the way up as 
the curve is traced from left to right. It is customary to use the crossing point nearest 
the origin as the phase angle. 
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y 

y = -6 + 2 sin 0 

In the left-hand figure, the centerline is y = -6 and the amplitude is 2. Since the 
curve crosses the centerline on the way up where 6 equals zero, the phase angle is 0. 
In the right-hand figure, the centerline is 10, the amplitude is 5, and the phase angle 
is -30°. Note that the negative of the phase angle appears in the argument. 

The equations for the cosine functions for the same curves are the same except 
that the phase angle for the cosine function is a value of 6 at which the graph is at its 
highest point. 

y y 

Again we note that the negative of the phase angle appears in the argument. 
We can write the equation of the curve on the right above as a negative sine 

function and as a negative cosine function. If we make the coefficient B a negative 
number, the phase angle for the sine function is a value of 6 where the graph crosses 
its centerline on the way down, and the phase angle for the cosine function is a value 
of 6 where the graph is at its lowest point. 

y y 

The angle in the argument is always the negative of the phase angle. 

Example 5.1 Graph y = -3 + 5 cos (6 - 45°). 

Solution The easiest way to graph a sinusoid is to draw the graph first as we do on the left. 
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Example 5.2 

Solution 

Example 5.3 

Solution 

Problem set 5 

Then, on the right, we mark the centerline as -3. Since the graph goes up 5 and 
down 5, the peak values are +2 and -8. The argument is (x - 45°), so the phase 
angle is +45° and is a value of x when the graph has a maximum point. The graph 
crosses the x axis every 180°, and this information can be used to locate other points 
on the axis, as we have shown. 

Graph y = -3 - 4 sin (x + 45°). 

We draw the curve on the left, and then we put the labels on in the figure on the right. 
The centerline is y = -3 and the amplitude is 4, so the curve goes up to +1 and 
down to -7. 

The phase angle is -45° and is a value of x where the graph of a negative sine 
function crosses its centerline on the way down. 

Graph y = 2-3 cos (0 - 30°). 

Again we draw the curve and then put the labels on. This time the centerline is y = 2, 
and the curve goes up 3 to 5 and down 3 to -1. 

The phase angle is +30° and is a value of 6 where the graph of a negative cosine 
function reaches a minimum point. 

1. The accomplishment number varies directly with the effort index and inverse¬ 
ly with the time squandered. If the accomplishment number is 5 when the 
effort index is 20 and the time squandered is 8 hours, what is the accomplish¬ 
ment number when the effort index is 12 and the time squandered is 6 hours? 

2. The number of wombats varied linearly with the number of fangles. If there 
were 170 wombats when there were 10 fangles, and 95 wombats when there 
were 5 fangles, then how many fangles were there when there were 50 
wombats? 

3. It was calculated that 60 Tamils working together could build the proposed 
gazebo in 20 days. How many more days would it take 40 Tamils to build the 
same gazebo? 

4. The average speed for the bicyclist for the first 45 miles was 15 miles per hour 
(mph) and his average speed for the next 50 miles was 25 mph. What should 

Example 5.2 

Solution 

Example 5.3 

Solution 

Problem set 5 
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his average speed be for the next 85 miles if his overall average speed is to be 18 

mph? 

5. The wheels on the toy car had a diameter of 1 centimeter, but were revolving at 
40 radians per second. What was the velocity of the car in meters per second? 

Shown is a unit circle centered at the origin of the coordinate plane. 

Find the coordinates of the following points: 

6. P{ 7. P2 

8. Graph y = -3 + 5 sin (x - 45°). 

9. Write the equation of the following sinusoid in terms of the cosine function. 

10. Determine whether the following statement is true or false and then explain 
why: The equation y = x2 + 1 cannot be the equation of a function of x because 
x = -8 and x = 8 both map to the same value of y. 

11. If f{x) = x2 - x, find f(x + h). 12. Find the domain and range of the 
function y = sin x 

Evaluate: 

13. sin2 c°s2 pp 14. tan + 2 sin y 

Simplify the following expressions: 

cos 9 sin 9 ^ 
15. tan g— 16. (cot 0)(sm 6) - cos 6 

For Problems 17 and 18, suppose 6 is an angle such that tan 9 = y 

17. In which quadrants could 9 lie? 18. Compute tan (-0). 
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19. Is the following argument valid or invalid? 

All fastidious persons are obdurate. 
Mahal is not fastidious._ 

Therefore, Mahal is not obdurate. 

20. Find the values of y which satisfy the equation x2 + y2 = 9 when x = 1. 

1 

21. Simplify: 

_f 
x + h x 

h 
22. Multiply: (1 - 2z)(4z - 3) 

concept review 23. If x, y, and z are angles as shown, compare: 
A. x + y B. z 

24. Find x for the figure and 

mAB = (4x)° 

mCD = (2x + 20)° 

LAEB = (4x - 10)° 

the listed conditions. 

lesson 6 Similar triangles • Functions of — 6 

_6^A 
Similar Two polygons are similar if the corresponding angles have equal measures and if the 

triangles lengths of the corresponding sides are proportional. Triangles are the only rigid 
polygons, and we can prove that the angles in one triangle equal the angles in 
another triangle if and only if (iff) the corresponding sides are proportional. We 
remember that iff statements are represented by two double-headed arrows that 
make all four statements at the same time. 

P <-> Q P <-> Q 

P leads to Q. Q leads to P. Not P leads to not Q. Not Q leads to not P. Thus, the iff 
statement above contains all the following information: 

P —> Q 

P —> Q 

Q —> P 

Q —> P 

angles equal —> corresponding sides proportional 

angles not equal —> corresponding sides not proportional 

corresponding sides proportional —> angles equal 

corresponding sides not proportional —> angles not equal 

This iff relationship between angles and sides in similar triangles makes similar 
triangles especially useful. 
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Solution The big triangle and the little triangle are similar because the corresponding angles 
are equal. First we use the Pythagorean theorem to find x. 

62 + 42 = x2 —> x — 2vT3 

_Now we use the long legs and the hypotenuses to write a proportion, substitute 
2VI3 for x, and solve for b. 

x + b 6 + 4 2VT3 + & _ 10 , 4Vl3 
x 6 > 2VT3 6 > 3 

Example 6.2 Solve for p. 

Solution 

Example 6.3 

We will use the vertical and horizontal sides to write a proportion. Then we cross 
multiply. 

- = — —> ph = xd + xp 
p a + p r y 

Now we solve for p. 

ph - xp = xd —> p{h - x) = xd 

Solution The big triangle and the little triangle are similar because both contain angle A, and 
since corresponding angles are equal when parallel lines are cut by a transversal, the 
other corresponding angles are equal. We write the proportion and cross multiply. 

y y + x 
a = -* yt> = ay + ax 

Now we solve for y. 

yb - ay = ax —> y(b - a) = ax —> y = — ax 
b - a 
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Example 6.4 

Solution 

6.B 
Functions 

of -0 

There are three triangles in the figure. They are similar triangles because all of them 
contain a right angle and all of them contain an angle that has the same measure as 
angle A. The sides opposite equal angles are proportional. We can write the 
proportions easily if we can remember which sides to use. A sure way is to redraw 
the figure as three separate triangles and label the angles that are not right angles as 
having the measure of angle A or angle B. The top angle in the center triangle and the 
top angle in the triangle on the right are not B and A, as shown, but have the same 
measures as angles B and A. 

B A 

Now we can write the ratios of the lengths of the sides. In the ratios on the left, 
we have the sides opposite the angles A on top and the hypotenuses below. In the 
center we have the sides opposite the angles B on top and the hypotenuses below. On 
the right we have the sides opposite the angles A on top and the sides opposite the 
angles B below. 

_z_ _ x _ 9 y _ 3 _ x z _ x _ 9 
12 y z 12 y z y 3 x 

Now we try to find a way to use these proportions to get the answers we need. We can 
use two ratios from each group and write: 

_z_ _ 9 
12 z 

z2 - 108 

z = 6V3 

y_ = 3 
12 y 

y2 = 36 

y = 6 

x = 9 
3 x 

x2 = 27 

x = 3V3 

It is often necessary to use one of the following identities: 

sin (-6) = -sin 6 esc (-6) = -esc 6 

cos (-6) = cos 0 sec (-6) = sec 6 

tan (-6) = -tan 6 cot (-0) = -cot 6 

These relationships hold true for all values of 6. We need a way to recall them 
quickly and accurately. We can do this if we visualize the following unit circle with 

angles 6 and -6. 
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Example 6.5 

Solution 

Example 6.6 

The sine of -9 and the sine of + 9 are represented by the vertical sides of the 
triangles. We see that these vertical lengths are equal but on opposite sides of the x 
axis. So sin (-9) has the same magnitude as sin 9, but the sign is different. The 
cosecant of an angle is the reciprocal of the sine of the angle, and this also gives us 
the sign relationship between esc (-9) and esc 9. 

sin (-0) = -sin 9 —> esc (-9) = -esc 6 

The cosine of -6 and the cosine of 9 are represented by the horizontal sides of 
the triangles, which are identical in length and in direction. Thus the cosines of 9 
and - 9 are equal. The secant is the reciprocal of the cosine, so this also gives us the 
sign relationship between sec (-9) and sec 9. 

cos (-9) = cos 9 —> sec (-9) = sec 9 

The tangent relationship can be deduced from the fact that the tangent of an 
angle is defined to be the ratio of the side opposite the angle to the side adjacent to the 
angle, which is the slope of the hypotenuse of the triangle in a unit circle. Since the 
slope of one hypotenuse is the negative of the slope of the other hypotenuse, we can 
write 

tan (-0) = -tan 9 —> cot (-9) = -cot 9 

For the preceding explanation, we assumed 9 to be a first-quadrant angle. The 
same procedure can be used to show that these relationships are also true for values 
of 9 that fall in the other three quadrants. 

Simplify: 
sin (-0) cos (-9) 

tan (-0) 

We remember that the vertical sides of the triangles are the same length but in 
opposite directions. Thus, we replace sin (-0) with -sin 9. 

(-sin 0)[cos (-0)] 

tan (-9) 

Now we remember that the horizontal sides are equal and replace cos (-9) with cos 
9. We remember that the slopes are different and replace tan (—0) with —tan 9. 

-sin 9 (cos 9) 

-tan 9 
sin 9 cos 9 

sin 9 
cos 9 

(cos 9)2 —> cos2 6 

Show that [tan (-0)][cos (-0)] - sin (-9) = 0. 

Solution First we substitute as necessary to get functions of 9 rather than functions of —9. 
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Problem set 6 

(-tan #)(cos 6) - (-sin 6) = 0 

Now we replace tan 6 with sin 6 over cos 6. Then we simplify. 

-l^Ws #) + sin 6 = 0 substituted 
\COS u) 

-sin 6 + sin 6 = 0 simplified 

1. The ratio of the number of savants to the number of ignoramuses was 50 to 2. 
However, 10 times the number of ignoramuses was merely 30 fewer than the 
number of savants. How many savants and ignoramuses were there? 

2. Two pipes are used to fill a large tank. When used alone, pipes A and B take 2 
hours and 3 hours, respectively, to fill the tank. How many hours would it take 
to fill the tank if two pipes are used simultaneously? 

3. Ten years from now, Carol will be 3 times as old as she was 6 years ago. How 
old is she now? 

4. If a wheel rotates at a rate of 3 revolutions per second, find the number of 
radians through which the wheel rotates every minute. 

5. Line L cuts two sides of a triangle and is parallel to the base of the triangle as 
shown. Find b in terms of a, c, and d. 

6. Solve for x in terms of L. 7. Solve for x, y, and z. 

8. Shown is a unit circle centered at the origin of 
the coordinate plane. Find the coordinates of P. 

9. Graph y = -3 + 2 cos 

10. Write the equation of the following sinusoid in terms of the sine function. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

11. Shown is a function machine / where only a few input values with their 
corresponding output values are given. 

-1 

0 

1 

1 
2 
1 

2 

Which of the following could be the equation of /? 
(a) /(x) = 2x (b) f(x) = x + | 
(c) /(x) = 2X (d) f(x) = x2 + 1 

12. Find the domain and range of the function y = 1 + Vx. 

Simplify the following expressions: 

sec (-x) esc (-x) 
13. 

cot (-x) 
14. -sin (-x) esc x + 1 

Evaluate: 

15. 3 tan2 — + 2 sin2 16. cos sin2 ^ 

17. Divide x5 + 2x4 + x3 + x2 + 2x + 1 by x3 + 1. 

18. Complete the square to find the roots of x2 + x - 1 =0. 

19. Solve the following equation for x: 
1 

x + y m) 

20. Find the coordinates of the midpoint of the line segment joining the points 
(1,2) and (5, -7). 

21. Find all values of x which satisfy the equation V2x + 3 = x. Check to see if 
the answers actually satisfy the original equation. 

22. If x and y are positive real numbers, then compare: 
A. x percent of y B. y percent of x 

Solve for y: 

23. AE = y; EB - y; CE = y — 1; 24. O is the center of the circle 
ED - 2 y shown; mAACB - (y)°\ m A ABC 
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lesson 7 Quadratic equations 

The expression on the left below is a quadratic polynomial. The values of x that 
cause this quadratic polynomial to have a value of zero are called the zeros of the 
polynomial. 

QUADRATIC 

POLYNOMIAL 

x2 + 2x - 3 

(x + 3)(x - 1) 

zeros are -3, +1 

QUADRATIC 

POLYNOMIAL EQUATION 

x2 + 2x - 3 = 0 

(x + 3)(x - 1) = 0 

roots are -3, +1 

QUADRATIC 

POLYNOMIAL FUNCTION 

y = x2 + 2x - 3 

y = (x + 3)(x - 1) 

x intercepts are -3, +1 

In the center we have a quadratic polynomial equation. The values of x that cause 
the polynomial to equal zero are solutions of the equation and are called roots of the 
equation. Thus, the zeros of the polynomial are also the roots of the polynomial 
equation. On the right we have a quadratic polynomial function. The graph of this 
function will cross the x axis at x values where the function has a value of zero. 
Thus, zeros of the polynomial and the roots of the polynomial equation are also 
zeros of the function and are the x-axis intercepts of the graph of the function. The 
graph of a quadratic polynomial function is called a parabola. 

Every quadratic polynomial can be written as a product of two factors. The 
two roots of a real polynomial equation will be complex conjugates, equal real 
numbers, or unequal real numbers. If the roots are complex conjugates, the graph of 
the parabola will not touch the x axis. If the roots are real and equal, the graph will 
touch the x axis at one point. If the roots are real and unequal, the graph will cross 
the x axis at two points. The axis of symmetry is a vertical line. The coefficients of 
the first two terms of a quadratic polynomial function determine the shape of the 
graph of the function. The constant term determines the vertical position of the 
graph because the y intercept of the graph equals the constant term in the poly¬ 
nomial. Changing the constant term will shift the graph up or down and can change 
the roots from a single real number to a pair of unequal real numbers or to a pair of 
complex conjugates. If the function is written in the form /(x) = a(x - h)2 + k, the 
axis of symmetry is x = h and the coordinates of the vertex are (h, k). We graph 
several of these functions below. On the next page, we show two other forms of the 
equations shown below. 
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y = x2 + 2x - 3 y - x2 + 2x + 1 y = x2 + 2x + 3 

= (x + 3)(x - 1) = (x + l)(x +1) = (x + 1 - V2i)(x + 1 + V2i) 

= (x + l)2 - 4 = (x + l)2 + 0 = (x + l)2 + 2 

The constant term in the function on the left is -3, so the graph crosses the y 
axis when y = -3. The factored form shows that the x-axis crossing points are 
at x values of - 3 and +1. The form we get when we complete the square shows that 
the graph of the left-hand function has an axis of symmetry of x = - 1 and a vertex 
of (-1, -4). In the function in the center we added 4 to the function so the constant 
is changed from -3 to +1. This graph has the same shape as the graph of the 
function on the left, but is shifted up 4 units, and the y intercept is now +1. In the 
function on the right, we added 2 more to the constant to get +3. This moved the 
graph up 2 more units. The graph does not cross or touch the x axis and the y 
intercept is now +3. When the graph of a real quadratic function does not touch the 
x axis, the zeros of the polynomial are complex conjugates, and, conversely, if the 
zeros are complex conjugates, the graph does not touch the x axis. We can make 
both statements by using iff and saying the graph does not touch the x axis iff the 
zeros of the polynomial are complex conjugates. 

Example 7.1 Factor 2x2 + 3x + 2 over the set of complex numbers. 

Solution The words “over the set of complex numbers” tell us that the factors can contain 
complex numbers. Factors with real numbers are also acceptable, as every real 
number is a complex number whose imaginary part is zero. We will form a 
polynomial equation and use the quadratic formula to find the roots of the 
equation. 

2x2 + 3x + 2 = 0 equation 

-3 ± V(3)2 - 4(2)(2) 3 V7 

X =-4-= "4 ± ~4~i 

We will use the negatives of the roots when we write the factors. 

2x2 + 3x + 2 = l[x - (-! + ^/)][* - (-1 - ^<j] 

Example 7.2 Graph the parabola/(x) = -2x2 - 8x - 5. 

Solution The negative coefficient (-2) of x2 tells us that the graph opens down, and the 
constant —5 gives us the value of the y intercept. Next we change the form of the 
equation by completing the square. We begin by placing parentheses around the 
nonconstant terms. 

f(x) = (~2x2 - 8x ) - 5 used parentheses 

fix) = -2(x2 + 4x ) - 5 factored 

f(x) = -2(x2 + 4x + 4) - 5 + 8 completed the square 

f(x) - -2(x + 2)2 + 3 simplified 

The negative coefficient (-2) again tells us that the graph opens down. The (x + 2) 
tells us that the axis of symmetry is x = —2, and the +3 gives us the y value of the 
vertex. Knowing this and knowing that the y intercept is -5 permits us to make a 
quick sketch of the parabola. 
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y 

Example 7.3 Find the quadratic function whose zeros are -3 and +2 and whose ^intercept is +3. 
Then graph the function. 

Solution Since the zeros are -3 and +2, we know that two of the factors of the polynomial 
are (x + 3) and (x - 2), but we do not know the value of the constant factor k. 

y = k(x + 3)(x - 2) —> y = kx1 + kx - 6k 

We can substitute the coordinates of any point on the curve for x and y and solve for 
k. The point (0, 3) is on the curve because the y intercept is +3. When we use these 
coordinates for x and y, we find that +3 = —6k because the x terms have a value of 
zero after we substitute. 

3 = k(0)2 + k(0) -6k —-> k = 

Since k is a negative number, we know that the parabola opens down. Now we have 

or 

y = ~\(x + 3)(x - 2) 

y = ~\x2 - + 3 polynomial equation 

If we complete the square, we can find the coordinates of the vertex. We begin by 
using parentheses. 

y= (-^x2 ~ \x )+ 3 

y = + x ) + 3 

y = ~\{xl + x + ^) + 3 + -| 

y = ~2^x + 2) + 38 

parentheses 

factored 

completed the square 

simplified 

The coefficient -5 tells us again that the parabola opens down. We also see that the 
axis of symmetry is x - -5 and that the coordinates of the vertex are (-5, y). The 
axis of symmetry is always halfway between the roots. 
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y = ~\{x+ 3)(x - 2) y = k(x + 3)(x - 2) 

As we see in the figure on the right, there are an infinite number of parabolas 
whose graphs open down and cross the x axis at —3 and +2. All of them can be 
written with factors of (x + 3) and (x - 2), and the graph can be changed in shape by 
using different negative numbers as the constant factor k. 

Problem set 7 1. The clock chimed once; it was 1 o’clock. In how many minutes would the 
hands of the clock be pointing in the same direction? 

2. On the 36-mile trip to the magic fountain, Alice’s pony trotted a brisk pace. On 
the way back, Alice’s pony doubled the pace. If the total trip took 6 hours, how 
fast did Alice travel on the trip to the magic fountain and on the trip back? 

3. Working alone, Mike can accomplish the entire task in 20 hours. Mike begins 
work on the task and Mary Beth joins him 3 hours later. Working together, 
they are able to finish the task in 4 hours. How long would it have taken Mary 
Beth working alone to complete the task? 

4. The little red car went by at a speed of 40 kilometers per hour. What was the 
angular velocity of its wheels in radians per minute if the diameter of each of 
its wheels was 1 meter?' 

5. Factor 2x2 - x + 3 over the set of complex numbers. 

6. Graph the quadratic function /(x) = 2x2 - 8x + 8. 

7. Find the quadratic function whose graph has x intercepts at x = 2 and x = - 1, 
and whose y intercept is -4. 

8. Find x in terms of /?. 

h 
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9. AB and DE are parallel_as shown. 10. Find the coordinates of point P 
Find the length of AB if the on this unit circle, 
lengths of BC, CE, and ED are 4, 
8, and 12, respectively. 

11. Graph y = 2 - sin x. 

12. Determine whether the following statement is true or false and explain why: 
The equation y2 = t cannot be the equation of a function of the independent 
variable t since t - 4 leads to two values for y, 2 and -2. 

13. If f(x) = (2x - l)2, write the expression for f(x + Ax). 

Simplify the following expressions: 

14. cot (-x) cot x tan2 (-x) 15. cos (-x) sec x + 2 

Evaluate (do not use a calculator): 

16. sin2 14° esc2 14° 17. sin2 + cos2 

18. Is the following argument valid or invalid? 

All satyrs are immortal. 
The beast is mortal. 

Therefore, the beast is not a satyr. 

19. Compute: 2 (2‘ +1) 20. Simplify: ^ _ V-- 
21. Write the following expression with no radicals in the denominator: 

1 

Vx - Vh 

concept review 22. Given x, y, z, and t as in the drawing shown, compare: 
A. z + t + y B. x + y 
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lesson 8 

_&A 
Pythagorean 

identities 

23. If L, and L2 are parallel as shown, 
solve for x and y. 

24. AB is tangent to circle O at A. If 
circle O has a radius of 3 and the 
distance from point O to point B 

is 5, find the length of AB. 

Pythagorean identities • Trigonometric 
identities - Cofunctions 

We can use the triangle on the left below to prove the basic Pythagorean 
trigonometric identity shown on the right. 

We remember that sin2 9 means (sin 9)2 and does not mean sin (9)2. First we 
substitute for sin 9 and cos 9. 

Next we add the fractions and get 

b2 + a2 

But the Pythagorean theorem tells us that the sum of the squares of the legs, b2 + a2, 
equals the square of the hypotenuse, which is c2. Thus we can substitute c2 for b2 + a2. 
If we show all of these steps on one line, we get 

sin2 6 + cos2 9 = b2 + a2 _ 
c2 c2 

We could use the same triangle to prove the other two forms of the Pythagorean 
identity, which are 

1 + cot2 9 = esc2 9 and tan2 9 + 1 = sec2 9 
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Example 8.1 

Solution 

_8JB 
Trigonometric 

identities 

Instead, we remember that the other two forms can be developed easily and 
accurately from sin2 0 + cos2 0 = 1 by dividing every term by sin2 0 or by dividing 
every term by cos2 0, as we show here. 

sin2 0 + cos2 0 = 1 sin2 0 + cos2 0 — 1 

sin2 0 + cos2 0 = 1 sin2 0 + cos2 0 __1_ 
sin2 0 sin2 6 sin2 0 cos2 0 cos2 0 ~ cos2 0 

1 + cot2 0 = esc2 0 tan2 0 + 1 = sec2 0 

The three identities discussed are called Pythagorean identities and are 
frequently used in calculus problems that involve trigonometry. 

Pythagorean identities 

sin2 0 + cos2 0 = 1 

tan2 0 + 1 = sec2 0 

cot2 0 + 1 = esc2 0 

Compute sin2 17° + cos2 17°. 

We remember that the Pythagorean identity 

sin2 0 + cos2 0 = 1 

is true for any value of 0. Thus, it is also true when 0 = 17°. 

sin2 17° + cos2 17° = 1 

In calculus it is often helpful to change trigonometric expressions from one form to 
an equivalent form that is easier to work with. An equation that equates two equal 
trigonometric expressions is called a trigonometric identity. Problems designed to 
permit practice in changing trigonometric expressions from one form to another 
consist of two expressions connected by an equals sign. Our job is to work with one 
of the expressions and change it to the form of the other expression. Although an 
equals sign is present, we do not use the rules for equations by adding the same 
quantity to both sides or by multiplying both sides by the same quantity. We will 
restrict ourselves to three procedures. We may: 

1. Substitute an equivalent expression for all or any part of a given expression. 
2. Multiply the numerator and denominator of any expression or the numerator 

and denominator of a part of any expression by the same nonzero quantity. 
3. Combine terms that have equal denominators. 

There is no one “correct way” to show that two expressions are equivalent. We 
try one thing, and if that does not work we try something else. After much practice 
these transformations will become familiar and not at all troublesome. In this lesson 
we will consider expressions that can be simplified by using one of the Pythagorean 
identities. In these expressions we will learn to look for terms such as sin2 x + cos2 x, 
1 - sin2 x, 1 - cos2 x, 1 + cot2 x, esc2 x — 1, tan2 x + 1, and sec2 x - 1. 
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Example 8.2 Show that: 
cos2 x + 4 + sin2 x 

5 sec2 (-x) 
cos2 x 

Solution If we look carefully at the numerator of the left-hand side, we can find sin x + cos x 
hiding there, and we recall that sin2 x + cos2 x = 1. So we decide to work with the 
left-hand side. We rearrange the numerator, and in the denominator we replace 

sec2 (—x) with sec2 x. 

(sin2 x + cos2 x) + 4 
----r- rearranged 

5 sec2 x 

5 
5 sec2 x 

sin2 x + cos2 x = 1 

= COS2 X —5— = COS2 X 
sec2 x 

_ , _ _ , sec4 x + sec4 x tan2 x _ l0 
Example 8.3 Show that: -cos4 (- y)-~ sec x 

Solution Let us work with the left-hand side. First we replace cos4 (-x) with cos4 x. Nothing 
else is obvious, so we try factoring the numerator and get 

(sec4x)(l + tan2 x) , , r , , . , 
-2- factored left-hand side 

cos4 x 

Now we are in luck because 1 + tan2 x equals sec2 x. 

(sec4 x)(sec2 x) 

cos4 x 

But the reciprocal of cos4 x is sec4 x, so finally we have 

(sec4 x)(sec2 x)(sec4 x) = sec10 x 

Example 8.4 Show that: cos2 x sec2 x - cos2 x = sin2 x 

Solution Again we begin by factoring the expression on the left. 

(cos2 x)(sec2 x - 1) factored 

= (cos2 x)(tan2 x) 

(cos2 x)( 
( sin2 x 

COS~ x 

= sin2 x 

sec2 x - 1 = tan2 x 

substituted 

simplified 

_8jC 
Cofunctions The sum of the angles in any triangle is 180°, or tt radians. If a triangle is a right 

triangle, the right angle has a measure of 90°, or tt/2 radians. If one acute angle is 9, 
the other acute angle must be 90° — 9, or tt/2 — 9. When we write 90° - 9, we 
indicate that 9 is measured in degrees, and when we write n/2 — 9, we indicate that 
9 is measured in radians. If the sum of two angles is 90°, or tt/2, the angles are called 
complementary angles. Thus 90° - 9 and tt/2 - 9 are angles that are complements of 
angle 9. 

In the following discussion we choose to use degree measure. In examples and 
problems, we will use both degree measure and radian measure. 
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In the right triangle shown here, the sine of 9 equals a over c and the cosine of the 
other acute angle also equals a over c. 

sin 9 = ^ cos (90° - 9) = ^ 

The cosine of 9 equals b over c, and the sine of the other acute angle equals b over c. 

cos 0 = - sin (90° - 6) = ^ 

The tangent and cotangent have similar relationships. 

tan 6 = ^ cot(90° - 

cot 6 = - tan (90° - 
a v 

The secant and cosecant also have similar relationships. 

sec 6 = ^ esc (90° - 9) = ^ 

esc 6 = - sec (90° - 9) = - 
a v ’ a 

Thus every trigonometric function of 6 has the same value as the trigonometric 
cofunction of (90° - 6). We can remember this if we always think of (90° - 6) as the 
other angle. 

(90° - 0) is the other angle 

It is interesting to note that the words cosine, cotangent, and cosecant are 
abbreviations for the sine of the complementary angle (the other angle), the tangent 
of the complementary angle (the other angle), and the secant of the complementary 
angle (the other angle). Thus, 

«> = 5 

») = - 
' a 

cosine means the sine of the other angle 

cotangent means the tangent of the other angle 

cosecant means the secant of the other angle 

Now we have four procedures that we can use to simplify trigonometric expressions. 

1. Replace functions of (-6) with functions of +9. 
2. Replace functions of (90° - 9), or (f - 9), with their cofunctions. 
3. Look for forms of the Pythagorean identity that can be replaced. 
4. Replace tan x, cot x, sec x, and esc x with equivalent expressions that use sin jc 

and cos x. 
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Example 8.5 

Solution 

Example 8.6 

Solution 

Problem set 8 

Show that: (cos 0)[cos (-0)](1 + tan2 0) cos sin 0 

This problem was designed to require the use of all four steps listed above. We begin 
on the left-hand side by substituting to eliminate (-0) and (n/2 - 0) and we get 

(cos 0)(cos 0)(1 + tan2 0)(sin 0) 

Next we replace 1 + tan2 0 with sec2 0. 

(cos2 0)(sec2 0)(sin 0) 

As the last step we replace sec2 0 with 1/cos2 0 and simplify. 

(cos2 0) 
cos2 0 

Show that: [sin2 (-0)](csc2 0-1) 

(sin 0) = sin 6 

= sin 0 cos 0 cot ( y - 0 

We must be careful when we substitute for a function that is raised to a power. Since 
sin (-0) = -sin 0, we might be tempted to write 

sin2 (-0) = -sin2 0 NO! NO! 

We remember that sin2 (-0) means [sin (-0)][sin (-0)], and since sin (-0) = -sin 0, 
we have 

sin2 (-0) = [sin (-0)][sin (-0)] = (-sin 0)(-sin 0) = sin2 0 

Now we substitute sin2 0 for sin2 (-0) and get 

(sin2 0)(csc2 0 - l)(tan 0) 

The middle factor looks like it may be a part of a Pythagorean identity. Let’s see if it 
is. To investigate we begin with the basic Pythagorean identity and write 

sin2 0 + cos2 0 = 1 

If we divide by sin2 0, we get 

1 + cot2 0 = esc2 0 

Aha! Now we see that esc2 0 - 1 = cot2 0. We make this replacement and then 
replace cot2 0 with cos2 0 over sin2 0 and replace tan 0 with sin 0 over cos 0. 

(sin2 0)(cot2 0)(tan 0) —> (sin2 0)(“^rf )(^§) = sin 0 cos 0 

1. The density of a 10-foot rod, oriented horizontally, varies linearly with the 
distance x from the left end of the rod. If the density is 5 at the left end and 17 
at the right end of the rod, what is the density of the rod 4 feet from the rod’s 
left end? 

2. The sum of the digits of a three-digit number is 9. When the order of the digits 
is reversed, the newly formed number is 396 greater than the original number. 
If the leftmost digit is one-third of the middle digit, what is the number? 

3. Stacy thought that 30 workers could do 6 jobs in 4 days. How many days did 
she think it would it take 10 workers to do 4 jobs? 

4. A motorcycle whose wheels have a radius of 60 centimeters is traveling at 30 
kilometers per hour. What is the angular velocity of each of the wheels in 
radians per minute? 
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5. The basic Pythagorean identity is sin2 0 + cos2 0=1. Divide by sin2 0 and 
cos2 0 as required to develop the other two Pythagorean identities. 

Evaluate the following trigonometric expressions, using Pythagorean identities as 
necessary. 

6* 0 77 . 9 77 
. sim + cos2 -yj 

5 77 
7. sec2 + 2 tan ( 

For Problems 8-10, assume that 0 is an angle such that sin 0 = -|. Compute: 

8. sin (-0) 

11. Show that: 

12. Show that: 

9. cos ( y - 0 
'fi- 

lO. sec 
77 

2 

sin2 * + 2 + cos2 x 

sec 

3 esc2 (-x) 

77 

= sin- x 

x [sin (-x)] = - 1 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Show that: (sin x) cos + cos (-x) cos x = 1 

Find the zeros of the quadratic polynomial 2x2 - 3x + 2. 

Use x as the independent variable to write the equation of the quadratic 
function /whose zeros are -3 and -2 and whose leading coefficient is 2. 

Solve for h in terms of x. 17. Solve for x, y, and z. 

18. Find the coordinates of the point P, where P is the point on a unit circle 
centered at the origin as shown. 

19. Write the equation of the sinusoid shown in terms of the sine function. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 9 

20. Which of the following sets lists the coordinates of points which lie on the 
graph of a function? 
(a) {(1, 5), (6, 2), (4, 3), (6,-3)} 
(b) {(2, 4), (1,5), (3, 1), (6, 3)} 
(c) {(1,-1), (-1,1), (1,3), (4, 77)} 
(d) {(14, 12), (-1, -7), (8, 12), (14, -3)} 

Simplify: 

__ ._ ,_ (a + b)2 - a2 
21. + 14/3 22. -^- 

23. If x,y, and z are real numbers and xy > zy, compare: A. x B. z 

24. If a + b = 10 and ab = 5, compute the value of a2 + b2. (Hint: Begin by 
squaring both sides of the first equation and then make use of the second 
equation.) 

25. Find x. 

Abstract word problems 

Mathematics is a symbolic language that can be used to write many of our thoughts 
in ways that permit these thoughts to be investigated analytically. We find that these 
thoughts involve concepts that can be treated individually or in combinations. Over 
the years, teachers of mathematics have discovered that certain carefully contrived 
word problems can be used advantageously to teach particular concepts. The 
uniform motion problems in textbooks are never encountered in the real world, but 
these problems are most useful in teaching the concept of rate and in teaching the 
use of multiple equations in problem solving. 

Chemical mixture problems, on the other hand, are encountered in the study 
of chemistry, but we also find that the concepts taught through the use of this kind of 
problem are encountered in other real-world problems. In this book we will 
continue to study the standard contrived textbook-type problems with the aim of 
increasing our mastery over the concepts that can be taught by using these 
problems. 

The word problems in this series of books were carefully designed to build in 
each student a reservoir of concepts that can be recognized and the skills that permit 
these concepts to be applied to new problems. The study of higher mathematics, 
physics, and engineering requires generalizations about particular problems rather 
than answers that are real numbers. We find that abstract word problems in which 
letters are used instead of real numbers are ideal for preparing students to cope with 
the reality of advanced courses in mathematics and mathematically based disci¬ 
plines. In this book we will devote attention to abstract word problems. In this 
lesson we will review a few of the basic types of word problems. 
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Example 9.1 Linda drove m miles at p kilometers per hour, but got to the flower market 2 hours 
late. How fast should she have driven to have arrived on time? 

Solution This problem requires the abstract use of the concept that rate times time equals 
distance. First we look at the rate, time, and distance of the first trip. The distance 
and the rate are given, and we find the time by dividing the distance by the rate. 

Distance = m 
m 

Rate = p Time = — 
P 

If the distance remains the same and the time is reduced by 2, the rate must change. 

m n m 
Distance = m Time =-2 Rate 

P 
— - 2 
P 

If we simplify the expression for rate, we get 

mp km 
Rate --g- , 

m — 2p hr 

Example 9.2 Jill could do 3 jobs in / hours, and Sharon could do S jobs in 5 hours. How long 
would it take them to do w2 jobs if they worked together? 

Solution This problem allows us to work with the idea that rate times time does not have to 
equal distance. Rate times time can also equal a part of a job, and parts of a job can 
be added to find a whole job or multiples of a whole job. The problem states that 
Jill’s rate is 3 over / jobs per hour and that Sharon’s rate is S over 5 jobs per hour. 

3 jobs .S'jobs 

Rj = 7 “hT Rs = 5 TT 

Jill and Sharon will work the same time t, and the total number of jobs to be 
completed is w2. Thus, we use Tj and Ts for the times and write 

RjTj + R$Ts = w~ 

Since the time of both workers is the same, we can write 

We clear the denominators and solve for t. 

(5 J)jt + (5 J)Rt = 5 Jw2 multiplied by 5/ 

151 + JSt = 5 Jw2 canceled 

*(15 + JS) = 5 Jw2 factored 

5/m/ l 
' = 15 + JS hours 

solved 

Example 9.3 Ryan and Stephen saw that the number of cookies varied directly as the amount of 
sugar used. If 5 pounds of sugar was used, D cookies were produced. How many 
cookies would be produced if 10/s pounds of sugar were used? 

Solution The equation is 

N„ = kA, 

where N(. is the number of cookies, k is the proportionality constant, and As is the 
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Example 9.4 

Solution 

Example 9.5 

Solution 

Example 9.6 

Solution 

amount of sugar. To find k, we use D for cookies and 5 for As. 

D = k{ 5) 
D cookies 
5 pound 

Next we replace k in the first equation with y. 

Nc = 

To finish, we use 10is in place of^4?. 

Nc = D(\0E) = 2DE cookies 

Ryan and Stephen’s little sister found that she could buy y items for D + 6 dollars. 
How many items could she buy for $42? 

First we find the number of items per dollar. 

y items y items 

D + 6 dollars * D + 6 dollar 

If we multiply this rate by 42 dollars, the dollars will cancel and we get 

/ y items \ 42v 

[dT6 dollar/*42 dollars) = flT6 items 

This year Steve is twice as old as Tom. In x years Steve will be | as old as Tom will be 
then. Find the present age of Steve in terms of x. 

We will use S„ for Steve’s age now and Tn for Tom’s age now. The statement of the 
problem gives us two equations. 

S, = 2 T, S, + x = |(r„ + X) 

We will replace Tn in the right-hand equation with jSn and solve for Sn. 

Sn + x = ^ substituted 

S„ + x — yS'„ + multiplied 

6S„ + 6x = 5S„ + lOx multiplied by 6 

Sn = 4x solved 

Gary had g gallons of a 60% antifreeze solution. Ed added e gallons of a 30% 
antifreeze solution. If the final solution is 40% antifreeze, write an expression in 
terms of g that represents the number of gallons Ed added. 

We begin by writing the equation for amount of antifreeze present. 

Gary’s antifreeze + Ed’s antifreeze = total antifreeze 

Gary’s antifreeze equals 0.6 of his ^gallons, or 0.6g. Ed’s antifreeze equals 0.3 of his 
<? gallons, or 0.3c. The total antifreeze equals 0.4 of (g + e) gallons. Thus we 
substitute in the equation above and solve. 
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Problem set 9 

0.60g + 0.30e = 0.40(g + e) 

60 g + 30e = 40g + 40^ 

20 g = lOe 

2g= e 

Thus Ed added twice as much as Gary, 

equation 

multiplied by 100 and expanded 

combined like terms 

divided 

or 2g gallons. 

1. The train traveled n miles at r miles per hour and still got there 1 hour late. 
How fast should the train have traveled to have arrived on time? 

2. Larry could do L jobs in 3 hours and Fred could do 4 jobs in F hours. If both 
work together, how long would it take to complete 27 jobs? 

3. At present, Terri is twice as old as Dave. In x years, Terri will be 11 times as old 
as Dave. Find the present age of Terri in terms of x. 

4. Marsha found that she could purchase S' squash balls for D dollars. If she had C 
cents, how many squash balls could she buy, assuming she had exactly enough 
cents to purchase an integer number of balls? 

5. The 14-inch-radius tires on Jaimie’s car revolved r times every minute. If the 
car travels along a straight path, what is its speed in feet per hour? 

6. Use a Pythagorean identity to compute the numerical value of the following: 

,7 TT 7 'TT 

tan 15 - sec" 15 

For Problems 7-9, assume that a is an angle such that cos a = -4. 

7. List the quadrants in which a could lie. 

8. sec (-a) = ? 
77 

9. sin I y - a ) = ? 

10. Write the basic Pythagorean identity and use it to develop the other two forms 
of the identity. 

Prove the following identities: 

1 - sin2 x 
11. 

sin 1 y - X 

COS X 12. 77 
cos | ~ x [1 + cot2 (—x)] = 1 

13. Find the equation of the quadratic function whose graph has x intercepts at 
x = -1 and x = 2 and the y intercept at y = -4. 

14. Factor the quadratic polynomial equation 3x2 + x + 1 over the set of complex 

numbers. 

Solve for x in the figure shown. 15. 
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16. Graph y - -1+2 cos ^x - yj. 

17. Sketch a unit circle centered at the origin O. Locate on the unit circle the point 
P so that OP forms an angle of 120° with the positive x axis. Determine the 

coordinates of P. 

18. Find the domain and range of y = —^=. 

19. Which of the following graphs cannot be the graph of a function? 

Simplify: 

20. -~-V3 + 
\/t 2 

a3b3 - c3 

ab - c 

22. Begin with the point-slope form of the equation of a line to develop the general 
form of the equation of the line which has a slope of 3 and which passes 
through the point (1, 2). 

concept review 23. If x, y, and z are real numbers and x > y, then compare: 
A. xz B. yz 

24. Point P lies outside a circle O and is 5 centimeters away from the center of 
circle O. The tangent line from P to circle O has a length of 4 centimeters. Find 
the radius of the circle. 

lesson 10 Important numbers • Exponential functions 
_10. A 

Important Possibly the most important numbers in mathematics are the numbers 0, 1,7r, and 
numbers e- Zero is important because it is the additive identity. The sum of any number and 

0 is identically the number itself. The number 1 is the multiplicative identity 
because the product of any number and 1 is identically the number itself. This 
property of the number 1 allows us to change the symbolic representation of a 
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number without changing the value of the expression. For example, if c represents 
some number and we multiply c by m over m, we get 

m _ cm 
m m 

If m does not equal zero, the expression cm over m represents the same number that 
c does because m over m equals 1; so we have just multiplied c by 1. 

The number v is an irrational number because it cannot be written as a 
fraction of integers. Thus, it cannot be written as a nonrepeating decimal numeral 
with a finite number of digits. The representation of tt to 20 digits is 

77 = 3.1415926535897932384 • • • 

This is merely a 20-digit approximation because the digits go on and on and do not 
repeat in a pattern. Irrational numbers made the ancients most uncomfortable, and 
for centuries many insisted that these numbers were not real numbers. But tt is the 
number that represents the number of times the diameter of a circle will divide into 
the circumference. 

Circumference 

Diameter 

The number tt is a real number, and we have to live with it even though it made the 
ancients uncomfortable. 

The number e is also an irrational real number. The three-digit approximation 
of e is 2.72, but as with any irrational number, the decimal approximation of e 
consists of an infinite number of digits that do not repeat in a pattern. 

e = 2.7182818 • • • 

In calculus the number e is the preferred base for logarithms and exponentials 
because its use makes many operations much easier. 

10.B 
Exponential An exponential function has the form 

functions y = ^ 

The base can be any positive number except 1. We do not use 1 as a base because if 
we do, y is always equal to 1 because 1 raised to any power is 1. 

y = lx means y = 1 for all xGR 

We want all values of x and y to be real numbers, so the base cannot be a negative 
number because this will lead to imaginary values for y for some values of x. For 
example, if we use - 2 as the base and let x equal \, we get a y value of 2 V2 i, which 
is unacceptable. 

y = (-2)3/2 base is -2 

y = [(-2)T2 equivalent expression 

y = V^8 simplified 

y = 2V2 i simplified 

If the base is a number between 0 and 1, the graph of the equation will be a 
continuous curve similar to the curves shown on the left on the next page. If the base 
is a number greater than 1, the graph of the equation will be a continuous curve 
similar to the curves shown on the right. 
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Note that all the graphs cross the y axis 1 unit above the origin at (1, 0). Graphing 
exponential functions is easy because these graphs have one of the two basic shapes 
shown here. 

Example 10.1 Sketch the graph of: (a) y = 1.3A (b) y = 4' 

Solution We can get three quick points on the graph of y - 1.3' by letting x equal 0, 1, 
and -1. 

7 = (1-3)° y = (1 -3)1 y = (1.3)-' 

Thus the coordinates of these three points on the graph are (0, 1), (1, 1.3) and 
(— 1, -q). This delightful result shows us that in any exponential function y = bx, if we 
let x equal 0,1, and -1, they? values are 1, the value of the base, and 1 over the value of 
the base. This means that three points on the graph of y = 4* have coordinates (0, 1), 
(1, 4), and (-1, ^). When we look at the sketches, there is a slight difference 

to the left of the y axis, but a great difference to the right of the y axis because the 
graph of y = 4' must rise rather abruptly to reach a y value of 4 when x = \. The 
graph of y = 40' would be even steeper because a y value of 40 must be reached 
when x — l. 

Example 10.2 Sketch the graphs of: (a) y = -ex (b) y = e~x 

Solution A negative sign can be placed in only two places in this equation. It can be placed 
before the e or before the x. One placement will cause the graph of y = ex to be 
reflected in the x axis (flipped about the x axis) and the other will cause the graph of 
y ~ e'x t° be reflected in the y axis. We will get three quick points on each graph by 
letting x equal 0, 1, and — 1 and then discuss the results. First we work with y = —ex. 
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EQUATION WHEN x = 0 WHEN X = 1 WHEN X = - 1 

H cu 1 II -e° = -1 —e' = —e -e- = -- 

e 

Coordinates (o,-i) (1, ~e) M) 
The minus sign in —ex changes the sign of each y value in y = ex from plus to minus 
and causes the graph of y = -ex to be a reflection of the graph of y = ex in the x axis 
(flipped about the x axis). The resulting graph is shown in 
Now we will find three points on the graph of y = e~x. 

the center figure below. 

EQUATION WHEN X = 0 WHEN X = 1 WHEN x — — 1 

y = e~x £>-(0) = 1 £>-(» = - 
e 

c_(_1) = e 

Coordinates «U) (>.£) (~Ue) 

The minus sign in e x changed the sign of each x and caused the graph of y = ex to be 
reflected in the y axis (flipped about the y axis) as we show in the graph on the right. 

Since y — e~x makes the same statement as y = (l/e)x, the minus sign has the effect 
of changing the base from e to Me. In the first two graphs of this section we noted 
that graphs of exponential functions whose bases are reciprocals are reflections of 
each other in the y axis. 

Example 10.3 Sketch the graph of y = -e~x. 

Solution This equation has both minus signs, so the graph will be reflected in one axis and 
then in the other axis. This can be a little confusing, and we can always fall back on 
the expedient of finding three quick points. 

EQUATION WHEN X = 0 WHEN X = 1 WHEN X = - 1 

y = —e~X y = —e~(0) = —1 y — — g~W = — - y = ~ e~(~X) = 

Coordinates (0,-1) yl, (-1, -e) 

We show the graph of y = ex on the left and y = -e~x on the right. 
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Problem set 10 1. Jenny drove x miles per hour for the first 2 hours and then drove at y miles per 
hour for the next 3 hours. What was Jenny’s average speed in miles per hour for 
the entire 5-hour trip? 

2. Two pipes can be used to fill the tank. When used alone, the large pipe can fill 
the tank in 3 hours and the small pipe can fill the tank in 4 hours. If the pipes 
are used together, how long would it take to fill the entire tank? 

3. A solution is made by mixing V quarts of vinegar with W quarts of spring 
water. Write an expression whose value is the percent of the solution that is 
vinegar. 

4. The number of people listening attentively varied inversely as the indifference 
index. If P people listened attentively when the indifference index was 7, how 
many people would have been listening attentively if the indifference index 
had been /? 

5. Which of the following assertions is true for both the numbers e and 7r? 
(a) Both numbers are rational numbers. 
(b) Neither number can be expressed as the ratio of two whole numbers. 
(c) Both numbers can be expressed as the ratio of two whole numbers. 
(d) Both numbers are greater than 3. 

Sketch the graphs of the following equations: 

6- y = ex 1. y = e~x 8. y = 

9. Write the basic form of the Pythagorean identity, and develop two other forms 
of this identity by dividing once by sin2 6 and then by cos2 6. 

Simplify the following expressions: 

10. sin (~ - d] tan 6 [sin (-0)] 11. —-—,S*n 
' cos2 (j - 6 

12. Show that -sin (y - xj cos (-x) + 1 = sin2 x. 

13. Find the equation for the quadratic function / where /(-1) = /(2) = 0 and 
/(0) = -4. (This problem is the same as Problem 13 in Problem set 9, but is 
worded differently.) 

14. Sketch the graph of y = (x - 2)2. 

15. For the triangles shown, express y in terms of a, b, and x. 

16. Write the equation of the sinusoid shown in terms of the sine function. 
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17. Could this machine be a function machine? Justify your answer. 

1 

3 

1 

2 

4 

6 

18. Given f(x) = x2, evaluate f(x + h) - /(x). 

19. Find the length of a diagonal of a rectangle whose length is 12 and whose width 
is 5. 

20. Evaluate: X ~\2) 

21. Multiply (Vx + h - Vx) by (Vx + h + Vx) and simplify the result. 

CONCEPT REVIEW 22. If 0 < y < 1, compare: A. X B.. ~ 
y y 

23. Find x in the hgure shown, where the center of the 
circle is O and mAB = 80°. 

B 

LESSON 11 Polar coordinates (vectors) • Polar coordinates 
(complex numbers) 

11. A 
Polar 

coordinates 
(vectors) 

The location of a point in the real coordinate plane can be designated by using 
vector notation and either rectangular or polar coordinates. To designate a point 
whose x coordinate is -3 and whose y coordinate is +2, we can use an ordered pair 
(-3, 2) or we can use the letters i and j and write -3/ + 2j. The letter i designates the 
x direction and the letter j designates the y direction. There is only one rectangular 
form of a vector, but there are four ways the polar form of the same vector can be 
written since we can use both positive and negative angles and magnitudes. 

Example 11.1 Convert - 3 i + 2jto polar coordinates. Write the four forms of the polar coordinates 
of this point. 

Solution On the left we graph the point and draw the triangle. Note that one side of the 
triangle is perpendicular to the x axis. 

R2 = 22 + 32 = 1 3 

R = Vl3 

tan 9 = ^ = 0.6667 

so 9 = 33.69 
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On the right on the preceding page, we find that the length of R is Vl3 and that the 
small angle is 33.69°. If we measure counterclockwise from the x axis, the polar 
angle is 146.31°; and if we measure clockwise from the positive x axis, the polar 
angle is -213.69°. If we use negative magnitudes as shown in the right-hand figures, 
we find that the corresponding polar angles are fourth-quadrant angles. 

y y y y 

146.31° 

T 

*Wi3 

^_2Se A r 
J * x 

-213.69° H3-69 326.31° 
X 

Ns 
N 

X 

V13Z146.31° Vl3 Z-213.69° -Vl3 Z-33.69° - VT3 Z326.310 

Example 11.2 Add: -4 z -150° + 8 z. 300° 

Solution We break each vector into horizontal and vertical components and add like 
components. We use a calculator to do the computations. 

A = 4 sin 30° = 2 C = 8 sin (-60°) = -6.93 

B = 4 cos 30° = 3.46 D = 8 cos (-60°) = 4 

Sum = (3.46 + 4)i + (2 - 6.93); = 7.46/ + -4.93/ 

Of course, this vector can also be written in four different polar forms. 

11.B 
Polar Complex numbers can also be written in either rectangular form or polar form. The 

Coordinates real number part of the graph of a complex number is measured in the horizontal 
(complex direction, and the imaginary part is measured in the vertical direction. 

numbers) 

Rectangular form: -3 + 2/ 

Polar form: Vl3(cos 146.31 + / sin 146.31) 

The polar form of the complex number shown on the right is used in many 
textbooks. This form is most unhandy, and if we use the letters “cis” to mean cos + i 
sin, we can use a polar form that is almost identical to the polar form of a real 
number vector. 
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While all four forms can be used, we will usually use the form on the left, which has 
a positive angle and a positive magnitude. While complex numbers can be added 
only in rectangular form, they can be multiplied in either rectangular form or polar 
form. We will demonstrate by squaring V3 + i and by squaring 2 cis 30°. These are 
two forms of the same complex number. 

Rectangular form: V3 + i 

Polar form: 2 cis 30° 

First we will multiply (V3 + z)(V3 + i) and write the result in polar form. 

V3 + i 
V3 + i 

3 + V3 i 
+ V3 / + i2 

2 + 2V3 i 

To get the same result from multiplying the polar forms of the same number, we must 
multiply the magnitudes and add the angles. 

(2 cis 30°)(2 cis 30°) = 4 cis 60° 

Example 11.3 Write the decimal approximation of (6 cis 20°)({ cis 10°) + 7 cis (-300°) as a 
complex number in standard form. 

Solution As the first step we simplify both terms and get 

3 cis 30° + 7 cis 60° 

Now we find the horizontal and vertical components of each vector. 

y 

a = 3 cos 30° ~ 2.60 

b = 3 sin 30° = 1.50 

c = 1 cos 60° = 3.50 

d = 7 sin 60° ~ 6.06 
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Problem set 11 

Then we find the sum by adding the real parts and adding the imaginary parts. 

(a + c) + (b + d)i ~ (2.60 + 3.50) + (1.50 + 6.06)/ = 6.10 + 7.56/ 

1. Shelley drove at 40 mph for t hours but arrived at the Moose Lodge 14 hours 
late. How fast should she have driven to have arrived on time? 

2. At present, Olive is two-thirds as old as Fred. Y years ago, Olive was half as old 
as Fred. Find Olive’s present age in terms of Y. 

3. Suppose z = 4y/x. What happens to the value of z if the value of x is doubled 
and the value of y is tripled? 

4. The wheel was rolling merrily down the hill, revolving 20 times every minute. 
If the diameter of the wheel was 1 meter, how fast was the wheel rolling down 
the hill in kilometers per hour? 

5. Write the polar form of the vector —3/ + 4/. 

6. Write the polar form of the complex number 3 + 4/. 

7. Write the polar form of the product of 2 cis y and 3 cis y. 

8. Write the rectangular form of the following product. Do not use decimal 
approximations. 

9. Graph y = (y)'* and y = - (y)* on the same coordinate plane. 

For Problems 10-12, suppose (3 is an angle such that cos (3 = 

10. Determine in which quadrants (3 could lie. 

Simplify: 

11. 2 sin (y - £)(1 + cot2 (3) 12. [cos2 (-£)]( 1 + tan2 (3) 

13. Show that: cos2 x - cos2 x sin2 x = cos4 x 

14. Show that: -cot - 6^j tan (-6) + 1 = sec2 (-9) 

15. Evaluate: 2 sec2 

16. Find the equation of the quadratic function whose leading term has a 
coefficient of 1, whose graph has x = 3 as the axis of symmetry and whose 
vertex is the point (3, 1). 

17. Solve for L in terms of x for the figure shown. 

L x 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 12 

_1ZA 
Absolute value 

as a distance 

18. Iff(x) = simplify—~- 

19. Find the coordinates of the midpoint of the line segment joining the points 
{a, Id) and (-a, 4a). 

20. Evaluate: 

21. Simplify: 

17! 
15!2! 

3 P + M - V-T6 
4/4 + P 

22. Given x, y, z, and t in the figure as shown. Compare: 
A. (x + y + z)° B. (180-0° 

23. Find x, given the figure shown. 

m AAPC = (2x)° 

rnAEB = (x2 - 10)° 

mADC = (12x)° 

Absolute value as a distance • The line as a 
locus • The circle as a locus 

A real number has two qualities. One quality is the quality of positiveness or 
negativeness. The number zero is neutral in this quality, as it is neither positive nor 
negative. Every other real number is either a positive number or a negative number. 
The second quality of a real number is called the absolute value of the number. Some 
people think of the absolute value of a number as describing the “bigness” of the 
number. We can think of +3 and -3 as both having the same degree of bigness, 
which is +3. 

| + 3| — +3 | — 3| = +3 

Using the word bigness to describe the other quality of a number is not a good 
idea because a number does not have a physical size. But numbers can be arranged 
in order, and we can use the position of the graph of a number on the number line to 
describe the absolute value of the number. Thus we decide to think of the absolute 
value of a number as the positive number that defines the distance on the number 
line from the graph of the number to the origin. If we look at this number line, 

—I-1-1-•-1-1-1-1-1-•-1-1-h 

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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we see that +3 and -3 are both the same distance from the origin and, thus, they 
have the same absolute value. If x equals zero or is a number greater than zero, the 
absolute value of x is x. 

If x > 0 then |x| = x 

If x is a negative number, the absolute value of x is a positive number that is the 
opposite of x, or —x. 

If x < 0 then |x| = —x 

This does not say that the absolute value of x is a negative number. The notation is 
confusing, because if x is already negative, then -x is positive. For example, 

If x = -4 then |x| = -(-4) = +4 

If we write that the absolute value of x is less than zero, the statement makes no sense 
and has no solution because all absolute values that are not zero are positive numbers 
and are greater than zero. 

|x| < -4 has no solution 

However, if we write that the absolute value of x is less than 4, we are describing all 
numbers whose graphs are less than 4 units from the origin. If we write that the 
absolute value of x is greater than 4, we are describing all numbers whose graphs are 
more than 4 units from the origin. 

-i—01—i" r i i •&- i—©- 

-4 

|x| < 4 

Inequalities such as those shown here 

|x — 71 > 3 |x + 4| < 3 

Ixl > 4 

lx - 51 <3 

are satisfied by numbers whose graphs lie in certain regions on the number line, and 
it is helpful to have a way to visualize the solution sets of these inequalities without 
“reinventing the absolute value wheel” every time. We will remember that the 
numbers that satisfy the inequality on the left below are the numbers whose graphs 
are within 5 units of the graph of a on the number line, 

x a] < 5 |x - a\ > 5 

and that the numbers that satisfy the inequality on the right are the numbers whose 
graphs are farther than 5 units from the graph of a on the number line. 

"p" i I I 0-h 

3 + 5 a-5 
0 i 

3 + 5 

|x - a\ < 5 |x - a\ > 5 

If a — 0, we have |x - 0| or |x|, which denotes the distance from the origin. 

Example 12.1 Graph {x E [R | |x — 5| < 2} on a number line. 

Solution We are asked to indicate all real numbers that satisfy this inequality. The solution 
set consists of the numbers less than 2 units from +5 on the number line. 

51 < 2 1 i 0 
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Example 12.2 Graph {x £ Z | |3jc — 1| > 2} on a number line. 

Solution We are asked to indicate all integers that satisfy this inequality. We begin by 
factoring to write the inequality so that the x has a coefficient of 1. Then we multiply 
both sides by 

X 3 

X 3 

x | 3 

> 2 factored 

>1 multiplied by ^ 

>1 
desired form 

The graph of every integer except zero and +1 is more than \ unit from Thus, our 
graph indicates all integers except 0 and +1. 

12.B 
The line A straight line is the locus of all points in a plane that are equidistant from two 

as a locus designated points. 

Example 12.3 Find the equation of the line on which all points are equidistant from (-2, -2) and 

(4, 3). 

Solution We always draw a diagram when we can. The distances D] and D2 in the diagram are 
equal, so we use the distance formula twice. 

If we square both sides, we get rid of the radicals and get 

(x - 4)2 + (y- 3)2 - [x - (-2)]2 + [y- (-2)]2 

Next we raise to the powers as indicated. 

x2 - 8x + 16 + y2 - 6y + 9 = x2 + 4x + 4 + y2 + 4y + 4 

The x2 terms and the y2 terms cancel. If we collect the rest of the terms and 
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rearrange, we get the equation of the line on which all points are equidistant from 
(-2, 2) and (4, 3). 

12* + I O v -17 = 0 

12.C 
The Circle A circle is the locus of all points in a plane that are equidistant from a point called 

as a loCUS the center of the circle. 

Example 12.4 Write the standard form and the general form of the equation of a circle whose 
center is (4, -6) and whose radius is 5. 

Solution We begin by drawing a diagram. The distance from the center of the circle to a point 
(x, y) on the circle is equal to the radius. 

Distance from the center to (x, y) - the radius 

V(x - 4)2 + [y- (~6)]2 = r 

For this circle, the radius is 5, so we replace r with 5. 

V(X - W + [y - (—6)]2 = 5 

If we square both sides and simplify, we can write the equation of this circle in 
standard form. 

(x — 4)2 + (y + 6)2 = 25 standard form 

If we multiply as indicated and collect like terms, we can write the equation in 
general form. 

x2 - 8x + 16 + y2 + \2y + 36 = 25 multiplied 

x2 + y2 - 8x + \2y + 27 = 0 general form 

Example 12.5 Write the standard form of the equation of a circle whose diameter is 4V3 and 
whose center is (-4, 2). 

Solution The standard form of the equation of a circle is 

(x - h)2 + (y - k)2 = r2 

where the coordinates of the center are (h, k). Since the diameter of this circle is 
4V3, the radius is 2V3, and the radius squared is 12. Since h is -4, -h is 4; and 
since k is 2, —k is -2. Thus, the standard form of the equation of our circle is 

(x + 4)2 + (y- 2)2 = 12 

Example 12.6 Describe the circle whose equation is 

x2 + y2 - 8x + 4y + 17 = 0 

Solution If we complete the square on the x terms and on the y terms, we can write the 
equation in standard form. First we use parentheses and rewrite the equation as 

(x2 - 8x ) + (y2 + 4y ) = -17 
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Example 12.7 

Solution 

Problem set 12 

Now we add 16 and 4 to make the expressions in x and y perfect squares. 

(x2 — 8x + 16) + (y2 + 4y + 4) — —17 + 16 + 4 

Now we simplify. 

(x - 4)2 + (y + 2)2 = 3 

Since r2 = 3, r — V3. This is the equation of a circle of radius V3 whose center is 
(4, -2). 

Find the equation of the circle whose center is (1, -2) and which is tangent to the 
line 5x - 4y + 4 = 0. 

We have the coordinates of the center, so we write 

(x - l)2 + (y + 2)2 - r2 

To find the radius r, we need to find the distance between the point (1, -2) and the 
line 5x - 4y + 4 = 0. 

First we write the formula and then we substitute. 

+ Byj, + C| |5(l) + (-4)(-2)+4| 17 

VJ2 + B2 * V25 + 16 V4l 

Now we can write the standard form of the equation as 

(x - l)2 + (y+ 2)2 = ^f 

1. On the assembly line, w workers worked h hours to produce x items. If y 
workers quit, how many hours would it take the remaining workers to produce 
the same number of items? 

2. The ratio of scallops to crayfish was 3 to 1 and the ratio of crayfish to prawns 
was 2 to 1. If there were 18 scallops, crayfish, and prawns in all, how many of 
each were there? 

3. Evelyn and Jeannie each had containers which held mixtures of alcohol and 
disinfectant. Evelyn’s container was 40% disinfectant and Jeannie’s container 
was 80% disinfectant. If Derek wants 600 milliliters of a solution that is p% 
disinfectant, how much solution should he use from Evelyn’s container and 
how much from Jeannie’s container? 

4. Graph the set {x E IR | |x - 3| < 4} on the number line. 

5. Graph the set of all integers such that j2x — 11 >6. 

6. Write the general form of the equation of the straight line whose points are 
equidistant from the points (1, -3) and (-1, 2). 

7. Write the standard form and the general form of the equation of the circle 
whose center is the point (-1, 3) and whose radius is 3. 

8. Describe the circle whose equation is given by 

x2 + y2 + 6x - 6y + 2 = 0 

9. Represent the real vector -i + V3 j in polar coordinates. 

10. Compute the value of (2 cis 20°)(3 cis 25°) and write the answer in rectangular 
form. (All numbers must be exact.) 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 13 

11. Sketch the graph of y - e x. 

12. Divide by sin2 x and cos2 x to develop two other forms of the identity sin2 x + 

cos2 x = 1. 

13. Simplify: sin (-0) sec (-6) cos2 6 esc - 0J 

14. Show that: (esc2 6-1) sin2 6 sec (-6) - cos 6 

15. Find the value of cos - pj sin (-p) if sin P = y 

16. Find the equation of the axis of symmetry and the coordinates of the vertex of 
the graph of the quadratic function y = 2x2 + 2x - 3. 

17. Solve for b in terms of x and y in the figure shown. 

18. Sketch the sinusoid y = -2 + 3 sin ^x + 

b 4 
19. Find the domain and range of y = x2 - 1. 

3 

20. If/(x) = x2, evaluate: 2 /(/) 
i=i 

21. State the contrapositive of the following statement: If the light is on, then the 

switch is on. 

22. If x < 0, compare: A. x B. x2 

23. If AD is the angle bisector of LA of AABC 
as shown, and if AB, AC, BD, and DC have 
lengths x, y, x2, and z, respectively, then 
solve for x in terms of y and z. 

B D C 

Special functions 

In later lessons we will discuss the fact that a curve does not have a defined slope at a 
point if the curve makes a sudden change in direction at that point. Graphs of many 
absolute value functions come to one or more points called cusps where the graph 
changes direction suddenly. These graphs are ideal for discussing graphs of 
functions that do not have a defined slope at some point. The graph of the absolute 
value of a function is easy to draw if we use two steps. The first step is to graph the 
function defined with the absolute value notation removed. The second step is to 
draw the graph of the absolute value function by plotting above the x axis the 
reflection of all points plotted below the x axis in the first graph. The graph of the 
opposite of the absolute value of a function is the mirror image in the x axis of the 
graph of the absolute value, as we show in the following figures. 
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Example 13.1 

Solution 

Graph y = | —sin x|. 

On the left we show the graph of y 
value of y positive. 

-sin x, and on the right we make every negative 

We note that this is the same as the graph of y = |sin x| on page 79. 

Example 13.2 Graph: (a) y = Vx (b) y = Vx (c) y = W 

Solution These functions can be written with fractional exponents as follows: 

(a) y = xu2 (b) y = x1/3 (c) y - x2/3 

The square root of x is a function whose graph terminates abruptly. Negative values 
of x are not in the domain of Vx because negative numbers do not have real square 
roots. All real numbers have cube roots, so the graph of y = x1/3 exists for all real 
values of x. We can turn the graph of y = xl/3 into a graph that has a cusp by squaring 
the function and getting y = (x1/3)2, which is the same as y = x2/3. 

y 

Example 13.3 Graph y = [x]. 

Solution The symbol [x] stands for the greatest integer function of x. The value of [x] is the 
greatest integer less than or equal to x. Note that the graph jumps to a new value as 
each greater integer is reached as we move from left to right. 

y 

2- 

1- 

•—0 

•—o 

T
 

eg 1 1 2 3 •—< 
•—o - -2 

y= M 
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Example 13.4 

Solution 

Problem set 13 

Write the equation of the function whose graph is shown. 

Sometimes we construct a function by stringing together “pieces” of several 
functions. This graph is in three pieces. For the left-hand piece y = — 1 when x is 
between 0 and 1. For the middle piece y = x - 2 when x is between 1 and 3. For the 
right-hand piece y = 1 when x is greater than 3. To describe the function, we write 
the equation for each piece of the graph. 

y = 
-1 

• X r- 

1 
2 

if 0 < x < 1 
if 1 < x < 3 
if x > 3 

We call this function a piecewise function. We often make up piecewise functions 
when we can’t find another function whose graph does what we want it to do. 

1. Kristin, Kathy, Beth, and Steve watched Walter open the valve so the pool 
could fill with water. If, after 1 hour, x/g of the pool filled with water, how 
many more hours would it take for the pool to become entirely filled? 

2. Winston drove at 60 miles per hour for h hours, but arrived L hours late. How 
fast should Winston have driven to have arrived on time? 

3. The number of people who patronized the cafe varied directly with the quality 
of the food served. If 200 people came when the food quality was x, how many 
people would come if the food quality were increased to 20? 

4. Graph the following equations: 

(a) y = |x| (b) y = [x] (c) y=|sinx| (d) y =-\x2 - 3x\ 

when x > 0 
when x < 0 

7. Write the piecewise definition of the function /whose graph is shown. 

y 

8. Graph the function y - -2 + 2 sin ^x + 

9. Graph on the number line: {x | |2x - 3| < 4} 

5. 

6. 

Graph y = |x2 + x - 2|. 

Graph the function / where 

f(x) = 
fVx 
l-v=^ 
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10. Write the general form of the equation of the line whose points are equidistant 
from (1,2) and (-2, 3). 

11. Write the standard form of the equation of the circle whose diameter is 2V2 
and whose center is (-2, 3). 

12. Write the polar form of V3 + 2i. 

13. Write the rectangular form of the following product of complex numbers (all 
numbers must be exact): 

14. Sketch the graphs of y = e * and y - —e x on the same coordinate plane. 

15. Write the three forms of the Pythagorean identity for practice and then 
simplify: 

tan (-6) cos (-6) sec 

16. Show that: 
1 - sec2 x 
sin2 (-x) 

-sec2 x 

17. The roots of a quadratic function y = /(x) are x = 2 and x = -1. If/(3) = 8, 
write the equation for f. 

18. Suppose AB — AC = BC = 3 in the figure 
shown. Solve for x in terms of h. (Use the 
fact that A ABC is an equilateral triangle.) 

C 

f(x + Ax) — fix) 
19. If/(x) = x2, then write the simplified expression for'- 

(2 + 3 iY 
20. Simplify: 2 - 3j3 

CONCEPT REVIEW 21. 

22. 
If x and y are real numbers, compare: A. (x + y)2 B. x2 + y2 

O is the center of the circle shown. The radius of 
the circle is 5. If AB = x and BC = y, find an 
equation which relates x and y. 
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LESSON 14 

14. A 
The 

logarithmic 
form of the 
exponential 

Example 14.1 

Solution 

14.B 
Base 10 

and base e 

The logarithmic form of the exponential • Base 
10 and base e • Simple logarithm problems 

We remember that any positive number can be written as a positive base raised to 
either a positive or a negative power. We will use the letter N to represent the 
number and will use the letter b to represent the base. We will use the letter L to 
represent the logarithm, which is the exponent. 

N = bL 

We read this by saying that N equals b to the L. We could also read this by saying that 
the logarithm for b to yield N is L. 

Logarithm for b to yield N is L 

We abbreviate the word logarithm with log, and we write this sentence in compact 
form by writing 

log* N = L 

We read this as the logarithm of N to the base b equals L. Thus we see that 

N = bL and log* N = L 

are two ways to write the same thing. Since these equations make the same 
statement and since N is always positive in the exponential form, it must also be 
positive in the logarithmic form. This is the reason that a negative number cannot 
have a logarithm. 

Write 4 = V in logarithmic form. 

We remember that a logarithm is the exponent, and here the exponent is y. 
Therefore, we begin by writing 

log = y 

Next we indicate the base, which in this case is 3. 

log3 = y 

Now the only thing left is the number 4. We insert it and have 

log3 4= y 

We see that exponential equations and logarithmic equations are different ways to 
designate the same ordered pairs. Logarithms that use 10 as a base are called 
common logarithms. Before slide rules and calculators were invented, most scientific 
calculations were made by using tables of common logarithms. Common logarithms 
are still used, a base of 2 is sometimes used in information theory, and other bases 
are used for special purposes. The most important base in higher mathematics is the 
base e. Logarithms with a base of e are called natural logarithms. 

It is customary to designate that the base is 10 by writing log with no subscript, 
and it is customary to designate that the base is e by using the letters In with .no 
subscript. Thus 

log 42 means logl0 42 

In 42 means log(, 42 
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Tables of logarithms give common logarithms and natural logarithms to four or five 
places, and calculators are accurate to seven or eight places. When accuracy is 
desired, logarithms can be obtained from these sources, but since beginners often 
tend to get lost in the arithmetic of logarithm problems, we will sometimes round off 
logarithms to two decimal places and concentrate on understanding rather than on 
arithmetic accuracy. 

Example 14.2 Write 2.4 as a power with a base of (a) 10, (b) e. 

Solution A calculator or a table of logarithms will give us the logarithms (exponents) that 
allow us to write numbers as powers. We round off the values to two places. 

(a) 2.4 = 10038 (b) 2.4 = e0-88 

Example 14.3 

Solution 

Find: (a) log 2.4 (b) In 2.4 

Log means base 10 and In means base e, so from the preceding example, we have 

2.4 = 10038 and 2.4 = e088 

So we can write 

(a) log 2.4 - 0.38 (b) In 2.4 = 0.88 

14.C 
Simple The ability to change from the logarithmic form of the equation to the exponential 

logarithm form is most useful. We can solve some logarithmic equations if we first rewrite 
problems them as exponential equations. 

Example 14.4 Solve log6 9 = 

Solution We rewrite the equation in exponential form and solve by raising both sides to the 
appropriate power. 

b-m = 9 exponential form 

(<b~mY2 = 9“2 raised both sides to -2 power 

, 1 
b 81 simplified 

Example 14.5 Solve: log3 = 2m + 1 

Solution We rewrite the equation in exponential form and then solve. 

12m+l - _J_ 
27 exponential form 

32m+l _ 3-3 changed form 

2m + 1 = -3 bases equal —» exponents equal 

m = —2 solved 

Example 14.6 Solve log1/3 P= 2. 
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Solution 

Example 14.7 

Solution 

Problem set 14 

We rewrite the equation in exponential form and then solve. 

= P exponential form 

^ = P simplified and solved 

Solve logY (6.x - 9) = 2 where x > 0. 

We rewrite the equation in exponential form and then solve. 

x2 - 6x - 9 exponential form 

x2 - 6x + 9 = 0 rearranged 

(x - 3)2 = 0 factored 

x = 3 solved 

Since the argument of a logarithm can never be negative, we check to see if using 3 
for x makes 6x — 9 nonnegative. 

6(3) -9 = 9 check 

Thus, 3 is an acceptable value for x. 

1. The area of a rectangle is 500 square centimeters. If the difference between the 
length and width of the rectangle is 5 cm, find the dimensions of the rectangle. 

2. It was 10 a.m. and Tori and Trent waited for the moment the hands of the 
clock would be pointing in opposite directions. How many minutes did they 
have to wait? 

3. 

4. 

5. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

The wheels on the car had a 30-centimeter radius and the car was traveling at 
60 kilometers per hour. What was the angular velocity of the wheels in radians 
per minute? 

Find x, where: (a) 10* = 3 (b) ex = 5 

Solve log3 27 = 2b + 1 for b. 6. Solve logv (3x - 2) = 2 for x. 

Graph/where/(x) = [x] and evaluate: (a) /(1.2) (b) /(—1.2) 

Graph y = |cos x|. 

xz when x < 1 
X 2: 1 

Graph g, where: g(x) = [2x when 

j 
Write the equation of this sinusoid as a cosine function. 

y 

11. Describe the circle whose equation is x2 + y2 - 2y = 0. 
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12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

Find the equation of the graph of all points which are equidistant from the 
points (-1, 2) and (-2, -1). 

Describe the set of all real values of x such that \x - 3| < 0.001. 

Add the vectors -4 Z. 150° and 8 Z. -30° and express the answer in rectangular 
form. 

Graph y = 2X and y — 2~* on the same coordinate plane. 

Simplify: tan (-x) sec2 - xj sin (-x) 

Show that sin4 x - cos4 x = sin2 x - cos2 x. 

The roots of a quadratic function g are 2 and -3. If <g(l) = —8, then find an 
equation for g. 

Find L in terms of x in the figure 
shown. 

20. Find the y coordinates of Px, P2, 
and P3 if P], P2, and P3 are points 
on the unit circle centered at the 
origin as shown. 

Determine whether or not the mapping/: x —» ±Vx is a function of a real 
variable x and explain your answer. 

10 

E/ 
Evaluate: L~- 

Given the figure shown, compare: 
A. sum of areas of squares A and B 
B. area of square C 
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lesson 15 Evaluating polynomials 
_I^A 
The remainder To evaluate polynomials, we can make use of the remainder theorem. 

theorem 

THE REMAINDER THEOREM 

If a constant c is a zero of a polynomial and if we divide the 
polynomial by x - c, the remainder will be zero. If the 
remainder is not zero, the remainder equals the value of 
the polynomial when x equals c. 

To look at a specific example, we will manufacture a cubic polynomial by 
multiplying the factors * + 1, x - 2, and x + 3, as we show on the left below. Since 
one of the factors of the polynomial is x - 2, then x - 2 will divide the polynomial 
evenly and will have no remainder, as we show on the right. 

Ax) = (x + l)(x - 2)(x + 3) 

fix) = x3 + 2x2 - 5x - 6 

x 2 
x2 + 4x +3_ 
x3 + 2x2 - 5x - 6 
x3 - 2x2 

4x2 - 5x 
4x2 - 8x 

3x - 6 
3x - 6 

0 

The value of a polynomial is zero if x is replaced by a number that is a zero of the 
polynomial. The factored form and the unfactored form of the /polynomial of this 
example are equivalent expressions, and both will equal zero if x is replaced by 2. 

/(2) = (2 + 1)(2 - 2)(2 + 3) /(2) = (2)3 + 2(2)2 - 5(2) - 6 

= (3)(0)(5) =8 + 8-10-6 

= 0 = 0 

Now, if we add 10 to the /polynomial, we get a new polynomial that we call the g 
polynomial. The g polynomial does not have x - 2 as a factor. When we divide the g 
polynomial by x - 2, we get a remainder of 10. 

g(x) = (x + l)(x - 2)(x + 3) + 10 

g(x) = x3 + 2x2 - 5x + 4 

x - 2 
x2 + 4x +3_ 
x3 + 2x2 - 5x + 4 
x3 + 2x2 

4x2 - 5x 
4x2 - 8x 

3x + 4 
3x - 6 

10 

Both the factored and unfactored forms of the g equation have a value of 10 when 

x is replaced with 2. 

g(2) = (2 + 1)(2 - 2X2 + 3) + 10 g(2) = (2)3 + 2(2)2 - 5(2) + 4 

= (3)(0)(5) +10 =8 + 8-10 + 4 

=10 =10 
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15.B 
Synthetic 

division 

Example 15.1 

Solution 

Example 15.2 

Solution 

Thus, if we have a polynomial and divide by x - 11, we can find out one of two 
things by looking at the remainder. If the remainder is zero, then 11 is a zero of the 
polynomial. If the remainder is not zero, the remainder equals the value of the 

polynomial when x = 11. 

Because dividing a polynomial by x - c gives us such useful information, synthetic 
division was invented to permit this type of division to be done quickly. Synthetic 
division can be used to divide a polynomial by x - 4 or x + 3, but cannot be easily 
used to divide by forms such as 2x + 4 or x2 - 5. Both the coefficient and the 
exponent of x in the divisor must be 1 for this version of synthetic division to be 
used. To evaluate a polynomial when x = c, the division is a process of bringing 
down the lead coefficient, multiplying, adding, multiplying, adding, etc. 

Use synthetic division to divide 2x3 + 3x2 - 4x — 7 by x + 1. 

To divide by x + 1, we use -1 as a divisor and write down only the constants in the 
dividend. The first step is to bring down the first constant, which is 2. 

-l| 2 3-4-7 

_±_ 
2 

The next step is to multiply 2 by the divisor, -1, for a product of -2, which we 
record under the 3. 

-l| 2 3-4-7 

1 -2_ 
2 

Then we add 3 and -2 to get 1. We multiply 1 by the divisor, -1, and record the 
product under the -4. Then we add, multiply, record, and add again. 

-l| 2 3-4-7 
1-2-1 5 
2 1-5-2 

The first three numbers below the line are the coefficients of the reduced polynomi¬ 
al, and the remainder is -2. The greatest exponent of the reduced polynomial is 
always 1 less than the greatest exponent of the dividend. Thus we may write 

2x3 + 3x2 - 4x - 7 = (x + l)(2x2 + x - 5) - 2 

The remainder -2 is the value of the polynomial if x = — 1. We can see this because 
the first factor, (x + 1), of the factored form equals zero if x equals —1. 

Use synthetic division to evaluate 3x3 — 4x — 2 when x — 2. 

We enter the coefficients and remember to write a zero coefficient for x2. 

2J 3 0-4-2 
1 6 12 16 
3 6 8 14 

The numbers 3, 6, and 8 are the coefficients of the reduced polynomial and 14 
is the remainder. Thus, the value of 3x3 — 4x — 2 when x = 2 is 14; so 2 is not a zero 
of the polynomial. 

3x3 - 4x - 2 = (3x2 + 6x + 8)(x - 2) + 14 
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15.C 
Rational If a number is a zero of a polynomial, the number is also a root of the polynomial 

zero (root) equation formed by setting the polynomial equal to zero. We know that we can find 
theorem rational and irrational zeros of quadratic polynomials by completing the square or 

by using the quadratic formula. We remember that the rational zero theorem allows 
us to list the possible rational zeros of any polynomial, but does not tell which, if 
any, of these possible zeros really is a zero. There is no comparable theorem for 
irrational zeros. This is unfortunate because most of the polynomial equations 
encountered in real-world problems have irrational roots. Before computers were 
invented, much time was spent laboriously finding rational roots and estimating 
irrational roots. To prevent this waste of time, most of the polynomials encountered 
in this book will be contrived to have integral zeros of ±1, ±2, or ±3. The rational 
zero theorem is useful in helping us decide which of these roots to investigate. 

We remember that the rational zero (root) theorem tells us that if a polynomial 
whose coefficients are integers has a rational zero, then this number is a fraction 
whose numerator is some integral factor of the constant term and whose denomina¬ 
tor is some integral factor of the lead coefficient. Thus, the possible rational zeros of 
4x14 + 3x8 + lx + 3 can be found by forming a fraction by using one of the integer 
factors of 3 above the line as a numerator 

Factors of 3 _ 1, - 1, 3, -3 
Factors of 4 1, -1, 2, -2, 4, -4 

and one of the integer factors of 4 below the line as a denominator. If we do this, we 
can list the possible rational zeros as 

! -j 1 _i 1 _3 1 _! 3 _3 _ 
lj 2’ 2’ 4’ 4’ 4’ 4’ 2’ 2’ ’ 

Example 15.3 Find the zeros of the function f(x) = x3 + 2x2 - 2x - 4. 

Solution We could use a computer to estimate the zeros, but since this is a problem in a 
beginning calculus book, we hope the author put at least one rational zero in the 
polynomial. If so, the rational root can be found from the following list 

+ 1, -1, +2, -2, +4, -4 
+ 1, -1 

> 1,-1,2,-2, 4,-4 

We will use synthetic division to see which, if any, of these numbers are zeros. 

Jj 1 2-2-4 
_1 3 1 

13 1-3 

_2| 1 2-2-4 
_2 8 12 

14 6 8 

1 2-2-4 
-1 -1 3 

1 1-3-1 

1 2-2-4 
-2 0 4 

10-20 

The last remainder is zero; so -2 is a zero of the polynomial function and x + 2 is a 
factor of the polynomial. Now we have 

x3 + 2x2 - 2x - 4 = (x + 2)(x2 - 2) 

We will find the roots of the equation x2 - 2 = 0. These numbers are the zeros of the 

polynomial x2 - 2. 

x2 — 2 = 0 —» x2 = 2 —> x = ±V2 
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Example 15.4 

Solution 

Problem set 15 

Thus, the factors of the original polynomial are (x + 2), (x - V2), and (x + V2), 
and the zeros are -2, V2, -V2. 

Find the roots of x3 - lx - 6 = 0. 

First we list the possible rational roots. 

+ 1, —1, +2, —2, +3, —3, +6, —6 

Now we divide. Note that we write a zero for the coefficient of the x2 term in the 

dividend. 

Jj 1 0—7—6 —11 1 0 -7 -6 
11-6 -116 

1 1 -6 -12 1-1-6 0 

Zero is the remainder when we divide by -1, so -1 is a zero of the polynomial. 
The reduced polynomial is x2 - x - 6, and we can use the quadratic formula to find 
the zeros of this polynomial. 

1 ± Vl - (4)( 1)(—6) 1 ± V25 

2 
-2, 3 

Thus the roots of the polynomial equation are -2, -1, and 3. 

1. The little red airplane could fly at 6 times the speed of the wind. Flying at this 
rate, it could fly 700 miles downwind in 1 hour less than it took to fly 600 miles 
upwind. What was the speed of the little red airplane and what was the speed 
of the wind? 

2. The cook had p pounds of food in the storehouse; this would feed w workers for 
d days. If 50 more workers arrived unexpectedly, how many days would the 
cook’s food last if each person consumed food at the same rate as before? 

3. Find the standard form of the equation of a circle whose center is (-2, 3) and 
which passes through (-2, - 1). 

4. If/is a function whose equation is given by /(x) = x4 — 2x2 + 2x + 1, use 
synthetic division to evaluate: 
(a) /(-l) (b) /(1) (c) /(3) 

5. Use the rational zero theorem to list the possible rational zeros of the function 
/(x) = x3 - x2 - 4x + 4. 

6. Use the information of Problem 5 to determine all the rational zeros of f 
where/is the function defined in Problem 5. 

7. Find x, where: (a) 10v = 4 (b) ex = 4 

8. Solve In b~ = 2 for b. 9. Solve log1/3 9 = 2x + 1 for x. 

10. Write the general equation of the sinusoid shown in terms of the sine function. 

y 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 16 

_I^A 
Continuity 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

Sketch the graph of y = x2/3. 

Write the equation of the graph of the points which are a distance of 5 units 
from the point (1, 2) on the coordinate plane. 

Graph the set {x 6 Z | \2x — 3| < 4}. 

Express (2 cis 10°)[3 cis (-40°)] in rectangular form. (All numbers must be 
exact.) 

Graph y = and y = 2* on the same coordinate plane. 

Given the figure shown, find an expression for 
sec a in terms of a and b. 

Show that: 
sin2 (-0) + cos2 (-6) + 2 

3 tan (-0) 
-cot 6 

Show that: sin x - sin x cos2 x = sin3 x 

If/is a quadratic function such that/(2) = /(- 3) = 0 and/(3) = 6, then find the 
equation for f. 

If f(x) = write the simplified expression for the following: 

fix + Ax) - f(x) 

Ax 

Each of the base angles of an isosceles triangle has twice the measure of the 
vertex angle of the triangle. Find the measure of the vertex angle. 

Solve for x in the figure shown. 

m L CAB = (5x - 40)° 
m /-ABC = (3x)° 
m AACD = (4x + 60)° 

A 

Continuity • Left-hand and right-hand limits 

We begin our discussion of continuity with an intuitive definition that can be 
interpreted graphically. A function is a continuous function on an interval between 
x values of a and b if the function is defined for all values of x between a and b and if 
a small change in x does not produce a sudden jump in the value of y. If a function is 
not continuous at a value of x, we say that the function has a discontinuity at that 
value of x. The graphs of the continuous functions considered in this book can be 
drawn on an interval on which the function is defined without lifting the pencil from 
the paper. Calculus will let us do wonderful things with continuous functions such 
as polynomial functions and exponential functions, but these functions do not 
exhibit the aberrant behavior necessary for a discussion of some of the fundamental 
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concepts of calculus. Thus, we will invent the necessary functions. Usually we will 
just draw the graph of the function we need for our discussion and will not bother 
with trying to find the algebraic expression for the function. The following are 
examples of the graphs of functions that have the types of discontinuities we would 

like to consider. 

The functions whose graphs are shown here are not continuous at a, b, c, d, and 
e. A vertical asymptote is a vertical line approached but never touched by the graph 
of a function. The two graphs on the left have vertical asymptotes at a and b, and so 
the functions are not defined for these values of x. Therefore,/(x) is not continuous 
at a and b. The function is defined at c, but the graph shows that a small change in x 
produces a “jump” in the value of/(x) and so the function is not continuous at c. 
There is a hole in the graph at d\ so the function is not defined at d. Therefore, the 
function is not continuous at d. In the rightmost graph the function is defined at e, 
but there is a sudden jump in the value of /(x) at e and so the function is not 
continuous at e. Graphs such as the three graphs on the right are useful for 
explanations of continuity and limits but are almost never encountered again unless 
the author needs the graph of a function whose behavior is somewhat pathological. 

_16.B 
Left-hand and The study of calculus is based on a concept called the limit of a function. The limit of 

right-hand a function is the number the value of the function gets close to as x gets very close to 
limits some designated number. Two of the most important limits concern the values of 

the following expressions as the value of x gets closer and closer to zero. 

(l + xy'x and 
sin x 

x 

If we replace x with zero in these two expressions, we get results that cannot be 
evaluated. 

(1 + 0)l/0 and 
sin 0 _ 0 

0 “ 0 

But if we let x get very, very close to zero, we will find that the value of (1 + x)l/v gets 
very, very close to the number e, and if x is in radians, the value of sin x divided by x 
gets very, very close to 1. We will investigate these expressions in a later lesson. 

To discuss limits, it is helpful to think of x as a dot on the x axis that we can 
move right or left as we choose. We will move vertically from any selected position 
of the x dot to the graph of the function and then move horizontally to read the 
output value of /(x) on the y axis. We show this in the left-hand figure on the 
following page. In the right-hand figure, we show the graph of a function that has no 
value when x = 5. 
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Example 16.1 

Solution 

In the figure on the right, when the x dot is at 3, the output value of/(x) is 20. When 
the x dot moves from 3 to 4, the output value of/(x) increases from 20 to 22. When 
the x dot moves from 4 to 4.9, the output value off(x) increases from 22 to 29. We 
say that as the x dot moves closer to 5, x is approaching 5 from the left, and we see 
that the closer the x dot gets to 5, the closer the value off(x) gets to 30. We use the 
notation 5 " to show that x is approaching 5 from the left end of the number line 
where the negative numbers live, and we write 

lim f(x) = 30 
x->5~ 

We say that 30 is the left-hand limit of f(x) as x approaches 5. If we let the x dot 
move along the x axis and approach 5 from the right-hand side, we can see that /(x) 
will get closer and closer to 40 as x approaches 5. We use the notation 5+ to show 
that x is approaching 5 from the right end of the number line where the positive 
numbers live, and we write 

lim /(x) = 40 
x-»5+ 

We say that the right-hand limit of/(x) as x approaches 5 is 40. 
The limit of/(x) as x approaches some number a from the right or the left is the 

number that /(x) gets closer and closer to as x gets closer and closer to a. When we 
discuss limits, we do not even consider the value of f(a), which is the value of the 
function when x = a. 

Given this graph of /(x), estimate: 
(a) lim/(x) as x —> 3 + 
(b) lim f(x) as x -h> 1~ 
(c) lim/(x) as x —> 3~ 
(d) lim f(x) as x ^ 1+ 

(a) As the x dot approaches 3 from the + end of the number line, the value of 
/(x) gets closer to 2, so the right-hand limit of/(x) as x approaches 3 is 2. 

(b) As the x dot approaches 1 from the - end of the number line, the value of 
/(x) gets closer to 1, so the left-hand limit of /(x) as x approaches 1 is 1. 

(c) As the x dot approaches 3 from the - end of the number line, the value of 
/(x) approaches 1, so the left-hand limit of /(x) as x approaches 3 is 1. 

(d) As the x dot approaches 1 from the + end of the number line, the value of 
/(x) gets closer and closer to 2, so the right-hand limit of/(x) as x approaches 1 is 2. 
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Example 16.2 

Solution 

Example 16.3 

Solution 

Problem set 16 

Estimate: (a) lim /(x) (b) lim /(x) 
x->3+ x->3- 

The value of /(x) as x approaches 3 from the right or from the left appears to be 
about 40. Thus we estimate that the right-hand limit and left-hand limit are both 
about 40. 

(a) lim f(x) ~ 40 (b) lim /(x) ~ 40 
x->3+ x->3~ 

The fact that the value of/(3) also appears to be 40 is of no concern to us, as we are 
only interested in values of x very, very close to 3. 

Given that 

fix) = {_j 
sketch the graph of /(x) and find: 

(a) lim /(x) (b) lim /(x) 
A->0+ x->0“ 

if x > 0 

if x < 0 

(a) On the graph we see that as x ap¬ 
proaches zero from the right the value of/(x) is 1 

and continues to be 1. Thus the right-hand limit 
of /(x) as x approaches zero is 1. 

(b) The left-hand limit as x approaches 
zero is -1 because x is 1 and continues to be 1 as 
x approaches zero from the left. 

1. The number of sophists varied inversely as the square of the number of 
xenophobes present. If there were 8 sophists when there were 5 xenophobes 
present, how many sophists would there be if there were 2 xenophobes 
present? 

2. Find the length in inches of the shadow cast by a L-foot-tall flagpole if a 7?-inch 
ruler casts a 1-foot shadow. 

3. Given the graph of a function f, evaluate 
the following limits: 
(a) lim /(x) 

AT->0 + 
(b) lim /(x) 

x—>0— 

(c) lim /(x) id) lim f{x) 
X->1 + 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

11. 

12. 
13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 
21. 

22. 

Graph the function g where g(x) = [x] + 1. Then evaluate the following limits. 

(a) lim g(x) (b) lim g(x) 
X—> 1 + x-> 1 

If/is a function whose equation is given by 

f(x) - 2x5 - 4x4 + 3x3 - 2x2 + x - 1 

evaluate the following expressions by using synthetic division. 

(fl) /M) (b) f{2) (c) /(-2) 

Use the rational zero theorem to list the possible rational zeros of the equation 
h{x) = 6x3 - 19x2 + 2x + 3. 

Use the information of Problem 6 to determine all the zeros of h where h is as 
defined in Problem 6. 

Solve for x: logv (2x - 7) = 1 

Find x if ex = 10. 10. Graph y = — | sin x|. 

Write the standard form of the equation of the circle whose center is (1, 2) and 
which contains the point (-2, 6). 

Find the range of y = x2 when |x| < 2. 

Express [3 cis (-20°)](cis 80°) in rectangular form. (All numbers must be 
exact.) 

Sketch the graphs of y = ex and y = -ex on the same coordinate plane. 

Show that: -sin (-x) sec x cot + 1 = sec2 x 

Simplify: 
sin x - sin x cos2 x 

sec2 x - 1 

Find the coordinates of the vertex of the graph of the following quadratic 
function: y = x2 - 2x + 4. 

Solve for L in terms of x and H for this figure. 

L x 

Sketch the graph of y = -1 + 2 sin ^x - yJ. 

Describe the domain and range of y = Vx2 - 1. 

Find the area of a triangle whose three sides have lengths 5, 6, and 7, 
respectively. Note: Heron’s formula states that the area A of a triangle whose 
sides have lengths a, b, and c is 

A = As(s - a)(s - b)(s - c) where x - g(a + b + c) 

If x, y, and z are lengths of the sides of a triangle of area 10, compare: 
A. x B. y + z 
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LESSON 17 

17. A 
Sum and 

difference 
identities for 

trigonometric 
functions 

Example 17.1 

Sum and difference identities for trigonometric 
functions • Double-angle identities for sine and 
cosine 

If we use a calculator to find approximations for the sine of 10°, the sine of 20°, and 

the sine of 30°, we get this result. 

sin 10°-0.174 sin 30° = 0.500 
sin 20° - 0.342 

0.516 

We note, to our dismay, that the sine of 10° plus the sine of 20° does not equal the 
sine of 30°. To find the trigonometric functions of the sums and differences of two 
angles, we must use the appropriate trigonometric identities. 

There are about 18 trigonometric identities that are used in calculus, and they 
are difficult to memorize because many of them are similar. The two identities 

tan 6 = ^4 and sin2 8 + cos2 8 = 1 

cos 8 

are reasonably easy to remember. If, in addition to these, one can memorize the 
identities for the sines and cosines of the sums and differences of two angles, the 
other identities can be developed quickly whenever one of them is required. First we 
remember the identities for sin (A + B) and cos (A + B) and write: 

sin (A + B) = sin A cos B + cos A sin B 
sin (A - B) = 
cos (A + B) = cos A cos B - sin A sin B 
cos (A - B) = 

To help us memorize these identities, we note that the letter pattern in both cases 
from left to right is AB, AB, AB, and that A always comes first. We also note that if 
sin comes first on the left, then sin comes first on the right and that if cos comes first 
on the left, then cos comes first on the right. Next we write the expressions for sin 
(A - B) and cos (A - B). These are exactly the same as those for the sine and the 
cosine of (A + B) except that the signs are changed. 

KEY IDENTITIES 

sin (A + B) - sin A cos B + cos A sin B sin2 8 + cos2 8 = 1 

sin (A - B) = sin A cos B - cos A sin B 

cos (A + B) — cos A cos B — sin A sin B tan 8 = Sin ^ 
cos 8 

cos (A - B) = cos A cos B + sin A sin B 

Students should practice writing this list of key identities several times a day 
until the key identities can be reproduced in less than 30 seconds. Writing these 

identities is also a suggested first step for taking any examination, because these 

identities can be used to develop other identities accurately and quickly. 

Simplify: sin ^0 + 
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Solution 

Example 17.2 

Solution 

17.B 
Double-angle 

identities 
for the sine 
and cosine 

This is the sine of a sum and requires the use of the identity for sin (A + B). 

sin (A + B) = sin A cos B + cos A sin B 

Now we replace A with 6 and replace B with y 

sin ^0 + ^ = sin 6 cos ^ + cos 6 sin ^ 

77 
Both the sine and the cosine of equal -y so we get 

sin (0 + -jj = (sin + (cos 

V2 . V2 
- - sin 0 + y cos 0 

Find the exact value of cos 15° by using a trigonometric identity and the fact that 
60° - 45° = 15°. 

This problem is designed to provide practice in the use of the identity for cos 
(A - B) and not for pointing out a better way to calculate cos 15°. First we write the 
identity for cos (A - B). 

cos (A - B) = cos A cos B + sin A sin B 

Now we replace A with 60° and B with 45°. 

cos (60° - 45°) = cos 60° cos 45° + sin 60° sin 45° 

cosi5'=(M + 0r)(f 

V2 V6 = V2 + V6 

We can use the sum and difference identities for the sine and the cosine to develop 
all the other identities quickly and accurately. To develop the identity for sin 2A, we 
use the identity for sin (A + B) and everywhere replace B with A. 

sin (A + A) - sin A cos A + cos A sin A 

sin 2A = 2 sin A cos A 

To develop the identity for cos 2A, we use the identity for cos (A + B) and 
everywhere replace B with A. 

cos (A + A) = cos A cos A - sin A sin A 

cos 2A = cos2 A - sin2 A 

With just a little practice it is possible to look at the identities for sin (A + B) and cos 
(A + B) and write the identities for sin 2A and cos 2.4 by inspection. We look at 

sin (A + B) = sin A cos B + cos A sin B 

and mentally replace B with A. Then by inspection we write 

sin 2A = 2 sin A cos A 
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In the same manner we look at 

cos (A + B) = cos A cos B - sin A sin B 

and mentally replace B with A. Then by inspection we write 

cos 2A = cos2 A - sin2 A 

We can get two other identities for cos 2A by using the basic Pythagorean 
identity sin2 A + cos2 A = 1 and substituting. We can solve the identity above for 
cos2 A as we show on the left and for sin2 A as we show on the right. 

cos2 A = 1 — sin2 A sin2 A - l — cos2 A 

Now, in the identity for cos 2A, on the left we substitute for cos2 A and on the right 
we substitute for sin2 A. 

cos 2A = cos2 A - sin2 A 

cos 24 = (1 - sin2 A) - sin2 A cos 2A = cos2 A - (1 - cos2 A) 

cos 2A = 1 - 2 sin2 A cos 2A = 2 cos2 A - 1 

In calculus we often encounter expressions that contain sin x and sin 2x 
or contain cos x and cos 2x. The double-angle identities enable us to simplify 
those expressions by replacing cos 2x or sin 2x with expressions that contain cos x 
or sin x. 

sin 2A = 2 sin A cos A 

cos 2A = cos2 A - sin2 A 

cos 2A — 2 cos2 A - 1 

cos 2^4 =1—2 sin2 A 

Thus we see that we have developed one form of an identity for sin 2A and 
three forms of identities for cos 2A. One form contains both cos2 A and sin2 A, and 
the other two forms contain either sin2 A or cos2 A. These two forms can be 
rearranged into other forms that are important. If we solve the last two identities for 
cos2 A and sin2 A, we get 

sin2 A = ^ ~ cos 2A cos2 A = - + ~ cos 2A 

If we replace A with f and take the square root of both sides, we get two half-angle 
identities. 

• , X 
sin2 5 = 

x 
sin 2 = 

2 cos 2(i) 
COS X 

2 

It is important to remember that these half- 

the identities for cos 2A with A replaced by 

x 1 . 1 
cos2 ^ ^ ^ cos 2( ^ 

x 

x 
COS X - ± \/x + 

1 COS X 

angle identities are rearranged forms of 

Example 17.3 Draw a graph of y = sin2 0. 
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Solution 

Example 17.4 

Solution 

Example 17.5 

Solution 

Problem set 17 

On the left we show the graph of y = sin 9 and on the right the graph of y = sin2 9. 

y y 

y= sin20 

The maximum value of sin 9 is 1, and since (l)2 is also 1, the maximum value 
of sin2 6 is 1. Since all values of sin2 6 are positive or 0, the graph of sin2 6 is above or 
touches the x axis when the graph of sin 9 is below or touches the x axis. The sin2 

curve is rounded because the square of any number less than 1 is less than that 
number. In Lesson 18 we will understand why this graph can be used as a visual 
mnemonic for remembering that 

sin2 9 = ^ ^ cos 29 

Develop three identities for cos 2A. 

We look at the identity for cos (A + B) 

cos (A + B) = cos A cos B - s\n A sin B 

and write the first identity for cos 2A by inspection. 

cos 2A = cos2 A - sin2 A 

Now we do two parallel developments. On the left below we substitute 1 - sin2 A for 
cos2 A, and on the right we substitute 1 - cos2 A for sin2 A. 

cos 2A = (l - sin2 A) - sin2 A cos 2A = cos2 A - (1 - cos2 A) 

We are careful with the (-) signs when we simplify to get 

cos 2A — 1 — 2 sin2 A cos 2A = 2 cos2 A - 1 

Show that: 
sin x 

sin 2x 
sec x 

2 

Whenever we see a trigonometric function of 2x, we get a strong hint to use a 
double-angle identity. We will work with the left-hand side and substitute for sin 2x. 

—. S*n x- substituted 
2 sin x cos x 

1 
2 cos x 

simplified 

sec x 
2 

identity 

1. The area of a rectangle is 8 times the area of a square, and the width of the 
rectangle is twice the length of a side of the square. If the perimeter of 
the rectangle is 16 units greater than the perimeter of the square, find the 
dimensions of the rectangle and the square. 
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2. A 10-foot ladder leans against a vertical wall. If the base of the ladder is x feet 
away from the base of the wall, find an expression whose value equals the 
height of the top of the ladder above the ground. 

3. Write the key trigonometric identities and develop one identity for sin 2A and 
three identities for cos 2A. 

4. If cos a = 3, use a double-angle identity to find the value of cos 2a. 

5. Show that (sin x + cos x)2 = 1 + sin 2x. 

, ~ . lx + 1 when x ± 1 

6. Graph/ where/« = (3 when x = 1 

7. Evaluate the following limits if/is defined as in Problem 6. 

(a) lim /(x) (b) lim f(x) 
x-> 1 + 

8. Use the rational zero theorem to list the possible rational zeros of the equation 
y - 2x3 - lx2 - 5x + 4. 

9. Use the information from Problem 8 to determine all the rational zeros of the 
function of Problem 8. 

10. Solve for x: log4 (3x + 1) = ^ 

11. Sketch the graph of y = x1/3. 

12. Find the radius of the circle whose center is (1, -1) and which is tangent to the 
line 3x - 4y - 2 = 0. 

13. ' Sketch the graphs of y = 2X and y = 2~x on the same coordinate plane. 

14. Simplify: sin - x^j esc (-x) sin x cos (—x) 

15. Find the equation of the quadratic function whose graph has x intercepts at 
x = -1 and x = 2 and a y intercept at y = -2. 

16. Solve for y in terms of x for the figure shown. 

10 cm 

17. Graph y = 2 + 3 sin (x - 

18. If/(x) = 2x2, evaluate and simplify the following expression: 

fix + h) - f{x) 

h 

19. Find the real values of x for which V1 — x is a real number. 

20. Use the identities from Problem 3 to develop identities for sin ^ and cos 

21. State the contrapositive of the following statement: If two angles of a triangle 
have equal measures, then the sides opposite them have equal lengths. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 18 

18.A 
Graphs of 

logarithmic 
functions 

22. Find x, y, and z in the figure shown. 

mAC = x° 

mAB = y° 

mBC = z° 

23. One base of a trapezoid is the same length as the height of the trapezoid and 
the other base of the trapezoid is twice the height. If the area of the trapezoid is 
12, find the height of the trapezoid. 

Graphs of logarithmic functions • 

Period of a function 

We know that 10 raised to the power 2 equals 100. We can say this in the language of 
logarithms if we call the exponent a logarithm and say that the logarithm to the base 
10 of 100 equals 2. 

100 = 102 log 10 100 = 2 

If we use b for the base, N for the number, and L for the logarithm, we can write 

■N = bL or L = log;, N 

On the left we graph an exponential function whose base is greater than 1. On the 
right we show the graph of the logarithmic function that has the same base. 

N L 

To reduce confusion in mathematics, we always use the horizontal axis for the 
independent variable and the vertical axis for the dependent variable (the answer). 
Thus, as shown in the left-hand figure and equation, we would normally begin with a 
value of L and find the answer which would be the corresponding value of N. In the 
right-hand figure and equation, we would normally begin with a value of ./V and the 
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answer would be the corresponding value of L. It is customary to use x for the 
independent variable in both equations. If we do this, we can graph both functions 
on the same set of coordinate axes and find that they are mirror images of each other 

about the line y = x. 

However, we must be careful to remember that in one equation y is the logarithm and 

in the other equation x is the logarithm. 
It is most important to note that negative numbers do not have logarithms. If a 

positive number is raised to any real power, the result is a positive number. To 
illustrate, we let the base be 3 and use 2, -2, and 0 as exponents. 

32 = 9 3"2 = | 3° = 1 

We note that all three answers are positive numbers. Thus, if we try to find the value 
of y in 

y = lo§3 (-14) 

we are doomed to failure because we are asking for the power of 3 that causes V to 
equal —14. From this discussion we see that 3 to any real number power is a positive 

number. Thus, negative numbers do not have logarithms. 

We can change the shape of the graph of a logarithmic equation by inserting 
negative signs, as we show in the next three examples. 

Example 18.1 Sketch the graph of y = log4 x. 

Solution We do not have a table of logarithms to the base 4, but we do know how to get three 
quick points on the graph of an exponential function by using 0, 1, and -1 for x. To 
get three quick points on the graph of y = log4 x, we rewrite the equation in 
exponential form and use 0, 1, and -1 for y so we can find the paired values of x. 
Then we use these points to graph the logarithmic function. 

y = log4 x —> 4y = x 

1 

-1 

-2 

y 1 0 -1 

X 4 1 
1 
4 

y=log4 x 
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Example 18.2 

Solution 

Sketch y = -log4 x. 

First we move the (-) sign across the equals sign. Then we write the equation in 
exponential form and use 1, 0, and -1 for y and solve for x. 

-y = log4 x —> 4~y = x y 

y 1 0 -1 

X 
1 
4 

1 4 

We note that this graph ofj = -log4 x is the mirror image in the x axis of the graph of 
y — log4 x in Example 18.1. Every value of y in this graph is the negative of the value of 
y in the graph in Example 18.1. 

Example 18.3 If b is greater than 1, graph the following: 

(fl) y — log/,x (b) y=-log*x (c) y = \ogb(-x) (d) y=-\ogb(-x) 

Solution The logarithmic function is one of the most important functions in all mathematics, 
and it is important to be able to make a quick sketch of the graph without resorting to 
point-by-point plotting. We must memorize the shape of the graph of y = log/, x if b is 
greater than 1, which we show on the left below. This graph can be altered two ways 
by the presence of a minus sign in the equation. The graph of (b) y = -logA x is the 
first graph reflected in the x axis (flipped about the x axis) because every value of y is 
the negative of its value in y = logA x. The graph of (c) y = log/, (—x) is the first graph 
reflected in the y axis because every value of x is the negative of its value in y = log/, x. 
In (d) both minus signs are present, so both reflections have taken place. 

Example 18.4 Graph y = In |x|. 

Solution As we note in figure (a) above, the graph of the equation y = log/, x lies to the right of 
the y axis because log/, x is defined only for positive values of x. In figure (c), the 
graph ofy = log/, (-x) lies to the left of the y axis because the function y = log/, (-x) 
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is defined only for negative values of x. The graphs of y = In x and y = In (-x) 
exhibit the same behavior since the base e is greater than 1. The graph of y = In |x| is 
a composite of the graphs of y= In xandy = In (-x) because this function is defined 
for all values of x except zero. 

Example 18.5 Sketch the graph of y = -logl/4 x. 

Solution First we move the minus (-) sign across the equals sign and write -y = log1/4x. Next 
we write the exponential form of this equation and use 1, 0, and — 1 for y and solve 
for x. 

y 1 0 -1 

X 4 1 
4 

The graph is exactly the same as the graph in Example 18.1 because 4y = (^J y 

Example 18.6 Sketch the graph of y = log2 (—x). 

Solution We write the exponential form of this equation and use 1, 0, and -1 for y to find 
three points on the graph. 

18.B 
Period The values of sin 30°, sin (30° + 360°), and sin (30° + 720°) are allThe sine of 30° 

Of a function is 5, and since 30° + 360° equals once around plus 30° more, the sine of 30° + 360° is 
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the same as the sine of 30°. The angle 30° + 720° means twice around and 30° more, 
so the sine of this angle is also the same as the sine of 30°. We can go around as many 
times as we please, and 30° more, and the sine of all of these angles is \ . If n is a 
counting number, we can write 

sin (9 + n360°) = sin 6 

We say that the period of sin 0 is 360° because the values repeat every 360°. If three 
different functions repeat their values every 360°, 180°, or 90°, we say that the 
periods of the functions are 360°, 180°, or 90°, respectively. If we use p for the period 
and n for a counting number, we say that a function is a periodic function if for 
any 9 

f(9) = f(9 + np) 

We can see that the function y = sin 9 and y — sin 29 are periodic functions 
because the graphs of both functions repeat the same patterns again and again as 9 
increases. 

y y 

The graph of y = sin 20 repeats the pattern twice as often as does the graph of y = 
sin 0, so we say that the period of sin 20 is one-half the period of sin 0. The period 
of a function is the horizontal distance on the graph between any two corresponding 
points. Thus the 9 distance between two successive peak values can be used to 
determine the period. In the graph on the left we see that the period is 450° —90°, or 
360°. In the graph on the right the period is 225° - 45°, or 180°. Thus the period for 
y = sin 9 is 360°, or 2v radians. In the graph ofy = sin 29, the pattern repeats twice 
as often and the period is 180°, or tt radians. If we draw the graph of y = sin 39, we 
will find that the pattern repeats 3 times as often and the period is 120°, or 27r/3 
radians. If we graph y = sin \9, we will find that the pattern repeats one-third as 
often and the period is 360°/\ = 1080°, or 2tt/\ = 677 radians. From this observation 
we see that the constant C in y - sin C9 equals 360° divided by the period in 
degrees, or 277 radians divided by the period in radians. 

Constant C = 
277 

period 
Constant C = 

360° 
period 

Thus the general equations of a sine function and a cosine function are 

y = A + B sin C(9 - D) y = A + B cos C(9 - D) 

where A is the y value of the centerline, B is the amplitude, C equals 360° or 277 
divided by the period, and D is the phase angle. 

Example 18.7 Graph the function y = -10 + 4 cos (39 - 135°). 

Solution The first step is to factor the argument so that the coefficient of 0 is 1. If we do this, the 
phase angle can be read directly. We factor and get 

y - -10 + 4 cos 3(9 - 45°) 
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i 

Problem set 18 

Next we draw the sinusoid on the left. 

On the right we show that the y coordinate of the centerline is -10 and that the 
amplitude is 4. The phase angle is +45°, so one peak value of the graph occurs when 
6 = +45°. The constant C is 3, so the period is 360° divided by 3, or 120°. Thus we 
move to the left from +45° a distance of 120° and mark the 6 value below the next 
peak as 45° - 120°, or -75°. Now, if we wish, we can locate other points of interest 
on the 0 axis by noting that each loop of the graph spans half a period, or 60°. 

1. Two boats leave the buoy at the same time. One of the boats travels north at a 
rate of N miles per hour, and the other boat travels east at a rate of AN miles per 
hour. What is the distance between the boats 30 minutes after both boats leave 
the buoy? 

2. Find the number of radians through which a wheel rotates every 5 seconds if it 
revolves 20 times every minute. 

3. Sketch the graphs of y = 2X and y = log2 x on the same coordinate plane. 

4. Sketch the graphs of y = log2 x and y - log2 (—x) on the same coordinate plane. 

5. Determine the amplitude, phase angle, and period of the sinusoidal function 
y = 3 + 2 sin (3x - 45°). 

6. Graph the function /where/(x) = -1 + 2 sin ^2x - y). 

7. Write the key identities and develop an identity for sin 2x and three identities 
for cos 2x. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Show that (sin x - cos x)2 = 1 - sin 2x. 

Graph/where/W - ^ ° 

If/is as defined in Problem 9, evaluate the following limits: 

(a) lim /(x) (b) lim f(x) 
x^0+ x->0~ 

11. Use synthetic division to evaluate the following, where 

f(x) = 2x4 - x3 + 2x2 - x + 3 

(a) /(2) (b) /(-2) (c) /(3) 

Use a calculator as necessary to find x: 

12- G = 21 13. logv 4x = 2 

14. Graph y = |x2 - 2x - 3|. 

15. Find the standard form of the equation of a circle whose center is (1, —2) and 
whose area is 477. 
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16. Find those values of x for which |2x - 3| < 0.01. 

17. Find the exact value of the rectangular form of the following product: 
(2 cis 20°)(2 cis 20°)(2 cis 20°) 

18. If sin A = find the value of sin (-A) cos - A^j. 

19. Determine the domain and range of y - 2 - sin (3x - tt). 

™ Tf/v n 2 . ,.f /(x+Ax)-/(x) 
20. Iff(x) = simplify: -^- 

21. If a3 + b2 = 10 and a + b - 5, then what is the value of a2 - ab + b2l 

22. Solve for x in terms of y, z, and t. 

AE = x + y 
EB = y 
ED = t 
EC = z 

Limit of a function 

A function has a limit at a particular value of x if it has both a right-hand limit and a 
left-hand limit at that value of x and if the limits are equal. 

The limit of a continuous function as x approaches a is the value of the 
function when x = a. Thus, the values of the following functions when x approaches 
3 are the values of the functions when x = 3. 

lim (x + 6) = 9 lim (x2 + 3) = 12 
x->3 x->3 

The limit of the sum, product, or difference of functions when x approaches a 
is the sum, product, or difference of the individual limits. The limit of the quotient 
of two functions is the quotient of the limits if the limit of the function in the 
denominator is not zero. 

lim [(x + 6) + (x2 + 3)] = 9 + 12 lim (x + 6)(x2 + 3) = (9)( 12) 
=21 = 108 

lim [(x + 6) - (x> + 3)] = 9 - 12 lim |r±X = ^ = | 

These examples are not good examples to teach the idea of a limit because the limit 
as x approaches 3 is the value of the function when x = 3. A better example would be 
a function that has a limit as x approaches 3, but that has no defined value when the 
value of x = 3. Useful functions that exhibit such behavior are not plentiful, so 
authors of calculus books make them up. The ploy used most often is to take a 
continuous function and modify it so that its graph has a hole in it when x = 3. We 
can do that to the function x + 2 by multiplying it by x - 3 over x - 3 as we show 

here. 

y = x + 2 y = 
(x + 2)(x - 3) 

x - 3 y 
x2 - x - 6 

x - 3 
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Example 19.1 

Solution 

Example 19.2 

Solution 

Example 19.3 

Solution 

On the left we show the graph of the line y = x + 2, and on the right we show 
the graph of the same line with a hole in it. 

The new function has no value when x equals 3 because the denominator equals 
zero when x = 3. But the new function has the same values as does x + 2 for all other 
values of x. So we have manufactured a function whose value approaches 5 as x 

approaches 3 from the left and whose value also approaches 5 as x approaches 3 
from the right, but has no value when x = 3. Thus, the right-hand limit is 5 and the 
left-hand limit is also 5. We have a function that has a limit as x approaches 3 because 
both the left-hand and right-hand limits exist and the limits are equal. 

— A 

Find lim- 
X^2 x - 2 

When x = 2, this function has no value because the denominator equals zero. If we 
factor the numerator, we get 

lim 
x-»2 

(x - 2)(x + 2) 

(*"2) 

For any value of x other than 2, the x - 2 above and the x - 2 below will cancel, and we 
get 

lim (x + 2) = 4 
x->2 

x2 + 2x 
Find lim-—-r- 

x->3 X + 1 

This problem is trivial because the limit of a quotient of continuous functions as x 
approaches 3 is the quotient of the limit of the two functions as long as an x value of 
3 does not cause the denominator to equal zero. 

lim 
X->3 

x2 + 2x 
x + 1 

9 + 6 
3 + 1 

15 
4 

i-. , r X2 + 6X 
Find lim-x-. 

x - 3 

This function has no limit as x approaches 3 because the denominator approaches 
zero; and although the numerator can be factored, x — 3 is not one of the factors. 

x(x + 6) 27 
lim \~_ 'x [^] 7+ Thus, the limit does not exist. 
X-*3 A J U 

We use the symbol [+] because we do not wish to indicate that ^ is the limit. 
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Example 19.4 

Solution 

Example 19.5 

Solution 

Example 19.6 

Solution 

Example 19.7 

Solution 

Problem set 19 

Find lim 
f-*2 

t - 2 
t2 + 4' 

In this problem the independent variable is t instead of x. As t approaches 2, the 
numerator approaches zero and the denominator approaches 8. 

lim 
t-* 2 

t - 2 
t2 + 4 

Thus, the limit is 0 over 8, which equals 0. 

Find lim 
s->—\ 

2 s2 + 5^+3 
5 + 1 

When s = -1, the denominator equals 0, and we have a problem. Let’s hope the 
numerator has a factor of s + 1. It does. 

lim 
s->-\ 

(2s + 3)(j + 1) 

(s+ 1) 

For all values of s except - 1 the value of this function equals the value of 2s + 3. We 
don’t care about the value when 5 = -1, so we have 

lim (2s + 3) = 2(-l) + 3 = 1 

Find lim  -£. 
a-+2 X — 2 

The denominator equals zero when x = 2. Thus we hope that x - 2 is a factor of the 
numerator. Let’s see. 

(x - 2)(x2 + 2x + 4) 
lim-~- factored 
a--* 2 x - 2 

= 22 + 2(2) + 4 substituted 

= 12 simplified 

(3 + x)2 - 32 
Find lim- 

Jt-O x 

We will expand the numerator and hope that each term in the expansion has a factor 
of x so we can cancel the x in the denominator. 

0 + 6x + x2 - 0 
lim- 
a—>o x 

lim 6 + x = 6 
Jt-»0 

1. Two pipes can be used to fill the swimming pool. If the large pipe is used alone, 
the pool can be filled in k hours. If the small pipe is used alone, the pool can be 
filled in s hours. If the two pipes are used together, how long will it take for the 
swimming pool to be \ filled? 

2. Stig traveled for h hours at m miles per hour, but arrived at the fjord 2 hours 
late. How fast should Stig have traveled to have arrived on time? 

3. Graph y = * _-p 
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Evaluate the following limits: 

4. 
,. x2 - 1 lim . 
x—► 1 X 1 

5. lim 
x-*-\ 

6. 
,. (1+X)2-(1)2 
lim 7. lim 
A—>0 % x-»-1 

f2x - 1 when x > 1 
8. Graph / where /(x) = • 3 when x = 1 

[x2 when x < 1 

x2 + 1 
X - 1 

2x2 + x - 1 
x + 1 

9. If/is as defined in Problem 8, evaluate: 

(a) lim f(x) (b) lim/(x) (c) lim/(x) 
x-*\ + x-*l~ 

10. Determine the amplitude, the period, and the equation of the centerline of the 
sinusoid whose equation is y - 4 - 2 sin 3x. 

11. Sketch y = ex and y = In x on the same coordinate plane. 

12. Sketch y = In x and y = In (-x) on the same coordinate plane. 

13. Write the key identities and develop a double-angle identity to express cos2 x in 
terms of cos 2x. 

14. Use the identity for sin (A + B) to simplify the following expression: 

15. Use the rational zero theorem as an aid to finding all the rational zeros of the 
equation y = 6x3 + x2 - 4x + 1. 

16. Ify - 1 = In x, what does xequal? 17. Sketch y = -|x2 - 3x - 4|. 

18. The center of circle O is (1, 3) and a point on circle O is (-2, 2). Write the 
equation of circle O in standard form. 

19. Find the distance from the point (1, 4) to the line whose equation is as follows: 
2x = 3 y + 4. 

20. Add -4 Z. —150° + 4 zl 30° and write the answer in rectangular form. 

21. Write the key trigonometric identities for practice. Then show that: 

sec (-x) sin - xj + sin (-x) cos - x^j = cos2 x 

22. Which of the following equations can be the equation of a function y of the 
independent variable x? 

(a) x2 + y2 = 9 (b) x2 = y 
(c) x = y2 (d) y = ±Vx 

23. Multiply and express the answer so that numerator of the final expression is 
the number 1: 

/ Vx + h - VxV Vx + h + Vx\ 

V ^ AVx + h + Vx/ 
3 , 

24. Evaluate: V - 
' v 
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25. Solve for x in terms of m, y, and s. 

AB = x + y 
BC = y 
DC - m + s 
ED = s 

26. If x is a real number, compare: A. Vx2 B. lx 

The parabola as a locus • Translated parabolas 

We remember that we can get the information necessary to make a quick sketch of a 
quadratic function if we complete the square on the x terms and write the equation 
in a different form, as we show on the left. 

y ~ -lx1 - 4x + 1 function 

y = -2(x + l)2 + 3 completed the square 

The graph of a quadratic function is a parabola. By looking at the completed-square 
form, we can see that the parabola opens down, that the axis of symmetry is x = -1, 
and that the y coordinate of the vertex is +3. 

It is sometimes helpful to consider the parabola as a locus and to use a different 
form of the equation. If we solve the above equation for the (x + l)2 term, we get 

(* + 0! = 3) . 

By using this form of the equation, it is possible to determine that this is the 
equation of a parabola whose verte^Js (-1, +3) and that every point on the 
parabola is equidistant from the point (-1, 2and the line y = 3|. Let’s see why 
this is true. 

We remember that a line is the locus of all points in a plane that are equidistant 
from two given points. A circle is the locus of all points in a plane that are 
equidistant from a point called the center of the circle. The parabola also has a locus 
definition. 

A parabola is the locus of all points in a plane that are 
equidistant from a given line and a given point. The line is 
called the directrix and the point is called the focus. 
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The development of the equation of a parabola from this definition is very 
straightforward. We draw a parabola below with the vertex at the origin. The vertex 
is equidistant from both the focus and the directrix, and we call this distance p. 
Because the vertex is at the origin, the focus is at (0, p) and the directrix is the line 
y = -p. The number p can be either positive or negative. The sign of p determines 

which way the parabola opens. 

Distance from (x, y) to focus 

V(x - 0)2 + (y - p)2 

x1 + y2 - 2py + p2 

distance from (x, y) to directrix 

y + p 

y2 + 2 py + p2 

4py 

On the right we used the distance formula to represent the distance from any point 
(jc, y) on the parabola to the focus. The distance from (x, y) to the directrix is 
measured vertically and is y + p. When we squared both sides, expanded, and 
simplified, we finished with the equation 

x2 = 4py 

If 4p is positive, the parabola opens up. If 4p is negative, the parabola opens down. If 
x and y are interchanged, the parabola will open left or right as determined by the 
sign of 4p, which is now the coefficient of y. 

or x- = 4[^y 

x 2 — _ 5v 

or x 2 — 

4 - J 

y2 = 5x 

or y 2 - 41 Tlx 

v2 = -5x 

or v2 = 4(-^]x 

It is interesting to note that the width of the parabola at the focus is the absolute value 
of 4Ip. This distance is called the latus rectum. From the graphs above we see the 
point (x, y) is a distance of 2p from the directrix; therefore, it must also be a distance 
of 2p from the focus. Thus, the parabola is |4/>| units wide at the focus. Some 
problems that use the locus definition can be unraveled by finding p and knowing 
that every parabola is \4p\ units wide at the focus. 

Example 20.1 The equation of a parabola is y2 = -8x. Sketch the parabola and give the 
coordinates of the focus, the equation of the directrix, and the length of the latus 
rectum. 
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Solution 

1 

20.B 
Translated 
parabolas 

Example 20.2 

Solution 

All we have to do is find p and \4p\. The general equation of a parabola whose vertex 
is at (0, 0) is shown on the left, and the equation of our parabola is on the right. 

y2 = 4px y2 = -8x 

Thus 4p = -8 and p must equal -2. The negative sign tells us that the parabola 
opens in the -x direction, and the 2 tells us that 

1. The distance from the vertex to the focus is 2. 
2. The distance from the vertex to the directrix is 2. 
3. The width of the parabola at the focus is 4(2), or 8. 

This is all the information we need to sketch the parabola. 

The focus is at (-2, 0), the equation of the directrix is x = 2, and the length of the 
latus rectum is 8. 

The basic equation of a parabola is the equation of a parabola whose vertex is the 
origin. To write the equation of a parabola whose vertex is (-4, 3), we replace x with 
(x + 4) and replace y with y — 3. 

VERTEX AT THE ORIGIN VERTEX AT ( - 4, 3) 

parabola y2 = 4px (y - 3)2 = 4p(x + 4) 

x2 = 4py (x + 4)2 = 4p(y - 3) 

Sketch the parabola x2 - 4x - 8_y - 12 = 0 and show the focus, the directrix, and 
the latus rectum. 

All we have to do is find p and \ 4p\. Since x is the squared variable, we put all x terms 
on one side and complete the square. 

(x2 - 4x ) = 8+ + 12 rearranged 

(x2 - 4x + 4) = 8+ + 12 + 4 added +4 

(x - 2)2 = 8(>> + 2) simplified 

The basic form of this equation is x2 = 4py shifted so that the vertex is at (2, -2). 
The value of \4p\ is 8, so p = 2. This is all the information we need. 

fV I ' 
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Example 20.3 Find the equation of the parabola whose directrix is x = -4 and whose focus is at 

(2, 1). 

Solution If we make a sketch, we can find p and write the equation. 

The vertex is always halfway from the focus to the directrix. This tells us that p = 3 
and the vertex is at (-1, 1). This is all we need to know. The equation opens in the 
+x direction, so 4p is a positive number. 

y2 = 4px basic form 

(y - l)2 = 4(3)(jc + 1) (-1, l)withp=+3 

(y - 1 )2 = 12(x + 1) equation 

Problem set 20 1. Two boats leave the buoy at the same time. One of the boats travels south at a 
rate of 3a miles per hour, and the other boat travels west at a rate of 4a miles 
per hour. What is the distance between the two boats 3 hours after they leave 
the buoy? 

2. At present, Chris is twice as old as Todd. In x years, Chris will be 1 j times 
Todd’s age then. Find the present age of Todd in terms of x. 

3. Sketch the graph of the parabola whose equation is -3y2 = -12x and 
determine the coordinates of the focus, the equation of the directrix, and the 
length of the latus rectum. 

4. Find the equation of the locus of all points which are equidistant from the line 
x = -2 and the point (1, 3). 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

Evaluate the following limits: 

x2 + 2x 
5. lim , . 

x->2 X + 2 

x2 - a2 
7. lim 

x—>a X CL 

9. Sketch the graph of /where f(x) - 

6. 
.. x2 + x - 6 
lim ^ 
x->2 X - 2 

8. 
(2 + x)2 - 22 

lim 
;c-»0 X 

fx2 when |x| < 3 

12 when |x| ^ 3 

10. If/is as defined in Problem 9, evaluate: 

(a) lim f(x) (b) lim f(x) (c) lim /(x) 
x-»3+ 

11. Sketch the graphs of y = 3X and y = log3 x on the same coordinate plane. 

12. Sketch the graphs of y = log3xandj = log3 (-x) on the same coordinate plane. 

13. Find the equation of the sinusoid shown in terms of the sine function. 

14. If cos A = y find the value of sin2 A. 

15. Use the identity for sin (A + B) to show that: 

sin (x + Ax) - sin x 
Ax 

= sin x 
lcos Ax - 1\ 
V Ax J + COS X 

/sin Ax\ 
V Ax J 

16. Determine all values of x for which x3 - x2 - 2x + 2 equals zero. 

17. Write the key identities for practice, and then develop the identities for sin 
and cos f. 

18. Find the domain and range of the function y = | sin x|. 

19. Find the coordinates of the points of intersection of the graphs of y - x2 and 

y = x. 

20. Begin with the point-slope form, and manipulate it as necessary to write the 
slope-intercept form of the equation of the line which passes through (1, 77) 
and has a slope of 1. 

21. Shown is a circle with center O. Find the measure of AOAB if mAB = 140°. 

4 

22. If x and y are real numbers and x > y, then compare: A. - B. 
\ 

y 
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lesson 21 

21 .A 
Inverse 

trigonometric 
functions 

Inverse trigonometric functions • 
Trigonometric equations 

If we specify an angle, we specify the sine of the angle at the same time because the 
sine of each angle has only one value. If we write 

sin 30° = ? 

the answer is 5. We can turn things around and ask for the angle whose sine is three 
different ways. 

sin arcsin ^ — ? The angle whose sine is ^ = ? 

All three of these statements refer to the inverse sine of j. The notations arcsin 

sin-1 and inverse sine \ all mean the same thing. There is an infinite number of 

angles whose sine equalsThe sine of 30° is 5, the sine of (30° + 360°) is y, the sine 

of [30° + 2(360°)] isthe sine of [30° + «(360°)] is etc. Also, the sine of 150° is j, 

the sine of (150° + 360°) isand the sine of [150° + «(360°)] is \ as long as n is an 

integer. 
When we ask for the inverse sine or the inverse cosine or the inverse tangent of 

an angle, we would like to have only one answer so that these inverses will be 
functions. This will be true if we restrict ourselves to portions of the graphs of sin 9, 
cos 9, and tan 9 where the function is always decreasing or always increasing and all 
values of the function are included. If we look at the graph of sin 9, we see that this is 
true for many portions of the graph. 

Mathematicians choose the portion between -90° and +90° to define the range 
of the inverse sine because this portion is closest to the origin. Between these values 
of 9, the graph is always ascending and all values of sin 9 between -1 and +1 are 
encountered. 

y = sin x 

y 

y = cos x 

In the center we see that the portion of the graph of y = tan 9 closest to the origin is 
everywhere ascending and that this portion includes all values of tan 0 between -00 

and 00. This is the portion between —90° and +90°, so we restrict the inverse tangent 
to this range of values of 6. To choose the portion to be used to define the inverse 
cosine, we note that the portion between — 180° and 0° is everywhere ascending and 
the portion between 0° and +180° is everywhere descending, and both portions are 
the same distance from the origin. We assume that the portion between 0° and 180° 
was chosen to define the inverse cosine because this range of values of 9 includes the 
first-quadrant angles, which are the angles used most often. 
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Example 21.1 

Solution 

Example 21.2 

Solution 

21.B 
Trigonometric 

equations 

The points on the graphs of the inverse sine, inverse cosine, and inverse 
tangent have the same coordinates as the sine, cosine, and tangent but in reverse 
order. For example, the point (90°, 1) is on the graph of y = sin x on the previous 
page and the point (1, 90°) is on the graph of y - sin-1 x below. 

We note that the graphs of the inverse sine and the inverse cosine terminate abruptly 
because these functions are defined for only 180°, or v radians. 

Evaluate: sin 1 
V2 

2 
* 

If we picture the graph of y - sin 6 and select a portion of the graph near the origin 
that is everywhere increasing in which all values of sin 9 are encountered, we see 
that the portion is between 6 values of - 90° and + 90° where the graph is everywhere 
increasing. Thus, we are asked to specify the angle between +90° and -90° whose 

sine equals-y. The sine of +45° equals ^=, which equals -y. Thus our answer is 45°, 

or t. 

• V2 
sin 1 — 

7T 

4 

Evaluate: cos 1 - f) 
• • V3 

We are asked to find the angle between 0° and 180° whose cosine is - —. The cosine 
is negative between 90° and 180°, so we need a second-quadrant angle. 

Since there is an infinite number of angles whose sine equals y the equation 

1 
sin x = ^ 

has an infinite number of solutions. We can indicate that we are only interested in 
values of x between 0° and 360° if we follow the equation with the following 

notation: 0° ^ x < 360°. 
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Example 21.3 

Solution 

Find x, given that: sec x = -2\ (0° =£ x < 360°) 

The task is to find all values of x between 0° and 360° whose secant is -2. The secant 
is the reciprocal of the cosine, so we can write 

1 1 
sec x = -2 but cos x 

sec x 
so cos x = - 2 

There are two angles between 0° and 360° whose cosine equals They are 120° 
and 240°, as we see in these figures. 

1 
2 

Example 21.4 

Solution 

Solve: sin2 x = 1 (0 < x < 27t) 

The task is to find the radian measures of x between 0 and 2n which satisfy the given 
equation. If we move the 1 to the left side, we get an expression that can be factored. 
Then we set each of the factors equal to zero and solve. 

sin2 x - 1 = 0 

(sin x - l)(sin x + 1) = 0 

sin x = 1 or sin x = — 1 

3 TT 7T 

X=2 
x = 

added -1 to both sides 

factored 

zero factor theorem 

solved 

Example 21.5 

Solution 

Example 21.6 

Solution 

Solve: tan2 x = 3 (0° < x < 360°) 

We rearrange, factor, and solve. 

tan2 x - 3 = 0 rearranged 

(tan x -V3)(tan x +V3) = 0 factored 

tan x = V3 tan x = -V3 solved 

The tangent is positive in the first and third quadrants. The angles in these 
quadrants whose tangent is V3 are 60° and 240°. The tangent is negative in the 
second and fourth quadrants. The tangents of both 120° and 300° are — V3. Thus we 
have four answers: 

x = 60°, 240°, 120°, 300° 

Solve: cos2 x + 2 sin x - 2 = 0 (0° < x < 360°) 

The trick here is to replace cos2 x with 1 — sin2 x. The resulting equation in sin x can 
be factored. 

snT x 

= 0 subtracted 

= 0 simplified 

= 0 factored 
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Example 21.7 

Solution 

Problem set 21 

sin x = 1 

x = 90° 

zero factor theorem 

solved 

Solve: 2 sin2 0 = 3 + 3 cos 0 (0° < 0 < 360°) 

Problems like these in mathematics books are carefully contrived so that the 
answers are reasonable. We must learn to recognize that substitutions can be made 
and the result factored. We will rearrange this equation, substitute (1 - cos2 0) for 
sin2 0, factor, and solve. 

2 sin2 0-3 cos 0-3 = 0 

2(1 - cos2 0) - 3 cos 0-3 = 0 

-2 cos2 0-3 cos 0-1=0 

2 cos2 0 + 3 cos 0+1=0 

rearranged 

substituted 

simplified 

changed signs 

Now this expression is of the form 2x2 + 3x + 1, which can be factored as follows: 
(2x + l)(x + 1). Thus our equation can be written in similar factored form as 

(2 cos 0 + l)(cos 0+1) 

1 
cos 0 = ~2 cos 0 = -1 

factored 

solved 

The only angle whose cosine is - 1 is 180°, but the cosines of both 120° and 240° are 
rs. 

0 = 180°, 120°, 240° 

— 2 . Thus we have three answers 

1. The strength of a beam with a rectangular cross section varies jointly with the 
square of the depth of its cross section and with the width of its cross section. 

If the strength is 40 when the width is P inches and the depth is M cm, what is 
the strength when the width is A inches and the depth is 3 cm? 

2. Four times the first number plus 6 times the second number equals M. The first 
number reduced by twice the second number equals K. Express the first 
number in terms of M and K. 

Evaluate the following trigonometric expressions: 

3. sin"1 1-^1 4. cos -i 
V3 

2 

Solve for x: 

5. esc x = -2 (0° < x < 360°) 6. cos2 x = 1 

7. cos2 x + 2sinx-2 = 0 (0 < x < 2tt) 

(0 < x < 277) 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

8. Write the equation of the parabola, each of whose points is equidistant from 
the line x = -2 and the point (2, 4). 

9. Find the coordinates of the focus, the equation of the directrix, and the length 
of the latus rectum of the parabola whose equation is x2 - 4x - 4y - 4 = 0. 

Evaluate the following limits: 

10. lim —A x_»2 x2 - 4 
11. lim 

Ajc-»0 

(3 + Ax)2 - 32 

Ax 

2 + x 
1 
2 

12. Simplify the expression and find the limit: lim 
x->0 

13. Sketch the graphs of y = sin x and y = sin 2x on the same coordinate plane. 

14. Sketch the graphs of y = In x, y = -In x, and y = In (-x) on the same 
coordinate plane. 

cos Ax - 1 
cos x 

15. Show that: 

cos (x + Ax) - cos x 

Ax v'v'" "v Ax 

16. Determine all the zeros of the function p(x) = x3 - x2 

17. If a = 16 and a = ex, use a calculator to find x. 

sin Ax 
- sm x 

Ax 

x + 1. 

18. 

19. 

Determine the domain of the function y 
Vx^l 

X 

A ABC is an equilateral triangle. If AB = 3 
and DE is parallel to AB, find the length of 
DE in terms of h. 

20. If/(x) = x2, compute: 4^/(0 
^ n= 1 

21. Write the key identities and develop three identities for cos 2A. 

22. Given A ABC where m LA > m LB, compare: A. CB B. AC 

23. If x2 + y2 = 3 and x2 - y2 = 4, find the value of x4 — y4. 
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lesson 22 Interval notation • Products of linear 
factors • Tangents • Increasing and 
decreasing functions 

_22.A 
Interval The graph on the left below designates the real numbers between -3 and 2 but does 

notation not include the endpoints - 3 and 2. The second graph designates the same numbers 
but includes -3 and 2. The other two graphs include one endpoint but exclude the 
other endpoint. 

-0—i—i—i—i—0- -•——i—t—i—• -©—i—i—i—i—•- i—i—i—f—©■ 

-3 0 2 -3 0 2 -3 0 2 -3 0 2 

-3 < x < 2 -3 < x < 2 -3 < x < 2 -3<x<2 

The notation below each graph designates the same set of values of x as does the 
graph. We say that each of the notations designates an interval on the set of real 
numbers. In calculus it is often necessary to designate such intervals, and we use 
interval notation for this purpose because it is more compact than the above 
notation. We will write the endpoint numbers separated with a comma and use a 
parenthesis if an endpoint number is not included in the interval and use a bracket if 
the endpoint number is included. We repeat the notations above, and below each 
one we use interval notation to make the same statement. 

OPEN INTERVAL CLOSED INTERVAL PARTIALLY CLOSED INTERVALS 

-3 < x < 2 -3<x^2 -3<a^2 -3 ^ x < 2 

(-3,2) [-3,2] (-3,2] [-3,2) 

We remark that the notation for an open interval (-3, 2) is exactly the same 
notation we use to designate the ordered pair of x and y, (-3, 2). Whether the 
notation designates an open interval or an ordered pair is a decision that must be 
made by the reader on the basis of the context in which the notation is used. The 
bracket is used to designate a closed end of an interval. Its meaning is easy to 
remember if we use the fact that the dashes on the top and bottom of the symbols ] 
and [ can remind us of equals signs. Thus, the following notations from left to right 

(~°°, 4) (-oo, 4] (4, oo) [4, co) 

designate the numbers less than 4, the numbers less than or equal to 4, the numbers 
greater than 4, and the numbers greater than or equal to 4. The symbols °o and -°° 
are the symbols for positive infinity and negative infinity. Infinity is not a number 
but is. the word we use to designate a quantity that is increasing without bound. If 
the symbol +°° or -°o is used in interval notation, it is always preceded or followed 
by a parenthesis as we see in the notations above. 

Example 22.1 Designate the following intervals by using interval notation: 
(a) 4 < x < 30 (b) x > 22 (c) x < -42 

We remember to use the bracket to designate or equal to. 

(a) (4,30] (b) [22,») (c) (-oo,-42) 

Solution 
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Example 22.2 

Solution 

22.B 
Products 
of linear 
factors 

Example 22.3 

Solution 

On which intervals is this function positive? 

m 

The function has a positive value whenever the graph of the function is above the x 
axis. Thus this function is positive (greater than zero) on these intervals. 

/> 0 on the intervals (— —8), (—4, +4), and (8, ») 

Consider the expression 

x - 2 

If x equals 2, this expression equals zero. If x is less than 2, this expression 
represents a negative number. If x is greater than 2, this expression represents a 
positive number. These seemingly trivial statements are of considerable importance 
in determining the signs of functions on designated intervals. If a function is defined 
as a product of nonrepeating linear factors such as 

/(x) = x(x + 3)(x + 6)(x - 2)(x - 5) 

the function has a value of zero iff one of the factors equals zero. Thus, this function 
will equal zero iff x equals 0, -3, -6, +2, or +5. The value of the function changes 
sign at each of these zeros and cannot change sign between two consecutive zeros. 

Use (a) a number line and (b) interval notation to show the intervals on which the/ 
function 

/(x) = x(x + 3)(x + 6)(x - 2)(x - 5) 

is positive and when the function is negative. 

(a) First we sketch a number line and graph the zeros of the function. 

—•—|—i—•—i—i—•—i—•—i—i—•—x 

-6 -3 0 2 5 

Now we must determine the sign of the function at some x value that is not a zero of 
the function. We decide to use +1 for this value of x. 

/(1) = 1(1 + 3)(1 + 6X1 - 2X1 ~ 5) = (+)(+)(+)(-)(-) = + 

Thus the sign of the function is positive when x = +1. From the graph we see that it 
must be positive for all x values between 0 and 2. For products of nonrepeating 
linear factors, the sign changes at every zero, as we show here. 

+ + + + + 

-•—i—i—•—i—i—•—i—»- 
-6-3 02 

+ + 
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22.C 
Tangents 

Example 22.4 

Solution 

22.D 
Increasing 

and 
decreasing 

functions 

(b) We can use interval notation to give the same information by saying that 
the function has a positive value on the intervals (-6, -3), (0, 2), and (5, oo) and has a 
negative value on the intervals (-oo, -6), (-3, 0), and (2, 5). 

The word tangent comes from the Latin word tangere, which means “to touch.” A 
tangent to a curve is a straight line that “touches” the curve. An accurate informal 
definition of a tangent is difficult to devise. A formal definition will be given in a 
later lesson. We will introduce the tangent by considering the following figure. 

Line m is tangent to the curve at p. Line n is tangent to the curve at Q and intersects 
but is not tangent to the curve at two other points R and S. The slope of a curve at a 
point is the slope of the tangent line to the curve at that point. We customarily 
designate points of tangency by giving the x coordinate of the point. The points of 
tangency for the given lines and this curve are at x = 7 and x = 20. 

For what values of x does this curve have a slope of zero? 

The slope of a curve is zero when the tangent is horizontal. We estimate that the 
point of tangency of the horizontal tangent shown in the figure has an x value of 16. 
The other places where it seems that horizontal tangents may be drawn are at x 
values of 10, 14, 20, and 24. 

A function is an increasing function on an interval [a, b] if every greater input value 
of x on this interval produces a greater output /(x). A function is a decreasing 
function on an interval [a, b] if every greater input value of x on this interval 
produces a lesser output /(x). The mathematician tends to think of a function 
machine to represent this, but beginners find it helpful to think of the graph of the 
function instead. 

If the graph is everywhere ascending as x increases from a to b, the function is 
an increasing function on the interval [a, b\. If the graph is everywhere descending 
as x increases from a to b, the function is a decreasing function on the interval [a, b\. 
The function graphed on the left at the top of the following page is increasing on the 
interval [a, b] and decreasing on the interval [b, c\. 
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Saying that a graph is ascending on an interval [a, b] means almost the same 
thing as saying that the graph has a positive slope between x values of a and b. The 
difference is that an ascending graph can have a slope of zero at an isolated point (or 
points) if the slope is positive on both sides of the point. A descending graph can 
have a slope of zero at an isolated point (or points) if the slope is negative on both 
sides of the point. As examples, we show the graphs of the increasing function y - x3 
and the decreasing function y - -x3. The slope of y = x3 is positive everywhere 
except that the slope is zero when x = 0. The slope of y = -x3 is negative 
everywhere except that the slope is zero when x = 0. The slope of the line tangent to 
the curve in the center figure is zero when x = 0, but only for this value of x. The 
graph is everywhere ascending and the function is an increasing function. The slope 
of the curve on the right is zero when x = 0, but only for this value of x. The graph is 
everywhere descending and the function is a decreasing function. 

Example 22.5 On which intervals does the function graphed here appear to be a decreasing 
function? 

m 

Solution The graph appears to be descending on the intervals [b, c], [d, e], and [/ g\. Thus the 
function appears to be a decreasing function on these intervals. 

Problem set 22 1. The master painter can paint an entire house in m days, and his apprentice can 
paint the house in A days. How long would it take the master painter and his 
apprentice to paint 7 entire houses of equal size if they work together? 

2. The sum of two numbers is 40. If L is the larger number, express the product of 
the two numbers in terms of L. 

3. Shown is the graph of the function / 

x 
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(a) Use interval notation to describe those intervals on which /is positive. 
(b) Use interval notation to describe those intervals on which /is negative. 

4. If / is as defined in Problem 3, determine those intervals on which / is 
increasing and those intervals on which/is decreasing. 

5. If/(x) = x(x - 2)(x + 3), show on a number line those intervals on which/is 
positive, those intervals on which /is negative, and indicate the values of x for 
which/is zero. 

6. Sketch as accurately as possible the graph of y = x2 where x > 0. Draw a 
tangent line to the graph at x = 1 and estimate its slope. 

Solve the following equations for x, where 0 < x < 27t: 

7. tan2 x = 1 8. sin2 x - sin x + ^ = 0 

9. If v = arcsin x, solve for x in terms of y. 

10. Sketch the parabola whose equation is x2 - 8y - 4x + 20 = 0. Determine the 
coordinates of the focus, the equation of the directrix, and the length of the 
latus rectum of the parabola. 

Evaluate the following limits: 

11. lim 
1 

t2 ~ 2t + 1 

t - 1 
12. lim 

S-* 1 

5 ~ 1 
s2 + 1 

13. Simplify: 
[2(x + Ax) + 3] - (2x + 3) 

Ax 

14. Find the value of k for which y 
\_ 
k 

sin kx has a period of 47t. 

15. Write the key identities and develop an expression for sin 2x. 

16. Graph y = ex, y - -ex, y = e~x, and y = In x on the same coordinate plane. 

17. If sin2 A - determine the value of cos 2^4 by using a double-angle identity. 

18. Solve log7 A ,= 3 for x. 

19. If (x, y) is a point on a unit circle centered at the origin, then what is the value 
of x2 + y22 

20. Find the values of y for which \y - 3| <0.01. 

21. Find the next term of this sequence: 1, 4, 9, 16, . . . 

22. Determine the sum x + y+ z + t + s+ v'm the figure shown. 
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lesson 23 Logarithms of products and quotients • 
Logarithms of powers • Exponential equations 

23.A 
Logarithms 
of products 

and quotients 

We remember that we multiply powers of the same base by adding the exponents as 
we show on the left. We divide powers of the same base by subtracting the lower 
exponent from the upper exponent as we show on the right. 

105 • 102 = 105+2 = 107 = 105-2 = 103 

Since the logarithm of 105 is 5 and the logarithm of 102 is 2, we can use logarithmic 
notation and write 

log (105 • 102) = log 105 + log 102 

=5+2=7 

lOg |^2 = l0§ 105 “ log 102 

-5-2=3 

Thus, the logarithm of a product equals the sum of the logarithms, and the logarithm 
of a quotient equals the difference of the logarithms. 

log, MN = log* M + log, N = log, M - log, N 

This means that when we see that logarithms that have the same base are to be 
added, we know that the numbers were multiplied, and that when we see that 
logarithms that have the same base are to be subtracted, we know that the numbers 
were divided. 

Example 23.1 Solve: log4 (x + 2) + log4 5-2 

Solution The bases are the same and the logs are added, so we know that (x + 2) and 5 are to 
be multiplied. Thus, we write 

log4 5(x + 2) = 2 

Now we write this equation in exponential form and solve. 

5(x + 2) = 42 exponential form 

5x + 10 = 16 simplified 

x = | solved 

As the last step we must check to see that replacing x with | does not cause x + 2 to 
be negative because negative numbers do not have logarithms. 

We note that f + 2 is a positive number. Check. 

Example 23.2 Solve: In (x - 1) - In (x + 2) = In 14 

Solution On the left we note that the bases are the same and the logs are subtracted. This 
means that the arguments are to be divided. So we have 

In = In 14 
x + 2 

If the bases are the same and the logarithms are equal, we know that the arguments 
are equal. Thus, 
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"-+ 2 = 14 equal arguments 

x - 1 = 14x + 28 multiplied 

— 13x = 29 simplified 

29 
x = solved, but we must check 

If we use -29/13 for x in the argument x - 1, the result will be a negative number. 
Since negative numbers do not have logarithms, this value of x is unacceptable. 
Thus, the problem has no solution. 

23.B 
Logarithms The third rule for logarithms is useful and for some is the most difficult to 

Of powers remember. 
We note that the logarithm of 102 to the base 10 is 2 so that 3 times this 

logarithm equals 6. 

logio 102 - 2 so 3(log10 102) = 3(2) = 6 

But this last result is the same as the logarithm of (IO2)3. 

logio (102)3 equals logl0 106 = 6 

From this we see that the logarithm of a power of a number is the same as the 
exponent times the logarithm of the number. This means that the use of logarithms 
permits us to change an exponent to a coefficient. Also, the reverse is true because a 
coefficient can be changed to an exponent. 

Example 23.3 Solve: 2 log8 x + log8 4 = 1 

Solution In the first term we change the coefficient to an exponent and write 

log8 X2 + log8 4 = 1 

The logs are added, so the arguments are multiplied. 

log8 4x2 = 1 

We finish by rewriting the equation in exponential form and solving. 

4x2 = 8' exponential form 

x2 = 2 divided 

x = ±V2 solved 

However, - V2 is not an acceptable value because the argument of a logarithm can 
never be negative. Thus, V2 is the answer. 

Example 23.4 Solve: -2 In 3 - In (x - 1) = -In 4 

Solution We begin by using the power rule to rewrite -2 In 3 as In 3 2 or In 5, and -In \ as 
In or In 4. 

In 
1 
9 

In (x - 1) = In 4 used power rule 
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23.C 
Exponential 

equations 

Example 23.5 

Solution 

Example 23.6 

Solution 

In 

l 
9 

x - 1 

l 
9 

x - 1 

- In 4 

= 4 

- = 4x- 4 

37 
36 

= x 

quotient rule 

equal arguments 

simplified 

solved 

This value of x is acceptable since it does not make any argument negative. 

Exponential equations are intimidating because the variable is in the exponent. To 
find the solution, it is necessary to find a way to get the variable out of the exponent. 
One way to do this is to write both sides of the equation as powers of the same base. 
If powers of the same base are equal, the exponents must be equal. 

Solve 83x+2 = 16 without using logarithms. 

This problem was carefully contrived so that it can be solved without using 
logarithms. Problems of this type appear on standardized tests because a correct 
solution will show that the student understands logarithms (exponents) and a 
calculator is not necessary. The trick is to write everything as a power of the same 
base. In this example the base is 2. 

(23)3x+2 = 24 same base 

29x+6 - 24 simplified 

Now, since the expressions are equal and the bases are equal, the exponents must be 
equal. 

9x + 6 = 4 exponents equal 

.V = — “ solved 

Solve: 10~2x+2 = 8 

This problem looks exactly like the preceding one, but is very different because 8 
and 10 cannot be written as powers of the same base unless we use logarithms. One 
way to use logarithms would be to use a calculator and find that the logarithm 
(exponent) of 8 to the base 10 is 0.90309. Then we could write 

J Q-2x+2 — 1 Q0.90309 

and equate the exponents as we did in Example 23.5. But since we’re going to have 
to use logarithms, why not use a standard procedure and take the logarithms of both 
sides? We normally use base 10 or base e because logarithms to these bases can be 
obtained from calculators. Since one base is already 10, we decide to use base 10, 
which we designate by using log with no subscript. 
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log 10 2x+2 = log 8 log of both sides 

On the left-hand side we will use the power rule for logarithms, and on the 
right-hand side we will use a calculator (or a table) to find the log of 8. 

(~2x + 2) log 10 = 0.90309 

But log 10 is 1, so we end up with a simple algebraic equation, which we solve. 

—2x + 2 = 0.90309 equation 

— 2x = -1.09691 added -2 to both sides 

x = 0.5485 divided 

Example 23.7 Solve: <r2x+3 = 5 

Solution Again we have variables in the exponent, and the bases cannot be written as powers 
of the same variable without using logarithms. Since one base is already e, we decide 
to take the natural logarithms of both sides. We do this by writing In in front of both 
expressions. 

In e~lx+i — In 5 In of both sides 

Now we will use the power rule for logarithms on the left-hand side and use a 
calculator on the right-hand side to find the natural log of 5. 

(-2x + 3) In e = 1.6094379 

We remember that the natural logarithm of e is 1. This is the reason that we used 
base e instead of base 10 in this problem. Thus, we get 

—2x + 3 = 1.6094379 simplified 

—2x — -1.3905621 added-3 

x = 0.695281 divided 

Example 23.8 Solve: 52x_1 = 6X~2 

Solution Again we find the variables in the exponents. We can get the variables out of the 
exponents by taking the logarithms of both sides. Since neither of the bases is e or 
10, there is no special reason to choose either base. We decide to take the common 
logarithms of both sides. 

log 52x_l = log 6X~2 

Next we use the power rule on both sides. 

(2x - 1) log 5 = (x - 2) log 6 

Now we use a calculator to find log 5 and log 6 and use these values. 

(2x - 1)(0.69897) = {x - 2)(0.7781513) 

Since exactness is not required, we will round off the logarithms before we solve. 

(2x - 1)(0.70) * (x - 2)(0.78) 

Now we multiply and complete the solution. 

1.40.x - 0.70 = 0.78.x - 1.56 multiplied 

0.62.x = -0.86 simplified 

jc = -1.39 divided 
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Problem set 23 

CONCEPT REVIEW 

1. The number of vehicles Ronk actually sells varies linearly with the number of 
vehicles which he shows to potential buyers. If showing 100 cars results in his 
selling 25 of them and if showing 120 cars results in his selling 29 of them, how 
many cars must he show to sell 30 cars? 

2. If the perimeter of a rectangle is p and its width is w, find the area of the 
rectangle in terms of p and w. 

Solve the following equations for x. 

3. In (x + 2) — In (x - 1) = In 5 4. 2 log3 x - log3 4 = 2 

5. 272*+1 = 9 (Do not use logarithms.) 

Find decimal approximations for x In future problem sets decimal approximations 
for problems like these will be acceptable. 

6. 10v+1 = e1* 7. 3-*+I = 4X+2 

For Problems 8-10,/(x) = |x2 - 1|. 

8. Graph / 

9. On which intervals is/increasing and on which intervals is/decreasing? 

10. For which values of x does the graph of/have a zero slope? 

11. If<g(x) = x(x- l)(x + 2)(x - 3), show on a graph ofthexaxis where £> 0 and 
where g < 0. 

12. Solve: 4 sin2 x - 3 = 0 (0 < x < 27t) 

13. Write the equation of the locus of all points which are equidistant from the 
point (-1, 2) and the line y = 3. 

14. If/(x) = 2x, substitute and then simplify the following expression: 

/(x + Ax) - f{x) 

Ax 

15. If/(x) = x2, substitute and then simplify: 

/(x+Ax)-/(x) 
lim -t- 
Ax->o Ax 

16. Evaluate: lim (ex + 1) 
*->o 

17. Write the equation of the sinusoid shown in terms of the sine function. 

18. Graph y = In x and y = In (-x) on the same coordinate plane. 

19. Describe the domain and range of y = In (-x). 

20. Perform the indicated multiplication and write the answer in rectangular form: 

(2 cis 10°)(2 cis 10°)(2 cis 10°) 

21. If x > 0, then compare: A. —p— p ^\Zx~2 
Vx2 
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lesson 24 Infinity as a limit • Undefined limits 

24.A 
Infinity 

as a limit 
We use the word infinity to describe a quantity whose value is increasing without 
bound. If x represents a positive number that is getting smaller and smaller and is 
approaching zero from the positive side, the value of 1 over x is a positive number 
that is getting larger and larger. We use the symbol °° to indicate that the value of 1 
over x is increasing positively without bound. If x represents a negative number that 
is getting smaller and smaller and approaching zero from the negative side, the 
value of 1 over x is a negative number that is getting larger negatively. We use the 
symbol —°° to indicate that the value of 1 over x is increasing negatively without 
bound. In mathematics, when we speak of the limit of a function, we usually mean a 
numerical limit. However, it is sometimes convenient to be able to use +°° or 
when discussing limits. If we use limit notation, we can make the above statement 
by writing 

lim - = oo 
x-*0 + x 

lim - = -oo 

X 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001 -0.1 -0.01 -0.001 -0.0001 

1 

X 
10 100 1000 10,000 -10 -100 -1000 -10,000 

It is very important to remember that infinity is not a real number, because every 
real number has a fixed position on the number line. Infinity is a word we use to help 
us describe a quantity whose value is increasing without bound. 

Example 24.1 Evaluate: lim 
X-J'oo 

4x2 + x + 6 
3x2 + 1 

Solution A good procedure for evaluating a quotient of polynomials as x approaches infinity 
is to divide every term in the numerator and in the denominator by the highest 
power of x in the denominator. If we divide every term by x2 and simplify, we get 

lim 
4 + — + —j 

x x2 4 

3 
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Example 24.2 

Solution 

24.B 
Undefined 

limits 

Example 24.3 

Solution 

As x gets larger and larger, the value of each term with a power of x in the 
denominator gets smaller and smaller, and the value of these terms is zero in the 

limit. 

Evaluate: lim ^ 2+J>4~ 
X—>— co OA I Jx 

c 
{ 

In this example, we will divide every term by x2. If we do this, we get 

lim --- = — oo 
8 + 

x 

The fractional terms approach zero as x gets large, and we are left with x over 8, 
whose limit as x approaches negative infinity is negative infinity. Some authors do 
not use infinity as a limit and say that the limit of this expression as x approaches 
infinity is not defined or does not exist. 

If the left-hand limit and the right-hand limit as x approaches a certain value are 
both -oo or both +°o5 we can say that the limit is -oo or +oo? as with the function 
graphed on the left, even though neither -oo or +oo qualify as a limit if we use the 
definition that says a limit must be a number. 

lim 7- 
x—>2 (x - 2)2 

+ 00 

The expression (x - 2)2 does approach zero as x approaches 2, but it is squared so 
its value is always positive. Thus, the left-hand limit and the right-hand limit are 
both +oo. In the graph on the right the expression x - 2 is positive when x 
approaches 2 from the right and is greater than 2, and the expression x - 2 is 
negative when x approaches 2 from the left and is less than 2. Thus, the left-hand 
limit is -oo and the right-hand limit is +°o. Since these limits are different, we say 
that the limit of the function graphed on the right does not exist. 

Find the limit of 
1 

(x + 3): 

lim 
x-»-3 

as x approaches -3. 

-1 

Also 

- (x + 3)2 

-1 

— 00 

^_3+ (x + 3)2 

lim t 
x—»-3 (x + 3)2 

Therefore — 00 
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Problem set 24 

We say that this limit is -9° in spite of the fact that we have defined a limit to be a 
real number. We make this exception because using the symbols +°° and is 
convenient. 

1. Mike drove the car at an average speed of 40 mph for M hours and Mary Beth 
drove the car at an average speed of 60 mph for the next B hours. What was the 
average speed of the car for the entire trip? 

2. A 400-square-foot rectangular garden is enclosed by fencing. If the width of the 
garden is w, express the perimeter of the garden in terms of w. 

Evaluate the following limits: 

3x3 - 2x + 4 
3. lim 

1 - 2x3 
. .. x3 - 6x 

4. lim 7 ; 7 

x—>—oo 5x “t- jc*' 

5. lim — 
x-*a X 

aL 
6. lim 

x - a 
a x->a x1 + a- 

For Problems 7-11 /is a function whose graph is shown. 

Evaluate: 

7. lim /(x) 8. lim /(x) 
x-*-l x->l 

9. lim /pc) 10. lim/pc) 

11. On which intervals is /increasing and on which intervals is /decreasing? 

12. Solve: sin2 x + 2cosx-2 = 0 (0<x< 27t) 

Solve the following equations for x. 

13. 2 In x = In pc - 1) + In (x - 2) 

14. 42x = 16‘~x (Do not use logarithms.) 

15. If y = arcsin x, what does x equal? 

16. Determine the amplitude, period, and the equation of the centerline of the 

graph of y = -2 + 3 sin 4x. 

17. Write the key identities and develop an expression that gives cos2 A as a 

function of cos 2^4. 

18. Show that: 2 sin ^ - x) gec - 1 = cos 2x 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 25 

25.A 
Sums, 

products, 
and quotients 

of functions 

Example 25.1 

19. Solve for x in terms of a, b, c, and d in the figure shown. 

AB = x + a 
CD = x + c 
ED = b 
AE = d 
BE = c 

C 

20. Find the distance between the point (1, -1) and the line 2y - x + 3 = 6. 

21. Solve for p: 42/,_5 = 73/,+2 

22. If x, y, z, a, and b are as shown, compare: 
A. x + y + z B. y + a + b 

23. If A isja point outside circle O and B and C are points on circle O so that AB 
and AC are tangents to circle O, compare: 
A. AB B. AC 

Sums, products, and quotients of 
functions • Composition of functions 

Two functions can be either added, subtracted, multiplied, or divided to find new 
functions whose images are the sums, differences, products, or quotients, respective¬ 
ly, of the original functions. The domains of the new functions are all numbers that 
were in the domains of both the original functions. Of course, any number that 
would cause the denominator of a quotient function to be zero is excluded from the 
domain of a quotient function. 

Given /(x) = x2 and g(x) = Vx. Find the following, including the domain of each: 

(fl) (/+£)(*) (b) (f~g)x (c) (fg)(x) (d) (£)(x) 

(a) (/ + g)(x) means the same thing as /(x) + g(x). Thus 

(/+ £)(*) = x2 + Vx 

(b) (/- g)(x) means the same thing as /(x) - £(x). Thus 

(/- £)(*) = x2 - V^ 

Solution 
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(c) 

(d) 

(fg)(x) means the same thing as f(x) ■ g(x). Thus 

(fg)(x) = (x2)(x1/2) = *5'2 

-Vx) means the same thing as ~r\. Thus 
gJ b £(*) 

f\ , * 

g){x) = Vi 
= X 3/2 

Since negative numbers are not members of the domain of/(x) = Vx, negative 
numbers are not members of the domains of (/ + g)(x), (/- g)(x), and (fg)(x). The 
domains for these functions consist of the set of real numbers equal to or greater 
than zero. 

Domain of (/ ± g)(x) and (fg)(x) = {x G U \ x > 0} 

Since the denominator of fig can never be zero, we must exclude zero from the 
domain of this function. 

Domain of = {x G IR I x > 0} 

25.B 
Composition 
of functions 

We can also form new functions by a process called composition. To compose a 
function we use the output of one function machine as the input of another function 
machine. Here we use the output of the /machine as the input of the g machine. 

/( ) = 5< ) g< > = vn 

x —> 

3 —> 

> 5x 

> 15 

■> 

> 
g 

V5x 

vT5 

A composite function machine can do the work of both of these machines. It will 
first multiply the input by 5 and then take the square root of the product. 

x 

3 

(g°fx ) = V5n 

> v'Sx 

> vT5 

> g°f = 

* g(f(*)) 

The composite function is denoted by (g ° f)(x), which is read “g circle /of x,” or 
g(f(x)), which is read “g of/of x.” Note that the g comes first in both notations to 
indicate that we put the output /(x) of the /machine into the g machine. If we were 
to use -3 as an input of the / machine above, we would get an output of -15. This is 
unacceptable as the input for the g machine, because the g machine takes the square 
root of any input. Thus neither - 3 nor any other negative number can be used as an 
input of the composite machine. From this we see that the domain for the composite 
machine is all real numbers equal to or greater than zero. 

Domain of (g ° f) = {x e IR | x > 0} 

The range is also the set of real numbers equal to or greater than zero. 

Range of (g of) = {y e IR | y > 0} 

The domain of a composite function consists of all real numbers that will produce 
outputs of the first machine that are acceptable as inputs for the second machine. 
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The following functions are not composite functions 

ex Vx sin x cos x x + 3 In x log2 x x3 - 4x 

because each of the arguments is x all by itself. All of the following functions are 
composite functions because the arguments of these functions are not x but some 
function x. 

ei*+2 \/2x sin (x + 4) cos x2 Vx + 3 In (x2 + 2) log2 x2 

A few examples that use function machines will make this clearer. 

Example 25.2 

Solution 

Use the functions /(x) = x2 + 2 and g(x) = 3x + 5 to form the composite function 

(/° £)(*)• 

We have to use the g function first. If we put x into the g machine, we get out 3x + 5. 

3( ) + 5 /( ) = ( )2 + 2 

x > (3x + 5) (3x + 5)2 + 2 

Then we put 3x + 5 into the /machine. The /machine squares any input and then 
adds 2. The result of using both machines in turn is the composite function/circle g. 
We did g first, and f°g says to apply “/to the output of the g machine.” 

(/■ gKx) = (3x + 5)2 + 2 / 

The g machine will accept any real number as an input, and all of its real number 
outputs are acceptable to the/machine. Thus, the domain of/circle g consists of the 
set of all real numbers. 

Example 25.3 Use the functions 

/(x) = 2 + sin x and g(x) = x - y 

to find f(g(x)) and state the domain and range. 

Solution The notation f(g(x)) says to put g(x) into the / machine, so we will draw the g 
machine first. 

x 

g( ) = ( )~T 

g > 

Now we put x - y into the /machine. 

/( ) = 2 + sin ( ) 

/ | —» 2 + sin (x - 

f(g(x)) = 2 + sin 

We note that x can be any real number, and since the value of the sine of any number 
is always between -1 and +1 ,f(g(x)) can be any number between 2 ± 1, or between 
1 and 3. Thus 

Domain of f(g(x)) = {x G R} Range of /(g(x)) = {y 1 =s y < 3} 
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Example 25.4 

Solution 

Example 25.5 

Solution 

Example 25.6 

Solution 

Example 25.7 

Solution 

The function e 2jr+l is a composite function. Use two function machines to show 
how it could be composed. 

The first function machine multiplies any input by -2 and then adds 1. The second 
function machine takes the output of the first machine and uses it as an exponent 
for e. 

x 

-2( ) + 1 

f (~2x + 1) g e 
-2x + 1 

The function e 2jf+1 is a composite function. Use three function machines to show 
how it could be composed. 

Two machines are really all that is necessary, but we can use three if we wish. The 
first machine will multiply by -2, the second machine will add 1, and the third 
machine will use any input as an exponent for e. 

-2( ) ( ) + 1 e( ) 

X -- f — (-2x) — 9 ( 2x + 1) h 

We could have used four machines by breaking up the -2( ) machine into a 
machine that multiplies by 2 and another machine that multiplies by -1. In this 
book we will almost always consider that composite functions are the outputs of a 
two-machine composition. 

The function sin (2x + 3) is a composite function. Use two function machines to 
show how it could be composed. 

We see that the input of the sine machine is 2x + 3. Thus, 

2( ) + 3 sin ( ) 

x (2x+ 3) sin (2x+ 3) 

The domain of this function is the set of real numbers. The graph of y = sin (2x + 3) 
has the x axis as the centerline, and it deviates vertically ± 1 from the centerline. 
Thus the domain is all real numbers and the range is 

{y | -1 < ;; < 1} 

If /(x) = Vx and g(x) = 2x + 3, find the domain and range of f° g and the domain 
and range of g 0 f 

Let’s look at f° g first. 

vn 
(2x + 3) —- I f I —-V2x + 3 

2( ) + 3 

The g machine will accept any real number and produce a real number at the 
output. The /machine will only accept numbers that are not negative, so g(x) must 
be equal to or greater than zero. 
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y 

2x + 3 > 0 

2x ^ -3 

x-~l 

y = V 2x+ 3 

Thus, the domain for f ° g contains all values of x equal to or greater than 

Since the value of Vlx + 3 is never negative, the range consists of all real numbers 
greater than or equal to zero. Now let’s look at g ° f 

a ) = vn g( > = 2( > + 3 

X g 2Vx + 3 

Again the difficulty is with the / machine because it will accept only nonnegative 
numbers. But the square root of any real number that is not negative is acceptable to 
the g machine. Thus, the domain of g°f consists of zero and all of the positive real 
numbers. 

Domain of g ° / = {x G [R | x > 0} 

Range of g 0 / = {j G [R | j > 3} 

y 

Example 25.8 Determine whether the following statement is true or false and explain why: 

If /(x) = x2 and g(x) = Vx 

then the domains of f ° g and g ° fare equal. 

Solution This tricky question often appears on tests, standardized and otherwise, in another 
form. It involves a statement which appears to be true for all real numbers but turns 
out to be false for any negative number. 

Vx2 = x False 

The statement is false because if x equals -1, V(-1)2 = +1 and does not equal x, 
which is -1. For this problem the/machine will accept any real number and square 
it. The resulting nonnegative numbers are acceptable to the g machine. Thus all real 
numbers are acceptable to g°f But since the g machine takes square roots, it will 
not accept negative numbers. Thus the domain off° g is the set of nonnegative real 
numbers. 

Domain (/° g) = {x E 1R | x > 0} 

Domain of (g °f) = {x E IR} 

Problem set 25 1. When used alone, pipes A, B, and C can fill one tank in A, B, and C hours, 
respectively. How long would all three pipes have to be used together to fill M 
tanks? 
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2. Farmer Jones wants to make a rectangular pasture and wants to use an existing 
stone wall as one side of the rectangle. The pasture is to have an area of 20,000 
square meters. If the segment of the fence parallel to the wall is P, find the total 
length of fencing required. 

For Problems 3-9, assume that f(x) = x2 + 1, g(x) = Vx - 1, and h(x) = -1. 

3. Write the equation of / + g and evaluate (/ + g)(5). 

4. Write the equation of/* and evaluate (fg)(5). 

if' if' 
5. Write the equation of - and evaluate ^-^(5). 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

/ 
Describe the domain of-. 

g 

Write the equation of f°g and evaluate (/° g)(3). 

Describe the domain and range of f ° g. 

Write the equation of g ° f and describe the domain and range of g° f 

Evaluate the following limits: 

1 — x2 
10. lim ,, i i -1 

.x—>oo 3x~ T 2x 4 11. lim 
X-+a° 

3x2 
x3 - 4x + 1 

12. If the graph of/is as 

(a) lim f(x) (b) 
x->-2 

Solve the following equations for x (all answers must be exact): 

13. y = arcsin x 14. In x - In (x + 1) = In 2 

15. If g(x) = x(x - 2)(x + 3), use interval notation to designate the intervals on 
which the graph of g lies above the x axis and those intervals on which the 
graph of g lies below the x axis. 

16. Graph: y = -2 + sin 2^x - ^ (0 < x < 2tt) 

17. On which intervals is the function of Problem 16 increasing? 

18. Find the equation of the locus of all points whose distance from the point (h, k) 
is r. 

19. Use the rational zero theorem to aid in finding all the zeros of the polynomial 
function y — x3 - x2 - 3x + 3. 
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20. Is the following argument valid or invalid? 

All irrational numbers are real numbers. 
A is not a real number._ 

Therefore, A is not an irrational number. 

21. Show that: 
(sec2 x - l)[cos (-x)] 

(1 - cos2 x)(tan2 x + 1) 

22. Solve for x: 73* 2 = 13x+l 

CONCEPT review 23. Find the area of /AABC in terms of x if 
A. ABC = x and A ABC is inscribed in circle 
O whose radius is 1. {Hint: Use trigonomet¬ 
ric functions.) 

24. Find the next term of the following se¬ 
quence: 1, 1, 2, 4, 7, 11,... 

lesson 26 Locus development • Equation of the 
ellipse • Foci 

_26.A 
Locus 

development 
An ellipse is the locus of all points in a plane such that the 
sum of the distances from any of these points to two fixed 
points called the foci is a constant. 

To find the equation of a particular ellipse, we must use the distance formula twice. 
We use a diagram that shows a point (x, y) on the ellipse, and we sum the distances 
from this point to the two foci. To find the equation of the ellipse whose foci are 
(-3, 0) and (3, 0) and for which the sum of the distances is 10, we begin with a 
sketch. 
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26.B 
The equation 
of an ellipse 

Example 26.1 

Solution 

The sum of the distances d{ and d2 equals 10. Thus, we must use the distance 
formula twice 

V[x - (-3)]2 + (y - 0)2 + V[x - (3)]2 + (y - 0)2 = 10 

which we simplify and write as 

V(x + 3)2 + y2 + V(x - 3)2 + y2 = 10 two-focus form 

The algebraic simplification of this equation is straightforward but laborious. 
The result of this simplification is the equation 

An ellipse has two axes. The axis that passes through the foci is always the longer 
axis and is called the major axis. The shorter axis is called the minor axis. It is 
customary to use the letter a to represent half the length of the major axis and the 
letter b to represent half the length of the minor axis. Thus the value of a is always 
greater than the value of b. The standard equation of an ellipse whose center is the 
origin and whose major axis is horizontal is shown on the left. The standard 
equation of an ellipse whose center is the origin and whose major axis is vertical is 
shown on the right. 

b2 
= 1 

All we have to do is remember that if the number below x2 is greater, the major 
axis lies on the x axis, and if the number below y2 is greater, the major axis lies on 

the y axis. 

Graph the ellipse 9x2 + 25y2 = 225. 

When the ellipse is in standard form, the constant on the right is 1. To change 225 to 
1, we divide every term by 225 and get the equation on the left, which we write in 
more meaningful form on the right. 

x2 

25 
= 1 > 

x2 y2 

52 + 32 

This is the equation of an ellipse whose major axis goes 5 units to the left and right 
of the origin and whose minor axis goes 3 units above and below the origin. 
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Example 26.2 

Solution 

Example 26.3 

Solution 

X k | \ \ 

Write the equation of the ellipse whose center is (7, -3), whose major axis is vertical 
and 8 units long, and whose minor axis is 3 units long. 

If this ellipse were centered at the origin, the equation would be the one on the left. 
The number below y2 is the square of half the length of the vertical axis. The 
number below x2 is the square of half the length of the horizontal axis. 

On the right we move the center of the ellipse to (7, - 3) by replacing x2 with (x - 7)2 
and y2 with (y + 3)2. 

Describe the ellipse 3x2 + 2y2 - 6x + 8y + 5 = 0. 

This equation is in what we call the general form. To rewrite the equation in the 
more meaningful standard form, we must complete the square on the x terms and 
on the y terms. We begin by rearranging the equation and using parentheses. 

(3x2 — 6x ) + (2 y2 + 8y ) = -5 

Next we factor out a 3 from the first set of parentheses and a 2 from the second set of 
parentheses. 

3(x2 - 2x ) + 2(y2 + 4y ) = -5 

Now we complete the squares by inserting a 1 in the first set of parentheses and a 4 
in the second set of parentheses. 

3(x2 - 2x + 1) + 2(y2 + 4y + 4) = ? 
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Because of the coefficients 3 and 2, we have really added 3 and 8 to the left side of 
the equation, so we must add 3 and 8 to the right side of the equation. 

3(x2 - 2x + 1) + 2(y2 + 4y + 4) = -5 + 3 + 8 

We simplify this expression and get 

3(x - l)2 + 2(y + 2)2 = 6 

We need 1 on the right side of the equals sign instead of 6. Thus, we divide every 
term by 6 and get 

(x - l)2 

2 
(y + 2)2 

3 
= 1 

As the last step we rewrite the denominators and get 

(*- i)2 | (y + 2)2 _ 
(V2)2 (V3)2 

This is the equation of an ellipse whose center is (1, -2). The y term has the larger 

denominator, so the major axis is vertical and measures 2VT The minor axis is 
horizontal and measures 2V2. 

( 

(*- i)2 , (y + 2)2 

(V2 )2 (V3,)2 

26.C 
Foci We remember that the sum of the distances from any point on an ellipse to the two 

foci is a constant. With the aid of the imaginary piece of string used to draw an 
ellipse, we can reason that the value of the constant is 2a, which equals the length of 
the string and also equals the length of the major axis of the ellipse. 

y 

\ 

We begin at (a) and trace the ellipse by moving the pencil counterclockwise (b) 
until we get to the vertex in (c). Now the string goes from F2 to the pencil and back 
through distance m to F,. The string covers the distance m twice. If we mentally 
remove a piece of string m units long, we can use it to cover the distance m on the 
right. Thus, our piece of string stretches from vertex to vertex and has a length of 2a. 
Now if we move the pencil to the end of the minor axis, we have the following figure. 
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The length of the string is 2a, so half its length is a. We have formed a right triangle 
whose hypotenuse is a and whose legs are b and c, as shown. 

The length of one leg, c, is the distance from the origin to the focus, and the 
length of the other leg, b, equals half the length of the minor axis. The eccentricity of 
an ellipse is the ratio of the distance from the center to the focus to the distance from 
the center to the end of the major axis. This is the ratio of c to a and is a number 
between 0 and 1. An ellipse with an eccentricity close to 0 is “fat” or circular, while 
an ellipse with an eccentricity close to 1 looks “skinny” and is less circular. We can 
use the Pythagorean theorem and write 

a2 = c2 + b2 

We can use this relationship and the standard form of the equation of an ellipse to 
solve some interesting problems. In the next example, we are given values for c and a 
and must solve for b. 

Example 26.4 Write the standard form of the equation of the ellipse with vertices at (0, ±6) and 
foci at (0, ±5). 

Solution We always begin with a diagram. We remember that the foci are always on the major 
axis. From the triangle, we get 

62 = 52 + b2 

36 = 25 + b2 

vTT = b 

Thus the entire length of the minor axis is 2VTT. This time the major axis lies along 
the y axis, so the equation is 

77 + = 1 
b2 a< 

Since a - 6 and b = VTT, the equation of the ellipse in standard form is 
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Example 26.5 

Solution 

Problem set 26 

Write the standard form of the equation of the horizontal ellipse whose center is at 
the origin. The length of the major axis is 10, and the length of the minor axis is 4. 
What are the coordinates of the foci? 

Again we begin with a diagram. From our diagram, we get 

52 

25 

21 

V2l 

— /-2 

c2 + 22 

c2 + 4 

c2 

c 

equation 

squared 

added -4 

solved 

Thus, the coordinates of the foci are (V21, 0) and (-V21, 0), and the equation is 

x2 y2 

25 + V = 1 

1. Each of the 26-inch tires on the bicycle revolved r times every minute. If the 
bicycle was pedaled along a straight path, how fast was it traveling in miles per 
hour? 

2. The intensity of a light source measured at a point P varies inversely as the 
square of the distance from P to the light source. If the intensity measured at a 
point 5 meters from the light source is N, what would be the intensity 
measured at a point M meters from the light source? 

3. Describe the ellipse whose equation is 4x2 - 8x + 9y2 + 18j - 23 = 0. 

4. Write the standard form of the equation of an ellipse whose foci are (3, 0) and 
(-3, 0) and whose vertices are (5, 0) and (-5, 0). 

For Problems 5-7, assume that f(x) = x2 - 1 and g(x) = In x. 

5. Write the equation for ^-^(x) and evaluate 

/ 
6. Describe the domain of-. 

8 

7. Describe the domain and range of g°f and write the equation off° g. 

Evaluate the following limits: 

8. lim 
jt-^0 

(5 + x)2 - (5)2 

x 

10. lim 
X—>°o 

3 - x2 + 4x 
14 - x 

9. lim 
1 + 2x 
3 - x2 

11. lim 
4 - x3 

2x2 + 4x3 

Solve for x: 

12. y = In (x + 1) 

15. Graph / where /(x) 

13. y = ex+l 

Vx when x > 0 
V—x when x ^ 0 

14. y = arcsin (x + 1) 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 27 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

If/is as defined in Problem 15, describe the intervals on which /is increasing. 

Use interval notation to describe those intervals on which the function/ > 0, 

where /(x) = (x + l)(x + 2)(3 - x). 

Find the coordinates of the focus and the equation of the directrix of the 
parabola which crosses the x axis at x = - 1 and x = 3 and which crosses the y 
axis aty = -12. [Hint: First find the equation of the parabola and then write it 

in the form (x - h)2 = 4p(y - k).] 

Find the exact rectangular form of (2 cis 20°)3. 

Show that: 
sin4 x - cos4 x 
sin2 x - cos2 x 

21. Find the equation of/if/is a linear function whose graph has a slope of 2 and if 

/(l) = 2. 

X 
22. Write the key identities and develop an identity for cos 

23. Solve for x: 12x~2 = eix+1 

24. Find the area of a square which can be inscribed in a circle whose radius is 10. 

25. Find the thirteenth term of the arithmetic sequence whose first three terms are 

-1,5, and 11. 

The derivative 

The value of a nonconstant function may change every time x changes. The 
derivative of a function is another function that equals the ratio of the change in the 
value of the function to the change in x when x is changed a very, very small 
amount. Thus the derivative of a function equals the rate of change of the function, 
and the value of the derivative for any value of x is the value of the slope of the tangent 
line to the graph of the function at that value of x. To find an expression for the 
derivative of a function, we will begin by drawing a line through two points on the 
graph of the function. The line is a secant, and we will label the points P, and P2 as 
we show in the figure on the left. 

t 

x 

y y 

We want to find the slope of the tangent t to the curve at P,. If we let P2 move down 
the curve and get closer and closer to P, as we show in the figure on the right, the 
slope of the secant s gets closer and closer to the slope of the tangent t. We define the 
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slope of the tangent at Px to be the limit of the slope of the secant as P2 gets closer and 
closer to Pv 

To find a general expression for the derivative, we let the x value of Pl be x and 
let the x distance between Pi and P2 be Ax. Thus, the x coordinate of P2 is x + Ax. 
The slope of the secant is the rise over the run, as we show in the figure on the left. 
The run is Ax, and the rise Ay is the difference in the y values of the function at x 
and at x + Ax. 

y y 

The y value of the function at x is /(x) and the y value of the function at x + Ax is 
f(x + Ax), as we show in the figure on the right. 

rise 
Slope of secant = — 

1 run 

Ay _ f(x + Ax) - /(x) 

Ax Ax 

If we let P\ move down the curve toward P2, the triangle gets smaller and smaller, 
the value of Ax gets smaller and smaller, and the slope of the secant gets closer and 
closer to the slope of the tangent at P]. Thus we define the derivative of a function to 
be the limit of the above expression as Ax approaches zero, if this limit exists. 

Derivative of a function = lim 
Ax—>0 

/(x + Ax) - fix) 

Ax 

To find the derivative of a particular function, we write the difference of the values 
of y at x and at x + Ax in the numerator and write Ax in the denominator. The rest 
of the process is an algebraic game of trying to find an equivalent expression that does 
not have Ax as a factor of the denominator so we can let Ax approach zero. 

We use the notations 

Tx and D- 

as operation indicators to indicate the operation of taking a derivative. If the / 
function is/(x) = x2, we can indicate the operation of taking the derivative of the/ 
function by using dldx or Dx and writing either 

~/(x) or Dxf(x) 

We read both of these by saying “the derivative with respect to x of/of x.” Since/(x) 
equals x2 in this example, we can also designate the same derivative by writing 

Jr; x2 or Dx x2 

If the function is described by using y instead of /(x) and writing y = x2, we 
could designate the derivative by writing 

d_ 
dx y or 

dy 

dx 
or Dxy 
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Example 27.1 

Solution 

Example 27.2 

Solution 

We read each of these by saying “the derivative of y with respect to x” or by saying 

“dee y dee x.” 

If y = x2, find 

The derivative is the limit as Ax approaches zero 
of the difference in the y coordinates of the graph 
of y = x2 at x + Ax and at x, divided by Ax. The 
y coordinate of y = x2 at x is x2 and at x + Ax is 
(x + Ax)2. Thus we write 

dy (x + Ax)2 - x2 
~r — lim -t- 
dx aa—> o Ax 

y 

Next we expand the expression in the numerator and are pleased to find that the first 
and last terms in the resulting expression are x2 and -x2, which sum to zero. 

lim 
Aa—>0 

+ 2x Ax + Ax2 

Ax 
lim 
Aa—>0 

2x Ax + Ax2 
Ax 

Now since Ax does not equal zero, we can divide both terms in the numerator by Ax 
and get 

dy 

dx 
= lim 2x + Ax 

Aa—>0 

This new expression does not have a Ax as a factor of the denominator, and we can 
let Ax approach zero to get 

This tells us that if x is 3, the slope of the graph of y - x2 is 2 times 3, or 6. If x is 10, 
the slope of the graph of.y = x2 is 2 times 10, or 20; and if x is -30, the slope of the 
graph is 2 times -30, or -60. Thus we have found a function whose value equals the 
slope of the graph of y = x2 for any value of x. 

If y = 4x, find Dxy. 

This tells us that /(x) = 4x, and we are to find the derivative of the function. We 
already know that the slope of y = 4x is 4 everywhere, so we already know the 
answer. But let’s use the definition to get the same result. 

d_ 
dx 

fix) = lim 
Aa—>0 

fix + Ax) - /(x) 

Ax 

Next we will replace /(x) with 4x and replace /(x + Ax) with 4(x + Ax). 

lim 
Aa—>0 

4(x + Ax) - 4x 

Ax 

Now if we expand the numerator, we are again pleased to find that the first and last 
terms sum to zero, and we get 

d_ 
dx 

4x = lim 
Aa^O 

4x + 4 Ax - 4x 

Ax 
lim 4 
Aa—>0 
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Now 4 is 4 no matter what value Ax has, so we have 

■4- Ax = lim 4 = 4 
ax Ax—»o 

Example 27.3 Use the definition of the derivative to show that the derivative of a constant function 
is zero. 

Solution The equations 

y = 4 y = ~ 17 y = 42 

are equations of constant functions whose graphs are straight lines parallel to the x 
axis and thus have zero slopes. Proving this by using the definition of a derivative 
might seem useless until the proof is required on a test. Then the proof becomes 
important. We repeat the definition of the derivative here. 

d 
dx ’ 

lim 
Ax—»0 

fix + Ax) - f{x) 

Ax 

The y value of y = c is always c regardless of the values of x. So /(x) equals c and 
/(x + Ax) also equals c. Thus the difference is zero. 

d c — c 0 
-j- c = lim —r— = lim -r— = hm 0 = 0 
dx Ax—>0 Ax Ax—>0 Ax Ax—>0 

Example 27.4 I f/(x) find 
x 

dy 
dx' 

Solution The definition of the derivative of a function is 

dy f(x + Ax) - /(x) 
~r = hm -t- 
dx aa-»o Ax 

The numerator is the difference of the value of the function when x equals x + Ax, 
which is 1 over x + Ax, and the value of the function when x equals x, which is 1 
over x. 

1 _ 

dy x + Ax x 
xr = hm -t- 
dx Ax—>o Ax 

The value of this expression cannot be determined when Ax = 0, so we use the rules 
of algebra to find an equivalent expression that does not have Ax as a factor of the 
denominator. First we add the expressions in the numerator and get 

x - (x + Ax) i - Ax 

x(x + Ax) x(x + Ax) -1 - j 

Ax Ax x(x + Ax) x2 + x Ax 

Now we have 
dy = -1 

dx a.v—x2 + x Ax 

In this expression Ax is not a factor of the entire denominator. As Ax approaches 
zero, the denominator approaches x2, so we have 
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Problem set 27 l. 

2. 

The units digit of a two-digit counting number is 1 less than the tens digit. If 
the number is increased by 8 and then divided by the sum of the digits, the 
quotient is 8. What is the number? 

Use the definition of a derivative to calculate ~r /(x) if /(x) = -x2 

3. Use the definition of a derivative to calculate 

4. Use the definition of a derivative to calculate n-/(x) if /(x) = 3x + 2. 

5. Graph the ellipse 4x2 + 9y2 = 36. 

6. Write the equation of the ellipse whose center is (2, -4), whose major axis is 
horizontal and 10 units long, and whose minor axis is 6 units long. 

7. If /(x) = In x and g(x) = -, write the equation for f ° g. 
X 

8. If/and g are as defined in Problem 7, describe the domain and range of/0 g. 

Evaluate the following limits. 

~ 2x — 15x3 
14x2 - 13x 

3 - 14x5 + 2x3 
10- J™ + 1 

If the graph of/is as shown, evaluate the following limits: 

11. lim /(x) 
x->2 

12. lim /(x) 
jc—►—2 

13. For the graph above use interval notation to describe the intervals on which /is 
increasing. 

14. Find x if: e~x+s = 13 2x+3 

Solve the following equations for x: 

15. log2 x + log2 (x - 2) = log2 3 

16. sin x = cos x (0 < x < 27t) 

17. In the figure shown, find the area of A ABC 
in terms of x. 

JLfL 
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18. Describe those values of x for which \x - 4| < e if e represents an unspecified 
positive small number. 

19. If sin A = f, cos A = |, sin B = {§, and cos B - -fy, find the value of sin (A + B). 

20. Use the rational zero theorem to aid in locating all values of x which make the 
polynomial x3 + x2 - 5x - 5 equal zero. 

21. Write the key trigonometric identities for practice, and then develop an 
expression which gives sin2 x as a function of cos 2x. 

CONCEPT review 22. Find the length of the side of a square which can be circumscribed by a circle of 
radius 3. 

23. If A, B, and C are three distinct points on the coordinate plane, then 
compare: A. AC B. AB + BC 

LESSON 28 Change of base • Logarithmic inequalities 

_2&A 
Change If we know the logarithm of a number to some base, we can find the logarithm to any 
Of base Other base by dividing the known logarithm by the appropriate constant. Because 

tables and calculators can be used to find values of In x and log x for any x, we 
usually use either In x or log x as a starting point to find logarithms to other bases. 
We can change a table of base 10 logarithms to a table of base 5 logarithms by 
dividing every entry by log 5, which is approximately 0.69897. We can change a 
table of base e logarithms to a table of base 5 logarithms by dividing every entry by 
In 5, which is approximately 1.609. We will change the bases of logarithms often in 
this book, and it is helpful to have a procedure we can use automatically. To 

. demonstrate, we will show how to change the logarithm of 15 to the base 4 to 
another base b. First we write 

y = iog415 

Now we rewrite this equation in exponential form and take the logarithm to the base 
b of both sides. Then we solve for y. 

4y = 15 exponential form 

y log,, 4 = log,, 15 log,, of both sides 

= log * 15 

y log* 4 
solved by y 

But y = log4 15, so we can write 

log4 15 = 
log* 15 

log* 4 
substituted 

Let’s look carefully at the last step. The number 4 was the old base and b is the new 
base. All we have to do to change to the new base is use the new base to write the log of 
the argument on top and to write the log of the old base on the bottom. 

log4 15 = 
log^5 
log* 4 
_F 
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Example 28.1 

Solution 

Example 28.2 

Solution 

Example 28.3 

Solution 

Example 28.4 

Solution 

28.B 
Logarithmic 
inequalities 

We will devise practice problems to permit us to practice keeping the argument on 

top and the old base on the bottom. 

Find log4 x. 

We will always use either 10 or e as the new base because these logarithms are 
available from a calculator. Let’s use base 10. We will keep the x on top and keep the 

4 below. 

_logi0x logI0x 

0g4 X log10 4 0.602 

This means that the logarithm of any number to the base 4 is the common logarithm 
of the number divided by 0.602, which is a three-digit approximation of log10 4. 

Find log,3 y. 

This time we will use e as the new base. We keep the y on top and the 13 below. 

In y In y 

108,37 = In 13 ~ 2^56 

Thus the logarithm of any number to the base 13 is the natural logarithm of the 
number divided by 2.56. 

Use the calculator to evaluate 

4 log,5 6 + 5 log4 7 

First we find the values of logl5 6 and log4 7. We will use base 10 logarithms as the 
vehicle. 

logl0 6 0.778 

176 
log,5 6 = . - -j- 

5 log,o 15 1. 

logl0 7 0.845 

0.602 

= 0.662 

log4 7 = z ~~~7 
log10 4 

= 1.404 

Now we finish the solution. 

4 log,5 6 + 5 log4 7 - 4(0.662) + 5(1.404) = 9.668 

If log,, 47 = 17, find b. 

This problem requires the use of the inv yx key on the calculator and does not 
require a change of base. First we rewrite the expression in exponential form. 

b 

47 exponential form 

^47 root of both sides 

1.254 used inv yx key 

To begin our discussion of logarithmic inequalities, we will look at logarithms whose 
bases are greater than 1. We will use 5 as a base to demonstrate. 

52 = 25 53 = 125 54 = 625 
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When the logarithm is 3, the number is 53, which is 125. When the logarithm is less 
than 3, the number is less than 53. When the logarithm is greater than 3, the number 
is greater than 53. If we are given the inequality 

log<j N < 3 

we must read the expression carefully. Since log5 N is an exponent, the inequality 
tells us that 

The exponent < 3 

Now we consider the value of N when the exponent equals 3. 

log5 N - 3 which says 53 = N 

The inequality under consideration is log5 N < 3, which tells us that the logarithm 
(exponent) is less than 3. If the exponent is less than 3, then certainly ./V will be less 
than 53. ./Vmust also be greater than zero. 

0 < N< 53 

Care must be taken with the greater-than symbol, for, of course, it would be 
incorrect to write 

53 < N incorrect 

To investigate exponentials whose bases are less than 1, we look at three 
expressions whose bases are 

In the center we see that when the logarithm (exponent) is 3, the number is On the 
left we see that when the logarithm (exponent) is less than 3, the number is greater 
than |. On the right we see that when the logarithm (exponent) is greater than 3, the 
number is less than Thus, if we look at the inequality 

log,/2 N< 3 

we know that if the logarithm is less than 3, the number must be greater than 

Example 28.5 Solve for x: log4 (x - 2) < 3 

Solution If the logarithm (exponent) of x - 2 is less than 3, then x - 2 must be less than 43. 

x - 2 < 43 inequality 

x < 66 simplified 

But the argument of a logarithm must be a positive number, so x - 2 must be greater 
than zero. This means x must be greater than 2. Thus, the final solution is 

x > 2 and x < 66 

which we can express in one compound statement by writing 

2 < x < 66 

Example 28.6 Solve: log1/3 (x - 6) > 4 

If the log of x - 6 is greater than 4, then x - 6 must be less than (j)4. Solution 
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Problem set 28 

A - 6 < (I)" equation 

X- 6< 8l 
expanded 

x<6 + ^f solved 

From this we see that x must be less than 6 gj. , Also we remember that the argument 
of any logarithm must be a positive number. So x - 6 must be greater than 0, and 
thus x must be greater than 6: 

6 < x < 6 7TT 

1. It was precisely noon and the verdict was to be rendered when the hands of the 
clock pointed in opposite directions. How many minutes past noon would the 
verdict be rendered? 

2. Express log10 x in terms of the natural logarithm. 

3. Use a calculator to approximate the value of log4 15. 

Solve the following equations for x: 

4. log, (x - 3) < 2 5. In (2x - 3) > 1 

d 
6. Use the definition of a derivative to calculate -^/(x) where /(x) = 5x - 3 

7. Use the definition of a derivative to calculate 4~ y where y = 3x2. 

8. Use the definition of a derivative to calculate Dxf where /(x) = ^ 
x 

x2 y2 
9. Find the coordinates of the foci of the ellipse whose equation is = 1. 

10. If /(x) = In x and g(x) = e* write the equation of f ° g. 

11. If /(x) = sin x and g(x) = 2x - y, write the equation of f ° g. 

12. Graph f ° g where /and g are as defined in Problem 11. 

Evaluate the following limits: 

i-i 

,3- 
14. lim 

A-3 

2x2 - 2x — 12 
x - 3 

15. lim 
x2 + 3x 

16. Describe the intervals on the x axis for which the graph of/lies above the x axis 
if/(x) = x(x - 2)(x + 4). 

Solve the following equations for x: 

x 
17 y = arcsin 18. sin2 x - 1 = 0 (0 < x < 2tt) 

19. Use synthetic division to aid in finding the value of k for which x = - 1 is a zero 
of x3 + 2x2 + 3 x + k. 
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20. Show that: [sec (-x) - l](sec x + 1) = tan2 x 

21. Write * + with a rational denominator. 

22. Write the key trigonometric identities and develop an identity for cos ^x. 

23. Given rectangle ABCD and triangle AEB where E is arbitrarily chosen on DC, 
compare: 

A. Area of A AEB B. Area of A ACB 

24. Find the sixth term of the geometric se¬ 
quence whose first three terms are 1, 2, and 
4. 

B 

Translations of functions • Rational functions I 

If we add a constant to a function, the graph of the function is translated (shifted) 
vertically. If we add +2, the graph is shifted up 2 units. If we add -2, the graph is 
shifted down 2 units. 

If we replace x with the sum of x and a constant, the graph of the function is shifted 
horizontally. If we replace x with x + 2, the graph of the function is shifted 2 units to 
the left. If we replace x with x - 2, the graph is shifted 2 units to the right. 

Sometimes one forgets whether replacing x with x + 2 moves the graph to the left or 
the right. It’s easy to check. In the left-hand equation y = 0 when x = 0. In the center 
equation y = 0 when x = -2. Thus, replacing x with x + 2 has caused a 2-unit shift 
of the graph to the left. 
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Example 29.1 

Solution 

Example 29.2 

Solution 

Example 29.3 

Solution 

Graph the function y = |x|. Then change the equation to shift the graph 3 units to 
the left and 2 units down. Then graph the new function. 

To shift the graph 3 units to the left, we add +3 to the argument. To shift the graph 2 
units down, we add —2 to the function. 

Graph the function y = \x2. Then change the equation to shift the curve 3 units to 
the right and 2 units up. Then graph the new function. 

To get a quick sketch, we select x values of 0, 3, and -3 and find corresponding y 
values of 0, 4.5, and 4.5. To shift the graph 3 units to the right, we replace x with 
x - 3, and we add +2 to the function to shift the graph 2 units up. 

Graph the function y = \x. Then change the equation to shift the graph 2 units to 
the left and 1 unit down. 

On the left we show the graph of y = [x. In the center figure, we show the graph of y = 
j(x + 2), which is the original graph shifted 2 units to the left. In the right-hand 
figure, we add -1 to the function to shift the center graph down 1 unit. 

(c) y = ~(x + 2) - 1 
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Example 29.4 

Solution 

29.B 
Rational 

functions I 

Example 29.5 

Solution 

This example illustrates a peculiarity of linear functions in that a shift left or right 
can have the same effect as a vertical shift. We note that in (b), a shift 2 units to the 
left could be considered to be a vertical shift of +1 unit. Thus, (c) is the same graph 
as (a). 

Given y - |4 sin x|, change the function so that the graph will be shifted down 2 
units and tt/2 units to the right. 

To get the required transformation, we add - f to the argument of the function and 
add -2 to the function. 

y 

^rwv\ 
-K k 2 n 3k 4k 

y = 14 sin x| 

Some algebraic expressions consist of variables whose exponents are whole numbers 
and whose coefficients are real numbers. We call these expressions polynomials. 
The following expressions are polynomials in one variable. 

5x2 -3x4 7 V2 x3 

All of these expressions have a real number coefficient and an exponent that is a 
whole number. The number 7 is a polynomial because it can be written as 7x° and 0 
is a whole number. We can think “simplenomial” when we see the word polynomial 
because polynomials are the simplest algebraic expressions that we have. The 
polynomials above are also called monomials because they have only one term. The 
indicated sum of two or more polynomials is also called a polynomial. Thus, all 
three of these expressions are polynomials. 

5x2 + 2x 3x + 5 2x2 + 2x + 3 

Polynomials of two terms are called binomials, and polynomials of three terms are 
called trinomials. Thus the first two expressions are binomials, and the third 
expression is a trinomial. If a fraction has a polynomial for both the numerator and 
the denominator, we say that the fraction is a rational polynomial expression. 
Rational polynomial functions are called rational functions and appear often in the 
study of calculus. Thus, the graphs of these functions are important. 

Graph y = 

As we noted in Lesson 24, when x is a large positive number, £ is a small positive 
number. When x is a large negative number, is a small negative number. We 
indicate this with the points on the graph on the left pictured at the top of the 
following page. 
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Example 29.6 

Solution 

Example 29.7 

Solution 

When x is 1, y is 1, and as x gets smaller, y increases positively. When x is -1, y is 
-1, and as |x| gets smaller, y increases negatively. We show this in the center graph. 

This is enough information to complete the sketch on the right. In this 
example the y axis is a vertical asymptote, which is a line that the graph approaches 
but never touches. The function has no value when x = 0 because we cannot divide 
by zero. It is important to note that the graph goes up on one side of the asymptote 
and reappears from the down direction on the other side of the asymptote. This 
always happens when the expression in the denominator is a linear expression. We 
remember that the exponent of x in a linear expression is 1. 

Graph y = - ~ + 2. 
X j 

The x in the preceding example has been replaced with x - 3, so the whole graph is 
shifted 3 units to the right. The +2 shifts the graph up 2 units. 

When we shift the graph 3 units to the right, the vertical asymptote is x = 3. We do 
not waste time on these graphs by trying to make them too accurate. All we need is a 
sketch of the function. Again we note that the denominator is a linear expression (the 
exponent of x is 1) and that the graph goes off the page in opposite directions on either 
side of the asymptote. 

Graph: (a) y = (b) y = (c) y = ~ 

(a) The graph of y — —is the “upside down” version of the graph of y = 

When x is +2, — equals +\ and — — equals — When x is —2, — equals — 4 and —— 
A x X z X 

equals + 5, etc. We show the graph ofy = — on the left and the graph ofy = — -on 
•X x 

the right. Each of these graphs is said to be a “reflection in the x axis” of the other 
graph. 
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y y 

(b) This graph is easy to sketch if we rewrite the expression so that the sign of 
x is positive and get 

y = 

1 
x - 3 

We see that this graph will be the graph of y = - shifted 3 units to the right and then 
X 

flipped upside down about the x axis. On the left below, we graph y = -. In the 
X 

center figure, we shift the graph of y - - three units to the right to get the graph of 
X 

y = —. We do this by simply changing the label on the vertical asymptote from the 
X 3 

y axis to x = 3. On the right, we graph y =-—r as the mirror image of the center 
X j 

graph in the x axis. 

(c) Every value of x is squared so every value of y is positive. The graph looks 
like a “volcano,” as we see on the left. The graph of the negative of the function is 
shown on the right; it looks like an “upside down volcano.” 
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Problem set 29 

CONCEPT REVIEW 

1. Alan wanted to use 100 meters of fence to enclose a rectangular region which 
borders a river. If the length of the side of the region parallel to the river is L, 
find the area of the region in terms of L. 

2. Graph the function y = |x| and then change the equation to shift the graph to 
the left 2 units and down 1 unit. 

3. Graph y = Vx, y = Vx + 2, and y = Vx - 2 on the same coordinate plane. 

4. Suppose /(x) = -. Let g be the function whose graph is the graph of/shifted 3 

units to the left. Graph g and write the equation for g. 

Express the following logarithmic expressions entirely in terms of the natural 
logarithm. 

5. log10x 6. log3x 

7. Find all real values of x for which log2 (x - 3) < 2. 

8. If y = -x2, find 9. If/(x) = x2 + 2x, find J^/(x). 

10. Write the standard form of the equation of the ellipse whose general equation 
is 9x2 + y2 - 18x + 2y + 1 - 0. 

11. Determine the coordinates of the center, the lengths of the major and minor 
axes, and the coordinates of the foci of the ellipse whose equation is given in 
Problem 10. Finally, sketch the graph of the ellipse. 

12. If /(x) = x2 and g(x) = ex, write the equation of g °f 

13. If/and g are as given in Problem 12, determine the domain and range of/and 
g and then determine the domain and range of g°f 

Evaluate the following limits: 

14 ' 1 

16 

lim 
Jt—»o x 

15. lim \ 
/ 

lim 
X— 

3x3 - 14x2 + 5 
1 - 2x3 

17. Find all values of x which satisfy the equation 10~2jr = 5. 

18. Graph the function /(x) = |x2 - 3x + 2| and use interval notation to describe 
those values of x on which the graph of /is increasing. 

19. Show that sin x - sin x cos2 x = sin3 x. 

20. Write the product (cis 60°)(cis 60°)(cis 60°) as a complex number in standard 
form. 

21. Write the key identities for practice, and then develop an expression that gives 
cos2 x as a function of cos 2x. 

22. Find the fourth term in the sequence whose first three terms are 1, 8, and 27. 

23. Find the perimeter of a square which can be inscribed in a circle of radius V2. 
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lesson 30 

Example 30.1 

Solution 

The hyperbola 

We remember that an ellipse is the locus of all points (x, y) in a plane such that the 
sum of the distances to two fixed points, called the foci, is a constant. The hyperbola 
is the locus of all points such that the absolute value of the difference of the 
distances to two fixed points is a constant. 

A hyperbola is the locus of all points (x, y) in a plane such 
that the absolute value of the difference of the distances to 
two fixed points, called the foci, is a constant. 

Using the definition of hyperbola, write the equation for the hyperbola whose foci 
are (-5, 0) and (5, 0) and for which the difference of the distances to the foci is 6. 

We begin by making a sketch. 

y 

The figure has the point (x, y) on the right branch and shows that - d2 will be 
positive. If (x, y) is on the left branch, d{ - d2 will be negative. In order to cover 
both cases, we will use the distance formula to write the equation that says that 

di - d2 = ±6. 

V[x - (— 5)]2 + [y- (0)f - V[,x- - (5)]2 + LK - (0)]2 = ±6 

The algebraic simplification of this equation is straightforward but laborious. The 
result of this simplification is the equation on the left. 

x2 y2 x2 y2 
- — , , = 1 standard form —? - tt = 1 

9 16 a2 b1 

We remember that the two terms in the equation of an ellipse are connected 
with a plus sign. This is the equation of a hyperbola, and we note that the two terms 
are connected with a minus sign. We will use a2 to identify the axis on which the foci 
lie and note that the minus sign always precedes the term whose denominator is b2. 
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If x2 is over a2, the foci lie on the x axis. 

If y2 is over a1, the foci lie on the y axis. 

The distance from the origin to a focus is c, where 

c2 = a2 + b2 

The eccentricity of a hyperbola is the ratio of the distance from the center to the 
focus to the distance from the center to the vertex and thus equals c over a. Because 
c is always greater than a, the eccentricity of a hyperbola will always be greater than 
1. Thus the eccentricity of a hyperbola is a measure of how quickly the graph 
“bends” away from the directrix. The greater the eccentricity, the greater the 
“bend” of the hyperbola. 

Example 30.2 Graph the hyperbola 4x2 - 9y2 - 36 = 0. 

Solution The standard form of the equation of a hyperbola has the number 1 all by itself to 
the right of the equals sign. To get this equation into standard form, we add 36 to 
both sides to get the equation on the left and then divide every term by 36 to get the 
standard form shown on the right. 

4V - 9f = 36 V - T = 1 

The x2 term is positive, so the foci lie on the x axis. On the left on page 163 we let y 
equal zero and solve for x. On the right we let x equal zero and solve for y. 
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when y - 0 

x2 0 

WHEN X — 0 

0 y2 

X2 = 9 y2 = - 4 

x = ±3 y = ±2 i 

When y = 0, we find that x = ±3; so the curve passes through the points (3, 0) and 
(-3, 0). When x = 0, we get y values of ±2i. The points (0, 2i) and (0, -2i) cannot 
be graphed on a real coordinate system. Yet it can be shown that the points (0, 2) and 
(0, -2) and the points (3, 0) and (-3, 0) can be used to form a rectangle whose 
diagonals are the asymptotes of the hyperbola. 

y 
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Now we can sketch the hyperbola. The graph goes through the points (-3, 0) 
and (3,0) and gets closer and closer to the asymptotes as we get farther and farther 
from the center of the figure. 

The coordinates of the upper right-hand corner of the rectangle are (3, 2), and the 
asymptote that passes through this point also passes through the origin. We can use 
this information to write the equation of this asymptote as y - \x. The other 
asymptote passes through the origin and the point (-3, 2). This information allows 
us to find that the equation of that asymptote isj> = - |x. It is important to note that 
we can look at the standard form of the equation of a hyperbola and write the slope 
of the equation of the asymptotes by inspection. The slope is Ay over Ax and is 
always ± the square root of the number under y2 divided by the square root of the 
number under x2. 
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STANDARD FORM CORNERS OF THE 

RECTANGLE 

x2 y2 
32 - §2 = 1 x - ±3, j; = ±2 

The graph of the hyperbola will open to the right and left if the x2 term is 
positive and will open up and down if the y2 term is positive. An easy way to 
remember this is to let the variable with the negative sign equal zero and solve for 
the real values of the other variable to find the coordinates of two points on the 
graph. The corners of the rectangle for both of these equations 

x2 y2 _ y2 x2 

32 ~~ 2} = 1 I2 ~ 31 ^ 1 

are x = ±3 and y — ±2. If we let y equal zero in the left-hand equation, we find that 
two real values of x are ±3, so the curve passes through (3, 0) and (-3, 0). For the 
right-hand equation the negative sign goes with the x term, so we let x equal zero 
and find that two real values of y are ±2. Thus the curve passes through (0, 2) and 
(0, -2). 

EQUATION OF 

ASYMPTOTES 

Vnumber under y2 

y ~ ±3X 
\ 

Vnumber under x2 

Example 30.3 Sketch the hyperbola 9x2 - 4y2 + 18x - 16y - 43 - 0 and write the equations of the 
asymptotes. 

Solution First we rearrange the equation and use parentheses. 

(9x2 + 18x ) + (-4y2 -16y ) = 43 

Now we factor out a 9 from the first set of parentheses and a -4 from the second set 
of parentheses. 

9(x2 + 2x ) - 4(y2 + 4y ) = 43 

Next we complete the square inside each set of parentheses and add +9 and -16 to 
the right-hand side of the equation. 

9(x2 + 2x + 1) - 4(y2 + 4y + 4) = 43 + 9 - 16 

Now we simplify the expressions. 

9(x + l)2 - 4(y + 2)2 = 36 

Since the right-hand side must equal 1, we divide every term by 36 and get the 
following. 

EQUATION SISTER EQUATION 

(x + 1)2 (y + 2)2 X2 y2 

4 9 1 4 9 

We will graph this equation by first graphing the sister equation. The corners of the 
rectangle for the sister graph are x = ±2 and y =■ ±3. Since the negative sign is with 
the y term, we mentally set y equal to zero and find that two real values of x are ±2. 
Thus the sister curve passes through (-2, 0) and (2, 0). 
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x2 y2 

v- ~ y ~ 

Lesson 30 The hyperbola 

y 

The graph that we need is exactly the same except that its center is (-1, -2) instead 
of the origin. We merely have to relabel the horizontal and vertical axes and note the 
coordinates of two corners of the rectangle. 

We can look at the numbers under (y + 2)2 and under (x + 1 )2 and see that the slopes 
of the asymptotes are ± Both asymptotes pass through the center of the hyperbola, 
which is (-1, -2). We use this point to find the intercepts of the asymptotes. 

y = 2 + b 

2 = §(-!) + * 

slope 2 

used (-1, -2) 

solved 

asymptote 

y = -\x + * 

-2 = —| (-1 ) + * 

slope — 2 

used (-1, -2) 

solved 

asymptote 

1. On the outbound leg of 32 miles, Annika sauntered at a leisurely pace. On the 
way back, she had to double her rate to complete the entire trip in 12 hours. 
How fast and how long did Annika travel on each leg of the trip? 
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2. Write the standard form of the equation of the hyperbola whose general 
equation is 9y2 — 4x2 + 18JV — 16x — 43 = 0. 

3. Determine the coordinates of the center, the coordinates of the vertices, the 
coordinates of the foci, and the equations of the asymptotes of the hyperbola 
whose equation is given in Problem 2. Graph the hyperbola. 

4. Graph the function y = x2. Then sketch the graph of y = x2 shifted to the right 
2 units and down 3 units. Write the equation of this new graph. 

5. Graph the function 

/«= ~-x 

Then sketch the graph of/shifted 2 units up and 1 unit to the left. Write the 
equation of g, where g is the equation of the shifted graph of f 

6. Approximate the numerical value of x where x = log4 10. 

7. Find all values of x for which log2 3x > 1. 

8. Ify = use the definition of the derivative to find Dxy. 

9. If f(x) = ax2 where a is some constant, use the definition of the derivative to 

find fxAx). 

10. If f(x) = x2 and g(x) = In x, write the equation of g »f 

11. Determine the domain and range off g, and g°f for the functions given in 
Problem 10. 

Evaluate the following limits. (Use the symbols +» and -» when their meanings are 
entirely unambiguous.) 

12. lim -- - 
jc—»-l 1 - x 

.. -2x - 14x5 

,3- V 
X2 — Cl2 

14. lim —-— 
X -*a X Cl 

Solve the following equations for x: 

15. 92x+] = 27 x~2 16. ^sin x - ^(sin x + 1) = 0 (0<x< 2tt) 

17. Factor x3 - 3x + 2 into linear factors. (Use the rational zero theorem as an 
aid.) 

18. Determine the distance between the focus and the vertex of a parabola whose 
equation isy2 = -4x. 

19. For which value of k does the following function have a period of 47r? 

/(x) = 2k sin fc^x - 

3 
20. Find the value of sin 26 if sin 6 = ^ and cos 6 is positive. 

sin (-6) cos - d^j 

1 - cos2 6 
21. Simplify: 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 31 

31 .A 
Binomial 

expansion 

22. Four circles, each of which has a diameter of 2 meters, touch as shown. Find 
the area of the shaded portion. 

23. Find the value of x in terms of a and b in this figure. 

Binomial expansion • Recognizing the 
equations of conic sections 

The binomial theorem gives us a pattern that we can use to find the terms of the 
expansion of a binomial raised to a positive-integer power. 

If n is a positive integer and k is a positive integer less than 
or equal to n + 1, the kxh term of (F + S)n is 

(n 
n\ 

- k + !)!(£: - 1)! 
pn-k+1 Ok-1 

We will use F for the first term of the binomial and S for the second term and define 
0! to equal 1. We can see the pattern of the exponents if we look at the exponents in 
the expansions of (F + S)n. We will let n equal 6 for one example and let n equal 10 
for another example. We will not consider the coefficients of the interior terms yet. 
We represent these coefficients with empty boxes. 

Q] in a 0 n + 1 

(f + sy = f6 + Df5f + Df4*?2 + Df3f3 + ■ ■ ■ + s6 

(F + S)10 = F10 + HF9S + Df8f2 + BP7,?3 + • • • + F10 

We see that the first term of both expansions is F". The second term is GF^'F1. In 
each succeeding term, the exponent of F decreases by 1 and the exponent of F 
increases by 1. The sum of the exponents in each term is n. The last term is S". Note 
that the coefficients of both the first and last terms are 1. 
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The coefficients for the second and succeeding terms have n factorial in the 
numerator and the exponents factorial in the denominator, as we show below. 

(F + S)6 

(.f + sy° 

m m a a n + 1 

Fk + FsS + F4S2 + Jr + 

F10 + 

5! 1! 4!2! 3!3! 

pc + f%s2 + —— 
9!1! 8!2! 7!3! 

F2S3 + 

+Sb 

+ N10 

Example 31.1 Write the first four terms of the expansion of (x + Ax:)7. 

Solution First we write the exponents and leave a space to insert the coefficients. 

(x + Ax)7 = x7 + Gx6 Ax + Gx5 (Ax)2 + Gx4 (Ax)3 + • • • + (Ax)7 

The coefficient of the first term and the last term is always 1. The coefficient of every 
other term has 7! on top and the product of the exponents factorial below. 

(x + Ax)7 = x1 + x6 Ax + x5 (Ax)2 + x4 (Ax)3 + • • • 

Example 31.2 Find the eighth term of the expansion of (F + S)12. 

Solution An easy way is to begin is with the exponents of S. In the first term, the exponent of S 
is 0, then 1, etc. 

term: G \2\ [3] a g a 
exponent of S: S° S' S2 S3 S4 

Thus we see that the exponent of S in the eighth term will be 7. We know that the 
exponent of Fmust add to 7 to make 12, so the exponent of Fmust be 5. Thus, the 
variables are 

F5S2 

Now the numerator of the coefficient is (5 + 7)!, which is 12!, and the denominator 
of the coefficient is 5!7!. Using this information we can write the eighth term of the 
expansion of (F + A)12 as follows: 

^ F5S7 = 192F5S1 

Example 31.3 Find the tenth term of the expansion of (2x3 - y)15. 

Solution We will begin by finding the tenth term of the expansion of (F + A)15. Then we will 
replace F with 2x3 and replace S with —y. The exponent of the variable N in the 
tenth term is 9, so the exponent of F must be 6 because the exponents must sum 
to 15. 

FbS9 : u C tA 

Now we remember the pattern and write the coefficient 

Tenth term = F6S9 = 5005F6S9 
o'v! 

We finish by replacing F with 2x3 and replacing S with —y; then we simplify. 

5005(2x3)6(—j/)9 = 5005[64xl8(—T9)] = “320, 320x'V 
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31 .B 
Recognizing The general equation of all conic sections is the equation 

the equations aj(2 + bxy + cy2 + dx + ey + y = 0 
of conic 
sections ^ coefficients a> b, and c are zero and the coefficients d and e are not both zero, 

then the result is an equation such as 

STRAIGHT LINE 4j»C + 2y + 5 = 0 

which is the equation of a straight line. If the coefficients b and c are zero and the 
coefficients a and e are not zero, then the result is an equation such as 

PARABOLA X2 + Ax — y + 1 = 0 

which is the equation of a parabola. We can change the form of this equation by 
completing the square and can write the equation in standard form as 

PARABOLA y = (X + 2)2 ~ 3 

We can also get the equation of a parabola if a and b equal zero and if d and e do not 
equal zero. 

If b = 0 and the coefficients a and c are equal, we get an equation such as 

circle x2 + y2 ~ 8x ~ 4y +11=0 

This is the equation of a circle and can be rewritten in standard form. The standard 
form of this equation is 

circle (x - 4)2 + (y - 2)2 = 9 

If b = 0, a and c are both positive or both negative, and a is not equal to c, the 
equation is the equation of an ellipse. The standard form can be determined by 
completing the square on the x terms and y terms. 

GENERAL FORM STANDARD FORM 

(x + 1)2 (y _ 1\2 

ellipse 4x2 + 3y2 + 4x - 2y = 0 --f ——^— = 1 
3 9 

If b = 0, and a and c have opposite signs, the equation is the equation of a hyperbola. 
In the following equation, the coefficients 4 and -3 have opposite signs, so this 
equation is the equation of a hyperbola which could be rewritten in standard form. 

GENERAL FORM 

hyperbola 4x2 - 3y2 + 8x - 2y + 7 = 0 

STANDARD FORM 

(y + i)2 (x + l)2 
10 5 
9 6 

If b is not zero, the equation will have an xy term. If a conic equation contains an xy 
term, the axes of the graph of the function are inclined to the x and y axes, which is 
the same as saying that the axes of the function have been rotated. Thus the general 
forms of the equations of these rotated figures would contain an xy term. 

y y y 
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Example 31.4 Indicate whether each equation is the equation of an ellipse, a hyperbola, a circle, or 

a parabola. 
(a) 4x2 + 3 6y2 + 40x — 288+ + 532 = 0 
(b) 9x2 - 54x - 16y - 79 - 4y2 = 0 
(c) x-y2 + 4y- 3- 0 
(d) x2 + +2 - 8x + 6+ - 56 = 0 
(e) x2 + 36y2 + 40 - 288+ + 532 = 0 

Solution (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
id) 
(e) 

Ellipse. The coefficients of x2 and y2 have the same sign but are not equal. 
Hyperbola. The coefficients of x2 and +2 have different signs. 
Parabola. The equation has an x term, a y2 term, and no x2 term. 
Circle. The coefficients of x2 and y2 are equal. 
Ellipse. The coefficients of x2 and y2 have the same sign but are not equal. 

Problem set 31 1. Square corners of equal size are cut out of a 
10 by 12 inch sheet as shown. The resulting 
flaps are folded up and a box with no top is 
formed. If the length of a side of each of the 
squares cut from the sheet is x, find the 
volume of the box in terms of x. 

-12 in 

2. Use the binomial theorem to find the fourth term of the expansion of the 
expression (2x3+ - 3x5)6. 

3. Use the binomial theorem to expand (x + Ax)6. 

4. Indicate whether each of the following is the equation of an ellipse, a 
hyperbola, a circle, or a parabola. 
(<a) x2 + 2y + 3x +5 — 0 
(b) 2x2 + 3x - 2y + 2+2 + 3 = 0 
(c) 2x2 - 3+2 + 7x + 4y + 5 = 0 
(d) 9x2 + 4y2 + 36x - 24y + 36 = 0 

5. Identify the conic section whose equation is x2 - 2x - y2 - 0 and write the 
equation of the conic section in standard form. 

6. Describe as fully as possible the characteristics of the conic section of Prob¬ 
lem 5. Graph the function. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 

Graph the function /where f(x) = |x2 - 1|, and then graph the function g 
where the equation of g is g(x) = /(x - 1). 

Write the equations of both of the asymptotes of the graph of y = —r. 

Write log3 x entirely in terms of natural logarithms. 

Find all the values of x which satisfy the inequality log2 ^ > 1. 

Use the definition of a derivative to work Problems 11 and 12. 

11. If/(x) = 3* + 5, find +/(*). 12. If>=+find^ 

13. If f(x) = In x and g(x) = x, what domains are implied for /and g? 

14. If / and g are as defined in Problem 13, determine the domain of fig. 

Evaluate: 

15. lim 
3 - 2x + x3 

X— 2 + 14x3 16. sin 1 [sin (270°)] 
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17. Find the values of x for which: sec x = —2 

18. If A ABC is an equilateral triangle, and ED 

is parallel to AB, then solve for x in terms 
of h. 

19. Describe the set of all the values of x for 
which |2x - 31 < e, where e stands for 
some unspecified small positive number. 

(180° < x < 360°) 

10 

20. Write each of the following products as a complex number in standard form: 
(a) (2 cis 30°)(2 cis 30°)(2 cis 30°) 
(b) (2 cis 150°)(2 cis 150°)(2 cis 150°) 
(c) (2 cis 270°)(2 cis 270°)(2 cis 270°) 

21. Find the sum of all the interior angles of 
the polygon shown. 

22. If x is a real number, compare: 
A. x2 B. x3 

Roots of complex numbers • Trigonometric 
functions of nd 

Taking a root is defined to be the inverse operation of raising to a power. 

If 23 = 8 then ^8 = 2 

The same definition applies to roots of complex numbers. If we raise 2 cis 12° to the 
third power, we get 

(2 cis 12)3 = (2 cis 12°)(2 cis 12°)(2 cis 12°) = 8 cis 36° 

Now to undo what we have done, we take the cube root of 8 cis 36°. 

^8 cis 36° = 2 cis 12° 

But every complex number has three cube roots. The other two roots are 

2 cis and 2 cis 12° + 2 
360c 

or 2 cis 132° and 2 cis 252° 

We can check these last two answers by multiplying. 

(2 cis 132°)(2 cis 132°)(2 cis 132°) = 8 cis 396° = 8 cis 36° 

(2 cis 252°)(2 cis 252°)(2 cis 252°) = 8 cis 756° = 8 cis 36° 

Every complex number has two square roots, three cube roots, four fourth roots, 
five fifth roots, and, in general, n nth roots. The angles of the cube roots differ by 
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36073, or 120°. The angles of the fourth roots differ by 36074, or 90°. The angles of 
the fifth roots differ by 36075, or 72°; etc. Thus, the angles of the wth roots differ by 

3607n. 

Example 32.1 Find four fourth roots of i. 

Solution To find the roots of a complex number, we begin by writing the number in polar form 
with a positive magnitude. 

y 

0 + i = 1 cis 90° 

The fourth root of 1 is 1, so we get 

.,_ qn° 
</\ cis 90° = 11/4 cis ~~ = 1 cis 22.5° 

The other three roots differ by 36074, or 90°. They are 

1 cis 112.5°, 1 cis 202.5°, and 1 cis 292.5° 

Example 32.2 Use a calculator and decimal numbers to estimate 7^-17 - 14/. 

Solution The first step is to write the complex number in polar form. 

Now we restate the problem as 

^22.02cis 219.47° = 22.021/5 cis 2l9~°- « 1.86 cis 43.89° 

There are four more roots, which we get by adding «(360°)/5 to 43.89° {n = 1, 2, 3, 
4). Thus, the five fifth roots are 

1.86 cis 43.89°, 1.86 cis 115.89°, 1.86 cis 187.89°, 
1.86 cis 259.89°, and 1.86 cis 331.89° 

32.B 
Trigonometric 

functions 
of nO 

There are two angles between 0° and 360° whose sine is j. The sine is positive in the 
first and second quadrants, and the angles are 30° and 150°. Thus, the equation 

• * * 1 sin 6 = 2 (0° < 6 < 360°) 
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has both 30° and 150° as solutions. The problem is more complex for functions of 
nd. 

Example 32.3 Solve: sin 36 = ^ (0° < 6 < 360°) 

Solution In this example the argument is 36, but since 6 can be any angle between 0° and 
360°, 36 can be any angle between 0° and 3(360°), or 1080°. Thus 36 can be 30° plus 
360° (once around) or 390° and 30° plus 720° (twice around) or 750°. 

36 = 30° 36 = 390° 36 = 750° 

0 = 10° 0= 130° 0 = 250° 

Also, since 36 can equal 150°, 36 can equal 150° plus 360°, or 510°, and 36 can equal 
150° plus 720°, or 870°. 

36 = 150° 36 = 510° 36 = 870° 

0 = 50° 0 = 170° 0 = 290° 

Thus we see that if sin 0 = k has two solutions, sin 30 = k will have six solutions, sin 
40 — k will have eight solutions, and sin n0 = k will have In solutions. 

V3 
Example 32.4 Solve: tan 46-y =0 (0° ^ 6 < 360°) 

Solution The equation is given and the notation following the equation indicates that angles 
V3 

between 0° and 360° are acceptable. First we solve for tan 46 by adding -j- to both 

sides. 

tan 46 = 
V3 

3 
or 

1 

V3 

V3 
There are two angles between 0° and 360° whose tangent is These angles are 30° 

and 210°. Thus, 

46 = 30° and 46 = 210° 

Since 6 must be between 0° and 360°, 46 must be between 0° and 4(360°), or 1440°. 
Thus, 30° and 210° can be increased by 360° for one full period, by 720° for two 

full periods, and by 1080° for three full periods. Thus, for 30° we have 

46 = 30° 46 = 390° 

0 = 7.5° 0 = 97.5° 

and for 210° we have 

46 = 210° 46 = 570° 

46 = 750° 46 - 1110° 

0 = 187.5° 0 = 277.5° 

46 = 930° 46 = 1290° 

0 = 52.5° 0 = 142.5° 0 = 232.5° 0 = 322.5° 

Problem set 32 1. The circumference of a circle is equal to the perimeter of a square. Which has 
the greater area, the circle or the square, and by what percent? 

2. Write the polar forms of the five fifth roots of i. 

3. Write the rectangular forms of the four fourth roots of 1. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

Solve the following equations for x (0 < x < 2tt) 

4. sin 3x = - ^ 5. tan 4x + ~ = 0 

6. Identify the conic section whose equation is x2 + 4y2 - \6y + 12 = 0 and write 
the equation in standard form. 

7. Describe as completely as possible the conic section whose equation is given in 
Problem 6. 

8. Use the binomial theorem to expand (x + Ax)7. (The coefficient of each term 
may be left in factorial form.) 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

If /(x) = sin x, graph the function g where g(x) 

Write the equation of the function whose graph is the graph of y — — shifted 2 
X 

units to the left and 3 units up. 

Find an expression for the exact value of x where 4X = 17. 

Use the definition of a derivative to compute Dxy where y = x3. 

Use the definition of a derivative to compute Jr/(x) where /(x) = — 4x + 5. 

Suppose /and g are functions whose equations are given by /(x) = sin x and 
g(x) = x2. Find the domains of /and g. 

If /and g are as defined in Problem 14, write the equation of f ° g. 

m i . 1- X2 + X - 2 
Evaluate: lim-i-;— 

x-l x2 - 1 

On which intervals is the function y = x2 + x - 2 increasing? 

Sketch the graphs of y = In x, y = In (-x), and y = In |x|. 

Show that: (cot2 x + l)[sin2 (-x)] + cos f y - xj sin (-x) = cos2 x 

Use synthetic division to aid in finding k so that x = 1 is a zero of the 
polynomial x3 - 3x2 + 4x + k. 

Write the key trigonometric identities and develop an expression that gives 
cos2 x as a function of cos 2x. 

Find the length of a side of an equilateral triangle which can be inscribed in a 
circle of radius 4. 

Find x given the figure and information shown. 

PA is tangent to circle O at A 
AO = x ^ _ p 
PA = 12 / 
PO = 13 / 

O 
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lesson 33 The derivative of x" • Notations 
for the derivative 

_33^A 
The derivative We remember the definition of the derivative of a function by remembering the 

Of Xn geometrical interpretation. The slope of the secant through P{ and P2 in the figure 
on the left is the rise divided by the run. In the figure on the right we see that the y 
value of P2 is /(x + Ax) and the y value of P, is /(x). 

y y 

The value of the rise Ay is the difference of these two expressions. The run is Ax, so 
we can write the rise over the run as 

Rise Ay /(x + Ax) - /(x) 

Run Ax Ax 

The derivative is the limit of this expression as Ax approaches zero. We 
remember that the trick is to rearrange the expression algebraically so that Ax is not 
a factor of the denominator when Ax approaches zero. If the function whose 
derivative we seek is x3, we would proceed as follows. 

3 = lim 
Ax—>0 

(x + Ax)3 - x3 

Ax 

When we expand (x + Ax)3 by using the binomial formula, in the numerator we get 
x3 as the first term and -x3 as the last term. 

d x* + 3x2 Ax + 3x (Ax)2 + (Ax)3 - x3 
~r x3 = lim -t- 
dx Ax—> o Ax 

The first term and the last term in the numerator add to zero. Furthermore, we note 
that the second term has Ax as a factor and every other term has (Ax)2 as a factor. If 
we divide by Ax, we no longer have a Ax in the denominator. 

4- x3 = lim 3x2 + (3x Ax + (Ax)2) 
ax Ax-*o 

In this expression all of the terms after the first term have Ax as a factor. If we let Ax 
approach zero, then the value of all of these terms approaches zero. Thus, 

d_ 
dx X 

3 = 3x2 

This same pattern occurred when we found the derivative of x2 and will occur when 
we find the derivative of x", where n is 4, 5, 6, or any greater counting number. This 
will permit us to do a general development for the derivative of x” where n is any 
counting number. 
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Example 33.1 Find the derivative of x" where n is a counting number {1, 2, 3, 4, . . .}. 

Solution We use the same diagrams to remember that the definition of the derivative is an 
algebraic expression of the limit of the rise over the run as the run approaches zero. 

Ax 

When we expand the numerator, we get xn + «x"-1 Ax plus other terms whose 
coefficients we will represent by empty boxes since their value is of no interest. The 
last term in the numerator is the last term in the numerator above. 

x" + nxn~l Ax + Dx"-2 (Ax)2 + Ox"-3 (Ax)3 + • • • + (Ax)" - x" 
= hrn -r-- 

Ax—>0 AX 

We note that every term except the first two terms and the last term has (Ax)2 as a 
factor. 

= lim 
Ax—»0 

x" + nx"-1 Ax + [terms that have (Ax)2 as a factor] - x" 

Ax 

Now we note that the sum of the first term and the last term in the numerator is 
zero. If we divide the rest by Ax, the Ax in the second term is eliminated, and every 
term in the parentheses still has Ax as a factor. 

-j- x" = lim nx"-1 + (terms that have Ax as a factor) 
dX Ax—>o 

When Ax approaches zero, the values of all of the terms in the parentheses approach 
zero, and we have finally 

nxn~l 

In this proof we used the binomial expansion of (x + Ax)" to show that the 
derivative of x" is nxn~1 if n is a positive integer. This proof is not valid if n is a 
rational number such as § or an irrational number such as tt because the binomial 
expansion cannot be used to expand expressions such as (x + Ax)2/3 or (x + Ax)T. 
The rtxn i result is valid, however, for any real number value of n, and we will use this 
fact even though the proof will not be presented in this book. This rule is called the 
power rule. The proof can be presented in five steps. The first is to extend the proof 
to the case where n = 0. Then the proof is extended in steps to cover the cases where 
n is a positive rational number, then a negative rational number, and finally to the 
case where n is an irrational number. 
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33.B 

Notations for 
the derivative 

We have used the notations 

Txy Tx Txf(x) DJ(x) and Dyy 

to indicate the derivative of a function. Three other notations are often used. 

y' /'(*) and /' 

These are read as “y prime,” “function prime of x,” and “function prime,” 
respectively. 

Example 33.2 Find y' if: (a) y = x4 (b) y = x” 

Solution The derivative of xn for any real number value of n is nxn~K This tells us to write the 
exponent in front and let the new exponent be the old exponent reduced by 1. 

m y, = ^x4 = 4x3 ^ y> mixx*= 77X17-1 

Example 33.3 Find/'(x) and #'(x) if: (a) f(x) = x~7 (b) g(x) = 

Solution The derivative of (a) is a little tricky because -7 reduced by 1 is -8. To find the 
derivative of (b), we first rewrite the expression to get x15 out of the denominator. 

(a) f\x) = ^ x“7 = -7jt8 

<*> ?'W = S^ = S^li = -,5x"‘ 

Example 33.4 If the /equation is y = x“2/5, find/'. 

Solution We write the exponent in front and let the new exponent be the old exponent 
reduced by 1. 

f'(x) = -|x-™ 

Example 33.5 
ds 

If s(t) = tVi and if 5 = ty\ find s'(t), s', and 

Solution 
ds 

The functions are the same function, and s'(t), s', and are all notations for the 

derivative of this function. 

, _ 3 
s =s(,) = dt' V 
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Problem set 33 1. A rectangular sheet of metal measuring 1 meter by 20 meters is to be made into 
a gutter by bending up its two sides at right angles to the base. 

If both vertical sides of the gutter have the same height x, what is the capacity 
of the gutter in terms of x? We define the capacity of the gutter as the 
maximum amount of water it can hold if it were closed at both ends. 

Use the power rule to compute derivatives in Problems 2-6. 

dy. 
2. 

4. 

Find if y - x3. 

, ds .c 
Find -r it s 

at t3‘ 

3. 

5. 

Find f'(x) if/(x) = \//x. 

Find Dxy if y = xKv3. 

dy 1 
6. Find -j- if v = —. 

ax x- 

1 V3 
7. Write the three cube roots of ^ + -y i in polar form. 

8. Solve: cos 36 = (0 < 6 < 2tt) 

9. Describe the conic section whose equation is 4y2 + 8y - x + 5 = 0. 

10. Find the coefficient of x4y3 in the expansion of (x - 2y)1. 

11. If/(x) = ex and £(x) = /(-x), then graph/and g on the same coordinate plane. 

12. If /(x) = cos x and h(x) = 1 + f[x - ^j, then graph / and h on the same 

coordinate plane. 

13. Sketch the graph of y = —. 
X 

14. Rewrite the following equation so that it makes use of only natural logarithms: 

y = log x 

15. Use the definition of derivative to calculate /'(x) where /(x) = 2x2. 

16. If / and g are two functions whose equations are given by /(x) = x2 and 

g(x) = Vx - 4, write the equations off°g and g°f 

17. Find the domain and range of f g, and g ° f where / and g are as defined in 
Problem 16. 

18. Evaluate: lim 2 _X 
x—»co AX 1 

19. Find the equation of the line consisting of points which are equidistant from 
the points (2, -1) and (4, 2). 

20. If L represents a constant, use interval notation to describe the values of y for 
which \y - L\ < 0.001. 
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21. Show that: (1 - cos2 x)csc2 x + tan2 x = sec2 x 

22. If m /.ABC in the figure shown is 40°, then what 
is the measure of angle ADC! Why? 

23. (1 + i)'00 equals which of the following quantities? 
(a) 2100 (b) -250 (c) 250 (d) 1 - 2100 

A 

Identities for the tangent function • 
Area and volume 

We have used the sum and difference identities for the sine and cosine to develop 
double-angle and half-angle identities for these functions. Now we will see that we 
can also use the same identities to develop identities for the tangent function. We 
repeat the sum and difference identities here. We also repeat the sine-cosine 
definition of the tangent function as well as the basic Pythagorean identity. 

KEY IDENTITIES 

(a) sin +
 ii sin A cos B + cos A sin B 

(b) sin (A - -B) = sin A cos B - cos A sin B 

(c) cos +
 II cos A cos B - sin A sin B 

(d) cos (A ~B) = cos A cos B + sin A sin B 

(e) tan A = 
sin A 
cos A 

(f) sin A + cos2 A = 1 

Develop an identity for tan (A + B). 

We know that tan (A + B) equals sin (A + B) divided by cos (A + B). 

sin (A + B) sin A cos B + cos A sin B 
tan (A + B) CQS ^ + cos A cos B - sin A sin B 

There are many forms of tangent identities. We will concentrate on forms in which 
the first entry in the denominator is the number 1. To change cos A cos B to 1, we 
must divide it by itself. If we do this, we must also divide every other term in the 
whole expression by cos A cos B so that the value of the expression will be 

unchanged. 

sin A ce&B cos A sin B 
_ cos A £es B jcesrA cos B 

tan * ' css A jcey B _ sin A sin B 
jcesAjzes'B cos A cos B 
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Example 34.2 

Solution 

Example 34.3 

Solution 

Example 34.4 

Solution 

We cancel as shown and end up with 

tan (A + B) 
tan A + tan B 

1 - tan A tan B 

Develop an identity for tan (A - B). 

The procedure is the same except we use the identities for (A - B) instead of for 

(A + B). 

sin A £Q$rB _ £m A sin B 
_ cos/t .cos'i? -QOS' A cos B 

tan ' -gosA oos B sin A sin B 
-gosA-gq^B cos A cos B 

We cancel as shown and end up with 

tan (A 
- tan A - tan B 
- 1 + tan A tan B 

We will find that this identity is useful in calculus because it will give us the 
tangent of the angle of intersection of two lines. The two lines (1) and (2) shown on 
the left below form angles A and B with a horizontal line. Since the slope of a line is 
the tangent of the angle the line makes with a horizontal line, we can replace tan A 
with m, and tan B with m2 and write the expression for tan 4> shown on the right. 

Develop the identity for tan (A + B) and use it to write an equivalent expression for 
tan (6 + 45°). 

Don’t skip the development, as practice with this development will make access to 
the identity for tan (A + B) very easy. 

tan (A + B) - 
sin (A + B) 

cos (A + B) 

sin A cos B + cos A sin B 

cos A cos B - sin A sin B 

Now we mentally divide every term by cos A cos B and get 

tan (A + B) = 
tan A + tan B 

1 - tan A tan B 

Now we replace A with 6 and B with 45° and remember that the tangent of 45° is 1. 

tan (0 + 45°) 
tan 6 + tan 45° _ tan 0 + 1 

1 - (tan 0)(tan 45°) 1 - tan 0 

Use the identity for tan (A + B) developed in Example 34.3 to write the identity for 
tan 2A. 

The procedure is the same as we used for finding sin 2^4 and cos 2A. We just replace 
B with A and write 
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tan (A + A) 
tan A + tan A 

1 - tan A tan A 

tan 2A 
2 tan A 

1 - tan2 A 

34.B 
Area In future lessons we will explore the use of calculus in problems that involve the 

and volume areas and volumes of basic geometric figures. We will review a few of the formulas 
here. The area of a circle is 7rr2, and since tt is the ratio of the circumference to the 
diameter (2r), the circumference equals Ittv. 

On the right we show that the area of a sector of a circle can be calculated by 
multiplying the area of the whole circle by the measure of the central angle in 
radians divided by 2-7T. 

The volume of a solid whose sides are perpendicular to the base is the area of 
the base times the height, as we show in these figures. 

Volume = HDL Volume = 7rr2H 
Lateral surface area = 277-rH 

Volume = ^ BHD 

Surface area = 477-r2 

Volume = 177-r3 

Lateral surface area = irrL 

Volume = ^ nr2h 

In the bottom figure we note that the slant height L can be computed as the 
hypotenuse of a right triangle if we know h and r. 
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The area of an ellipse is nab. The area of a trapezoid can be computed by 
drawing a diagonal and summing the areas of the two triangles formed. The area of a 
triangle can be found if the measures of two sides and the included angle are known. 

Example 34.5 The radius of a right circular cone is 10 cm. If the lateral surface area of the cone is 
300-77 cm2, what is the height of the cone? 

Solution If we draw a diagram of a cone, we can see that the slant height L equals Vr+F. 
Thus, since r equals 10, we can substitute as we show here. 

Lateral surface area = nrL L = Vr2 + h2 

30077 = 77(10) VlOO + h1 substituted 

Now, if we divide both sides by IO77 and square the result, we can solve for h. 

900 = 100 + h2 divided 

800 = h2 simplified 

20V2 cm = h solved 

Example 34.6 A right circular cone whose diameter is 10 cm and whose height is 7 cm is partially 
filled with water. Find the volume when the depth of the water at the center is 4 cm. 

Solution The volume of the part of the cone that contains the water is \nr2h. Since the depth 
is 4 cm, we can find r by using similar triangles, as we show here. 

Volume = 77 4 ~ 34.19 cm3 
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Problem set 34 

CONCEPT REVIEW 

1. The pressure of an ideal gas varies directly as the temperature and inversely as 
the volume. If the initial pressure, volume, and temperature were N newtons 
per square meter, L liters, and K° kelvin, what would the pressure be if the 
volume were 4 liters and the temperature were 1000° kelvin? 

2. Write the key identities for practice, and then develop identities for tan (A + B) 
and tan (A - B). 

3. Use the sum identity for the tangent function to find the exact value of tan 15°. 
[Hint: tan 75° = tan (45° + 30°).] 

4. Find the surface area of a sphere whose volume is \ it cubic meters. 

5. Find the volume of a right circular cone whose base has an area of 47t square 
centimeters and whose height is 4 centimeters. 

6. Find the volume of a trough 5 meters long whose ends are equilateral triangles, 
each of whose sides has a length of 2 meters. 

Use the power rule of differentiation to differentiate. 

8. Find /'(x) iff(x) = V?. 
dy 1 

7. Find -j- if y 
dx - x3' 

9. Rndfif *) = ^. 

11. 

10. Find Dxy if y = x14. 

1 V3 
Express the four fourth roots of ^-i in polar form. 

12. Find all values of x which lie between 0 and 2tt which satisfy the equation 
cos 3x = 

13. The general equation of a conic section is x2 + y2 - 2x + 4y - 4 = 0. Write this 
equation in standard form and fully describe the conic section. 

14. Find all integer values of x which satisfy the inequality |x — 21 > — 1. 

15. Find the coefficient of x3y2 in the expansion of (x - 2j;)5. 

16. If /(x) = Vx and g(x) = f(x + 2) + 2, graph both / and g on the same 
coordinate plane. 

Evaluate the following limits: 

xz 
17. lim , , 0 

x—»i x1 + 2x 
1 

18. lim 
«—»■<» 

(n + 1 )(n — 3) 

2 - n2 

i • 19. Graph /(x) = [x] and evaluate /(1.2),/(^ 1.5), and /(-2j). 

20. Find the distance between the point (2, 3) and the line 5y = 12x + 4. 

21. Find the radius of the circle if AB = 8 and C 
OD = 3. 

22. Find the sum of all the terms of the geomet¬ 
ric sequence {1, . . .}. 
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lesson 35 The constant-multiple rule • The derivatives of 
sums and differences • Alternative notation 

35.A 
The constant- If we form a new function by multiplying a given function by 5, the slope of the 

multiple rule graph of the new function at every value of x will be 5 times as steep as the slope of 
the graph of the original function. If we multiply a function by the slope of the 
graph of the new function at every value of x will be - \ as steep as the graph of the 
original function. If we multiply a function by any constant c, the slope of the graph 
of the new function at every value of x will be c times the slope of the graph of 
the original function. The derivative of a function of x is the rate of change of the 
function with respect to x and has the same value as the slope of the graph of the 
function. 

if y 

if y 

if y 

y 

The slope of the graph of y = x is 1 and the derivative of x is 1. The slope of the 
graph of y - 2x is 2 and the derivative of 2x is 2, which is twice the derivative of x. 
The slope of the graph of y — -jx is \ and the derivative of 3X is This is one-third 
the derivative of x. This explanation uses a linear function as an example, but the 
rule demonstrated is valid for any function. 

The derivative of the product of a constant and a function 
equals the product of the constant and the derivative of the 
function. 

d_ 
dx 

cf(x) = c 

In Lesson 19 we noted that the limit of the product of two functions is the product of 
the individual limits. If one of the functions is a constant function, the limit of the 
product equals the constant times the limit of the other function. We can use this 
property of limits to prove the constant-multiple rule. To do this, we use cf{x) in the 
definition of the derivative and factor out the c. 

A 
dx 

cf(x) = lim 
Ax->0 

cf(x + Ax) 
Ax 

cf{x) 

— c lim 
Ax—>0 

/(x + Ax) - /(x) 
Ax fix) 

This means that we can always move a constant factor from the right side of the 
derivative operator d/dx to the left side of the derivative operator. 
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Example 35.1 

Solution 

Example 35.2 

Solution 

35.B 
The 

derivatives 
of sums 

and 
differences 

Example 35.3 

Solution 

S 20^ = 20 £x» and £ (-13*-) = -13 

If f(x) = 20x3, find /'(x). 

f'(x) means the same thing as dy/dx. The derivative of x3 is 3x2, and the derivative 
of 20 times x3 is 20 times 3x2. 

/'(x) - 20x3 = 20 x3 = 20(3x2) = 60x2 

It is not necessary to write the two steps, as we can find this derivative in one step by 
mentally multiplying the coefficient 20 by the exponent 3 and reducing the expppemt 

byl- 36?) X ' 
/'(x) = ~ 2Ox3 = 60x2 

Find/'(x) and g '(x) if: (a) /(x) = 3xvjb)^(x) = 

We will mentally multiply the exponent by the coefficient^reduce the exponent by 1, 
and write the answer in one step. 

(a) f'(x) = |3V5 = 3V2 x'*1 (b) g’(x) = ^ (—14x-5) = 7<br6 
d 

The rule for the derivative of the sum or the difference of two linear functions is 
applicable to all functions. We can get a feel for this rule by considering two 
particular linear functions. The slope of the graph of /(x) = 2x is 2. The slope of 
the graph of g(x) = lOx is 10. If we add the functions, we get the function 
(/ + g)(x) = 12x. The slope of the graph of this function is 12, which equals the sum 
of the individual slopes. The slope of the graph of the sum or difference of two 
functions is the sum or the difference of the individual slopes. The slope of the graph 
of a function has the same value as the derivative of the function. 

The derivative of the sum or the difference of two functions 
equals the sum or the difference of the derivatives of the 
individual functions. 

£(/+ g)W = £ AX) + £ g(x) = f(x) + g’(X) 

£(f~ g)(x) = £f(x) - £ g(X) = f(K) - g’(x) 

Find if y = 4x 3 - 2xV2 + 4. 

We take the derivative of each term and sum the derivatives. We remember that the 
derivative of 4 (or of any constant) is zero. 

$ = -12x"4 - 
dx 
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Example 35.4 Find /'(x) iff(x) = A - 2x” + + 4- 

Solution The first step is to write /(x) with no variables in the denominator. 

f{x) = 3x'4 - 2xv + 2x2 + 4 

The derivative of the sum equals the sum of the individual derivatives. 

/'(x) - -12jt5 - 2ttx”~x + 4x 

Example 35.5 

Solution 

If 5 = -1612 + 42/, find 

The derivative of a sum equals the sum of the individual derivatives. 

ds 
^ = -32/ + 42 

35.C 
Alternative 

notation 
Many modern calculus books use the letter h instead of Ax in the definition of the 
derivative. Thus they use the notation on the right instead of the notation on the left. 

V 
dx 

f(x) = lim 
A*-»0 

/(x + Ax) - f(x) 

Ax 
A 
dx 

f(x) = lim 
/1—0 

/(x + h) - f(x) 

h 

Example 35.6 Use the h notation of the definition of the derivative to find g' if g(x) = Vx. 

Solution If we just wanted an answer, we could use the rule for the derivative of x" and write 
g '(x) — \ x_l/2. Problems like this one are designed to teach the concept, not just to 
get the answer, so we are not going to take a shortcut. First we write 

V(x + h) - Vx 

h 

We must find a way to get the h out of the denominator so we can let h approach zero. 
Sometimes one algebraic procedure will work and sometimes another algebraic 
procedure will work. Usually a suitable procedure can be found but not always. 
Fortunately, in this case, if we multiply above and below by the conjugate of the 
numerator, we can get a numerator with a factor of h that will cancel the h in the 
denominator. 

d .r- .. Vx + h - Vx Vx + h + Vx 
dx 0 h Vx + h + Vx 

conjugate 

.. x + h - Vx + hV~x + VxAliVx - x 
lim-, -1=- 

h(V x + h + Vx) 
multiplied 

Now when we simplify the numerator, we get 

A 
dx 

Vx = lim 
_h__ j. _1_ 

*->• 0 /?(Vx + h + Vx) a-»o Vx + h + Vx 
canceled h 

In this expression we still have an h in the denominator, but h is not a factor of the 
denominator, so h can approach zero without causing the denominator to approach 
zero. Thus 
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35.D 
Proof of 

the derivative 
of a sum 

(optional) 

Problem set 35 

-7- Vx = lim , *-7= - *—7= 
dx a-»o Vx + h + Vx Vx + Vx 

1 

2Vx 
= ^x~1/2 simplified 

This is the same result we could have obtained by using the rule for the derivative of 
x\ 

This proof is straightforward. We will use the definition of the derivative and a few 
basic algebraic manipulations. We want to show that the derivative of a sum of two 
functions equals the sum of the individual derivatives. We want to show that 

fxlf(x) + g(x)] = jxf(x) + jxg(x) 

First we will use the definition of the derivative to define the sum of the derivative of 
/(x) and the derivative of g(x). 

d „ , , d , , ,./(*+ Ax) f{x) , g(x + Ax) - g(x) /1N 
-1- lim-t- (1) 

a.y—>o Ax v ' 

Next we will write the definition of the derivative of /(x) + g(x) and see if we can 
rearrange this expression into the form of the expression (1) above. 

-jz. (Ax) + g(x)) = lim 
CIX ax—> o 

[f(x + Ax) + gjx + Ax)] - [/(x) + g(x)] 

Ax 

Now we rearrange the numerator and write this expression as the sum of two 
fractions. 

= lim 
Ax—>0 

■f(x + Ax) - fix) , g(x + Ax) - ^(x) 

Ax Ax 

But the limit of a sum equals the sum of the individual limits, so we can write 

fix + Ax) - fix) gix + Ax) - gix) 
= lim -t-1- lim -t- 

Ax—>0 Ax Ax-»0 Ax 

This is the same expression as equation (1) above and equals the sum of the 
individual derivatives. So we have our proof. 

Jx [fix) + s(x)] = fjix) + ^ ^(x) 
dx 

The proof of the derivative of the difference of two functions is exactly the same 
except that the sign between the functions is a minus sign instead of a plus sign. 

1. Express the distance between a point (x, y) 
on the graph of y - x1 2 3 and the point (3, 4) 
entirely in terms of x. 

2. If fix) = ^ x5 + 5x-2 + 6x4 + 3, find fix). 

a .— dy 
3. If y = -2 - 3V5, find 

y 

X 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

If s(t) = v0t + j at2 (a and v0 are constants), find s'(t). 

Use the definition 

/'(*) lim 
A-»0 

/(* + // - /(x) 

h 

to calculate f'(x) when f(x) = Vx. 

An inverted right circular cone is partially 
filled with liquid as shown. Find the vol¬ 
ume of the liquid if the diameter of the base 
of the cone is 4 cm, the height of the cone is 
6 cm, and the depth of the liquid is 2 cm. 

Find the surface area of a rectangular solid 
whose height is h, whose width is w, and 
whose length is L. 

Write the key identities for practice, and then develop an identity for tan 2A. If 
A is a number such that tan A = find the value of tan 2A. 

Find the three cube roots of 1 and express each of the roots in rectangular 
form. (All numbers should be exact.) 

Find the values of 6 which lie between 0 and 2v for which cos 36 — — 1. 

Write the equation x2 - 4x - y2 = 0 in standard form and fully describe this 
conic section. 

Factor x2 — x + 4 over the set of complex numbers. 

Suppose f(x) = ex and g(x) = f(x - 1). Graph both / and g on the same 
coordinate plane. 

Determine on which intervals the function /(x) = , ~ + 2 is increasing. 

15. Find all values of x for which log, (x - 3) > 1. 

16. Find all values of x for which In (3x + 2) - In (2x - 1) = In 5. 

17. Show on a number line those intervals on which /is positive and on which /is 
negative, where 

/(x) = x(x - 2)(x + 4)(x + 1) 

18. Show that: —esc (—x) — -esc2 x 
sm 2x v ' 

19. Solve for k: e9k = 2 

20. If P lies outside circle O and PA and PB are two line segments which are 
tangent to points A and B on circle O, respectively, compare: A. length of 
PA B. length of PB 

21. If BD is the angle bisector of /LABC as 
shown and AB = x, BC = a, AD = c, and 
DC = a + b, find x in terms of a, b, and c. 

B 
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lesson 36 Exponential growth and decay 

Exponential equations of the form 

A, = A0ekl 

are important because exponential equations can be used to help us understand 
everyday problems such as the growth of bacteria in biology, the voltage on a 
capacitor in engineering, radioactive decay in physics, and the growth of money in 
banking. The independent variable is / and is plotted on the horizontal axis. The 
dependent variable is A, and is plotted on the vertical axis. The letters A0 and k are 
constants whose values must be determined for each problem. Real-world problems 
often begin when time equals zero, so negative time has no meaning in these 
problems. Thus, the graphs begin when t is zero. 

At At 

We use A0 to designate the value of A, when time is zero and call this value the 
initial value or the initial amount. In the left-hand figure, A, equals A0 when time is 
zero, and A, increases as time increases because k is positive. In the right-hand 
figure, A, equals A0 when time is zero and decreases as time increases because k is 
negative. In each figure, the curves show that the change is faster for k] than for k2. 
This is true if |kl | is greater than \k2\. 

We remember that direct and inverse variation problems are two-step prob¬ 
lems and that the first step is to solve for the value of the constant of proportionality 
k. Exponential growth or decay problems are also two-step problems in which the 
first step is to solve for the value of the constant k in the exponent. We will solve for 
k first by taking the logarithm of both sides of the equation. Next we will replace k in 
the equation with the proper value. 

Then we will do the second part of the solution. If time is given and the amount 
is the unknown, a simple evaluation is required. If the amount is given and time is the 
unknown, we must again take the logarithm of both sides to find t. The scientific 
calculator will enable you to find accurate solutions to these problems quickly. 

Example 36.1 The number of bacteria present at noon was 400, and 9 hours later the bacteria 
numbered 800. Assume exponential growth and find the number of bacteria present 
at noon the next day. 

Solution We begin by writing the exponential equation for the number of bacteria present at 
some time t. We use the symbol A, to represent this number. 

A, = A0ekl 
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For this problem, time began at noon. The number of bacteria was 400 when time 
equaled 0 (noon), so A0 = 400. Now we have 

A, = 400c*' 

Solving for k always requires that we take the natural logarithm of both sides of the 
equation. To solve for k, we use 9 for t and 800 for Ar Next we divide both sides of 
the equation by 400 to isolate the exponential. Then we take the natural logarithm 
of both sides so we can solve for k. Then we use this value of k in the equation. 

A, = 400c*' equation 

800 = 400c9* substituted 

2 = c9* divided by 400 

In 2 = In c9* In of both sides 

0.693 = 9k evaluated 

0.077 = k solved for k 

A, = 400c0-077' replaced k with 0.077 

Now that we have k, we can complete the second part of the solution. We are 
asked for A24, which is the value of A, when t = 24. All that is required is an 
evaluation of the exponential when t is replaced with 24. 

A 24 = 400c0077(24) substituted 

A 24 - 400c1-848 simplified 

A 24 = 2540 evaluated and rounded 

At 

The sketch shown at the right is accurate enough for most purposes. It shows that 
time is plotted horizontally and the amount is plotted vertically. It also shows the 
amount when time equals zero and indicates that the amount increases exponential¬ 
ly as time increases. 

Example 36.2 The number of bacteria present when the experiment began was 1200. After 100 
hours there were 2700 bacteria present. Assume exponential growth and find the 
time required for the number of bacteria to increase to 30,000. Sketch the curve. 

Solution First we must find the constant k for this problem and insert this number into the 
equation in place of k. We begin with the equation and use 1200 forT0. Next we 
replace A, with 2700 and t with 100. Then we divide to isolate the exponential and 
take the natural logarithm of both sides to solve for k. 

\00\£- a,' wx> n 

^ l „ \rt. 
oli 

y 

A, 
2700 

2.25 

In 2.25 

0.81093 

1200c*' 

1200c100* 

,100* 

In emk 

100k 

used 1200 for A0 

substituted 

divided by 1200 

In of both sides 

evaluated 

C- ,00511 
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Example 36.3 

Solution 

f\ ^ ~(loot 

0.00811 = k 

At = 1200£?000811/ 

solved for k 

substituted 

Now that we have the value for k, we can solve for the time when the amount present 
is 30,000. To solve for t, we must again take the natural logarithm of both sides of the 
equation. 

At = 1200c000811' 

30,000 = 1200c000811' 

25 = £0.oo8iiz 

In 25 = In c000811' 

3.219 = 0.0081 \t 

397 hr = t 

equation 

substituted for A, 

divided 

In of both sides 

evaluated 

solved 

1200 

The sketch shown is adequate. It shows the initial amount and indicates that the 
amount increases exponentially as time increases. ~ _ , - .- 1OQ5 

BOiOOO- I20OC , . 
ha ?1T- in -r 1 crjr " 

The amount of substance initially present was 400 g;rams, and after 90 hours only 
380 grams remained. Assume an exponential decrease and determine the half-life of 
the substance. Make a sketch of the graph. 

The half-life is the time required for the amount to decrease to half the original 
amount. Thus, we are asked to find the time required for the amount present to 
decrease from 400 grams to 200 grams. We begin, as always, by substituting, isolat¬ 
ing the exponential, and then taking the natural logarithm of both sides to find k. 

A, = 400ekl 

380 = 400c90/c 

0.95 = em 

-0.051 = 90k 

-0.00057 = k 

A, = 400c-000057' 

equation 

substituted 

divided 

In of both sides 

solved 

substituted 

loAr=- IVI e 
OS"! = X 

. OGO c. 

Now that we have a value for k, we can solve for the time required to have only 200 
.QOOT'Tt 

grams left. -200 40QC 
At xoX 

200 = 400c-0-00057' 

0.5 = £-0.00057/ 

—0.693 = -0.00057t 

1216 hr = t 

substituted 

divided 

In of both sides 

solved 

The graph shows all that we want to know. It shows the amount when t = 0 and 
ooMdtcates that the amount decreases exponentially with time. The amount present 
; always decreases with time when k is a negative number. It is helpful to remember 

that half-life problems are solved by first finding k. When we work a half-life 
problem, we will find that we always get the equation 0.5 = ekt. 
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Problem set 36 l. 

ZoO 'sOe' *- 

|VL- 

, vl. 
2QO” \&Q£ 

2. 

\ 

3. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

CONCEPT REVIEW 21. 

22. 

The weight of the bag grew exponentially. At noon the bag weighed 150 grams, 
and 1 hour later the bag weighed 200 grams. How much would the bag weigh at 

3 p.m.? 

The area of the spot decreased exponentially. At midnight the area of the spot 
was 1 square centimeter (cm2), and 2 hours later the area of the spot was 0.8 
cm2. How long after midnight would the area of the spot be 0.5 cm2? 

\/z 2 dy 
If fit) = 7T + 3r3 find fit). 4. If 7 - 3x4 - + 2, find 

If y = 2u2-j- + c, find Duy. 

Use the definition 

/'(*) 
f(x+h)-f(x) 

lim-7- 

to find/'(x) if f(x) = -K 

Write the key identities and develop an identity for tan (A - B). Then use this 
identity for the tangent function to compute the exact value of tan 15°. [Hint: 
tan 15° = tan (60° - 45°).] 

Find the surface area of a right circular cone whose volume is 1277 cm3 and 
whose base has an area of 97t cm2. 

Write the three cube roots of -1 in rectangular form. (All numbers should be 
exact.) 

Find all values of jc for which 0 < x < 2tt and tan 36 = 1. 

Write the equation y2 - 4x2 - 16 = 0 in standard form, and fully describe this 
conic section. 

Factor 2x2 + 3x + 5 over the set of complex numbers. 

Express the equation y = log2 x entirely in terms of the natural logarithm. 

Write the equation of the ellipse whose center is (-2, 3) and whose major axis 
is vertical and is 4 units long and whose minor axis is 2 units long. 

Find those real values of x for which 2 log2 x + log2 9=1. 

Find the coordinates of the focus and the equation of the directrix of the 
parabola whose equation is (y - l)2 = - 16(x + 2). 

Write the key identities for practice, and then develop an expression that gives 
sin2 A as a function of cos 2A. Then find sin2 x if cos 2x = 3. 

Sketch the graph of y = — | sin x|. 

If/(x) = 2 + sin x and g(x) = f(x - sketch the graph of g. 

i 

Find the distance from the midpoint of the line segment whose endpoints are 
(2, 1) and (4, 5) to the line whose equation is x — y + 1 =0. 

Find the number of diagonals which can be drawn for a six-sided regular 
polygon. 

Find the sum of the first 100 positive integers. 
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37.A 
Derivative of 
ex and In |x| 

Example 37.1 

Solution 

Example 37.2 

193 37.A Derivative of e* and In lx 

Derivative of ex and In |x| • Derivative 
of sin x and cos x 

The slope of the graph of y = ex is ex. In the graph on the left, we note that when x = 
0.5, the value of the function is e°-5, or 1.649, and that the slope of the graph is also 
1.649. This lovely relationship between the value of the function and the slope of the 
graph of the function (the derivative) makes ex an easy function to use in calculus. 

y = In | x 

The natural logarithm function is also a friendly function. We show the graph 
of y = In \x\ on the right. The slope of this graph at any value of x is y. Thus, when 
x — 2, the slope of the graph of the function isand when x = -2, the slope is - 

The derivative of ex is ex. The derivative of In lx! is —. 
1 1 X 

d d . I, 1 _ S)X - /yX 

dxe e 
~i~ In x = - 
dx ' 1 x 

The derivative of In x is y. The derivative of In (-x) is ry. The derivative of In |x| is 
y. The function y = In x is defined only for positive values of x. The function y = In 
(-x) is defined only for negative values of x. The function y = In |x| is defined for all 
positive and negative values of x and is the most comprehensive form of the natural 
logarithm function. We do not need to discuss the derivative of y = e|x| because y = 
ex is defined for all real values of x. We will use the definition of the derivative to 
prove these rules in a later lesson. 

Find ^ if y - 4 In x - 6ex + 2x2. A ^ ( "v } (j£> t' y- 

The derivative of a sum equals the sum of the individual derivatives. Thus, 

dy 4 
j- =-6ex + 4x 
dx x 

Find dy/dx ify = 4 In |x] - 6ex + 2x2, and tell how this derivative is different from 
the derivative of Example 37.1. 
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Solution 

37.B 
Derivative 

of sin x 
and cos x 

The algebraic expression for the derivative is the same, because the derivative of 
4 In |x| and the derivative of 4 In x are both 

dy 

dx 

4 
-6ex + 4x 
x 

The difference is that both the function and the derivative in this problem are 
defined for both positive and negative values of x, while the function and the 
derivative in the preceding problem were defined only for positive values of x. 

The derivatives of sin x and cos x are also easy to remember. If x is measured in 
radians, the slope of the sine function for any value of x equals the value of cos x. If x 
is measured in radians, the slope of the cosine function for any value of x equals the 
value of -sin x. 

In the figures, the slope of the uppermost graph at any value of x equals the 
value of the function in the graph below for that same value of x. In the top graph on 
the left we note that the slope of sin x is zero when x equals irll and 3-7t72. In the 
graph just below we see that the value of cos x is zero when x equals nil and 37t/2. 
The slope of the graph of y = sin x is +1 when x equals 0 and is -1 when x equals n. 
The value of cos x is +1 when x equals 0 and -1 when x equals it. This 
correspondence between the slope of the graph of y = sin x and the value of cos x 
occurs for every value of x if x is measured in radians. 

We have drawn tangent lines at four places in the top graph on the right. The 
slopes of these tangents to the graph of y = cos x equal the values of - sin x, as we see 
in the graph below. This correspondence between the slope of the graph of y = cos x 
and the value of -sin x occurs for every value of x. 

Since the slope of the graph equals the rate of change of the function, which we 
call the derivative, we have the following rules. 

The derivative of sin x with The derivative of cos x with 
respect to x is cos x. respect to x is —sin x. 

d . d 
-j- sin x = cos x 
dx 

~r cos x = -sin x 
dx 
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Example 37.3 

Solution 

We will use the definition of the derivative to prove these rules in a later lesson. 

Find the derivative of y — 3 sin x - cos x + 2ex. 

sum of the individual derivatives. 

= 3 cos x + sin x + 2ex 

The derivative of a sum is the 

dy 

dx 

Example 37.4 

Solution 

Find the derivative of y - -3 cos x + 3 In x - 2 sin x. 

The derivative of a sum is the sum of the individual derivatives. 

dy _ . , 3 . 
y = 3 Sill X H-2 COS X 
dx x 

Problem set 37 The volume of the balloon increased exponentially. At 1 p.m. the volume of 
the balloon was 100 cm3, and 2 hours later the volume of the balloon was 300 
cm3. What time was it when the volume of the balloon was 400 cm3? 

At present, Blanche is K times as old as Pearl. In 10 years, Blanche will be M 
times as old as Pearl will be then. State Blanche’s age now in terms of K and M. 

„ .dy.. . .„^.r 300- u' 
Find ^ it y = In u - 2eu + Vu. A ^ ? IkL 

14 
Find Dxy if y = 2 sin x + I4ex-. 

x 

Find s'(t) if s(t) = x0 + v0t + {at2 (x0, v0, and a are constants). 

Find /'(x) if/(x) = 3ex - 4 cos x - \ In |x|. 

If A and B are numbers such that sin A - § and sin B = |, find cos A and cos B if 
both cos A and cos B are positive. 

8. Write the key identities for practice, and develop an identity for tan (A + B). 
Then, if A and B are as defined in Problem 7, find the value of tan (A + B). 

9. Find the total surface area of a right circular cylinder whose volume is 9tt cm3 
and whose height is 1 cm. 

10. Write the equation x2 - y2 - 2x - 4y - 4 = 0 in standard form and fully 
describe this conic section. 

11. Sketch the graph of the function y = sin x. Then change the equation so that 
the graph would be shifted 2 units up and tt/4 units to the right. 

12. Use the definition of a derivative to compute Dxy where y = -3x2. 

.„ ^ ^ 2x - 3x2 + 4 
13. Evaluate: lim —+ ^— 

14. Find all values of x which satisfy the equation sin2 x + 2 cos x - 2 = 0, where 
0 < x < 2tt. 

15. Sketch the graphs of y = 2X and y = log2 x on the same coordinate plane. 

16. Find an expression involving only natural logarithms which expresses the 
exact value of x where 4 = 3v. 

17. Sketch the graphs ofy = ex, y = e~x, andy = -ex on the same coordinate plane. 
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LESSON 38 

_3&A 
Equation of 
the tangent 

line 

Example 38.1 

Solution 

Example 38.2 

Solution 

196 Lesson 38 

19. State the converse of the following statement: If a function/has a derivative at 
x = a, then the function is continuous at x = a. 

20. Find the area of the triangle whose sides have lengths 5, 7, and 10. [Note: 
Heron’s formula states that a triangle whose sides have lengths a, b, and c has 
area - a)(s - b)(s - c), where s = \(a + b + c).] 

21. A parallelogram is placed on the plane so 
that one of its vertices is placed at the 
origin and one of its sides lies on the x axis. 
The coordinates of all four vertices are as 
shown. Find the midpoint of the line seg¬ 
ment which joins (b, c) and (a, 0) and find 
the midpoint which joins (0, 0) and (a + b, 
c). Explain the significance of your answer. 

Equation of the tangent line • 
Higher-order derivatives 

The slope of the tangent to a curve at a designated value of x can be found by 
evaluating the derivative at that value of x. 

1* 
If y = x2 - 4x + 3,- compute . 

V!3 

4 (30 

The vertical line with the small 3 next to it as shown is the notation we use to 
indicate that the derivative should be evaluated at an x value of 3. If we use 
functional notation to write the same problem, we would say “If/(x) = x2 - 4x + 3, 
find/'(3).” 

It 4 
TO i 

dy 

,) % 

= 2x 
dy 

dx 
= 2(3) -4 = 2 

Find the equation bf the line tangent to the graplrof y = xy - 4x + 3 when x^= 3r 

- "tv ^ 
We can find the equation of a line if we know the coordinates of a'point on the line 
and the slope of the line. For this problem we know the tangent touches the graph 
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Example 38.3 

Solution 

Example 38.4 

Solution 

■n \ 
when x = 3. We let x equal 3 and solve for y to get 

y = (3)2 - 4(3) + 3 = 0 

Thus the point (3, 0) is on the curve and on the line. To find the slope when x = 3, we 
find/'(3). 

y 

o 
-6 

y 

1 *
 

<N II 

/'(3) = 2(3) - 4 = 

= 2 x + b slope is + 2 

= 2(3) + b passes through (3, 0) 

= b solved for b 

= lx - 6 equation of tangent 

Find the equation of the line that is tangent to v = c I. When x 4 0.8?) 

We will use a calculator on this one. When x = Of8, the value of the function is e°-s, 
or 2.23. The slope of this lovely function is everywhere equal to the value of the 
function. Thus the tangent line passes through (0.8, 2.23) and has a slope of 2.23. 

y = 2.23.x + b 

2.23 = 2.23(0.8) + b 

b = 0.45 

y = 2.23.x + 0.45 

slope is 2.23 

substituted (( 

solved 

equation 

Find the equation of the line tangent to f(x) = sin x when x = 1. 

Cofo) 
Be sure to have the calculator set on radians for this problem. The point on the line 
will be (1, /(1)) and the slope will be /'(1). ■ j 9 2^ . 5V(X 

f(x) = sin x f'{x) = cos^ 

sin (1) = 0.84 cos (1) = 0.54 

Thus the tangent has a slope of 0.54 and passes through the point (1, 0.84). 

y = 0.54.x + b 

0.84 = 0.54(1) + b 

b = 0.30 

y = 0.54.x + 0.30 

slope is 0.54 

(1,0.84) 

solved 

equation 
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38.B 
Higher-order 

derivatives 

Example 38.5 

Solution 

Example 38.6 

Solution 

Problem set 38 

If a function is differentiable, its derivative is another function called the first 
derivative. If the first derivative is differentiable, its derivative is a function called 
the second derivative. If the second derivative is differentiable, its derivative is a 
function called the third derivative, etc. 

FIRST SECOND THIRD 

FUNCTION DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE 

dy d2y „ d2y 
fix) or y fix) or^ f"(x) or ^ f"'(x) or 

We read the notations for the second derivative as “function double prime of x” or 
as “dee squared y dee a squared.” We read the notations for the third derivative as 
“function triple prime of x” or as “dee cubed y dee x cubed.” 

If y - 3u\ find 
d2y 

du2 

We find the first derivative and then find the derivative of the first derivative. 

dy 
y = 3 u5 -> -f = 15 u4 

du 

d2y 
-» -i—j = 60 w3 

du2 

Now we evaluate 60u2 when u — 2. 

60 w3 
? * 

1 V - 
If/(x) = -4, find(2). 

= 60(2)3 = 480 

N> 
,V ^ 

We rewrite the function as /(x) = x~2 and take the derivative three times. 

fix) = -2x~3 —> /"(x) = 6x~4 —> fix) = -24x~5 

If we evaluate — 24x~5 when x = 2, we get 

-24 -24 
-24x -5 

(2)5 32 
3 
4 

1. The assets increased exponentially. After 1 year in business, the assets were 
worth $1,530,000, and after 3 years in business, the assets were worth $3 
million. What was the value of the assets after 7 years in business? 

Differentiate the functions of Problems 2 and 3. 

2. y = - \>ex + 4 cos x 3. /(x) = ^ + 2 In |x| -3 sin x 

Differentiate as many times as necessary to solve Problems 4 and 5. 

d2y 
4. Find ^3 if y - 3c* - 2x3. 5. Find/"(/) if/(/) = 3 sin / + In t. 

6. If /(x) = In |x|, approximate /"(-14) to two decimal places. 

7. Approximate to two decimal places the slope of the tangent line which can be 
drawn to the graph of y = 2 sin x - cos x at x = — 1. 

8. Find the equation of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of 
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y = 2ex at x = 2. (Use a calculator as necessary to write all numbers to two 
decimal places.) 

9. Write the key identities for practice, and then develop an identity for tan 2A. 

10. Write the key identities and develop an expression that gives cos2 6 as a 
function of cos 20. 

11. Express the five fifth roots of -i in polar form. 

12. Find all values of x, where 0° < x < 360°, which satisfy the following equation: 
sin 40 +1=0. 

13. Write the equation 4/ - 9x2 - 8>> - 32 = 0 in standard form and fully 
describe this conic section. 

Y 
14. Find all real values of x for which log2 (x - 2) < 2. 

15. Approximate the value of log3 5 to two decimal places. 

16. Find the domain and range of /and g where /(x) = Vx - 1 and g(x) = x2. 

17. If/and g are as defined in Problem 16, write the equation off° g and determine 
the domain and range of f ° g. 

18. Use interval notation to designate those intervals on which the graph of/lies 
above the x axis if/(x) = (2 - x)(x + 3)(x - 1). 

19. Graph the function y = —-- and find: lim —-j- 
X 1 x—* 1 X 1 

20. Use the rational zero theorem to aid in finding all the zeros of the equation 
/(x) = x3 - 2x2 - 5x + 6. 

21. Find the equation of the quadratic function which has zeros at x = 1 and 
x = -2 and whose graph has a y intercept at y = -4. 

CONCEPT REVIEW 22. 

23. 

Find x in the figure shown. 

If x - y = 4 and xy = 3, find the value of 
x2 + y2. 

lesson 39 Graphs of rational functions II • 

A special limit 

39.A 
Poles The graph of a function touches the x axis at every value of x for which the function 

and zeros y or f(x) equals zero. These values of x are called the zeros of the function. We do not 
know the equation for the function graphed on the left on page 200, but we see that 
the graph touches the x axis at x values of -2, +2, 6, and 8, so these numbers are 
zeros of this function. The value of a function can be zero only for values of x that 
cause the numerator of the function to equal zero. Thus, the function l/(x - 2) 
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graphed on the right has no zeros, and the graph of the function can never touch the 
x axis because the numerator of this function is 1. The number 1 always equals 1 
and 1 never equals 0. 

y y 

However, the denominator of the function on the right equals zero when x = 2, and 
thus the value of the function is not defined when x — 2. We say that 2 is a pole of the 
function because it makes the denominator of the function equal zero. There is a 
vertical asymptote at every pole on the graph of a function if the numerator does not 
have a zero at that value of x. 

39.B 
Rational 

functions II 
A rational function is a fraction of polynomials such as 

alxi + a2x2 + a2x + a4 

b{x4 + b2x3 + b2x2 + b4x + b2 

We remember that every polynomial of degree n can be factored into the product of 
a constant and exactly n linear factors of the form (x + a), where a can be complex. 
We will restrict this discussion to polynomials whose linear factors are all real linear 
factors. Thus, it is possible to factor the numerator into a product of a constant k] 
and three linear factors of the form (x + a). The denominator can be factored into 
the product of k2 and four linear factors. 

_ /c,(x + a)(x + b)(x + c) 

X k2(x + d)(x + c)(x + f)(x + g) 

The zeros of the numerator are the zeros of the function, and the zeros of the 
denominator are the poles of the function. 

We begin our investigation of the graphs of rational functions by considering 
the special case of functions that are factored into linear real factors that occur only 
once each and that have more factors in the denominator than in the numerator. 
This last stipulation will ensure that the x axis is the horizontal asymptote. 

Since a rational function that is composed of unique nonrepeating linear factors 
changes signs at every zero of the numerator and the denominator, the graph must 
cross the x axis at every zero and must jump across the x axis at every pole. 

The graphs of these functions can be sketched quickly if we begin by drawing 
vertical dotted lines at the poles and placing dots on the x axis at the zeros. Next we 
determine whether the function is positive or negative for large positive values of x. 
Then we work our way from right to left, crossing the x axis at the zeros and going otf 
the paper vertically at the poles. 

Suppose we have a function that has a small positive value when x is a large 
positive number, and the zeros and the vertical asymptotes are as shown at the top 
of the following page. 
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Begin 
here 

We will begin on the right at a small positive value of y and move to the left. The 
graph cannot cross the x axis because there is no zero, so it goes off the figure 
vertically at the asymptote. 

The graph went off the figure in the up direction at the right asymptote. Thus, 
the graph must reappear from the down direction on the left side of this asymptote. 
It sees a crossing point, so it crosses and goes off the figure again in the up direction. 

Now it must reappear from the down direction on the left side of the second 
asymptote. This time it sees no zero, so it must not touch the x axis. Thus, it turns 
around and goes back down. We will find ways to determine exactly where the graph 
turns around later in the book. For now we just guess. 

The graph must reappear on the left side of the left asymptote from above. Then it 
crosses at the zero and then comes back to approach the horizontal asymptote, 
which is the x axis. 
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Example 39.1 

Solution 

Next we must determine the starting point for the right end of the graph. The term 
of highest degree in a polynomial is the dominant term, because for large absolute 
values of x, the value of the highest-degree term will be greater than the absolute 
value of the sum of all the other terms in the polynomial. Thus, if x is a large positive 
number, we can estimate the value of a rational function whose denominator is of 
higher degree than the numerator by considering only the lead terms in the 
numerator and denominator as shown. 

x2 + (other terms) 

^ x4 + (other terms) 

As x takes on larger and larger positive values, both x2 and x4 are large positive 
numbers, and since x4 is in the denominator and since there is a minus sign in front, 
the value of the fraction is a small negative number. This gives us our starting point 
on the right end of the graph. 

Lesson 39 

Graph /(x) = 
x(x - 7) 

(x + 5)(x + 2)(x - 2)(x - 5)' 
y) e, ^ ~ 1 - 

First we plot the zeros and the vertical asymptotes. 

Example 39.2 Sketch y = 
(x + 5)(x - 

Begin 
here 

(x - 4)(x + 2)(x + 4)(X - 
^ *4 - ? 

Solution First we simplify the expression by canceling the x - 1 factors above and below, and 
we will remember to put a hole in the graph when x = 1 because the function is not 
defined at that point. Then we plot the zeros and the vertical asymptotes. We begin 
our sketch on the right end by noting that when x is a large positive number, y is a 
small positive number because the ratio of the lead polynomial terms is +x2/x3. 

x 
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39.C 
A special 

limit 

Problem set 39 

Consider the following limits: 

(a) lim — 
x-»0 X 

(b) lim —v 
x->0 X2 

(c) lim 
x-»0 

4x + 8 
x + 2 

(d) lim 
x-*3 

x2 - 9 
x - 3 

Limit (a) does not exist because the left-hand limit does not equal the right-hand 
limit. Limit (b) is Limit (c) is 8 divided by 2 and equals 4. Limit (d) is 6 because 
the numerator is factorable. But what is the value of the following limit? 

lim 
A-*0 h 

This limit can be evaluated easily if we recognize that the expression is the 
definition of the derivative of sin x evaluated at it 12. The derivative of sin x can be 
written as follows. 

sin (x + h) - sin x 
lim-y-= cos x 
a->o n 

If x = tt/2, cos x = 0, so this limit equals zero when x = tt!2. 
Authors of calculus books and people who make up standardized tests believe 

that students should be so familiar with the definition of the derivative that they 
sprinkle their work with limit problems that can be evaluated by recognition. We 
will do the same. The following limit problems will appear in future homework 
problem sets. Look for them. 

In (x + Ax) - In x ex+h - ex 
lim -t- lim-- 
Ax—>0 Ax /,-* 0 h 

The limit on the left is the limit definition of the derivative of In x. The derivative of 
In x is 1/x, so the value of this limit is 1/x. The limit on the right is the limit 
definition of the derivative of ex. The derivative of ex is ex, so the value of this limit 
is ex. 

1. The amount of money in the treasury was decreasing at an exponential rate. If 
the treasury contained $2 million on the first of the month and contained only 
$ 100 on the thirtieth of the month, during which day did the treasury contain 
$0.5 million? 

Graph the functions of Problems 2 and 3, showing clearly all x intercepts and 
asymptotes. Other than these features, the graphs need not be precisely drawn. 

(x - 2)(x + 3) 

2• J{X) (x - 5)(x + 2)(x - 3) 

= ~x{x - 3) 

y (x - l)(x + 2)(x + 3) 

4. Use a calculator as necessary to approximate to two decimal places the slope of 
the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of y = 2 sin x + cos x when 
x = 4.2. 

5. Find the equation of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of the 
equation y = 1/x at x = 1. 

6. If s(t) = x0 + vQt + \ gt2, find the equation of s". The symbols x0, v0, and g 
represent constants. 

Use a calculator as necessary to approximate the answers to Problems 7 and 8 to two 

decimal places. 

7. compute 
d2y 

du2 2 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

I , , ay 
8. If y - ^ex - 2 cos x + 3 In |x|, find ^ . 

sinfy + h) - sin y 
9. Find the value of lim---r- 

h-> o n 

10. Write the equation x2 + y2 - 2x + \2y + 6 = 0 in standard form and 
completely describe this conic section. 

11. If one linear factor of x3 + x2 + 2x + 2 is x + 1, what are the other two linear 
factors? 

12. Suppose /and g are functions such that f(x) = Vx and £(x) = 1 + Vx - 2. 
Describe the graph of g in terms of the graph of f. 

13. Write the standard form of the equation of the ellipse with vertices at (0, ±5) 
and foci at (0, ±4). 

14. Find all real values of x for which -2 In 2 + In (x — 2) = In (2x - 4). 

15. Write the equation of the curve which is the locus of all points equidistant 
from the point (2, 1) and the line x = — 1. 

16. Sketch the graph of/where/(x) = ——+ y , -. 
JC I- D 

17. If/is as defined in Problem 16, compute lim f(x). 
jc—>—3 

18. Describe the set of all integer values of x for which |3x - 1| < 16. 

(sin x + cos x)2 - 1 
19. Show that: J^—r-= -cos x 

2 sin (-x) 

2 - V3 
20. Rewrite-7= so that the denominator is a rational number. 

1 - V2 

21. An arbitrarily drawn triangle is oriented on 
the coordinate plane so that one of its 
vertices lies at the origin and one of its 
sides lies on the x axis. The coordinates of 
all three vertices of the triangle are as 
shown. Use the midpoint formulas to find 
the coordinates of the midpoints shown. 
Write the equation of the line that passes 
through the midpoints. What does this 
imply about any line that bisects two sides 
of a triangle? 
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lesson 40 

_40A 
Newton 

and Leibniz 

Newton and Leibniz • The differential 

We have defined the derivative of a function to be the limit of the ratio of the change 
in y to the change in x as the change in x approaches zero. 

d_ 
dx 

fix) = lim 
Ax-*0 

At 
Ax 

lim 
Ax—>0 

fix + Ax) - f{x) 

Ax 

Sir Isaac Newton, an Englishman, and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, a German, 
invented calculus independently of one another in the seventeenth century. To 
designate the derivative of a function, Newton placed a dot over the y and wrote y 
(read “y dot”). Over the years the dot has changed to a prime and now we write y' 
(read “y prime”) as Newton’s designation of the derivative. The derivative as 
conceived by Newton and indicated by his notation y was a single entity and had no 
numerator or denominator. ^y 

Leibniz designated the derivative with the fractional notation and consid¬ 

ered the derivative to be a fraction of very small quantities dy and dx which he 
called infinitesimals and which he moved about by using the rules of algebra. 

Leibniz could multiply ^ by dx and get dy by canceling the dx above and the dx 

below as we show here. 

Many scientists prefer the notation of Leibniz because it facilitates the 
solution of practical problems whose solutions would be more difficult using the 
notation of Newton. In this book we will use both notations. We will use the 
notation of Leibniz often because this notation is easier for the beginner to 

dy 
understand. It is easy to think of as meaning almost the same thing as a very, very 

small Ay over a very, very small Ax. In the next section we will show that dy can 
have a meaning all by itself and dx can have a meaning all by itself; so this thought 
process is acceptable. 

40.B 
The The slope of the graph of a function at a point has the same value as the derivative of 

differential the function at that point. In the figure on the left, if we begin at P2 and move to P,, 
the change in x is Ax and the change in y is Ay. We would like to show that in the 
limit, as P2 moves closer to P,, the Ay in the left-hand figure is approximately equal 
to the dy in the right-hand figure. 
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In the right-hand figure on page 205, a segment of the tangent to the curve at P, 
forms the hypotenuse of a right triangle whose vertical side is dy. If P2 moves down 
the curve and gets closer to P{, the secant s will get closer to the tangent t and the 
length of the segment dy in the right-hand figure will get closer to the length of the 
whole side which we call Ay. We call the segment dy the differential of the function. 

We can solve the small triangle for dy by using the definition of tan 6. 

dy 
~r = tan 6 —> dy = tan 6 Ax 
Ax 

But the tangent of 6, the slope of the tangent line, equals the derivative of the 
function / which is f'(x). If we replace tan 6 with f'(x), we have 

dy = /'(*) Ax 

We can show that in the limit, the value of Ay equals dy, which is the differential. To 
do this, we show that the ratio of Ay to dy approaches 1 as Ax approaches 0. 

r Ay ( Ay ) 
dy /'(x) Ax \ definition of dy) 

Next we divide the numerator and the denominator by Ax. Now we have 

Ay 

,. Ax 

is, m 
The denominator, /'(x), has already been determined and is considered to be a 
constant and does not change as Ax changes. The limit of the numerator Ay/ Ax as 
Ax approaches zero is the derivative, which is also f'{x), so we have 

lim 
Ax-»0 

Ay 

dy 
fix) 
f'(x) 

We have shown that in the limit, dy is approximately equal to Ay because the ratio 
Ay over dy approaches 1. Thus, dy ~ Ay if dx = Ax and if Ax is “small.” So we may 
write 

dy = /'(x) dx 

We have shown that it is reasonable to consider dy and dx as variables that represent 
very small quantities. If we do this, dy and dx can be multiplied and divided in the 
same manner as other variables. If we divide both sides of this last expression by dx, 
we get 

dy 

The derivative of a function has meaning as the rate of change of the function or as the 

slope of the graph of the function. The differential has no similar meaning. We use the 

differential because its use will permit algebraic manipulations that are helpful in the 
solutions of problems. 

We use a small letter d as an operational indicator to indicate the operation of 
taking a differential. If we have the functions 

y = 5x4 f(t) = 3 sin t g(u) = In u 

we could indicate the operation of finding the differentials of these functions by 
writing the following: 

dy df dg 
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The differential of a function of x is the derivative with respect to x with dx as an 
additional factor. The differential of a function of t is the derivative of the function 
with respect to t with dt as an additional factor. The differential of a function of u is 
the derivative of the function with respect to u with du as an additional factor. Thus 

dy - 20x3 dx df = 3 cos t dt dg = - du = — 
J 6 u u 

The differential of an algebraic sum of functions is the sum of the individual 
differentials. 

Example 40. 

Solution Jlhe differential of a sum is the sum of the differentials. Thus 

dy — —6x 3 dx - 2 sin u du - 5e‘ dt 

Note that we did not find the differential of y with respect to a particular variable. 
The variable in each of the functions was different, and the differential of y is the 
sum of the differentials of the individual terms. 

Problem set 40 1. It was 1 o’clock when the bell in the clock tower chimed once. In how many 
minutes would the hands of the clock be pointing in precisely the same 
direction? 

2. At noon, the bacteria colony covered 20 square centimeters. The area which 
the bacteria covered was found to increase exponentially. If at 2 p.m. the 
bacteria covered 50 square centimeters, how much area was covered at 5 p.m.? 

Compute dy in Problems 3-5. 

4. y - 2 In \u 

5. y = '\ft + 2 

(x - 3)(x + 2) 

x(x - l)(x + 1)' 
6. Sketch the graph of y 

7. Write the equation of the line which can be drawn tangent to the graph of 

y - Vx at x = 4. 

Approximate to two decimal places the answers to Problems 8 and 9. 

Then, if tan A = find the value of tan 2A. 

11. Find the volume of a prism whose length is L centimeters, each of whose ends 
are equilateral triangles, each of whose sides are E centimeters long. 

V2 V2 
12. Express the four fourth roots of y + -y i in polar form. 

13. Find all values of x such that 0 < x < 27r and sin 4x = -y 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

14. Sketch and describe as completely as possible the hyperbola whose equation is 
given by 4y2 — 9x2 - 8y + 36x — 68 - 0. 

15. Find: lim 
Aa—>0 

In (x + Ax) - In x 

“Ax 
16. Evaluate: lim 

2x3 —x2 + 1 
1 - 5x3 

17. 

18. 

Sketch the graphs of y = - and y = 
X 

(a) Evaluate sin-1 , and (b) solve: 

1 
(x- 3)2‘ 

1 
sin x = ^ (0 < x < 27t) 

19. Write the key identities for practice, and then develop three forms of the 
identity for cos 2A. 

20. Sketch y — xl/3 and y = x2/3. 

21. Find the domain and range of y = 1 +2 sin (—x). 
°V 

22. Approximate the value of x to two decimal places if 2X = 5. 

23. An arbitrarily drawn right triangle is oriented on the Cartesian plane so that 
one of its legs coincides with the x axis and one of its legs coincides with the y 
axis. The coordinates of all three vertices are as shown. 

Find the length of the hypotenuse and the length of the median drawn to the 
hypotenuse which is shown by the dashed line. How are these two lengths 
related? 
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LESSON 41 
_4jLA 

Graph 
of tan 6 

Graph of tan 0 • Graphs of reciprocal functions 

As we have seen, the unit circle is an excellent visual aid for understanding the 
graphs of the sine function and the cosine function. 

tan 6 = 
sin 6 
cos 6 

y = sin 0 

y 

y = cos 0 

y = tan 0 

We can look at the unit circle and see that the y coordinate of any point on the unit 
circle equals the value of sin 6 and the x coordinate equals the value of cos 6. The 
value of tan 0 is the value of sin 6 divided by cos 0, and this ratio equals the slope of the 
hypotenuse of the triangle drawn in the unit circle. This fact is easy to remember 
because the slope of a line and the tangent of its angle with the horizontal have the 
same definition. 

The graph of y = tan 6 shown above is drawn directly under the graphs of 
y = sin 6 and y - cos 6. Note that the graph of y = tan 0 crosses the x axis at every 
point at which sin 0 equals zero (marked with dots on both graphs) and has a vertical 
asymptote at every point at which cos 0 equals zero (noted by the dotted lines). We 
note that the graphs of the sine and cosine functions repeat every 2tt radians (360°), 
so the period of both the sine and cosine functions is 277 radians (360°). The graph of 
the tangent function repeats every 77 radians (180°), so the period of the tangent 
function is half the period of the sine function and half the period of the cosine 
function. 

41.B 
Graphs 

of reciprocal 
functions 

If we know the graph of a function f{x), the graph of the reciprocal function can be 
sketched by inspection. 
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Reciprocal function 
1 

fix) 

There are three things that are especially helpful in graphing a reciprocal 
function. 

1. The poles and zeros of the original function change places and become the 
zeros and poles of the reciprocal function. Thus, the graph of the reciprocal 
function has a vertical asymptote at every point where the graph of the 
function touches the x axis and will touch the x axis at every vertical 
asymptote of the original function. 

2. The points where the y coordinate is +1 or -1, (x, 1) and (x, -1), appear on 
both graphs. For example, if the points (4, 1) and (7, -1) are on the graph of 
the original function, then the same points will be on the graph of the 
reciprocal function. 

3. When the value of the original function is a large positive (negative) number, 
the value of the reciprocal function is a small positive (negative) number. 
When the value of the original function is a small positive (negative) num¬ 
ber, then the value of the reciprocal function is a large positive (negative) 
number. 

Example 41.1 Use the graph of y = sin x to sketch the graph of y = esc x. 

Solution The cosecant function is the reciprocal of the sine function. We sketch the graph of 
y = sin x on the left and draw vertical asymptotes where the sine graph crosses the x 
axis. We put dots at the points where sin x = ±1 because esc x will also equal ± 1 for 
these values of x. Then we sketch the graph of esc x on the right. 

y 

sin x 

Example 41.2 Use the graphs of y = cos x and y = tan x to sketch the graphs of y = sec x and 
y = cot x. 

Solution We sketch the graphs ofy — cos x and y = tan x and draw vertical asymptotes where 
these curves cross the x axis and make dots at places where the functions have a 
value of ± 1. 
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y 

Example 41.3 Graph y = esc (6 + 45°). 

Solution A quick way to graph a cosecant function is to use the graph of the corresponding 
sine function. On the left we graph y — sin (6 + 45°). On the right we draw vertical 
asymptotes at the zeros of the sine function and place dots at the points where sin x 
has a value of +1 or -1. Then we use the asymptotes and dots to help us sketch the 
cosecant function. 

y = sin (0 + 45°) 

Constants that shift the graph vertically are ignored until the last step. For 
example, to sketch the graph of y - 5 + esc (6 + 45°), we would find the graph of 
y = esc (0 + 45°) as we have done and then shift this graph up 5 units by simply 
relabeling the centerline as y = 5. 
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Solution 
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Graph y = sec (x - 20°).) 

On the left we graph y = cos (x - 20°). On the right we use asymptotes and dots to 

graph the secant function. 

y 

y = cos (x- 20°) 

y 

To sketch the graph of y = A + sec (x - 20°), we would use the graph on the right and 
relabel the centerline y = A. 

Example 41.5 Sketch the reciprocal function of the function shown in the figure. 

Solution The graph of the reciprocal function will have a vertical asymptote at x = 2. The 
function graphed gets large and positive when x gets large and positive, so the 
reciprocal function will get small and positive. The function graphed gets large and 
negative when x gets large and negative, so the reciprocal function will get small and 
negative. We remember to place dots on the original graph at y values of ± 1 and to 
draw the graph of the reciprocal functions through the dots. 

Original 

function 
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Example 41.6 The graph of / is shown. Sketch the 
graph of the reciprocal function K. 

Solution We see that the reciprocal function will have vertical asymptotes when x = -1,-3, 
and +2. First we draw the asymptotes and place dots at y values of ± 1. The y axis is 
a vertical asymptote of the function, which indicates that the origin is a zero of the 
reciprocal function. Then we use these aids to sketch the reciprocal function. 

Problem set 41 1. Dee and Hudson drove at M miles per hour for H hours, but got to the shore 2 
hours late. How fast should they have driven to have arrived on time? 

2. Sketch the graph of y = tan x, indicating clearly on the graph the location of the 

asymptotes. 

3. Sketch / and g on the same coordinate plane, where 

fix) = 2x + 1 and g(x) = 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Graph the following functions on the same coordinate plane: 

y = sin ^x - ^ and y = esc ^x - -jj 

If y = 3 sin u - V2 el + \ In x, then write the expression for the differential dy. 

(x - 3)(x + 2) 
Sketch the graph of y = (x + 5)x{—-~2)• 

Find the equation of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of 

y = In x + sin x when x = 3. 

Approximate 
d^y 

dx5 
to two decimal places if y = 3ex. 

2 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

Differentiate the functions given in Problems 9 and 10. 

9. y = 14 cos u + y - In u 10. y = - y 

11. Recall the dehnition of a derivative. Write by inspection the value of 

£j(2 + /?) - £>2 

12. Write the equation 4y2 + x2 - 2x - 3 = 0 in standard form and describe this 
conic section. 

13. Find all real values of x which satisfy the following inequality: 

log2 (j x + 2) > 2 

14. If /(x) = In x and £(x) = Vx + 1, write the equations of f° g and g°f and find 
the domain and range for both. 

X 
15. Write the key identities and develop an identity for cos y 

16. Use interval notation to indicate the intervals on which the graph of / lies 
below the x axis, where 

/(x) = x(l — x)(x + 3)(x + 1) 

17. Iff{x) = In x and g(x) = ex, graph the functions y = f(~x) and y = g(-x) on the 
same coordinate plane. 

18. Graph the function whose equation is y = 4 + sec {6 - 30°). 

19. Compute the algebraic sum of the two real vectors: 2 Z30° - 3 ^60°. Use a 
calculator and give decimal approximations. 

20. Shown is a unit circle centered at the origin in the coordinate plane. 

21. 

22. 

Find the coordinates of the following points: (a) Px (b) P2 

Solve for x in the figure shown. 

AP = x 
PC - x - 1 
BC = x - 2 

If x, y, and z are real numbers, compare: 
A. the average of x, y, and z B. x + y 
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lesson 42 Product rule for derivatives and 
differentials • Proof of the product rule 

_42.A 
Product rule The slope of the graph of the sum of two functions is the sum of the slopes of the 

graphs of the individual functions. We know this because the derivative of a sum of 
two functions equals the sum of the derivatives of the individual functions. 

f{x) = 2x + 5 g(x) = x2 + 3x (/+ g)(x) - x2 + 5x + 5 

Slope = 2 Slope = 2x + 3 Slope = 2x + 5 

f'(x) = 2 g'ix) = 2x+3 (/ + g)'(x) = 2x + 5 

Unfortunately, the derivative of the product of two functions (the slope of the 
graph) does not equal the product of the individual derivatives. The derivative of a 
product of two functions is the first function times the derivative of the second function 
plus the second function times the derivative of the first function. If we call the 
functions one and two and use dee to mean derivative, we can say that the derivative 
of the product of two functions equals 

one dee two plus two dee one 

For the functions above, if we let /(x) be function one and g(x) be function two, we 
would have 

(fg)'(x) =f{x)g'{x) + g(x)f'(x) 

and if we substitute the values, we get 

(fg)'(x) = (2x + 5)(2x + 3) + (x2 + 3x)(2) substituted 

= 6x2 + 22x + 15 simplified 

Many calculus books use a notation that calls the functions u and v and their 
derivatives eF and v'. If we do this, we say 

u = 2x + 5 v = x2 + 3x 

u' = 2 v' = 2x + 3 

The derivative of a product y = uv using this notation is 

d dv du 

5v <“v> = uTx + vH 

or (uv)' = uv' + vu' 

This last notation is perhaps the cleanest of all. It shows clearly that if u and v are 
functions of x, the derivative of the product of u and v is the sum of two quantities. 
Each quantity has a factor that is one of the functions, and the other factor is the 

derivative of the other function. 
The differential of a product of two functions is the first times the differential of 

the second plus the second times the differential of the first. Thus the differential of 

uv could be written as 

d(uv) = u dv + v du 

Example 42.1 If y = x2/sin x, find y'. (J’zl y ■*- i ■> 

The derivative of x2 is 2x and the derivative of sin x is" cos x. 

Q C v/ ) i ^ V / \rP 

Solution 
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■4- x2 - 2x 
dx 

A 
dx 

sin x = cos x 

Example 42.2 

Solution 

4cX)-c^X 
,/ es^/ ’ 

Example 42.3 

Solution 

To find the derivative of the product, we will use the jingle “one dee two plus two dee 

one” and write 

y' = x2(cos x) + (sin x)(2x) derivative 

— x2 cos x + 2x sin x rearranged 

If/(x) = x2ex find /'(x). 

We will write the first times the derivative of the second plus the second times the 
derivative of the first. 

/'(x) = x2ex + ex(2x) derivative 

= x2ex + 2xex rearranged 
v l-f" Adf\ -L ) 

If u = In X, V = 2e\ md y <= uv, find >•',/ 

^ 5\ 
This time we remember -jr- uv = uv' + vu' 

dx 

M' “-y 

y' = (In x)2ex + 2ex - derivative 
X 

= 2ex In x + 2 — 

C_' -. * 

rearranged 

Example 42.4 

Solution 

If/(x) = ex cos x, use a calculator to evaluate /'(1.2). 

) “ CoS x: 

Example 42.5 

Solution 

First we find/'(x). - 

/'(x) = eY(-sin x) + (cos x)ex derivative 

= —ex sin x + ex cos x rearranged 

To evaluate e'-2, we use the inverse In x key and remember to set the calculator to 
radians to evaluate sin 1.2 and cos 1.2. 

/'(1.2) = -(3.32)(0.932) + (3.32)(0.362) = -1.89 

If g(x) = exVx, find g'(2). 
' ' ’ V 

1 
V ' A 

Let u = ex and let v = Vx. So u' = ex and v' = —A. Then we can find g'C*)- 
2Vx 

£'(*) 

To evaluate g'(x), we use a calculator. 

2Vx 
+ exVx 

A + ^ ^ ” JM + (7-39)(I.41) -*13.03 

Example 42.6 If 5 = xjy3, find ds. 

Solution The differentials of x2 and y2 are 

d(x2) = 2x dx 

/ 
d(y3) = 2>y2 dy 

ex 
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The differential of a product is the first factor times the differential of the second 
factor plus the second factor times the differential of the first factor. Thus 

ds — x2(3>’2 dy) + y3(2x dx) = 3x2y2 dy + 2xy3 dx 
A ^ 

Example 42.7 If y = Wsin t, find dy. 

Solution The differentials of s2 and sin t are 

d(s2) = 2s ds 

E> 

d sin t = cos t dt 

h~-''■> 

fc9 

O 
\rl 

Jr C-x 

42.B 

Now we write thejldferential of y as the first times the differential of the second plus 
the second times the differentiaLof-tho first. 

dy = s2(cos t dt) + (sin t)(2s ds) 

Proof 
of the product 
rule (optional) 

If we use the definition of the derivative to write an expression for fix) and g’(x), we 
get 

/'(*) - lim 
fix + Ax) - f{x) 

Ax—>0 Ax 

and gf(x) = lim 
g(x + Ax) - g(x) 

Ax-»o Ax 

We want to show that the derivative of a product of /(x) and £(x) is /(x) times the 
derivative of gix) plus g(x) times the derivative of/(x). This means we want to show 
that 

(fg)'(x) = f(x) lim 
Ax-»0 

g(x + Ax) - g(x) 

Ax 
+ #(x) lim 

Ax^>0 

-fix + Ax) - fix) 

Ax 

We begin by noting the definition of ifg)'ix). 

Tx um = lim 
(fg)(x + Ax) - ifg)(x) 

>o Ax 

Now we remember that ifg)ix) means /(x) times gix), and thus we can write 

Tx{fs){x) = 1™. 
fjx + Ax)g(x + Ax) - flx)g(x) 

Ax 

Next we use an algebraic trick and add —fix + Ax)^(x) and +/(x + Ax)g(x) to the 
numerator and regroup the terms to get 

= lim 
Ax—*0 

fix + Ax)£(x + Ax) - fix + Ax)#(x) + fix + Ax)gix) - f(x)g(x) 

Ax 

g(x + Ax) - s?(x) fix + Ax) - fix) 
= lim /(x + Ax) ---+ lim gix)JK 

Ax—>0 Ax-xO Ax 

This is exactly what we wanted to show except that we wanted to get/(x) instead of 
fix + Ax) as the first factor. But the limit of/(x + Ax) as Ax approaches zero is fix). 
Thus, we have 

d r , X „ X r g(X + Ax) ~ g(X) , , , f(X+ Ax) - fix) 
Txfs(x) = /(X) hm -Tx-+ g(x) lim -^- 
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Problem set 42 

This shows that the derivative of (fg)(x) equals /(x) times the derivative of £(x) plus 
g(x) times the derivative of /(x), which completes our proof. 

1. Equal-sized squares are cut from the corners of a 10 by 10 inch sheet. The 
resulting flaps are folded up to form an open box. If the length of a side of a 
square is x, find the volume of the box in terms of x. 

2. The volume was increasing exponentially. One minute after the big bang, the 
volume was 10 cubic kilometers, and three minutes after the big bang, the 
volume was 30 cubic kilometers. How many minutes after the big bang would 
the volume be 60 cubic kilometers? 

Use the product rule for derivatives and differentials as indicated in Problems 
3-6. 

3. Find y' if y - x3ex. 4. Find -j- if y = -2>t cos t. 

5. Evaluate /'(—2) if/(x) = x2 In |—x|. 

6. Find ds if s = 2x2y. 

Differentiate as many times as is necessary in Problems 7 and 8. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

If 5 
1 

Vx 
+ 2 cos x, find s". 

Iff(t) = 3 sin t - V2 el, find 

Graph the functions /and g on the same coordinate axes, where 

fix) = x2 - 1 and g(x) = 
1 

/(*) 
Graph the functions of Problems 10 and 11. 

10. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

y = tan x 
11 y x(x + 2)(3 - x) 

Find the equation of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of 
y = A^x2 at x = 8. 

Sketch the graph of y = ^x2 and draw the tangent line at x = 8. 

Begin with the key identities and develop an identity for tan (A + B). Then, if 
tan A = j and tan B = 4, compute the value of tan (A + B). 

The base of this right circular cone has a 
radius of 3 cm, and the height of the cone is 
8 cm. Find the volume of the liquid in the 
cone (as shown) if its depth is 4 cm. 

Find all values of x which lie between 0 and 
277 for which sin 3x = -V2/2. 

If/M = \x\, then graph the equation y = /(x - 1). 

Write the standard form of the equation 4x2 + y2 - 2y - 3 = 0 and completely 
describe this conic section. 

19. Solve for x: 2 In x - In In 2 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 43 

_43^A 
An 

antiderivative 

Example 43.1 

Solution 

43.B 
integration 

-»n ci* 1- 2x2 + 3x — 2 
20. Evaluate: lim-, ■■■ .- 

x—2 x2 + 4 

21. Use the rational zero theorem as an aid to find all the zeros of the following 
function: y - x} - x2 + 2x - 2. 

22. Write the contrapositive of this statement: If a conditional statement is true, 
then its contrapositive is also true. 

23. Suppose P is a point that lies outside circle O, which has a radius of 3. If the 
distance from P to the center of circle O is 6, what is the length of PA if PA is 
tangent to circle O at A? 

24. Find the sum of the infinite geometric series: 1 + ^ + ^ + . . . 

An antiderivative • Integration 

Multiplication and division are inverse operations because multiplication will undo 
division and division will undo multiplication. When we differentiate a function, we 
find a second function that is the derivative of the original function. The inverse 
operation of differentiation is the operation of going back to the original function, 
and we call this operation antidifferentiation. Unfortunately we cannot go back to 
the original function by finding the antiderivative because many functions have the 
same derivative and we don’t know to which one we should go back. Let’s look at 
three different functions each of whose derivatives is 2x. 

(a) + V = 2x <0 + (x2 + 42) = 2x (O gj(V-165) = 2x 

Each of the original functions has a constant term on the end. The constant for 
(a) is zero because x2 is the same as x2 + 0. The constants on the ends of x2 + 42 and 
x2 - 165 are +42 and -165, respectively. Since the derivative of each of these 
functions is 2x, we see that 2x has many antiderivatives of which we have shown 
only three. There is no one function that is the antiderivative of 2x because there is an 
infinite number of functions that have 2x as the derivative. 

Iff(x) = 2x, find a function F(x) that is an antiderivative of/(x). 

If we differentiate x2, we get 2x. We also get 2x as a result if we differentiate x2 + 
157. To make the point that any constant will work, we choose x2 - 463 as our 
antiderivative. 

F(x) = x2 - 463 

We say that integration is the process of finding the set of all antiderivatives of a 
given function. We call this set the indefinite integral. Thus, it is incorrect to speak of 
the antiderivative of a function because there is more than one, but it is correct to 
speak of the indefinite integral of a function. We use an elongated S to indicate the 
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process of finding the integral of a function, and we call this symbol an integral sign. 
Thus we can write the integral of 2x as 

J 2x = x2 + (any real number) 

We use a capital C to represent any real number and call C the constant of 
integration. 

j 2x = x2 + C 

There are two routes available for antidilferentiation. We remember that we can find 
the derivative of the original function or we can find the differential of the original 
function. If we begin with y - x2 - 32, we can write either 

dy 
= 2x or dy = 2x dx 

The original function is the same for the derivative and for the differential, so we can 
antidifferentiate either form. 

j 2x - x2 + C j 2x dx = x2 + C 

There are three advantages to using the differential form. The first is that the dx 
indicates that x is the variable of integration and that we are integrating with respect 
to x. The second is that dx can be given a geometrical meaning in some problems. 
The third is that the differential form will make some complicated expressions 
easier to integrate. 

The derivative is defined as a limit approached by the value of the following 
expressions as Ax and h approach zero. 

d_ 
dx 

f(x) = lim 
Ajc—*0 

f(x + Ax) - /(x) 

Ax 
or = lim 

/!-> 0 

f(x + h) - fix) 

h 

There is no corresponding definition of the indefinite integral of a function. Finding 
the integral of a function requires the ability to guess the answer based on experience 
with the derivative and the differential. Then we check our guess by finding the 
differential or the derivative of our guess. 

Example 43.2 Find J cos x. 

Solution Although it is not necessary, we will insert the dx to get the differential form which 
indicates that x is the variable of integration. We remember that the differential of 
sin x is cos x dx, so the integral of cos x dx is sin x + C. 

J cos x dx = sin x + C 

Now we check our guess. 

disin x + C) = d sin x + r/(C) = cos x dx check 

Example 43.3 Find -sin t. 

Solution First we insert dt to get the differential form which indicates that t is the variable of 
integration. 

J -sin t dt 

The differential of cos t is -sin t dt. Thus the integral of - sin t dt is cos t + C. 

-sin t dt = cos t + C 
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Example 43.4 

Solution 

Example 43.5 

Solution 

Problem set 43 

Now we check our guess. 

d(cos t + C) = d cos t + d(C) = -sin t dt check 

Find e 

We write the dx and we have 

Next we guess the answer. 

Now we check our guess. 

d(ex + C) 

dy 
If ^r; = cos x, find y. 

I e x dx 

ex dx = ex + C 

dex + d(C) = ex dx check 

The derivative of y with respect to x equals cos x. Thus y must equal some 
antiderivative of cos x. 

y - J cos x dx - sin x + C 

Now we check our guess. 

-^j- (sin x + C) = cos x check 

1. Describe how the surface area of a sphere changes if its volume is doubled. 

2. Jeffrey could shovel 200 pounds of gravel in J minutes and Taylor could shovel 
B pounds of gravel in T minutes. How long would it take Jeffrey and Taylor 
shoveling together to shovel T2 pounds of gravel? 

Find an antiderivative of the expressions of Problems 3 and 4. 

3. 5x4 

Integrate: 

5. J cos x dx 

dy 1 „ 

8- If The = r’ find y• 

4. 311 

- f I -sin x 

Use the product rule for derivatives and differentials to solve Problems 9-11. 

9. If u = x2y, find du. 

10. If/(x) = ex, g(x) = sin x, and h(x) = f(x)g(x), find h'{x). 

11. If y = x In x, evaluate: 
dy 

dx 2.5 

12. If /(x) = x2 + x - 2 and g(x) = l//(x), graph /and g on the same coordinate 
plane. 

13. Sketch the graph of y = 
x 

(x - 2)(x + 3)' 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 44 

44.A 
Factors of 

polynomial 
functions 

4 ay 
14. Ify = 2 Vx3 - -, find 

15. Sketch and describe fully the hyperbola whose equation is x2 - (y - l)2 = 4. 

16. Write the key identities for practice, and then develop an identity for both 

1 , x 
sin ^ * and cos 2 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 
21. 

22. 

Evaluate: lim 
x->°° 

3x3 - 5 
1 - x2 

Find the equation of the locus of all points equidistant from the point (0,-1) 

and the line y = 4. 

Suppose / is a function defined as follows: 

cos x 
sin x 

if x > 0 

if x < 0 

Graph /and evaluate: lim /(x) and lim /(x) 
*->0+ x->0~ 

Find those values of x for which |x - 11 < 0.4. 

If A is a number such that sin A = \ and cos A is positive, find the exact value 
of cos A. 

If A is as defined in Problem 21, compute the value of the following: 

sin (~A) cos cos A 

23. A square is oriented on the coordinate 
plane so that two of its sides lie on the 
coordinate axes. The length of each side is 
a, as shown in the figure. Find the slopes of 
the diagonals of the square. How are the 
slopes of the two diagonals related? What 
does this indicate? 

y 

(0, a) 
1 (a, a) 

(0, 0) (a, 0) 

Factors of polynomial functions • Graphs of 
polynomial functions 

In Lesson 39 we considered the graphs of rational polynomial functions. In this 
lesson we will do a more detailed investigation of the factors of polynomials and will 
look closely at the graphs of second-, third-, and fourth-degree polynomial equa¬ 
tions. 
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If all the coefficients of a polynomial are real numbers, the polynomial is called 
a real polynomial. The degree of a polynomial is the value of the greatest exponent. 
The seventh-degree polynomial on the left below is not a real polynomial because 
one of the coefficients is a complex number. This polynomial is a complex 
polynomial, and complex polynomials will not be considered in this book. The 
sixth-degree polynomial on the right is a real polynomial because all the coefficients 
are real numbers. 

3x7 + V^3x6 + 2x + 4 5x6 - V6x4 + 0.003x3 - 3.212 

The German mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss proved that every real polynomi¬ 
al of degree n can be factored into exactly n linear factors. 

A real polynomial can have complex linear factors if they occur in conjugate 
pairs. To illustrate we will form a real cubic polynomial function by multiplying two 
complex conjugate linear factors and one real linear factor. 

f(x) = (x + 2/)(x - 2/)(x - 3) three linear factors 

= (x2 + 4)(x - 3) multiplied the complex factors 

= x3 - 3x2 + 4x - 12 multiplied again 

The quadratic factor (x2 + 4) of this polynomial is called an irreducible quadratic 
factor because it cannot be factored into linear real factors. This factor can never 
equal zero because x2 + 4 is a positive real number for any real number value of x. 
Thus, irreducible quadratic factors never cause a polynomial to equal zero. If x = 3, 
the linear factor (x - 3) will equal zero, and therefore 3 is a zero of the polynomial. 
The graph of this polynomial function crosses the x axis when x = 3. If we multiply 
this cubic polynomial by (x - 3), we get a quartic polynomial. 

g(x) = (x2 + 4)(x - 3)(x - 3) = x4 - 6x3 + 13x2 - 24x + 36 

If we combine the x - 3 factors, we can write 

g(x) = (x2 + 4)(x - 3)2 

When x = 3, the (x - 3)2 factor equals zero. Thus the graph will touch the x 
axis when x = 3 but will not cross the x axis because the value of (x - 3)2 never 
changes sign. If this expression does not equal zero, it equals some positive number. 
This would also be true if the exponent of (x - 3) were 4, 6, 8, or any even number. 

From this we can induce that any polynomial can be written as a product of 
linear real factors and irreducible quadratic factors. Only linear real factors can 
cause a polynomial to equal zero. The graph will cross the x axis at a linear zero if the 
linear real factor occurs an odd number of times and will touch but not cross the x axis 
if the linear real factor occurs an even number of times. 

Example 44.1 If/(x) = (x + 4)(x + 2)4(x2 + 3)(x - 5)3(x - 7)2, at what values of x will the graph 
touch the x axis and at what values of x will the graph cross the x axis? 

Solution The irreducible quadratic factor x2 + 3 can never equal zero and can never cause the 
graph to touch the x axis. One of the linear factors equals zero when x - -4; one of 
the linear factors equals zero when x = —2; one of the linear factors equals zero 
when x = 5; and another equals zero when x = 7. Thus the graph touches the x axis 
at these values of x. The graph will cross the x axis at zeros caused by linear factors 
that have an odd exponent, so the graph will cross the x axis when x = -4 and +5. 
The graph will touch but will not cross the x axis when x = 7 and -2 because the 
factors (x - 7) and (x + 2) occur an even number of times. 
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Example 44.2 The graph of y = (x - l)2(x + 2)2 could most resemble which of the following 

graphs? 

Solution The graph of the given equation must touch the x axis at the zeros of the linear real 
factors. Thus the graph must touch the x axis at x values of +1 and -2. This 
eliminates (a) and (c). In the equation, both linear factors are squared, so the graph 
does not cross the x axis at either +1 or —2. This eliminates (b). The graph (d) 
touches the x axis at +1 and -2 and does not cross, so this graph would most 
resemble the graph of the function. 

44.B 
Graphs 

of polynomial 
functions 

The discussion of factors of polynomials gives us some insight into the behavior of 
graphs of polynomial functions but is not of great value in graphing higher-order 
polynomial functions because of the great difficulty usually encountered in trying to 
find the factors. 

Graphs of polynomial functions are smooth continuous curves that have no 
holes, no breaks, and no sharp points. The turning point theorem tells us that the 
graph of a polynomial function has fewer turning points than the degree of the 
polynomial. Thus the graph of a third-degree polynomial function has at most two 
turning points; the graph of a fourth-degree polynomial function has at most three 
turning points; etc. Here we show the graphs of a second-degree, a third-degree, and 
a fourth-degree polynomial equation and note the number of turning points in each 

SECOND-DEGREE 

y = -x2 + Ax - 3 
One turning point 

10, 5) 

V(2, 1) 

THIRD-DEGREE 

y = jc3 - 3x2 + 5 
Two turning points 

FOURTH-DEGREE 

y - x4 - 6x2 
Three turning points 
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The term of highest degree in a polynomial is the dominant term because, for 
large absolute values of x, the value of the highest-degree term will be greater than 
the absolute value of the sum of all the other terms in the equation. The greater the 
absolute value of x, the greater the dominance of the highest-degree term becomes. 
Thus, the value of the polynomial for large absolute values of x can be determined by 
looking at the exponent of the highest-degree term and looking at the sign of the 
coefficient of this term. In the graph on the left on page 224, the -x2 term is 
dominant. Since -x2 is negative for any real value of x, the graph will continue 
smoothly in the negative y direction as the absolute value of x increases. In the 
center graph, the dominant term is x3. This term is negative for negative values of x 
and positive for positive values of x. In this graph, we see that for large positive 
values of x, the y values of the function are positive, and for large negative values of 
x, the y values of the function are negative. The graph will continue to increase and 
decrease smoothly as shown on the left and the right sides of this graph. The 
fourth-degree equation has increasingly large values of y in both directions, as we 
see in the graph on the right, because if x is not zero, x4 is always positive, and the 
coefficient of x4 is + 1. If the coefficient of x4 had been negative, then the y values 
would have increased negatively for large absolute values of x. 

Graphs of higher-degree polynomials can be drawn by using the same 
procedures that we use to graph third- and fourth-degree polynomials. In this book 
we will not encounter problems that require the graphing of polynomial functions of 
degree 5 or greater. Most of the polynomial functions will be quadratic functions, 
some will be cubic functions, and a few will be quartic functions. When we look at 
the equations of one of these functions, it is nice to have some idea of what the graph 
of the function could look like. The general cubic equation has the form 

/(x) = ax3 + bx2 + cx + d 

The graph of a cubic function can have a flex point or can have a flex point and 
two turning points. If the x3 term is preceded by a plus sign (a is a positive number), 
the graph will have one of the two forms shown on the left below. If the x3 term is 
preceded by a minus sign (a is a negative number), the graphs are flipped upside 
down as shown on the right. 

The shape of a graph is determined by the values of the coefficients a, b, and c. The 
vertical position of the graph can be changed by changing the value of d. 

The general equation of a quartic function is 

y = ax4 + bx3 + cx2 + dx + e 

The first term is the dominant term, and the value of x4 is a positive number for any 
value of x. If a is a positive number, the graph will “open up,” as in these graphs. 
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The graph of a quartic function can resemble the graph of a quadratic function, as 
we show on the left on page 225. It can have one turning point and one flex point as 
in the next two graphs. The graph can also have three turning points as shown in the 
three graphs on the right. The shape of the graph is determined by the values of the 
coefficients a, b, c, and d, and the vertical position of the graph is determined by the 
value of the constant e. If the coefficient a of the first term is a negative number, the 
graphs will be upside-down forms of the graphs on page 225, as we show here. 

An in-depth study of polynomial functions will reveal several interesting but 
seldom discussed properties of polynomials. The general form of an «th-degree 
polynomial function is 

f(x) = axn + bxn~l + cxn~2 + ■ • • + k 

The sum of all real and complex roots is -b/a, and the product of all real and 
complex roots is kla if the degree of the polynomial is even and is -k/a if the degree 
of the polynomial is odd. The average value of all the roots is 

Average of all roots = x = — 
b na 

For a quadratic polynomial, x equals the x value of the vertex. For a cubic 
polynomial, x equals the x value of the flex point. For a quartic polynomial, the 
value of x will give us a good idea of the x value of the center of the graph. 

Example 44.3 Make a very rough sketch of the graph of y = -x3 + 3x2 - 2x + 3. 

Solution Every cubic polynomial has at least one real root, so the graph of every cubic 
polynomial function crosses the x axis somewhere. We just need a rough sketch, so 
we will not search for this root. The x value of the flex point is —b/3a, which equals 
3/3, or 1. If we let x equal 1, we can solve for y. 

y = -(l)3 + 3(1)2 - 2(1) + 3-3 

We are not sure whether the graph has one flex point or one flex point and two 
turning points. In a later lesson we will discuss the use of the derivative to discover 
which form the graph has and how to find the x values of the turning points if the 
graph has turning points. 
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Example 44.4 Make a rough sketch of the graph of y = x4 5 - 3x3 + 2x + 5. 

Solution First we find x. 

-= -(-3) 3 

* 4(1) 4 

The value of x is 3 divided by 4, so the center of the graph is close to the origin. The 
lead coefficient is positive, so it “opens up.” The graph could have one turning point 
or three turning points and could look like one of these. 

Problem set 44 1. A right triangle is inscribed in a unit circle 
as shown. Find the area of the triangle in 
terms of y. 

2. The intensity of the questioning increased 
exponentially. If the intensity was 10 at 
noon and was 20 one hour later, what was 
the intensity of the questioning at 5 p.m.? 
(Do not use a calculator.) 

3. Sketch the graph of y = (x - l)(x + l)2. Show clearly those places where the 
graph either crosses or touches the x axis. 

4. Use your knowledge of polynomial sketching to make a rough sketch of the 
possible shapes of the graph of y = 3x3 + ax1 + bx + c, where a, b, and c are 
real numbers. 

5. Which of the following graphs could be the graph of y - -x(x - 2)2? 

6. 

7. 

Find: J cos u du 

dy 
Find a function y which satisfies = ex 

Use the product rule as necessary in Problems 8 and 9. 

dy 
8. If y - sin x cos x, find . 

9. If f(t) = 3(cos t)e‘, approximate /'(6) to two decimal places. 
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10. Graph the following equations on the same coordinate plane: 

y = cos (x - and y - sec ^x - 

11. If y = 2ex - In u + 4 sin t, find the differential dy. 

12. Write the equation of the line which can be drawn tangent to the graph of 

y = sin x at x = 16.3. 

13. If f{x) = 2 sin x, find f'(x),f"(x), and f"\x). 

14. A sector of a unit circle is shaded. If the central angle 
of the sector measures 77-/6, find the area of the sector. 

15. Describe the conic section whose general equation is 
9x2 + y2 - 4y - 5 = 0. 

16. Use a calculator to approximate to two decimal places the value of log3 10. 

17. Write the key identities for practice, and then develop an identity for tan 2A. 

18. Solve the following equation for x: y = arcsin x 

19. If/(x) = 2 sin x and g(x) = |x|, graph h where h(x) = g(f{x)). 

20. Show that: 1 + 2 sin (-x) cos - xj = cos 2x 

21. Find the number of ways 6 different colored balls can be arranged in a row. 

22. A fair coin is flipped and comes up heads 8 times in a row. If it is flipped a 
ninth time, what are the chances it will come up tails? 

Implicit differentiation 

An equation that defines y as a function of x is written in explicit form when it is in 
the “y equals” form with a single y on one side of the equals sign and no _y’s on the 
other side of the equals sign. Any other form of the equation is an implicit form. On 
the left and right below, we show implicit and explicit forms of the same equation. 

IMPLICIT EXPLICIT 

xy+\=2x-y y « ^T 

We can use a method called implicit differentiation to find dy/dx when y is defined 
implicitly. This procedure is useful because some equations that define y as a 
function of x cannot be written in explicit form. Also, some equations in x and y 
define more than one function. The equation x2 + y2 — 25 is the equation of a circle. 
This equation does not describe a function because if we exclude +5 and -5, there 
are two values of y for every value of x on the interval [ — 5, 5]. When we solve the 
equation for y, we see that it contains the description of two functions. 
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x2 + y2 = 25 —> y2 = 25 — x2 —> y = ±V25 - x2 

We show the graph of the circle on the left and the graph of the two functions this 
equation describes in the center and on the right. 

y y y 

x2 + y2 = 25 y = +V25 - x2 y = -V25 - x2 

While the equation of the circle does not define a function, the equation of the 
upper portion of the circle and the equation of the lower portion of the circle do 
define functions because for each value of x there is only one value ofy. The method 
of implicit differentiation will permit us to find the slope of the graph of the curve at 
any point on the graph. Explicit differentiation always results in an expression for 
the derivative that contains only constants and the variable x. The derivatives found 
by using implicit differentiation often contain constants and both x and y. This 
outcome is not unwelcome because it permits us to write expressions for the slopes 
of curves that are not graphs of functions. If the equation contains a description of 
more than one function for a portion of the domain, the expression for the slope will 
always contain the y variable as well as the x variable so that the slope of the graph at 
every point on the curve is defined. We will assume that the equations in x and y 
encountered in this book contain the description of at least one function. 

We will use differentials to begin our investigation of the derivatives of 
implicitly defined functions. The first step is always the same. We find the 
differential of each term. Then if we want to find the derivative with respect to x, we 
divide each term of the differential expression by dx. If we want to find the 
derivative with respect to y, we divide each term by dy. Often we encounter 
problems in which both variables are functions of time. To find the derivatives with 
respect to time in these problems, we divide each term by dt. 

Example 45.1 If xy + 1 = 2x - y, find 
dy 

dx' 

Solution We will use implicit differentiation. To do this we will always use three steps. The 
first step is always the same. We find the differential of every term on both sides of the 
equation. We remember to use the product rule to find the differential of xy. 

x dy + y dx + 0 = 2 dx - dy differentials 

Since we want to find the derivative with respect to x, the second step will be to 
divide every term by dx. 

dy dx dx 

x dx + -v dx ~ dx 

dy 

dx 
divided by dx 

We simplify this as 
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Example 45.2 

Solution 

dy dy 

xdx + y 2 dx 

dy 
The third step is to solve algebraically for 

dy dy 

simplified 

X dx + dx 2 y 

dy 
i(x+D = 2-y 

dy _ 2 - y 

dx x + 1 

rearranged 

factored 

divided by x + 1 

if y2 - xy = sin x and both x and y are functions of time, find: 

dy dx 

<a> Tx {b) Ty (c) 
dy 

dt 

The first step is always the same. We find the differential of every term on both sides 
of the equation. 

2y dy - x dy - y dx = cos x dx 

(a) To find dy/dx, we divide every term by dx and solve for dy/dx. 

dy ~ dy 
y dx 

x 
dx 

y = cos x 

dy 
fa (2y - x) = cos x + y 

dy cos x + y 

divided by dx 

rearranged 

divided 
dx 2y - x 

(b) To find dx/dy, we divide every term by dy and solve for dx/dy. 

d a , * * * < . t 
2y - x - y - cos x ^ divided by dy 

dx 
dy (cos x + y) = 2y - x 

ly - x dx 

dy cos x + y 

rearranged 

divided 

We see that the expressions for dy/dx and dx/dy are reciprocals. One treats x as the 
independent variable and gives the rate of change of y as x is changed. The other 
treats y as the independent variable and gives the rate of change of x as y is changed, 

(c) To find dy/dt, we divide every term by dt and solve for dy/dt. 

dy dy dx 

2ydt~x^~y^ = 

dx 

dt y dt C0S X dt 

dy dx 
-s(2y-x) = -3t(y + cosx) 

dy Jr + cos 
dt 2y — x 

divided by dt 

rearranged 

divided 
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Example 45.3 

Solution 

Example 45.4 

Solution 

Example 45.5 

Solution 

If x2y - yex = cos x, find 
dy 

dx' 
> j ) +■ jjiAy ) - ijCdf*) " 

First we find the differential of each term on both sides of the equation. 

x2 dy + y(2x dx) - y(ex dx) - ex dy = -sin x dx differentials 

Next we divide each term by dx. 

, dv 
x2 + 2xy - ye* - ex 

dy 

dx 
-sin x divided by dx 

Now we solve for 
dy 

dx' 

dy 
(x2 - ex) = -sin x - 2xy + yex 

dy -sin x - 2xy + yex 

dx x2 - ex 

rearranged 

divided 

Find the slope of the tangent to the graph of x2 + y2 - 2 at (1, 1). 

First we find the differential of every term on both sides of the equation. 

2x dx + 2y dy = 0 differentials 

Now we divide each term by dx and solve for dy/dx. 

dy 
2x + 2y ; = 0 

dy 

2yTx=~2x 

divided 

rearranged 

divided 
dy -x 

dx y 

To evaluate the slope, we substitute 1 for x and 1 for y and find that the slope of the 
tangent at (1, 1) is -1. 

dy 1 
dx 1 

= -1 evaluated 

If x and y are both functions of time and x2 + y2 - 2, find: 

(a) f (b) f at(l, l)whenf = 7 

{a) First we find the differential of every term on both sides of the equation. 

2x dx + 2y dy = 0 differentials 

Next we divide each term by dt and solve for dx/dt. 

dx dy 

lx di + 2y dt = 0 
divided by dt 

dx -y dy 

dt x dt 
solved 
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(b) To find dx/dt at (1, 1) when dyldt = 7, we substitute for x, y, and dyldt and 
get 

dx — 1 f = t<7> = -7 

Problem set 45 1. It was 6 p.m. and the Grand Happening was to occur exactly when the hands of 
the clock were pointing in the same direction. What was the scheduled time of 
the Grand Happening? 

Use implicit differentiation in Problems 2-4. 

2. If y3 - xy - \ = x2 + y2, find 

3. If x and y are both functions of time, solve for dx/dt if y2 - x2 = cos x. 

4. Find the slope of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of the 
equation x2 + y2 = 1 at the point (-V2/2, V2/2). 

5. Sketch the graph of y = x(x - l)2(x + 2)3. (Indicate clearly where the graph 
touches or intersects the x axis. The graph need not be entirely accurate 
otherwise.) 

6. Use knowledge of graphs of polynomial functions to sketch the possible shapes 
of the graphs y = -2x3 + x2 - 5x + 2. 

7. If/(x) = 3x2, find a function F(x) such that F'(x) = /(x). 

Integrate: 

8. J 5x4 dx 9. J e‘ dt 10. J -sin u du 

Use the product rule in Problems 11 and 12. 

11. If y = x3 cos x, find y'. 12. If s = -3u2v, find ds. 

Differentiate as many times as necessary in Problems 13 and 14. 

13. Find yGf_y = 2 1nx+4 x2 - y. 

14. Find s"(t) if 5(1) = s0 + v0t + ^ gt2, where 50, v0, and g are constants. 

15. Graph / and g on the same coordinate plane, where 

/(x) = x2 - 2x - 1 and g(x) = 

16. Sketch the graph of the following, indicating clearly all asymptotes and zeros: 

_ (2 - x)(x + 1) 

-1 (x - l)(x + 3)x 

17. Find the three cube roots of 8(cos 33° + i sin 33°). 

18. If/(x) = sin x and g-(x) = /(2x), graph g. 

19. F and G are two distinct points on the coordinate plane, and C is a constant 
that is greater than the length FG. Describe the locus of all points P in the 
coordinate plane such that PF + PG = C. 

20. Solve for x: y = ex 
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21. Simplify: sin (-x) cos sec2 

CONCEPT REVIEW 22. 

23. 

How many different ways can 4 identical red balls and 3 identical green balls 
be arranged in a row? 

If mAB = x and m CD = y, express m/LD and m L B in 
terms of x and y. Then, express mL CED in terms of 
mAB and m/LD. Finally, express m/LCED in terms 
of x and y. 

lesson 46 The integral of a constant • Integral 
of Cf(x) • Integral of xn 

_46.A 
The integral Of The derivative of 5x is 5 and the differential of 5x is 5 dx. 

a constant d 
If y = 5x then = 5 and dy = 5 dx 

We can perform the inverse operation of integration by beginning with either the 
derivative or the differential. 

J 5 = 5x + C J 5 dx - 5x + C 

The expression / 5, on the left, does not have a dx to indicate that x is the variable of 
integration, so we have to guess that x is this variable. The expression f 5 dx, on the 
right, tells us quite plainly that x is the variable of integration. Thus, this form is 
usually preferred. Sometimes the variable of integration is t or v or u and the 
presence of dt or du or dv makes this clear. 

| dt - t + C 5 dv = 5v + C \ 7 du = 7u + C 

46.B 
Integral We remember that the derivative of a constant times a function is the constant times 
of Cf(x) the derivative of a function. This means that a constant factor of a function can be 

moved across the operator d/dx. On the left below, we have the derivative of 4 times 
x2. On the right, we have moved the 4 across the operator d/dx so that the 4 is in 

front. 

Now we find that the derivative of x2 is 2x and multiply this result by 4. 

4 
d 

dx 
x2 = 4(2x) 
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To undo what we have done we will first insert a dx. 

J 4(2x) dx 

The operator for antidifferentiation is the integral sign, and we can move the 4 

across the integral sign and get 

4 J 2x dx = 

Now we antidifferentiate and remember to write the C. 

= 4(x2 + C) = 4x2 + 4 C 

But C is a symbol that we use to represent any number. Thus 4C is 4 times any 
number, which again equals any number, so the 4 is not necessary. Thus we do not 
multiply the constant of integration by 4 and just write 

4 J 2x dx = 4x2 + C 

We must be careful never to move a variable across the integral sign. 

Example 46.1 Find J 4 cos t. 

Solution We will insert a dt after cos t to get the differential form and move the 4 across the 
integral sign. 

J 4 cos t dt = 4 J cos t dt = 4 sin t + C 

Now we check our answer by finding the differential. 

d{4 sin t + C) = 4 cos t dt check 

Example 46.2 Find J sin u du. 

Solution The ability to move a constant across the integral sign will be very helpful here. We 
know that the derivative of cos u is -sin u, but we have +sin u. The trick is to 
multiply sin u by (-1)(-1) and move one of the - signs across the integral sign, as 
we show here. 

j (-1)(-1) sin u du = - J (-sin u) du - -(cos u) + C = -cos u + C 

Now we check our answer by finding the differential. 

d(-cos u + C) = sin u du check 

48.C 
integral The derivative of xn is nxn~x. Thus, the derivative of x4 is 4x3. To antidifferentiate, 

of X" we must get back to x4. 

J 4x3 = x4 

To do this we must develop a procedure to get rid of the 4 in front and to change the 
exponent from 3 to 4. To get rid of the 4 in front, we can divide by 3 + 1, and we can 
get back to the original exponent of 4 by writing 3 + 1 as the new exponent. Thus, 
we have 

J4x> = 4(jrr) + c = v + c 

Since the derivative of x4 + C is 4x3, we are correct. We can generalize this example 
into a general rule for finding the integral of x". To find the integral of x", we change 
n to n + 1 and divide by n + 1. 
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Example 46.3 

Solution 

Example 46.4 

Solution 

Example 46.5 

Solution 

Example 46.6 

Solution 

xn+i 
n + 1 

+ C 

This rule works for all values of the exponent n except -1, a special case which we 
will discuss in Lesson 49. 

Find 5s 20 ds. 
}Ot 

As the first step we move the 5 across the integral sign and write 

-20 ds 

We must be careful with negative exponents because -20 increased by 1 is -19. We 
divide by -20 + 1 and make the new exponent -20 + 1, and remember to record 
the constant of integration C. 

5 s 20 ds - 5 
-5s-19 

19 
+ C 

The derivative of this expression is 5s 20, so our answer is correct. 

Find J ^t2 dt. 
-F C 

To begin, we move the \ across the integral sign and rewrite A/'T2 with a fractional 
exponent. 

| j t2B dt 

To integrate, we make the new exponent I + 1 and divide by § + 1. We remember to 
write the constant of integration. 

x2/3 dt = -k 
1 (t 2/3+1 

Find 
3 du 

VT 

34+1 
-)/-z •v ^ 

= p5'3 + C 

We move the 3 across the integral sign and write 1/Vm as 

3 J u~u2 du 

u -1/2 

Now we increase the exponent by 1 to get - 5 + 1 = j and divide by the same 

number. 

3 ir1/2 du = 3 
u 1/2 

= 6um + C 

Find J 5zA 

We move the 5 across the integral sign and add a dz to denote the variable of 

integration. 

5 J Z” dz 

Now we increase v by 1 to get 7r + 1, and we also divide by rr + 1. 

5 dz 
5 r+1 

IT + 1 
+ c 
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Problem set 46 1. The surface area of a rectangular solid is 100 cm2. If the length L and width w 
of the solid are equal, find the volume of the solid in terms of L. 

2. The speed of the seraph increased exponentially. At noon, the speed of the 
seraph was 50 fathoms per second. If at 1 o’clock the speed of the seraph was 
60 fathoms per second, what was the speed of the seraph at 6 p.m.? 

Integrate: 

3 sin x dx >• f 
>• 

'•I 

du 6. 

2 dt 

Vt 

3x dx 

Use implicit differentiation in Problems 7-9. 

dy 
7. If 2x2y + y2 = cos x, find 

du 
8. If u and v are both functions of time, find if u2 + v2 = 2uv. 

9. Find the equation of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of the 
equation y2 - x2 = 1 at the point (0, 1). 

10. Which of the following graphs most resembles the graph of y = x3(x + 2)2? 

11. Make a rough sketch of the possible shapes of the graph of the following: 
y = -x4 + ax3 + bx2 + cx + d where a, b, c, and d are real numbers. 

'j 

12. Approximate s"(2) to two decimal places if s(t) = xft - iVt + -. 

CONCEPT REVIEW 

Evaluate the following limits: 
/7-^TAx - syX _i_ y 

13. lim -—:-- 14. lim A * 

18. 

Ax-+0 Ax x 
15. lim 

x + 1 
x 

16. Sketch the graph f(x) = x3 + 1 and determine on which intervals the function/ 
is increasing. 

17. Solve for x: 82*~‘ = 4. Do not use a calculator. 

Find the value of k so that x — — 1 is a zero of y = 2x3 + x + k. 

19. If/(x) - ex and g(x) - —/(—x), graph /and g on the same coordinate plane. 

20. Graph g if/(x) = sin x and g{x) = -3 + 2f(x - ~ 

21. Find values of x where 0 < x < 2tt and 2 sin2 x - 3 sin x + 1 = 0. 

22. Find the area of an equilateral triangle each of whose sides has a length of 5. 

23. If x = 5 + y, find the value of x2 — 2xy + y2. 
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lesson 47 Critical numbers 

The word point causes some confusion in calculus because authors often use the 
word point to describe a location on the x axis and students tend to think of the 
word point as a point on the graph of the function. In this book we have been using 
the idea of the position of the x dot instead of using the word point to describe a 
value of x. We have used f(c) to indicate the value of the function when x - c and 
have used (c,f(c)) to indicate the point on the graph of the function when x = c. 

We remember that a function is an input-output process and that the input is 
the position of the x dot on the x axis and that the output is the position of the y dot 
on the y axis, as we show in this graph. 

If we move the x dot left and right along the x axis, the rule of the function will move 
the y dot up and down along the y axis. We also remember that a function has a limit 
L, when x — a, if the y dot approaches L when the x dot approaches a both from the 
left and from the right. The two-limit condition cannot be satisfied at an endpoint 
because endpoints cannot be approached from both the left and the right. Let us 
consider a function that has a left endpoint EL and a right endpoint ER. These 
endpoints are the x-dot positions on either end of the interval of the domain of f. 
The coordinates of the points on the ends of the graph are (EL, f{EL)) and (ER, 

Aer)). 

y 

The x dot can approach the left endpoint EL of the function defined by this graph 
only from the right, so only a right-hand limit exists at the left endpoint. The x dot 
can approach the right endpoint ER only from the left, so this endpoint only has a 
left-hand limit. Since neither endpoint has both a left-hand limit and a right-hand 
limit, the function does not have a limit at the endpoints. Thus the derivative does 

not exist at the endpoints. 
If the graph of a function makes a sudden change in direction at (c,/(c)), the 

left-hand limit of /' as x approaches c~ and the right-hand limit of f as x 
approaches c+ will not be equal. Thus the limit does not exist, and the function does 
not have a derivative at x = c. The absolute value function is a good example. On the 
following page, we show the graph of y = |x| on the left and the graph of the 

derivative of this function on the right. 
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m = \x\ 

The graph on the left has two parts. One part is the line y = x for values of x greater 
than 0. The slope of this line is +1, as we show in the graph of/' on the right. In the 
graph of /', for any position of the x dot to the right of the y axis, the value of /'(x) is 

+1. 
The other part of the graph of y = |x| is for values of x less than 0, and the slope 

of this line to the left of the y axis is -1. For any position of the x dot in the graph of 
/' to the left of the y axis, the value of f\x) is -1. Thus, in the right-hand figure, as 
the x dot approaches zero from the right, the limit of f'(x) is +1, and as the x dot 
approaches zero from the left, the limit of/'(x) is -1. The limits are different, so the 
limit of/'(x) as x approaches zero does not exist and the derivative/' does not exist 
for an x value of zero. 

For the reason illustrated here, any function whose graph comes to a sharp point 
at (c, /(c)) does not have a derivative at x = c. This sentence is confusing because 
sharp point gives the word point still another meaning. Authors of some calculus 
textbooks resolve this difficulty by using the word corner or cusp instead of sharp 
point and say that if the graph of a function has a corner or cusp at (c, /(c)), the 
derivative does not exist at x = c. Some authors use the word number or value to 
designate points on the x axis and avoid using the word point to refer to points on 
the graph of the function. 

In calculus we are often interested in values of x for which /(x) is greater (or 
less) than other nearby values of /(x). For these x-dot positions the graph of a 
function has a local high point or a local low point. We call these x-dot positions 
critical points, critical numbers, or critical values. 

y 

On this graph the critical points (or numbers or values) are indicated by the dots on 
the x axis, and the corresponding points on the graph are circled. We will call these 
points on the graph local maximum points or local minimum points. We see that local 
maximum and minimum values of the function can occur at endpoints or at corners 
where the derivative is not defined or can occur at other points c, e,f and h where 
the graph has a slope of zero. It is customary to use the word stationary to name a 
point at which the slope of the graph is zero. Thus a stationary number or a 
stationary value or a stationary point is a position of the x dot for which the slope of 
the graph is zero, which means that /'(x) = 0. 
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A critical number (value or point) of a function is a number 
(x-dot position) for which the derivative equals zero or for 
which the derivative does not exist. 

The derivative does not exist at endpoints or at corners. In applied problems, 
the critical values at which the derivative does not exist are not as frequently 
encountered as those at which the derivative equals zero. 

Example 47.1 Find the critical numbers of the function /where f(x) - x3 + §x2 + 6x + 5. Also, 
find where the relative maximum and minimum values of /occur. 

Solution Critical numbers are those numbers for which/' is equal to zero or does not exist. 
Fortunately, we seldom encounter functions whose derivatives do not exist. This is a 
polynomial function, and the derivatives exist for polynomial functions for every 
number on the interval (-°°, +°o). Thus the critical numbers for this function are the 
stationary numbers, which are the numbers at which the derivative equals zero. 
First we find /'(x). 

9 
/(x) = x3 + ^ -*2 + 6x + 5 equation 

/'(x) = 3x2 + 9x + 6 differentiated 

x2 + 3x + 2 = 0 set /'(x) = 0 

(x + 2)(x + 1) = 0 factored 

x = — 2, -1 solved 

Thus / has critical numbers at x = -2 and x = - 1. We use our knowledge of the 
graphs of cubics to sketch these three possible forms of this graph. The coefficient of 
the x3 term is positive, so/(x) has large positive values for large positive values of x. 

The graph on the left has no critical points, for there are no corners, endpoints, or 
places where the slope equals zero. The graph in the center has one critical point (the 
slope is zero). The graph on the right has two critical points (the slope is zero). We 
have found that the x values of F, and P2 are -2 and -1. We can use the equation of 
the function to find the y values if we wish. 

When x = -2, y = (-2)3 + §(-2)2 + 6(-2) + 5 = 3 

When x = -1, y = (-1)3 + f(-l)2 + 6(-l) + 5 = 2.5 

Thus the local maximum point on the graph is (-2,3) and the local minimum point 

is (-1, 2.5). 
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Example 47.2 Find the critical numbers of the function f(x) = \x4 - yx3 - x1 2 + 5 and indicate 
where the relative maximum and minimum values occur. 

Solution This is a polynomial function that has no endpoints and no corners because 
polynomial functions have a derivative for all x on the interval (-°°, +<*>). Thus the 
critical numbers will be stationary numbers. To find the numbers, we differentiate 
the fourth-degree equation and get a third-degree equation. This problem was 
carefully contrived so that this cubic could be factored easily. We are investigating 
critical points, not the methods of finding the roots of cubics, and contrived 
problems are helpful. 

/(x) = ^ x4 - ^ x3 - x2 + 5 original function 

/'(x) = x3 - x2 - 2x differentiated 

f'(x) = x3 - x2 - 2x = 0 set /'(x) = 0 

x(x2 - x - 2) = 0 factored 

x(x - 2)(x + 1) - 0 factored again 

x = 2, 0, and -1 solved 

We know the graph of a fourth-degree polynomial can have one, two, or three places 
where the slope is zero. Because the lead coefficient is positive, the graph could have 
one of the following forms. 

Since our function has three critical points, its graph must look like one of the three 
graphs on the right. The x coordinates of the critical points on the graph are -1, 0, 
and 2, and we could substitute these values into the equation of the function to find 
the y values of those points if we wished. Since the graph of /must resemble one of 
the three graphs on the right,/must attain local minimum values at x = -1 and x = 
2 and a local maximum value at x = 0. 

Problem set 47 1. A cone is formed by cutting a sector whose central angle has a measure of x° 
from a circle of radius 10 cm and joining the two edges of the sector. 

Find the circumference and radius of the circular base of the cone. 

2. Find the critical numbers of y = yx3 - x. Use a rough sketch of the graph of the 
function y and its equation to determine the local maximum and minimum 
values of y and where they occur. 

3. Find the critical numbers of the function /(x) = x3 - |x2 + 6x + 3. Use a rough 
sketch of the function and its equation to determine the local maximum and 
minimum values of y and where they occur. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

Integrate: 

r\fu 
20 • 1 du 

Use implicit differentiation to solve 

7. If y3 + xy = ex, find 

2 cos t dt 6. j 

Problems 7-9. 

8. If x = sin y, find 

3 dx 

dy 

dx' 

dx. 
9. If x and y are both functions of time and 2x - y2 = In x, find 

10. Approximate to two decimal places the slope of the tangent line which can be 
drawn to the graph of/at x = - 1 if/(x) = x sin x. 

dy 
11. If y = 2x2 + 3 sin x - 4 cos x + In x, find 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

20. 

21. 
22. 

23. 

24. 

Make a rough sketch of the possible shapes of y = 3x3 + ax2 + bx + c where a, 
b, and c are real numbers. 

Sketch the basic shape of y - x(x - l)(x + 2)2, indicating clearly the behavior 
of the graph near the points where the graph touches or intersects the x axis. 

Sketch the graph of y = tan x, indicating all asymptotes. 

Sketch the graph of the following equation, indicating clearly all zeros and 
asymptotes: 

x(x - 2) 

'V (x - 3)(x + l)(x — 1) 

Write the key identities for practice. Then develop an identity for tan (A + B) 
and an identity for tan 2A. 

Identify the conic section whose equation isy - 4x2 + 8x - 6 = 0 and describe 

its properties. 

. It1 + 3 
Solve for b if log,, 27 = 3. 19. Evaluate: lim ^ _ y~2- 

Graph / where 

when x < 1 
when x > 1 

Then evaluate lim /(x) and lim /(x). 
*-»l+ x->\- 

Express V3 + 2i in polar form. 

State the converse of the following statement: If/' > 0 on the interval [a, b\, 
then/is increasing on the interval [a, b]. 

Find the radius of the circle which can be circumscribed around a square, each 
of whose sides has a length of 5 centimeters. 

If x - y > 0, compare: A. x2 - 2xy + y2 B. x2 + 2xy + y2 
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lesson 48 Differentiation by u substitution 

One of the most powerful tools in mathematics is substitution. 

SUBSTITUTION AXIOM 

If two expressions a and b are of equal value, a = b, then a 
may replace b or b may replace a in another expression 
without changing the value of the expression. Also a may 
replace b or b may replace a in any statement without 
changing the truth or falsity of the statement. Also a may 
replace b or b may replace a in any equation or inequality 
without changing the solution set of the equation or ine¬ 
quality. 

Substitution is especially useful in calculus because we can substitute a simple 
expression for a complicated expression. Then we work with the simple expression 
and make a reverse substitution as the last step. Knowing when to substitute and 
what to substitute comes from experience and practice. It is important to be able to 
look at a complicated expression and be able to recognize the basic form of the 
expression. This recognition will often suggest the substitution that should be used. 
In this lesson we will use the letter u to write the basic form, and we will call this 
substitution u substitution. 

y = ex2+2 has the form of y = e“ 

y = (x3 - 2x2 + l)100 has the form of 

o o rS ii 

y = 
In (x2 + 42) has the form of y - In u 

y = sin (x2 - 15) has the form of y = sin u 

y = (sin x)3 has the form of y = u3 

We can find the derivative of a function by using the differential and by substituting. 
To find the derivative of 

y = exl+1 equation 

we note that the basic form of this equation is 

y = eu basic form 

We have already made the first substitution because we have written u instead of 
x2 + 2. Next we compute the differential du and record both u and du in a box to be 
used in the second substitution. 

u = x2 + 2 

du = 2x dx 

Then we find the differential of the basic form and get 

y = eu —> dy — e" du differential 

Now we make the second substitution. We replace u with x2 + 2 and replace du with 
2x dx. As the last step we divide by dx. 
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Example 48.1 

Solution 

Example 48.2 

Solution 

Example 48.3 

dy = (exl+2)(2x dx) substituted 

^ = lxex2+2 divided by dx 

If the/equation is y = (x2 + 2x)'°, find/'(x). 

The first step is to recognize the basic form of the equation and use u to write the 
basic form. 

y - u'° basic form 

When we do this, we have already made the first substitution. We then record the 
substitution we have made for u in a box, compute du, and record it in the same box. 
Thus the first step has two parts. 

y = u10 u - x2 + 2x 

du = (2x + 2) dx 

The second step has three parts. We find the differential dy of the basic u expression, 
use the information in the box to make the second substitution, and finish by 
dividing both sides by dx. 

dy = 10w9 du differential 

dy = 10(x2 + 2x)9(2x + 2) dx substituted 

dy 
f{x) = - 10(x2 + 2x)9(2x + 2) divided by dx 

If the h equation is h(x) = ^/x2 + 2x, find h\x). 

We always rewrite radical expressions as expressions with fractional exponents. If we 
do this, we get y - (x2 + 2x)l/3, whose basic form is y = uu\ We have already made 
the substitution when we write the basic form. Next we record the substitution in a 
box. 

y = um u - x2 + 2x 

du - (2x + 2) dx 

Now we find the differential of y, make the second substitution, and then divide by 

dx. 

dy = ^ u 2/3 du 

dy = ^(x2 + 2x)“2/3(2x: + 2) dx 

h’(x) = = |(jt! + 2x)~m(2x + 2) 

differential 

substituted 

divided by dx 

If the g equation is g(x) = In (x2 - 42), find g'(x). 

First we use u to write the basic form of In (x2 + 42). This is the first substitution. 
Then we compute du and record u and du in a box. 

Solution 
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Example 48.4 

Solution 

Example 48.5 

Solution 

Example 48.6 

Solution 

y = In u 

Now we find the differential of_y, make the second substitution, and divide by dx. 

differential and substituted 
. 1 , , 2 x dx 

dy = - du —> dy = —- 
ti JC 42 

dy 2x 
divided by dx 

If the /equation is f(t) = sin (t3 - 15), find f'(t). 

First we use u to write the basic form of the equation. This is the first substitution. 
Then we compute du and record u and du in a box. 

y sin u 

Now we find dy, make the second substitution, and then divide by dt. 

dy = cos u du —> dy - [cos (t3 - 15)](3/2 dt) substituted 

/'(*) = % = 3*2 cos (f3 15) divided by dt 

If y = sin3 x, find 
dy 

dx' 

We remember that sin3 x means (sin x)3. Now we substitute and record u and du in a 
box. 

y - m3 u = sin x 

du = cos x dx 

Now we find dy, make the second substitution, and divide by dx. 

dy = 3u2 du 

dy = 3(sin x)2(cos x dx) 

dy 
/'(x) = ^ = 3 cos x sin2 x 

differential 

substituted 

divided by dx 

If y = cos ex, find f(x). 

This time we let u = ex. 

y = cos u —> dy = -sin u du u = ex 

du = ex dx 

Now we make the second substitution and divide by dx. 

dy = (-sin ex)(ex dx) substituted 

dy 
/'(•*) = dx = ~eX sin gX 

divided by dx 
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Example 48.7 

Solution 

Problem set 48 

If y = (ex + 1 )1/2, find y'. 

This time we let u = (ex + 1). 

y = u'12 —> dy = ^ u~m du 

Now we make the second substitution and divide by dx. 

dy 

y' 

- -^(ex + 1) 1/2 ex dx 

= dy _ ex 

~ dx~ 2(ex + l)m 

u = ex + 1 

du = ex dx 

!• Four thousand liters of a P% alcohol solution was available. How many liters 
of alcohol had to be extracted so that the solution would be only 80% alcohol? 

In Problems 2-7, use u substitution to find the derivative. 

2. If/(x) = (x3 - 3x2 + l)20, find f(x). 

dy 
3. If y = sin (73 + 1), find -r . 4. If g(x) = cos3 x, find g'(x). 

5. If y In (x2 + 1), find 
dy 

dx‘ 
6. If h(x) = ^x3 + 2x - 1, find 

h'(x). 

7. Ify = 
1 c. a dy 

, . find -r-. 
Vx2 - 1 dx 

8. Find the critical numbers off(x) = -3x4 - 4x3 + 12x2 - 12. Use this equation 
and a rough sketch of the graph of /to determine where the local maximum 
and local minimum of/occur and what their values are. 

Integrate: 

. J -4 dt 

11. J xVx dx (Hint: Multiply first.) 

Use implicit differentiation to solve Problems 12 and 13. 

dy 
12. If xy2 -2y = ex, find 

13. Find the equation of the line which can be drawn perpendicular to the graph of 
x2 - 4y2 = 0 at the point (4, 2). 

14. Use the definition of a derivative to find f'(x) where f(x) = Vx. 

15. Sketch the graph of y = x(x - 3)2(x + 2)3. 

16. If /(x) = In x and g(x) = Vx - 1, find the domain and the range of / and g. 

17. If/and g are as defined in Problem 16, find the equation off° g and determine 
the domain of f°g. 

18. Solve for 6: -V3 + 3 tan 36 = 0 (0 ^ 9 < 2tt) 

9. 
Vw 

du 10 
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19. Find the four fourth roots of 16(cos 40° + i sin 40°) and express them in polar 
form. 

20. Write the key identities and develop an expression that gives sin2 x in terms of 
cos 2x. 

21. Find the equation of the quadratic function whose x intercepts are x = 
x = 2 and whose y intercept is y = -2. 

1 and 

22. Simplify: sin (—x) esc I y - x 
77 

CONCEPT REVIEW 23. If 
a b 
c d 

= ad - be, find the value of d for which 
2 3 

• 1 d 
= 4 

24. If x > y > 0, compare: A. xy B. yx 

lesson 49 Integral of a sum • Integral of ~ 

49.A 
Integral 

of a sum 

cos X 

We remember that the derivative of a sum is the sum of the individual derivatives. 

~r (* + e + sin x) = -j- x2 + ~r e + sin x 
dx dx dx dx 

When we take these derivatives, we get the following sum. 

2x + ex + cos x 

To undo what we have done, we must undo each of these individual operations. This 
lets us write 

J (2x + ex + cos x) = J 2x + J ex + J 
Each of these integrals will have a constant of integration that represents some 

number. 

2x + J ex + J cos x = (x2 + C,) + (ex + C2) + (sin x + C3) 

Now we rearrange this expression to get 

x2 + ex + sin x + C, + C2 + C3 

Each letter C represents some number, so their sum equals some number plus some 
number plus some number. This sum, of course, equals some number, which we 
again represent with a single letter C. 

x2 + ex + sin x + C 

Thus we see that the constants of integration of a sum can be combined into a single 
constant of integration. 

J 

Example 49.1 Find: J (6s12 + 5x + 3es + 4) 

Solution First we remember that the integral of a sum is the sum of the individual integrals. 

= J 6s'2 + J 5s + J 3es + f 4 
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Example 49.2 

Solution 

Next we move the constants so that they are in front of the integral signs and put ds 
on the end of each integrand. 

= 6 s12 ds + 5 s ds + 3 es ds + 4 ds 

Now we integrate each term and write a single constant of integration at the end. 

= tx s13 + = s2 + 3es + 4s + C 

Find : J (6 sin u 

13 2 

+ 5u~5 + 3e“ - 2) 

We will use just two steps this time. First we write the sum of the integrals in 
differential form and put the constants in front. Note how we handled the signs in 
the first term so we could integrate -sin u, which is the derivative of cos u. 

J eu du - 2 J = -6 -sin u du + 5 u du + 3 du 

Now we integrate and write the constant C at the end. 

= -6 cos u — u 
4 

-4 + 3eu - 2u + C 

49.B 
Integral The function y = In x is defined only for positive values of x, for only positive 

Of 1/X numbers have logarithms. The derivative of In x is 1 lx, so the slope of the graph of 
y = In x is 1/x. When x = 3, the slope is 3, as we see in the left-hand figure below. The 
function y = In (-x) is defined only for negative values of x because the opposite of a 
negative number is a positive number. 

y 

y = In |x 

x + 0 

The slope of the graph of y - In (-x) when x is a negative number is also 1/x, so the 
slope when x = -3 is - 5, as we see in the center figure. The function y - In |x| is a 
combination of these two functions, as we see in the graph on the right. 

The derivative of In x when x is greater than zero is 1/x. The derivative of 
In (-x) when x is less than zero is 1/x. The derivative of In |x| is 1/x for any positive 
or negative value of x. Although the derivatives are the same, the functions are 
different functions because their domains are different. One is defined for positive 
values of x. One is defined for negative values of x. One is defined for both positive 
and negative values of x. When we write 

we are asking for the family of antiderivatives that is defined for all nonzero values 

of x. So 
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Example 49.3 

Solution 

49.C 
Derivative of 
In |whatever| 

{ 
- dx = In Ixl + C 
x ' ' 

If we were to write 

I - dx = In x + C 

we would be designating a function that is defined only for positive values of x. 
We can find the integral of 1/x2 by rewriting it as x-2 and using the method ' 

devised to integrate x". 

we 

}i?dx = \ x 2 dx = 
x -i 

-2 + 1 
+ C= -X"1 + C 

If we try to use the same procedure to integrate 1/x, we find ourselves dividing by 
zero. 

dx i X"1 + 1 
= x 1 dx = —. . 

x I -1+1 
__ 77 777 

o . 
From this we see that the rule for finding the integral of x" cannot be used if tt - -1. 
The rule can be used for any value of n except -1, and -1 is a special case. 

x 1 dx = | ^ = In |x| + C 

Find: y + 3/ 1 + 4 cos t + 3 sin t 

The integral of a sum is the sum of the integrals. We insert the dfs and write the 
constants in front of the integral signs. 

4j'y + 3j'y + 4j cos t dt - 3 J -sin t dt 

We could have combined the first two terms. Note how we handled the signs in the 
last term. To finish, we combine the first two integrals and write 

7 In |t| + 4 sin t - 3 cos t + C 

In many functions the use of the absolute value changes the function and thus 
changes the derivative of the function. To illustrate, we show the graphs of y = sin x 
and y = sin |x|. 

y y 

vx. 
-n -2n n 2n 

y= |sin x| 

The slopes of the tangent lines to the graph of the function on the left are not the 
same as those for the function on the right for every value of x, because the functions 
are different functions and have different derivatives. We will discuss absolute value 
functions in a later lesson. 
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Example 49.4 

Solution 

Problem set 49 

The natural logarithm function is an exception. The derivatives of In x, 
In (-x), and In |x| are all l/x. For the natural logarithm function, the use of the 
absolute value changes only the domain so that x can be any real number except 
zero. 

We can use u substitution to find the derivative of y = In x, y = In | sin x\, y - 
In |4x2 + 21, or y = In |whatever|, as long as “whatever” does not equal zero. 

Use u substitution to find dy/dx if y - In |cos x|. 

We write the basic form and record the substitution in a box. 

y - In \u 

Now we find the differential of the basic form, substitute again, and divide by dx as 
the last step. 

dy = 
du 
u 

differential 

dy = 
-sin x dx 

substitution 
cos X 

dy 

dx 
-tan x divided 

u — cos x 

du - -sin x dx 

1. The hole kept on getting larger. In fact, the volume of the hole increased 
exponentially. At midnight the volume of the hole was 10 cubic meters. Two 
hours later the volume of the hole was 15 cubic meters. How many minutes 
after midnight would the volume of the hole be 30 cubic meters? 

2. Kyle’s age Y years ago was half the age he will be F years from now. How old is 
Kyle now in terms of Y and F? 

Integrate: 

3. 2x2 - 
Vx 

+ 3) dx 

Use u substitution to solve Problems 5-8. 

5. If y = cos (x3 + 2x + 1), find 

6. If y = In |cos x|, find y'. 

dy 

dx' 

2 cos u-1- 3 sin u) du 
u 

7- If/W = VFT7 
, find /'(x). 
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\\\ \ \ \ \ 
CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 50 

50.A 

ds 
8. If s(t) - 2 In |sin t + 2e'\, find 

9. If/(x) = 3x4 - 8x3 - 6x2 + 24x - 1, find the critical numbers of / Use the 
equation of /and a sketch of /to locate and determine the values of all local 

maxima and minima of / 

Use implicit differentiation to solve Problems 10-12. 

dy 
10. Find ^ if xy - y2 = sin x. 

11. Find f'(x) if [/(x)]2 - 2x/(x) = ex. [Hint: Replace/(x) with y.] 

dx, 
12. Find if x3 - y2 = el and if x and y are functions of time t. 

Sketch the graphs of the following equations: 

13. y = cot x 14. y = Vx3 

(2 - x)(x + 1 )(x - 4) 

-v (x - 4)(x - 3)(x - l)(x + 2) 

16. If f(x) = sin x and g(x) = 1 If {x), sketch the graphs of / and g on the same 
coordinate plane. 

17. Write the equation 4x2 - y2 + 2y - 5 = 0 in standard form and describe this 
conic section fully. 

18. Approximate x to two decimal places if 49x+1 = 73x2~6. Use the quadratic 
formula and a calculator as necessary. 

19. If/(x) = x(x + 2)(x - 3)(x + 1), indicate on the number line those intervals on 
which/is positive and those intervals on which/is negative. 

20. Determine the equation of the centerline, the period, and the amplitude of the 
sinusoid whose equation is y = -2 + 3 sin (4x - 3). 

21. Show that: sin x cos - xj + cos (-x) sin (y _ = 1 

22. Find the area of an equilateral triangle each of whose sides has length 5. 

23. If x - y = 3, compare: A. x2 + y2 B. 9 + 2xy 

Units for the derivative • Normal lines 

Units for For physical applications of calculus it is necessary to consider the units of the 
the derivative independent variable and the units of the dependent variable. When we consider 

these units, we find that the derivative of a function also has units. Consider the 
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Example 50.1 

Solution 

Example 50.2 

Solution 

graph of V(t), where V is volume in cubic centimeters and t is time in seconds. 

v 

Rise 
Run 

The graph shows that when t - c, the slope of V(t) equals 1 cubic centimeter divided 
by 2 seconds, or 

Trt/ v 1 cm3 1 cm3 
V (c) = -= «- 

w 2 sec 2 sec 

Thus we see that the unit of the derivative of a function is the unit of the dependent 
variable (unit on the vertical axis) divided by the unit of the independent variable 
(unit on the horizontal axis). 

The distance s of the particle from the origin is given by the equation s = t2 + 3t + 1, 
where s is in meters and time t is in minutes. What is the rate of change of the 
distance with respect to time when time equals 4 minutes? 

The rate of change of s with respect to t when t equals 4 minutes is 
ds 
dt 

s — t2 + 3t + 7 

ds 
~ = 2t + 3 
dt 

ds 
dt 

= 2(4) + 3=11 
meters 

equation 

derivative 

evaluated 
minute 

The rate of change of distance with time is velocity, so the velocity when t 

meters 

= 4 is 

Velocity = ^ = 11 . , 
4 minute 

The velocity v of the particle in meters per second is given by the quadratic equation 
v = At2 + It + 4 if time t is in seconds. What is the acceleration when t = 3 seconds? 

Acceleration is the rate of change 

acceleration when t — 3, which is 

of velocity with respect to time. So we want the 
dv 
dt 3‘ 

v = 4/2 + It + 4 
meters 

sec 

Acceleration 

meters 
sec 
sec 

dv 
dt 3 

8(3) + 2 = 26 

meters 
sec 
sec 

equation 

derivative 

evaluated 

The units of velocity are meters/second, or meters per second. The units of 
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acceleration are meters/second/second, or meters per second per second. This is 
often written as meters per second squared, or m/sec2. Thus in this problem the rate 

of change of velocity is 

50.B 
Norma! In mathematics, the word normal does not mean ordinary but means perpendicular, 

lines This use of the word normal began with the ancient Romans, as the Latin word for a 
carpenter’s square is norma. 

Example 50.3 Find the equation of the normal line to the graph of y = ex at x = 1. 

Solution When jc = 1, ex - e', or e, so the point of intersection is (1, e). The slope of the 
normal line is the negative reciprocal of the slope of the tangent line. The slope of the 
tangent line at x = 1 equals the value of the derivative of ex evaluated at x = 1. 

dy dy 

dx 6 > dx , e 

Since the slope of the tangent line is e, the slope of the normal line is -lie. 

slope is 

passes through (1, e) 

solved for b 
\ 

equation of the normal line 

The constants in this equation are exact because we used e instead of a decimal 
approximation of e. A calculator may be used to change the exact answer to an 
approximate answer with decimal numerals if we wish. 

y = -0.368x + 3.09 

y — — x + b 
7 e 

e - — (1) + b 
e y 2 

, ,1 e2 + l 
b = e + - =- 

e e 

1 , ^ , e2 + 1 
y = —ew + —r- 

Example 50.4 Use a calculator as necessary to write the equation of the line normal to the graph of 
y - esin x when x = 2.7. 

Solution First we will use a calculator to find the value of y when x = 2.7. We are careful to 
have the calculator set to radians. 

y — es'n 2-7 — c0-427 = 1.53 

Thus the point of intersection of the normal line and the graph is (2.7, 1.53). 
Next we evaluate the derivative of y = esm x at 2.7 to find the slope of the 

tangent. First we write the basic form and record the substitution in a box. 

y = eu u — sin x 

du — cos x dx 

Now we find the differential of the basic form, substitute, and then divide by dx. 
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*
 

II K differential 

dy - (esm *)(cos x dx) substituted 

= (cos x)esmx divided by dx 

d£ 
dx 2.70 

= (cos 2.70)c .sin 2.70 .— _ 0.90(1.53) = -1.38 

The slope of the normal line is 

= 0.72 
-1.38 

If we use 2.70 for x, 1.53 for y, and 0.72 for m, we can solve for b. 

y = mx + b equation 

1.53 = (0.72)(2.70) + b substituted 

b = —0.41 solved 

So the equation of the normal line is 

y = 0.72x - 0.41 

Problem set 50 1. The variable p varies jointly as the square root of m and as y2 and varies 
inversely as x2. What happens to p when y is halved, m is quadrupled, and x is 
tripled? 

2. The volume V (in cubic centimeters) of the balloon at a given time t (in 
seconds) is given by the equation 

V(t) = 20e! 

Find the rate of change of the volume when t = 3 seconds. 

3. A particle is moving along the number line so that its distance from the origin 
at any time t (in seconds) is given by 

s{t) = -it1 y d 

Fin'd the velocity of the particle when t = 1 second. 

4. Find the equation of the normal line to the graph of 7 = -3 In |x| at x = -3. 

5. Find the critical numbers of / where /(x) = x3 + \ x2 - 6x + 2. Use this 
equation and a rough sketch of the graph of the function to determine where 
the local maximum and minimum of /occur and what their values are. 

Integrate: 

6. J ^2 sin x - 4x - | Vx - 3^ dx 7. J + 3 cos t + 1^ dt 

8. 

9 
■I 

x + 1 

x 

4ex - 

dx (Hint: Rewrite the integrand as the sum of two terms.) 

1 

Vx 
+ 6) dx 
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Use u substitution to differentiate the functions in Problems 10-12. 

10. y = ^x2 + 5 11. s ® In |sin t\ 12. y = -sin4 x 

Use implicit differentiation to solve Problems 13 and 14. 

dy . 
13. Find ^ if sin x + cos y = xy. 

14. Find dA/dt where A = f ttU and where the area A and the radius r are both 

functions of time t. 

CONCEPT REVIEW 

Differentiate as many times as necessary to solve Problems 15 and 16. 

15. Iff{x) = 2 In \x\, evaluate/"(-2). 

16. Find ^ if ^ = e* In |x|. 

17. Sketch the graph of g if f(x) = x2 + x - 2 and #(x) = 1 /f(x). 

18. Write the polar form of the five fifth roots of 1. 

19. Determine log3 5 to two decimal places. 

v*3 — 4 x “I- S 
20. Evaluate: lim —:-y-3— 

1 - 2xj 

21. Find the roots of x3 + 2x2 - x - 2 = 0. 

22. A unit circle is centered at the origin. The center of the circle is the point O. If P 
is a point on the unit circle with coordinates (y, V3/2), find the angle which OP 
makes with the positive x axis. 

23. Find the area of an equilateral triangle each of whose sides has length 6. 

24. If x = 2y, compare: A. y2 B. 0.25x2 

LESSON 51 

51 .A 
Graphs 

of rational 
functions III 

Graphs of rational functions III • 
Repeated factors 

To review the properties of factors of polynomials, we note that if x equals 2 or -2 
the polynomial on the left below has a value of zero. No real value of x will cause the 
polynomial on the right to equal zero. If x equals zero, the value of the polynomial 
on the right is 4, and if x is any other real number, x2 is a positive number and x2 + 4 
is a positive number greater than 4. 

x2 - 4 x2 + 4 

The polynomial on the left can be factored into two linear real factors. The 
polynomial on the right cannot be factored into linear real factors, and we 
remember that this polynomial is called an irreducible quadratic polynomial. 

x2 - 4 = (x + 2)(x - 2) (x2 + 4) = (x + 2/)(x - 2i) 

Since irreducible quadratic factors never equal zero for any real number value of x, 
the vertical asymptotes and x intercepts of rational functions are not affected by 
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quadratic factors. Quadratic factors do cause “bends” in the graphs, but do not 
affect our rough sketches. 

Example 51.1 Graph: y = 

-(x2 + 2)(x - 1) 

(x + 3)(x - 2)(x - 3)(x + 2) 

Solution We ignore the irreducible quadratic factor in the numerator, plot the zeros and 
vertical asymptotes, and graph the function. The ratio of the dominant terms in the 
two polynomials is 

-xJ 
X4 

so the graph will begin on the right at a small negative value of x. 

51.B 
Repeated 

factors 
If a linear real factor is repeated an even number of times in the numerator or in the 
denominator of a rational function, the graph of the function is changed. If the 
factor is in the numerator and is raised to an even power, the factor can equal zero, 
but it can never have a negative value. Thus the graph of a rational function does not 
cross the x axis at a zero caused by a factor raised to an even power. It touches the x 
axis at this zero and goes back in the vertical direction from whence it came. In the 
same way, linear zeros of the denominator are still poles and cause vertical 
asymptotes, but the graph does not “jump” across the x axis at the vertical 
asymptotes. 

Example 51.2 Graph: (a) y 
4 

(x - 3)2 (b) 
-4 

7 (*-3)2 

Solution The number 3 is a pole for both functions, and there is a vertical asymptote at x = 3. 
However, the value of (x - 3)2 is never negative, so this factor does not change sign 
when x goes from a value less than 3 to a value greater than 3. The graph “jumps” 
across the vertical asymptote, but does not jump across the x axis. 
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Example 51.3 

Solution 

Problem set 51 

The graph on the left on page 255 resembles a volcano, and the graph on the 
right resembles a volcano that is upside down. Whenever we see a “volcano” in a 
graph of a rational function, we know that the denominator of the function 
contained a linear real factor raised to an even power. 

„ , (x-l)J(x! + l) 

GraPh: r=(x + 2)(x - l)\x - 6)2 

We begin by ignoring the irreducible quadratic factor in the numerator. Then we 
locate the zeros and the vertical asymptotes. Next, we note that the ratio of the lead 
terms of the numerator and denominator polynomials is x4 over x5. This tells us 
that when x is a large positive number the function has a small positive value. 

y 

We note that the (x - 3)2 and (x - 6)2 in the denominator caused “volcanos” in the 
graph at the poles of +3 and +6 and that the (x - l)2 in the numerator caused the 
graph to touch but not cross the x axis at the zero of +1. 

1. The volume of liquid decreased exponentially. At midnight there was 3 liters 
of liquid, and 1 hour later there was only 1 liter of liquid. How much liquid 
would there be at 7 a.m.? 

Sketch the functions whose equations are given in Problems 2 and 3, showing clearly 
the asymptotes and x intercepts of the graphs. Other than these features, the graphs 
need not be precise. 

(x + 1 )2(x2 + 1) -(x2 + l)(x - 1) 
2- y=(x- 3)(x - lf(x - 5)2 3- y = x(x + l)’(x - 2) 

4. The population P at any given time t is given by the equation 

P(t) = 20,000e4' 

Find the rate of change of the population when t = 3. 

5. Find the equation for the rate of change of the area, dAldt, if A - \ irr^ and if A 
and r are both functions of time t. 

6. Write the equation of the line which can be drawn normal to the graph of 
y = x + lnxatx = 1. 

7. Find all the critical numbers of y = \ x4 + § x3 - \ x2 - 2x + 5. Use a rough 
sketch of the graph of the function and its equation to determine the local 
maximum and minimum values of y and where they occur. 

Integrate: 

8. j (2 sin u-^)du 9. j-3-f 10. j(^-4)dx 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 52 

_52^A 
The derivative 

of a quotient 

Use u substitution to differentiate the functions given in Problems 11-13. 

11. /(x) = + 12. y — In |x2 + 11 13. y = In |sin x 

Use the product rule to differentiate the functions given in Problems 14 and 15. 

14. y = xV 15. y = x In \x\ 

16. If/(x) = \x\ and g-(x) = 1 + /(x - 3), sketch the graphs of/and g on the same 
coordinate plane. 

17. If/(x) = In x and #(x) = 1/x, write the equation of fg(x) and determine the 
domain ofyg(x). 

18. Describe both the domain and the range of the function y = sin-1 x. 

19. Evaluate: lim /(x) and lim /(x) where 
x->\- X—* 1 

20. 

f(x) = 
X 

-x + 1 

Solve for r in terms of h in the figure shown 

when x > 1 
when x < 1 

10 

6 

h 

21. Find the area of the isosceles triangle shown in terms of 5. 

22. If x > y and y > z, then compare: A. -x B. -z 

The derivative of a quotient • Proof of the 
quotient rule 

We remember the rule for the derivative of a product by saying 

one dee two plus two dee one 

The rule for the derivative of the quotient of two functions is a little more 
complicated. For the derivative of a quotient to exist, the derivative of each of the 
functions must exist, and, in addition, the derivative of the denominator function 
must not equal zero. 
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The derivative of a quotient of two functions equals the denominator times the 
derivative of the numerator minus the numerator times the derivative of the denomina¬ 
tor, all divided by the square of the denominator. 

A mnemonic for remembering the derivative of a quotient is 

low dee high minus high dee low, over the square of what’s below 

Example 52.1 Iff(x) = 2^x+y find 

Solution We remember “low dee high minus high dee low over the square of what’s below” 
and write 

/'(*) 

dee dee 
low high high low 

i) “(In*)(2) 

(2x + 3)2 

We rearrange this result by multiplying both top and bottom by x to get 

/'(*) 
(2a: + 3) - 2x In x 

x(2x + 3)2 

Example 52.2 Find Dx ——2x + 2. 
r x sin x 

Solution We will write the denominator times the derivative of the numerator minus the 
numerator times the derivative of the denominator, all divided by the square of the 
denominator. 

dy (sin x)(3x2 - 2) - (x3 - 2jc + 2)(cos a:) 

dx sin2 x 

There are many ways this derivative can be written and all are rather 
complicated, so we will leave it as it is. 

Example 52.3 If y = -^1*. find 

Solution We use the rule for the derivative of a quotient and write 

dy _ (ex + x)(-sin x) - (cos x)(ex + 1) 

dx (ex + x)2 

We could leave this derivative in its present form, but we decide to rearrange 
the expression and write 

(-sin x)(ex + a:) - (cos x)(ex + 1) 
(ex + x)2 

Example 52.4 Find the differential of y =-. 
COS X 
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Solution 

_52.B 
Proof 

of the quotient 
rule 

(optional) 

Problem set 52 

We will use low dee high, etc., but use differentials instead of derivatives. 

dy 
(cos x)(dx) - (x)(-sin x dx) 

(cos x)2 

cos x + x sin X 

cos2 x 
dx 

The derivatives of two functions /(x) and g(x) are defined as follows. 

/'(*) = lim 
Ax—>0 

f(x + Ax) - f(x) 
Ax £'(*) = lim 

Ax—0 

g(x + Ax) - £(x) 
Ax 

If we use h(x) to designate the quotient of/(x) and g(x), to prove the quotient 
rule we would like to show that 

h'(x) = 

, , /(* + Ax) - /(x) N ,. g(x + Ax) - g(x) 
£(*) lim„-aT-Ax) lim -t-- 

Ax—0 AX Ax—0 AX 

[g(x)]2 

By definition, the derivative of the function h(x) is 

h\x) = lim 

Ax + Ax) _ f\x)_ 
h(x + Ax) - h{x) g(x + Ax) g(x) 

-= lim - 
Ax—>0 Ax Ax—*0 Ax 

If we add the two terms in the numerator and then divide by Ax as indicated, we get 

Ax + Ax) • g(x) - f(x) • g(x + Ax) 
lim 
Ax-»0 Ax • g(x) ■ g(x + Ax) 

To get the form we want, we use an algebraic trick. We subtract and add f(x) ■ g(x) in 
the numerator and get 

h'(x) = lim 
Ax—>0 

Ax + Ax) • g(x) - f(x) • g(x) - f(x) • g(x + Ax) + f(x) • g(x) 

Ax • ^(x) • g(x + Ax) 

Because the limit of a sum or product or quotient equals the sums or products or 
quotients of the respective individual limits, this can be rearranged as 

lim g(x) ■ lim 
Ax—0 Ax—0 

/(x + Ax) - f(x) 

Ax 
- lim fix) ■ lim 

Ax—0 Ax—o 

g(x + Ax) - g(x) 
Ax 

lim g(x) ■ lim g(x + Ax) 
Ax—0 Ax—0 

The limits of g(x) and /(x) as Ax approaches zero are g(x) and /(x), respectively, 
because these expressions do not contain Ax. Also, as Ax approaches zero, the value 
of £(x + Ax) in the denominator approaches g(x) so the denominator approaches 
[g(x)]\ Thus, we have our proof. 

1. Fifty men could consume P pounds of chicken in H hours. If each of the men 
consumes chicken at the same rate, how long would it take half the number of 
men to consume k pounds of chicken? 

Use the quotient rule to differentiate the functions of Problems 2 and 3. 

2. sin x 
ex - x 

3. /(x) 
sin x 
cos x 

4. Use the quotient rule to write the differential dy in terms of u, v, du, and dv, 
where y = u/v. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

(x2 + 3)(x - 1) 
5. Sketch the graph of: y = x(x + 

6. The pressure P at any given time t is given by 

P(t) = \6e-At 

Find the rate of change of P at t = 4. 

7. Use implicit differentiation to find the equation for the rate of change of 
volume Vif V - \Trr2h, and the radius r and the height h are both functions of 
time t. 

8. Find the equation of the line normal to the graph of y = cos x at x = v. 

9. Find the critical numbers of the function /(x) = ~\x4 + \x2 - 3. Use this 
equation and a rough sketch of / to determine the local maximum and 
minimum values of /and where they occur. 

Integrate 

10. 2x2-7= + ex + - - sin x) dx 
Vx -x 

11. 4 u 

Vw 
du (First simplify the integrand.) 

12. If x and y are both functions of t, differentiate implicitly to find dx/dt where 
x2 + y2 = 9. 

Use u substitution to differentiate the functions of Problems 13 and 14. 

1 
13. y = In |x2 + sin x| 14. y 

Vx3 + 3 

Differentiate the functions of Problems 15 and 16 using the sum and product 
rules. 

15. s(t) = + In |?| 16. y = 2uleu 

17. If /(x) = sin 2x, where 0 < x < 2tt, use interval notation to describe those 
intervals on which the function is increasing. 

18. If the base of a right circular cone has a radius of 3 cm and the height of the 
cone is 6 cm, find the volume of the cone. 

JC X 
19. Write the key identities and develop identities for cos ^ and sin ^ 

20. Use interval notation to describe those values of x for which |x — 1 j < 0.01. 

21. Find a, b, and c where /(x) = ax2 + bx + c and the graph of/intersects the x 
axis at x = -1 and x = 2 and intersects the y axis at y = -4. 

22. Find the area of a regular hexagon, each of whose sides has a length of 6 
centimeters. 

23. If (x, _y) is a point which lies on a unit circle centered at the origin, compare: 
A. x2 + y2 B. | 
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lesson 53 Area under a curve 

In everyday life when we want to describe the size of a surface we use the word area, 
a number, and units. Thus we might say “the area of this table is 1450 square 
centimeters.” In the applied problems in this book we will find that areas can also be 
used to represent velocity, acceleration, work, energy, and power. In mathematics 
we find it helpful to strip away the units and consider area to be a real number equal 
to or greater than zero that can be used to describe numerically an abstract quality 
associated with every closed planar geometric figure. This allows us to study the 
numerical aspect of area without having to consider the myriad units that could 
possibly cause confusion. For our basic definition of area we define the area of a 
rectangle to be its length times its width. Then we use this definition to help us define 
the area of a triangle. Then we use the area of a triangle to define the area of a 
trapezoid. We have used the formula rrr2 to find the area of a circle but have not 
defined exactly what we mean by an area that has a curved boundary. We will begin 
our investigation of areas that have curved boundaries by considering graphs of 
continuous functions that are everywhere increasing and are nonnegative on the 
interval [a, b]. This last restriction means that the graph of the function does not go 
below the x axis between a and b. We will consider the area bounded by the graph, 
the x axis, and the lines x = a and x = b. We call this area the area under the curve on 
the interval [a, b\. 

The area of the rectangle shown on the left below is 32. In the figure on the 
right we can see the area under the/function, above the x axis and between x values 
of a and b, but what is the number? 

y 

Can we prove that such a number exists? If it does exist, can we develop a method of 
finding it precisely? In this lesson we will concentrate on developing a definition of 
“the area under a curve.” We will begin by finding an approximation for the area by 
drawing rectangles and adding the areas of the rectangles. We can do this because we 
have already defined the area of a rectangle to be a number and we have defined 
what we mean by the addition of numbers. To demonstrate the procedure of adding 
the areas of rectangles, we will approximate the area below the graph ofy = x: + 1, 
above the x axis and between x values of 0 and 2. This is the area shaded in the top 
figure on the left on page 262. As the first step, we divide the distance between 0 and 
2 into four intervals of equal length, as we show in the center figure. Since this 
divides the line segment between 0 and 2 into nonoverlapping parts, we say that we 
have partitioned the interval [0, 2], Then, in the figure on the right, we draw vertical 
lines from the end of each partition to the graph of the function. 
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■+1 

'V * 

Now we can draw our rectangles. In the figure on the left below we use the left 
side of each partition as the height of each rectangle, which makes all parts of the 
rectangles fall below the curve. In the figure on the right we use the right side of each 
partition as the height of each rectangle, and some part of each rectangle extends 
above the curve. 

0.5 1 1.5 2 

The sum of the areas of the four rectangles in the figure on the left is called a lower 
sum, because we used the least value of f(x) on each interval as the height of the 
rectangle. We can compute this sum SL. The width of each rectangle is 0.5, and if we 
use the value off(x) at the left end of each interval as the height of the rectangle, we 
get 

SL = (1)(0.5) + (1.25)(0.5) + (2)(0.5) + (3.25)(0.5) = 3.75 

The sum of the areas of the four rectangles in the right-hand figure is called an upper 
sum because we used the greatest value of f(x) on each interval as the height of the 
rectangle. We can compute this sum Sir Again the width of each rectangle is 0.5, and 
if we use the value of f(x) at the right end of each interval as the height, we get 

S„ ± (1.25)(0.5) + (2)(0.5) + (3.25)(0.5) + (5)(0.5) = 5.75 

The rectangles used in the computation of the lower sum all lie beneath the 
curve, so the lower sum is less than A (for area), the number we are trying to 
approximate. The rectangles used in the computation of the upper sum all extend 
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above the curve, so the upper sum is greater than A, the number we are trying to 
approximate. 

3.75 < A < 5.75 or SL < A < Su 

The exact value of the number A that we are trying to approximate in this example 
is 4§. The lower sum of 3.75 is less than 4§ and the upper sum of 5.75 is greater 
than 4§. Thus for our first try 

SL < A < Su because 3.75 < 4.66 < 5.75 

The error in our lower sum is approximately 0.92, which is the sum of the four 
“triangular” areas below the curve in the left-hand figure. The error in our upper 
sum is approximately 1.1, which is the sum of the four “triangular areas” above the 
curve in the right-hand figure. If we were to use eight partitions instead of four 
partitions, the lower sum would be approximately 4.19 and the upper sum would be 
approximately 5.19. 

4.19 < 4.66 < 5.19 

Now the error in the lower sum is approximately 0.48 and the error in the upper 
sum is approximately 0.52. If we increase the number of partitions on the interval, 
the errors will become smaller and smaller and the lower sum and the upper sum 
will get closer and closer to 4.66. 

The reduction in the error of a sum as the number of subintervals is increased 
is pictured in the graphs below. The shaded areas indicate the errors in the lower 
sum of the area under the graph of y = x + 2, above the x axis and between the x 
values of 0 and 6. As the number of partitions is increased from 2 to 3 to 6, the error 
decreases from 9 to 6 to 3. 

y y y 

To write a general expression for the lower sum and upper sum estimates of the 
area under a curve on the interval [a, b], we will consider that this interval is 
partitioned into n nonoverlapping subintervals of equal lengths Ax. We will use 
f(xu) to represent the least value of/(x) in the first subinterval, so the area of the 
first rectangle is f(xLX) Ax. The least value of/(x) in the second subinterval is f(xL2), 
so the area of the second rectangle is f(xL2) Ax. Thus the lower sum of n rectangles 

can be written as 

SL = f(xu) Ax + f(xL2) Ax + f(xL3) Ax + • • • + f(xLn) Ax 

We can use summation notation to write this sum as 

SL = S Axu) Ax 
i=i 
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Problem set 53 

If we use f(xgi) to represent the greatest value of /(x) in the first subinterval and 
f(xg2) to represent the greatest value of f(x) in the second subinterval, etc., we can 
write a general expression for an upper sum. 

Su = f(xgl) Ax + f(xg2) Ax + f(xg3) Ax + • • • + f(xgn) Ax 

This sum can also be written in summation notation. 

Su = 2 fiXgi) Ax 
/= i 

The area A is a number greater than any lower sum and less than any upper sum. 

Thus we may write 

2 f(*Li) Ax < A < 2 f(Xgi) Ax 
i = l ;'= 1 

We define the area on the interval [a, b\ between the curve and the x axis to be A, the 
number approached by both of these sums as tt approaches infinity. We will assume 
that both of these limits exist and are equal. This is quite an assumption, and we will 
leave the proof of the existence and uniqueness of these limits to a later course. We 
denote this area between a and b by writing 

A - f f(x) dx 
J a 

Now we must look carefully at the two-limit definition seven lines above. Note 
that it makes no reference to a graph or to area in the usual sense. The definition 
contains only the limits of the sums of products of a partitioned function. 
Rectangles are not mentioned. We have defined the area under the graph of / 
between a and b to be the limit of either of two sums and note that this definition of 
area has absolutely nothing to do with area as we normally think of area. We used a 
graph to get started, but this definition of area stands alone without the graph! 

For this development we used a continuous function that is everywhere 
increasing on the interval and is nonnegative everywhere on the interval. The result 
is valid for continuous functions that are not everywhere increasing and will be 
discussed in a later lesson. The discussion of the extension of this procedure to 
functions that are negative on the interval will lead to the development of a limit 
that we call the definite integral. 

1. A window has the shape of a rectangle topped by a 
semicircle as shown. If the perimeter of the entire 
window is 20, the length of one side of the rectangle is 
h, and the radius of the semicircular part is r, find h in 
terms of r and express the area of the entire window in 
terms of r. 

2. Sketch the graph of y = x2 + 1. Partition the interval [2, 4] into four 
subintervals of equal length. Estimate the area under the curve between x = 2 
and x = 4 by calculating a lower sum. 

3. Sketch the graph of/(x) = 1 + sin x. Partition the interval [0, 1.2] into six 
subintervals of equal length. Use a calculator as necessary to estimate the area 
under the curve on the interval [0, 1.2] by calculating an upper sum. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

4. If/is as defined in Problem 3, use summation notation to indicate a general 
lower sum of /(x) that uses a partition of 10 subintervals. 

Use the quotient and sum rules to differentiate the functions in Problems 5 and 
6. 

5. 
ex + x 
COS X 

6. x2 + 3 
x3 - 2x 

7. Use the quotient rule to find d 
u 

8. Sketch the graph of: y 
(x - l)2(x + 2) 

(x + l)(x + 2)(x + 3)2(x2 + 1) 

9. The number of disenchanted people, N, at any given time t is given by the 
equation 

N(t) = 2000c3' 

Find the rate of change of the number of disenchanted people when t - 4. 

10. A particle moves along the number line so that its distance from the origin at 
any time t (measured in seconds) is given by 

s(t) = sin t 

Find the velocity of the particle when t = tt seconds. 

11. Find the critical numbers of/(x) = x3 - fx2 + 6x + 2. Use a rough sketch of/ 
and its equation as necessary to determine the local maximum and minimum 
values of /and where they occur. 

Use u substitution to differentiate the functions in Problems 12 and 13. 

12. y = Vex - 1 13. fix) 
1 

Integrate: 

14. 

16. 

Vm 
du 15. J ^ + V2x4/3 + cos x - 4e' dx 

Make a rough sketch of the graph of /(x) = (x - l)(x + 1)(2 - x). 

17. If/is as defined in Problem 16 and g(x) = l//(x), sketch the graph of g. 

18. Graph /(x) = In |x|. 

19. If/is as defined in Problem 18, evaluate: lim /(x) 

20. For which values of x is In (cos x) defined? 

(a) 0 < x < 2tt (b) 0 < x < 77 

(c) ~~2 — x — ~2 (d) ~ 2" x "2 

21. Find the radius of the circle which can be circumscribed about the triangle 
whose sides have lengths 3, 4, and 5. 

22. If a - b = 2, compare: A. a2 B. b2 + 4b + 3 
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lesson 54 The chain rule • Equivalent forms for the 
derivative 

54.A 
The Chain If the first function machine shown here multiplies any input by 3 and the second 

rule function machine multiplies any input by 2, the two machines linked together will 
multiply any input of the first machine by 6. 

3( ) 

' — [3( )] 

2[ ] 

6( ) 

y 

If we call the input of the first machine x, call the output of the first machine u, and 
call the output of the second machine y, we can write the following equations and 
draw the graphs. 

u 

X 

u = 3x 

y 

The rate of change of u with respect to x is the slope of the left-hand graph, which is 
3. The rate of change of y with respect to u is the slope of the right-hand graph, 
which is 2. If we let x change 1 unit, u will change 3 units. But if u changes 3 units, 
then y will change 3 times 2, or 6 units. Thus a change of 1 unit in x will cause a 
change of 6 units in y, and the rate of change of y with respect to x is 6, which is the 
product of the two rates of change. Since the derivative of a function is the rate of 
change of the function, we can say that the derivative of this function of a function is 
the product of the individual derivatives. We used linear functions for this example, 
but the rule is true for any two functions if the derivatives exist for the values of x 
and u being considered. This rule is called the chain rule. The chain rule contains a 
nuance that is not obvious. It states that the derivative of a composite function 
equals the product of the slope of the second machine evaluated at u times the slope 
of the first machine evaluated at x. 

The chain rule is easy to remember if we use the notation of Leibniz and write 

dy dy du 

dx du dx 

The first part of the product is the rate of change of the second function, and the 
second part of the product is the rate of change of the first function. This product 
can be extended to define the derivative of any number of functions linked together 
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Example 54.1 

Solution 

Example 54.2 

Solution 

Example 54.3 

Solution 

in this fashion. If x is a function of s and s is a function of t, we could extend this 
notation and write 

dy dy du dx ds 

dt du dx ds dt 

Each new dependence adds another link to the chain. The notation of Leibniz, 
which considers that dy, du, dx, ds, and dt are infinitesimals, allows us to check our 
expression by canceling numerators and denominators. 

dy dy dti chc d3 

dt dti chi d$ ~dt 

dy 
If y = u2 + 4u and u = 5x3, find -j~. 

First we compute the individual derivatives. 

dy 

du 
— 2 u + 4 

du 
-7- = 15x2 
dx 

Now we use the notation of Leibniz to write the chain rule. Then we substitute. 

dy dy du 

E = 5rs = (2" + 4)(l5x) 
But u = 5x3, so we substitute 5x3 for u and then simplify. 

dy 
= [2(5x3) + 4](15x2) = (10x3 + 4)(15x2) 

= 150x5 + 60x2 

dy 
If y = 2 In v and v = u2, find 

First we find the individual derivatives. 

dy 2 

dv v 

dv 
~r = 2 u 
du 

Now we write the chain rule and substitute. 

dy dy dv n\ 4u 

du dv du \v/* U’ v 

But v = u2, so we substitute u2 for v and get 

dy 4 u 4 

du (u2) u 

1 dy 
Uy = sin t and t = ^=, find 

First we find the individual derivatives. 

dy 
-77 = COS t 
dt 

dt 
dx dx x 

-1/2 - -ix-3/2 

Now we write the chain rule and substitute. 
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dy 

dx 

dy dt 

dt dx 
(cos t) x -3/2 

But t = 
Vx’ 

so we substitute —U for t. 
Vx 

dy 

dx 
cos 

1 

V~x) 
1 -3/2 1 

— ^ X COS — 

54.B 
Equivalent 
forms for 

the derivative 

We are familiar with the two forms of the derivative shown here. The notation on 
the left defines the derivative as a limit as Ax approaches zero. The definition on the 
right makes the same statement but uses h as the variable that approaches zero. 

/'(*) lim 
f(x + Ax) - fjx) 

Ax /'(*) = lim 
h—>0 

fix + h) - f{x) 

h 

An alternative notation uses the value of the function at some constant a and at x 
and finds the limit as x approaches a. 

The value of/(x) - f(a) equals Ay and the value of x - a equals Ax, so this is a 
different way to make the same statement made by both notations above. 

Example 54.4 Use the new form of the definition of the derivative to find /'(x) if /(x) = x2 + 1. 

Solution We know from the rule for the derivative of x" that the answer will be 2x. We are 
doing this problem to enhance our understanding of the definition of the derivative 
and to acquaint ourselves with the thought processes and procedures necessary for 
success in mathematics. The height of the curve when x = x is /(x), or x2 + 1. The 
height of the curve when x = a is f(a), or a2 + 1. The x difference between x and a is 
x - a. Thus we write the definition for the slope when x = a, which is f'(a). 

f'(a) = lim 
x-±a 

(x2 + 1) - (a2 + 1) 

x - a 
definition 

We have x - a in the denominator, and as x approaches a the denominator 
approaches zero. We must find a way to get the x - a out of the denominator. If we 
simplify the numerator, we get x2 - a2, which can be factored into (x + a)(x - a). 

„ . (x + a)(x - a) 
f'(a) = lim--= lim (x + a) 

a—X Cl x—*a 

We have succeeded in getting x - a out of the denominator, so we can let x approach a 
without causing a division by zero. 

f'(a) = lim (x + a) = 2a 
a:-*a 
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Example 54.5 

Solution 

Example 54.6 

Solution 

In this discussion, x has been the variable and a has been a constant. But since a can 
be any value of x that we choose, we can use x instead of a and write 

If f(x) = x2 + 1 then f'(x) = 2x 

If f(x) = x1, use the new form of the definition of the derivative to find /'(1). 

If we use the power rule, the derivative of x1 is 2x, and when x equals 1, 2x equals 
2( 1), which equals 2. In this problem we are playing a calculus game rather than just 
trying to find the answer. If we want to be successful in mathematics, we must learn 
to play the games that will help us understand the fundamental concepts. In this 
problem the constant 1 will be absorbed, and we will get a numerical answer instead 
of a general answer. The height of the curve when x equals x is x2, and the height of 
the curve when x = 1 is (l)2. So we have 

/'(l) = Hm 1 

*2 - (l)2 

x - 1 

Again we have a denominator trying to go to zero. This cannot be permitted, so we 
work with the numerator to find a way out. Fortunately the numerator can be 
factored. 

x2 - 1 lim (x + \){x^T) 
/'(l) = lim —-r =--= hm (x + 1) 

= lim x + 1 = 2 
x—* 1 

If /(x) = \^x, use the new form of the definition of the derivative to find /'(-1). 

We know that 

/'(*) = fjr” and /'(-l) = | (-1)M = 5 

But we have been asked to play the derivative game and so we shall. 

/(*)-/(-!) 
/'(-1) = 1™ 

= lim 
X—> “ 1 

X 1/3 
("I) 

definition of/'(-1) 

x1/3 + 1 

X + 1 
= lim , . 

x—* — I x + 1 

Now we have to get the x + 1 out of the denominator. To do this we use a trick. 
We consider that the denominator, x + 1, is the sum of two cubes (xl/3)3 + (l)3. 
Then we factor this expression and cancel as shown here. 

xl/3 + i 

X + 1 ~ XA^FT)[(x1/3)2 - (X1/3)(l) + (l)2] 

Now we have 

/'(-l) = Jim x2/3 - *1/3 + 1 

We got rid of the x + 1 in the denominator. If this new expression does not equal 
zero when x = -1, we are home-free. Substituting -1 for x, we get 

_1_=_1_ 1 _ 1 

(_!)2/3 _ (_!)l/3 + l (<—i)2)*/3 - (—i)l/3 + i 1 — (—1) + 1 3 

Problems like this one are carefully contrived so that students can find a 
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solution using the skills and concepts that they have studied thus far. If the function 

had been g(x) = Vjc, the trick we used in this problem would not have worked. 

54.C 
Proof of 

the chain rule 
(optional) 

The chain rule can be stated by using the notation of Leibniz, which we show on the 
left below. If we define h(x) to be the composition g(f(x)), we can use functional 
notation to state the chain rule, as we show on the right. 

dy dy du 

Tx = WTx or = s'UW(x) 

[7 - fix) g -> gifix)) —» h(x) 

The output of the first function machine is f(x), and the derivative of this output is 
f'(x). The output of the first machine is the input of the second machine, and the 
output of the second machine is g(f(x)), so the derivative of this output is g'(f(x)). 
When we write the chain rule, we put the derivative of the second machine first and 
write that the derivative of the composition machine h'(x) equals the product of the 
derivative of the output of the second machine times the derivative of the output of 
the first machine. We want to prove that 

h'(x) = g'(f(x)) multiplied by f'(x) 
derivative of g derivative of/ 
evaluated at /(x) evaluated at x 

For our proof we will let a be some value of jc and show that 

h'(a) = g'(f(a))f'(a) 

If we use the definition of the two derivatives to write this product, we see that we 
would like to show that 

h'(a)= lim ~ • 1 ,m/W~/<a) 
/WWW j(x) - j(a) x^a X - a 

To do this we write the limit definition of h\a). 

h(x) - h(a) 
h (a) = lim- 

x—>o. JC Cl 

But h(x) equals g(f{x)) and h(a) equals g(f(a)), so we can write 

£(/(*)) ~ <?(/(«)) h\a) = lim 
x - a 

Now we will use a trick to get the form we want. We multiply above and below by 
f(x) - f(a), rearrange, and get 

*'«.) = lim g(/<x)> - g<{(a)) • MzM 
x^a j[x) - /[a) x - a 

The limit of a product equals the product of the individual limits, so we can write 

h'(a) = lim ~ #?a)) • lim/W f(x) - Ad) x - a 
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Problem set 54 

The function/is a continuous function, so as x approaches a,f(x) approaches f(a). 
Thus we can rewrite the first limit and get 

h'{a) 
y g(f(x)) ~ gjfja)) 

/A /(*) - f(a) 
lim 
x—>a 

f{x) - fja) 

x - a 

This is the form we were looking for, and the proof is complete. Since division by 
zero is not defined, it was necessary to assume in the last three steps that f(x) does 
not equal f(a) for any x in some neighborhood of a, so that /(x) - f(a) does not equal 
zero. This is a reasonable assumption for most functions encountered in elementary 
calculus. Except for constant functions it is unusual for a function to have the same 
value at more than a finite number of points in an interval of finite length. 

1. The number of troubles Ben experienced increased exponentially. On the first 
of the month, Ben experienced 6 troubles, and on the fourth of the month Ben 
experienced 48 troubles. How many troubles would Ben experience on the 
fifteenth of the month? 

2. It was noon and Jill needed to feed Kyle precisely the next time when the 
hands of the clock formed a right angle. At what time must Jill feed Kyle? 

dy . 
Use the chain rule to find +- in Problems 3-5. 

dx 

3. y = sin u u = 5x3 4. y = In \u\ u = x3 + ex 

5. y - Vw u = x3 + 2x + 1 

6. Use the definition 

f'ifl) = lim 
a:->a 

fjx) - fja) 

x - a 

to find/'(1) where /(x) = x2. 

7. Sketch the graph of y = -x2 + 1 and partition the interval [0, 1] into four 
subintervals of equal length. Estimate the area under the curve on the interval 
[0, 1] by calculating the upper sum. 

Use the quotient rule to differentiate the functions of Problems 8 and 9. 

= sin_x_ 9 _lnx- 
9" ex + x2 sin x + cos x 

(x2 + l)(x - 1) 
10. Sketch the graph: y = —(x + 2)2x2— 

11. A particle moves along the number line so that its position at a time t is given 
by s(t) = -2 In it + 1). Find the velocity of the particle at t = 2 seconds. 

12. Find the equation of the normal line which can be drawn to the graph of the 
function y - sin x at x = tt!2. 

Integrate: 

13. J + 4 cos l + 612 + 6^ dt 14. J 0 + 4 sin x + 5ex + x-6^) dx 

Use the constant, sum, and product rules as required in Problems 15-17. 

15. Find ifg)\x) if/(x) = 3ex and £(x) = 4 sin x. 

dy 2 
16. Find-f if y = - + 3x In 

dx - x 
Ixl - 6. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 55 

55.A 
Using f to 

characterize f 

17. Find h'(x) if h(x) = ^ 2 

18. If L and x are both functions of time, find dLldt if 

10 = 5 
L + x L 

Evaluate: 

19- “57 
.. 2x + 2 

20‘ iimi x2 + 2x + 1 

21. Write the polar form of the five fifth roots of 32(cos 20° + i sin 20°). 

22. Find all values of x for which log, (x - 1) < 3. 

23. Solve for x in terms of y for the figure shown. 

24. If x > y > z, compare: 
A. x - z B. y - z 

Using f to characterize /• Using f 
to define max and min 

We remember that when we use interval notation to designate an interval on the x 
axis, we can indicate whether or not the endpoints are included. If we write (a, b), 
the x values of a and b are not included in the interval. But if we write [a, b], the x 
values of a and b are included in the interval. Sometimes we use a capital letter I to 
designate an interval and say the open interval I, or the closed interval I, or the 
partially closed interval I if we wish to be more specific. 

We know that a function is an increasing (decreasing) function on an interval / 
if every greater value of x is paired with a greater (lesser) value of/(x). If f'(x), the 
derivative of/(x), is greater than zero (is positive) for every value of x on an interval I, 
the function is an increasing function on I. The graph shown at the top of the next 
page is the graph of/(x) = x3 + 2x. The equation of/' is/'(x) = 3x2 + 2, and we 
see that for any real value of x,/' is positive because x2 is always positive and thus 
3x2 + 2 is always positive. Hence/is increasing on the entire interval (—°°, °°). 
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Example 55.1 

y 

The converse of the statement in boldface on page 272 is not necessarily true. 
If / is increasing on an interval 7, /'(x) does not have to be greater than zero 
(positive) for all values of x in 7. An example of this is the function /(x) = x3. For this 
function,/is increasing for all real values of x; yet f'(x) is not greater than 0 for 
every value of x because the derivative 3x2 equals zero when x = 0. 

y y 

We can make similar definitions for decreasing and constant functions, as we show 
in the box. 

If/'(x) > 0 for all x on an interval 7, then /is increasing on I. 

If /'(x) < 0 for all x on an interval 7, then/is decreasing on I. 

If /'(x) = 0 for all x on an interval 7, then /is constant on 7. 

Shown is the graph of a function / Choose from the points labeled those points at 
which /' appears to be positive. 

x 
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Solution 

Example 55.2 

Solution 

Example 55.3 

Solution 

Example 55.4 

At points A and C, the slope of the graph of/is positive and hence/' is positive at the 
x coordinates of A and C. 

If/is a function such that f'{x) > 0 for all x, then describe the graph of/ Sketch how 
/could possibly look. 

The graph of/is rising for all values of x. The graph of /could look like one of the 
graphs shown below. 

Shown is the graph of some quadratic function / Sketch the graph of /'. 

We see that the slope of the graph of/is negative for all x < 1 and that the slope of 
the graph of/is positive for all x > 1. At x = 1, the slope of the graph is 0. 

Since /is a quadratic function,/' must be a linear function. Thus the graph of 
/must be a line which passes through (1,0) and lies below the x axis when x < 1 and 
above the x axis when x > 1. 

y 

/'(*) 
> 0 
< 0 
= 0 

when x > 1 
when x < 1 
when x = 1 

We are unable to determine the slope of the line since we are unable to determine 
the value of /at any value of x other than x = 1. 

If/'(x) exists for all values of x, guess the basic shape of the graph of the function/ 
where: 

f\x) 

> 0 when x < 1 
= 0 when x = 1 

■ < 0 when 1 < x < 2 
= 0 when x = 2 

s < 0 when x > 2 
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Solution We use that fact that the graph of/must be rising on intervals where/' > 0, falling 
on intervals where /' < 0, and horizontal at points where /' = 0. 

y 

Note that we can shift the graph of/vertically and not change the properties of /'. In 
the next two figures we illustrate how the slope of the tangent line to the graph of a 
function / remains the same as we shift the graph vertically a distance of c. 

y y 

55.B 
Using f' If the first derivative/' of a function /equals zero for a particular value of x which 

to define we call xi> we know that the slope of the graph of /is zero at x,. If the slope is 
max and min positive just to the left of x, and negative just to the right of x,, we know that x, is a 

local maximum. If the slope is negative just to the left of X[ and positive just to the 
right of x,, we know that x, is a local minimum. 

Since the slope is positive when the value of the derivative /' is positive and 
negative when the value of the derivative is negative, we can define a local maximum 
using the input-output concept without using a graph. First we must find some value 
of x, which we call c, for which the value of /' equals 0. 

c * /'(c) = 0 

Now if the numbers c~ which are close to c but less than c have positive values of/' 
and numbers c+ which are close to c but greater than c have negative values of/', 
then the number c is a stationary number at which/has a local maximum value. 
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Solution 

Example 55.6 

Solution 

Problem set 55 
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f(c~)> 0 
f'(c) = 0 
f(c+)< 0 

Local 
maximum 

For / to have a local minimum value, the derivative f(c) must be zero. Also, 
numbers c~ that are close to c but less than c must have negative values of /' and 
numbers c+ that are close to c but greater than c must have positive values of /'. 

c~ 

c 

c+ 

f'(c~) < 0 
f(c) = 0 
f(c+)> 0 

Local 
minimum 

Suppose/is a function where/'(1) = 0 and/' is positive on the interval (-3, 1) and 
negative on the interval (1, 4). Sketch the graph of/for values of x near x = 1 and 
indicate any special characteristics of the function / 

We use the information given to sketch the graph of/for values of x between -3 
and 4. 

y 

We see that the graph of/ has a relative maximum point at x = 1, and hence the 
function /has a relative maximum value at x = 1. 

Use the first derivative to demonstrate that the graph of/(x) = x2 + 2x + 3 has a 
relative minimum point at x = — 1. 

/(x) = x2 + 2x + 3 equation for/ 

(a) /'(x) = 2x + 2 differentiated 

Setting/'(x) = 0, we find that 

2x + 2 = 0 

—> x = -1 

Thus. /' = 0 at x — — 1 

From equation (a) above we see that/' > 0 for all x greater than -1 and/' < 0 for 
all x less than -1. Thus, the graph of/is rising for all x > -1 and falling for all x < 
-1. Since the slope of the graph of/is zero precisely at x = -1, the graph of/must 
have a relative minimum point at x = -1. 

1. A 10-foot-long ladder leans against a vertical wall. If the base of the ladder is x 
feet away from the wall, how high above the ground is the top of the ladder? 
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2. Shown is the graph of a function/ At which of the points A, B, C, and D is/' 
positive? 

3. If /'(x) exists for all real values of x, then sketch the basic shape of the graph of 
/ where 

( < 0 
= 0 

f\x) > 0 
= 0 

< 0 

when x < 1 
when x = 1 
when 1 < x < 2 
when x = 2 
when x > 2 

4. Suppose /is a function where /'(-1) = 0 and /' is negative on the interval 
(-3,-1) and positive on the interval (-1,2). Sketch the graph of/for values of 
x near x = — 1. Indicate where / attains a local maximum value or a local 
minimum value. 

dy 
Use the chain rule to compute in Problems 5-7 

5. y = sin t t = Vx 

7. y = In \u\ u = 1 + ex 

8. Use the definition 

6. y = 
u 

f'(a) = lim 
/(x) - f{a) 

x - a 

u = Vx2 + 1 

to find /'(1) if/(x) = x3. 

9. Sketch the graph of y = sin x where 0 < x < tt. Partition the interval [0, tt] 
into four equal subintervals and estimate the area between the graph of 
y = sin x and the x axis on the interval [0, v] by computing a lower sum. 

10* If y = find y'- n* If/w = I + X2> find/'(x). 

12. Find the critical numbers of / where f(x) = ^x3 + |x2 + 2x + 2. Use this 
equation and a rough sketch of / to determine the local maximum and 
minimum values of /and where they occur. 

Use the constant, sum, and product rules and u substitution as required to 
differentiate the functions of Problems 13-15. 

13. 
1 

Vx3 + 5 
14. /(x) = x — x In |x 

15. s(t) = s0 + v. J + 2^2 (j0, v0, and g are constants) 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

Integrate: 

16. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 
23. 

24. 

J (7re1 - 2 sin t + 1) dt 17. J(* + 3w -15 du 

If/(x) = Vx and g(x) = -1 + /(x - 2), graph /and g on the same coordinate 
plane. 

If /(x) = Vx and g(x) = x2 - 1, write the equation of f ° g. 

Find the domain and range of f°g where / and g are as defined in Problem 19. 

Evaluate: lim —;—7- 
x-*-i x + 1 

Find the value of k such that x = -2 is a zero of x2 + kx + 4. 

Find the sum of the first twenty terms of the arithmetic sequence whose first 
three terms are -2, 1, and 4. 

Find the radius of a circle which can be circumscribed about a rectangle whose 
length is 3 units and whose width is 4 units. 

lesson 56 Related rate problems 

A related rate problem is a problem that presents a situation where one or more 
related quantities are changing and that asks for the rate at which one of the 
quantities is changing. The first step to solving such a problem is writing an 
equation that relates the variable quantities of the problem. This equation is called 
the relating equation. 

Differentiating the relating equation gives us an equation that tells us how the 
rates of the change of the various variable quantities relate to each other. Then we 
use the specific information given in the problem that can be substituted into the 
relating equation to solve for the desired quantities. 

The following problems are classic examples of related rate problems which 
appear in virtually every calculus book. 

Example 56.1 A 13-meter-long ladder leans against a vertical wall. The base of the ladder is pulled 
away from the wall at a rate of 1 meter per second. Find the rate at which the top of 
the ladder is falling when the base of the ladder is 5 meters away from the wall. 

Solution The first task in a related rate problem is to find 
the equation that relates the variables. We begin 
by drawing a diagram of the problem. We let x 
represent the distance from the base of the 
ladder to the wall and let y represent the distance 
from the ground to the top of the ladder. The 
distances x and y form the sides of a right 
triangle, and 13 is the hypotenuse. Thus we use 
the Pythagorean theorem to write the equation 
that relates x and y. 

y 

relating equation x2 + y2 = 132 x x2 + y2 = 169 
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To find an equation which will relate dx/dt, dy/dt, x, and y, we differentiate the 
relating equation implicitly with respect to time t. 

x2 + y2 = 169 

2x dx + 2y dy = 0 

dx dy 

2xlt+2y7,=0 

relating equation 

differentials 

divided by dt 

We want to find dy/dt, so we solve this equation for dy/dt. 

dy _ dx 

2y dt 2x dt 
rearranged 

dy x dx 

dt y dt 
divided 

To get a numerical answer for dy/dt, we need to know values of x, y, and dx/dt. We 
were given that dx/dt = 1 and that x = 5. We can use the Pythagorean theorem again 
to find y when x = 5. 

52+y2 = 132 

y2 = 169 - 25 = 144 

y — 12 

Pythagorean theorem 

rearranged 

solved 

Now, we replace dx/dt with 

dy 

dt 

1, x with 5, and y with 12. 

(1) - meter per second 

The negative sign tells us that the value of y is decreasing as time increases. 

Example 56.2 A 6-foot-tall man is walking straight away from a 15-foot-high streetlight. At what 
rate is his shadow lengthening when he is 20 feet away from the streetlight if he is 
walking away from the light at a rate of 4 feet per second? 

Solution The first task in a related rate problem is to find the equation that relates the 
variables. We begin by drawing a diagram of the problem. We use x to represent the 
distance of the man from the streetlight and L to represent the length of the shadow. 
Then we use properties of similar triangles to find the equation that relates x and L. 

L + x _ L 
15 ~ 6 
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We rearrange the equation and find the differential of every term. 

L + x = > differential 

Next we divide every term by dt and solve for dL/dt. 

dx 3 dL j • * j j i / 
-j- = » ~n divided by dt 
dt 2 dt J 

dL _ 2 dx 
dt 3 dt 

solved for 
dL 
dt 

We were given that dx/dt = 4 feet per second, so we substitute 4 for dx/dt. 

dL 
dt 

9 8 
^ (4) = j feet per second 

It turned out that the variables of x and L did not appear in the equation for 
dL/dt, so these values were not needed in the last step. Thus, the rate at which the 
man’s shadow is lengthening is f feet per second regardless of his distance from the 
light. 

Example 56.3 A conical container has a height of 9 centimeters 
and a diameter of 6 centimeters as shown. It is 
leaking water at the rate of 1 cubic centimeter 
per minute. Find the rate at which the water 
level h is dropping when h equals 3 centimeters. 

Solution We are given that dV/dt = -1 and are asked to find dh/dt. Thus we need an equation 
that relates the volume V and the height of the water h. The formula for the volume 
of a cone is 

V= | trr2h 

In this equation we have Fas a function of both r and h. Since the shape of the cone 
is known, we can use the similar triangles we find in a side view of the cone to write 
the relationship between r and h. We do this on the left below. On the right we 
substitute to get the desired relating equation. 

V = 

V = 

V = 

2 

h 

7rh} 
27 

volume 

substituted 

substituted 

We take the differential of both sides, divide every term by dt, and then solve for 
dh/dt. 
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Problem set 56 

dV = ^ dh differentials 

ll 

77 h1 dh 
9 dt 

divided by dt 

dh 
dV 

dt „ dh 

dt 7T h2 
solved for -j- 

dt 

As the last step we use -1 for dV/dt and 3 for h. 

dh 9(-1) 1 
"77 = —=-~ -0.32 centimeter per second 
dt 77 (3)" 77 

The negative sign means that h is decreasing as time increases. 

1. A 10-meter-long ladder leans against a vertical wall. The base of the ladder is 
pulled away from the wall at a rate of 1 meter per second. How fast is the top of 
the ladder falling when the base of the ladder is 4 meters away from the wall? 

2. A 5-foot-tall man walks straight away from a lamppost which is 35 feet high. 
How fast is the length of his shadow changing when he is 12 feet away from the 
lamppost if he walks at a rate of 3 feet per second? 

3. If f'{x) exists for all real values of x, then sketch the basic shape of the graph of 
/ where 

/'(*) 

{ > 0 when x < 2 

= 0 when x = 2 

> 0 when 2 < x < 
= 0 when x = 3 

l < 0 when x > 3 

3 

4. Use the first derivative to find where the critical numbers of / occur if 
/(x) = x2 + 6x - 4. Then use the first derivative to determine whether/attains 
a maximum or minimum value at some critical number. 

Use the chain rule to find ~r~ in Problems 5 and 6. 
dx 

5. y = Vw u = x2 + 1 6. y = e" u = sin x 

7. Use the fact that 

f\a) = lim 
x-*a 

f{x) - f(a) 

x - a 

to find /'(1) where f(x) = Vx. {Hint: Factor the denominator.) 

8. Sketch the graph of y = -x1 + 4 where 0 < x < 2 and partition the interval 
[0, 2] into four equally long subintervals. Use an upper sum to estimate the 
area bounded by the graph of y and the x axis on the interval [0, 2]. 

Use u substitution and the sum, product, and quotient rules as necessary to 
differentiate the functions of Problems 9-12. 

9. /(*) 
sin x 

cos x + sin x 
x| + 5 

11. y = Vx2 + 1 

10. y = 2x In 

12. y = csin x 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 57 

13. Approximate to two decimal places the slope of the line which can be drawn 
normal to the graph of y = In |x| + ex at x = -2. 

14. Find the critical numbers of /(x) = 3x4 + 4x3 - 12x2 + 5. Then use this 
equation and a sketch of the graph of / to determine where / attains a local 

maximum or minimum. 

Integrate: 

15. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

/ 3x + ex J- + I 
Vx 3 

dx 16. t + - - 3 + t5 + r5 sin t dt 

Sketch the graph of y = tan x. 

If /(x) = 2 sin x, approximate /"'(2) to two decimal places. 

Begin with the key identities and develop an identity for tan 2a. 

Find the coordinates of the vertices and the equations of the asymptotes of the 
conic whose equation is 

(x - 2)2 _ (y + l)2 = i 

21. A chord 10 centimeters long is drawn inside a circle of radius r. The distance 
from the center of the circle to the midpoint of the chord is 12 centimeters. 
Find the radius of the circle. 

22. If a - b = 2, then compare: A. a2 + b2 B. 4 + 2ab 

Fundamental theorem of integral calculus 

We have defined the area under a curve on the interval [a, b] to be the number that is 
the limit of the sum of the areas of the rectangles on a partition of [a, b] between the 
x axis and the graph of a nonnegative continuous function, as the number of 
rectangles increases without limit. On the left below we show the area under the 
graph of the function /between x values of a and b. The width of each rectangle is 
Ax and the height of each rectangle is the least value of/(x) on each interval, so the 
sum of the areas of these rectangles will be a lower sum (we could have used an 
upper sum). On the right we use summation notation to indicate this sum whose 
limit we have defined to be the number that we call the area A. 

Underneath the summation notation we have written the integral notation for the 
same sum. We read this as “the area A equals the integral from a to b of/of x dee x.” 
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Note that this notation reminds us that one border of the area is the graph of/and 
suggests that the width of each rectangle can be thought of as dx. We have been 
estimating the areas under curves by the rather laborious process of drawing the 
rectangles, finding the individual areas, and summing the areas. From now on we 
will use the fundamental theorem of integral calculus to find these areas exactly and 
with a minimum of effort. 

This theorem is a statement of the wonderful discovery of Newton and 
Leibniz. In part, the theorem tells us that the area under the graph of any continuous 
nonnegative function between a and b equals the value of any antiderivative 
evaluated at a subtracted from the value of the same antiderivative evaluated at b. 

This means that the area under the graph of a nonnegative function and above 
the x axis between x values of a and b equals the ordered difference of the distances 
from the x axis to the graph of any antiderivative at a and at b. It is customary to use a 
small /to designate a function and a capital F to designate an antiderivative of the 
function. Thus the derivative of F(x) will be /(x), and some antiderivative off(x) 
will be F(x). 

^ F(x) = f(x) and jf(x) dx = F(x) 

If we use this notation, we can designate the area under the graph of a continuous 
nonnegative function between x values of a and b by writing 

Aab= [b f(x) dx = F(b) - F(a) 
J a 

For a specific example we will use the fundamental theorem of integral 
calculus to find the area under the graph of y = 2x between x values of 2 and 3. In 
the figure on the left we show that this area equals the area of the rectangle, 4, plus 
the area of the triangle, 1, for a total area of 5. 

y 

y 

9-4 = 5 

y 

11-6 = 5 

In the center figure and in the right-hand figure we show graphs of the functions 
F,(x) = x2 and F2(x) = x2 + 2, both of which are antiderivatives of /(x). The 
difference in the values of ^,(3) and i7, (2) is 9 - 4, which equals 5. The difference in 
the values of ^(3) and F2(2) is 11 — 6, which also equals 5. The difference between 
F(3) and F(2) will be 5 regardless of the antiderivative chosen because the contribution 
of the unique constant of each antiderivative is eliminated when we subtract. 

To this point we have restricted our statement of the fundamental theorem of 
integral calculus to functions that are continuous and nonnegative on the interval. 
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Thus, until we discuss this topic further, we will be careful in the problem sets to 
select functions whose graphs do not go below the x axis on the interval being 
considered. In a later lesson we will find how this theorem can be used with any 
continuous function. We will also present one informal proof and two formal proofs 
of this theorem. 

Example 57.1 Find the area under the graph of /(x) = 4 sin x between 0 and n. 

Solution On the left we show the graph of the equation /(x) = 4 sin x and have shaded the 
area that we want to find. On the right we show the graph of F(x) = -4 cos x + 0, 
which is the graph of an antiderivative of 4 sin x. We use arrows to indicate the 
distance from the x axis to the graph when x = 0 and when x = tt. 

y y 

We can see that F(0) = -4 and F(tt) = 4 and that the answer must be 

4 sin x dx = 4 - (-4) = 8 
Jo 

Rather than drawing pictures, it is customary to proceed as follows. 

A — 4 sin x dx = 4 [-cos x]J = -4[cos x]J 
Jo 

We use the notation on the right to indicate that the value of x at the left end of the 
interval is zero, and we call zero the lower limit. The value of x at the right end of the 
interval is called the upper limit and is tt in this example. We note that here the word 
limit has a different meaning from that in the phrase limit of a function. Here the 
word limit is used to designate the values of x at the ends of the interval [0, n]. We 
always evaluate the antiderivative at the upper limit first and subtract from it the 
value of the same antiderivative evaluated at the lower limit. 

-4 cos x]J = -4(cos 77 - cos 0) 

= —4[(— 1) - (1)] = —4(—2) - 8 units2 

Example 57.2 Find the area under the graph of the function y = x2 + 2x + 5 between x values of 1 
and 3. 

Solution We could take the time to draw an accurate graph but this is unnecessary. We know 
the function is positive for x values between 1 and 3, so we draw a general 
continuous curve above the x axis, call it f and indicate the area we want to find. 
Then we draw another curve and label it //= F and indicate the distance from the x 
axis to this curve at x values of 1 and 3. The curves shown on the next page do not 
represent the graph of the function in this problem or the graph of an antiderivative 
but are just general curves. 
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Example 57.3 

Solution 

Problem set 57 

y 

X 

The area under /between 1 and 3 equals F(3) - F( 1). We begin by writing the 
integral of a sum as the sum of the integrals. 

A - J (x2 + 2x + 5) dx = J x2 dx + 2 j x dx + 5 J^ dx 

Now we find an antiderivative and evaluate this antiderivative at the endpoints of 
the interval to determine the area. 

xJ 
+ x2 + 5x = [9 + 9 + 15] - 

3 + 1 
+ 5 

„ 19 80 2 
= 33 —^ units2 

Find the area under the graph of the function y = 3ex + - + x2 between x values of 1 

and 2. 

This time we will not bother to draw the graph but will keep the graph of the 
preceding example in mind as we find the area. First we write the integral of a sum 
as the sum of integrals 

A = 3 J ex dx + 2 ~ + J *2 dx 

Now we find an antiderivative and evaluate it at the endpoints of the interval to find 
the area. 

3ex + 2 In x + ^x3 

= 3e2 + 2 In 2 - 3e + | units2 

3e2 + 2 In 2 + 4 (23) 
]_ 
3 

3e' + 2 In 1 + ^(l3) 

1. A 13-meter-long ladder leans against a vertical wall. The base of the ladder is 
pulled away from the wall at a rate of 2 meters per second. How fast is the top 
of the ladder falling when the base of the ladder is 5 meters away from the wall? 

2. The volume of a spherical ball is increasing at a rate of 1 cubic centimeter per 
second. What is the rate at which the radius is increasing in length when the 

radius of the ball is 10 centimeters? 
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Use the fundamental theorem of integral calculus to compute the areas of the 
shaded regions shown in Problems 3-6. 

7. Find all the critical numbers of / where f(x) = -2x3 - 3x2 - 4. Use the 
equation and a sketch of the graph of /to find the values of x at which /attains 
local maximum or minimum values. 

8. Use the first derivative to justify your answers to Problem 7. 

dy 
Use the chain rule to find ~i~ in Problems 9 and 10. 

dx 

9. y = eu u — x + sin x 10. y - 
\fu 

u - ex + 1 

f(x) - f(a) 
11. Use the definition f\a) = lim --—-- to compute /'(2) if /(x) = x2 + 1. 

x->a x - a 1 x ^' 

Differentiate the functions whose equations are given in Problems 12-15. 

12. y = 3ex+sin x 13. y = 413 In t 

+, _ c 1 sin x 
4 y 6u Vh 15- y ~ x1 + 1 

16. Approximate the value of/"'(3) to two decimal places iff(x) = -3 cos x. 

Sketch the equations of Problems 17 and 18, indicating clearly all x intercepts and 
asymptotes of the graphs. 

17, y = (x - 2)2 18, y = x2(x - f)(x +1)2 

19. Determine the domain and range of the inverse trigonometric function 
y = arccos x. 

20. Express sin2 x in terms of cos 2x. 
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58.A 
Derivatives 

of 
trigonometric 

functions 

Example 58.1 

Solution 
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21. Find all real values of x for which 0 < x < 2v and sin 3x = 1. 

Aex + 2 cos x + x'5 + ~ + Vxj dx 

23. Write the number 1.2727 • • • = 1.27 as a fraction written in lowest terms. 

24. Find the sum of all the terms of the infinite geometric sequence whose first 
three terms are 2, §, |. 

22. Integrate: J 

Derivatives of trigonometric functions • 

Summary of rules for derivatives and 
differentials 

When we try to use the definition of the derivative to find the derivatives of sin x, cos 
x, tan x, and other trigonometric functions, we find that we encounter limits of 
expressions that cannot be evaluated by using elementary algebraic manipulations. 
There is a way to prove that the derivative of sin x is cos x if we use the limits of 
geometric areas as a part of the proof. We will present this proof in Lesson 116. 

We are fortunate that we can use the fact that the derivative of sin x is cos x to 
find the derivatives of other trigonometric functions. We will begin by using this fact 
to find the derivative of cos x. To find the derivative of cos x, all we have to do is 
remember that cos x is the cosine of x, which means that cos x is the sine of the other 
angle. From the diagram we see that the other angle is (90 - x)°, or f - x. 

Use the fact that the derivative of sin x is cos x to find the derivative of cos x. 

We know how to differentiate the sine function, so we will substitute sin (f - x) for 
cos x. Then we will use u substitution to differentiate this function. We begin by 

writing 

y = cos x 
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Example 58.2 

Solution 

Example 58.3 

Next we replace cos x with its cofunction, sin 

y = sin ~~ xj cofunction 

We note that this expression has the form y = sin u. We can find the differential of 
this form, so we write 

dy = cos u du 
77 

u = - x 

du = (-1) dx 

Now we use the box to substitute again. We simplify the expression and divide both 
sides by dx to find the derivative. 

dy = cos (y - xj(-l) dx substituted 

dy = -cos (y — x) dx 

dy 

dx cos V 2 
77 

simplified 

divided by dx 

We began by replacing cos x with its cofunction, sin (y - xj. We finish by replacing 

cos 
77 

x with its cofunction, sin x. : 
dy 
dx 

= —sin x 

Use the quotient rule and the derivatives of sin x and cos x to find the derivative of 
tan x. 

We begin by writing the derivatives of sin x and cos x. 

A 
dx 

sin x - cos x 

Now we define tan x. 

~r cos x = -sin x 
dx 

tan x = 
sin x 
cos x 

Next we use the quotient rule to find the derivative. 

d (cos x)(cos x) - (sin x)(-sin x) 
~r (tan x) =-5- 
dx ’ cos2 x 

cos- x + sin- x 
cos2 x 

But sin2 x + cos2 x = 1, and the reciprocal of cos2 x is sec2 x, so 

Tx(,an = 
l 

COS^ X 
sec‘ x 

Use the quotient rule and the derivatives of sin x and cos x to find the derivative of 
cot x. 
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Solution Again we begin by writing the derivatives of sin x and cos x. 

d d . 
~~i sin x — cos x 
dx dx 

cos x - -sin x 

Now we define cot x. 

cos x 
cot x - —- 

sin x 

Now we use the quotient rule to find the derivative. 

d (sin x)(-sin x) - (cos x)(cos x) 

dx ^COt sin2 x 

-sin2 x - cos2 x 
sinz x 

But -(sin2 x + cos2 x) = -1 and the reciprocal of sin2 x is esc2 x, so 

4- (cot x) = — 
dxv 7 sinz x 

= -esc2 X 

Example 58.4 Use the fact that sec x is the reciprocal of cos x to find the derivative of sec x. 

Solution First we will rewrite sec x as a power of cos x. 

y = sec x = —-—- —> y = (cos x)_1 
COS X 

We note that this equation has the form y = w'1, so we use u substitution and begin 
by finding the differential dy. 

y = u 1 —> dy = (-l)u 2 du u - cos x 

du = -sin x dx 

Example 58.5 

Solution 

Next we substitute again and get 

dy = (-l)(cos x) 2(-sin x) dx substituted 

dy = 
sin x , 

, dx 
COS2 X 

simplified 

dy = 
1 sin x , 

dx 
cos X cos X 

rearranged 

dy = sec x tan x dx simplified 

fx(sec x) = 
sec x tan x derivative 

This shows that 
d . - , 

sec x = sec x tan x 
dx ~~—_ _— 

Use the fact that esc x is the reciprocal of sin x to find the derivative of esc x. 

First we will rewrite esc x as a power of sin x. 

y = esc x = —— —> y = (sin x)_1 
* sin x J v 

We note that this equation has the form y = ir1, so we use u substitution and begin 
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Example 58.6 

Solution 

Example 58.7 

Solution 

Example 58.8 

Solution 

Example 58.9 

by finding the differential dy. 

y = u~' —> dy = — 1 u~2 du u - sin x 

du = cos x dx 

Next we substitute again and get 

dy = ( - l)(sin x)“2(cos x dx) 

J COS X , 
dy — - . ■ ., dx 

dy = —v 

sin- x 

1 cos x 
dx 

sin x sin x 

dy — -esc x cot x dx 

dy 

dx 
- -CSC x cot X 

substituted 

simplified 

rearranged 

simplified 

divided by dx 

This shows that 
dx 

esc x = -esc x cot x 

The results of Examples 58.2, 58.3, 58.4, and 58.5 should be memorized. 

. - dy 
If y = ex(sec x)) + sec2 x, find -^. 

We have to use the product rule. 

dy 
= ex sec x tan x + sec x ex + 2 sec x sec x tan x 

dx 
r - _ _ 

= ex sec x tan x + sec x ex + 2 sec2 x tan x 

If y = x2 tan x + esc2 x, find y’. 

Again we must use the product rule. 

y’ = x2 sec2 x + 2x tan x + (2 esc x)(-csc x cot x) 

= x2 sec2 x + 2x tan x — 2 esc2 x cot x 

dy 
If y = In x esc x, find 

We use the product rule again. 

dy 

dx 
= (In x)(-csc x cot x) + - esc x 

= -In x esc x cot x + - esc x 
x 

if y 
tan3 x 

ex + r find y1. 

Solution We use the quotient rule. 
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(ex + l)(3)(tan2 x)(sec2 x) - (tan3 x)(ex) 

(ex + 1 y 

3(ex + l)(tan2 x)(sec2 x) - ex tan3 x 

(ex + l)2 

58.B 
Summary If c represents a constant and u and v are differentiable functions of x, the rules for 

Of rules derivatives and differentials that we have discussed to this point are as follows: 

for derivatives 
and 

differentials 

DERIVATIVES 

d A 
~r c - 0 
dx 

DIFFERENTIALS 

d{c) = 0 

d d 
dx dx 

—> d(cu) = c du 

d , , x du , dv 
dx U V dx dx 

—> d(u + v) = du + dv 

d dv , du 
dx dx dx 

—> d(uv) - u dv + v du 

du dv 
d u _ dx dx 

dx v v2 
—> 

Ju\ _ v du - u dv 
\v) ~ v2 

-y- un - nun~] 
du 

—> dun = nun~l du 

4- e“ = eu 
du 

—> de“ = eu du 

d . 
sin u ~~ cos u 

du 
—> d sin u = cos u du 

d 
-j- cos u = —sin u 
du 

—> d cos u — -sin u du 

d , 1 
-j- In u - - 
du u 

—> d(In u) = - du 
u 

d + 2 
-j- tan u - sec^ u 
dx 

—> d tan u - sec2 u du 

d + 2 ~r cot u = -cscz u 
dx 

—> d cot u = -esc2 u du 

d 
~r~ sec u = sec u tan u 
dx 

—> d sec u - sec u tan u du 

-4- CSC u = —esc u cot u 
dx 

—> d esc u = —esc u cot u du 

Problem set 58 1. The radius of the base of a right circular cone increases at a rate of 1 centimeter 
per second while its height remains constant at 10 centimeters. Find the rate at 
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which the volume of the cone is increasing at the instant when the base of the 
cone has a 24-centimeter radius. 

2. The chamber leaked noxious fumes at an exponential rate. At noon the 
chamber leaked fumes at a rate of 3 cm3/sec, and 3 hours later the chamber 
leaked fumes at a rate of 8 cm3/sec. How many hours past noon did the 
chamber leak fumes at a rate of 20 cm3/sec? 

3. Use the fact that the derivative of sin x is cos x to find the derivative of cos x. 

4. Use the quotient rule and the derivatives of sin x and cos x to find the 
derivative of cot x. 

5. Use the fact that esc x is the reciprocal of sin x to find the derivative of esc x. 

Find the derivative of each of the following functions: 

6. y = ex esc x 7. y = x2 sec x 

Use the fundamental theorem of integral calculus to compute the areas of the 
shaded regions shown in Problems 8-11. 

8. y 9. y 

10. 

x 

y n. y 

12. Suppose /(x) = x2 + bx + c where b and c are real numbers. Use the first 
derivative to determine where the minimum value of / occurs. Use a rough 
sketch of /to justify your answer. 

13. If g is a function such that g(2) = 0 and g' < 0 when x lies in the interval (0, 2) 
and g' > 0 when x lies in the interval (2, 4), determine whether attains a local 
maximum or minimum value at x = 2. 

Use the chain rule to find ~ in Problems 14 and 15. 

14. y=4sinu u = x2 15. y =-1-= u = ex - 1 
Vu 

16. A particle moves along the number line so that its position at time t is given by 
the equation s(t) = t3 - t2 - 12. Find the velocity of the particle at t = 3. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 59 

59.A 
Concavity 

and inflection 
points 

Integrate: 

+ 2u2 - 1 + 3Vw + 2 sin u - cos u + u~5 - 4ell^j du 

18. J —— ^ + ^ dx (First rewrite the integrand as a sum.) 

19. Determine to two decimal places the real values of x where logY 3 = 5. 

20. Rewrite y = log2 x entirely in terms of the natural logarithm function. 

21. Sketch the graph of y = -2 + 3 sin (2x - 90°). 

22. Sketch the graph of y = x2/3. 

23. Suppose/is a quadratic function and that/(0) = -4 and/(2) = /(-1) = 0. 
Find the equation of / 

24. Two circles whose diameters are equal intersect at two points. The chord 
joining these two points is 8 centimeters long. If the distance between the 
centers of the two circles is 6 centimeters, find the length of the radius of each 
circle. 

25. If xy — / compare: A. -x B. — - 

Concavity and inflection points • Applications 
of the second derivative 

If we can draw a tangent line to the graph of a function /at an x value of c, there are 
three possibilities for the behavior of the graph near the point of tangency P. 

y y y 

(a) All points on the graph near the point of tangency P lie above the tangent 
line. In this case the graph moves up and away from the tangent line on both sides of 
P, and we say that the graph of/is concave upward at x = c. 

(,b) All points on the graph near the point of tangency P lie below the tangent 
line. In this case the graph moves down and away from the tangent line on both sides 
of P, and we say that the graph of/is concave downward at x = c. 

(c) The points on the graph near the point of tangency P are above the 
tangent line on one side of P and below the tangent line on the other side of P. Thus 
the curve moves up and away (concave upward) on one side and down and away 
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(concave downward) on the other side. We say that the point P is an inflection point 

and say that / has an inflection point at x = c. 

Example 59.1 Shown is the graph of/ 

y 

Indicate if the graph appears to have positive or negative concavity or has an 
inflection point at the points labeled. 

Solution A: Negative. B: Negative. C: Inflection point. D: Positive. E: Inflection point. F: 
Negative. 

Notice that the graph is concave upward on one side of both inflection points 
and is concave downward on the other side. 

59.B 
Geometric 

meaning 
of the second 

derivative 

The derivative of a function is another function called the first derivative whose 
value equals the rate of change of the original function with respect to x. The value 
of the first derivative where x - c equals the slope of the line tangent to the graph 
when x — c. 

If we differentiate the first derivative of a function, we get another function 
called the second derivative of the function. The value of the second derivative 
equals the rate of change of the first derivative. Thus the value of the second 
derivative equals the rate of change of the slope of the graph of the original function. 
If the second derivative is positive when x = c, the slope of the graph of the function is 
increasing as the x dot moves to the right and the graph will be concave upward at that 
point. In the figure at the top of page 295, we show the graph of a function /that is 
concave upward at every value of x. If the x dot is in the position shown, we estimate 
the slope of the graph to be -2. 
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y The slope of the curve increases as the x dot 
moves from left to right. 

As the x dot moves to the right we see that the estimated slope goes from -2 to 
-1 to 0 to +1 to +2. Each value of the slope is greater than the value to its left, and 
thus the rate of change of the slope is positive. 

If the second derivative is negative when x = c, the slope of the graph of the 
function is decreasing as the x dot moves to the right and the graph will be concave 
downward at that point. In the next figure we show the graph of a function /that is 
concave downward at every value of x. If the x dot is in the position shown, we 
estimate the slope of the graph to be +2. 

y The slope of the curve decreases as the x dot 
moves from left to right. 

In this graph of a function, as the x dot moves to the right we see that the values of 
the estimated slope go from +2 to +1 to 0 to -1 to -2. Each value of the slope is less 
than the one to its left, and thus the rate of change of the slope is negative. 

We can remember the connection between positive and negative values of the 
second derivative and concave upward and concave downward by using these faces 

as a mnemonic. 

f" positive means f" negative means 
concave upward concave downward 

The first derivative tells us whether the slope is positive, negative, or zero and 
tells us how steep the slope is if the slope is not zero. To illustrate, we show the graphs 

of 

y = 2x and y = -2x 

on the following page. 
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If the second derivative is not zero for some value of x, its value tells us whether 
the slope is increasing positively or negatively and tells us how fast the~sIope is 
increasing, which is a measure of the “bend” in the graph at that value of x. 

Here we show tangent lines drawn to the graphs of four different functions. 
The slopes of the tangent lines are equal, so the values of the first derivatives of these 
functions are equal at the points of tangency. 

The values of the second derivatives are all different. At Px and P2 the graphs are 
concave upward, so the slope is increasing as the x dot moves from left to right. The 
bend in the graph at P2 is greater, so if the value of the second derivative at P{ were 
+ 2, a value of +4 at P2 would not be unreasonable. At P3 and P4 the graphs are 
concave downward, so the slope is decreasing as the x dot moves from left to right. 
The bend in the graph at P4 is greater, so if the value of the second derivative at P2 
were -2, a value of -4 at P4 would not be unreasonable. 

Example 59.2 At which of the points labeled on the graph shown is 
d^v 
dx2 

positive? 

Solution The places at which the second derivative is positive are those places on the graph of 
the function where the graph is concave upwards Only two of the points on the graph 
appear to satisfy this condition; they are C and D. 
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59.C 
First 

and second 
derivative 

tests 

We remember that critical points or critical numbers are values of x for which the 
value of a function / could be a local maximum or a local minimum. Local 
maximum values and local minimum values^ are sometimes called local extrema. 
Local extrema can occur at the endpoints of the domain and also at values of x for 
which the graph of a function has a corner or “sharp point.” Local extrema can also 
exist at values of x for which the first derivative equals zero (the slope of the graph of 
/equals zero). We remember that these critical points are called stationary points or 
stationary numbers. If the function/is continuous at c and if/'(c) = 0, then we can 
use the first derivative test to see if/(c) is a local maximum or a local minimum, or if 
the graph of / has an inflection point at (c, /(c)). 

FIRST DERIVATIVE TEST 

If the first derivative of/equals zero when x = c,f'(c) = 0, 
and 

1. If the derivative of/(slope of the graph of/) is positive 
for all values of x just to the left of c and negative for all 
values of x just to the right of c, then /(c) is a local 
maximum. 

2. If the derivative of /(slope of the graph of/) is negative 
for all values of x just to the left of c and positive for all 
values of x just to the right of c, then /(c) is a local 
minimum. 

3. If the derivative of / (slope of the graph of /) has the 
same sign for all values of x just to the left and right of c, 
then (c,/(c)) is an inflection point on the graph of/ 

The three possibilities are shown here. 

(a) Local maximum (b) Local minimum (c) Inflection points 

If the value of the second derivative, / "(x), is positive or negative when x = c, the 
second derivative test can be used to obviate the requirement for checking the value of 
the first derivative on both sides of x = c. If the value of the second derivative is zero, 
/"(c) = 0, the second derivative test cannot be used. 
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SECOND DERIVATIVE TEST 

If the first derivative of / equals zero when x = c [f'(c) = 0], and 

1. If the second derivative of/is a negative number when x = c 
< 0], then /(c) is a local maximum value. 

2. If the second derivative of/is a positive number when x = c 
U\c) > 0], then /(c) is a local minimum value. 

Note: A zero value of the second derivative does not necessarily indicate an inflection 
point. A zero value of the second derivative [/"(c) = 0] tells us to go back and use the 
first derivative test. 

Example 59.3 Suppose /is a polynomial function such that /'(3) = 0 and /"(3) = 3. Sketch the 
graph of /where x is close to 3 and indicate the property of the function /at x = 3. 

Solution With the information given, we can only guess at 
the shape of the graph in the vicinity of x = 3. 
This graph shows that /has a local minimum 
point at x = 3. Hence, the function /has a local 
minimum at x — 3. 

Example 59.4 Suppose /is a polynomial function such that/'(3) = 0 and /"(3) = 0. In addition/' is 
positive for all values of x near x = 3. Sketch the graph of/for x near x = 3 and 
indicate the significance of the point on the graph of/at x = 3. 

Solution Since/' = 0 and/" = 0 at x = 3, then/(3) is a local maximum or minimum value of 
/ or the graph of /has an inflection point at (3,/(3)). We cannot use the second 
derivative test because /"(3) = 0, so we go back to the first derivative test. We were 
told that the first derivative has the same sign on both sides of 3, so the point (3,/(3)) 
must be an inflection point. 

We use this information to sketch the graph y 
of/ 

Example 59.5 Given /(x) = x4, use /' and /" to describe the graph of/near and at x = 0. 

Solution We begin by finding the equations of /' and /". 

/(x) = x4 

/'(x) = 4x3 —» /'(0) = 4(0)3 = 0 

/"(x) = 12x2 —> /"(0) = 12(0)2 - 0 

At x — 0,/' and /" — 0. The fact that/' = 0 at x = 0 tells us that/has a stationary 
point at f- 0. The second derivative test cannot be used because/"(0) = 0. If we use 
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Problem set 59 

the first derivative test, we see that /' is negative when x is negative and positive 
when x is positive. Thus /(0) is a local minimum value of f. 

/'(*) = 4x3 
< 0 
> 0 

when x < 0 
when x > 0 

y 

1. An inverted right circular cone whose 
depth is 10 cm and whose base has a 5-cm 
radius is dripping liquid at a rate of 1 
cm3/sec. How fast is the depth of the liquid 
changing when the depth of the liquid is 5 
cm? 

2. Sketch the basic shape of the graph of / where 

/"(*) 

> 0 
= 0 
< 0 

when x > 1 
when x = 1 
when x < 1 

3. Find all the critical numbers of/(x) = x4 - 2x2. Use the equation of/and its 
graph to determine where the extrema of /occur and what their values are. 

4. Suppose / is as defined in Problem 3. Use the second derivative test to de¬ 
termine whether the graph of/has an extremum point or an inflection point at 
each of the critical numbers of f. 

Use the fundamental theorem of integral calculus to compute the areas of the 
shaded regions shown in Problems 5-8. 

5. y 

8. 

0 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

9. Shown is a line which is the graph of f. Make a rough sketch of the shape of the 
graph of f 

y 

Differentiate the functions of Problems 10-12. 

10. y = 4x esc x 11. g(x) = x In x - x tan x 

12. y = 13(sin x + cos x)22 

dy 
13. Use the chain rule to find ^ if y = 6ir and u = sin x + cos x. 

14. Evaluate 2) where f(x) = 2 In |x| + 3. 

Sketch the graphs of the equations given in Problems 15 and 16. 

(1 - x)(x2 + l)(x - 4) ^ _iw _ , 3 
15. y 

(x2 + 2)(x - 2)(x - 4)x 
16. y = x(x - l)(x + l)3 

17. Use the fact that the derivative of sin x is cos x to prove that the derivative of 
cos x is -sin x. 

18. Find y' if y = 2ex - cos x + 14 sin x. 

19. If/(x) = sin x and g(x) = fix - sketch the graph of g. 

Evaluate the following limits: 

3n} - 4n2 
20. lim 

5 n- 
21. lim 

h->0 

3xh - 4h2 
h 

22. Integrate: J 
Vx 

- 3Vx - x17 + x" 3 sin x + cos x - 2ex dx 

23. Use the derivatives of sin x and cos x to prove that the derivative of tan x is 
sec2 x. 

24. Find x in terms of the other constants in the figure shown. 

AE = x 
DE = a + b 
CE = x + 1 
BE - a 

25. Find the sixth term in the sequence -2, -V2, -1, . . . . 
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lesson 60 

60.A 
Derivatives 

of composite 
functions 

Example 60.1 

Solution 

Derivatives of composite functions • Derivatives 
of products and quotients 

We have been using two methods to find the derivative of a composite function. 
First we learned to use u substitution, and then we learned to treat the equations 
separately and use the chain rule. The function 

y = e2x 

is a composite function formed by composing two function machines into one as we 
show here. 

2( ) -> e2< ) 

x u = 2x y = eu -> e 2x 

The derivative of this composite function is the same whether we use u substitution 
or whether we use the chain rule. 

v d 
pxx :_p 

dx dx 
2x — 02x — (2x) so -j- e2x = 2e2x 

dx 

We need to differentiate composite functions often, and it is helpful to realize that a 
shortcut can be used. We treat the argument of the composite function as if it were a 
single entity and multiply the derivative of this function by the derivative of the 
argument. Thus, if ( ) is the argument of the function, 

d d 
dx ^ c ^/v- ( ) 

— e{ ) 
dx 

dx 

e> )£. 
dx 

dx 
sin 

( ) 

d 
‘ ) = cos ( )s( ) 

jh. tan ( ) = sec2 ( ) 4- ( ) 
dx dx 

d 
55sec< > = sec< >tan< >S( > 

dx ( )* 

dx 

dx 

d 

n( r'£( ) 

ln( ) = 
1 

( ) dx ) 

d 
fa cos ( ) - -sin ( ) ^ ( ) 

dx 

TiZ c°t ( ) = -esc2 ( ) -fa ( ) 

d 
fff esc ( ) = -CSC ( ) cot ( ) ^ ( ) 

dx 

If f(x) = sin (2x2 + 4x + 6), find f(x). 

SO11 We remember that 

d_ 
dx 

l 
d 

sin ( ) = cos ( ) ^ ( ) 

Now we write 2x2 + 4x + 6 in each of the parentheses. 

sin (2x2 + Ax + 6) = cos (2x2 + 4x + 6) ^ (2x2 + 4x + 6) 

We finish by taking the derivative of the argument and writing either 

[cos (2x2 + 4x + 6)](4jc + 4) or (4x + 4) cos (2x2 + 4x + 6) 
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Example 60.2 If g(x) = In sin x, find g'(x). 

Solution We remember that 

. \ <r \ it \ >- 

'Aik f \u\ X .)•? L®* 

Lesson 60 

jA 
*>■ -A 

dx ^ ^ ( ) dx 
1 — ( ) 

v ) 

*4 , | -1* nJh 
5X 

c^irt 

Now we write sin x in each of the parentheses. 

-j- In (sin x) = -4— (sin x) 
dx sin x dx v 

Next we take the derivative of the argument and simplify. 

d , , . , 1 
Txln <sin x) 

Example 60.3 If h(x) = (x2 + 4x)100, find h\x). 

Solution We remember that 

sin x 

v I* 

cos X = cot X 

y<U j 
' ■. A. / V. 

fx( r*> = 100( ) 99 

•(j -)(2-pjy. 

Au 'xdx 
v ay+MV 

£< > 

Now we write x2 + 4x in each set of parentheses, take the derivative of the 
argument, and simplify. 

^ (x2 + 4x)100 = 100(x2 + 4x)99 ^ (x2 + 4x) 

-> 100(x2 + 4x)99 (2x + 4) = 200(x + 2)(x2 + 4x) 99 

60.B 
Derivatives The process of finding the derivatives of products and quotients of composite 
Of products functions can be a little confusing. It is helpful to write the individual derivatives as 

and quotients a first steP 

Example 60.4 If/(x) = ex(x2 + l)100, find f(x). 

e 

V.r 

Solution We are asked to find the derivative of a product, and one of the factors is a 
composite function. We will write the derivatives of both factors of the product as 
the first step. 

s,« Txe‘ = eX + D™ = KKK* + D»<2*) ' 

U ’ 'l = P00x(x! + 1)”] 

The derivative of a product is the first times the derivative of the second plus the 
second times the derivative of the first. We have the functions and the derivatives so 
we can write the result. 

dU icc 

f'(x) = ex [200x(x2 + l)99] + [(X2 + l)100] (ex) 

We can simplify this expression a little, and we write 

f(x) = 200xex(x2 + l)99 + ex(x2 + l)100 

This answer is totally satisfactory, but some people prefer that answers be in a fully 
factored form. We note that ex is a factor of both terms, and if we look closely, we 

/ 
y
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Example 60.5 

Solution 

Problem set 60 

can see that (x2 + l)100 can be written as (x2 + l)(x2 + 1)". Since (x2 + 1)" is a 
factor of both terms, we can write 

/'(x) = ex(x2 + l)"(200x + x2 + 1) 

Tr sin It + In t £ j 
If/(0 = "(73— 3ty * find/'(0. 

We are asked to find the derivative of a quotient. We will write the derivatives of the 
numerator and of the denominator as the first step. 

^ (sin 2t + In t) = 2 cos 2t + y 

J (t3 + 30s = 5(t3 + 3r)4(3r2 + 3) 

The quotient rule is the denominator times the derivative of the numerator minus 
the numerator times the derivative of the denominator all over the square of the 
denominator. We have all the components and just have to write them. 

(t3 + 31)4 2 cos 2t + .y) - (sin 2t + In t)5(t3 * + 3t)\3t2 + 3) 

= (t3 * + 3010 

This expression can be simplified just a little if we note that the denominator and 
both terms of the numerator have (t3 + 3t)4 as a factor. 

(it3 + 30(2 cos 2' + 7) ~ 5(sin It + In i)(3f + 3) 

/,(/) = (;t3 + 3t)6 

1. A particle is moving along a circular path that is described by the equation 
x2 + y1 - 9. Find the rate at which the x coordinate is changing the instant 
when the particle is passing through the point (2V2, 1) if the y coordinate is 
decreasing at a rate of 2 units per second. 

2. Sketch the basic shape of the graph of /where 

f"(x) 
< 0 
= 0 
< 0 

when x < 2 
when x = 2 
when x > 2 

3. Find all the critical numbers of /(x) = -12x4 + 4x3 + 12x2 - 1. Use the 
equation of/and its graph to determine the extremum values of/and where 
they occur. 

4. Suppose /is as defined in Problem 3. Find where the inflection points of the 
graph of/occur, and describe those intervals on which the graph of/is concave 
upward and those intervals on which the graph of/is concave downward. 

Find the derivatives of these functions: 

5. 

7. 

9. 

f(x) = tan (3x2 - 4x + 1) 

h(x) = (x2 - 4)50 

.. sin 21 
^ ) cos2 t 

6. y - In (sec x) 

8. y - ex(x2 + 4)50 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

Use the fundamental theorem of integral calculus to compute the areas of the 
shaded regions in Problems 10-12. 

io. y li. y 

12. y 

Integrate: 

13. J Vx (x - 2) dx 14. J (x - 2)2 dx 

15. Use implicit differentiation as required to find the equation of the tangent line 
which can be drawn to the graph of x2 + y1 = 9 at (2V2, 1). 

d2y 
16. Approximate 

17. Evaluate: lim 
A-»0 

to two decimal places if y = -2 cos x. 

1 ex+h - ex 
h + Hm J _ n2 fi n—»co l ri 

- - 3ex) dx 
x 

18. Integrate: J ^3Vx - + sin x - 2x 

Sketch the graphs of the equations given in Problems 19 and 20. 

x(x - 2) 
19. y 20. y = -x(x + l)2(x - l)3 

x(x2 + 2)(x + 1) 

21. If/(£(x)) = sin (x2 + 1) and /(x) = sin x2, then find the equation of g. 

22. Suppose x and y are real numbers such that x + y = 5 and x3 + y3 = 2. 
Determine the value of x2 - xy + y2. 

23. Suppose a and b are nonequal real numbers. Compare: 
A. a2 + b2 B. lab 
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lesson 61 

Example 61.1 

Solution 

Example 61.2 

Solution 

Integration by guessing 

It can be shown that every continuous function has an antiderivative, and thus the 
indefinite integral exists for every continuous function. Finding an explicit expres¬ 
sion for many of these integrals is difficult, and for some it is impossible. But we 
know that the integrals do exist. Thus far we have concentrated on integrating 
carefully contrived expressions that have one of the following basic forms. An 
explicit expression for each of the following integrals can be written by inspection. 

I un du sin u du cos u du 

Now we will extend our investigation to finding integrals of carefully contrived 
expressions that are differentials of composite functions. We remember that our 
basic technique for integrating is to guess the answer. Then we check our guess by 
finding the differential of our guess. If the differential turns out to be the expression 
we are trying to integrate, we have our answer. If it is not, we guess again and check 
the new guess. The ability to make good guesses improves with practice. 

Find J 20x(2x2 + 4)4 dx. 

First we note the exponent 4 on the factor (2x2 + 4)4. We hope that this expression is 
a factor of the differential of an expression whose basic form is u5). We guess an 
expression that has this basic form and check our guess by finding its differential. If 
our guess is correct, we will be able to write the answer by inspection. For our first 
try we guess that w5 is (lx1 + 4)5. Then we find its differential. 

d (2x2 + 4)5 = 5(2x2 + 4)4 (4x dx) u = lx2 + 4 
v V-' v “ v 

un mtn~1 du du = Ax dx 

The expression on the right of the equals sign is a rearranged form of the expression 
we wish to integrate. We have, in effect, made the substitution shown in the box. 
Since the differential of the expression on the left of the equals sign is the expression 
on the right of the equals sign, the integral of the expression on the right is the 
expression on the left if we also include a constant of integration. 

| 5(2x2 + 4)4(4x dx) = (2x2 + 4)5 + C 

so J 20x(2x2 + 4)4 dx = (2x2 + 4)5 + C 

Find 7 sin6 t cos t dt. 

We note the exponent 6 in sin61 and hope that sin61 is a factor of the differential of a 
function whose basic form is u1. We make a guess and check our guess by finding its 
differential. We guess that u1 = sin7 t. 

d sin7 t = 7 sin6 t cos t dt 

u" nu"~1 du 

u - sin t 

du = cos t dt 

Our guess was a good one, and we have, in effect, made the substitution shown in the 
box. Since the differential of sin71 is the expression on the right of the equals sign, the 
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integral of the expression on the right of the equals sign is sin7 t plus a constant of 

integration. 

7 sin6 t cos t dt = sin7 t + C 

Example 61.3 Find 
3 A'2 dx 

2Vx3 + 4' 

Solution Let’s begin by rewriting the radical expression with a fractional exponent. 

J |x2(x3 + 4)_1/2 dx 

We note the exponent on (x3 + 4)_l/2 and hope that this factor is a part of the 
differential of an expression whose basic form is um. We guess that uxn = (x3 + 4)1/2 
and check our guess by finding its differential. 

d(x3 + 4)1/2 = ^(x3 + 4)-‘/2 (3x2 dx) 

^ V J ^   v J K V '* 

un nun~x du 

We made a good guess because the expression on the right of the equals sign is a 
rearranged form of the expression we wish to integrate. This time we will not bother 
to record the substitution in a box. Since the differential of (x3 + 4)1/2 is the 
expression on the right of the equals sign, the integral of the expression on the right of 
the equals sign is (x3 + 4)1/2 plus a constant of integration. 

3x2 dx 

2Vx3 + 4 
(x3 + 4),/2 + C 

Example 61.4 Find I 8x(c4x2) dx 

Solution The presence of the factor e4'2 is the key for this carefully contrived problem. Let’s 
hope this expression is a factor of a differential whose basic form is e" du. We guess 
that the expression is e4x'2 and check our guess by finding the differential. 

d e4xl = e4x2 (8x dx) 

e" 

The differential is a rearranged form of the expression we want to integrate, so we 
can write the answer by inspection if we remember to include a constant of 
integration. 

J 8x(e4'2) dx = e4xl + C 

f \2x2 + 2 
Example 61.5 Find I ^-~3-+ ^ dx. 

Solution We note that we do not have an expression raised to a power, such as c(4a'3+2a') or 
(12x2 + 2)4 or Vl2x2 + 2. Thus we do not guess a basic form of e" or u". The 
derivative of In \u\ is du/u, so we will guess a form ofln \u\ and find its differential to 
check our guess. This is a good first guess whenever we encounter an integrand that 
is a quotient of polynomials. 
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Example 61.6 

Solution 

Example 61.7 

Solution 

Problem set 61 

d In |4*3 + 2x| = ^-3-+ 2x ■ (I2x2 + 2) dx 

u 
In |- du 

We made a good guess, so we can write the answer by inspection. 

/ W++2x dx = \4*, + 2*\ + C 

1- 
Find -Ae4 cos x sin x dx. 

The most striking part of this expression is e4 cos A . For our integral, let’s guess a basic 
form of eu and check by finding its differential. 

d e4 cos .v = q4 cos a' (_4 sJn ^ dx 

e" eu da 

Our guess was a good one, so we can write the answer by inspection. 

-4^4cos -v sin x dx = e4 cos x + C 

Find 2 cos x sin x dx. 

This integrand is the differential of two different forms of an expression of the form 
un. This is difficult to see because n is 2 and n - 1 is 1, and we don’t usually write (sin 
x)1 or (cos x)1 but just write sin x or cos x. 

d (sin x)2 = 2 sin x cos x dx d [-(cos x)2] = -(2 cos x)(-sin x dx) 

ur nu n-1 du -ur ~nun 1 du 

Since the integrand in this problem is the differential of sin2 x or the differential of 
-cos2 x, the integral of 2 cos x sin x dx is either sin2 x plus a constant or -cos2 x plus 
a constant. 

i 2 cos x sin x dx = sin2 x + C or —cos2 x + C 

1. A large spherical balloon is deflated at a rate of 3 cubic centimeters per second. 
Find the rate at which the length of the radius of the sphere is changing when 
the radius is 5 centimeters long. 

2. Sketch the basic shape of the graph of f, where 

/"(*) 

> 0 
= 0 
< 0 

when x > 1 
when x = 1 
when x < 1 

Indicate on the graph of /any points which possess special properties. 

3. Find all the critical numbers of/where /(x) = 2x3 - 3x2 - 12x + 1. Use the 
equation of/and its graph as necessary to determine the extremum values of/ 
and where they occur. 

4. Find where all the inflection points of the graph of/in Problem 3 occur. Use 
interval notation to describe the intervals on which the graph of / is concave 

upward. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

Integration by guessing requires that we recognize the basic form of the integrand. 
In Problems 5-10, integrate by guessing. Check each guess. 

5. J 12x(x2 + 4)5 dx 6. J 6 sin5 t cos t dt 

7. 
f x dx 

J Vx2 + 4 
8. J 4xe2x2 dx 

9. f 6x+ 1 dx J 3x2 + x aX 
10. J 4g)4 sin x cos x 

Find the derivatives of these functions: 

11. y = (x2 + l)30 12. y = ex{x2 - l)30 

13. 
f sin x 
A ’ (x2 + l)10 

14. g(x) = 3 In |cos x| 

Use the fundamental theorem of integral calculus to compute the areas of the 
shaded regions shown. 

is. / 16. y 

Evaluate. Use the formal definition of a derivative in Problem 18. 

17. lim 
.v-»0 

x + 1 18. lim 
x x->i x - l 

Sketch the graphs of the equations given in Problems 19 and 20. 

19. y = 
x + 1 

x 
20. y = 1 + 2 sin (x - ^ 

21. Suppose/(X|) + /(x2) = /(x, + x2), where x, and x2 are real numbers. Which of 
the following could be an equation of/? 
(a) f(x) = ex (b) f{x) = In x 
(c) f(x) = 3x (d) f(x) = x2 

22. A point P lies outside a circle whose center is O. If the distance between P and 
O is 5 and the length of a tangent drawn from Pto the circle is 4, find the length 
of the radius of the circle. 
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LESSON 62 Maximization and minimization problems 

We remember that the critical numbers of a function of x on an interval / are the 
values of x for which the function may have a local maximum value or a local 
minimum value. Local maximum values and local minimum values are often called 
local extrema. Critical numbers can be (1) values of x at which the derivative equals 
zero. For these values of x the tangent to the graph of the function is horizontal. 
Critical numbers can also be (2) values of x for which the derivative does not exist. 
The derivative does not exist at values of x for which the graph has a corner or a 
sharp point or for which the tangent to the graph is vertical. Critical numbers can 
also be (3) the numbers at the endpoints of the domain of the function. In this lesson 
we will consider applied problems that require that we find the absolute maximum 
(minimum) value of a function on a designated interval. The absolute maximum 
(minimum) value is sometimes called the global maximum (minimum) value. The 
absolute maximum (minimum) value must also be a local maximum (minimum) 
value, which must be the value off(x) when x is a critical number. So our search for 
an absolute maximum (minimum) value of a function on an interval begins by finding 
all the critical numbers of the function on the interval. Then we find which of these 
numbers produce local maximum (minimum) values. Then we choose the greatest 
(least) value as our answer. 

Unfortunately, applied maximum (minimum) value problems that would 
require us to use this procedure do not abound. To get the necessary practice we are 
forced to play games with familiar functions. Suppose we are searching for the 
maximum area of a function, and the area is described by the following equation. 

Area = -3x2 + 6x + 2 

We already know that this is the equation of a parabola that opens downward, and 
we know that the x value of the vertex is -b over 2a, which equals 1. 

- ~(6) . 
A 2(-3) 

Thus, the maximum value of this function occurs when x = 1 and is 

T(l)=-3(l)2 + 6(l) + (2)=5 

Since the parabola opens down, any other value of x will lead to a lesser value of A, 
so 5 is the maximum value of the function. 

We are interested in using calculus to find the maximum and minimum values 
of functions, so we will play a game. We pretend that we do not know that 5 is the 
maximum value and begin our search for the maximum value by locating the 
critical numbers of the function. 

1. The graph of a polynomial function is a smooth curve that has no corners and 
no vertical tangents, so there are no critical numbers for this function that are 
caused by the failure of the derivative to exist. 

2. No domain was specified, so we assume that the domain is the set of real 
numbers. The set of real numbers does not have endpoints, so there are no 
endpoint critical numbers. 

3. The only other critical numbers are those numbers for which the first 
derivative equals zero. Thus we find the first derivative and set it equal to zero. 

/VA 

-j— = — 6x + 6 first derivative 
ax 
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0 = -6x + 6 equals 0 

x = 1 solved 

Thus we find that this function has only one critical number. The value of this 
function when x = 1 is 5. 

,4(1) = -3(1)2 + 6(1) + 2 = 5 

Now we pretend that we do not know if 5 is a local maximum value, a local 
minimum value, or the y value of an inflection point. We can check x values on 
either side of x = 1 and find that these numbers produce values of/(x) that are less 
than 5, so 5 must be a local maximum value of the function. Or, we can use the 
second derivative test and find that the second derivative is negative when x = 1, so 
5 must be a local maximum value of the function 

A"(x) = -6 second derivative 

A"( 1) = -6 evaluated 

The graph of the function is a parabola that opens downward, so 5 is the absolute 
maximum value. 

In the applied problems, we will not play the complete game because the 
functions will be polynomial functions. In these problems we will just determine the 
critical numbers for which the derivative equals zero. If the function is a familiar 
function, such as a second-, third-, or fourth-degree polynomial function, we will 
use our knowledge of the graph of the function to justify a claim for an absolute 
maximum or minimum value. We will also use our knowledge of the function and 
its graph to make a statement about endpoint values of the function. In Lesson 72 
we will consider contrived problems in which the endpoint values of the function 
produce the absolute maximum or minimum values of/(x). 

Example 62.1 Mr. Wallen has 100 yards of fence. He wants to form a rectangular field enclosed on. 
three sides by the fence and on one side by a river whose banks are straight. Find the 
dimensions of the field which can be enclosed by the fence that has the greatest area. 

Solution We begin by making a drawing of the problem. 

100 -2x 

River 

The area of the field is the length times the width. 

T = x(100-2x) —> A = lOOx - 2x2 

Now we will find the values of x for which the derivative equals zero. 

first derivative 
fx = 100 - 4* 

0 = 100 - 4x equals 0 

x — 25 solved 

This function has only one value of x at which A could be a maximum or a 



Example 62.2 

Solution 

Example 62.3 

Solution 
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minimum. If we use the second derivative test, we find that A"(25) is a negative 
number. 

A"(x) = -4 second derivative 

A"( 25) = -4 evaluated 

Thus A(25) is a local maximum. 

A(25) = 25[ 100 - 2(25)] = 1250 square yards (yd2) 

The graph of the function reveals that this function has only one maximum value, so 
the absolute maximum value is 1250 yd2. We did not consider the endpoint values of 
0 and 50 because if x had a value of either 0 or 50, the area enclosed would equal 
zero because the rectangle would have a width of zero. 

Find two positive numbers whose sum is 8 and whose product is a maximum. 

The statement of the problem gives us two equations. We use p to represent the 
product and use x and y to represent the numbers. 

p = xy x + y = 8 

If we substitute, we can find pasa function of x. 

p = x(8 - x) —> p = 8x - x? 

The extreme value of p will occur when dp/dx equals zero. 

dp 
~r = 8 - 2x derivative 
dx 

0 = 8-2x -f = 0 
dx 

x = 4 solved 

An extreme value of p occurs when x = 4. We know that this is a maximum value 
because the second derivative is negative when x = 4. 

/"(x) = -2 —> /"(4) = -2 

Knowing that x = 4, we can find y by substituting in our original equation. 

4 + y = 8 —> y = 4 

Thus the two numbers we are looking for are both 4. 

We would like to make an open cardboard box by cutting squares (x inches on a 
side) from each corner of a 12 by 15 inch piece of cardboard and folding up the 
edges. Find the value of x that will result in the largest possible volume, and find the 
volume of that box. 

We make a drawing of the problem and label all the dimensions of the box in terms 

of x. 

15--I x h*-15 - 2x-H 

x X 
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We then express the volume V as a function of x. 

V= (15 - 2x)( 12 - 2x)x 

V= 180x - 54x1 2 + 4x3 

Now we need to find the value of x which maximizes V. 

V = 180x - 54x2 + 4x3 equation for V 

V = 180 - 108x + 12x2 

0 = 180 — 108x + 12x2 

0 = x2 - 9x + 15 

x = 
9 ± V81 - 4(15) 

2 

dilferentiated 

set V = 0 

simplified and rearranged 

solved for x 

x 2.21, 6.79 approximated numerically 

We can use the second derivative test to find out if x values of 2.21 and 6.79 produce 
local maximum values or local minimum values of V. 

V'{x) = 24x - 108 

V'(2.2\) = 24(2.21) - 108 = -54.96 

F"(6.79) - 24(6.79) - 108 - +54.96 

Since V"(2.21) is a negative number, F(2.21) is a local maximum value of the 
function. Since V\6.79) is a positive number, V(6.79) is a local minimum value of 
the function. We know that the graph of a cubic can have two turning points and 
that if the leading coefficient is positive the graph looks like this: 

x = 2.21 

We have found the x values of the two turning points. The box is only 12 inches 
wide, so x can be any number between 0 and 6. The number 6.79 is greater than 6 and 
has no meaning in this problem. The endpoint values of 0 and 6 result in a volume 
of zero. Thus the maximum volume of the box is F(2.21). 

V(2.2l) = 180(2.21) - 54(2.21)2 + 4(2.21)3 = 177.23 in3 

Problem set 62 1. Use the first derivative and a rough sketch of/to determine the location and 
the values of the local maxima and minima of/(x) = -x3 + 3x - 2. Use the 
second derivative test as necessary to justify your answer. Find the coordinates 
of any points of inflection. 

2. Find two positive numbers whose sum is 10 and whose product is a maximum. 

3. Detia wants to enclose a rectangular plot of land that adjoins a straight brick 
wall. If she has only 200 yards of fence, what should be the dimensions of the 
rectangular plot so that the area enclosed is a maximum? 
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4. An open box was made by cutting squares from the corners of a rectangular 
piece of tin and folding up the edges. Find the maximum volume of the box to 
two decimal places if the piece of tin measured 10 cm by 20 cm. 

Integrate by guessing: 

5. | 5 cos x sin4 x dx 6. J (2x) Vx2 + 3 dx 

7. 2xe'2 dx 8. 2x dx 
x2 - 1 

Expand and then integrate: 

9. J (x - 1) Vx dx 

Differentiate: 

Vx + 1 
ii. y 

Vx - 1 

13. y = xex‘ +i 

10. J (x 3 + l)2 dx 

12. y = (x2 + 3)4 sin x 

14. y = sec2 x 

Use the fundamental theorem of integral calculus to compute the areas of the 
shaded regions shown. 

15. y 16. y 

Evaluate the following limits. Use the formal definition of a derivative when 
necessary. 

17. lim 
n-> go 

3 n2 
n2 + 1000/7 

18. lim 
A->0 

ex+h - ex 
h 

19. Determine the domain of the function /(x) 
Vx 

x - 1 ’ 

20. Find the range of/if/(x) y and if the domain is {x: |x| > 1}. 

21. Suppose /is a function such that /(x,x2) = /(x,) + f(x2) for all x,, x2 > 0. 
Which of the following could be the equation of /? 

(a) /(x) = In x (b) f(x) = y 

(c) /(x) = x2 (d) f(x) = sin x 

22. Suppose g is a function such that for all real values of x and h 

g{x + h) - g(x) = 3xh + h2 

Find g \x). 
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LESSON 63 Riemann sum • The definite integral 

_63^A 
Riemann In Lesson 53 we used the limits of upper sums and lower sums to define what we 

Sum mean by the phrase the area under a curve. During the nineteenth century the 
French mathematician A.-L. Cauchy and the German mathematician G. F. Rie¬ 
mann made major contributions to the development of a precise mathematical 
definition of the area under a curve, and the result is named for Riemann. Instead of 
upper sums and lower sums they defined a single sum. In this sum any point in a 
subinterval of a partition of an interval [a, b\ can be used to determine y(x), the height 
of the rectangle drawn on the subinterval. Thus some of the rectangles can have all 
portions below the curve and some of the rectangles can have portions above the 
curve and below the curve. The only restriction is that the top of each rectangle must 
touch the graph of the function at least once. Also the widths of the subintervals can 
be different. If we use /(x,) to designate the value of /(x) at any chosen point in the 
first subinterval and Ax, as the length of this subinterval, the area of the first 
rectangle would be /(x,) Ax,. Using the same notation, the area of the second 
rectangle would be /(x2) Ax2, and the sum of n rectangles could be expressed as 
follows. 

Riemann sum =/(x,) Ax, + /(x)2 Ax2 + /(x3) Ax3 + • • • + /(x„) Ax„ 

On the left we show six rectangles drawn on a partition of six subintervals of [a, b\. 
On the right we use summation notation to indicate the sum of the areas of six 
rectangles drawn on a partition of six subintervals. 

2 /(x,) Ax, 
/=i 

The width of the largest subinterval, Ax,-, of a partition is called the norm of the 
partition and is designated by ||2?*||. The work of Cauchy and Riemann included a 
proof that if ||2P|| approaches zero as the number of subintervals n increases without 
bound, then the limit of this sum exists for any continuous function and is unique. 
The limit of this sum is called the Riemann integral. We use the notation ||2P|| —> 0 to 
indicate that the norm of SP approaches zero and that n increases without bound. 

n r^ 

Riemann integral = lim X /(x,) Ax, = fix) dx 
Pll-O ~l Ja 

If the limit of this sum exists for any function f, then that function is said to be 
integrable on [a, b] in the sense of Riemann, which means that J*/(x) dx exists and is 
a uniquely determined real number. 

There is a distinct difference in the meanings of the two notations that use the 
integral sign 

/(x) dx I' da 

dx 

The notation on the left represents the family of functions that consists of all the 
antiderivatives of the function f. This family of functions is called the indefinite 
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integral of the function / The notation on the right at the bottom of the preceding 
page represents a Riemann integral or a definite integral, which is the number 
approached as the limit of a Riemann sum. 

63.B 
The definite Our search for a precise definition of the word area when applied to a closed 

integral geometric figure has led us to the Riemann integral. This integral equals the area 
between the graph of a nonnegative continuous function and the x axis on the 
interval [a, b]. If we look at the following integral closely, 

lim y f(Xi) Ax: = f /(x) dx 
imi-o ^ / 

we note that it does not specifically address the geometric concept of area. Instead it 
describes a number that is the limit of the sum of products that involve values of a 
function. Thus it is also applicable to functions that are negative for some portion of an 
interval. For example, the integral of sin x from tt to 2tt is -2. 

We began by defining area as a number that tells “how much” of something a 
particular closed geometric figure has, and ended up with a procedure that produces 
negative numbers for some areas. Now we have a choice. We can say that amarea can 
be negative. But this would require that we change our basic definition of area, 
which specifies that every area be equal to or greater than zero. Instead of changing 
the basic definition of area, mathematicians decided to call a Riemann integral a 
definite integral instead of calling it area. Thus the definite integral of a function that 
is continuous on the interval [a, b] equals the sum of all areas on the interval that are 
above the x axis added to the negative of the sum of the areas that are below the x axis. 

[3w/2 

Jo 
sin x dx Example 63.1 Evaluate: 

Solution On the left we draw the graph, and on the right we find the definite integral. 

3tt/2 
1 37772' sin x dx = [-cos x]q 

= 0 - (-1) = 1 

The area under one loop of the graph of y = sin x is 2. Thus our result is the area of 
the first loop, 2, minus half the area of the second loop! In the next figure we see that 
if the interval had been from -tt to tt/I, the answer would have been -1, which is 
the negative of the area of the loop below the curve plus one-half of the area of loop 

above the curve. 
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Example 63.2 

Solution 

Problem set 63 

Evaluate: J (x2 - ex) dx 

We won’t worry about a graph but will remember that the number we find is the 
definite integral, which is the sum of all areas above the x axis and the negative of all 
areas below the x axis. 

1. Farmer Yu-Heng wanted to build a rectangular enclosure whose area would be 
200 square yards. Find the amount of fencing required if the amount of 
fencing used is to be minimized. 

2. Fori snipped square pieces of metal from the corners of a 6 by 6 inch sheet of 
metal. Then she folded up the flaps to form an open box. Find the dimensions 
of the box of maximum volume. 

3. A square is being enlarged so that each of its sides are increasing at a rate of 2 
cm/sec. How fast is the area of the square increasing when the side of the 
square is 6 cm? How fast is the perimeter of the square increasing at the same 
moment? 

Evaluate: 
f3W2 f 3 

*• Jo 
cos x dx 5. J (x3 - ex) dx 

6. Use geometric formulas to find the area of the region bounded by the graph of 
y = x and the x axis on the interval [0, 2], 

7. Write a definite integral whose value equals the area of the region described in 
Problem 6. Evaluate this integral. 

Integrate: 

8. 

9. 

11. 

3ex-1- sin x — cos x-7= 
x Vx 

+ 2x5) dx 

8 sin7 x cos x dx 

8x<?4a'2 dx 

Differentiate: 

13. y = 2x In (x2 + 1) + 4 tan x 

10. I (4x3)(^(x4 - 3)-,/2 dx 

12. 4x3 dx 
x4 42 

14. y = — 
cot2 X + X 
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15. Given the graph of/ 

16. Sketch the graph of y 
(x - 2)(x + 3)(x - 1) 

x(x - 3)(x - l)(x + 1)' 

17. If/is a function such that 

lim f(x) = lim /(x) 
x-» 1+ x-> 1 

then/is continuous at x = 1. True or false? Why? 

18. Evaluate: lim 
x—>2 

Ax) - /(2) 
x - 2 

if fix) = x2 - 2 

concept review 19. The line joining the points which have coordinates of (sin 26°, 0) and (0, 
-cos 26°) has a slope of which of the following? 
(a) tan 26° (b) 1 (c) cot 26° (d) -cot 26° 

20. Let £(x) = /(x + 3). Which of the following statements is true? 
(a) The graph of g is the graph of/shifted 3 units to the right. 
(b) The graph of g is the graph of /shifted 3 units to the left. 
(c) The graph of g is the graph of/shifted up 3 units. 
(d) The graph of g is the graph of /shifted down 3 units. 
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LESSON 64 

64.A 
Velocity 

and 
acceleration 

Velocity and acceleration (motion I) • 
Motion due to gravity 

The instantaneous speed of an object tells how fast the position of the object is 
changing with time. The instantaneous velocity of an object tells how fast the 
position of an object is changing with time and also designates the direction the 
object is moving. If an object is at the origin when time equals zero and moves to the 
right at 6 inches per second, it would travel 6 inches in 1 second. It would travel 12 
inches in 2 seconds and 6t inches in t seconds. Its position in relation to the origin is 
described by the position function 

x(t) = 6t 

The velocity is the rate of change of position, and thus the velocity function is the 
derivative of the position function with respect to time. 

v(t) = x'(t) = 2t 6t = 6 

If the position function is not a linear function, the velocity is not constant as it is in 
this example. If the position of an object at time t is given by the equation on the left 
below, its velocity at any time t is designated by the velocity function. The velocity 
function is the derivative of the position function, as we show on the right. 

x(t) = t3 + t + 1 v(t) = x\t) - 3t2 + 1 

The acceleration of an object tells us how fast and in what direction the 
velocity of the object is changing with respect to time. If time is measured in 
seconds, acceleration is measured in units per second per second, or units per 
second squared. For example, if the velocity changed 6 inches per second in 2 
seconds, then the average acceleration, a, for the 2 seconds is 

^ in in 
Av sec sec 0 in 

a — ~z~ = -z-=-= 3-—5 
At 2 sec sec sec2 

If the velocity function is not a linear function, the acceleration function is not 
a constant function. If the velocity function is given by the equation on the left 
below, the acceleration function is the derivative shown on the right. 

v(r) = x\t) = 3t2 + 1 a(t) = v'(0 = x"(t) = 6t 

Thus acceleration is the rate of change of velocity, which is the rate of change of 
position. From this we see that position, velocity, and acceleration are all functions 
of time. 

A reference scale is needed to describe the position, velocity, and acceleration 
ot an object. We have used the x axis for this purpose because this axis is convenient. 
But this use of the horizontal axis causes a problem because we always use the 
horizontal axis as the axis of the independent variable. The independent variable in 
this example is t. Thus, to accommodate this physical problem to the input-output 
function concept, we are forced to graph t on the horizontal axis and x(t), x'(t), and 
x"(0 on the vertical axis (see the graphs at the top of page 319). Yet we will still 
consider that the object is moving left and right along the horizontal axis. 
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Example 64.1 

Solution 

Example 64.2 

Solution 

We have arbitrarily decided to define positive velocities to be velocities in the positive 
x direction and to call velocities in the opposite direction negative velocities. Thus, if 
an object is “speeding up” in the positive direction, the object is accelerating, the 
acceleration is positive, and the object’s velocity is increasing. If an object is 
speeding up in the negative direction, the object is decelerating, the acceleration is 
negative, and the velocity is decreasing. 

The position of a particle moving along the x axis at any given time t in seconds is 
given by the equation x(t) = -It1 + At + 2. Find the position, velocity, and 
acceleration of the particle when t - 3. 

The position when t = 3 is x(3). 

x(3) = -3(3)2 + 4(3) + 2 - -13 

Thus the position when t = 3 is 13 units to the left of the origin. 
The velocity function is the derivative of the position function. 

v(t) = x'{t) = -61 + 4 

The velocity of the particle when t = 3 is v(3). 

v(3) - -6(3) + 4 = -14 

Thus the velocity when t = 3 is -14 units per second in the positive x direction, which 
means the object is moving to the left. 

The acceleration function is the derivative of the velocity function. 

a(t) = v'(/) = x"(t) = -6 

This acceleration is a constant. For t = 3 or any other value of t, the acceleration is 
-6. This means that the acceleration is 6 units/sec2 in the negative x direction. 

The position of a particle moving along the x axis at any given time / is given by the 
equation 

x(t) = t1 - 3t + 2 

Find the times when the particle is momentarily at rest, when the particle is moving 
to the right, and when the particle is moving to the left. Also find the times when the 
particle is decelerating or accelerating. 

We begin by finding the equations of the velocity and acceleration functions. 

x(t) = t1 - 3t + 2 position function 

v(t) = x'(t) = 2t - 3 velocity function 

a(t) = v'(t) = x"(t) = 2 acceleration function 
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The particle is momentarily at rest when its velocity is zero. 

v(t) = 2t - 3 velocity function 

0 = It - 3 set equal to zero 

H solved for t 

The particle is moving to the right when the velocity is greater than zero and 
moving to the left when the velocity is less than zero. 

MOVING TO THE RIGHT 

It - 3 > 0 

MOVING TO THE LEFT 

It - 3 < 0 

t > t < 

Thus, the particle is moving to the right when t>\ and moving to the left when t < \. 
The particle decelerates when the acceleration is negative (a < 0) and 

accelerates when acceleration is positive (a > 0). In this case, a = 2 for all values of t 
so the particle is always accelerating. 

64.B 
Motion due 

to gravity 
If we release a physical object at or near the surface of the earth, the object will 
accelerate toward the center of the earth at 9.8 meters per second per second 
(m/sec2). This acceleration is caused by the attraction of the mass of the object to the 
mass of the earth and is called acceleration due to gravity. This tells us that a feather 
will have the same acceleration as a lead ball in the earth’s gravitational field. 

It is customary to use the surface of the 
earth (sea level) as a reference plane and use the 
up direction as the positive direction and the 
down direction as the negative direction. Thus, 
positive velocity and acceleration are in the up 
direction. We will learn to develop the equations 
of vertical motion in a later lesson. In this lesson 
we will investigate the use of these equations. 

+ 

.Earth’s 
surface 

Example 64.3 A ball is thrown vertically into the air so that its height in meters at any time t in 
seconds is 

h(t) = -4.912 + 20t + 2 

(a) Find the height of the ball and the velocity of the ball when t = 1. 
(b) At what time t is the ball the greatest distance above the ground? 
(c) How high will the ball go? 
(d) What is the greatest value of the acceleration? 

Solution We begin by writing the position function and finding the velocity function and the 
acceleration function. 

h{t) = -4.912 + 20/ + 2 v 

v(/) = h'(t)'= -9.81 + 20 

a(t) = v’{t) = h"(t) - -9.8 

We can get all the answers from these three equations. 
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(a) The height of the ball when t — 1 is h{ 1), and the velocity of the ball when 
t = 1 is v(l). 

h( 1) = -4.9(1 )2 + 20(1) + 2 = 17.1 m 

v( 1) = -9.8(1) + 20 = 10.2 m/sec 

(b) The velocity is positive on the way up. On the way down the velocity is 
negative. At the top, the velocity equals zero, so we set the velocity function equal to 
zero and solve for t. 

-9.81 + 20 = 0 —> t= 2.04 sec 

Thus, the velocity is zero at the top when t = 2.04 sec. 
(c) The distance to the top is h{2.04). 

h(2.04) = -4.9(2.04)2 + 20(2.04) + 2 = 22.41 m 

Thus, the distance to the top is 22.41 m. 
(<d) The acceleration is the acceleration due to gravity and is always -9.8 

m/sec2 for any object at or near the surface of the earth. 

Problem set 64 1. What is the least amount of fencing required to enclose Emily’s rectangular 
field if the area is to be 3600 square meters? 

2. The position of a particle moving along the x axis at any given time t in 
seconds is given by the equation x(t) = -412 + 21 - 1. Find the position, 
velocity, and acceleration of the particle when t = 2. 

3. The position of a particle moving along the x axis at any given time is given by 
the equation 

x(t) = t2 + t - 2 

Find the times when the particle is momentarily at rest and when the particle 
is moving to the right. Also, tell when the particle is accelerating and 
decelerating. 

4. Facey’s ball is thrown vertically into the air so that its height in meters above 
the ground at any time t in seconds is given by 

h{t) = -4.912 + 40t + 5 

Find the time when the ball is at its greatest height above the ground. Flow high 
above the ground is the ball when it is at its greatest height? 

Evaluate the following definite integrals: 

I Vx dx 
f 3 1 

6. - dx 7. [ x 2 dx 
Jo J i x Ji 

8. Use basic geometry to find the area of the V 
region between the graph of y = x + 2 and 
the x axis on the interval [2, 4], Then 
express the area of the region as a definite 
integral. Evaluate this integral. ,, 

x 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 65 

Example 65.1 

Solution 

Integrate: 

9. | 2xQ) Vx2 + 1 dx 

11. “)(4)(ln x)3 dx 

10. J (cos x)esin * dx 

2 tan x sec2 x dx 12. 

dy . 
13. Use implicit differentiation to find ^ if x2 - x cos y + y} - 0. 

dy e*2 cos2 x 
14. Find ^ if y = - ^ + + eX csc x 

x 
15. Determine the equation of the line tangent to the graph of y = In j at x - e. 

16. If dyldx = sin 2x, then y equals which of the following? 

(a) cos 2 x+C (b) | cos 2x + C (c) -^cos2 x+C 

(d) ^ sin 2x+C (e) — ^ sin 2x+C 

Evaluate: 

17. lim 
5 n2 

10,000« + ft3 
18. lim 

h-* 0 

ee+h - ee 

h 

19. Graph y = Vl - x2, where -1 < x < 1. Use geometry to evaluate: 

Vl - x2 dx 

20. Suppose /(x) = k cos ^ x 

For which value of k does /have a period of 3? 

More integration by guessing 

Each integration-by-guessing problem in the problem sets thus far was carefully 
designed so that the integrand was the exact differential of an expression whose 
basic form was un, e". In u, sin u, or cos u. Now we will consider integrands that 
would be an exact differential of one of these forms if the integrand had an 
additional constant factor. We can insert the needed constant factor to the right of 
the integral sign if we insert its reciprocal as a factor to the left of the integral sign. 

Find sin 3/ dt. 0 Vl 

.> 

7 
u 

We guess that the answer is -cos 31 and check our guess by finding the differential. 

d (-cos 31) = (sin 3/)(3 dt) 
K ' V J V ! 

sin u dit cos u 
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Example 65.2 

Solution 

Example 65.3 

Solution 

Example 65.4 

Solution 

This differential differs from our integrand by a factor of 3. Thus we insert a factor 
of 3 behind the integral sign and a factor of 3 in front of the integral sign. 

J sin 3t dt = ^ J (sin 3t)(3 dt) - cos 31 + C 

Find J x2(3x3 + 4)4 dx. 

We note the exponent on the (3x3 + 4)4 and guess that this is a factor of the 
differential of an expression whose basic form is u\ We guess that the expression is 
(3x3 + 4)5 and check our guess by finding its differential. 

d (3x3 + 4)5 = 5(3x3 + 4)4 9x2 dx 
'---I -y---'v-j-' 

u" nun 1 du 

The differential is the same as our integrand except for the factors 5 and 9, whose 
product is 45. Thus we insert a factor of 45 to the right of the integral sign and a 
factor of 43 in front of the integral sign to get 

| x2(3x3 + 4)4 dx = ^ | (5)(x2)(3x3 + 4)4(9) dx = ^.(3x3 + 4)5 + C 

Find 
.X2 dx 

Vx3 + 1 ‘ 

We begin by rewriting the integral as 

J (x3 + \)~m(x2) dx 

We guess that (x3 + l)~l/2 is a factor of the differential of an expression whose basic 
form is u1/2. We guess that the expression is (x3 + 1)1/2 and check our guess by finding 
the differential. 

d (x3 + 1)1/2 = ^ (x3 + 1) 1/2(3x2) dx 

u" n un~' du 

The differential is the same as our integrand except for the factors of \ and 3. We 
insert these factors to the right of the integral sign and insert which is the 
reciprocal of their product, to the left of the integral sign. 

jx2(x3 + 1)-|/2 dx = ^ J (j)(x3 + l)-,/2(3)x2 dx = |(x3 + l)m + C 

Find I cos3 21 sin 21 dt. 

We note the exponent 3 in cos3 21 and guess that the whole expression is the 
differential of a form of un. We guess that un is (cos 2/)4. 

d cos4 21 = (4 cos3 2t)(-sin 2t)(2 dt) 

un nun~l du 

We find that the differential of cos4 21 has factors of cos3 21 and sin 21 dt, and has 4, 
2, and -1 as additional factors. The product of these factors is -8. The integrand in 
this problem does not have a factor of -8. We can obviate this difficulty by writing 
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Example 65.5 

Solution 

Example 65.6 

Solution 

Example 65.7 

the original expression with a factor of -8 to the right of the integral sign and a 
factor of -1 to the left of the integral sign. The product of these additional factors is 
1, so the value of the expression is unchanged. 

J cos3 2ts\n2tdt = J -8 cos3 21 sin 21 dt 

The integral of -8 cos3 21 sin 21 is -cos4 21, so we have 

J -8 cos3 21 sin 21 dt = — ^ cos4 21 + C 

Find 4 sec2 31 dt. 

First we move the 4 to the left of the integral sign and get 

4 sec2 3/ dt 

This time the exponent of 2 does not indicate a form of eu or un. We remember that 
the derivative of tan 9 is sec2 9, and this gives us the clue for our guess. 

d (tan 3/) = (sec2 3/)(3 dt) 

tan u sec2 u du 

We need an extra factor of 3 in our original expression, so we insert a factor of 3 to 
the right of the integral sign and a factor of y to the left of the integral sign. 

4 
1 
3 

(sec2 30(3) dt = ^ tan 31 + C 

eVx dx 

Vx ' 

As the first step we replace the radicals with fractional exponents and write 
everything in the numerator. 

J e*inx~m dx 

Let’s guess an answer of ex'12 and check our guess. 

e" e“ du 

The differential on the right is the same as the integrand in this problem except for 
the additional factor ofThus, we insert reciprocal constant factors of \ and 2 and 
complete the solution. . 

2 / (eV'/2)(!) JC_I/2 dx = 2exin + C 

r , f 2x3 + x , Fmd J FTl? dx- 

We guess that this expression has the form du over u and is the differential of 
In lx4 + x2|. 

Solution 
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Example 65.8 

Solution 

Problem set 65 

d_ 
dx 

In lx4 + x2| = 
X4 + x^ 

(4x3 4 + 2x) dx 

We need an additional factor of 2, which we insert to the right of the integral sign, 
and a factor of j, which we insert to the left of the integral sign. 

2x3 + x j.. 1 
4 . 9 dx ^ 

x4 + x- 2 

2(2x3 + x) 

X4 + X2 
dx = In |x4 + *2|1/2 + C 

Find 
cos ax dx 

Vb + sin ax 

A good first step in any problem with a radical is to replace the radical with a 
fractional exponent. We begin by changing the square root radical to a fractional 
exponent and moving it to the numerator. 

(b + sin ax) “1/2 cos ax dx 

We note the fractional exponent and guess that (b + sin ax) ~1/2 is a factor of the 
differential of an expression whose basic form is uU2. We guess that the expression is 
(b + sin ax)1/2. Then we take the differential of our guess. 

d (b + sin ax)1/2 = ^ (b + sin ax) 1/2[(cos ax)(a dx)] 

nu n-1 du 

The integrand in this problem does not have a factor of j or a factor of a, both of 
which we need. We can correct this by inserting factors of \ and a to the right of the 
integral sign and a factor of 2la to the left of the integral sign. The product of these 
factors is 1, so the value of the expression is unchanged. 

2 
a j (l) ^ + S*n aX^ 1/2 (cos ax)(a) dx 

The expression to the right of the integral sign is the differential of (b + sin ax)l/2, so 
the integral of 2/a times this expression is 2la times (b + sin ax)1/2 plus a constant. 

2 f 1 2 
- 2(b + sin ax)“l/2(cos ax) (a dx) = ~(b + sin ax)112 + C 

1. Rectangular boxes shipped via Global Airlines are subject to the condition that 
the sum of the three dimensions of the package cannot exceed 120 cm. Find 
the dimensions of a package with square ends that has the greatest volume 
which can be shipped via Global Airlines. 

2. If x is positive and increasing at a rate of 2 units/sec, at what rate is x4 

increasing when x = 6? 

3. The position of a particle moving along the x axis at any time t is given by 
x(t) = t3 + 212 - It + 4. Find the times when the particle is momentarily at 
rest, when it is moving to the left, and when it is moving to the right. 

4. A ball is thrown straight upward from the top of a 100-ft-high building. Its 
height in feet above the ground at t sec after it is thrown is given by 

h(t) = -1612 + 401 + 100 

Find the height of the ball above the ground when it is at its highest point. 
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Evaluate the following definite integrals: 

5. r 2 sin x dx 
J-nl 2 

6. j Vx dx 

Integrate: 

^ sin6 t cos t dt 7. | 4xex2 dx 8- J 
9- / 2^+1* 

.0. j [ 3x2(x3 - 2)1/2 dx 

11. J 4 cos 31 sin2 31 dt 12. 
f cos ax , 

' V1 + sin ax 

Differentiate: 

sin (2x +1) 
13. y - x\ + 2 +2 tan x 14. y = In |sin x + x| + esc 2x 

15. Describe the concavity of the graph of y = x In x at x = e1. 

16. Find the equation of the tangent line which 
equation y = In |x2| at x = 1. 

can be drawn to the graph of the 

17. Find the slope of the line which can be drawn tangent to the hyperbola 

- ^j- = 1 at the point (j, 

CONCEPT REVIEW 

(Begin by differentiating implicitly.) 

18. Sketch/on the interval -2 < x < 3 if/'(l) = 0,/'(*) < 0 when -2 < x< 1, and 
/'(x) > 0 when 1 < x ^ 3. 

Jt(jt "h 4) 
19. Sketch the graph of y= (x _ 1)(*2 + 2)(jc + 5)- 

20. Find lim /(x) if/is defined as follows: 

21. 
22. 

/(*) = 
for x + 3 

0 when x = 3 
v. 

Express log3 x as a natural logarithm. 

Determine the measure of an angle inscribed in a semicircle whose diameter 
units long. 

is 

lesson 66 Properties of the definite integral 

We remember that the definite integral is a number that is the limit of a Riemann 
sum. The definite integral of/(x) from a to b in the figure at the top of the following 
page is -2. 
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The definition of the definite integral of a function that is continuous on the 
interval [a, b] requires that a be less than b. The definite integral equals the sum of 
the areas between a and b that are below the graph of/and above the x axis and the 
negatives of the areas above the graph and below the x axis. For the figure shown, the 
sum of the areas above the x axis is 8 and the sum of the areas below the x axis is 10, 
so the value of the definite integral from a to b is -2. 

We also remember that we usually evaluate a definite integral by finding the 
value of some antiderivative of/evaluated at b and subtracting the value of the same 
antiderivative of /evaluated at a. 

[fix) dx = F(b) - F{a) 
J a 

The definition of the definite integral and the way we evaluate the definite integral 
require us to make several definitions that an examination of the following figure 
will make clear. Here we show the graph of y = x + 2 and show an antiderivative 
that can be evaluated to get the definite integral from 2 to 4. 

The definition of the definite integral requires that we evaluate the upper limit first. 
To begin, we will let 4 be the upper limit and will let 2 be the lower limit, and we will 
find the definite integral from 2 to 4. 

+ 2x 10 

Now if we interchange the limits and let 2 be the upper limit and 4 be the lower 
limit, we will find the definite integral from 4 to 2. 

t+2x 
-14 -b -if+8|= 16 = -10 

We see that interchanging the limits of integration reverses the sign of the definite 
integral. Thus, in this example, the integral from 4 to 2 is -10, which is the negative 
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of the integral from 2 to 4. 

JVw dx = -f j(x) dx 

Since the definition of the definite integral comes from the Riemann sum, which 
requires that b be greater than a, we make the definition stated here to allow us to let 
the notation have meaning when a is used as the upper limit and b is used as the 

lower limit. 

[fix) dx = - \hf(x) dx 
Jb Ja 

Now to find the area between 0 and 2 and the area between 0 and 4, we can use these 
limits and evaluate. 

+ 2x 
4 

+ 2x 
o 

Now we have 

+ 2) dx = 6 

+ 2) dx 16 

This illustrates the fact that the integral of a continuous function from 0 to 2 plus 
the integral from 2 to 4 equals the integral from 0 to 4. In general, if a is less than b 
and b is less than c, (a < b < c), then 

[7m + f7m = [7m 
J a J b J a 

Since each of the expressions represents a number, we can use the rules of algebra to 
move the expressions about and write other equivalent expressions, such as 

f /M = f fix) ~ f fix) and - [ f{x) + [fix) + [ f(x) = 0 

db da da da da J b 

Since each definite integral equals a number and the sum of a number and the 
opposite of the same number equals zero, we can write 

[fix) - [fix) = 0 
da da 

We can also make the following definition, which says that if the upper and 
lower limits are equal, the definite integral equals zero. 

| f(x) dx = 0 
d a 

We can use this geometric interpretation of the definite integral to justify 
making several other definitions. If the graph of the function is on or above the x 
axis if{x) > 0) between a and b, then the definite integral from a to b will be greater 
than or equal to zero. 

If/M ^ 0 on [a, b], then f f(x) dx > 0 
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Example 66.1 

Solution 

If the graph of the function is on the x axis everywhere between a and b, the definite 
integral from a to b will be zero. 

If/(x) = 0 on [a, b], then f /(x) = 0 
J a 

If the graph of the function is on or below the x axis between a and b, the definite 
integral from a to b will be less than or equal to zero. 

If/(x) < 0 on [a, b], then f fix) < 0 
J a 

If the graph of g is always below the graph of/between a and b, then the definite 
integral of g on the interval [a, b] will be less than the definite integral of /on the 
same interval. 

If £(*) < f(x) on [a, b], then [ #(x) < [fix) 
J a J a 

Of course, if /(x) = <g(x) on [a, b], the integrals of /and g will be equal. 

If/(x) = g(x) on [a, b], then [ #(x) = [fix) 
J a J a 

We will make several observations about the possible maximum and mini¬ 
mum values of the definite integral of a function on [a, b]. If the maximum value off 
on an interval is max/ the maximum possible value of Si fix) is (b - a) times max f 
If max/is greater than zero, the maximum value of the definite integral equals the 
area of a rectangle (b - a) wide and max / high. If max / is less than zero, the 
maximum value of the definite integral equals the negative of the area of the 
rectangle shown in the figure on the right. 

If the minimum value of/on an interval is min/ the minimum possible value 
of Sba fix) is (b - a) times min / If min/is greater than zero, this integral equals the 
area of a rectangle (b - a) wide and min/high. If min/is less than zero, the integral 
equals the negative of the area of this rectangle. 

The observations that we have made in this lesson allow us to play games with 
the notation of the definite integral. 

If 

\'j(x) dx = 7 and />) dx = 2 

find f{x) dx 

The integral from - 1 to 4 equals the integral from - 1 to 1 plus the integral from 1 

to 4. 
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Example 66.2 

Solution 

Example 66.3 

Solution 

Problem set 66 

|4 f(x) dx = J f[x) dx + f(x) dx = 7 + 2 = 9 

If /and g are functions such that 

J| f(x) dx = 4 and J 3 g(x) dx = 

find 
3 

1 L 
3fix) - ^g(x) dx 

The rules for products of constants and functions are the same for definite integrals 
as they are for indefinite integrals, so we can move the constants across the integral 
signs. 

{' 3fix) = 3 J* fix) and J’ | g(x) = | J’ gix) 

Now we write the given integral as the sum of two integrals. 

I ~ dx = 3 J,3^ dx~\ [3 g(x)dx 
We finish by using 4 and -1 as the values of the two integrals. 

1 37 
3(4)-^(-l) = y 

If 

S'/(x) dx = 3 and fix) dx = 7 

find i/(x) dx 

We know that the integral offix) from -2 to 3 equals the integral offix) from -2 to 
1 plus the integral of fix) from 1 to 3. 

J fix) dx = J ~ fix) dx + fix) dx 

The value of the first integral was given as 3. We were also given that the integral of 
fix) from 3 to 1 is 7. This tells us that the integral of fix) from 1 to 3 is -7. So we 
have 

3 + (-7) = -4 

1. We are given a line joining (0, 6) and 
(4, 0) as shown. Find the coordinates 
of the point (x, y) which maximizes 
the area of the inscribed rectangle. 

y 

x 
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2. A particle moves in a circular orbit described by the equation x2 + y2 = 25. As 
it passes through (4, 3), its y coordinate is decreasing at a rate of 3 units/sec. 
What is the rate of change of the x coordinate the instant the particle is passing 
through the point (4, 3)? 

3. A particle is moving along the number line so that its position at time t is given 
by 

s(t) = -12t + d 

Find the times when the particle is momentarily at rest. 

4. If J f(x) dx = -3 and J f(x) dx = 2, find J f(x) dx. 

5. If j /(x) dx = -2 and j g(x) dx = 4, find J [-3f(x) + 2g(x)] dx. 

6. If/is a function which is continuous on [-1, 3] and if/attains a maximum 
value of 4 on [-1, 3], then which of the following must be true? 

(c) f f(x) dx — 16 (a) J f(x) dx < 16 

(b) |3/(x) dx = 4 (d) JV(x) dx> 0 

Evaluate: 
r9 j_ 

'i Vx 
7. dx 8. 

37T 

cos x dx 
-7t72 

Integrate: 

9 | ^x + 1 ^ 
1 3x2 + 2x aX 

2x + 1 

Vx2 + X + 1 
11. dx 

10. J (4x + 2)exl+x dx 

12. tan3xsec2x<ix 

13. Make a rough sketch of/if/'(3) = 0, if/"(x) < 0 when x < 3, and if/"(x) > 0 
when x > 3. 

14. Find the area of the region between the x 

axis ai 

[Ue]. 

y 

axis and the graph of y = - over the interval 
X 

15. Given this graph of/', 

which of the graphs on the following page most resembles the graph of/? 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 67 

67.A 
Explicit 

and implicit 
equations 

fly gX -j- 

16. Find if y = + 2~ + sec3 2x + esc3 Ax. 

17. Find the equation of the line which can be drawn normal to the graph of 

Vx + 2 . ~ 
y =- at x = 2 

* x 

(1 - x) 
18. Sketch the graph of /(x) - ^ xy 

19. Without using a calculator, determine the exact value of cos 20° esc 70° 

20. Evaluate 

f Vl - x2 dx 
Jo 

without using calculus. (Recognize the geometric interpretation of the definite 
integral given.) 

21. A right triangle is inscribed inside a circle. The legs of the triangle have lengths 
3 and 4. Find the length of the diameter of the circle. 

Explicit and implicit equations • 
Inverse functions 

We customarily use x as the input of a function machine, and we call the output y or 
fix). 

x fix) 

We remember that if an equation is written in the form “y equals” or “/(x) equals,” 
we say that the equation is written in explicit form and is an explicit equation. Thus 
the following equations are all explicit equations. 

y = 2x + 6 f(x) = 2x + 6 y = ex h = log/, x 

Most equations have forms other than the “y equals” form. These other forms of the 
equation are called implicit forms. Equations that are not “y equals” or “/(x) 
equals” equations are called implicit equations. Three of the many implicit forms of 
the linear equation y = 2x + 6 are 
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2x - y - -6 

The logarithmic function machine takes the number x as an input and 
produces the output y, which is the logarithm of the input. 

x ■> 

log,( ) 

/ * y 

The equation of this function machine has both an explicit form and an implicit 
form. If we use 10 as the base, the forms are as follows. 

EXPLICIT FORM IMPLICIT FORM 

y = logl0x 10* - x 

It is most important to understand that these two equations are two forms of the same 
equation and pair the same values of x and y. The equation on the left says that y is 
the logarithm and x is the number. The equation on the right also says that y is the 
logarithm and that x is the number. If we let the exponent of 10 equal 2, the number 
is 100 because 102 equals 100. If we use 2 for y and 100 for x in the equations above, 
we get two numerical equations that make the same statement. 

2 - log 10 100 102 = 100 

The function machine for the exponential function takes the logarithm x as the 
input and produces the output y, which is the number that results when the base is 

raised to the x power. 

10< > 

x —> * y 

The equation of this function machine also has both an explicit form and an 
implicit form. If we use 10 as the base, the forms are 

EXPLICIT FORM IMPLICIT FORM 

y - 10X x = iog10 y 

These equations seem to be the same equations as the two forms of the logarithmic 
function, but they are not. In these equations the input x is the logarithm and the 
output y is the number. If we use 2 as the value of the input x and 100 as the output y, 
we again get two numerical equations that make the same statement. 

100 = 102 2 = log 10100 

The explicit forms of the basic sine, cosine, and tangent equations are 

y = a sin x y = a cos x y = a tan x 

If we divide both sides of these equations by a, we get forms of the equations that 
suggest the triangles shown here: 
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67.B 
Inverse 

functions 

We can use the Pythagorean formula to find the values of the other sides of the 

triangles. 

y 

y 

sin x = 
y 
a 

y 
cos x — — 

a 
, y 
tan x — ~ 

a 

These equations are implicit equations, and define y as a function of x implicitly. We 
will use words to write implicit forms of these equations and then use two different 
notations that make the same statements as the words. The notations sin-1, cos-1, 
and tan-1 are read as “the inverse sine of,” “the inverse cosine of,” and “the inverse 
tangent of.” Recall that the -1 is a special notation and is not a negative exponent. 
Each column below lists four ways to designate the inverse sine, the inverse cosine, 
and the inverse tangent, respectively, of angle x. 

x is an angle whose sine x is an angle whose co- x is an angle whose tan- 
. y 
is - 

a 
sine 

. y 
is - 

a 
+. y 

gent is - 

x is the inverse sine of- x is the inverse cosine x is the inverse tangent Cl 
of* 

a 
of* 

a 
y 

x = arcsin - 
a y 

x = arccos - 
a 

+ y 
x = arctan - 

a 

• -V x = sin 1 - 
a 

, y 
X = cos 1 - 

a 
x = tan 1 - 

a 

Beginners often find the implicit form of these trigonometric equations intimidat¬ 
ing and find that drawing the triangle defined is very helpful. If we draw a triangle on 
the left in which one acute angle x is defined by x = tan-1 3, we get 

sin x 

esc x = 

3 

VTo 

VTo 
3 

COS X = 
1 

VTo 
tan x = 3 

sec x = VTO cot x = 
1 
3 

We see that, on the right, we can use the triangle to define all six basic trigonometric 
functions of x. 

In Lesson 21 we began our investigation of inverse trigonometric functions. In this 
lesson we will consider other inverse functions as well. Addition and subtraction are 
inverse operations because addition will “undo” subtraction and subtraction will 
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undo addition. On the left we begin with 7 and add 3 to get 10. On the right we 
subtract 3 from 10 and get back to 7, where we began. 

ADDITION SUBTRACTION 

7 + (3) = 10 10 - (3) = 7 

Inverse function machines perform inverse operations. An inverse function 
machine is a function machine that will take the output of the first function machine 
and will produce the input of the first function machine. 

4 

5 

43 

13 

4 

5 

If the /function machine took inputs of 4 and 5 and produced outputs of 43 and 13, 
the inverse function machine/“' would take 43 and 13 as inputs and produce 4 and 
5 as outputs. We would use g~l to designate the inverse function of the g function 
and use h~l to designate the inverse function of the h function. We read g~l as “g 
inverse” and h~1 as “h inverse.” 

Not all functions have inverses. Consider the function machine on the left 
below. It produces exactly one output for each input. The inputs of 3 and 11 both 
have an output of 5, but this is acceptable behavior for a function machine because 3 
has exactly one output and 11 has exactly one output. But when we try to define an 
inverse g machine, we are not successful since the machine doesn’t have a way to get 
back to 3 and 11 because all 5’s look alike to it. 

3 —- - 5 5-- Inverse 
7 —- 9 —- 14 14 —- 9 

11 5 5-- machine 

Thus for a function machine to have an inverse, every different input must have only 
one output and all the outputs must be different. We call a function of this type a 
one-to-one function. In a one-to-one function, every value of x is paired with exactly 
one value of y and every value of y is paired with exactly one value of x. 

Some authors say that every function has an inverse, but the inverse of a 
function might not be a function. They say that the inverse of a function is obtained 
by interchanging the x and y members of the ordered pairs. If the g function above is 
defined with the ordered pairs 

(3,5) (7,14) and (11,5) 

these authors would say that the inverse of this function is the relation defined by 
the ordered pairs 

(5,3) (14,7) and (5,11) 

This set of ordered pairs is the inverse of the first set of ordered pairs but does not 
define a function because 5 has two different images. 

We can tell if a function is a one-to-one function by looking at the graph of the 
function. If the slope of the graph of a function is always positive (with the exception 
of isolated points) or if the slope of the graph of a function is always negative (with the 
exception of isolated points), the function is a one-to-one function and has an inverse. 
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The slope of the graph of y = -x + 2 is always negative, and thus the function 
is a one-to-one function and has an inverse. The slopes of y = ex and y = In x are 
everywhere positive, so these functions are one-to-one functions and have inverses. 
The slope of y = x3 is everywhere positive except at the isolated point (0, 0), where 
the slope is zero. Thus this function is a one-to-one function and has an inverse. The 
slope of y = -x3 is everywhere negative except at the isolated point (0, 0), where the 
slope is zero. Thus this function is a one-to-one function and has an inverse. 

The functions shown here are not one-to-one functions 

y 

because some values of y are paired with two or more values of x. We can tell this at 
a glance because the slopes of these graphs are not everywhere positive or 
everywhere negative. 

To find the inverse of an equation all we have to do is to interchange x and y in 
the equation. Suppose we have the equation 

y = 2x + 4 

and want to write the inverse equation. If we interchange x and y, we get the implicit 
form of the inverse equation shown on the left, which we can rearrange into the 
explicit form shown on the right. 

IMPLICIT FORM 

x = 2y + 4 

EXPLICIT FORM 

y = h-z 
Now on the left below we show the original/function machine, and on the right we 
show the / 1 inverse function machine. If we use an input of 4 on the left, we get an 
output of 12. If we use an input of 12 on the right, we get an output of 4, our original 
input. Thus, an input of x would result in an output of x. 

2( ) + 4 U ) - 2 

/ 12 f- 
4 

» 4 
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Solution 

Example 67.2 

Solution 

Example 67.3 

Solution 

Example 67.4 

Solution 

337 67.B Inverse functions 

If /(x) = 2x — 3, find / ‘(4). 

First we replace /(x) with y. Then to find an implicit form of f we simply 
interchange x and y, as we show in the center. On the right we rearrange this 
equation into its explicit form. 

EQUATION 

y = 2x - 3 

IMPLICIT INVERSE 

x — 2y — 3 

Now to find / ‘(4), we replace x with 4 and get 

/■'(4) - 5«) + H 

EXPLICIT INVERSE 

1 , 3 
y=2x+2 

Find / ‘(8) if the equation of the function is f(x) = 4 In x. 

First we replace f(x) with y. Then we find an implicit form of / inverse by 
interchanging x and y in the equation. Since/"'(8) is the value of y when x = 8, we 
also need the explicit form. 

EQUATION IMPLICIT INVERSE EXPLICIT INVERSE 

y - 4 In x x = 
X ' 

4 In y or ^ = In y 

Tf II 

Now we replace x with 8 in the explicit form to get / ’(8). 

/-'(8) - c8/4 = c2 - 7.39 

Iff{x) = 2x — 3 and/“‘(x) = \x + f, as in Example 67.1, find (/“' °/)(6) and (/° 

/-')(6). 

The notation (/° /_1)(6) tells us to put 6 into the /-1 machine and put the resulting 
output of f into the / machine. The notation (/“‘ °/)(6) tells us to put 6 into the / 
machine and put the resulting output of 9 into the /"' machine. 

</-/-w =/[/-'(6)i =/(|) = 2(|) -3 = 6 

(/-' ”/)(6) =/-’[/(6)] =/-'(9) = j(9) + | = 6 

For any function of x, (/-1 °/)(x) = (/°/_1)(x) = x. 

y 
Find /_1(9) if the /equation is ^ = cot x. 

On the left we interchange x and y to write the implicit form of / 1. Then we write 
the explicit form on the right and let x = 9 to find f~'(9). 

IMPLICIT FORM OF/-1 EXPLICIT FORM OF/“1 f~1 (9) 

^ = cot y y = cot-1 ^ y = cot-11 = cot-1 3 

If y is the angle whose cotangent is 3, then the tangent of y is y. We set the calculator 
to radians and use the inverse tangent key to get a numerical answer. 

y = tan-1 ^ = 0.322 
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87.C 
Graphs 

of inverse 
functions 

The two functions shown here are inverse functions. The g function is the inverse of 
the /function and the /function is the inverse of the g function. 

The graph of any function and the graph of its inverse are reflections of each other in 
the line y = x. Because the coordinates of any point and its reflection are the same 
numbers but in reverse order, the perpendicular distance from a point to the line 
y = x is the same as the perpendicular distance to the line y - x from its reflection in 
that line. In the figure above we note that the distance from the point (2, 6) to the 
line y = x is the same as the distance from the point (6, 2) to the line y = x. 

In the graph on the left below we see that the graph of y = In x and y - ex are 
reflections of each other in the line y = x. 

y y 

On the right we note that the graphs of y = tan x (- f < x < f) and y = tan'1 x are 
reflections of each other in the line y = x. 

Problem set 67 1. A rectangle of width x is inscribed in a circle whose radius is 2. Write an 
expression for the area A of the rectangle in terms of x 

2. Find the value of x which maximizes the area of the rectangle described in 
Problem 1. 

3. The radius of a spherical ball is expanding at a rate of 3 cm/sec. How fast is the 
surface area of the ball increasing when the radius of the ball is 10 cm? 

4. A ball is thrown vertically upward from the top of a 100-ft-high building. Its 
height above the ground at time t is given by 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

h{t) = 100 + 30/ - 16t2 

At what time is the ball falling toward the earth at 46 ft/sec? 

If /(x) = 4x - 3, write the equation of f~'(x). Evaluate (/ ° f~')(x) and. 

(/-' •/)(*) 

Find /_1(3) if /(x) = 2 In x 

Write an equation which expresses the inverse of y = sin x cos y implicitly. 

If J f(x) dx - 4 and J g(x) dx = -2, evaluate J [3f(x) - £(x)] dx. 

Suppose /is a continuous function on [ -1,2] whose maximum value is 10 and 
whose minimum value is -5. Then which of the following must be true? 

(a) —15 < J f(x) dx < 30 (b) -5 < J f(x) dx < 10 

(c) -10 < J f(x) dx <20 (d) 0 < J f(x) dx < 30 

10. Use implicit differentiation to find 
dy 

dx 
if sin xy x. 

11. Use implicit differentiation as required to find the equation of the tangent line 
which can be drawn to the curve x3 + y2 = y at (0, 1). 

12. Find the equation of the line which can be drawn normal to the graph of 

y = V2x + 1 where x = 4. 

Differentiate the following functions: 

e2x + e~xl „ 1 , , , , ^ ^ sin x 
13- y= X3 + j- - 3cotx 14. >- = nr2,n(;c 

Integrate: 

15. / cos ax sin4 ax dx 16. j (cos JV - l)e sin x - x dx 

17. Evaluate: lim » _ s 2 
X—>oo D i JC 

d3y dy 
18. For which of the following functions is 

(a) y = sin x (b) y - 2ex (c) y - x3 

19. Fet f(x) - ^ sin cx. For what value 

20. Find sec2 2d for the angle 6 in this 

of c does/have a period of 5? 

21. Use a trigonometric function to 
relate h, 6, and 6. 

Suppose h and 6 are functions of 
t. Differentiate the equation 
found implicitly with respect to t. 
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lesson 68 

Example 68.1 

Solution 

Example 68.2 

Solution 

Computing areas 

We have found that the definite integral of a function on a closed interval [a, b] 
equals the sum of the areas bounded by the x axis and by the graph of the function 
that are above the x axis and the negative of the areas with the same bounds that are 
below the x axis. To find the total area on an interval, it is often necessary to 
integrate piecewise as dictated by the graph of the function. 

Find the area between the graph of y = sin x and the x axis between x = 0 and 
X = 277. 

If we find the definite integral of sin x between 0 and 27r, we will get an answer of 
zero because half of the area is above the x axis and half of the area is below the x 
axis. To get the total area, we must use two integrals. We will add the integral of sin x 
from 0 to 77 to the negative of the integral of sin x from tt to 2tt. 

y 

Total area = sin x dx — sin x dx = [-cos x]J - [-cos x]1* 
JO J 7T 

= [1 - (-1)] - [-1 - (1)] = 2 + 2 = 4 units2 

We note that the area of one loop of y = sin x equals 2. This means that the area of 
one loop ofy = 42 sin x would be 84, because the integral of 42 sin x equals 42 times 
the integral of sin x. Thus, for future use we will remember that the area under one 
loop of y = k sin x is 2k. 

Find the area of the region bounded by the graph of+ = x2 — 1 and the x axis over 
the interval [-2, 2]. 

From the graph we see that the area between -2 
and — 1 is above the x axis. The area between — 1 
and +1 is below the x axis. The area between 1 
and 2 is above the x axis. To find the total area 
we will find the sum of three numbers. The first 
number is the definite integral from -2 to -1. 
The second number is the negative of the defi¬ 
nite integral from -1 to +1, and the third 
number is the definite integral from 1 to 2. 

y 

Total area = J ' (x2 - 1) dx - j' (x2 - 1) dx + j2 (x2 - 1) dx 

X3 -1 
rx3 i i 

U
)|

 1 X
 

i
_

 

-2 Lt_xJ + 
-i 
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We use symbols of inclusion as necessary to guard against making mistakes in signs. 

- 1 , , ,8 o 1 , t 1 , « , 8 0 1 , , 12 . 2 
- + 1 + 3_^_3+ ~3+ +3_^_3+ = ^ = 4 units2 

Example 68.3 

Solution 

Find the area of the region completely enclosed by the graph of y 
and the x axis. 

-x3 - x2 + 2x 

a- 

We begin by factoring so we can find the zeros of the function. 

-x3 - x2 + 2x = —x(x + 2)(x - 1) —> zeros are -2, 0, +1 

_ y<yyf-*4-2 
_ / cy 'ti. t X' 

From the graph we see that we can find the total area by adding the negative of the 
definite integral from x = -2 to x = 0 to the definite integral from x = 0 to x = 1. 

Total area = - (-x3 - x2 + 2x) dx + (-x3 - x2 + 2x) dx 
-2 

’-X4 X3 2 

-4-~J + X2 + 
-2 

-x4 Y^ 

T + 
Again we use symbols of inclusion to help prevent making mistakes in signs. 

37 
12 

units2 

1 
4 

Problem set 68 1. A rectangular sheet of cardboard, 4 by 8 m, is cut as indicated and folded along 
the dotted lines to form a box as shown. 

8 m 

If x is the width of one of the flaps, write an expression in terms of x whose 
value equals the volume of the box. Then find the value of x which maximizes 
the volume of the box. 
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2. The height h of the right triangle 
shown is increasing at a rate of 1 
unit per second. Find ddldt when 

h = 8. 

3. Find the area between the graph 
of y - cos x and the x axis on the 
interval [0, 27t]. 

y 

y 4. Express as the sum of two definite integrals 
the area of the region completely enclosed 
by the graph of 

y = (x - l)(x + l)(x - 2) 

and the x axis. 

5. Find the equation of/"' if/(x) = 3x + 2. 
Evaluate/"1 (4), (/°/“‘)(x), and (/"' °/)(x). 

7. Write the implicit form of the inverse of y = tan x. 

8. Suppose /is continuous on [ 1,4], Then which of the following statements must 
be true? 

(a) f(x) dx + J /(x) dx = f(x) dx 

(b) | /(x) dx > 0 

(c) j'f(x) dx < JV(x) 

Integrate: 

9. j 2x(x2 + 2y dx 10. 

dx 

2x - 1 dx 

Vx2 - x + 1 
11 

■h 

cos2 2x sin 2x dx 

12. Find the values of x for which the graph of y = 2x3 - 3x2 + 12x + 1 is concave 
upward. 

13. Evaluate: lim- 
x->2 X - 2 

14. Sketch the graph: y = 
x(x - 2) 

x(x2 + l)(x + 1) 

15. Differentiate: y = + tan 2x 
x2 + 2 

16. Use a calculator to find an equation of the line which can be drawn normal to 
the graph of the function 

y 2 
at x = 2 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 69 

17. Differentiate implicitly to find if x = sin xy. 

18. Graph f(x) = 2X + 1 and g(x) = 2~x + 1 on the same coordinate plane. 

19. Graph y = /(x) and y = f(-x) on the same coordinate plane iff(x) = 3* - 1. 

20. If the graph ofy = x - 1 for positive values of x is reflected in they axis, what is 
the equation of the reflection? Write one equation that describes both portions 
of the graph. 

Area between two curves 

We can find the area bounded by the graphs of two continuous functions on the 
interval [a, b] by using the limit of a sum of rectangular areas to represent the area, 
and evaluating the sum by using the fundamental theorem of integral calculus. 
In the figure on the left, to find the area between the graphs of/and g on the interval 
[a, b], we would partition the interval and draw rectangles, each of whose height is 
/(x) - g(x) and whose width is Ax as shown. We note that /is the “high” function on 
the interval and that g is the “low” function. 

y 
“high” 

“low” 

x 

A representative rectangle is shown on the right. The width of the rectangle is Ax, 
and the height of the rectangle is /(x) - g(x). The area between x = a and x = b can 
be represented by the limit of the following sum. 

n 

Area = lim £ (/- g)(x,) Ax, 
Nx—>0 ,= i 

We note that this sum is similar to a Riemann sum, and we know that we can use the 
fundamental theorem of integral calculus and find the limit of the sum by evaluating 
the integral. 

j (/- g)(x) dx which is J (high - low) dx 
J a J a 

We will use this informal argument to justify this procedure. 
When we set up this integral, we must be careful to use (/- g)(x) as the height 

of the rectangle. If we use (g - /)(x) as the height, the computed area will be the 
negative of the area that we want to find. 
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Example 69.1 

Solution 

Example 69.2 

Solution 

Example 69.3 

Find the area of the region completely bounded by the graphs of/(x) = x2 + 2 and 

g(x) = —x between x = 0 and x = 1. 

We make a rough sketch of the curves and draw a 
representative rectangle. The width of the rec¬ 
tangle is Ax and the height is (/- g)(x). We use 
this information to set up the integral. 

Area P (/- £)(*) dx 
Jo 

P [x2 + 2 - (-x)] dx 
Jo 

y 

We will evaluate the integrals by using the fundamental theorem. 

(x2 + x + 2) dx = 
x2 x^ 
3 2 

+ 2x 

Find the area of the region completely bounded by the graphs of /(x) = 2 - x2 and 
£(x) = x. 

Problems like this one in calculus books are 
carefully designed so that the coordinates 
of the points of intersection of the graphs 
are easy to find. The solution to this system 

1> = x 
= 2 - x2 

is (1, 1) and (-2, -2). 

y 

The width of the representative rectangle is Ax, and the height of the rectangle is 
(/ - £)(*), or (2 - x2) - (x). The width Ax tells us that x is the variable of 
integration. We will integrate from x = — 2 to x - +1. 

Area = (2 - x2 - x) dx 
i 

-2 

^-4 + | - 2^ = ^ units2 

Find the area of the region bounded by the graphs of /(x) = 2 — x2, ,g(x) = x, and 
x = 2. 
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Solution The boundary functions are the same as in 
the preceding example, but this time the 
top boundary is the graph of y = x 
and the bottom boundary is the graph of 
y = 2 - x2. 

y 

Area = dx 2 + x2) dx 

xJ 

2* + T 
11 •. 2 ~r units2 
o 

Example 69.4 Find the area of the region bounded by the graphs of y = x2 and y = 2x2 - 4. 

Solution On the left we factor to find the x coordinates of the points of intersection, and on 
the right we show the graphs of the functions and a representative rectangle. 

i 

The width of the representative rectangle is Ax. The height of the representative 
rectangle is (x2) - (2x2 - 4), or -x2 + 4, and the limits of integration are from -2 to 

+ 2. 

Area = (-x2 + 4) dx - 
x3 

-f+4* 

2 

-2 

16 
3 

32 
units2 

Problem set 69 1. Find the dimensions of a closed rectangular box that has a square base and a 
volume of 1000 cubic inches, and which uses the least amount of material to 
construct. (Assume the surface area of the box is a measure of the material 
used.) 

2. The position of a particle moving along a straight line is given by 

s(t) = e1 sin t 

Approximate to two decimal places the velocity of the particle-when t = n. 
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Integrate: 

3. J sin3 2x cos 2x dx 

5. J X + - dx 

7. Find the area of the region com¬ 
pletely enclosed by the graphs of 
y = x2 - 1 and y = -x2 + 1. 

y 

. f sin x , 
4. , — dx 

J V1 + cos x 

6. J (sec2 x)(sec x tan x) dx 

8. Find the area of the region 
bounded by the graphs of y = ex, 
y - x, and the lines x = -1 and 
x = 2. 

y 

9. Find the area completely enclosed by the 
graph ofy = (x - l)(x + 2)2 and the x axis. 

10. Find /-1(2) if /(x) = 2 In x. 

11. Write the explicit inverse equation of y = sin x where — < x ^ 

Differentiate: 

12. y = e{'n 2)<a'2+1) 

14. y = cA'2+Zv(cot x)2 

13. y = 
In | sin x 

x2 - 1 

15. 
d2y 
dx2 eva^uated at x = 1 when y = x In x - x. 

16. Find the slope of the line which can be drawn tangent to the ellipse 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 70 

17. Shown is a graph of f At which point(s) are both pjp and '[p positive? 

y 

18. Suppose f(x) = [x]. Sketch the graph of y = f(x - 2) + 1. 

19. Suppose f(x) = (£)A - 1. Sketch y = f(x) and y = ~f(x) on the same coordinate 
axes. 

20. Evaluate, without using a calculator, (sin 15° + cos 15°)2. 

Game playing with f f, and f" 

Problems that permit one to explore the relationships between a function and the 
first and second derivatives of the function are designed to enhance our understand¬ 
ing of these relationships and have no other purpose. These problems allow us to 
play games with concepts. In this lesson we will look at problems that let us consider 
the information we can get from the graphs and equations of f /', and /". We 
remember that we can determine the constants in the linear equation 

y = mx + b 

if we know two points on the line. If the line passes through (1,2) and (5, 6), we can 
write 

2 = m{\) + b 
< 

6 = m( 5) + b 

and solve this system for m and b. 
If we have the equation of a quadratic function 

y = ax2 + bx + c 

we need three pieces of information because we need three independent equations 
to find a, b, and c. If we have a general cubic with four terms, we need four pieces of 
information to solve for the four constants. In general, we need as many indepen¬ 
dent pieces of information as we have coefficients in the equation. It is possible to 
design problems so that some of the needed information can be found from either 
the//', or/" equations. 
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Example 70.1 

Solution 

Example 70.2 

Solution 

Example 70.3 

Solution 

If f(x) = ax* + b, find a and b if the graph passes through (2, 25) and we know that 

/'(3) = 81. 

We get the first equation from the fact that /(2) = 25. 

25 = a(2)3 + b —> 25 = 8 a + b 

The second equation comes from the fact that /'(3) = 81. 

fix) = 3 ax2 —> 81 = 3a(3)2 —» a = 3 

Now we replace a with 3 in the first equation and solve for b. 

25 = 8(3) + b —> b = 1 

Thus the equation we want is 

fix) = 3x3 + 1 

(1) 

(2) 

The function /is a real quadratic function whose graph passes through (2, 9) and 
(0, 1), and the slope of the graph is 6 at x = 2. Find the equation of f. 

The equation is of the form f(x) = ax2 + bx + c, so we need three independent 
equations to solve for a, b, and c. We get the first two equations from the fact that 
(2, 9) and (0, 1) are on the graph. 

9 = a( 2)2 + b( 2) + c —» 9 = 4a + 2b + c (1) 

1 = (a)(0)2 + b( 0) + c —> 1 = c (2) 

The third equation comes from the fact that /'(2) = 6. 

f\x) = lax + b —> 6 = 2a(2) + b —» 6 = 4 a + b (3) 

If we combine equations (1) and (2) and copy equation (3), we get the following 
linear system. 

(1) and (2) f 8 = 4a + lb 
* 

(3) 6 = 4 a + b 
V 

We have already used the fact that c = 1. If we solve this system, we will find that a = 
1 and 6=2. Thus the equation we want is 

fix) = x1 + 2x + 1 

If this is the graph of the derivative f of the function / sketch the basic form of f 

y 

We will be able to guess the basic form of the graph of / but will not be able to 
deteimine the vertical position of the graph because when we took the derivative we 
lost the constant on the end of the function. 

The graph above is the graph of the slope of f When this graph is above the jc 
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axis, the slope of the graph of/is positive. When this graph touches the x axis, the 
slope of the graph of/is zero and the tangent line is horizontal. When the graph is 
below the x axis, the slope of the graph of/is negative. We can use the signs of the 
function/' we have determined to make the following rough sketch of the graph of/ 

Example 70.4 If /is a function such that the graph of/" is a straight line as shown, sketch the basic 
shape of the graph of/ 

V 

Solution To the right of x = -1, the graph of/" is above the x axis, so the second derivative is 
positive when x > -1. Thus the graph of/will be concave up when x > -1. To the 
left of x = -1, the graph of /" is below the x axis, so f" is negative when x < -1. 
Thus the graph of/will be concave down when x < -1. Thus we have an inflection 
point when x = -1, and a reasonable guess of the shape of the graph of / is as 
follows. 

y 

Example 70.5 If /"(x) = 10, /'(0) = 2, and/(0) = 3, find the equation of/ 

Solution The equation of/"(x) is/"(x) = 10, which is a linear equation. We integrate/" to get 
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Problem set 70 

/'(X) = J f"(x) dx = I 10dx = lOx + C 

We were given the fact that /'(0) = 2. If we substitute, we can solve for C. 

f'(x) = lOx + C —> 2 - 10(0) + C —> C — 2 

Now we have f\x) — lOx + 2 

If we integrate /'(x), we get /(x). 

Ax) = j/'(x) = j (lOx + 2) dx = + 2x+ C2 

We were given that /(0) = 3. If we substitute, we can solve for C2. 

Ax) - 5x2 + 2x + C2 —> 3 - 5(0)2 + 2(0) + C2 —> C2 = 3 

Now we can write the equation for f. 

Ax) = 5x2 + 2x + 3 

1. A hemispherical bowl has a diameter of 14 
inches. If water is poured into the bowl at a 
rate of 1 cubic inch per second, how fast is 
the water rising when the water is 4 inches 
deep? The formula for the volume of a 
hemisphere of radius r filled to a depth h is 

V = 7rrh2 — 

2. The equation of f is fix) = ax3 + b. Find a and b if the graph of f passes through 
the point (1,5) and /'(2) = 12. 

3. If/is a real quadratic function whose graph passes through the points (1,5) 
and (-1, -1) and the slope of the graph is 5 at x - 1, find the equation of/ 

4. Shown is the graph of/". Sketch a graph of f. 

y 

x 

5. If/"(x) = 6,/'(l) 

Integrate: 

6. J sin 3x dx 

8. J yx dx 

/(l) = 4, find the equation of f. 

i. Is 
J si 

COS X 

sinz x 
dx 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

9. Find the area of the region in the 
first quadrant bounded by the 
axes and the graph of the equa¬ 

tion y = xV9 - x2. 

y 

12. Find the area under one arch of 
the graph of y = 2 sin 3x. 

y 

10. Find the area in the first quadrant 
that is enclosed by the graphs of 
y = x3 + 3 and y = x + 3. 

y 

13. We are given that k is a number 
such that the area between y = 
1 lx and the x axis from x = 1 to 
x = k is equal to 1. Find k. 

y 

14. Suppose/is a polynomial function such that/"(3) = 4 and/'(3) = 0. Sketch/ 
for the values of x near x - 3. 

15. The graph of f" is a horizontal line below the x axis. Describe the graph of f 

(x - 2)(x + l)(x - 1) 
16. Sketch the graph of y = - x(x _ 

17. Use the definition of derivative to find /' if f(x) - -. 

18. Differentiate: y = , , = + e4x_3 tan ttx 
Vx3 + x + \ 

19. What is the domain of y = arcsin x? 

20. Suppose / is a function which is defined as being continuous on [1, 3] and 
nowhere else. On which interval is £ defined and continuous if^(x) = /(x - 2)? 

21. Write the equation of the part of the graph of an ellipse 

which is contained in the first two quadrants. 
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LESSON 71 

Example 71.1 

Solution 

Applications of the definite integral I 

In today’s science books, distances are measured in meters and forces are measured 
in newtons. Mechanical work is defined as force times distance. 

Mechanical work = force x distance 

If a block that weighs 3 newtons is moved vertically upward a distance of 4 meters, 
12 newton-meters of work is done. 

4 newtons x 3 meters = 12 newton-meters 

A newton-meter is called a joule. The work done is represented by the area of the 
rectangle on the left below, where F is the force in newtons and x is the distance in 
meters. In this figure the number 12 that is the mathematical area represents 12 
joules, the work done. 

F (N) v (kph) 

If a man walks at 4 kilometers per hour for 3 hours, he walks 12 kilometers. 

x 3 hr = 12 km 
hr 

This distance can be represented by the area of the rectangle on the right above, 
where v is velocity in kilometers per hour and t is the time in hours. In this figure the 
number 12 that is the mathematical area represents 12 kilometers, the distance 
traveled. 

From this investigation we see that the units for any rectangular area equal the 
product of the units used for the horizontal measurement and the units used for the 
vertical measurement. Since we have carefully defined area beneath a curve to be 
the limit of a sum of rectangles, the units for any area under a curve also equal the 
product of the horizontal units and the vertical units. For the present we will restrict 
our investigation to areas that lie above the x axis. 

A steady force of 50 newtons (N) is applied to an object to move it 100 meters (m). 
What is the work done by the force? 

The area under the curve is the integral of the constant force times the distance. 

F (N) 

50 

Work 
fioo 

Jo 
50 dx 

Work 
= [50x]J“ 

= 5000 joules 
100 

X (m) 
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Example 71.2 

Solution 

Example 71.3 

Solution 

Example 71.4 

Solution 

A variable force F = \x2 newtons is applied to an object to move it 6 meters from 
x — 0 to x = 6. What is the work done by the force? 

The work done equals the area under the graph of F= \x2 newtons between x values 
of 0 and 6 meters. 

In Example 71.2 how much work was done by the force in moving the object from 
the 4-meter mark to the 6-meter mark? 

The work required equals the area under the curve of F - \x2 newtons between jc 
values of 4 and 6 meters. 

Simon calculated that the velocity of the object would equal \t2 + t meters per 
second, where t is the total time elapsed in seconds. Approximately how far would 
the object travel between the fifth and the seventh seconds? 

The distance traveled equals the area under the graph of v = \t2 + t meters per 
second between t = 5 and t = 7 seconds. 

t (sec) 
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Distance = t+tl 
6 2 

- (57.17 + 24.5) - (20.83 + 12.5) ~ 48.34 meters 

We used a calculator to get an approximate answer because an exact answer is not 

required. 

Example 71.5 Hooke’s law for perfectly elastic springs tells us that the force on a spring is 
proportional to the displacement of the spring from the position of rest, or F = kx. 
The constant k is called the spring constant. If the spring constant for a spring is \ 
newton per meter, how much work is done in stretching the spring from 3 meters to 
4 meters? 

Solution On the left we show the spring, and on the right we show the graph of the force F 
versus the distance x that the spring has been stretched. 

mmi-F 
0 1 

H-1-h 

2 3 4 
- x (m) 

F (N) 

The total work done in stretching the spring from its rest position to x = 4 equals the 
area under the graph from x = 0 to x = 4. The work done between x values of 3 and 
4 is the area under the graph between x = 3 and x - 4. 

Work 
-n 

x dx = 
4 

4 16-9 7 . . 
= — 4— = 4 Joules 

Problem set 71 1. Find the area of the largest rectangle which can be inscribed in the region 
bounded by the x axis and the graph of y = 12 - x2. (Begin by drawing the 
rectangle. Let x be the distance from the origin to the lower right-hand corner 
of the rectangle. Express the area of the rectangle in terms of x.) 

2. A steady force of 20 newtons is applied to an object to move it 30 meters. What 
is the work done by the force? 

3. A variable force F(x) = ^x3 + x newtons is applied to an object to move it from 
x = 0 to x = 3 meters. Find the work done by the force. 

4. The spring constant for a spring is 3 newtons per meter. How much work is 
done in stretching the spring from 2 to 4 meters? 

5. Katherine and Martine estimated that the velocity of an object moving along 
the x axis at a time t was given by 

v(t) = 3t + 4 

Find the distance the object moved between t — 1 and t — 4. 

6. Suppose/(x) = ax3 + bx. Find a and b if the graph of /passes through (1, -1) 
and/'(l) = 3. 

7. Suppose/is a function whose slope at any point is twice its x coordinate. If the 
graph of/passes through (1, 1), find the equation of/ 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

Integrate: 

8. J cos ^2x - yj dx 9. 

10. J cos t Vsin7 dt 11. 

12. Find the area of the region en- 13. 
closed by the graphs of y = 2 - x2 
and y = —x. 

y 

x 

14. Suppose y = /(x) = x3 + x. Write 15. 
an implicit equation of /“'. 

16. A ball is thrown straight up from ground level. Its height above the ground in 
feet at time t is given by 

h(t) = 2001 - 1612 

How high will the ball go? 

psin x 

17. Differentiate: v = .■ + In 2x 
7 V2x - 1 

18. Find if y = 2esin x. 19. Evaluate: lim 
ax x—»2 ^ ^ 

20. The function /(x) = In (cos x) is defined for all x in which of the following 
intervals? 

(a) -y<X<y (b) 0 < X < 7T (c) 0 < X < 7T 

(d) 

21. A trough 4 feet long has ends which are shaped like equilateral triangles as 
shown. Find the volume of water in the trough when it is h feet deep. 

'•I 
22. If h(x) - f(g(x)),f(x) = In x, and h(x) — In Vx2 + 1, then find the equation 

of g. 

\ v~x dx 

J tan3 x sec2 x dx 

Find the area between the graph 
of y — x(x — 2) and the x axis 
between x = -1 and x = 2. 

y 

If/(x) = In x, find/ '(1). 
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lesson 72 Critical number (closed interval) theorem 

The maximum-minimum value existence theorem tells us that a continuous function 
must have both a maximum value and a minimum value on any closed interval. 

MAXIMUM-MINIMUM VALUE EXISTENCE THEOREM 

If/is defined and continuous on a closed interval I = [a, b], 
then/attains both a maximum value and a minimum value 
on I. 

y 

This statement is intuitively obvious, but the proof of the theorem is beyond the 
scope of an elementary calculus book. This theorem tells us that the maximum and 
minimum values of the function exist but gives us no clue as to how to find them. 
This clue comes from the critical number theorem, sometimes called the closed 

interval theorem, which we will state but will not prove. The critical number 
theorem tells us that the maximum value and the minimum value must occur either 
at an endpoint of the domain, or at a value of x for which the derivative does not 
exist (the graph of the function comes to a corner), or at a value of x for which the 
derivative (the slope of the graph) equals zero. 

THE CRITICAL NUMBER (CLOSED INTERVAL) THEOREM 

If / is a function which is defined and continuous on a 
closed interval / and if/attains a maximum or minimum 
value at x - c where c E /, then either 

1. c is an endpoint, or 
2. f'(c) does not exist, or 
3. /'(c) = 0 

In the applied problems that we have worked thus far, the maximum and 
minimum values have occurred at values of x for which the derivative equals zero 
(stationary numbers). It is difficult to find applied problems for which a maximum 
or minimum value occurs at an endpoint (endpoint numbers). One way to 
manufacture such a problem is to define a function and choose an interval 
arbitrarily so that the value of the function at one or both endpoints is an extreme 
value. 

Since absolute value functions do not have a derivative at the values of jc where 
a cusp occurs on the graph (singular points), these functions are often used as 
examples of functions that have critical points at which f'(x) does not exist. Other 
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continuous functions that do not have derivatives at some values of x are odd roots 
of even powers of x, such as y = x2/3 and y — x4/5. To get still more examples, we can 
devise piecewise functions so that they are continuous but do not have derivatives at 
one or more values of x. 

Example 72.1 Find the maximum and minimum values of /(x) = 2x3 - 3x2 - 12x + 1 on the 
interval [-2, 4], 

Solution The maximum-minimum value existence theorem tells us that the function /does 
attain a maximum value and a minimum value on any closed interval such as [-2, 
4], The closed interval theorem tells us these maximum and minimum values must 
occur at a critical number. 

We begin by making a list of all the critical numbers. Since a polynomial 
function has a derivative at every value of x, there are no critical numbers at which 
the derivative does not exist. This function has endpoints at x - -2 and x = 4. It 
also has critical numbers when /' — 0. 

/'(x) - 6x2 - 6x — 12 

0 = 6x2 - 6x — 12 

0 = 6(x - 2)(x + 1) 

We see that/'(x) = 0 at x = 2 and x = -1. Thus, on the interval [-2, 4] the critical 
numbers are x = -2, 4, 2, and -1. The closed interval test consists of finding the 
values of f(x) for all critical numbers and comparing these values. 

CLOSED INTERVAL TEST 

/(-2) = -3 /(-1) = 8 /(2) = -19 /(4) = 33 

We see that /attains a maximum value of 33 at x = 4 and a minimum value of -19 at 
x = 2 on the closed interval [-2, 4]. 

Example 72.2 A 10-inch-long string is cut into two pieces. One of the pieces is bent to form a 
square, and the other piece is formed into a circle. Find where the string should be 
cut so that the total area of the circle and the square is a maximum. 

Solution This problem is a classic example contrived to have a critical point that is a 
stationary number (where the slope of the graph is zero) and two critical points that 
are endpoints. The graph of the function is a parabola that opens upward and is 
chopped off at the endpoints. We will not show the graph, as the closed interval test 
does not require a graph. We begin by drawing a picture of the problem. We let x be 
the length of the segment used to form the circle. 

We see that 10 - x is the length of the segment used to form the square. Thus the 
perimeter of the square is 10 - x, and the circumference of the circle is x. To find the 
areas, we need to solve for the radius r and the length of the side of the square, s. 
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Example 72.3 

Solution 

x - 2rrr 

r 
x 

2tt 

4s = 10 - x 

^ = 
10 - x 

4 

Area of circle = tt Area of square (V)' 
Total area = A(x) = --j 

Note that the domain of A is the closed interval [0, 10] because x must be equal to or 
greater than zero and less than or equal to 10. 

Domain of A = {x | 0 ^ x ^ 10} 

We now find all the critical numbers of A where 0 < x < 10. 

A(x) 

A'(x) 

0 = 

5 
4 

1 2 1 2 5 100 
—X2 + ~rzx ~ 7X + "T+~ 47r 16 4 16 

1 1\ 5 
2tt 8/ 4 

1 ^ 1\ 5 
2tt 8/ 4 

4+77 

877 
x 

IO77 

4 + 77 
= X -» 4.40 ~ x 

function 

derivative 

derivative set equal to 0 

solved 

Thus the critical numbers for A(x) are the endpoints 0 and 10 and the stationary 
number 4.4. The maximum value of the function must occur at one of these 
numbers. 

The closed interval test consists of computing the values of A(x) for all critical 
numbers and comparing these values. If we do this, we get the following. 

CLOSED INTERVAL TEST 

,4(0) = 6.25 A( 4.4) = 3.50 ,4(10) = 7.96 

The value 7.96 for ,4(10) is greater than the other values, so A attains its maximum 
value at x — 10 and the maximum value is 7.96. 

Note that in this example the maximum value of the function occurred not at a 
stationary number but at an endpoint. When x = 10, we see that none of the string is 
used to form the square and the entire length of the string is used to form the circle. 

Find the maximum and minimum values of/on the interval [-2, 3] if/(x) = x2/3. 

The maximum and minimum values must occur at a critical number. Two of the 
critical numbers are the endpoints of the interval [-2, 3]. The other critical 
numbers occur when f' = 0 or where f does not exist. Thus we find /'. 

/'(x) = lx~m = 3^173 

This derivative can never equal zero because 2 can never equal zero. Thus, there are 
no critical numbers caused by the derivative being equal to zero. The derivative does 
not exist when x = 0 because 

/'(0) = ^ not defined 
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Thus zero is a critical number caused by the failure of /' to exist, and the critical 
numbers for this function are 0 and the endpoints -2 and 3. If we compute the 
values of/for 0, —2, and 3, we get the following. 

CLOSED INTERVAL TEST 

/(0) = 0 /(-2) - 1.59 /(3) - 2.08 

From this we see that the minimum value of/on [-2, 3] is 0 and the maximum value 
is 2.08. 

Example 72.4 A function is continuous on the closed interval [-2, 4] such that /(-2) = 2, 
/(-1) = -1, and/(4) = 5. Also, the functions f and f" have the properties shown in 
the table below. 

X -2 < x < -1 x = -1 — 1 < x < 2 x = 2 2 < x < 4 

fix) negative fails to 
exist 

positive 0 positive 

f"(x) negative fails to 
exist 

negative 0 positive 

Find the values of x for which /attains absolute maximum and minimum values. 
Also, describe any other points of interest. 

Solution This function is continuous on the interval [-2, 4], has endpoint critical numbers of 
-2 and 4, and has a singular critical number of -1. The fact that /"( -1) does not 
exist is extraneous information. We use the rest of the information to make a rough 
sketch of the function. 

From the graph off we see that/attains an absolute minimum value at x = -1 and an 
absolute maximum value at x = 4. 

We also see that the graph of /has an inflection point at x = 2. Since we are 
able to sketch the function, we can obtain the maximum and minimum values from 
the graph. We note that in this problem we were able to find the x values of the 
extrema even though we did not have the equation for f. 

Problem set 72 1. A trough 4 feet long has ends which are 
shaped like equilateral triangles as shown. 
If water is being poured into the trough at a 
rate of 1 ft3/min, how fast is the water 
rising the instant the water is about to spill 
over the top? 
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2. Find the maximum and minimum values of/(x) = 2x3 + 3x2 — 12x + 1 on the 

interval [-3, 1]. 

3. Find the maximum and minimum values of/(x) = x2/3 on the interval [-1, 8]. 
{Note: No calculus need be used. Begin by graphing /) 

4. Suppose /is a function which is continuous on the closed interval [-1, 4], 
/(-1) = 3, and/(4) = 6. In addition,//', and/" have the properties listed in 
the table below. 

X -1 < x < 2 x - 2 2 < x < 4 

/'(*) 
f"{x) 

negative 
negative 

undefined 
undefined 

positive 
negative 

Sketch a graph of /and find where on the interval /attains its maximum and 
minimum values. 

5. A variable force of F{x) = 2x newtons is applied to an object. Find the work 
done in moving the object from x = 1 to x = 3 if x is measured in meters. 

6. The velocity of an object moving along a number line is given by 

v{t) = 3t2 + 1 

Find the distance traveled by the object from t = 0 to t = 2. 

7. Suppose f{x) = aex + b. If/'(0) = /(0) = 3, solve for a and b. 

8. For what values of x is the graph of y = In x concave upward? 

f3 — J 
9. Evaluate: J ^ + ^ dx (Simplify the integrand first.) 

Integrate: 

10. f cos 2x esin 2jc dx 11. f e-2* dx 12. [ 3a2-+_.2x dx 
J J J Vx3 + x2 

13. Find the area completely enclosed by the 
graph of y = -x(x - l)(x + 1) and the x 
axis. 

14. If jf(x) dx = -4, find P 2/(x) dx. 
Ja Jh 

y 

Differentiate the following functions: 

15. y = e2x tan2 x 16. v — ~~*2 + ^ 
x + sin x 

17. Which of the following statements is true about the function f(x) = x In x for 
x > 0? 

(a) f is decreasing for all positive real values of x. 
(b) f is increasing for all positive real values of x. 
(c) /is increasing for all numbers x, 0 < x < e. 
(d) f is increasing for all numbers greater than e. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 73 

73.A 
Derivatives 

of inverse 
trigonometric 

functions 

18. Suppose/(x) = —~r. Evaluate: lim f(x) and lim f(x) 

v 

19. Express cos y in terms of x if cos y is positive and if - = sin y. 

20. Does the graph of y - 2xV4 - x2 lie above or below the x axis on the interval 
(0, 2)? 

21. Economics books often use p for price per item and Q for quantity (the number 
of items). In a free market, the number of items sold is price-sensitive. This 
means that if the price of the item is changed, the number of items sold will 
change. If 4000 items are sold when the price is $16, we could write 

Q(p) - 4000 when the price is 16 

If each price increase of $ 1 would cause the number sold to decrease by 200, we 
could write 

Q(p) = 4000 - 200(p - 16) 

The second term equals zero if p = $16. If the price is $17 per item, the 
number sold would be 

(2(17) - 4000 - 200(17 - 16) = 3800 

The total revenue would be the number sold, Q(p), times p, the price per item. 

R(p) ~ PQ(P) ~ P[4000 - 200(/? - 16)] revenue 

R(p) = -200p2 + 7200/? simplified 

We see that the total revenue R(p) can be expressed as a quadratic function of 
p, the price per item. 

Suppose that 10,000 items are sold when the price is $20 per item. If the 
number of items sold decreases by 50 for each $ 1 increase in unit price, write 
an equation that gives the money received as a function of the price per item. 

Derivatives of inverse trigonometric 
functions • What to memorize 

We have a definition of the derivative of a function and have rules that we can use to 
find the derivatives of functions. The search for antiderivatives, which we call 
integration, is a haphazard process at best. We have found that we can find the 
integrals of the three expressions shown here if we guess that the expressions are 
differentials of functions that have the forms of un. In u, and eu, respectively. 

f -2x dx f 2x dx I jysin x 
J Va2 - x2 J a2 + x2 je 

cos x dx 

We cannot find the integrals of the following expressions by making one of the same 
guesses because none of these expressions is a differential of a function whose form 
is un, In u, or eu. 

f dx f dx f dx 

J Va2 - x2 J a2 + x2 JxVx2 - a2 
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These integrands are differentials of inverse trigonometric functions. We will 
investigate the derivatives of inverse trigonometric functions, not because these 
derivatives are so important in themselves, but because we would like to be able to 
integrate expressions such as these. 

The differentials in which we are interested are 

d sin 1 - = 
a 

dx , -\x d cos 1 - = 
a 

-dx 

Va2 - x2 Va2 - x2 

d tan-1 - = 
a dx 

d cot-1 - = 
-a dx 

a a2 + x2 a a2 + x2 

, x 
d sec 1 - = 

a 
a dx 

d esc 1 - = 
a 

-a dx 

xVx2 - a2 xVx2 - a2 

It is poor practice to memorize things that can be developed quickly and 
accurately. The derivatives of inverse trigonometric functions fall into this category. 
The expressions above for which we want to find antiderivatives contain an 
unspecified constant a. With this in mind we will look at inverse trigonometric 
functions that have x/a as an argument. 

Example 73.1 If y - arcsin find y'. 

Solution We begin by writing the implicit form of this equation and drawing the triangle it 
defines. 

Drawing the triangle is very helpful because it 
ric functions of y by inspection. 

sin y 
X 

a 
cos y = 

esc y = 
a 
x 

sec y = 
a 

Va2 - x2 

allows us to write all six trigonomet- 

tan y = 

cot y = 

x 

Va2 - x2 

Va2 - x2 
x 

To find y', we take the differential of both sides of the implicit form, divide by dx, 
and solve for dy/dx. 

y 

sin y 

cos y dy 

dy 

cos y ~dx 

dy 

dx 

. X 
arcsin - 

a 
equation 

X 

a 
implicit form 

dx 
a differential 

1 

a divided by dx 

'-( 1 ) a \cos y) 
solved for 4- 

dx 
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But from the triangle we see that 

Va2 - x2 
cos y = 

a 
and 

We substitute for l/(cos y) and get 

dy 1 / a 

dx a Wa2 - x2 

_J__ a 

cos y ~ Va2 - x2 

1 

Va2 - x2 

Example 73.2 

Solution 

If y - arccos find v'. 
a 

We write the implicit form of the equation and draw the triangle it defines. 

Now we take the differential of both sides of the implicit form, divide by dx, 
solve for dy/dx, and finish by using the triangle to find the proper substitution for 
-1 /(sin y). 

-sin y dy 

dy 

~SmyTx 

dy 

dx 

dy 

dx 

dy 

dx 
a 

1 

a 

1 / -1 

a \sin y 

1 

a 
-a 

Va2 - x2 

differential 

divided by dx 

solved 

substituted 

simplified 

Example 73.3 lfy = tan 1 find;/. 

Solution We write the implicit form and draw the triangle. 

tan y = 
x 
a 

Now we find the differential, divide, and solve for dy/dx. 

2 A dX sec2 y dy = — 
dy 1 

-> secz y-j~ = 
dy 1 1 

7 - i , . = - COSz V 
dx a \sec2 y) a 

1 
a ' dx a 

Now we go back to the triangle to find the value of cos2 y and substitute 
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dy _ 1 / a y _ a 

dx~ a Wx2 + a2) ~ x2 + a2 

In Examples 73.1 and 73.2, we noted that the derivative of sin'1 (.x/a) and cos'1 (x/a) 
are the negatives of each other. If we interchange the sides a and x in the triangle, we 
can use the same procedure to show that the derivative of the inverse cotangent of 
x/a is the negative of the derivative of the tangent of x/a. 

Example 73.4 If y = esc 1 ^ and ^ > 0, find y'. 

Solution We write the implicit form and draw the triangle. 

Now we find the differentials, divide, and solve for dy/dx. 

-esc y cot v dy = — 
a 

dy 1 
esc v cot y -f- = — 

ax a 

dy _ i 1 

dx 
1 

differentials 

divided by dx 

sin y tan y solved aj\esc y cot y) 

Now we go back to the triangle to find values of sin y and tan y. 

a A a 
sin y = 

x 
tan y = 

Vx2 - aL 

Now we make the final substitution. 

dy 

dx 
1V a 

uJ\x/\Xx2 - a2) xVx2 — a2 

-a 

If the sides of the triangle a and Vx2 - a2 are interchanged, we can use the same 
procedure to show that the derivative of the inverse secant of x/a is the negative of 
the derivative of the inverse cosecant of x/a. 

d 
~r sec dx 

-l x 
a 

a 

xVx2 - a2 

In the statement of the problem we noted that the value of x over a must be a 
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73.B 
What 

to memorize 

Example 73.5 

Solution 

Example 73.6 

Solution 

Problem set 73 

positive number. If we did not make this restriction, the derivative of the inverse 
secant and the inverse cosecant would contain absolute value notations, as 

d x -a d x a 

d* ci |x|Vx2 - a2 dx a |x|Vx2 - a2 

The absolute value notation is awkward and could lead to an ambiguous integration 
formula later. The restriction that x be greater than zero is not unreasonable because 
applications of the inverse cosecant (or inverse secant) almost always have values of 
x that are positive numbers. 

In Lesson 58, we developed the derivatives of tan x, cot x, sec x, and esc x. In the 
problem sets since that lesson we have found that it is convenient to have these 
derivatives memorized. In this lesson we have demonstrated that the derivatives of 
inverse trigonometric functions can be developed easily by drawing the triangles 
and finding the differentials of the implicit forms of the inverse functions. The 
derivatives of the inverse cosine, secant, cotangent, and cosecant are rarely 
encountered. The derivatives of the inverse sine and inverse tangent appear much 
more frequently, and it is a good idea to include these derivatives with the list of 
derivatives in Lesson 58 that should be memorized. 

d . , u 1 du d . u a du 
dx a \Ja2 - u1 dx dx a u2 + a2 dx 

If y - tan-1 (cos x), find 
dy 

dx' 

This problem requires the use of the chain rule and the fact that if ( ) is a function 

of x, then 

d 

dx 
—r~ tan 1 

( ) a 

a ( )2 + a2 dx 

We replace ( ) with cos x and finish the problem. 

( ) 

-sin x d A cos x / 1 \ , 
j- tan 1 —z— = —2—“tt (-sin x) = —I—ITT dx 1 \cos2 x + l/v ’ cos2 x + 1 

If y - arcsin 2x, find y'. 

We have to use the chain rule and the fact that if ( ) is a function of x, then 

— sin 1-= 
1 

( ) 
dx a a2 - ( j2 dx 

Now we replace ( ) with 2x and finish the problem. 

■4- sin-1 2x = , * == yr (2x) = , ^ -= 
dx Vl - (2x)2 dx Vl - 4x2 

1. If the price of the tickets to the concert is $16 each, 4000 tickets will be sold. 
For each $ 1 increase in price, the number of tickets sold will decrease by 100. 
What should be the price per ticket for the revenue to be a maximum? 
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2. A semicircular region is bounded by 
the x axis and the graph of the semi¬ 
circle y = V9 - x2. Find the dimen¬ 
sions of the rectangle of greatest area 
that can be inscribed in the region. 

3. Use the critical number theorem to determine the maximum and minimum 
values of/(x) = xm - x on the interval [0, 2]. 

4. The function /is continuous on the interval [ 1,5]. If/( 1) = 2 and /(5) = 10 and 
if / has the properties listed in the table below, make a rough sketch of f. 
Determine the maximum and minimum values of f. 

X 1 < x < 3 x = 3 3 < x < 5 

/'« positive 0 positive 

A*) negative 0 positive 

y 

x dy 
5. If y = arcsin ^, find 

x dy 
7. If y = tan-' j, find 

X 
6. If y = cos 1 j, find y'. 

8. If y - arcsec > 0, find v\ 
a a 

9. A force is applied to an object so that the force at a given position along the x 
axis is given by 

/(x) = 2x newtons 

Find the work done by the force if the object is moved from x = 2 to x = 4 
meters. 

10. Find a and b iff(x) = a sin x + b,f'{0) - 3, and f(^\ = 5. 

11. Find the area between the graphs 
ofy = 2ex andy - 3ex from x = In 2 
to x = In 3. 

y 

12. Find the area in the first quadrant 
between the x axis and the graph of 
y = 2xV4 - x2. 

y 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 74 

14. Write the equation of the line which can be drawn tangent to the graph of 
y = sin (cos x) at x = 7t/2. 

15. Differentiate: y - \^sin 2x + x + C!?C 
x3 + 1 

16. Integrate: J (3x2 + 2x + l)(Vx3 + x2 + x) dx 

Evaluate: 

x3 - 2x2 
17. lim , , 

*-*"0 1 - X4 

cos (7t + Ax) - cos 77 
18. lim -2-T -- 

Ax->0 AX 

19. The following equation is the 20. Use a definite integral to describe 
equation of an ellipse. Write the the first-quadrant area of the el- 
equation of the portion of the lipse whose equation is 
ellipse that lies in the first quad¬ 
rant. 

x2 y2 
^2 + £2 = 1 (a,b> 0) 

x2 y2 
^2 + £2 = l (a, b> 0) 

Falling body problems 

In Lesson 64 we began to use calculus to solve problems that concern the position, 
velocity, and acceleration of a physical object such as a ball, a car, or a projectile 
that moves in a straight line. In this lesson we will investigate the motion of bodies 
falling freely in a gravitational field. These problems are easy because the accelera¬ 
tion is a constant. In a later lesson we will consider problems in which the 
acceleration is a function of time. 

We remember that at or near the surface of the earth the attraction between the 
earth and any physical object causes the object to accelerate downward at 9.8 meters 
per second per second. This acceleration is called the acceleration due to gravity. The 
acceleration due to gravity is the same for all objects regardless of their mass or 
shape, and if we neglect air resistance (that is, if we assume a vacuum), the motion of 
a feather and a lead ball will be the same. 

If an object is released 100 feet above the surface of the earth, it will accelerate 
downward. If another object is released 200 feet above the surface of the earth at the 
same time, it will also accelerate downward, and will always be 100 feet above the 
first object because it was 100 feet higher when it was released. 

If an object is thrown downward with an initial velocity of 40 meters per 
second, its downward velocity will increase with time because it will accelerate 
downward at 9.8 meters per second per second. If an object is thrown upward with a 
velocity of 40 meters per second, its upward velocity will decrease because the 
object will accelerate downward at 9.8 meters per second per second. Its upward 
velocity will decrease until the upward velocity becomes zero at the highest point. 
Then the steady downward acceleration of 9.8 meters per second per second will 
cause it to fall, and its downward velocity will increase with time. For free falling 
body problems we remember that often it is convenient to designate up as the 
positive direction and measure positive distances upward from the surface of the 
earth (sea level). 
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Earth’s 
surface 

+ 

Acceleration due to gravity = -9.8 m/sec2 

If we use the earth’s surface as our reference plane, positive positions are positions 
above the surface of the earth, and negative positions are positions below the surface 
of the earth. Positive velocities and positive accelerations are upward velocities and 
upward accelerations, and negative velocities and negative accelerations are down¬ 
ward velocities and downward accelerations. Since the acceleration due to gravity is 
always in the downward direction, we use a minus sign and say that the acceleration 
due to gravity is -9.8 meters per second per second. 

The position function of a body in a free-fall near the surface of the earth is 
determined by its initial position, its initial velocity, and its acceleration. Since the 
acceleration is always -9.8 m/sec2 for any physical object in a free-fall near the 
surface of the earth, the only difference in the position, velocity, and acceleration 
functions is caused by different values of the initial position h0 and the initial 
velocity v0. The position, velocity, and acceleration functions for any free-falling 
body at or near the surface of the earth are 

h(t) - -4.912 + v0t + h0 meters 

h'{t) = v(0 = -9.81 + v0 meters/sec 

h"(t) = v'(0 = a{t) = -9.8 meters/sec2 

In physics we can find the answers to problems by inserting the indicated values of 
h0 and v0 in these equations. In calculus we are interested in learning to develop 
these equations because the same procedure will be used to find the velocity and 
position functions for the motion of particles whose acceleration is not -9.8 m/sec2. 

In motion problems the concept of t0+ is very important. If a ball is released at 
t = 0, we consider the problem begins at t0+, which is the instant after it is released. 
At t0+ the ball has not moved and the ball has no velocity, but it does have a negative 
acceleration and its upward velocity is increasing in the negative direction at 9.8 
m/sec2. If the ball is thrown upward or downward, at f0+ the ball has not moved but has 
an initial velocity of v0. Of course, its acceleration at t0+ (and at any other time) is 
-9.8 m/sec2. Since the ball has not moved, its position at t0+ is still h0. 

We always begin by integrating the acceleration function to get the velocity 
function. When we do, we get a constant of integration C. To find the value of the 
constant of integration, we set t = 0, let v(0) be the given value of v0, and solve to 
find that C — v0. Then we integrate the velocity function to get the position function, 
which also has a constant of integration C. Then we substitute h0 for h(0), set t = 0, 
and solve to find that C = h0. 

Example 74.1 An object is dropped from a height of 2000 meters. Begin with the acceleration 
function and develop the position function. How far above the earth will the object 
be 20 seconds later? 

Solution Since h0 is 2000 and v0 is zero, we know that the position function will be 

h(t) = -4.912 + 2000 

But our job is to develop this equation, so we begin by integrating the acceleration 
function to get the velocity function. 
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a(t) = -9.8 —> v(/) - j -9.8 dt = -9.8/ + C 

We know that at / = 0+, v(0) = 0 because the ball was dropped and was not thrown. 
So we replace t with zero and replace v(0) with zero and solve for C. 

0 = -9.8(0) + C —» C = 0 

This gives us the velocity function. 

v(Z) = -9.8/ 

Now we integrate the velocity function to get the position function. 

hit) = J -9.8/ dt —> h{t) = ~928^ + C 

When / = 0+, h(t) = 2000. We substitute and solve for C. 

2000 - -4.9(0)2 + C —» C = 2000 

Now we have developed the position function. 

hit) = -4.9/2 + 2000 

To find the position when / = 20 sec, we find h(20). 

hi20) = -4.9(20)2 + 2000 = 40 m 

Example 74.2 A ball is thrown downward with a velocity of 40 meters per second from a height of 
2000 meters. Begin with the acceleration function and develop the position function 
for the ball. What will be the position of the ball after 8 seconds? 

Solution The equations for freely falling bodies are always the same except that the constants 
h(0) and v(0) are different. With the data given we know that the velocity function 
and the position function will be as follows. 

v(/) = -9.8/ - 40 velocity function 

h(t) = -4.912 - 40/ + 2000 position function 

But our job is to develop these equations. We will begin with the acceleration 
function. At or near the surface of the earth the acceleration is always -9.8 m/sec2. 

ait) - -9.8 

To find the velocity function, we integrate the acceleration function. 

v(/) = J a(t) dt = J -9.8 dt = -9.8/ + C 

To solve for C, we let / = 0 and remember that v(0) = -40 because the ball was 
thrown downward and down is the negative direction. 

-40 = -9.8(0) + C —» C = -40 —> v(/) = -9.8/ - 40 

To find the position function, we integrate the velocity function. 

hit) = j (-9.8/ - 40) dt —> hit) = z~t2 - 40/ + C 

We know that when / = 0, h(0) = 2000. Thus we substitute. 

2000 = -4.9(0)2 - 40(0) + C —» C = 2000 

Now we have the position function h(t). 
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h{t) = -4.912 - 401 + 2000 

To find the position after 8 seconds, we find h(8). 

h($) = -4.9(8)2 - 40(8) + 2000 

= -313.6 - 320 + 2000 = 1366.4 m 

We note that the ball fell 320 m because of the initial velocity of 40 m/sec times 8 
sec. The ball fell an additional 313.6 meters because of the acceleration component 
of the position equation. 

Example 74.3 A boy stood on top of a building 40 meters high and threw a stone so that it had an 
initial upward velocity of 20 meters per second. Begin with the acceleration 
function and develop the velocity function and the position function for the stone. 
How high will the stone go? How long after the stone is thrown will it hit the 
ground? 

Solution We already know that the velocity function and the position function for the stone 
will be 

v(?) = -9.8? + 20 and h(t) - -4.912 + 20? + 40 

But our job is to develop these equations. We know that at or near the surface of the 
earth the acceleration function is always the same. 

a(t) = -9.8 

The velocity function is the integral of the acceleration function. 

v(?) = j -9.8 dt = -9.8? + C 

When time equaled 0+, the velocity equaled +20. 

20 = -9.8(0) + C —> C = 20 

Thus the velocity function is 

v(?) = -9.8? + 20 

The position function is the integral of the velocity function. 

h[t) = j (-9.8? + 20) dt = ?2 + 20? + C 

When ? equaled 0+, the position was hi0) = 40. 

40 = -4.9(0)2 + 20(0) + C —> C = 40 

Thus the position function is 

hit) = -4.9?2 + 20? + 40 

We can answer all the questions by using the velocity function and position 
function that we have developed. To find out how high the stone goes, we use the 
velocity function to find the time when the velocity equals zero, which is at the 
highest point. 

0 = —9.8? + 20 —> ? = 2.04 seconds 

Now we use the position function to find the height at ? = 2.04. 

h(2.04) = —4.9(2.04)2 + 20(2.04) + 40 = 60.41 meters 

When the stone hits the ground, the elevation will be zero. We can find the time the 
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stone hits the ground by setting the position function equal to zero and using the 
quadratic formula to solve for t. 

0 = -4.912 + 201 + 40 
-20 ± V201 2 3 4 - 4(-4.9)(40) 

t =--= 5-55, -1.47 

The negative number -1.47 is a solution of the quadratic equation but has no 
meaning in this physical problem. Thus the time from release to impact with the 
ground is 5.55 seconds. 

Since the maximum altitude is 60.41 meters, we can solve the problem another 
way by finding the time required for the stone to free-fall from 60.41 meters and 
adding this result to 2.04 seconds. From Example 74.1 we see that the position 
function for a free-fall of 2000 meters is 

h(t) = -4.9 f + 2000 

Thus the position function for a free-fall of 60.41 meters would be 

h(t) = -4.912 + 60.41 

Since h(t) = 0 when the stone hits the ground, we have 

0 = -4.9F + 60.41 —» t = = 35! 

If we add the 3.51 seconds required to fall 60.41 meters to the 2.04 seconds required 
to get to the height of 60.41 meters, we get 

2.04 + 3.51 = 5.55 seconds 

Problem set 74 1. An airplane is in level flight toward a 
reference point on the ground. The speed 
of the airplane is 100 meters per second 
and its altitude is 1000 meters. What is the 
rate of change of the angle of elevation, 6, Reference 
when the horizontal distance from the ref- p0int 
erence point is 2000 meters? (Neglect the 
height of the airplane.) 

2. A ball is dropped from a height of 500 meters. Develop an equation which 
describes the height of the ball a time t after it is dropped. Find the elevation, 
velocity, and acceleration of the ball 3 seconds after it is released. 

3. A ball is thrown straight up from the top of a 100-meter building with an initial 
velocity of 30 meters per second. Develop an equation which describes the 
height of the ball above the ground as a function of time t. What will be the 
maximum height attained by the ball? 

4. Begin with the equation /(x) = y - cos x. Then write the implicit equation of 
the inverse of f. The equation of the inverse defines a right triangle. Draw this 
triangle. Differentiate this equation implicitly and then use the triangle to 
write the expression for dldx f~'(x). Evaluate (/“')' (0.2). 

x dy 
5. If y - arcsin evaluate ^ 

x 
6. If y = arctan find 

dy 

dx' 

7. Apply the critical number theorem to find where the maximum and minimum 
of/(x) = |x — 11 occur and what their values are if/is defined on the interval 
[-1, 3]. (Note: No calculus is needed.) 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

8. A function/is continuous on the closed interval [-3, 2], In addition,/(-3) = 4, 
/(-1) = 6,/( 1) = l,/(2) = 2, and/(x) has the properties listed on the chart 
shown. 

X -3 < x < -1 x — — 1 -1 < x < 1 x = 1 1 < x < 2 

f'(x) positive zero negative zero positive 

Sketch a possible graph of /and determine the maximum value of f 

9. The spring constant for a spring is 2 newtons per meter. How much work is 
required to stretch the spring from x = 1 meter to x = 2 meters? 

10. Suppose/(x) = ax2 + b and ^(x) = x2 + ax. Find a and b if/'(2) = g'(2) and if 

/(l) = 5. 

Integrate: 

11. / 
cos 2x 

Vl + sin 2x 
dx 

13. Find the area completely enclosed by the 
graphs of y = Vx and y = x. 

12. J xe*2+7r dx 

y 

14. Suppose that 1 < c < 5 and/is continuous on [1, 5]. Find 

f(x) dx if /(x) dx= 10 and | V(x) dx = - 2 

15. Evaluate : [* - dx 
J i x 

16. Evaluate at x = ^ if y = 2 sin x. 

17. Differentiate: y = Vl - sin x + 
o2x 

+ In x esc x sec x + 1 

18. Describe the intervals on which f is concave up and concave down if 

fix) = _*(* - ') 
’ (x- 2)(x + 1 )(x + 2) 

Note: / need not be computed. Only the graph of f is required. 

19. Evaluate: lim - ~ | 
x-^2 X + 2 

20. Determine the range of y = ^ if the domain of y is {x: |x| > 1}. 
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LESSON 75 

_75^ 
U substitution 

Example 75.1 

Solution 

Example 75.2 

21. Suppose /is a function such that f(xy) = f(x) + f(y). Which of the following 
could be the equation of /? 

(a) f(x) = <?x (b) f(x) - In x (c) f(x) = x2 (d) f(x) = 2x 

U substitution • Change of variable • Proof of 
the substitution theorem (optional) 

There are procedures and techniques for integration, but there are few rules for 
integration because integration is defined to be the inverse of differentiation. 
Guessing the answer is our primary weapon. We have found that often it is 
necessary to change our first guess by inserting a constant and its reciprocal on 
either side of the integral sign. If we wish, we can use a mechanical procedure called 
u substitution that will obviate the requirement for using the constant and its 
reciprocal. We can also use u substitution to find some integrals that would be 
almost impossible to guess. 

Find J 40x(x2 - 4)5 dx. 

As the first step we move the constant 40 to the left of the integral sign. Then we let u 
equal x2 - 4 and record this substitution in the box on the right. 

40 J x(x2 -4)5 dx 

x(uf dx 

We have substituted u for x2 - 4, but we also want to substitute for x dx. Thus in the 
box we have found du and have solved this expression for x dx. Now we substitute 
for x dx, integrate, and remember the constant of integration. 

40 J u5y = 20 f u5du = 2o(y) = + C 

Now we use the value of u in the box to make the second substitution and get 

+ C —» y(x2 -4)6 + C 

20 cos ax dx 

Vb + sin ax 

We write the constant in front of the integral sign and record our proposed u 
substitution in a box. 

Solution 
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20 I cos ax dx 

Vb + sin ax 
u = b + sin ax 

du - (cos ax)(a dx) 

du , 
— = cos ax dx 
a 

Since we needed to substitute for cos ax dx, we have solved for this expression in the 
third entry in the box. Now we substitute and integrate. 

r du 

20 
a_ = 20 f 

Vu a J 

20 7/1/2 40 
u~m du = —V + C = — um + C 

a i a 

Now we look in the box and find that u - b + sin ax. We make this substitution and 
get 

— um = — (b + sin ax)m + C 
a a 

Example 75.3 Find j lx Vx - 1 dx. 

Solution The derivative of x - 1 is 1, not x, so this integrand is not the differential of an 
expression whose form is un du. But u substitution will still work. We write the 
constant in front of the integral sign and record the u substitution in a box. 

7 u = x - 1 

du = dx 

x = u + 1 

This time we had to solve the equation u = x - 1 for x to find the proper substitution 
for x. 

7 J xVx - 1 dx —> 7 j (u + l)0t1/2) du 

Now we multiply and integrate. 

= 7 (J ui/2 du + j um du) = 7 (~ + -—) 

Next we simplify and make the second substitution. 

y u5/2 + y UV1 —» y (X - 1)5/2 + y (x - 1)3/2 + C 

If we factor out (x - 1)3/2 and simplify, we can write this derivative as 

||(x - l)3/2(3x + 2) + C 

75.B 
Change There is a useful alternative procedure for evaluating definite integrals. It is not 

of variable necessarily easier or simpler but is a procedure that is sometimes helpful. The 
procedure is called changing the variable of integration. When we change the 
variable of integration, it is usually necessary to change the limits of integration. 
Suppose we need to evaluate the following integral. 
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Example 75.4 

Solution 

Example 75.5 

Solution 

f- 
J 0 

(x2 + l)3(2x dx) 

uJ du 

u = x2 + 1 

du = 2x dx 

We note that we have the form m3 du, whose integral is u4/4, or (x2 + l)4/4. Thus we 
have our choice of evaluating either 

(x2 + l)4 

"~4 

x=2 

x=0 

or 
u*_ 
4 

u=5 

u= 1 

On the right we changed (x2 + 1) to u. We also changed the lower limit of integration 
from 0 to 1 because when x = 0 (the lower x limit), u = 02 + 1 = 1. We changed the 
upper limit from 2 to 5 because when x = 2 (the upper limit), u = 22 + 1 = 5. Now 
we evaluate both expressions and see that the answers are the same. 

j[(V + l)4]o = \ (625 - 1) = 156 \[u>}\ = j(625 - 1) = 156 

Use the change of variable method to evaluate x sin nx2 dx. i: 
We note that the form of the integrand is sin u du and that we need additional 
factors of 1/277 and 2tt. 

1 f1 
(sin ttx2)(2ttx dx) 

277 J0 v-v-^---- 

sin u du 

We can evaluate this integral by integrating sin u du if we change the lower limit to 
the value of u when x = 0 and change the upper limit to the value of u when x = 1. 

1/(0) - 77(0)2 = 0 U( 1) = 7r( 1 )2 = 77 

We make these changes and evaluate the integral. 

1 f77 i 1 -1 - 1 
tt— sin u du — ^— [-cos u]Z = (cos 77 - cos 0) =-~— 
Lit In jLji 

1 

77 

Use the change of variable method to evaluate es,n 5x cos 5x dx. 
Jo 

We note that this integral can be written as e" du if we insert the necessary constants. 

(esin5x)(5 cos 5x dx) 
j Jo '---A-V-' 

eu du 

When x = 0, u - 0, and when x = 77, u = 0. So we have 

1 f° 
^ eu du = 0 
^ Jo 

When the upper and lower limits of integration are equal, the integral is zero 
by definition. A graph of the original function would show equal areas above and 
below the x axis on the x interval [0, 77]. We would get the same result if we had 
evaluated the original integral, as 

I J ^sin 5x^5 cos 5X) dx - ^ [(esin 5*)]j = ^ (e° - e°) = 0 

u = sin 5x 

du - 5 cos 5x dx 
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75.C 
Proof of the 
substitution 

theorem 
(optional) 

The justification for the use of this procedure is straightforward. First we will state 

the theorem. 

SUBSTITUTION THEOREM FOR DEFINITE INTEGRALS 

The following statement of equality is true 

fb f u(b) 

f(u(x)) u'{x) dx - f(u) du 
J a J u(a) 

if the function in the integral on the left is continuous from 
a to b inclusive and the function in the integral on the right 
is continuous from u(a) to u(b) inclusive. 

We note that the expression on the left in the box is the integral of the 
derivative of a composite function. For a concrete illustration we will use the 
example at the top of page 375, in which we used the following substitution. 

J (x2 + l)2(2x dx) - J^ u3 du 

To develop our proof we will define an /function and a u function as follows. 

fix) = x3 and u(x) = x2 + 1 so u'{x) = 2x 

If we substitute the equivalent general expression in the concrete example above, we 
can get the following general equality. 

fx~b „ Cu(b) 

f(u{x))u'[x) dx = f(u) du 
J x=a J u(a) 

To prove that this is a true statement of equality, we will show that both the 
left-hand side and the right-hand side of this equality equal F(u(b)) - F{u(a)), where 
F is some antiderivative of f. The right-hand side is easier, because we just substitute 
u(a) and u(b) for the lower and upper limits of the integral in the general statement 
of the fundamental theorem of calculus. 

FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM SUBSTITUTED 

f ^ cm 

f{x) dx = Fib) - F(a) —> f(u)du = F(u(b)) - F(u(a)) 
Ju(a) 

To show that the left side also equals F(u(b)) — F(u(a)), we use the chain rule to find 
the derivative of F(u(x)). 

J" F(u(*)) = F'(u(x))u'(x) 

Now, since F' = f we can substitute/for F' and get 

^ F{u{x)) = f(u(x))u'(x) 

which can be turned around to write 

I f(u(x))u'(x) dx = F(u(x)) + C 

Now if we use the fundamental theorem of calculus to evaluate this definite integral 
from x — a to x = b, we can write the following to finish our proof. 
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Problem set 75 

f(u(x))u'(x) dx = F(u(b)) - F(u(a)) 

1. An object is propelled along the x axis by a force of x2 - 3x newtons. Find the 
work done on the object between * values of 1 meter and 5 meters. 

2. A building is 160 meters high. If a ball is dropped from the top of the building, 
find the acceleration of the ball when it is 100 meters above the ground. 

3. A ball is thrown straight up from the top of a 160-meter-tall building with a 
velocity of 20 meters per second. Develop an equation which expresses the 
height h of the ball as a function of time. Find h(2), v(2), and a(2). 

Use the change of variable method to evaluate the following integrals: 

4. I x cos 7tx2 dx 5. j (sin 5x)cC0S 5;t dx 
Jo Jo 

6. Write the equation of the inverse of y = esc x defined on [-7r/2, 77/2]. 
Differentiate this equation and find (/_1)', and express (/-*)' in terms of x, 
where x > 0. 

7. Find the slope of the tangent line to the graph of 

y = arcsin 
x 

at x = ^ 

dy 
8. Find -j- if y - arctan (sin x). 

9. Determine the maximum and minimum values of / on the interval [0, 2] if 
/(x) = x2 - 2x. 

10. Suppose/is continuous on [1, 4] and has the properties listed below. 

X X = 1 1 < x < 2 x = 2 2 < x < 4 x — 4 

fix) 15 .... 10 .... 20 

/'« .... negative 0 positive .... 

f(x) .... positive positive positive .... 

Sketch a graph of/and determine the maximum and minimum values of f. 

11. If/(x) = a sin x + b cos x, find a and b if/'(7r) = 2 and f'lynll) = 4. 

12. Integrate by using u substitution: xVx + 1 dx 

Integrate: 

13. j (1 + cos x)(x + sin x)3 dx 

15- fsfjdx 

Differentiate: 

tan (x3 - 1) 

14. J A + - dx 

17. y = e2x sec ttx 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 76 

Example 76.1 

Solution 

18. Find the equation of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of 

- x 
-v x2 + 1 

at x = 1 

19. 

20. 

Suppose y = /(x) is a polynomial function of degree n. Which of the following 

must be true? 
(a) /intersects the x axis at least n times. 
(b) /intersects the x axis at least once. 
(c) /is continuous for all values of x. 
(d) /always has some finite maximum value. 

In the definite integral shown, a and b are positive constants. The integral 
represents the area of a familiar geometric figure multiplied by b over a. 
Evaluate this integral by inspection and without using calculus. 

a bVa2 - x2 

i a 
dx 

X 
21. Find cos2 6 in terms of x if tan 9 = y^. 

Functions of y 

In the area problems we have worked thus far, y has been a function of x. Thus x has 
been the independent variable, and we have used the horizontal axis as the x axis. 
For some problems it is convenient to use y as the independent variable and let x be 
a function of y. When we do this, we still graph x horizontally. When x is a function 
of y, the input axis is the y axis and the output axis is the x axis. 

Find the area of the region completely enclosed by the y axis and the graph of 
x = 1 - y2. 

If we solve this equation for y, we get y = ± V1 - x. This equation describes two 
functions: y = v1 - x, whose graph is the upper half of the parabola, and y - 
- V1 - x, whose graph is the lower half of the parabola. We could use either of 
these functions and one of the representative rectangles shown in the left-hand 
figure below to find half the desired area and double this result to get the whole area. 

y 

X X 
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Another way to solve this problem is to let x be a function of y and use the 
representative rectangle shown in the figure on the right. When we do this, y will be 
the variable of integration and the limits of integration will be the y values of the 
points of intersection of the graph of x = 1 - y2 and the y axis. First we find the y 
values of these points. 

x = 1 - y2 —> 0 = (1 - y)( 1 + y) —> y = ± 1 

The height of the representative rectangle is 1 - y2, and its width is Ay. Thus the 
area we want is designated by the following integral. 

Area = [ (1 - y2) dy 

We finish by integrating and evaluating the integral. 

2 
3 

Area = y 
r 
3 1-1-3 (~f) = 5(units)! 

Example 76.2 Find the area of the region completely bounded by the graphs of x = 3 - y2 and 
y = x — 1. 

Solution We must be careful when we draw the representative rectangle, as we see in the figure 
on the left below. The left-hand representative rectangle shown looks all right 
because it is bounded above by the graph of y - x — 1 and below by the graph of 
x = 3 - y2. Trying to use this representative rectangle to find the area leads to 
trouble, as we see when the rectangle is moved to the right-hand part of the figure. 
Here it is bounded both above and below by the graph of x - 3 - y2. There are 
several ways this difficulty can be overcome. One way is to draw the representative 
rectangle horizontally and let dy be its width, as we show in the figure on the right. 

y r 

In the right-hand figure the right end of the rectangle is bounded by ^( y) = 3 - y2 
and the left end is bounded by f(y) = y + 1. The width of the rectangle is dy, and the 
limits of integration are y values of -2 and + 1. 

Area = J‘ (g - f)(y) dy = [(3 - y2) - (y + 1)] dy 

We finish by evaluating the integral. 

j' (-y2 - y + 2) dy 
r-y2 y 

- t + 2 y 
-2 

2-4 (units)2 
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Problem set 76 1. Gaurav is standing 5 meters away from the base of a flagpole on which a flag is 
being raised at the rate of 1 meter per second. Find the rate of change of the 
angle of elevation from Gaurav to the flag at the instant the flag is 12 meters 
above the ground. (Assume that Gaurav’s height is zero.) 

2. A ball is thrown downward with a velocity of 20 meters per second from the 
top of a building that is 160 meters tall. Develop the velocity and position 
functions for the ball. How long will it take for the ball to hit the ground? 

3. Find the area completely bound¬ 
ed by the graphs of x = 4 - y2 and 
x = 3 y. 

y 

4. The area of a region is completely 
enclosed by the y axis and the 
graph of x = 4 - y2. Use y as the 
variable of integration to write a 
definite integral that defines this 
area. 

y 

5. Use y as the variable of integration to write a definite integral whose value 
equals the area bounded by the coordinate axes and the graph of v + 2x = 3. 

6. Evaluate by using the change of variable method: J' 2xV2x - 1 dx 

7. The definite integral 

/: x sin 
77 Xz 

dx 
/o 2 

is equal to which of the following definite integrals? 
, . f i 1 . r -7772 j 
(a) —sin u du (b) —sin u du 

Jo 77 Jo 77 
f Till 

(C) 
Jo 

sin u du (d) 
tt/2 

77 sin u du 

8. If/(x) = arcsin find/'(1). 

9. Find the slope of the line which can be drawn tangent to the graph of 
y = arctan x at x = V3/2. 

10. An object moves along the number line so that its velocity at time t is given by 

v(t) = tVt2 - 1 

Find the distance the object moves from t = VTo to t = V26. 

Integrate: 

11. sin3 x cos x dx 12. f ^.0S,x dx 
J J sin2 x 

13. [J + cosx dx 
J Vx + sin x 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 77 

14. Find the area bounded by the x axis and the graph of y = cos 2x between x = 0 
and x = 7r/2. 

15. Suppose /(x) ^ 0 for 2 < x < 4. Which of the following statements must be 
true? 

{a) J f(x) dx < 4 (b) J~ f(x) dx < 0 

(c) J2 f(x) dx = f(x) dx (d) f(x) dx = -J f(x) dx 

16. Find C and k iff(x) = Cekx,f'(0) = 2, and /(0) = 4. 

p-X I pCOSX 

17. Differentiate: v =-7=- 
2Vx + 1 

/(2 + h) - /(2) 
18. Evaluate: lim-r- if/(x) = sin x 

19. A monkey cage with a square base and rectangular sides is to be constructed. 
The volume of the cage is to be 300 cubic feet. The cost per square foot of the 
top is $8, the cost per square foot of the bottom is $4, and the cost per square 
foot of each of the walls is $ 15. If the height of the cage is h and the length of 
one side of the base is L, express h in terms of L. Express the total cost of the 
monkey cage in terms of L. 

Even and odd functions 

Most functions are neither even functions nor odd functions. If a function is an even 
function, the value of /(x) where x is a distance to the right of the origin equals the 
value of /(—x) where -x is the same distance but is to the left of the origin. For an 
even function/ if/(x,) = +2, then/(-x,) must also equal +2. If/(3) = -5, then 
/(—3) must also equal -5. This means that the same things happen vertically to the 
graph of an even function at equal distances to the left and right of the origin. If a 
function is an odd function, the same things happen to the graph of the function at 
equal distances to the left and right of the origin but in opposite vertical directions. If a 
function is an odd function and/(x,) = 5, then/(-x,) must equal -5. In general, for 
an odd function, for any value of x,/(—x) must equal the negative of/(x). Thus, for 
an odd function,/(-x) = -/(x). 

The graph of an even function is said to be symmetric with respect to the y axis, 
and the graph of an odd function is said to be symmetric with respect to the origin. The 
cosine function is an even function, and the sine function is an odd function. 

y = cos x y = sin x 
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Example 77.1 

Solution 

Example 77.2 

Solution 

Example 77.3 

Solution 

Example 77.4 

Solution 

For the cosine function, the vertical distance and direction from the x axis to the 
graph is the same at x, and -x,. The points (x„ /(x,)) and (-x„ /(-x,)) are 
horizontally the same distance from the y axis. For the sine function, the vertical 
distance from the x axis to the graph at x, is the same as at x2 but in the opposite 
direction. The points (x,,/(x,)) and (-x,,/(-x,)) lie on a line that passes through 
the origin, and the points are equidistant from the origin. 

To determine whether a function is odd, even, or neither, the procedure is to 
replace x with -x. If the result is the same, the function is an even function. If the 
magnitude is the same but the sign is different, the function is an odd function. Any 
other result tells us that the function is neither even nor odd. 

Is the function y = x4 + x2 - 6 an even function, an odd function, or neither? 

We compare/(x) and /(-x). 

/(x) = x4 + x2 - 6 /(-x) = (~x)4 + (-x)2 - 6 = x4 + x2 - 6 

Since both /(x) and /(-x) equal x4 + x2 - 6, the function is an even function. If 
every exponent of x in a polynomial function is even, the function is an even function. 
To use this rule we must remember that the constant 6 can be written as 6x°. Thus, 
by inspection, we see that 

y = x4 + x2 - 6x° 

is an even function because all exponents of x are even, and thus /(x) = /(-x). 

Is /(x) = x3 - x an even function, an odd function, or neither? 

We consider the expressions for/(x) and/(-x). 

/(x) = X3 - X /(-x) = (-x)3 - (-x) = -X3 + X = -(x3 - x) 

Since /(x) = x3 - x and /(-x) = -(x3 - x), the function is an odd function. 

Is g(x) = x3 - x - 4 an even function or an odd function? 

We consider the expressions for g(x) and g(-x). 

g(x) = x3 - x - 4 g(-x) = (-x)3 - (—x) - 4 = -(x3 - x + 4) 

We see that g(-x) is not equal to g(x) nor is it equal to -£(-x) because the constant 
4 has the wrong sign. Thus, the function g(x) is neither even nor odd. If we change the 
function by deleting the constant term and call the new function h(x), we get 

h(x) - x3 - x h(-x) = (-x)3 - (—x) = -x3 + x = -(x3 - x) 

Thus h(x) is an odd function because h(x) — -h(-x). 

From this example we see that a polynomial function is an odd function if every 
exponent of x is odd and there is no constant term. Thus, by inspection, we see that 

y = x3 - x - 4x° 

is neither even nor odd because both even and odd exponents are present. 

y ~ tan 2ttx an odd function, an even function, or neither? 

Every basic trigonometric function is either an odd function or an even function. 
The coefficient —3 flips the graph upside down and does not affect symmetry. The 
277 changes the period and does not affect symmetry. A phase shift left or right could 
affect symmetry, but this function does not have a phase shift. Thus we compare f(x) 
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Example 77.5 

Solution 

Example 77.6 

Solution 

Problem set 77 

and /(-x). 

f(x) = “3 tan 2tt x /(—x) = -3 tan 2tt(-x) = -3 tan (-2?rx) 

= 3 tan Ittx = -(-3 tan 2ttx) 

In the simplification on the right we remembered that tan (~kx) = -tan kx. Since 
f(x) = -3 tan 2ttx and/(-x) = -(-3 tan 2ttx), we see that /(-x) = -fix) and that 
the function is an odd function. 

Are (a) fix) = ex and (b) g(x) = e~xl even functions, odd functions, or neither? 

[a) We compare/(x) and/(-x). 

f(x) = ex f(-x) = e~x 

For f{x) to be even,/(-x) would have to equal ex. For/(x) to be odd,/(-x) would 
have to equal — ex. Since neither of these is true, the function fix) is neither even nor 
odd. 

ib) Now we compare £(x) and g(-x). 

gix) = e~xl «g(-x) = e~(~x)2 = e~x2 

Since g(x) = gi~x), the function gix) is an even function. 

X^ + COS X 
If gix) = -—-r-, is gix) an odd function, an even function, or neither? 

IjIII Jk 

We compare gix) and gi~x). 

, s X2 + COS X 
g(x) = g(-x) 

(-x)2 + cos (-x) 

sin x / sin (-x) 

We remember that cos (-x) = cos x and sin (-x) = -sin x, so on the right we have 

X2 + COS X (X2 + cos x^ 
g(-x) - -sin x sin x 

X2 + COS X 
Since 

-(- \ sin x 

the function is an odd function. 

is the negative of 
x- + cos x 

sin x 

1. A box-shaped building with a square base, a square top, and rectangular sides 
is to be constructed. The volume of the building is to be 300 cubic meters. The 
concrete to be used for the base costs $8 per square meter, the concrete for the 
roof costs $4 per square meter, and the concrete for the walls costs $ 15 per 
square meter. Find the dimensions of the building which can be constructed 
for the lowest cost. 

2. An object is dropped from a height of 400 feet. Use the fact that the 
acceleration due to gravity is 32 ft/sec2 downward to develop an equation 
which expresses the height of the object as a function of the time t after the ball 
is dropped. 

Use the definition of odd and even functions to determine whether each of the 
following functions is odd, even, or neither. 

3. fix) = x6 - x2 + 5 4. g(x) = x3 - 2x 
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, x + sin x 
7. G(x) - CQS x 

8. The definite integral 

(sin x)ecos x dx 

is equal to which of the following definite integrals? 

Find: 

9. 

{a) eu du (b) 

(c) -J e“ du (d) 

d 2Vx + 1 
dx x 2 + sin3 2x 

eu du 

Integrate: 

11. cos 3x sin3 3x dx 

13. Find the area enclosed by the 
graph of x = 1 - y and the graph 
of x = — 1 + y2. 

10. 4~ [arcsin 3x - 4 sin4 3x 
dx V 

12. j x(x3 + 1) dx (Multiply out 

first.) 

14. Use y as the variable of integra¬ 
tion to write a definite integral 
whose value equals the area of the 
region completely enclosed by the 
graph of x = 4 - y2 and the y axis. 

y 

15. Approximate to two decimal places the value of x for which / attains its 
maximum and minimum values on the interval [— 1,5] if/(x) = x(x — 2)(x — 5). 

16. Suppose /is continuous on [-1, 4] and has the properties listed in the table 
below. 

X X = -1 -1 < x < 2 x = 2 2 < x < 4 x = 4 

fix) 3 .... -3 .... -6 

f'(x) .... negative -1 negative .... 

fix) .... positive 0 negative .... 

Sketch a graph of /and determine the maximum and minimum values of f. 
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17. Suppose f(t) = Ael + B,f( 0) = 5, and/'(0) = 10. Find the values of A and B. 

18. Suppose both /and g are functions which are continuous on [1, 4] and /(x) > 
£(x) on [ 1,4], Express the area bounded by the graphs of/and g on [ 1, 4] as a 
definite integral. 

19. If the/equation is y = x3 + x, find /“'(2). 

20. Suppose we are given a rectangle whose area remains 200 m2 as both its width 
Wand length L change with respect to time. Find an equation which relates W, 
dLldt, and dW/dt and which does not contain L. 

21. Express y = 2X as an exponential whose base is e. 

Integration by parts 

Integration by parts is a procedure that will permit us to find the integrals of some 
products. If it worked for all products, we would call it the product rule for 
integration. The rule is simply a rearrangement of the results we get when we find 
the differential of a product. If u and v are both functions, the differential of the 
product uv is 

d(uv) = u dv + v du 

u dv + v du i 
If we integrate both sides, we get 

J d(uv) = J 

Since the integral of d(uv) is uv, we can write 

uv - J u dv + J v du 

Now, if we rearrange this expression, we get 

J u dv = uv - J v du 

This equation gives us an alternative method of finding the integral of u dv. We 
find the product of u times v and subtract from this product the integral of v du. 
When we use this rule, the trick is selecting u and dv. If it is possible to select u and 
dv so that the integral of v du is no more difficult than the original integral, then 
integration by parts may be possible in one step or in several steps. In this lesson we 
will consider expressions that can be integrated in one step. 

The u's, v’s, du's, and dv's can cause confusion, and many people use a box to 
keep things straight. On the left at the top of the following page, we show the basic 
box. The original integral u dv is on one diagonal. The equivalent expression is the 
product of the two boxes on top minus the integral of the product of the expressions 
on the other diagonal. Each time we begin by selecting u and dv as shown on the 
right. Then we write the differential of u below u and the integral of dv above dv. 
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Example 78.1 

Solution 

Example 78.2 

u = 

dv = 

Integration by parts works especially well for expressions such as 

I xex dx \ xe2x dx 2x sin x dx 

In these expressions the proper choice is to let x or 2x equal u and to let the rest of 
the expression equal dv. 

I Find x sin x dx. 

We will use integration by parts. On the left we draw the box and let x equal u and let 
the rest of the expression equal dv. Then we find du and v and put them in the box, as 
we show on the right. 

u = X 

dv = sin x dx 

u = X v = -cos X 

du = dx dv = sin x dx 

Now we can use the rule for integration by parts. 

J u dv = uv - J v du 

We substitute as indicated and get 

J x sin x dx = (x)(-cos x) - J -cos x dx 

= -x cos x + sin x + C 

As always, we can check our result by differentiating. 

Jr;(-x cos x + sin x + C) = -[x(—sin x) + cos x] + cos x 

= x sin x - cos x + cos x = x sin x 

Find J In x dx. 

The correct choice in this problem is to let In x equal u, as we show on the left. 

u = In x 

Xs II 

u = In x V = X 

, dx 
du - ■— 

X 
dv - dx 

Solution 
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Example 78.3 

Solution 

Example 78.4 

Solution 

On the right we complete the box by finding du and v. Now we write the rule for 
integration by parts. 

u dv = uv - v du 

Next we substitute as indicated and complete the solution. 

J In x dx - x In x - J 

-x\nx — x + C 

Find J xe2x dx. 

We let x equal u and let elx dx equal dv. 

X
 

II 3
 

dv - e2x dx 
u - X 1 2x V = — plx 

2 

du — dx dv = e2x dx 

On the right we completed the box by finding du and v. Now we write the rule for 
integration by parts. 

J u dv = uv - J v du 

Next we substitute and complete the solution. 

J xe2x dx - (x)(^e2x^J - ^ J e2x dx substituted 

= ~xe2x- 

= \xe2x - \e2x + C 
2 4 

\ (l) J e2xW dx rearranged 

integrated 

Find J 2x sin x dx. 

The correct choice for u is 2x. 

u - 2x 

dv = sin x dx 

u — 2x v = -cos X 

du = 2 dx dv = sin x dx 

Now we can look at the box and use the rule for integration by parts to write 

J 2x sin x dx - (2x)(-cos x) - J (-cos x)(2 dx) expression 

= —2x cos x + 2 J cos x dx rearranged 

= —2x cos x + 2 sin x + C integrated 
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Problem set 78 1. A rectangle whose sides are changing in length has a constant area of 1000 
square meters. Find the length of the rectangle when its width is decreasing at a 
rate of 1 m/sec and its length is increasing at a rate of 10 m/sec. 

2. The interest was compounded continuously, so the growth of the money in the 
bank account was exponential. The initial deposit was $ 1000, and a year later 
$1100 was in the account. How much money would be in the account 10 years 
from the time of the initial deposit? 

Use integration by parts to compute the following integrals: 

3. J xex dx 4. J In x dx 5. | x In x dx 

x sin x dx 6. 2x cos x dx '• J 
8. Determine whether the following function is even, odd, or neither: 

sin x cos x 
^ = —F- 

9. Is the graph of y = x2 + cos x symmetric about the y axis, the origin, or 
neither? 

fj y-A.cos 3x 

10. Find: dx x3 + l H- If y = arcsin x2, find y'. 

12. Integrate: f , C0S x = dx + [ x~5 dx 
J Vsin x + 1 J 

13. Evaluate by using the change of variable method: (cos 2x)(csin 2x) dx 

14. 

16. 

17. 

Find the area of the region 15. 
bounded by the graphs ofy= 1 +x, 
y = -x2, and the lines x = 1 and 
x = 3. 

y 

Write a definite integral whose value equals 
the area of the region in the fourth quad¬ 
rant bounded by x = y(y - l)(y + 2). 

Evaluate/-'(3) if/(x) = 4x - 12. 

Find the area of the region com¬ 
pletely enclosed by the graphs of 
y = 2 - x2 and y = x. 

y 

y 
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18. If J f(x) dx - 7 and J f(x) dx = -3, find J f(x) dx. 

concept review 19. The function f(x) = In (cos x) is defined for all x in which of the following 
intervals? 

(a) 0 < x < ^ (b) -j<x<j (c) 0 < x < 277 

(d) -tt < x<~ 

20. Indicate which of the following equations describes a curve which satisfies the 
following property: For every point (x, y) which lies on the curve, (-x, -y) also 
lies on the curve. 
(a) x2+y = x (b) x2+y2=l (c) y = 2x+l (d) x3+y3=l 

LESSON 79 Properties of limits • Some special limits 

_79A 
Properties We remember that the limit of a function/as x approaches c is the number that/(x) 

Of limits approaches as x gets closer and closer to c. We can extend what we have learned 
about the limits of functions to the limits of sums, products, and differences of 
functions. The rules for these extensions will be presented without proof. For 
concrete illustrations of these rules, we will use the functions/and g as defined here. 

/(x) = x + 1 y(x) = x2 + 3 

The limit of/as x approaches 2 is 3, and the limit of g as x approaches 2 is 7. 

lim x + 1 = 3 lim x2 + 3 = 7 
x->2 x-*2 

To make a general statement, we will let x approach c and let the limit of /be L and 
let the limit of g be M. 

lim /(x) = L lim g(x) = M 
x-*c x—>c 

1. The limit of the sum of two functions equals the sum of the limits of the 
individual functions. 

lim [(x + 1) + (x2 + 3)] = 3 + 7 lim (/+ y)(x) = L + M 
x->2 x-*c 

It is important to realize that (/ + g)(x) is a new function that equals the sum of the 
original functions. In this example if we add the /function to the g function, we get 

/ + g> 

(/+ £)(*) = x2 + x + 4 

and the limit of this new function as x approaches 2 is 10, which equals the sum of 
the individual limits 7 and 3. 

lim x2 + x + 4 = 10 
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Example 79.1 

Solution 

Example 79.2 

Solution 

2. The limit of the difference of two functions equals the difference of the limits of 

the individual functions. 

lim [(x + 1) - (x2 + 3)] = 3 - 7 lim (/- g)(x) = L - M 
x-*2 x-*c 

3. The limit of the product of two functions equals the product of the limits of the 
individual functions. 

lim [(x + l)(x2 + 3)] = 3 • 7 lim (fg)(x) = LM 
x->2 x-*c 

4. The limit of the product of a constant and a function equals the product of the 
constant times the limit of the function. 

lim 9(x + 1) = 9 • 3 lim kf(x) = kL 
x->2 x-+c 

5. If the limit of the denominator does not equal zero, the limit of the quotient of 
two functions equals the quotient of the individual limits. 

x + 1 3 ,. f, L 
lim 7 , = ■= lim ’Mx) = 77 
x-»2 x2 + 3 7 X-.C g M 

6. If the value of a function g(x) is greater than the value of a second function f(x) 
and less than the value of a third function h(x) and if f(x) and h(x) both approach 
the same limit L as x approaches c, then g(x) also approaches L as x approaches 
c. This property is called the pinching theorem or the sandwich theorem because 
the limit of g(x) is “pinched” or “sandwiched” between the limits of/(x) and 
h{x). For example, if the following inequality is true for all x in some interval, 

/(x) < £(x) < h(x) 

and/(x) and h(x) both approach 5 as x approaches some number c, then g(x) is 
greater than /(x) and less than h(x) and is trapped between two expressions 
that are approaching 5. Thus g(x) must also be approaching 5. Of course, the 
number c must be contained in the interval for which this inequality is true. 

If lim f(x) = 3 and lim g(x) = 9 
x^2 x->2 

find lim [2/(x) + tt^(x)] 
*->2 

This problem requires that we use two rules. The first is that the limit of a sum 
equals the sum of the limits. Thus 

lim [2/(x) + 7r^(x)] = lim 2/(x) + lim 7rg(x) 
x->2 x—>2 x->2 

The second is that the limit of the product of a constant and a function equals the 
product of the constant and the limit of the function. Thus the limit of 2/(x) is 2 
times the limit of/(x), or 2 • 3, and the limit of irg{x) is tt times the limit of g(x), or 
77 • 9. 

lim 2f(x) + lim 7rg(x) = 2- 3 + 7r-9 = 6 + 9rr 
x-*2 x—*2 

If lim /(x) = L, can we say that f(a) exists? 

This problem is typical of problems that appear on standardized tests requiring 
calculus. In order to answer these questions, a complete understanding of the 
concept is required. Future problem sets will contain tricky questions like this one 
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to enable students to develop the understanding that will allow these questions to be 
answered with confidence. To answer this question, we need to know that the limit 
°ffix) as x approaches a is a statement about what happens at values of x close to a 
and has nothing to do with f(a), which is the value of/when x = a. Thus the fact that 
the limit exists does not imply that /(a) exists. 

Example 79.3 Is the following statement true? Why? 

If lim /(x) = L then /(3) = L 
x-*3 

Solution The statement is false because the value of the function when x = 3 does not have to 
equal the limit of the function as x approaches 3. Consider the following graph. 

f(x) 

—
- 

I 
r 

'J
 
§

 • 

CO
 

The graph shows that the limit as x approaches 3 is L and also shows that/(3) equals 
M and does not equal L. 

Example 79.4 If/is a function such that -x2 < /(x) < x2 for all values of x, evaluate lim /(x). 
x-+0 

Solution The function/is sandwiched between -x2 and +x2. As x approaches zero, both of 
these functions approach zero, so f(x) must also approach zero. 

79.B 
Some We remember that the limit of a function is a number unless the limit is ±oo. The 

Special function 1/x has no limit as x approaches zero because the left-hand limit does not 

limits eclual fhe right-hand limit. 

We say that the function 1/x2 has a limit of +oo as x approaches zero because the 
value of the function increases positively without bound as x approaches zero from 
both the left and the right. We use similar reasoning to say that the limit of - 1/x2 is 
-oo as x approaches zero. 

Most of the functions that we work with are well-behaved functions. If we need 
a function whose behavior is somewhat aberrant, we usually design a piecewise 
function that has the desired behavior. But this is not always necessary since the 
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Problem set 79 

following two functions are famous for not having limits as x approaches zero. 

\x\ . 1 
v = — y = sin - 
J x 7 x 

The graphs of the functions allow us to see why. If x is a positive number, the graph 
of the absolute value of x divided by x is the line y = 1, and if x is a negative number, 
the graph is the line y = -1. When x = 0. the function is not defined. 

y 

Thus, for all values of x > 0,/(x) = 1. For all values of x < 0,/(x) = -1. Since the 
left-hand limit and the right-hand limit are not equal, the function does not have a 
limit as x approaches zero. 

The limit of sin (1 lx) also does not exist as x approaches zero. The value of the 
sine function is never greater than +1 or less than -1. As x gets closer to zero, a 
small change in x produces a large change in 1 lx. Thus the closer x gets to zero the 
“faster” the value of sin (1/x) fluctuates between -1 and +1. 

y 

x lim sin - does not exist 
x^O X 

The graph of the function was terminated arbitrarily on both sides of zero, because 
the continuation would be impossible to draw. 

1. A ball is thrown straight up from the top of a building that is 100 meters tall 
with an initial velocity of 10 meters per second. Develop an equation which 
expresses the height of the ball above the ground as a function of time, h(t). 
Find h(3). How long would it take for the ball to hit the ground? 

2. Use the critical number theorem to find the absolute maximum and minimum 
values ofy = x2,i on the interval [— 1, 2], {Note: Only the graph of the function 
is needed to determine its critical numbers.) 

3. Suppose/is a real quadratic function whose graph passes through (0, 2), whose 
slope at x = 1 is 5, and whose slope at x = —1 is —1. Find the equation off. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

Evaluate the following limits if they exist. Limits of °° and are acceptable. 

4. lim sin - 5. 
x->0 x 

6. lim - 7. 
x-»0 x 

Suppose/and g are functions such that lim f(x) = 3, lim g(x) = -2, lim /(x) = tt, 
x->2 x->2 x—* -1 

and lim g(x) = 5. Evaluate the following limits. 
X—>-l 

8. Hm /(x)g(x) 9. Iim2[/(x)]^ 1». 

11. If/ is a function such that -x2 + 1 < /(x) < x2 + 1 for all real values of x, 
evaluate lim /(x). 

x->0 

12. Suppose that g is a function and that lim g(x) = 4. Does g(2) = 4? Explain your 
answer. x~*2 

hm — 
x->0+ x 

lim -K 
x->0 X 

Integrate: 

13. J 3x sin x dx 14. J 2xe2x dx 

16. Which of the following equations describes a curve 
the y axis? 
(a) y = e*2 (b) y - x3 (c) y - sin x 

17. Find the area of the region completely enclosed 
by the graph of y = 1 - x2 and y = x + 1. 

15. j In x dx 

which is symmetric about 

(d) y = ex 

y 

(«) f 
l 18. The value of x In (x2 + 1) dx is equal to which of these definite integrals? 

In u du 
i 
If5 1 fIn 5 

(c) ^ In u du (d) x u In u du 
4 J2 ^ -fin 2 

z?cos x cjn X 

19. If y = —^ 2X-arctan 2x, find y'. 

i fln2 
(b) j 

A J In 5 

In u du 
In 5 

In 5 

Integrate: 

20. J (x + l)ex2+2x dx 21. J x sin (x2 + ir) dx 

22. A rectangle of width w and height d is inscribed in a circle of radius 6. Express 
wd2 entirely in terms of w. 

23. Express y = log3 x in terms of the natural logarithm. 
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lesson 80 Solids of revolution 

If we revolve a planar region about a line in the same plane, we form a figure that is 
called a solid of revolution. The line is called the axis of revolution. We will begin by 
looking at solids with circular cross sections that are formed by rotating planar 
regions about either the x axis or the y axis. The volume of these solids can be 
approximated by the sum of the volumes of n circular disks. The area of each disk is 
nr2. The thickness is Ax if the x axis is the axis of revolution. The thickness is Ay if 
the y axis is the axis of revolution. Thus the volume of each disk is either 

nr2 Ax or nr2 Ay 

On the left we show a region that is bounded by the graph of f. Next we show the 
solid of revolution formed if the region is rotated about the x axis. The next figure 
shows the disk approximation of this volume. 

The right-hand figure shows a side view of half of a representative disk. The width of 
the disk is Ax, and the radius r of the disk is /(x). The sum of n disks is represented 
in summation notation below on the left. 

Approximate volume = 2 «r(/(*,-))2 Ax Exact volume - tt-(/(x))2 dx 
i=l Ja 

The exact volume is represented by the limit of this sum as Ax approaches zero, 
which is the integral shown on the right. 

Example 80.1 Find the volume of the solid formed by 
revolving this triangular region about 
the x axis. 

y 

Solution The graph shows a side view of half of a representative disk. The thickness of the 
disk is Ax, and the radius of the disk is the height of the rectangle, which is — x + 1. 
We will mentally stack these disks from the y axis to x = 1, so our limits of 
integration will be 0 and 1. 

Volume = nr2 dx = n J' (~x + l)2 dx = tt J' (x2 - 2x + 1) dx 
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Example 80.2 

Solution 

Example 80.3 

Solution 

Now we integrate and evaluate and get 

Volume = 7t - v-2 ■V + X 7T 
7T 

1 + 1 ) = y units3 

Find the volume of the solid formed by 
rotating about the y axis the first- 
quadrant region bounded by the line 
y = 3 and the graph of y = x2. 

The representative disk has a thickness Ay and a radius equal to the x value of the 
right end of the rectangle. Since y = x2, the x value of the end of the rectangle is 
x = Vy. We will mentally stack these disks from the x axis to y = 3, so the limits of 
integration will be 0 and 3. 

Volume = | 7rr2 dy - it \ (Vy)2 dy — tt j y dy 
Jo ' Jo Jo 

Now we integrate and evaluate to get 

Volume = 77 
977 
2 

units3 

Find the volume of the solid formed by 
rotating about the y axis the first- 
quadrant region of the circle whose 
equation is x2 + y2 = k2. 

Y 

The solid will be half a sphere whose radius is k. The volume of a sphere is 377/c3, so 
our result should be half of this, or ^irk2. The thickness of each disk will be Ay, and 
we will mentally stack the disks from the x axis to y - k. The radius of each disk will 
be the x value of the end of the rectangle, which is V/c2 - y2. 

Volume = J nr2 dy = 77 J (Vk2 - y2)2 dy - it J (k2 - y2) dy 

Now we integrate and evaluate to get 

Volume = 77 
277k3 
—units3 

Since the volume of a sphere is twice the volume of our half-sphere solid of revolution, 
we have used calculus to develop the formula for the volume of a sphere of radius k. 

Volume of a sphere = 2 (¥) = ^ttA3 units3 
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Problem set 80 1. A beam of rectangular cross sec¬ 
tion is cut from a log of radius 6 

as shown. The strength of the 
beam varies jointly with w and 
the square of d, where w and d are 
as shown. Thus ^ = kwd2, where k 
is a constant. Find the value of w 
which maximizes the strength of 
the beam, assuming the log is 
cylindrical with circular cross sec¬ 
tion. 

2. A variable force is applied to an object to move it along a number line. The 
force applied at a particular value of x is 

F(x) = ^x2 newtons 

What is the work done by the force on the object to move it from x = 1 meter 
to x = 3 meters? 

3. Find the volume of the solid 
formed when the triangular re¬ 
gion shown is revolved around 
the x axis. 

y 

4. Find the volume of the solid 
formed when the region shown is 
revolved around the y axis. 

5. Suppose R is the first-quadrant region 
bounded by the circle x2 + y2 = 4. Use y as 
the variable of integration and the disk 
method to write an integral whose value 
equals the volume of the solid formed 
when R is revolved about the y axis. 

y 

Suppose/and g are functions such that lim /(x) = 2, lim #(x) = lim /(x) = -2, 

and lim #(x) = 2. Evaluate the following limits. 

2/M 
7. lim *[/(*)P 6. lim . , 

g(x) 

9. If — |x| — fix') =£ |x|, evaluate lim /(x). 

Integrate: 

x-*0 

10. xe2x dx 11. 3x sin x dx 

8. lim [3/(x) - £(x)] 

n. / 2x In x dx 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 81 

81 .A 
Derivative 

and integral 
of ax 

13. Let R be the area in the first quadrant 
bounded by the coordinate axis and the 
graph of a unit circle whose center is the 
origin. Use y as the variable of integration 
to write an integral whose value equals the 
area of R. 

14. Suppose /(x) = x3, £(x) = x2 + 1, and h(x) = f(x)g(x). Determine whether the 
graph of h is symmetric about the y axis, symmetric about the origin, or 
neither. 

Differentiate: 

15. y = arccsc j (x > 0) 16. y = arctan ex + ~-^x + 
4 v ' * sin x - x 

Integrate: 

17. J x2exi dx 18. j (cos x)(sin3 x + 1) dx 

19. If /(x) = 4x - 5, find the equation for f~l(x). 

20. The real number remainder when the polynomial /(x) is divided by (x - 3) is 
which of the following? 
(a) /(3) (b) A-3) (c) /(0) 
(d) Cannot be determined unless more information is given 

21. Which of the following equations has a graph which is symmetric with respect 
to the origin? 

x — 1 
(a) y - x2 (b) y = cos x (c) y = —-— (d) y = 2 sin x 

Derivatives and integrals of ax and loga x • 
Derivative of |x| 

y 

We remember that the derivative of ex is ex. If the base is some other positive 
number, say 42, the derivative has another factor that is the natural logarithm of the 
base. 

^ 42* = (In 42)42* 

To see why this additional factor is necessary, we note that e^ has the form eu, so the 
derivative of e^ is e** times the derivative of kx. 

-f- ekx = ke^ 
dx 

Since any positive number can be written as e raised to the appropriate power, we 
can write 42 as 

42 - e'tt 42 

If we substitute eln42 for 42 in the expression 42*, we get an expression whose 
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Example 81.1 

Solution 

Example 81.2 

Solution 

Example 81.3 

Solution 

form is ekx. 

42* = (eln 42)* = e^n 42)* 

Thus we find the derivative of 42* as follows. 

42* = e{'n 42)* = (In 42)<?(ln 42>* 

Now as the last step we remember that e,n 42 = 42, so we write 

^ 42* = (In 42)42* 

In this illustration we used 42 as the base of an exponential function for a concrete 
example of the method of finding the derivative of a positive constant raised to the x 
power. From this development we see that if we use a instead of 42 we can write the 
rule for the derivative of ax as follows. 

fx a‘ = (ln a)a‘ 

;ind / Find 143* dx. 

We guess that the answer is 143* + C. Now we check our guess. 

Jr; (143* + C) = (In 143)143* 

Thus our integral needs another factor of In 143, so we can write 

/l43'dx - nrh / <ln l43»43'dx - bis + c 

Ify = 42(*2 5x), find 

The derivative of 42* is (In 42)42*, but this derivative is in the form of 42", so we 
also need an additional factor of the derivative of x2 — 5x. 

^ 42(*2-5x) = (ln 42)42(*2“5*) (2x - 5) 

= (In 42)(2x - 5)42(*2-5*) 

Find J xax2~2 dx. 

Let s guess a' - and check our guess by finding its derivative. 

a’x2~2 = (ln a)(ax2~2)(2x) 

Thus we see we need additional factors of 2 and ln a, which we supply. 

X^Ta f <ln “)(2Xx)a^ dx = jX. aS-i + c 



81.B 
Derivative 

and integral 
of loga x 

Example 81.4 

Solution 

Example 81.5 

Solution 

81.C 
Derivative 

of |x| 

399 81.C Derivative of lx 

The logarithm of a number to any base b can be found by multiplying (dividing) the 
natural logarithm of the number by the appropriate constant. Before we differenti¬ 
ate or integrate a logarithmic function, we will change the base to e. 

log** 
In x 
In b 

If y - log42 x + logl0 x + log5 x, find y'. 

First we change the base of each function. 

In x In x In x _ In x In x In x 
- In 42 In 10 In 5 3.74 2.30 1.61 

Now we use the calculator to add the coefficients and get 

y = (0.27 + 0.43 + 0.62)(ln x) —> y =1.32 In x 

Now we can find y'. 

y = 1.32 In x -» ? - 1.32(±) - If 

Find x dx. 

First we will change the base to e. 

J log23 x dx - J dx - J yj| dx = 0.32 J In x dx 

We remember that we use integration by parts to find the integral of the natural 
logarithm. We let 1 dx be dv and In x be u. 

0.32 j In x dx = 0.32 

u dv U V 

0.32(x In x - x) + C 

dx 
x — 

£. 
v du 

The absolute value notation changes negative quantities to positive quantities. 

|—7| = 7 | — 4.21 = 4.2 | — 50| = 50 

The absolute value notation is totally redundant if the quantities equal zero or are 
always positive. 

|0| =0 |4| = 4 |Vx2 - 4| = Vx2 — 4 |4 - sin 3x2| = 4 - sin 3x2 

The numbers 4 and 0 are unchanged by the absolute value notation. The expression 
Vx2 - 4 always represents the number zero or a positive number because the 
expression is not defined for values of x that cause x2 - 4 to be negative. The value 
of - sin 3x2 varies between +1 and — 1, and thus 4 - sin 3x2 is always positive. The 
absolute value notation is most useful to define a function that would require a 
piecewise definition if the notation were not used. The derivative of the absolute 
value of a function equals the derivative of the function on the intervals where the 
function is positive and equals the negative of the derivative of the function on the 
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Example 81.6 

Solution 

y=\ 

Example 81.7 

Solution 

intervals where the function is negative. The derivative does not exist at an x value of 
c if the derivative of the absolute value function just to the left of c is not 
approximately equal to the value of the derivative just to the right of c. 

, dy 
If y = \x + 2| find ~r. 

We redefine the function without using absolute 
function. 

c + 21 means • 
y - x + 2 

y = 0 
y=~(x+ 2) 

if x > -2 

if x = -2 
if x < -2 

value notation. Then we graph the 

y 

The derivative of |x + 2| where x is greater than -2 is the derivative of x + 2, which 
is +1. The derivative of |x + 2| where x is less than -2 is the negative of the 
derivative of x + 2, which is -1. The derivative does not exist at x = -2. 

|x + 2| = 1 if x > -2 

|x + 2| does not exist if x = -2 

-y- lx + 2\ = -1 if x < -2 

If fix) = |Vx2 - 4|, find/'(x). 

This use of the absolute value notation is totally redundant because the expression 
Vx2 - 4 is never negative. This function is not defined for values of x that are 
between -2 and 2 and is positive for all values of x that are less than -2 or are 
greater than 2. 

y 

2 3 4 5 

y = Vx2 - 4 

y is not defined 

y = VX2 - 4 

if x < -2 

if -2 < x < 2 

if x > 2 

y = Vx 2 — 4 

The derivative of y = Vx2 - 4 does not exist when x is between —2 and +2 
inclusive. For other values of x the derivative is the same as the derivative of y = 
Vx2 - 4. 

S |vyrrll - S <*! - 4>"2 = 5 (*2 - 

We note that the function is defined at x = ±2, but the derivative is not defined at 
x = ±2. 
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Example 81.8 If g(x) = |sin x|, find g'(x). 

Solution The derivative of | sin x| is cos x when sin x is positive. The derivative of | sin x| is 
-cos x when sin x is negative. This derivative is not defined when sin x = 0. 

Example 81.9 If y = |x2 3 4 5 - 4|, find y'. 

Solution A graph is always helpful. 

y 

First we redefine the function on the open intervals -2), (-2, 2), and (2, °°). 

On the intervals (-°°, -2) and (2, °°), y = x2 - 4 

On the interval (-2, 2), y - -(x2 - 4) 

The derivatives on these intervals are as follows. 

For (-», -2) and (2, »), j~xU2 ~ 4| = gj (V - 4) = 2x 

For (-2, 2), fx |V - 4| = [-(x1 - 4)] = -2x 

The derivative does not exist at x = -2 and x = 2 because the derivatives to the 
immediate left and right of these values of x are very different. 

Problem set 81 1. The height and radius of the base of a right circular cone are each increasing at 
rate of 2 cm/sec. Find the rate at which the volume of the cone is increasing 
when the radius is 4 cm and the height of the cone is 6 cm. 

2. An object is thrown straight downward from a height of 160 m with an initial 
velocity of 48 m/sec. Develop the velocity function v(t) and the height function 
h(t). How long does it take for the object to strike the ground? 

3. Find the velocity of the object described in Problem 2 the instant before it 
strikes the ground. 

4. Find the slope of the normal line which can be drawn to the graph of 
y - log2 x at x = 3. 

5. Use the natural logarithm function to write a definite integral whose value 
equals the area bounded by the x axis and the graph of y = log2 x between x = 2 

and x = 8. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

6. Approximate to two decimal places the slope of the tangent line which can be 
drawn to the graph of y = 3X at x = 4. Write the equation of the tangent line. 

7. Approximate to two decimal places the area of the region between the graph of 
y - 2X and the x axis over the interval [1, 5]. 

dy 
8. Find^ify = 43J + 3X + log3 x - log43 x. 

9. Let R be the region bounded by 
y = x3, y = 1, and the y axis. Find the 
volume of the solid formed when R is 
revolved about the y axis. 

y 

10. Let R be the region bounded by 
y = - \ x + 1 in the first quadrant. 
Use x as the variable of integra¬ 
tion to write a definite integral 
whose value equals the volume of 
the solid formed when R is re¬ 
volved around the x axis. 

11. Let R be the region completely en¬ 
closed by the graph of y - 1 - x2 
and the x axis. Use y as the varia¬ 
ble of integration to write a defi¬ 
nite integral whose value equals 
the volume of the solid formed 
when R is revolved about the y 
axis. 

Integrate: 

12. J 3xe3x dx 13. 77 sin 77x dx 

14. Evaluate by using the change of variable method: j xVx + 1 dx 
Jo 

15. Suppose h(x) - f(x)g(x), lim h{x) = —, and lim f(x) — 3. Evaluate lim g(x). 
x-»7T 7r X->ir X->V 

16. Suppose/(x) - sin x, g(x) - x, and h(x) = f(x)g(x). Determine whether h is an 
odd function, an even function, or neither. 

17. Differentiate: y = 2 cos2 x + arctan 2x + 2V?X 1 
x2 + 1 

Integrate: 

18. J(x+1 )e~*2-2* dx 19. j ^T~jdx 

20. Boyle s law states that for an ideal gas, if the temperature does not change, the 
product of the pressure and the volume is constant. The pressure of a quantity 
of ideal gas was 5 newtons per square meter when the volume was 1000 cubic 
meters. What was the volume when the pressure was increased to 15 newtons 
per square meter and the temperature remained constant? 
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LESSON 82 Fluid force 

The weight of an object in a gravitational field equals its mass times the local 
acceleration of gravity, or mg. The unit of force in the metric system is the newton, 
and 1 cubic meter (m3) of water (fresh water at a temperature of 4°C) weighs 9800 
newtons. The weight density of an object equals its weight divided by the volume, so 
the weight density of water is 9800 newtons per cubic meter. On the left we show a 
cubic meter of water and note that it weighs 9800 newtons. 

On the right we note that the weight of 9800 newtons is evenly distributed over the 
1-square-meter surface at the bottom of the cube, so the average weight of the water 
at the bottom of the cube (the water pressure) is 9800 newtons per square meter 
(N/m2). If the water is 3 meters deep, the pressure at the bottom caused by the 
weight of the water would be 3 times 9800 N/m2, or 29,400 N/m2, as we show on the 
left. 

1 m 

Pascal’s principle is a law of physics named for Blaise Pascal (1623-1662). 
This law states that the pressure exerted by a fluid at a depth h below the surface of 
the fluid is equal in all directions. The application of this law leads to some rather 
surprising results. Even though the five containers whose cross sections are shown 
above have different shapes, the pressure at the bottom of all three containers is 
29,400 N/m2 if all are full of water, because, in each case, the bottom of the tank is 3 
meters below the surface of the water. 

From this we see that the pressure in a fluid at any depth h depends only on the 
depth and the weight density, w, of the fluid. 

Pressure at depth h = wh 

If the pressure is constant over a particular area, the total force exerted on the area 
equals the pressure times the area. 

Total force = ^°rCC x area = force 
area 

Since the pressure at any depth is the same in all directions, the horizontal pressure 
at any depth h equals the vertical pressure at that depth, which is wh. This fact 
allows us to use calculus to calculate the total force exerted by a fluid on a 
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nonhorizontal surface, such as the side of a tank, by adding up the forces on 
horizontal rectangular strips, each of whose height is Ay. Because the strips are very 
narrow, the pressure is approximately equal at every point in the strip. 

Example 82.1 A rectangular tank 6 meters deep is 
filled with water to a depth of 5 meters 
as shown. Find the total force exerted 
by the water on the end of the tank. 

Solution Problems like this one can be made harder or easier by the location of the 
coordinate system. It is often helpful to locate the x axis at the bottom of the tank, as 

we do here. 

y 

The total force on the rectangular strip equals the weight density w times the depth h 

times the area. 

Force = w x h x area 

The numerical value of the weight density of water is 9800. The distance from the 
bottom of the tank to the surface is 5, and the distance to the rectangle is y. Thus, h 
= 5 — y. The area of the rectangle is 8 Ay, so we can write 

Force = 9800(5 - y)(8 Ay) 

To find the total force, we want to stack these rectangles from y = 0 to y = 5. Thus 

Total force = [ 9800(5 - y)(8 dy) 
Jo 

We finish by evaluating the integral. 

Total force = 9800 40 dy - j 8y dyj 

= 9800[40y - 4y2]^ 

= 9800[(200 - 100) - 0] 

= 980,000 newtons 

Example 82.2 The figure shows the end of a tank 6 

meters deep filled with liquid to a 
depth of 5 meters as shown. Express 
the total force on the end of the tank as 
a definite integral if the weight density 
of the liquid is 4000 newtons per cubic 
meter. 

10 m-H 
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Solution Again we place the x axis at the bottom of the tank. 

y 

The force on the representative rectangle equals weight density times the depth h 
times the area. 

Force = w x h x area 

The depth h is 5 - y, as in the preceding example, but the length of the rectangle is 
no longer 8 but is x, where x is determined by y = 3x - 24. If we solve this equation 
for x, we get x = y y + 8, and thus the area of the representative rectangle equals 
(l y + 8) dy. We want to stack the rectangles from y = 0 to y = 5, so the total force 
can be expressed as follows. 

Total force = w/?(area) (4000)(5 - y) 2 y + 8) dy 

When we multiply, we find that we need to evaluate the following integral. 

4000 J ( ~ 3T2 “ y>’ + 40j dy 

This evaluation is straightforward but time-consuming. The example is a problem 
about an application of the definite integral; it is not designed to provide practice in 
evaluating integrals. Thus we will consider the solution complete. 

Example 82.3 A cylindrical tank 20 meters long whose radius is 4 meters, as shown, is half filled 
with oil whose weight density is 3000 newtons per cubic meter. Set up an integral 
whose evaluation will yield the total force exerted by the oil on one end of the tank. 

8 m 

Solution The length of the tank need not be considered since the force exerted at any point on 
the end of the tank is a function of only the weight density of the fluid and the 
vertical distance h from the point to the surface of the fluid. The length of the tank 
could be 2 meters, 20 meters, or 2000 meters. The answer would be the same. If we 
place the origin at the center, the equation of the circle is x2 + y2 - 16. 
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Since the end of the tank is symmetrical, we decide to find the total force on half the 
tank and double the result. The force on the representative rectangle again equals 
the weight density times the depth h times the area. 

Force = w x h x area 

The distance from the x axis to the rectangle is y, so the depth h, measured in the 
opposite direction, equals -y. The length of the rectangle is x, where x is defined by 
x2 + y2 = 16. Thus, the length of the rectangle is Vl6 - y2, and the area is 
V16 - y2 dy. We want to stack the rectangles from y = -4 to y = 0, so the total 
force on the end of the tank is 

Total force = 2 f 3000(-y,)(Vl6 - y2 dy) 
J -4 

J (16 - y2)my dy = -6000 

If we insert the necessary constants, we get 

Total force = (-6000)(-^) J° (16 - y2)m-(2y) dy 

This integral has the form of un du, so we can integrate and get 

Total force = 3000 
(16 - y2)312-' 

3 
2 

0 

-4 

If we do the arithmetic, we find that the total force equals 128,000 newtons. If we 
had placed the origin at the bottom of the tank, the equation of the circle would have 
been 

x2 + (y - 4)2 = 16 

y 
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Problem set 82 

If we solve this equation for x, we get x = Vl6 - (y - 4)2, so the area of the 
rectangle is Vl6 - (y - 4)2 dy. This time the depth h equals 4 - y, and we want to 
stack the rectangles from y — 0 to y = 4. Thus the total force is given by the following 
integral. 

Total force = 2 P 3000(4 - y)V 16 - (y - 4)2 dy 
Jo 

If we simplify the radical, we get 

Total force = 2 f 3000(4 - y)(~y2 + 8y)l/2 dy 
Jo 

Placing the x axis at the bottom of the tank also gives us an integral that has the basic 
form of un du. 

1. Boyle’s law tells us that if the temperature of a quantity of ideal gas is 
unchanged, the product of the pressure and the volume equals a constant k. 
When we have 1000 m3 of gas at a pressure of 5 N/m2, the pressure is 
increasing at a rate of 0.05 N/m2 per second. Find the rate at which the volume 
is decreasing when the pressure is 10 N/m2. 

2. A variable force F(x) = x + 2 newtons is applied to move an object along a 
number line. Find the work done by the force in moving the object from x = 1 
meter to x = 4 meters. 

3. A tank 3 meters deep is complete¬ 
ly filled with fluid whose weight 
density is 1000 N/m3. Find the 
total force exerted on one end of 
the tank if the end of the tank is 
rectangular as shown in the figure. 

3 m 

6 m 

4. A container with a triangular end 
as shown is filled with a fluid 
which has a weight density of 
3000 N/m3. Find the total force 
exerted against the end of the 
container. 

y 

5. A container 1000 meters long has 
a semicircular cross section as 
shown below. The container is 
filled with a fluid whose weight 
density is 1000 N/m3. Use the 
variable y to write a definite inte¬ 
gral whose value equals the total 
force against the end of the con¬ 
tainer. 

y 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 83 

6. Let R be the region bounded by 
the graph of y = (x - l)2 and both 
coordinate axes. Find the volume 
of the solid formed when R is 
revolved about the x axis. 

7. Let R be the region between the 
graph of y = x2 and the x axis 
from x = 0 to x = 2. Find the 
volume of the solid formed when 
R is revolved around the x axis. 

Differentiate: 

8. y = log5 x + 7X + log8 x 

Integrate: 

10. J log5 x dx 11. 

13. sin x vTT 2 cos x dx 

9. y = (3.5/ - 2 log3 x 

4xe2x dx 12. x sin 2x dx 

,4. J X 

Vx2 + TT 
dx 

Differentiate: 

15. y = arcsec — a, x > 0 16. 
' a 

17. Which of the following limits are undefined? 

x3 — 1 |x| 1 
(a) lim——j- (b) lim— (c) lim sin - (d) lim x sin x 

x-M X 1 x-»0+ X x->0 X x-»0~ 

18. Write the equation of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of 

/W = 7TT atx=1 

y = arcsin 3x + 
vr^ x 
x sin x 

19. Suppose that 1000 frankfurters can be sold every week at a food stand for $1 
each. For every increase of 20 cents per frankfurter the number of frankfurters 
sold will decrease by 100. Write an equation which expresses the number of 
frankfurters sold as a function of the price p in cents. What is the total revenue 
received from the sale of frankfurters per week if the price of each frankfurter 
is pi 

20. Suppose / is a function which is defined for all real numbers. Which of the 
following conditions guarantees that the inverse of /is also a function? 
(a) f is a strictly increasing function 
(b) /is an odd function 
(c) /is an even function 
(d) f is continuous and differentiable everywhere 
(c) /is a periodic function 

Continuity of functions 

The importance of some of the crucial theorems of calculus is difficult for beginners 
to understand because the truth of the theorems is so obvious. Two theorems about 
continuous functions fall into this category. They are the maximum-minimum 
value existence theorem, which we have already discussed, and the intermediate 
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value theorem. On the left we show an /function machine with input x and output 
fix). This particular machine will produce an output for any x input between 2 and 
8 inclusive, so the domain of the function is the closed interval [2, 8]. This /function 
is a continuous function, so the graph is continuous on this interval. 

The maximum-minimum existence theorem tells us that for some jc between 2 
and 8 inclusive, the function has a maximum value, and for some jc between 2 and 8 
inclusive, the function has a minimum value. The intermediate value theorem tells us 
that we can find a value of x between 2 and 8 inclusive that will give us any value of fix) 
we choose between/max and/min. In this example, 42 is between/max and/min, 
so we know that we can find a number c between 2 and 8 for which fic) = 42. The 
maximum-minimum value existence theorem and the intermediate value theorem 
are important because they are needed to prove other theorems. While these two 
theorems are easy to understand, a formal proof depends on a property of the real 
numbers called completeness that is usually discussed in advanced calculus text¬ 
books. Thus the proofs are beyond the scope of this book. 

MAXIMUM-MINIMUM VALUE EXISTENCE THEOREM 

If/is continuous on the closed interval [a, b\, then /has a 
maximum value M and a minimum value m on the interval 
[a, b}. 

INTERMEDIATE VALUE THEOREM 

If / is continuous on the closed interval [a, b] and N is a 
number between /max and /min, then there is at least one 
number c between a and b inclusive for which fic) = N. 

Since continuous functions have such special properties, it is necessary to 
define continuous functions precisely and define them so that a graph is not 
necessary for the use of the definition. Here we show the graphs of three functions 
that are defined for every input value of x between a and b but not for a and b. This 
means that there is a value of the function for any x on the interval (a, b) and that the 
domain of each of the functions is (a, b). 
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The graphs show that the functions/and g are not continuous on the interval (a, b) 
because there is a discontinuity at c. There is no discontinuity at any point in the 
graph of h between a and b, so this function is continuous on (a, b). For a definition 
of continuity on an open interval it is first necessary to define continuity at a point. 
There are three conditions that must be met for a function to be continuous at x = c. 

1. Both a left-hand limit and a right-hand limit must exist as x approaches c. 
2. The limits must be equal. 
3. The value of the function at c, which is /(c), must exist and must equal both the 

left-hand limit and the right-hand limit. 

DEFINITION OF CONTINUITY AT A POINT 

A function/is continuous at a point c if/exists at c and 

lim f(x) = lim f(x) = /(c) 
x-*c x->c+ 

We know that for a function to have a limit as x approaches c, the function must be 
defined at c and both the left-hand limit and the right-hand limit must exist and they 
must be equal, so if/is defined at c, the notation 

lim f(x) -/(c) 

suffices to define continuity at a point. For a function to be continuous on an open 
interval (a, b) it must be continuous at every point between a and b. 

DEFINITION OF OPEN-INTERVAL CONTINUITY 

A function/is continuous on an open interval (a, b) if it is 
continuous at every point on the interval. 

Sometimes we find it helpful to be able to discuss continuity on a closed 
interval [a, b]. Because the function is not defined for values of x that are less than a, 
it is impossible to approach a from the left, so the left-hand limit as x approaches a 
cannot exist. Because the function is not defined for values of x greater than b, it is 
impossible to approach b from the right, so the right-hand limit as x approaches b 
cannot exist. Thus, for a definition of continuity on a closed interval [a, b], we must 
modify our definition of continuity on an open interval (a, b) by requiring only that 
the right-hand limit at a equal f(a) and that the left-hand limit at b equal f{b). All 
other points on the closed interval must be continuous, as we have defined for the 
open interval (a, b). 

DEFINITION OF CLOSED-INTERVAL CONTINUITY 

A function/is continuous on a closed interval [a, b] if it is 
continuous at every point between a and b and if/is defined 
at both a and b and if 

lim = f(a) and lim = f(b) 
x^a+ x-+b~ 

Problems about continuity are designed to help the reader understand the 
definitions of continuity. 
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Example 83.1 

Solution 

Example 83.2 

Solution 

Example 83.3 

Solution 

Given that /is defined on the interval [ 1,3], if f( 1) = 1 and f( 3) = 7, does a number c 
exist, 1 < c < 3, such that /(c) = 3? 

Not necessarily. The function was not defined to be continuous on [1, 3], so the 
existence of c in [1, 3] such that /(c) = 3 is not necessarily required. 

Suppose/is a function that is continuous on the closed interval [-1, 3], Which of 
the following could be a graph of/? 

For a function to be continuous on the closed interval [-1, 3] it must be defined at 
the endpoints -1, 3 and must be continuous at every interior point. Also the 
one-sided limits at the endpoints of [-1, 3] must equal/(-1) and/(-3). Graph (d) 
is the only graph that meets all the requirements. 

Let/be a piecewise function defined as follows. 

/(*) = 
|x| + 3 
ax2 + bx 

for x < 1 
for x > 1 

Find the values of a and b such that/is continuous on the interval °°). 

We begin with a sketch of / 

y 

In the sketch, we see that/is continuous to the left and right of x = 1. The limit of 
|x| + 3 as x approaches 1 from the left is 1 + 3 = 4. Thus if ax2 + bx — 4 when x = 1, 
the function will be continuous at x = 1. So we let x equal 1 and y equal 4 and get 

4 = a( l)2 + b( 1) —> 4 = a + b 

Thus any pair of values of a and b whose sum is 4 will make the function a continuous 

function on the interval (-00 , 00). 
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Example 83.4 

Solution 

Problem set 83 

Let/be a piecewise function defined as follows. 

for x A c 

for x = c 

Is x continuous on the interval (-<», °°)? 

When x does not equal c, the function is defined and is continuous for all x because 
the equation is the equation of a line. 

„ x (x + c)(x - c) 
When x + c: f(x) =-x - c- —> /(x) ~ x + c 

We were given that f(c) = 2c. If the limit of/(x) as x approaches c is also 2c, the limit 
equals f(c) and the function is continuous at x = c. 

lim /(x) = lim x + c = 2c 
x-+c x->c 

Since the function is continuous for all x + c and is also continuous at x - c, the 
function is continuous on the interval (—», oo). 

1. Suppose 1000 frankfurters can be sold every week if frankfurters are sold for 
$ 1 each. For every 20-cent increase in price, sales of the frankfurters decrease 
by 100 per week. This means that Q(p) = 1500 - 5p frankfurters would be sold 
if the price of each frankfurter were p (measured in cents). Find the price p for 
which each frankfurter should be sold to maximize the revenues received per 
week from the sale of frankfurters. 

2. A ball is thrown straight up with an initial velocity of 10 m/sec from the top of 
a 200-m-high building. Develop an equation which expresses the height of the 
ball above the ground at a time t after the ball is thrown. How long does it take 
the ball to reach the ground? 

3. Is the following statement true or false? Explain why. Suppose /is a function 
such that /(1) = 2 and /(4) = 10; then there is number c such that 1 < c < 4 
such that f(c) = 5. 

4. Suppose /is a function which is continuous on the closed interval [-1, 4], 
Which of the following could be a graph of /? 

y 

(a) 

5. Let/be a piecewise function defined as follows. 

fir\ _ f M + 2 for x < 2 
^ lx2 + bx for x > 2 

Find the value(s) of b for which/is continuous for all real numbers. 

6. Describe the interval(s) on which / defined at the top of the following page, is 
continuous. 
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7. 

rx 2 

f(x) = 
X + c 

2c 
v. 

for x + —c 

for x - -c 

A rectangular tank 4 m deep is completely filled with a fluid whose weight 
density is 5000 N/m3. Let F be the total force exerted on one wall, which has a 
width of 5 m. Use y as the variable of integration to write Fas a definite 
integral. 

8. A container with a triangular cross 
section as shown is filled with a fluid 
which has weight density 9000 N/m3. 
Find the total force on one end of the 
tank. 

y 

9. Find the maximum and minimum values of/(x) - |x2 - 2x\ on the interval 
[-2, 3], 

10. Let R be the region bounded by the graph of y = 4 - x2 and the x axis. Use y as 
the variable of integration to write a definite integral that equals the volume of 
the solid formed when R is revolved about the y axis. 

11. Differentiate: y = 5x2+l 4—-- ---— 
Vx + 1 

Integrate: 

12 /(^Wrr)* 13. / -xe x dx 

14. Suppose/is a function such that -x4 + 1 < /(x) < x4 + 1. Evaluate lim /(x). 
x—>0 

15. Suppose f{x) = x2 and g(x) = ex. Determine whether h is odd, even, or neither 
if h{x) = g(fix)). 

16. The definite integral j xVx + 1 dx is equal to which of the following definite 

integrals? 

17. Write the equation of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of 
y = arcsin 2x at x = 

18. Approximate to two decimal places 
the area of region bounded by the 
graph of y = xV 1 - x2 and the x axis. 

y 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 84 

Example 84.1 

Solution 

19. The graph of the function y = x9 + x7 + x5 + x3 
(a) is always concave up 
(b) is always concave down 
(c) is concave down when x > 0 and concave up when x < 0 
\d) has an inflection point at x = 0 

20. Suppose/is defined on the closed interval [-2, 2] and has the following graph. 

y 

Sketch the graph of: 
(a) y=f(x)+ 1 (b) y=f(x+ 1) (c) y = f(x - 1) 

Integration of odd powers of sin x and cos x 

The derivative of sin x is cos x, and the derivative of cos x is -sin x. Also we know 
that sin x and cos x are related by the basic Pythagorean identity sin2 x + cos2 x = 1. 
These relationships allow us to find the integrals of sin" x and cos" x if n is odd and 
allow us to find the integrals of sin" x cos'" x if either n or m is odd. 

Find f sin3 x dx. 

The key to integrating odd powers of sin x is to separate a factor of (sin x dx) to be 
used later as du and then replace the remaining factors of sin2 x with (1 — cos2 x). 

I sinJ x dx = J (sin2 x)(sin x dx) 

= J (1 - cos2 x)(sin x dx) 

= J sin x dx - J (cos2 x)(sin x dx) 

factored 

substituted 

multiplied 

The value of the first integral is -cos x. The second integral would have the form un 
du if it had a minus sign because the differential of cos x is - sin x dx. Thus we insert 
the needed minus sign and change the sign in front of the integral from — to +. 
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Example 84.2 

Solution 

Example 84.3 

Solution 

The integral of sin x is -cos x, and the integral of un du is un+l/(n + 1), so we write 

i 
sin3 dx - -cos x + ^ cos3 x + C 

We could have avoided the difficulty with the minus signs if we had factored 
(-sin x dx) as the first step. 

J sin3 x = J (-sin2 x)(-sin x dx) 

= J -(1 - cos2 x)(-sin x dx) 

= J sin x dx + J (cos2 x)(-sin x dx) multiplied 

factored 

substituted 

= -cos X + ^ COS3 X + C 

I Find cos3 x dx. 

The key to integrating odd powers of cos x is to begin the process by separating a 
factor of (cos x dx) to be used later as du, and then replace the remaining factors of 
cos2 x with (1 - sin2 x). So we write 

J (cos2 x)(cos x dx) 

Now we replace cos2 x with (1 - sin2 x). 

J (1 - sin2 x)(cos x dx) substituted 

= j cos x dx - J sin2 x cos x dx t multiplied 

un du 

The integral of cos x is sin x, and the integral of un du is w"+l/(« + 1), so we can write 

I cos3 x dx = sin x - ~ sin3 x + C 

Find J sin4 x cos3 x dx. 

The key step is to break up the factor that is raised to an odd power. 

J (sin4 x)(cos2 x)(cos x dx) 

We know that (cos x dx) is the differential of sin x, so we want everything else to be 
some form of sin x. Thus we replace cos2 x with 1 - sin2 x. 

J (sin4 x)(l - sin2 x)(cos x dx) 

= J (sin4 x - sin6 x)(cos x dx) 

- J (sin x)4(cos x dx) - J (sin x)6(cos x dx) two integrals 

u4 du ub du 

substituted 

multiplied 
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Since both integrals have the form f u" du, which equals un+l/(n + 1) + C, we can 
write the answer by inspection. 

| sin5 x - sin7 x + C 

Example 84.4 Find J sin3 x cos7 x dx. 

Solution Both exponents are odd, so we have our choice. We decide to break up sin3 x because 
it might be easier to handle. 

(sin2 x)(cos7 x)(sin x dx) 

The derivative of cos x is -sin x, so we will need a negative sign in the last set of 
parentheses. We decide to take care of this now and remember to write another 
negative sign to the left of the integral sign. 

-J (sin2 x)(cos7 x)(-sin x dx) 

Now we substitute (1 - cos2 x) for sin2 x, simplify, and integrate. 

-J (1 - cos2 x)(cos7 x)(-sin x dx) substituted 

= - J (cos7 x)(-sin x dx) - J (cos9 x)(-sin x dx) 

= - J (cos7 x)(-sin x dx) + J (cos9 x)(-sin x dx) 

tr du u" du 

— — ^ COS8 X + Jq cos10 X + C 

multiplied 

simplified 

integrated 

Example 84.5 Find J sin2 x cos5 x dx. 

Solution Sin x has an even exponent, so we will work with cos5 x and write it as cos4 x cos x. 

J (sin2 x)(cos4 x)(cos x dx) 

The rest of the problem is the same except that it will seem more difficult because 
the substitution for cos4 x is a little more involved. First we express cos4 x in terms 
of sin x. 

cos4 X = (cos2 x)2 = (1 - sin2 x)2 = 1 - 2 sin2 x + sin4 x 

Now we substitute this expression for (cos4 x) and get 

J (sin" x)(l — 2 sin2 x + sin4 x)(cos x dx) substituted 

- J (sin- x)(cos x dx) - 2 J (sin4 x)(cos x dx) + J (sin6 x)(cos x dx) 

u" du u" du un du~ 

All of these have the form u" du, and we can write the answer by inspection. 
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Problem set 84 

sin2 x cos5 x dx - ^ sin3 x - ^ sin5 x + ^ sin7 8 9 10 x + C 

1. The interest was compounded continuously, so the amount of money in the 
account increased exponentially. The initial deposit was $10,000, and after 3 
years $17,000 was in the account. How much money would be in the account 
after 4 years? 

2. The shaded area is a vertical side 
of a tank that is filled with 
100,000 cubic centimeters of wa¬ 
ter. The measurements shown are 
in meters. The weight density of 
water is 9800 newtons per cubic 
meter. Use y as the variable of 
integration to write a definite in¬ 
tegral whose value equals the to¬ 
tal force against the side of the 
tank. 

y 

Use the appropriate Pythagorean identities as necessary to find the following 
integrals. 

3. J sin3 x dx 

5. sin3 x cos2 x dx 

4. J sin2 x cos3 x dx 

6. J (sin2 x + cos2 x) dx 

7. Let/be a piecewise function defined as follows: 

-2x + 
x2 + 1 

b when x > 0 
when x < 0 

Find b so that/is continuous for every real value of x. 

8. Determine whether or not/is continuous at x = 2, if/is defined as follows. 
Justify your answer. 

/(*) 

rx3 - 8 
x - 2 

16 

x # 2 

x = 2 

9. Suppose /is a cubic function whose equation is 

/(x) = x3 + ax2 + bx + c 

The graph of /has an inflection point at x = - § and a relative maximum point 
at x = 0. If the graph of/passes through the point (0, 1), find the values of a, b, 

and c. 

10. Find the area of the region be- Y 
tween the graph of y - xex and " 
the x axis on the interval [0, 1]. 

x 
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Solution 
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11. Use x as the variable of integration to write a definite integral whose value is 
the volume of the solid formed when the region enclosed by the graph of the 
equation x = 1 - y2 and the y axis is revolved around the x axis. 

12. An area A is bounded by the graph of y = x1 and the x axis between x values of 
0 and 4. Find the volume of the solid formed when the area is revolved about 

the x axis. 

13. Differentiate: y = 5X +1 + x arctan ^ + log24 x 

14. Find all the critical numbers in the interval (0, °°) of the function y = x(ln x)2. 

15. Find: (arcsin x) + J , 1 dx 

16. Integrate: J (xe2x + xe*2) dx 

17. Find the equation of the line which can be drawn tangent to the graph of the 
equation xy + y2 - x + 1 at (2, 1). 

18. Approximate to two decimal places the value of cos xesin x dx. 
Jo 

19. Use calculus to develop a formula for the volume of a sphere. Then find the 
volume of a sphere whose surface area is 16-77 cm2. 

20. Suppose f(x) 
xD 1 
X - 1 

. Then f(-a) equals which of the following? 

(a) a4 + a3 + a2 + a + 1 (b) a4 - a2 + a2 - a + 1 
(c) -a5 + 1 (d) -a4 + a2 - a2 + a - 1 

Applications of the definite integral (work II) 

We remember that mechanical work is defined as the product of force times 
distance. 

Mechanical work = force x distance 

We know that if we move a weight of 1 kilogram vertically a distance of 1 meter, we 
do 1 joule of work. To find the number of joules required to pump fluid out of a tank, 
we sum the products of the weights of thin sheets of fluid and the distance through 
which this sheet is to be moved. 

A rectangular tank is 6 meters high, 10 meters long, and 4 meters wide. If the tank is 
full of water, find the work required to pump the water out of the tank. 

We need a coordinate system for the physical problem. There are many options, and 
we decide to place the origin and the axes as we show on the left at the top of the 
following page. 
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V 

The area of the representative rectangle shown on the left is 4 Ay. The volume of the 
representative rectangular solid on the right is 4 Ay times 10. The weight of the 
representative rectangular solid is the volume times the weight density of water, 
which is 9800 newtons per cubic meter. 

Weight = (9800) [4(10) Ay] 

density volume 

The distance from the x axis to the top of the tank is 6 meters, and the distance to 
the solid is y. Thus the distance h that the solid must be lifted is (6 - y). The work 
done equals the distance h times the weight. 

Work = (6 - y) (9800) [4(10) Ay] 

h density volume 

We need to sum this work for all the rectangular solids from y = 0 to y = 6 as the 
thickness of these solids approaches zero. This sum can be written as an integral, as 
we show here. 

Total work = 392,000 [ (6 - y) dy 
Jo 

= 392,000 
6 

0 

Example 85.2 

Solution 

= 7,056,000 joules 

The triangular tank shown is filled with 
oil to a depth of 2 meters. The dimen¬ 
sions of the tank are in meters. Find 
the work done in pumping the oil out 
of the tank if the weight density of the 
oil is 5000 newtons per cubic meter. 

6 

We are using mathematics to solve a physical problem. There is no one way to do it. 
Since the tank is symmetrical, we decide to find the work required to pump the oil 
out of half the tank and double our answer. We place the origin as shown so the 
equation of the line that defines the right-hand side of the tank is a simple equation. 

y 
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Example 85.3 

Solution 

3 
The area of the end of the representative rectangular solid is x dy, where x = 4y. 
Thus the volume of the representative rectangular solid is the width 4y times 
the height Ay times the length 20. The weight of the representative rectangular 
solid is the weight density times the volume. The work to lift this weight a distance 

h = 4 - y is 

~ Total work = (5000) (4 - y) {^y Ay) (20) 

density h volume 

We need to sum this work for all the rectangular solids from y = 0 to y = 2. Thus the 

integral is 

^ Total work = (5000)(20) J (4 - y)^yj dy 

If we multiply, we get 

^ Total work = 100,000 ^3y - ^y2j dy 

= 100,000 

If we evaluate, we get 

\ Total work = 100,000(6 — 2) = 400,000 joules 

Thus the total work done is 800,000 joules. 

The end of a tank is a semicircle whose 
diameter is 20 meters. The tank is filled 
to a depth of 4 meters with a fluid 
whose weight density is 6000 newtons 
per cubic meter. Set up an integral that 
could be evaluated to find the work 
required to pump the fluid to a point 
20 meters above the top of the tank. 

10 10 

We decide to place the origin as shown 
so the equation of the circle will be 
x2 + y2 = 100. We will compute the 
work for the right half of the tank and 
double this answer. The area of the end 
of the representative rectangular solid 
is x Ay, where x = VlOO - y2. 
The distance from the rectangular 
solid to a point 20 meters above the 
tank is 20 - y because y will always 
be negative. The work is the volume, 

V100 — y2 (Ay)(40), times the weight 
density times the vertical distance. 

y 

5 Total work = (VlOO - y2)(Ay)(40)(6000)(20 - y) 

volume density h 

Since the x axis is at the top of the tank, we must sum the solids from y = —10 to 
y = -6. 
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Problem set 85 

Total work = 2 [ (40)(6000)VT00 - y2 (20 - j) dy 
J-10 

The additional factor of 2 is required because the integral will give us the work 
required for half the tank. 

1. The volume of a spherical balloon is increasing at a rate of 3 cmVsec. Find the 
rate at which the radius of the balloon is increasing when the surface area of 
the balloon is 1677 cm3. 

2. A rectangular tank is 5 meters deep, 10 meters long, and 4 meters wide. If the 
tank is full of water, find the work required to pump all the water out of the 
tank. 

3. A trough 15 meters long whose 
cross section is a right isosceles 
triangle, as shown, is partially 
filled with a fluid whose weight 
density is 6000 newtons per cubic 
meter. If the depth of the fluid in 
the trough is 2 meters, write a 
definite integral that expresses the 
work done in pumping all the 
fluid out of the trough. 

4. A 10 by 10 by 10 meter container 
is filled with water. The weight 
density of water is 9800 newtons 
per cubic meter. Find the total 
force against one of the sides of 
the container. 

10 

Integrate: 

5. sin2 x cos3 x dx 6. cos x dx 

7. Let/be a piecewise function defined as follows: 

/(*) 
x2 when x < 1 
ax + 2 when x > 1 

Determine the value(s) of a that will make /continuous everywhere. 

8. An object is thrown straight up from the top of a 100-meter-tall building with 
an initial velocity of 20 meters per second. Develop equations which describe 
the height of the object and the velocity of the object as functions of the time t 
after the ball is thrown. 

9. Find the equation of the normal line which can be drawn to the graph of 

y = log3 x at x = 
In 3 

10. Which of the following limits are undefined? 

x , . . 1 
(a) lim — (b) lim sin 

x-»0+ x x 
(c) lim 

sin x 
0 COS X 

(d) lim j 
x->0 X 
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11. If fix) = 3x2 and g{x) = sin x, evaluate: lim (fg)(x) 

12. Suppose/and g are as defined in Problem 11. If h{x) = f(x)/g(x), determine 
whether the graph of h is symmetric about the x axis, symmetric about the 

origin, or neither. 

13. Find the area completely enclosed by the graphs of y = x3 and y = x2. 

14. If/is a function which is continuous on [ 1,4] and attains a maximum value of 
4 and a minimum value of -6 on this interval, then which of the following 

statements is true? 

(fl) | /(x) dx > 0 ( b) | V(x) dx < 20 

(c) J /(x) dx = 16 (d) J4 f{x) dx < 0 

15. Dilferentiate: y = arctan 2x + , = + sec x tan x 
Vcos x + 1 

Integrate: 

16. S rh? dx + \ 
2 sin x 

VCOS X + 1 
dx 17. I X2 + 1 

dx 

sin 11 + h\- sin | 
18. Evaluate: lim-r- 

h-* o n 

19. Suppose/and g are functions. For a number x to lie in the domain of/0 g, 
which of the following must be true? 
(a) x is both an element of the domain of/ and an element of the domain of g. 
(b) x is an element of the domain of /and /(x) is an element of the domain of 

g- . . . 
(c) x is an element of the domain of g and g(x) is an element of the domain of 

/ 
(d) x is an element of the domain of / and g(x) is an element of the domain of 

/ 
20. Determine the range of y - sin (arctan x). 

Particle motion III 

We have discussed the equations of motion of bodies freely falling in a gravitational 
field. The acceleration function is the derivative of the velocity function, which is 
the derivative of the position function. If the initial conditions are known, we can 
begin with the acceleration function and integrate to find the velocity function and 
integrate again to find the position function. In freely falling body problems the 
acceleration is constant and is always -9.8 m/sec2. 

In calculus books it is customary to discuss position, velocity, and acceleration 
of a particle that moves left and right on the x axis and whose acceleration is not 
constant but is a function of time. Many of these problems are designed for the 
purpose of playing games with calculus and have acceleration functions that might 
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never be encountered in a physical problem. Examples are sin 312, ecos', or the 
function t3 — 5t + 3. Since t is the independent variable and we always graph the 
independent variable on the horizontal axis, we will have to graph x(t) vertically. 
This means that we are talking about horizontal motion on the x axis, but we will 
mentally graph this motion vertically. 

Example 86.1 A particle moves along the x axis such that the acceleration function is a(t) = 31. If 
the velocity at t = 0 is - 10 and the position when t - 0 is x{t) = 6, find the equation 
which describes the position of the object as a function of time. What is the position 
when t — 2? 

Solution To get the answer, we will integrate the acceleration function to get the velocity 
function and integrate again to get the position function. First we integrate the 
acceleration function to get the velocity function. 

v(t) = J 31 dt — + C 

When t = 0, v(t) = -10, so if we substitute we can solve for C. 

3(0)2 
(-io) = -y- + c —> c=-io 

Thus the velocity function for this particle is 

312 
v(t) = ^-- 10 

The position function is the integral of the velocity function. Thus, 

x(t) = | - 1°) dt = j - lOt + C 

When t = 0, x(t) = 6, so if we substitute we can solve for C. 

(6) = y - 10(0) + C —» C = 6 

Thus the position function for this particle is 

x(t) = \t3 - lOt + 6 

The position when t - 2 is x(2). 

x(2) = ^(2)3 - 10(2) + 6 = -10 

This means that when t = 2, the particle is -10 units to the right of the origin, which 
is the same thing as 10 units to the left of the origin. 

Example 86.2 A particle moves along the x axis such that the acceleration function is a(t) = - 31. If 
its position when t = 3 is 20 and its velocity at t = 1 is 5, what is its position when 

t = 4? 

Solution This problem is slightly different because we are not given initial conditions when t 
equals 0 but are given the position when t = 3 and the velocity when t= 1. We begin 
by integrating the acceleration function to get the velocity function. 

v(0 = Ia(,) = \ -31 dt 
-312 

+ C 
2 
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Example 86.3 

Solution 

When t = 1, v(/) = 5, so we can substitute to find C. 

-3(1 y 
(5) = -4^- + c -> c - — 

c 2 

This gives us the velocity function. 

v« = ^+13 2 ' 2 

We integrate the velocity function to find the position function. 

x(t) = -y1 + y ) dt = =T + T, + C 
When t = 3, x(t) = 20, so we can substitute to find C. 

(3)3 |a 
(20) = + y(3) + C —» C= 14 

Thus, the position function is 

t3 13 
x(t) = — -^ + y t + 14 

When t = 4, the position is 

-(4)3 13 
x(4) = -y- + t(4) +14-8 

This means that when t = 4, the particle is 8 units to the right of the origin. 

A particle moves along the x axis so that its velocity at time t is given by v(t) = y. If 

the particle’s position is 5 when t = 2, find the time when the particle is 10 units to 
the right of the origin. 

We were given the velocity function, so we can take its derivative to get the 
acceleration function, or we can go the other way and integrate to find the position 
function. The question is about position, so we integrate to find x(t). 

x(t) = f jdt —> x(t) = In |/| + C 

When t = 2, x(/) = 5, so we can solve for C. 

(5) = In (2) + C —> 5 - 0.69 + C —> C-4.31 

Thus the position function is 

x(t) = In \t\ + 4.31 

To find the time when the particle is 10 units to the right of the origin, we let x(t) 
equal 10 and solve for t. 

(10) = In t + 4.31 —> In / — 5.69 —> t = inv In 5.69 

We can find inv In 5.69 by using the inv ln key or by using the ex key to find the value 
of c5-69. 

inv ln 5.69 = e569 = 295.90 

Thus, the particle is 10 units to the right of the origin when t — 295.90. 
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Problem set 86 1. Shown is the graph of y = e A'2 and a rectangle, two of whose corners touch the 
graph. 

y 

Find the value of x for which the area of the rectangle is a maximum. 

2. A particle moves along the x axis so that its acceleration at time t is given by 
the equation a(t) = 21. If the velocity of the particle at t = 0 is -10 and its 
position at t = 0 is 4, find the equations which express the position and the 
velocity of the particle as a function of t. Find the velocity and the position of 
the particle at t = 2. 

3. A particle moves along the x axis so that its acceleration is given by 

a(t) = 6t - 4 

If its velocity at t = 1 is -1 and its position at t = 0 is x - -4, develop the 
equations which express the particle’s position and velocity as functions of 
time. 

4. A rectangular tank whose depth is 4 meters, whose width is 5 meters, and 
whose length is 6 meters is completely filled with a fluid whose weight density 
is 5000 newtons per cubic meter. Find the work done in pumping all the 
fluid out of the tank. 

5. A 20-meter-long trough with a semi¬ 
circular cross section whose diameter 
is 10 meters is partially filled with a 
fluid whose weight density is 6000 
newtons per cubic meter. If the depth 
of the water in the trough is 2 meters, 
find the work done in pumping all the 
fluid out of the trough. 

6. Use a Pythagorean identity as necessary to find J sin6 x cos3 x dx. 

7. Is the following statement true or false? Explain why. 

If lim /(x) = 5, then /(0) = 5. 
*-*o 

8. Approximate to two decimal places the area between the graph of y = 3v and 
the x axis from x = 1 to x = 3. 

Integrate: 

9. J 
/ 

xe2x dx 10. 

4x j 
9 i dx 

x2 + 1 
12. 

x + 1 

Vx 
dx 

x)(sin x + 77-)3 dx 11. 
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13. Use y as the variable of integration to write a definite integral whose value 
equals the area of the region in the first quadrant bounded by the graphs of 
y = x2 and y = 4. 

14. Suppose /is a function continuous on [0, 3],/(0) = 8, and /(3) = 2, and the 
functions / /', and f" have the properties shown in the table. 

X < 1 x = 1 x > 1 

/ .... 5 .... 

/' negative zero negative 

f" positive zero negative 

Sketch /and indicate any absolute maximum and minimum values /attains. 
Indicate also the coordinates of any inflection points of / 

15. Suppose f(x) = ex + x. Write an equation which expresses the inverse of / 
implicitly. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

CONCEPT REVIEW 20. 

Differentiate: y = x tan x2 + esc 15x + —- 
sin x + cos x 

Find: ^ (arcsin 2x) + J ^ ^ = dx 

Suppose that / is a function continuous on the closed interval [-1, 1] and 

1 ^ /(x) < 5. The greatest possible value for J f(x) dx is: 

(a) 0 (b) 2 (c) 10 (d) 25 

C1 , , , „ (x - l)2(x + 3) 
Sketch the graph of y = ^ ^ - Jy 

If we show the graph of y — In x as the dotted curve, which solid curve could 
depict y = In x3? 

21. Suppose/is a polynomial function where /(-1) = -2 and/(2) = 3. Which of 
the following statements must be true? 
(a) /(0) = 0. 

(b) There exists a c where -1 < c <2 and/(c) = 0. 
(c) /attains no value greater than —2 and no value less than 3 when 

-1 < x < 2. 

(d) /attains a local minimum at x = —1 and a local maximum at x = 2. 
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LESSON 87 UHopitaVs rule • Proof of UHopitaVs rule 

_87JV 

L’Hopital’s In mathematics we often study a topic that is not immediately applicable because 
rule the knowledge will enhance our understanding of a broader concept. UHopitaVs 

rule (lo-pe-tals) falls into this category. This rule extends our knowledge of the limit 
of a quotient, and since calculus is based on the idea of the limit of a function, 
L’Hopital’s rule broadens our knowledge of calculus. This rule was discovered by a 
Swiss mathematician, Johann Bernoulli (1667-1748), but was named for his French 
student G. F. A. L’Hopital (1661-1704). 

L’Flopital’s rule can be used to find the limits of some quotients of polyno¬ 
mials. If the numerator and the denominator of a fraction of polynomials both ap¬ 
proach zero as x approaches a, then x- a must be a factor of both the numerator and 
the denominator. Both the numerator and the denominator of the following expres¬ 
sion have a factor of x - 2, and the limit of the expression as x approaches 2 is 4. 

lim 
A'-* 2 

x2 - 4 

x - 2 
lim 
x->2 

(x - 2)(x + 2) 

x - 2 
lim x + 2 = 4 
x-»2 

If we attempt to find the following limit, however, we get the indeterminate form 
zero over zero. We use the [^] symbol because we do not wish to indicate that zero 
over zero is the limit. The substitution we have made results in an indeterminate 
form that is not the limit. 

lim 
x->0 

COS X - 1 

X [*] 
1 - 1 

0 
0 
0 

In this example, the numerator and the denominator do not have a common factor, 
so an algebraic determination of the limit is not possible, but we can use L’Hopital’s 
rule instead. L’Hopital’s rule tells us to evaluate the limit of the derivative of the 
numerator divided by the limit of the derivative of the denominator. 

lim 
x->0 

cos X - 1 
X 

lim 
x-»0 

d 
dx 

(cos x - 1) 

d 

dx X 

lim 
x->0 

-sin x 
1 

Our first try at finding the limit resulted in zero over zero, which is an indeterminate 
form. By using L’FIopital’s rule, we get a limit of zero over 1, which is determinate 
because it equals zero. L’Hopital’s rule can be used to find the limit as x approaches 
a of /(x) over g(x) if both f(a) and g(a) equal 0 or “±°°.” Thus L’Hopital’s rule 
cannot be used unless the quotient f(a) over g(a) has one of the following forms: 

0 00 —00 00 —00 

0 00 00 —00 —00 

If the first application of the rule again leads to one of these forms, the rule may be 
used again (and again). Of course, the first derivatives must exist for the first 
application, and the second derivatives must exist for the second application, etc. 

L’FIopital’s rule 

If f(a) and g(a) both equal zero or both equal ±o°, and if lim 
x->a 

fix) 

g'(x) 
exists, then 

lim 
x^>a 

f(x) 

g(x) 
lim 
x->a 

fix) 

g'(x) 
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Example 87.1 

Solution 

Example 87.2 

Solution 

Example 87.3 

Solution 

Example 87.4 

Solution 

Find lim 
x->0 

COS X - 1 

x2 

If we let x equal zero, we get the indeterminate form 0 over 0. 

cos 0 - 1 _ 1 - 1 _ 0 
02 0 ~ 0 

The derivative of cos x exists, as does the derivative of x2, so we try the ratio of the 
first derivatives. 

fix) -sin x 0 

This result also has the form of zero over zero. Since the second derivatives also 
exist, we apply the rule again, and this time we find the limit. 

f"(x) 
lim'' ' = lim _ 
x-*0 g (x) X->0 2 

COS X -cos 0 1 

x3 - 4x 
Find lim —-y-. 

X->0 X“ 

If we let x equal 0, we get the indeterminate form 0 over 0. 

(0)3 - 4(0) o 

(0)2 - 2(0) 0 

Thus we use L’Hopital’s rule to find the limit. 

fix) 3x2 - 4 o-4 
lim —rrx = hm -%-r- = 77-y 
x-,0 g (x) x-»o 2x - 2 0-2 

= 2 

In x 
Find hm y-y—. 

x—> 1 2 - 2x 

The value of e° - 1, so In 1 is 0. Thus if we evaluate the expression at x = 1, we get 

r In x r ,, In 1 0 

Since/(1) over g( 1) is indeterminate, we try the ratio of/'( 1) over g'( 1) and find that 
the limit is - 5 

l 
x r v hm -77— = hm . 

*-»i g (x) x—> 1 -2 
1 
2 

Find lim 
cos x + 2x 

6x2 

First we evaluate the expression at and get an indeterminate result. 

cos °° + 2(°°) 

6(°°)2 

The value of cos x is never less than -1 or greater than +1, but 2(°°) and 6(°o)2 tell us 
that both the numerator and the denominator of this expression increase without 
bound as x —> c°. Thus we apply L’Hopital’s rule to get 
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fix) -sin x + 2 

llma'(x) = hm 1 2x 5 yJi) x-*<» 1^-A 

The value of - sin x is always between - 1 and +1, so as x increases the numerator 
has a value between 1 and 3. The denominator increases without bound, however, 
so the limit is a number between 1 and 3 divided by a quantity that is increasing 
without bound. Thus the limit as x approaches °o is zero. 

r -sin x + 2 n .. cos x + 2x ~ 
lim 1~ =0 so lim , 2 =0 
x—*00 1 AX X—»co OX 

87.B 
Proof of 

L’Hopital’s 
rule 

We want to prove that iff(a) and g(a) both equal zero the limit of the quotient as x 
approaches a is the limit of the derivative. 

,. fix) fix) 
lim , . = lim ,, . 

g(x) x->a g (X) 

There are two forms of the proof. The form that permits repetitive use of the rule is 
called the stronger form and permits g'(a) to have a value of zero. We will prove the 
weaker form, which requires that g\a) not equal zero. We will work backward and 
begin with f'ia) over g'(a) and show that this equals lim f{x)/g{x). First we write the 
definition of f'ia) over g'(a). 

1:„_ fix) ~ fia) 

f'ia) _ S x - a 

g'(a) ,. gix) ~ g(a) 
lim 
X^a x - a 

The quotient of the limits equals the limit of the quotients. Thus we write the limit 
of the quotients and multiply above and below by x - a to simplify. 

fix) - fia) 
f'ia) x - a _r fix)-f(a) 

g\a) x-S g(x) - gia) ™ gix) - g(a) 

x - a 

But we began by noting that f(a) and g(a) both equal zero. If we substitute zero for 
f(a) and g(a), we can complete the proof. 

f’ia) _ fix) - 0 _ t. fix) 

g'ia) ™ gix) - 0 I™ gix) 

Problem set 87 1. A particle moves along the x axis so that its acceleration at a given time t is 

given by 

a(t) = 2 cos t 

If the velocity of the particle at t = ~ is -4 and the position of the particle at 

t = 0 is x = 8, develop an equation which expresses the particle’s velocity and 
position as a function of t. 

2. A particle moves along the x axis so that its acceleration function is 

a(t) = -61 

2. 
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Furthermore, its velocity at t— 1 is -1 and its position at t = 2 is - 3. Find the 
velocity of the particle at t = 2. 

3. A rectangular tank whose depth is 2 meters, whose width is 4 meters, and 
whose length is 10 meters is completely hlled with water. Find the work done 
in pumping out enough water to decrease the depth of the water to 1 meter. 

4. A trough 6 meters long with cross 
section as shown is hlled with a 
fluid whose weight density is 
1000 newtons per cubic meter. 
Find the work done in pumping 
all the fluid out of the trough. 

5. The side of a large tank hlled with 
a fluid whose weight density is 
2000 newtons per cubic meter 
contains a 1 by 1 meter square 
door at its base. Find the total 
force against the door if the top of 
the door lies 5 meters below the 
surface of the water. 

y 

1 m 

Evaluate the following limits: 

, ,• sin x 
6. lim- 

x->0 X 

_ ,. 2-2 cos x 
7. hm t- 

x-*o sin x 
8. lim 

x 
(In x)2 

9. lim 
x + sin x 

10. lim —— 
x-»o sin x 

Integrate: 

11. sin3 x dx 12. J cos x sin3 x dx 13. J (log x + 43*) dx 

14. The deflnite integral 

J xV2x - 1 dx 

is equal to which of the following deflnite integrals? 

(a) j~{um + um) du (b) J3 ^(u3/2 + um) du 

(c) J3 \(um - um) du (d) J3 (u3/2 + um) du 

(e) None of the above 

15. Suppose /(x) - tan x, g(x) - 3 sin x, and h(x) = (fg)(x). Is the graph of h 
symmetric about the y axis, symmetric about the origin, or neither? 

16. Find the equation of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of the 
function y — x3 + 6x2 + 1 at its point of inflection. 

17. Suppose/(x) = a sin x + b cos x and the slope of the graph of /at (0, 2) is 2. 
Find a + b. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 88 

18. Write a definite integral whose value equals the area of the region between the 
graph of y = x2 + x - 2 and the x axis over the interval [-3, 2]. 

Differentiate: 

x + sin x , , , , v 
lv. y =-b arctan x2 + ex esc 2x 

cos x 

20. h(x) if h(x) = f(g(x)),f(x) = x2, and g(x) - sin x 

21. Suppose /is a function which is differentiable for all real values of x. Then 

lim 
h—*0 

f(a + h) - f(a) 

h 

equals which of the following? 

(a) f(a) (b) lim^ ^ ^ ^ (c) 0 (d) undefined 
x-*a x - a 

Asymptotes of rational functions 

We have found that we can sketch the graph of a rational function quickly and easily 
if we first mark the locations of the poles and zeros of the function. 

The poles are the zeros of the linear real factors of the denominator, and the 
zeros are the zeros of the linear real factors of the numerator. The functions that we 
have sketched have permitted us to study the behavior of rational functions, but 
since both polynomials must first be factored into a product of linear real factors 
and irreducible quadratic factors, the possible applications of this method are 
restricted. To use poles and zeros to graph the function 

; _ 3x‘° - 2x5 + 7x4 + x3 - x + 5 
y 5x8 - 4x4 + 3x3 - x2 + x + 2 

would require that we first factor both polynomials. We are indebted to Gauss for 
proving that both of these polynomials can be factored, but unfortunately he did not 
come up with a method for doing the factoring. Modern computers, however, can be 
programmed to graph functions and to find zeros of functions to any degree of 
accuracy required. 

It is possible to determine the asymptotes of a function for large positive and 
negative values of x even though the two polynomials have not been factored. If the 
degree of the numerator is less than the degree of the denominator, the x axis is the 
horizontal asymptote. If the degree of the numerator is equal to the degree of the 
denominator, the horizontal asymptote is a constant function whose value equals 
the coefficient of the highest-power term in the numerator divided by the coefficient 
of the highest-power term in the denominator. If the degree of the numerator is 
greater than the degree of the denominator, the first step is to divide the numerator 
by the denominator and consider the expression that results. We look at these cases 
in the following examples. 
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Example 88.1 Find the equation of the horizontal asymptote of y 
4x4 + 3x2 + 2x 

3x5 + x3 - 4 ‘ 

Solution The degree of the denominator is greater than the degree of the numerator, so the 
horizontal asymptote will be the x axis. To show this, we divide every term in the 
numerator and in the denominator by the highest power of x in the denominator, 

which is x5. 

4x4 3x! 2x 
_ x5 x5 x5 

3x^ x?_ _ 4_ 
x5 x5 x5 

y = 

4 3 2 
x + F + P 

3 + 4 + 4 x2 x5 

As x increases without limit positively or negatively, the value of each of the 
fractions approaches zero and the value of the function approaches 0/3, which 
equals zero. This means that the graph of the function approaches the x axis (y = 0) 
for both large positive values and large negative values of x. 

Example 88.2 Graph the function y = 
-5x + x2 
2x2 — 8 

Solution In this example, the degree of the polynomial in the numerator equals the degree of 
the polynomial in the denominator, and the horizontal asymptote will be some 
constant that is not zero. To find the constant, we divide above and below by x2, 
which is the highest power of x in the denominator. 

— 5x x2 
X2 X2 

_ A 
x2 x2 

X 
+ 1 

2-4 
x2 

As x increases without bound positively or negatively, the value of the fractions in 
the numerator and in the denominator approach zero and the value of the whole 
expressions approaches Thus the horizontal asymptote is >> = \. 

In the examples, we will concentrate on rational functions like this one that are 
easy to factor, so that the poles and zeros are easy to find. We write the factored form 
and show the graph here. We note that the graph can cross the horizontal asymptote 
at values of x near the origin but cannot cross the horizontal asymptote far away from 
the origin. 

x2 + 1 Example 88.3 Graph the function y 
x 
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Solution The degree of the polynomial in the numerator is greater than the degree of the 
polynomial in the denominator. When this occurs, we will not have a horizontal 
asymptote because the graph will approach some nonconstant function of x. 

The first step is to divide the numerator by the denominator. 

y = 
X2 + 1 

X 
y = x + 

x 

For large values of x, the fraction 1/x has negligible value, so the value of y is 
approximately equal to the value of x. 

y ~ x 

This tells us that the line y = x is the asymptote. 
When we look at the original function, we see that it has a vertical asymptote 

when x = 0. Since no value of x will make x2 + 1 equal zero, the function has no 
zeros and thus the graph of the function never touches the x axis. 

y 

Example 88.4 Graph the function y 
x2 - 1 

x - 2 ' 

Solution Since the degree of the numerator is greater than the degree of the denominator, the 

first step is to divide as indicated. 

x + 2_ 
x - 2 [x2 - 1 

x2 - 2x 
2x - 1 
2x - 4 

3 

y = 
x2 - 1 
x - 2 

— x + 2 + 

For large values of x, the value of 3 divided by x - 2 becomes very small and the 
value of y approaches x + 2, so the asymptote for large values of x is 

y = x + 2 

To find the poles and the zeros of the function, we write the function in factored 
form and see that the function has a vertical asymptote at x = 2 and has zeros at x 

values of 1 and — 1. 
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Problem set 88 1. A particle moves along the number line so that its acceleration at a given time t 
is given by a(t) = 21. If the velocity of the particle is 10 at t = 3, find the time 
when the particle has a velocity of 17. 

2. A rectangular tank is 4 meters high, 1 meter wide, and 3 meters long. The tank 
is half full of a fluid that has a weight density of 2000 newtons per cubic meter. 
Find the work done in pumping all the fluid out of the tank. 

3. A ball is thrown straight upward from a height of 160 meters with an initial 
velocity of 50 meters per second. Write equations which express the height of 
the ball above the ground and its velocity as functions of the time t after the 
ball is thrown. How long after the ball is thrown will it reach its peak? How 
long after it is thrown will it hit the ground? 

4. Find the equation of the horizontal asymptote of the graph of 

3x5 - 2x3 + 1 

Sketch the graphs of the following functions, indicating clearly all asymptotes and x 
intercepts. 

c X + 1 
5. y = 

J X 
6. -24x + 6x2 

> “ 3x2 - 27 

n x2 - 1 
7. y = 

X 8. x2 - 1 
y = x - 3 

Evaluate the following limits: 

9. lim -. x 
x->o sin 45x 10. lim . 

In x 

11 COS X - 1 11. Inn —;- 
x->o 52 sin x 

12. x2 - 3 
lim ^ . 
x—> i 2x - 1 

13. Let R be the region completely 14. Find the area of the 
enclosed by the graph of y = Vx, 
the x axis, and the line x = 4. 
Find the volume of the solid 
formed when R is revolved about 
the x axis. 

pletely enclosed by the graphs of 
y = x3 and y = x. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 89 

12 

-2 - 

15. Suppose b > c > 1 and/is continuous for all real numbers. If 

f(x) dx = 3 and f‘/w dx = 5 evaluate <ix 

16. Differentiate: y = arctan (sin x) + x2 In | sin x| + esec * 

Integrate: 

17- J "j^3 +18. J (In x + 43*) dx 

19. Let /(x) = sin (arctan x). Compute the range of / 

20. Suppose the function/is defined as follows: 

2x + 1 
ax2 + 1 

when x < 1 
when x > 1 

Find the value of a which makes /continuous everywhere. 

Balance points 

Every physical object has a “balance point” called the center of mass or the center of 
gravity. The body behaves as if all its mass were concentrated at this balance point. 
To begin our investigation of this concept, we note that if we place a fulcrum 
(support) at the balance point of a board, the board will balance in a horizontal 
position as we show on the left. 

F F 

Balanced 
▲ X ) X 

If a force is applied to the right of the fulcrum, the board will rotate as indicated in 
the center figure. If the force is applied to the left of the fulcrum, the board will 
rotate in the opposite direction as shown in the figure on the right. In a laboratory, if 
we use weights to apply forces on both sides of the support, we will make an unusual 
discovery. The board can be kept in balance by using weights of different sizes if the 
weights are placed at different distances from the fulcrum. 

12 12 

12 3 4 
-I-T-t-1-1-1-(- 

-2 —1 A 1 2 3 4 5 6 
■i-h H-b- 

-2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

12x2 = 6x4 12x2 = 4x6 12x2 = 3x8 

We find that a weight of 12 at a distance of 2 units from the fulcrum can be 
balanced by a weight of 4 at a distance of 6 units from the fulcrum or a weight of 3 at 
a distance of 8 units from the fulcrum. We note that 2 times 12 equals 24 and that 
both 4 times 6 and 3 times 8 also equal 24. If we investigate further, we will find that 
we can balance the board by using any size weight that we choose as long as the 
product of the weight and the distance from the fulcrum is 24. Any unit of length 
can be used as long as the same unit is used for both measurements, and likewise any 
unit of weight may be used. 
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The product of a force that tends to cause a rotation and its distance from a 
given point is so important that it had to be given a name. The name chosen for this 
product is moment of force. In this example, we note that the direction of each force 
is perpendicular to the board. If the force were applied at an angle, only the 
component of force perpendicular to the board would be used in computing the 
moment. 

Moments can be used to find the balance point of a system. To develop this 
idea we will hypothesize a board that has no mass and thus has no weight. Thus, the 
weight of the board will not be considered. Forces are applied as shown. 

3 

t 

7 

We would like to find where to place the fulcrum so that the board would be in 
balance. Newton’s laws of motion tell us that if an object is not accelerating in the 
vertical direction, then the sum of the vertical forces acting on the object must equal 
zero. Since the sum of the downward forces on the board equals 16, the upward 
force exerted by the fulcrum must also equal 16. But where should we place the 
fulcrum? We must place the fulcrum at a point such that the sum of the moments 
about any point on the board equals zero. Otherwise the unbalanced moments would 
cause the board to rotate about that point. Thus the location of the point chosen as 
the origin does not matter. We will call the distance from the origin to the unknown 
location of the fulcrum x. To illustrate the fact that any point can be chosen as the 
origin, we will work the problem twice. On the left we decide to place the origin 2 
units to the left of the 6-pound force. On the right we decide to place the origin 4 
units to the right of the 6-pound force. In both figures we show a force of 16 acting 
upward at x, a coordinate that has not yet been determined. 

16 

0123456789 10 

16 

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

To help us keep track of the directions of the moments we will arbitrarily call 
downward forces negative forces and upward forces positive forces. We will use 
signed numbers to the left and the right of the origin to give us directed distances. 
The sum of the moments about the origin in both cases must equal zero. There are 
four moments in each case, so we have 

FD + F-D + FD + FD = 0 

(-6X2) + (-3X4) +*(-7X8) + (16)(T) = 0 

-12 - 12 — 56+ 16T = 0 

I6x = 80 

x = 5 

FD + FD + FD + FD = 0 

(—6)( 4) + (—3)(—2) + (-7X2) + (16)(T) - 0 

24 + 6 - 14 + 163c = 0 

16x = -16 

x = -1 

In the example on the left x = 5, which says that the fulcrum should be placed 5 
units to the right of the origin. In the example on the right x = -1, so the fulcrum 
should be placed 1 unit to the left of the origin. Both answers tells us that the 
fulcrum should be placed 1 unit to the right of the 3-pound force. 
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16 

“16 

When we place the fulcrum as shown on the left, the board does not move up 
or down because the sum of the downward forces is 16 and the sum of the upward 
forces is 16. The board does not rotate because the sum of the moments that tend to 
rotate the board to the left is (1 x 3) + (3 x 6) = 21, and the sum of the moments 
that tend to rotate the board to the right is 7 x 3 = 21. The net effect is the same as 
we would have if all the weight were applied directly above the fulcrum, as we show 
in the figure on the right. Thus we see that when the fulcrum is properly placed the 
sum of the moments about the fulcrum equals zero and that the upward force at the 
fulcrum does not cause an unbalanced moment. 

Consider the following system. 

The directed distance from x to x, is x, - x, and the directed distance from x to x2 is 
x2 - x. If x, is less than x, as in the figure above, then x, - x will be a negative 
number. If x2 is greater than x, as shown, then x, - x will be a positive number. The 
value of each downward force caused by a mass equals the product of the mass and 
the local acceleration of gravity. If we use m{g as the downward force caused by 
mass 1 and x, - x as the directed distance from the balance point, the moment that 
mass 1 causes about the balance point is mxg(x, - x). 

Consider the following system of n masses that are suspended from a 
hypothetical linear support that has no mass. 

x1 x2 x3 ... x •■ ■ xn 

If we set equal to zero the sum of the moments about x caused by the masses and the 
pull of gravity, we get 

mxg{xx - x) + m2g(x2 - x) + • • • + mng(xn - x) = 0 

If we divide every term by g, we can eliminate the g's and get 

m,(x| - x) + m2(x, - x) + • • • + m„(x„ - x) = 0 

If we multiply as indicated and rearrange the terms, we get 

xra, + xm2 + • • • + xmn = xlm] + x2m2 + ■ ■ ■ + xnmn 

If we factor x from the terms on the left-hand side, we get 

x(ra, + m2 + • • • + m„) = x.ra, + x2m2 + • • • + xnmn factored 

Now if we divide by the coefficient of x, we get an expression for x that defines x as a 
function of masses and their positions. 
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x{ m{ + x2m2 + • • • + xnmn 

m, + m2 + • • • + mn 
divided 

We began by defining a moment of force as the product of a force and a 
distance. In a system where all forces are caused by masses and gravity, we can 
define a moment of mass to be a force moment divided by the acceleration of gravity. 

Moment of mass 
moment of force 

acceleration of gravity 

mgx 
-—- = mx 

g 

Thus the equation for x given above defines x for a gravitational system to be the sum 
of the individual moments of mass divided by the sum of the masses. 

Example 89.1 Find the balance point for this system of masses suspended from a massless support 
as shown. 

Solution We can use any coordinate system we please, so we arbitrarily choose the leftmost 
mark as the origin. 

0123456789 10 

Now we find x by dividing the sum of the mass moments by the sum of the masses. 

_ _ (5)(3) + (6)(6) + (4)(9) 87 _ 

A 5 + 6 + 4 15 

Thus the balance point for this system is 5.8 units to the right of the origin. But 
everyone will not choose the same origin, so this answer is not satisfactory. Thus we 
will say that x is located 0.2 unit to the left of the mass of 6, a description that 
everyone will understand. 

Problem set 89 1. A rectangle is inscribed in the 
region bounded by the x axis and 
the graph of y = 4 - |x| as shown. 
Find the area of the rectangle of 
the greatest area which can be so 
inscribed. 

y 

2. Determine the maximum value of the function / on the closed interval f—4, 51 
if /(x) = -x2 + 2x + 2. 

3. A rectangular tank 2 meters deep is completely filled with a fluid whose weight 
density is 2000 newtons per cubic meter. Find the total force exerted by the 
fluid against one face of the tank if its width is 1 meter. 

4. A particle moves along the x axis so that its acceleration at any time t is given 
by a(t) = 6t + 18. At time t — 0, the velocity of the particle is v(0) = 20, and at 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

time t — 1, its position is x(l) = 21. Find the equations for the velocity, v(t), 
and position, x(t), of the particle. 

Find the balance point for each of the following systems of masses to two decimal 
places. 

5. —i—i 
1 1 6 

L 

i i 

i 0 6 

—
 CO 

7. Write the equations of the asymptotes of the graph of 

2x2 - 2x - 4 

Graph the following functions, indicating clearly the x intercepts and the asymp¬ 
totes. 

8. y 
x2 + 1 

2x 9- y = 
x2 + x 

X + 1 

Evaluate the following limits: 

sin 3x 
10. lim 

x-^0 X 
11. lim 

x->2 

xJ x2 — x — 2 
x - 2 

12. Approximate to two decimal places the slope of the tangent line which can be 
drawn to the graph of y = 2X at x = 2. Write the equation of the line. 

13. If lim /(x) = 7, then which of the following must be true? 
jc-»2 

14. 

(a) /exists at x = 2 (b) /(2) = 7 (c) /is continuous at x = 2 
(d) None of the above 

Use y as the variable of integration to write a definite integral whose value is 
the area of the region bounded by x = Vl - y2 and the y axis. 

15. Differentiate: y — esin x + In |x2 + 1| + arcsin x - 3 log14 x 

Integrate: 

16. sin3 x dx 17. 
I(x 

+ 2)e*2+4x dx 18. xe x dx 

19. If/(x) = e3x, approximate to two decimal places the value of/ '(1) where/ 1 is 
the inverse function of/ 

20. Suppose the interval [0, 10] along the x axis is partitioned into 20 equally long 
subintervals. Let x, be the leftmost point of the first subinterval, x2 be the 
leftmost point of the second subinterval, and so forth. Which of the following 
must be true? 

f io 20 | /*|Q 20 i 

(a) x2 dx > X ^(x,-)2 (b) x2 dx < 2 ^(X)2 
Jo /= i z Jo /= i l 

f,o 22, I fio 20 , 

(c) x2 dx = X Xx,)2 (d) (1 - x2) dx > 2 ?(Xf)2 

21. Suppose we are given the graph of a function / Then we can obtain the graph of 
the inverse of/by doing which of the following? 
(a) Reflecting the graph of the/in the line y - x 
(b) Reflecting the graph of/in the x axis 
(c) Reflecting the graph of /in the y axis 
(d) Rotating the graph of/counterclockwise 90° 
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lesson 90 Volume by washers 

Some solids of revolution have holes in them, and the volume can be computed as 
the difference of two volumes found by stacking disks. The volume can also be 
found by stacking washers. The volume of the solid formed by rotating the 
first-quadrant region shown about the y axis is the volume formed by revolving the 
region bounded by the graph of y - x2 about the y axis reduced by the volume 
formed by revolving about the y axis the region bounded by the graph of y = 2x2. 

The solid formed is depicted in the center figure, and its volume can be approximat¬ 
ed by a stack of circular washers similar to the representative washer shown. The 
volume of the representative washer is the product of the thickness (Ay) and the 
area of the whole disk, irR2, reduced by the area of the hole in its center, nr2. 

Volume = (77R2 - nr2) Ay 

Since this result is exactly the same as the difference in the volumes of two 
representative disks, 

Volume = 77R2 Ay - nr2 Ay 

we see that volume-by-washer method is the difference-of-two-disks method in 
disguise. The washers allow us to visualize the problem. 

Example 90.1 Find the volume of the solid formed by 
revolving the region shown about the y 
axis. 

y 

Solution The volume of the solid is the difference in two volumes. Since the larger solid is 
formed by the graph ofy = x2, its radius is x = Vy. The smaller solid is formed by 
the graph of y = 2x2, and its radius is x — Vy/2. Thus the volume of the solid is 

Volume =Vl-V2 = J* n(Vy)2 dy - J* 7dy 
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Example 90.2 

Solution 

Example 90.3 

Solution 

Now we integrate and evaluate. 

77 ydy- — 877 — 477 = 477 units3 

Find the volume of the solid formed by 
revolving about the x axis the region 
shown between the graphs of y = Vx 
and y = x2. 

y 

The width of the washer shown is Ax, the radius of the larger solid is y = Vx, and 
the radius of the smaller solid is y = x2. The difference of the values is 

Volume = f 7r(Vx)2 dx - ( 7r(x2)2 dx 
Jo Jo 

If we simplify, we get 

77 I x dx - 77 | x4 dx = 77 

Jo Jo 

x V 
5 

= 77 1 _ 1 
2 5 ~ Jq 17 unit3 

The region bounded by the graphs of 
y = x2 + 2, x = 0, x = 1, and y = \x + 1 
is revolved about the x axis. Find the 
volume of the solid of revolution gen¬ 
erated. 

y 

The rectangle is a profile of a section of a washer. The width of the washer is Ax, and 
we will stack these washers from x = 0 to x = 1. The radius of the inside of the 
washer is y = jx + 1, and the radius of the outside of the washer is y = x2 + 2. These 
radii determine the two volumes whose difference we are computing. 

Volume = V, - V7 =/: 77(x2 + 2)2 dx - I 7rl~ + 1) dx 
1: 

lx 

We expand the integrands and integrate. 

77 (x4 + 4x2 + 4) dx ~ 77 j 
Jo 

xz 
+ x + 1 I dx 

— 77 
XJ + 

4x3 
+ 4x 

xJ 
12 

xL 
2 

x 

tH j + 5 + 4 J--I- , 
12 2 

-Jo 

7977 

20 
units 

expanded 

integrated 

evaluated 
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Problem set 90 1. A 10-meter-long trough with a right 
triangular cross section is partially 
filled with a fluid whose weight densi¬ 
ty is 9000 newtons per cubic meter. If 
the level of the fluid is 1 meter below 
the top rim of the trough, find the 
work done in pumping all the fluid 
out of the tank. 

4 

2. Suppose the function/is defined as follows: 

_ j*3 + 2x when x < 2 
X' L3jc + b when x > 2 

Find the value of b which makes /continuous everywhere. 

3. Let /be a quadratic function. The slope of the tangent line which can be drawn 
to the graph of/at x = 1 is 1, and the slope of the tangent line which can be 
drawn to the graph of/at x = 2 is 5. If the graph of /passes through the point 
(0, 1), find the equation of / 

4. Let R be the region in the first 
quadrant enclosed by the graphs 
ofy = x2,y = \x2, and y = 4. Find 
the volume of the solid formed 
when R is rotated about the y 
axis. 

5. Let R be the first-quadrant region 
completely bounded by the graph 
of y - Vx and y = x3. Find the 
volume of the solid formed when 
region R is revolved about the x 
axis. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Let R be the region bounded by 
the graphs of y = x2 + 1, y = x, 
x = 0, and x = 2. Find the volume 
of the solid formed when region R 
is rotated about the x axis. 

Find the balance point for this 
system of masses. 

Make a rough sketch of y = 
2(x - 

y 

x 

9. Write the equations of all the asymptotes of the graph of the function 

y = x3 
x + 1 
X2 + X - 1 

Evaluate the following limits: 

sin (x - 77) 
10. lim 

X->tt ~ 77 
lx~2 

11. lim 
X->oo 

x In x 
ex 

12. lim 
X-.-0+ 

13. Find the slope of the line which can be drawn normal to the graph of 

y = arcsin ^ at x = 1 
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14. Differentiate: y = x In |x3 - x| + 22x_3 + arctan x 

15. Integrate: J ^2X + ^ ^ dx 

177 COS X 16. Evaluate by using the change of variable method: , = dx 
Jo Vsin x + 1 

17. The graph of which of the following functions is concave upward everywhere? 
(a) y - x3 (b) y = -x2 (c) y = ex (d) y = sin x 

18. If/is a function which is continuous and increasing for all real values of x, then 
which of the following must be true? 
(a) The graph of /is always concave up 
(b) The graph of /is always concave down 
(c) /(x,) </(x2) ifx, > x2 
(d) f(x2) >f(xl) if x2 > x, 

concept review 19. The graph of the function/is shown below. 

y 

2) most resembles which of the following graphs? 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

The graph of g(x) = /(x + 

y y 

20. Determine the domain of y sin (Vx - 1). 
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lesson 91 
_9TA 

Limits and 
continuity 

Limits and continuity • Differentiability 

We remember that the limit of a function as x approaches c is the number that the 
value of the function approaches as jc approaches c. The definition of the limit of a 
function requires that both the right-hand and left-hand limits exist and requires 
that these limits be equal. If the limits exist and are equal at x = c and if /(c), the 
value of the function at c, exists and equals the limits, the function is continuous 

at c. 
h(x) 

c 

The function/ graphed on the left, has both a right-hand limit and a left-hand limit 
as x approaches c, but the limits are not equal, so the limit of the function as x 
approaches c does not exist. The function g has both limits and they are equal, so the 
function has a limit as x approaches c, but the function is not continuous because 
these limits do not equal g(c) because g(c) is not defined. The function h has a limit 
as x approaches c and this limit equals h(c), so this function is a continuous 
function. 

We also remember that the derivative of a function is a limit. We remember 
that the graphical interpretation of the derivative of f(x) when x = c is the limit of 
the slope of a secant line drawn through two points P{ and P2 on the graph of a 
function as P2 approaches P{ and as the horizontal distance x — c between the points 
approaches zero. Point P2 can be to the left of Px or to the right of Px, as we show in 
the following figures. 

It is not obvious, but for a function to have a derivative at x = c it is necessary 
that the function be continuous at x = c. We can see that this might be true if we look 
at an example of a function that is obviously discontinuous at jc = c. 

y 
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_91.B 
Differentiability 

As the point P2 to the left of Pl moves down the curve and approaches P], the limit 
of the slope of the secant will approach the slope of the tangent to the curve at /*,. 
This is obviously not the same limit as the slope of the line through T, and the 
right-hand point P2 as P2 moves down the curve. An algebraic proof of the fact that 
the existence of the derivative implies continuity requires a trick. We want to show 
that if/(c) exists and if the derivative of/at c exists (is some real number and thus is 
not infinite), then the limit of/(x) as x approaches c is /(c). We want to show that 

If f'(c) exists lim f(x) = f(c) 
A'—>C 

We begin by stating that /'(c) exists and by noting that f(x) equals f(x). 

fix) = fix) 

Now we add and subtract /(c) to the right side and get 

fix) = fic) + f(x) - f(c) 

Next we multiply and divide the last part of the sum on the right by x - c and note 
that x must not equal c because we must rule out division by zero. 

fix) = fic) + ^ _ ^C) ix- c) X # c 

Next we find the limit of both sides as x approaches c. 

lim f{x) = lim 
, , fix) - fic) , 

fic) + ——- ix - c) x - c 

We expand the limit on the right-hand side of the equals sign by remembering that, 
if all the individual limits exist, the limit of a sum is the sum of the individual limits 
and the limit of a product is the product of the individual limits. 

lim/(x) = lim /(c) + lim ^ ^ ^ • lim (x - c) 
X—*C AT—X—>C -X C X—*C 

To the right of the equals sign, the limit of/(c) as x approaches c is /(c). The next 
limit is /'(c), and the limit of x - c as x approaches c is zero. Now we have 

lim fix) = fic) + [/'(c)](0) 

If/'(c) exists,/'(c) equals some real number, and the product of any real number 
and zero is zero. If/'(c) had been infinite, we would have had a product on the right 
that could not have been evaluated. 

Ac) + H(0) = ? 

But since /'(c) equals some real number, the product is zero, and finally we have 

lim fix) = fic) 
x->c 

We began by assuming that/'(c) exists and showed that with this assumption we can 
prove that the limit of the function as x approaches c exists and is equal to /(c). Thus 
the existence of the derivative at c tells us that the function is continuous at c. 

We remember that a continuous function is differentiable on an interval if the 
derivative exists at every point on the interval. For the derivative to exist at a point 
c, the derivative as x approaches c from the left must equal the derivative as x 
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approaches c from the right. A function is not differentiable at x = c if the graph of 
the function comes to a sharp point when x = c because the left-hand and right-hand 
derivatives will not be equal, so f'{c) does not exist. A function is also not 
differentiable at x = c if the graph has a vertical tangent line at c because, if it does, 
f'(c) does not exist. We remember that the values of x for which the derivative does 
not exist are called singular numbers. 

We define the limit on the left to be the left-hand derivative at x - c and the limit on 
the right to be the right-hand derivative at x = c. 

lim 
x->c~ 

fix) ~ /(c) 
X - c 

lim 
fix) ~ fjc) 

X - c 

If these limits exist and are equal, we say the derivative /exists at x = c or that /is 
differentiable at x = c. 

Example 91.1 Use left-hand and right-hand derivatives to determine if f(x) = \x - 2| is 
differentiable at x = 2. 

Solution An absolute value function can be redefined as a piecewise function that does not 
use absolute value. 

We find the derivatives of y - x - 2 and y = -x + 2. 

fix) = x - 2 f{x) = -x + 2 

fix) = 1 fix) = -1 

/'(2)=1 f'i 2) = -l 

The left-hand derivative does not equal the right-hand derivative when x = 2, so the 
function does not have a derivative at jc = 2. 

Example 91.2 For what values of x is the piecewise function shown at the top of the next page 
differentiable? 
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Solution First we look at the left-hand and right-hand derivatives. 

LEFT-HAND DERIVATIVE RIGHT-HAND DERIVATIVE 

f(x) = 2x - 1 —> f'{x) = 2 /(x) = x2 —> f\x) = 2x 

We see that the derivative of/for every value of x less than 1 is 2, and the derivative 
of/for every value of x greater than 1 is 2x. Now we check the values of the left-hand 
and right-hand derivatives when x = 1. 

LEFT-HAND DERIVATIVE RIGHT-HAND DERIVATIVE 

/'(l) = 2 /'(l) = 2(1) = 2 

Since /has a derivative for all values of x greater than 1 and for all values of x less 
than 1, and since the left-hand and right-hand derivatives are equal when x = 1 ,/(x) 
is differentiable for all real values of x. 

Example 91.3 Let/be defined as follows: 

fix) = 
|x 
ax 

+ 3 
2 + bx 

if x < 1 
if x > 1 

Find the values of a and b so that/is continuous and differentiable at x = 1. 

Solution This example is a continuation of Example 83.3 on continuity. At worst, / is 
discontinuous, as the graph below shows. 

From the graph and from the equation of / we see that 

lim /(x) = 4 and lim fix) = a + b 
x->r x->\ + 

For /to be continuous at x = 1, these limits must be equal. 
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Problem set 91 

lim /(x) = lim /(x) 
x->r x^i + 

4 = a + b 

We use this information to write the first equation in a and b that must be satisfied. 
Now for / to be differentiable at x = 1, we must choose a and b such that the 
left-hand derivative of/at x = 1 equals the right-hand derivative of/at x = 1. The 
equation of/just to the left of x = 1 is y - x + 3, and the equation of/just to the 
right of x = 1 is y = ax2 + bx. 

LEFT-HAND DERIVATIVE 

/(x) - x + 3 

/'(x) - 1 

/'(!)= 1 

RIGHT-HAND DERIVATIVE 

/(x) = ax2 + bx 

/'(x) = lax + b 

/'(l) = 2 a + b 

Equating these values of/'(1) gives us our second equation in a and b, 1 = 2a + b. 
Now we have 

/• 

4 -a + b 
* 

1 = la + b 

The solution to this system is a = —3 and b - 7. Thus for the function to be 
differentiable and continuous at x = 1, the equation of the quadratic function must 
be 

y = -3x2 + lx 

1. A 10-foot ladder leans against a verti¬ 
cal wall, and the bottom of the ladder 
is pulled away from the wall at a rate 
of 2 feet per second. At what rate is 
the angle between the ladder and the 
ground changing when the top of the 
ladder is 5 feet above the ground? 

2. A particle moves along the x axis so that its position at time t is given by the 
equation 

x(t) = t2 - 6t + 5 

Find the times for which the particle is momentarily at rest, the times for 
which it is moving to the right, and the times for which it is moving to the left. 

3. A ball is thrown straight downward from the top of a 100-meter-high building 
with an initial velocity of 25 meters per second. Develop the velocity function 
and height function of the ball. How long will it take the ball to hit the 
ground? 

4. A cylindrical tank 100 meters long 
whose radius is 2 meters is half-filled 
with a fluid whose weight density is 
9000 newtons per cubic meter. Deter¬ 
mine the total force exerted by the 
fluid against one end of the tank. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

5. The function/is defined as follows: 

_ [x2 + x + 1 when x < 1 
A (,2x + 1 when x > 1 

Determine the left- and right-hand derivatives of/at x = 1. 

6. For which values of x is the function /of Problem 5 not differentiable? 

7. Let g be a function defined as follows: 

3x 
ax2 + b 

when x < 1 
when x > 1 

What must be the relationship between a and b for g to be continuous 
everywhere? 

8. If g is as defined in Problem 7, find the numerical values of a and b which will 
make g both continuous and differentiable for all values of x. 

9. Let R be the region completely bounded by the graphs of y = x2 + 1 and 
y = x + 1. Write a definite integral whose value equals the volume of the solid 
formed when R is revolved about the x axis. 

10. Let R be the region in the first quadrant completely enclosed by the graphs of 
y = x and y = x2. Compute the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved 
about the y axis. 

11. Find the balance point for this system of masses suspended from a massless 
support as shown. 

12. Write the equations of all the asymptotes of the graph of 

2(x2 + x - 6) 
fix) = x - 1 

Sketch the graph of / 

Integrate: 

13. f cos3 x dx 

15. J 2X dx 16. 

14. 

xex dx 

J (sin x cos3 x - sin x cos5 x) dx 

f ex - 

17 * J Vex 
+ COS X 

+ sin x 

18. Find £ Sy - s.n(1/^ + arcsin f + log, * - 14*. 

19. Suppose/and g are functions such that f(g(x)) = x. Which of the following are 

possible choices for the functions /and gl 

(a) f(x) = In x, g(x) = £ ib) fix) = 2x - 1, g(x) = ^x + 1 

(c) f(x) - In x, gix) = e* id) fix) - x3, gix) = 3x2 

20. Find the domain and range of y = V1 - sin x. 
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lesson 92 

Example 92.1 

Solution 

Integration of even powers 
of sin x and cos x 

To integrate even powers of sin x and cos x, we use the identities 

11 0 
sin- x = ^~ j cos 2x 2 1 ^ 1 O cos2 x = ~ + x cos 2x 

A close look at the graphs of y = sin2 x and y = cos2 x will give us a better 
understanding of these identities. On the left we show the graph of y = sin x. In the 
center, we see the effect of squaring. All negative values become positive. The curve 
still has a maximum value of 1, but the square of any number between 0 and 1 is less 
than the number, and this causes every other value of sin2 x between 0 and tt to be 
less than the value of sin x. The result is the curve shown. 

In the right-hand figure we draw a dotted centerline at y = and we see that 
the graph of y = sin2 x looks like the graph of y = \ - \ cos 2x. In the three figures 
below we show the corresponding graphs for the square of the cosine function. 

Find cos2 x dx. 

We will substitute for cos2 x and find that this leads to two integrals. 

J + I cos ^x = \ J + \ J cos ^x dx 
The second integral needs an additional factor of 2 to the right of the integral sign 
and an additional factor of ^ in front, which we supply. Then we integrate. 

| J dx + ^ ^ J (cos 2x)(2 dx) = | ^ sin 2x + C 

cos u du 

Example 92.2 Find sin2 x cos2 x dx. 
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Solution 

Example 92.3 

Solution 

Problem set 92 

Integration of expressions that contain only even powers of the sine and cosine are 
not difficult but are tedious because of the algebra involved. In this problem we must 
substitute for both sin2 x and cos2 x and multiply. Then, to our dismay, we will 
encounter a cos2 2x which requires another substitution. 

1 1 1 , 1 
- x cos 2x » + x cos 2x dx 

= \(\~ 
For cos- 2x we will substitute (5 + 5 cos 4x), so we have 

4 cos2 2x) dx 

1 3- 5(5+ 5cos 4x dx -JG 1 

8 
1 

8 
cos Ax dx 

Now we simplify and integrate. In the second integral we need additional factors of 
4 and which we supply. 

J ~ $) dx ~ | ' \ f (cos 4x)(4 dx) = | ~ J2 sin 4x + C 
cos u dii 

Find sin4 x dx. 

First we will write sin4 x as (sin2 x)2. Next we will substitute for sin2 x and expand 
the resulting expression. 

sin4 x = (sin2 x)2 ~ \ cos 2xj = \ ~ \ cos ^x + \ cos2 ^x 

Now for cos2 2x we will substitute (5 + 5 cos 4x). 

1 1 -^1/1,1 A \ 3 1 0 , 1 v, 

= 4 - 2 cos 2x + ^ I 2 + 2 cos 4x) = § ~ 2 cos + 8 C0S 4x 

We have reduced sin4 x to an expression containing cos 2x and cos 4x which we can 
integrate if we insert the required constants. 

J sin4 x dx = J (| “ ^ cos 2x + ^ cos 4x^) dx 

= | J dx - ^ ^ J (cos 2x)(2 dx) + | ^ J (cos 4x)(4 dx) 

= ^ - \ sin 2x + ^ sin 4x + C 
8 4 32 

1. A 3-meter-long trough whose cross 
section is that of an inverted isosceles 
triangle, as shown, is full of water. 
Determine the work done in pumping 
the water out of the trough. Dimen¬ 
sions are in meters. The density of 
water is 9800 newtons per cubic me¬ 

ter. 

y 

2. Suppose/is defined as follows: 

fix) = 
ax3 + b 
x2 

X < 1 

X > 1 

What relationship between a and b will cause /to be continuous everywhere? 
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3. Determine the numerical values of a and b that will make / as defined in 
Problem 2, continuous and differentiable everywhere. 

4. Determine the maximum and minimum values of the function /(x) = x2/3 on 
the closed interval [-1, 8], 

5. Let R be the region enclosed by the graphs of y = Vx and y - x in the first 
quadrant. Find the volume of the solid formed when R is rotated about the x 
axis. 

Use 

6. 

8. 

the appropriate double-angle identity to find the following integrals: 

J 77 sin2 x dx 7. J ^ cos2 x dx 

Assume the masses shown are suspended from a support that has no mass. 
Find the balance point for the system to two decimal places. 

Evaluate the following limits: 

A 3 sin 2x 
9. hm —- 10. 

A-—>o 4x 
lim 
X-»°o 

x + sin x 
In x 

11. lim 
/i^>0 

ex 

12. Suppose /is a continuous function such that -x4 < /(x) < x4 for all values of x. 
Evaluate lim /(x). 

x-»0 

Integrate: 

13. 

15. 

J sin3 x cos2 x dx 

J (77 cos x)esin -v dx 

14. \y^dx 

16. 

17. Evaluate: /(x) dx if /(x) dx 4 and dx = -1 

18. Find the area of the region between 
the graph of y = xex and the x axis 
over the interval [1, 3]. 

y 

19. Find the equation of the line which can be drawn normal to the graph of/at 
x = 3 if 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 93 

20. Suppose we are given the graph of the function f(x) = x2. Then we divide the 
interval [0, 3] into three equally long subintervals and draw rectangles over 
each of these subintervals. From left to right, the heights of the three rectangles 
are/(0),/(1), and /(2). Which of the following must be true? 

(a) The sum of the areas of the rectangles is less than I x2 dx. 
Jo 

(b) The sum of the areas of the rectangles is greater than I x2 dx. 
Jo 

(c) The sum of the areas of the rectangles is equal to I x2 dx. 
Jo 

(d) The sum of the areas of the rectangles is equal to 27. 

21. Let/be a function such that/(1) = 2,/'(l) = 3, #(1) = -1, and #'(1) = 4. 
Evaluate 

Centroids 

We can use the physical definition of the center of mass or center of gravity to help 
us define a purely mathematical concept called the centroid of a planar figure. If we 
cut a shape out of a thin sheet of metal of uniform density, we find that it is possible 
to balance the shape on the point of a cone as we show on the left below, and if the 
sheet is very, very thin, the balance point is almost exactly at the center of mass. To 
discuss this further, we need a coordinate system, and on the right we arbitrarily 
place the shape in the first quadrant of a rectangular coordinate system and draw 
vertical “rectangles” to represent the surfaces of “rectangular” solids whose 
thickness equals the thickness of the sheet of metal. 

y 

The mass of each rectangle equals the area of the rectangle times a constant k that 
equals the product of the thickness of the sheet and the density of the material. 

Mass of each rectangle = k • area 

Each of these rectangular masses causes a mass moment that tends to rotate the 
entire shape about a vertical line through the center of mass of the entire shape. But 
the sum of these mass moments must be zero because the shape is balanced and is 

not rotating. 
If we extend our development of the concept of balance points from Lesson 89 

to a second dimension, we can use the expression we developed to find x for a 
balance point for a linear system to finding x for this planar system. The value of x is 
the x coordinate of the center of mass and equals the sum of the mass moments 
about the y axis divided by the sum of the masses. 
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_ xxmx + x2m2 + • • • + xnmn 
X = -;-:-;- 

ml + m2 + ■ ■ ■ + mn 

However, every mass equals a particular kA, where A is the area, so we can write 

_ xx(kAx) + x2(kA2) + • • • + xn(kAn) 

kAx + kA2 + • • • + kAn 

Every term in the numerator and in the denominator has k as a factor. If we divide 
every term by k, we get 

- = -Mi + -M2 + • • • + xnAn = It X'A' 
X A, + A2 + ■ • • + An area 

This shows us that for a very, very thin sheet of uniform density, the x distance to 
the center of mass is the sum of the “area moments” divided by the total area. The 
same argument can be used to show that the y distance to the y coordinate of the 
center of mass is 

- S yAi 
y =- J area 

If we let the thickness of the sheet approach zero as a limit, the total mass will also 
approach zero, but the area remains and the area definitions of x and y remain. We 
call the point located by this area definition of x and y the centroid of the planar 
region. 

Example 93.1 Find the x coordinate of the centroid of the plane figure bounded by the x axis, the 
graph of y = Vx, and the line x = 2. 

Solution We graph the figure and show a typical “rectan¬ 
gle.” The area moment about the y axis for this 
rectangle is its area, y Ax, times its distance from 
the y axis, which is x. The sum of all the area 
moments about the y axis is given by the integral 
in the numerator of the expression for x on the 
left. The total area is given by the integral in the 
denominator. 

y 

x = 

(y dx)(x) [ (.xm dx)(x) 
Jo 

y dx f 
Jo 

-1/2 dx 

In the expression on the right we replaced y with x1/2. We finish by simplifying and 
evaluating the integrals. 

x3/2 dx 
'7 

7X5/2 1(2)” 

-1/2 dx M3/2 r(2) 
3/2 

8V2 
5 3 6 

4V2 - 5 ^ = 5 

This result tells us that the x coordinate of the centroid of this planar region is 

Example 93.2 Find the y coordinate of the centroid of the planar region defined in Example 93.1. 
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Solution If a function can be solved explicitly for x, 

we can use horizontal “rectangles” and let 
y be the variable of integration. The area 
moment of this typical rectangle is the 
area, (2 — x)(A_y), times its distance from 
the x axis, which is y, and x = y2. Thus the 
area moment of this typical rectangle is 
(2 ~ y2)y Ay. The sum of the area moments 
divided by the total area equals y. 

y 

v5 
(2y ~ T3) dy 

> ~ ~JV2 
(2 - y>) dy 

Jo 

We finish by evaluating the integrals. 

r 2 vi 
r t 

V2 

-Q 
2 - 1 1 3 

r9 y3' 
[2y “ T 

V2 

0 

2V2 4V2 
3 

4V2 
0.53 

Example 93.3 Use vertical rectangles to find the y coordinate of the centroid of the region 
described in Example 93.1. 

Solution Vertical rectangles can be used to find y for 
planar regions bounded by functions that 
cannot be solved explicitly for x as well as 
for those that can be solved explicitly for x. 
To demonstrate this procedure, we remem¬ 
ber that the definition of centroid came 
directly from the idea of center of mass and 
that in the development of the definitions 
of x and y we used the idea that the mass of 
an object can be considered to be concen¬ 
trated at its center of mass. 

If we use these definitions for the mass whose surface is represented by the 
rectangle shown, the area moment of the rectangle with respect to the y axis is the 
area of the rectangle, y Ax, times the distance from the x axis to the center of mass, 
which is y/2. This will lead to the integral in the numerator below, which equals the 
sum of the area moments. The integral for the area is in the denominator and is the 
same as the integral in the denominator in Example 93.1. 

lo(ydX(l) 

y 

If we replace y with x1/2, we get 
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In Example 93.1 we found that the value of the denominator is 4V2/3. Now, if we 
evaluate the numerator, we get 

y 
if2 

2 Jo 
x dx 

JC 

2 
4 
4 

4V2 4V2 4V2 4V2 

3V2 

~8~ 

0.53 

Problem set 93 1. Hunsinger has 120 m of fencing which is to be used for enclosing two separate 
fields. One of the fields is a square field, and the other field is a rectangular field 
whose length is 3 times its width. The square field must have an area of at least 
100 m2, and the rectangular field must have an area of at least 75m2. Let x be 
the width of the rectangular field. What are the maximum and minimum 
possible values of x? (No calculus is needed. Begin by expressing the areas of 
the rectangle and the square in terms of x. The minimum and maximum 
values of x are determined by the minimum area of the square and the 
minimum area of the rectangle.) 

2. Express the sum of the areas of the two fields in Problem 1 in terms of x. Use 
the critical number theorem as a guide to find the value of x which maximizes 
the sum of the areas of the two fields. 

3. Suppose/(x) = aex + b sin x,/'(0) = 4, and/'(7t/2) = 1. Approximate to two 
decimal places the values of a and b. 

4. A rectangular tank is 3 meters deep and is filled with a fluid whose weight 
density is 2000 newtons per cubic meter. If the width of the tank is 4 meters, 
find the total force exerted by the fluid against one of the faces of the tank. 

5. A particle moves along the x axis so that its acceleration function is a(t) = -2. 
The particle’s velocity at t - 1 is 5, and its position at t = 1 is 7. Find the 
velocity function and the position function for the particle. Find the time(s) 
when the particle is moving to the right with a velocity of 3. 

6. Let/be a function defined as follows: 

2x2 - x 
ax + b 

when x < 1 
when x > 1 

What relationship between a and b is required for / to be continuous 
everywhere? 

7. If/is as defined as in Problem 6, find the values of a and b which make /both 
continuous and differentiable everywhere. 

8. Find the x coordinate of the centroid of the first-quadrant region bounded by 
the graphs of y = x2, y = 0, and x = 4. 

9. Use horizontal rectangles to find the y coordinate of the centroid of the region 
enclosed by the graphs of x = y2, y = 4, and the y axis. 

10. Use vertical rectangles to determine the y coordinate of the centroid of the 
region described in Problem 8. 

Use double-angle identities to compute the following integrals: 

I 2 sin2 x dx 

13. Integrate: 2 sin3 x dx 

12. sin2 x cos2 x dx 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 94 

Example 94.1 

Solution 

14. Let R be the region bounded by the graphs of y = 2x + 2, y = x, the y axis, and 
x = 2. Find the volume of the solid formed when R is rotated about the x axis. 

15. Let / be a continuous function for all real numbers whose graph lies above 
the x axis, and let R be the region between the graph of/and the x axis on the 
interval [1, 4], Write a definite integral whose value equals the volume of the 
solid formed when R is rotated about the x axis. 

16. Sketch the graph of y = X _ ^x. 
1 -X 

17. Suppose/(x) = ex and g(x) = 5. Determine whether h{x) = g(f(x)) is an odd 
function, an even function, or neither. 

18. Differentiate: y = arcsin (tan x) + 2X - — 

19. Integrate: J x2Vx3 - 1 dx 20. If/(x) - x3 + 1, find/-1 (2). 

sin x - sin y 
21. Evaluate: lim - 

x—> it 12 IT 

X 2 

22. Iff(x) = xl/3(x - 3)2/3, then what is the domain of/'? 

Logarithmic differentiation 

If we use logarithms, we can simplify the process of finding the derivatives of rather 
complicated expressions. The process of logarithmic differentiation involves no 
new theory. Logarithmic differentiation is just a manipulative procedure that makes 
the process simpler because we can use the laws of logarithms to turn products into 
sums, quotients into differences, and exponents into coefficients. 

*2 . dy 

lfy= (3x + 2)4’ find Tx- 

We could find the derivative by using the quotient rule, but we will use logarithmic 
differentiation to demonstrate the procedure. Then we will use the procedure on 
more complicated functions in the next four examples. We are going to take the 
logarithm of bothy and x2 divided by (3x + 2)4. Negative numbers and zero do not 
have logarithms, so we first impose the condition that x be greater than zero. Then 
both x2 and 3x + 2 will always represent positive numbers. The first step is to take 
the logarithm of both sides. We remember that the logarithm of a quotient is the 

difference of the logarithms. 

In y = In x2 - In (3x + 2)4 In of both sides 

In y = 2 In x - 4 In (3x + 2) used power rule 

Next we find the differential of every term and then divide by dx. 
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dy 2 dx 4(3 dx) 

y x 3x + 2 

1 dy _ 2 12 

y dx x 3x + 2 

differential 

divided by dx 

Now we solve for dy/dx by multiplying both sides by y. 

dy /2 12 \ 

dx Wx 3x + 2/ 
solved for 

dy 

dx 

As the final step we replace y with 
(3x + 2 )4 

and get 

dy _ *2 /2 _ 12 \ 

dx (3x + 2)4 \x 3x + 2/ 

Whenever we use logarithmic differentiation to 
quotient, we will get an answer that has this form: 

find the derivative of a 

dy 

dx 
fix) x (a sum of fractions) 

We made the mental condition that x be greater than 0 so that 3x + 2 and x would 
be positive so that In (3x + 2) and In x would be defined. But the result we get is the 
same result we would have obtained if we had used the quotient rule for derivatives and 
is therefore valid for any value of x that does not cause a denominator of the final 
result to equal zero. 

Example 94.2 If y 
xWx2 + 1 

(x + 2)6 ’ 

dy 
find -j-. 

dx 

Solution First we impose the condition that x be such that x3, x2 + 1, and x + 2 will always 
represent positive numbers. We also rewrite Vx2 + 1 by using \ as an exponent. 

x3(x2 + 1)1/2 

(x + 2)6 
x > -2, x A 0 

Next we take the logarithm of both sides, remembering that the logarithm of a 
product is the sum of the logarithms and the logarithm of a quotient is the difference 
of the logarithms. 

In y = 3 In x + ^ In (x2 + 1) 6 In (x + 2) 

Now we take the differential of every term and divide by dx. 

dy 3 dx \{2x) dx 6 dx 
—  -1- 1 2 — .-—~ differentials 
y x x2 + 1 x + 2 

1 dy 3 x 6 
yTx = x + lXX-\-YT2 d,v,ded by dx 

Next we solve for dy/dx and finish 

dy _ (3 x 

dx Hx + x2 + 1 

by replacing y with the original function. 

x + 2 
solved for 

dy 

dx 

= x3Vx2 + 1 /3 x_6 \ 
dx (x + 2)6 \x + x2 + 1 x + 2/ substituted 
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Example 94.3 If> 
V3x + 2 (x3 + l)4(5x - 3)2 , dy 

(x3 - 2)5 ’ find -Re¬ 

solution This derivative would be very difficult to find if we did not use logarithmic 
differentiation. As the first step we rewrite V3x + 2 as (3x + 2)1/2. 

(3x + 2)I/2(x3 + l)4(5x - 3)2 

y ~ (x3 - 2y 

Now we mentally restrict x to values that cause 3x + 2, x3 + 1, 5x - 3, and x3 - 2 to 
represent positive numbers. Then we take the logarithm of both sides. 

In y = ^ In (3x + 2) + 4 In (x3 + 1) + 2 In (5x - 3) - 5 In (x3 - 2) 

Next we find the differential of every term. Then we divide by dx and solve for 
dy/dx. 

dy _ \dx 12x2 dx 10 dx 15x2 dx 

y 3x + 2 + x3 + 1 + 5x - 3 x3 - 2 

1 dy _ | 12x2 10 15x2 

y dx 3x + 2 + x3 + 1 + 5x - 3 x3 - 2 

dy _ / \ 12x2 10 15x2 \ 

dx -V\3x + 2 + x3 + 1 + 5x - 3 x3 - 2/ 

Now we complete the solution by replacing y with the original function. 

dy _ V3x + 2 (x3 + l)4(5x - 3)2 / 3 12x2 10 15x2 \ 

dx (x3 - 2)5 \6x + 4 + x3 + 1 + 5x - 3 x3 - 2/ 

Since this is the same derivative we would have found using the product and 
quotient rules, it is valid for every value of x that does not cause a denominator to 
equal zero. 

In of both sides 

divided by dx 

dy 
solved for -j- 

dx 

dy 
Example 94.4 If y = xv, find 

Solution We have found derivatives of powers such as x5 that have a variable base and a 
constant exponent. We have also found derivatives of exponentials such as 5* that 
have a constant base and a variable exponent. This function has both a variable base 
and a variable exponent. The expression xx has meaning for all positive values of x, 
so we restrict x to values greater than zero. We can turn the exponent into a 
coefficient if we take the logarithm of both sides. 

In y = x In x 

Next we take the differential of both sides and then divide by dx. 

II 

dx 
x ■-1- In x dx 

X 
differential 

1 dy 

y dx 
1 + In x divided by dx 

Now we multiply both sides by y and finish by replacing y with xv. 
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Example 94.5 

Solution 

Problem set 94 

dy 

dx 
y(l + In x) solved for 

dy 
dx 

= x*(l + In x) substituted 

This result is valid only for positive values of x because In x is defined only for 
positive numbers. 

If y = xA find 
dy 

dx' 

If we take the logarithm of both sides, we can make a coefficient out of x3 + 4. For 
this example we must restrict the domain of x to the positive numbers so that In x 
will be defined. 

In y = (x3 + 4)(ln x) = x3 In x + 4 In x 

Now we take the differential of both sides. 

dy „ dx 
— = (x3 + 4) • — + (In x)(3x2 dx) 

dy 
Next we divide by dx and solve for 

1 dy 

y dx 

dy 
dx 

We finish by replacing y 

x2 -l-H 3x2 In x 
X 

divided by dx 

_y^x2 + - + 3x2 In x^ 
dy 

solved for ~r 
dx 

with xx3+4. 

dy 
dx 

rt3+4( x2 + - + 3x2 In xj 

This result is valid only for values of x greater than zero. 

1. A spring whose spring constant is 2 newtons per meter is stretched from 
x = 2 meters to x = 4 meters. Find the work done to the spring. 

2. A ball is thrown horizontally from the top of a 100-meter-tall building. The 
height of the ball above the ground at a given time t after the ball has been 
thrown is exactly the same as if it had been dropped. Find the equation that 
describes the height of the ball as a function of t. How long will it take the ball 
to reach the ground? If the horizontal velocity is 20 meters per second, what is 
the horizontal distance the ball will travel? (The horizontal distance the ball 
will travel equals the horizontal velocity times the time the ball is in the air.) 

3. 

4. 

A cylindrical container 1 meter high with a circular base whose radius is 1 
meter is filled with a fluid whose weight density is 100 newtons per cubic 
meter. Find the work performed in pumping the fluid out of the cylinder. 

Let /be a function defined as follows: 

= {ax + b 
when x < — 1 
when x > -1 

Determine the values of a and b that will make / both continuous and 
differentiable everywhere. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

Use logarithmic differentiation to differentiate the following functions: 

_ i2Vx2 + l 

5- y = 
7. y = xx 

9. Let R be the region between the 
graph of y — ex and the x axis on 
the interval [1, 4], Approximate 
to two decimal places the x co¬ 
ordinate of the centroid of R. 

Integrate: 

11. 6 cos2 x dx 

_ Vx - 1 (x3 - 1 )(sin x) 

6' y“~ (x2 + l)(x4 + 1) 

8. y = xsin x 

10. Let R be the region bounded by 
x + y = 1 and the coordinate 
axes. Use horizontal rectangles to 
determine the y coordinate of the 
centroid of R. 

12. 2 sin2 x cos3 x dx 

Evaluate the following limits: 

13. lim 
x->0 

2 sin 3x 
4x 

14. lim 
A'—>°° 1 

15. Determine the slope of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of 
y = log x at x = 2. 

16. Determine the area between the 
graph of y = xex and the x axis on 
the interval [1, 2]. 

y 

17. Determine the area of the region 
between the graph of y - x2 - x 
and the x axis on the interval 

[-2, 1]. 

y 

18. Determine the slope of the line which can be drawn tangent to the graph of the 
function y = sin (cos x) at x = 77-/2. 

sin (x2 + 1) 
19. Differentiate: y = _ -x-arctan 2x 

20. Integrate: J (cos x)V1 - sin x dx 

21. The graph of the function y = x3 - 27x has 
(a) No inflection points (b) One inflection point 
(c) Two inflection points (d) Exactly two local maxima 
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lesson 95 

95.A 
The mean 

value 
theorem 

The mean value theorem • Application of the 
mean value theorem • Proof of Rollers theorem 

Existence theorems are crucial in mathematics, but the attention that they are given 
is often confusing to the beginner because the truth of the theorems is sometimes so 
obvious. It is hard to understand why theorems that are so obvious could be so 
important. Existence theorems are often used to prove other theorems. Two 
existence theorems that we have discussed thus far but have not proved are the 
maximum-minimum value existence theorem and the intermediate value theorem. 

MAXIMUM-MINIMUM VALUE EXISTENCE THEOREM 

If/is continuous on the closed interval [a, b\, then/has a 
maximum value M and a minimum value m on the interval 
[a, b\. 

INTERMEDIATE VALUE THEOREM 

If / is continuous on the closed interval [a, b] and N is a 
number between /max and /min, then there is at least one 
number c between a and b inclusive for which /(c) = N. 

The mean value theorem is another important existence theorem. This theorem is 
useful in other proofs. If y = 2, we know that y' = 0. If y = 32, we know that 
y' = 0. But if we are given that y' = 0, we need to use the mean value theorem to 
prove that y must equal some constant. The mean value theorem is also used to 
prove that if two functions have the same derivative, the functions differ by only a 
constant. For example, 

^~(x2 + 4x + 4) = 2x + 4 —{x2 + Ax + 32) = 2x + 4 

Both of these derivatives are the same, but are we sure that if the derivative of some 
function is 2x + 4, then the function must be x2 + 4x + c, where c is some constant? 
This proof is possible in four short steps if we use the mean value theorem. 

The graphical interpretation of the mean value theorem is as follows. If the 
graph of a function between x values of a and b inclusive is a smooth continuous 
curve that has no corners and is never vertical, a tangent line can be drawn to the 
graph somewhere between A and B that is parallel to the line through A and B. This 
means that a value of x between a and b exists such that the derivative of the 
function at this value of x equals the slope of the line through A and B, as we state 
algebraically on the right. 
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We must be careful in stating the conditions that are necessary for the mean 
value theorem to be applied. The function must be continuous and must have a 
defined slope (be differentiable) for every x value between a and b. But if the function 
is differentiable on the open interval (a, b), it must also be continuous on the open 
interval (a, b) because differentiability requires continuity. So we could just say that 
the function must be differentiable on the open interval (a, b). But the interval (a, b) 
is between a and b and does not include a and b, and we are trying to describe a 
function whose graph could be like the graph on the left that is also continuous at 
the endpoints. 

y y 

We want to exclude functions that are discontinuous at one or both endpoints and 
whose graphs could resemble the one on the right. If we insist that the function be 
differentiable on the closed interval [a, b], we must define what we mean by 
endpoint differentiability, and this is not necessary. 

All we want to say is that the function is differentiable between a and b and is 
continuous at a and b. To say this it is customary to list two requirements that are 
somewhat redundant. 

1. The function must be defined and continuous on the closed interval [a, b\. This 
requirement takes care of continuity at the endpoints. 

2. The function must be differentiable on the open interval (a, b). This requirement 
prohibits sharp corners and vertical tangents on the graph and again requires 
that the function be defined and continuous between a and b. 

THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM 

If the function / is defined and continuous on the closed 
interval [a, b] and is differentiable on the open interval 
(a, b), then there exists at least one number c in (a, b) such 
that 

„ f(b) - f(a) 
f\c) = 
J w b - a 

The mean value theorem states that the number c exists but does not tell us how to 
find it. Problems about the mean value theorem in calculus books are very 
straightforward. They are designed to determine whether the student knows what 
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the mean value theorem is and whether the student knows the characteristics that a 
function must possess so that the use of the mean value theorem is permissible. 

Example 95.1 Demonstrate an understanding of the mean value theorem by using the function 
/(x) - x2 - 2x - 8 on the interval [-2, 1], 

Solution First we must see if the mean value theorem can be applied to this function. 

1. Is the function continuous on the interval [-2, 1]? Yes. Polynomial functions 
are continuous for all values of x. Thus this function is continuous on the open 
interval (-2, 1) and is also continuous at the endpoints. 

2. Is the function differentiable everywhere between the endpoints? Yes. A 
polynomial function has a defined derivative for all real values of x. Thus the 
graph will have no sharp corners or places where the tangent is vertical. 

To find the slope of the line that passes through the points whose x values are 
-2 and 1, we need to find /(-2) and/(1). 

/(-2) = (-2)2 - 2(-2) -8 = 0 

/(l) = (l)2-2(l)-8 = -9 

Now we find the slope. 

/(-2)-/(l) 0 - (-9) 

-2-1 -3 

For this problem all the mean value theorem does is guarantee that for some value of 
x between -2 and 1 the value of the derivative (the slope of the graph) equals -3. 
We can find this value of c if we wish. First we find the derivative. 

/'(x) = 2x - 2 

Now we set f'(x) equal to -3 and solve for x. 

-3 = 2x - 2 /'(x) = -3 

-1 = 2x added +2 

x = — ^ solved 

Thus the slope is -3 when x = -j. 

Example 95.2 The value of the function 

fix) = ~2 ~ 1 

equals zero at x = — 1 and x = 1. Thus the line connecting the points (—1, 0) and 
(1, 0) is a horizontal line and the slope of this line is zero. Use the mean value 
theorem to find a point between x values of -1 and +1 for which the tangent to the 
graph of the function (the value of the derivative) equals zero. 

Solution The mean value theorem is an existence theorem and cannot be used to find 
anything. All it does is state that if certain requirements are met, a derivative of a 
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Example 95.3 

Solution 

Example 95.4 

Solution 

particular value exists. Let’s check the requirements. 

L The function must be continuous on the closed interval [-1, +1], If we look at 
the function 

fix) = —2 - 1 

we see that the function is not defined when x = 0. 

So the function is not continuous on the interval [-1, 1] and the mean value 
theorem cannot be used. 

Thus we do not need to check for requirement number 2, differentiability on the 
open interval (a, b). 

Demonstrate an understanding of the mean value theorem by using the function 
/(x) = x2/3 and the interval [-8, 27]. 

First we see if the function is continuous between x values of -8 and 27 inclusive. 
By inspection we can see that 

equals a real number for any x value between -8 and 27 inclusive, so the 
requirement for continuity is met. Now we check for differentiability. 

This derivative has no value when x = 0, so the function is not differentiable at x = 0 
and thus is not differentiable everywhere on the interval (-8, 27). Therefore, the 

mean value theorem cannot be used. 

The function/(x) = |x| - 1 is equal to 0 at x = -1 and x = 1. Does the mean value 
theorem imply that there exists some number c between x = -1 and x = 1 such that 

f\c) = 0? 

We check first to see if the requirements of the mean value theorem are met. 

1. /is continuous on [-1, 1]. Yes. f(x) 

2. /is differentiable on (-1, 1). No. 

The derivative does not exist everywhere on the interval (-1, 1) because the 
left-hand derivative does not equal the right-hand derivative at x = 0. Thus the 
mean value theorem is not applicable for this function on the interval [-1, 1]. 

Example 95.3 

Solution 

Example 95.4 

Solution 
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95.B 
Application 

of the mean 
value 

theorem 

THEOREM 

If the derivative of a function equals zero for all real values 
of x, the function is constant function. A more formal 
statement of this is as follows. 

Iffix) - 0 on an open interval I, then /(x) = c on I. 

PROOF. The mean value theorem makes the proof of this theorem almost trivial. 
We are given that the derivative of the function is zero for any real value of x, so the 
derivative exists everywhere for all x in any open interval (a, b) that we choose. The 
function is also defined and continuous at the endpoints a and b. Thus, if we choose 
any two distinct values of x for a and b, the mean value theorem guarantees that, for 
some c between a and b, 

f(b) - f(a) 

But the derivative equals zero everywhere, so we can write 

n = fib) ~ fifl) 
b - a 

Now, if we multiply both sides by b - a, we get 

0 = fib) ~ f{a) 

which can be rearranged as 

fib) = f{a) 

This tells us that if we choose any two real numbers a and b,f(a) will equal f(b). This 
is another way of saying that the value of the function described is some constant, 
and thus the function must be a constant function. 

fix) = c 

THEOREM 

If two functions /and g have the same derivative for every 
real value of x, the functions differ by a constant. 

If fix) = g'(x) on I, then /(x) = g(x) + c. 

PROOF. To prove this theorem, we begin by defining a function h(x). 

h(x) = fix) - g{x) 

The derivative of a sum equals the sum of the derivatives, so if we find the derivative 
of both sides, we get 

h\x) = f'{x) - g'ix) 

But we were given that the derivatives were equal, so their difference is zero. Thus 

h'ix) = 0 
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In the preceding proof we showed that if the derivative of a function is zero, the 
function is a constant function. Thus we can substitute c for h(x) and write 

c = f(x) - gix) 

which can be rearranged as 

95.C 
Proof of 

Rolle’s 
theorem 

f(x) = £(*) + c 

This proves that if/and g have the same derivative,/and g differ by a constant. 

Rolle’s theorem is a special case of the mean value theorem for which both/(a) and 
f{b) equal zero. This theorem is easier to prove than the mean value theorem. 
Rolle’s theorem tells us that if we have a function /whose graph crosses the x axis at 
x- a and x = b and if/is continuous on [a, b] and differentiable on (a, b), then some 
number c exists between a and b such that f'{c) - 0. 

The proof of Rolle’s theorem is an exercise in logic. The maximum-minimum value 
existence theorem tells us that somewhere on the interval [a, b] a maximum value of 
/exists and a minimum value of/exists. If the maximum and minimum values are 
both zero, the graph of the function would be the graph of the constant function 

fix) = 0 

whose slope is everywhere zero. Thus c could be any number between a and b and 
the proof is complete. If either the maximum value or the minimum value is not 
zero, then this extreme value must occur for some value c that is between a and b. 
The critical number theorem tells us that maximum and minimum values must 
occur at a critical number. These numbers are either 

1. Endpoints 
2. Values of x for which fix) does not exist 
3. Values of x for which f ix) = 0 

Since c is an interior number, it cannot be an endpoint and this excludes choice 1. 
We have defined the function to be a function that has a derivative everywhere on 
(a, b), so this excludes choice 2. Thus the maximum or minimum values must occur 
at one or more values of x where fix) = 0. The maximum-minimum value 
existence theorem told us that a maximum value and a minimum value of the 
function must exist on [a, b]. By a process of elimination we have proved that such 
value(s) must exist where fix) = 0, so we know that some number c must exist 

between a and b such that /'(c) = 0. 

Problem set 95 1. The rate of increase of the bacteria was exponential. When t = 0, there were 30 
bacteria, and when t = 10, there were 100 bacteria. How many bacteria were 

there when t = 80? 

2. Punch flows into a crystal hemispherical punch bowl whose radius is 14 inches 
at a rate of 1 cubic inch per second. How fast is the punch rising when the 
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punch is halfway to the top? The equation that gives the volume of the bowl as 
a function of h is given on the right. 

3. Suppose /(x) = sin x + cos x and /is defined only on the closed interval [0, it]. 
Use the critical number theorem to determine the maximum and minimum 
values of / Find the x coordinate of any inflection points in the interval. 

4. A particle moves along the x axis so that its velocity at time t is given by the 
equation v(t) = a sin t + b cos t, where a and b are real numbers. If the 
acceleration of the particle at time t is given by a{t) = 2 cos / - 4 sin t, 
determine the values of a and b. 

The mean value theorem for derivatives states that if a function/is continuous on 
the closed interval [a, b] and differentiable on the open interval (a, b), then there 
exists a number c in the interval (a, b) such that 

. f(b) - f(a) 
nc)= 

Problems 5-7 consider the mean value theorem. 

5. Illustrate the mean value theorem for derivatives by finding a number c, where 
1 < c < 3, and 

f\c) 
/(3)~/(l) 

3 - 1 
if f(x) = x2 + 1 

6. Illustrate the mean value theorem for derivatives by finding a number c, where 
— 2 < c < 1, and 

/(l)-/(-2) 
f\c) = { iff{x) = 2x3 - x 

1. The function f{x) — |x| — 2 equals 0 when x — — 2 or when x = 2. There is no 
value of c between - 2 and 2 where the slope of/equals 0, which is the slope of 
the line joining (-2, 0) and (2, 0). Why does this example not violate the mean 
value theorem? 

Use logarithmic differentiation to find 

O x2Vx3 - 1 
8. y - —- 

sin x cos x 

10. Find the x coordinate of the cen¬ 
troid of the region shown. 

9. y = xx 

11. Find the y coordinate of the cen 
troid of the region shown. 

x x 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 96 

12. Integrate: J 3 sin2 x dx 

13. R is the region bounded by the graphs of y = x2 + 1, y = x, x = 3, and the y 
axis. Use x as the variable of integration to write a definite integral that equals 
the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about the x axis. 

14. Sketch the graph of/(x) = 

Integrate: 

15. J sin3 x dx 16. 

18. Suppose/is a function defined for all real values of 9 and -6 < f(0) < 6. 
Evaluate lim fid). 

6^ 0 

19. Differentiate: y = x arcsin f + ,-5 + 3 V - 3 logd7 x 
3 VI + x 

20. Which of the following must be true? 

(a) If/is continuous on the interval [1,3] and both/(1) and/(3) equal zero, 
then there exists a number c E (1, 3) such that/'(e) = 0. 

(b) If/is continuous on the interval [0, 3] and is differentiable on the interval 
(0, 3), then there exists a number c G (0. 3) such that /'(c) = 0. 

(c) If/is continuous on the interval [1,3] and is differentiable on the interval 
(0, 3) and if the graph off touches the x axis at x = 1 and x = 3, then there 
exists some number c G (1, 3) such that /(c) = 0. 

(d) If a function/has a value of zero at x = 1 and x = 3, is continuous on the 
interval [1,3], and is differentiable in the interval (1, 3), then there exists 
some number c G (1, 3) such that /'(c) = 0. 

x 

sin3 x cos x dx 17. ctan A(sec2 x) dx 

Rules for even and odd functions 

The zero function 

Ax) = 0 

is both an even function and an odd function because/(x),/(-x), and -/(x) equal 
zero for all values of x. Thus 

/(-x) =f(x) and f(-x) = -/(x) 

If we exclude the zero function, the sum of an even function and an odd function is 
neither even nor odd. 

Sums of even functions are even functions, and sums of odd functions are odd 
functions. The product or quotient of two even functions is an even function, and the 
product or quotient of two odd functions is also an even function. These rules should 
sound familiar because they are almost exactly like the rules for signed numbers. 
They are easy to remember if we associate + signs with even functions and - signs 
with odd functions. 
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(+) + (+)= + 

Lesson 96 

(+)(-) = - 

(-) + (-)=- 

(+) = _ H 
(-) (+)" 

Example 96.1 If/is an odd function and g is an even function, show that fg is an odd function. 

Solution Proofs like this one are very straightforward. All we have to do is define our 
notations and substitute. First we note what we mean by (fg)(x) and (fg)(~x). 

(fg)(x) = Rx)g(x) (fg)(~x) = R-x)g(-x) 

If / is odd, f(~x) = ~f{x), and if g is even, g(-x) = g(x). We make these 
substitutions in the expression for (fg)(—x). 

(fg)(~x) = f(-x)g(-x) definition of (fg)(x) 

= [-/(*)][£(*)] = ~[Rx)g(x)} substituted 

= ~fg(x) simplified 

We have shown that if/is odd and g is even,/*(-x) = —fg(x), so the function/* is an 
odd function. 

Example 96.2 Show that the sum of two even functions /and g is an even function. 

Solution First we write the expressions for (/ + g)(x) and (/ + gX-x). 

(/+ £)(*) = f(x) + g(x) (/+ g)(-x) = f(-x) + g(-x) 

Now, if /and g are even functions, 

f(~x) = Rx) and £(-x) = ^(x) 

We make these substitutions in the expression for (/ + #X-x) and get 

(/+ ^)(-^) = f(~x) + ^(-x) definition of (/+ ,g)(-x) 

= /(x) + g(x) even functions 

= (/+ g)(x) definition of (/+ ^)(x) 

We have shown that, if/and g are both even, the sum of/(-x) + g(-x) equals the 
sum f(x) + ^(x), which is the same as (/ + g)(x). Thus the sum of two even functions 
is an even function. 

Example 96.3 If/is an odd function and g is an even function, show that f + g is neither even nor 
odd. 

Solution First we recall the definition of (/ + <g)(x). 

(/+ £)(*) =/(x) + £(x) 

Now we look at (/ + ^)(-x). 

(/+ g)(-x) =/(-x) + ^(-x) 

But/is odd and,gis even, so we can replace/(-x) with -/(x) and replace ,g(-x) with 
g{x) to get 

(/ + ^)(-^) = -Rx) + g(x) 

To be even, (/ + /)(-x) must equal (/ + ^)(x), or f(x) + ^(x). It does not, so (/ + g)(x) 
is not even. To be odd, (/ + /)(-x) must equal ~[Rx) + g(x)], or -Rx) - g(x). It 
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Example 96.4 

Solution 

Example 96.5 

Solution 

Example 96.6 

Solution 

does not, so / + g is not odd. Thus, in this example,/ + g is neither even nor odd. 

Show that the quotient//,? is an odd function if/is an odd function and g is an even 
function. 

First we recall the definitions of (f/g)(x) and (f/g)(-x). 

/(-*) 
g g(x) 

f, , 
- (-x) 
g g(-x) 

Now if / is odd and g is even, the following is true. 

f(-x) = -fix) g{-x) = g(x) 

Now we make these substitutions in the expression for iflg){—x). 

g g(-x) 

= -fix) 

g(x) 

f 
definition of- 

g 

substituted 

simplified 

We have shown that, if/is odd and g is even, {f/g){-x) = ~(f/g)(x). Thus this 
quotient is an odd function. 

If/is an even function and if dx 7, evaluate 

This is a trick problem to see if the 
reader knows the characteristics of an 
even function. Since the function is an 
even function, the graph on one side of 
the y axis is a mirror image in the y axis 
of the graph on the other side of the y 
axis. If the integral from 2 to 4 is 7, 
then the integral from -4 to -2 must 
also be 7. 

dx = k, then what is the value of f 
Jo 

ex2 dxl 

This problem is carefully contrived to see if the reader recognizes that ex~ is an even 
function because e{x)2 = e{~x)1. This integral cannot be evaluated using a technique of 
integration with which we are familiar. But since the value of the integral from -2 
to 2 equals k, half of this integral is from 0 to 2 and must equal k/2. 

y 
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Example 96.7 

Solution 

Problem set 96 

This trick question often appears on standardized tests. 

Iff(x) is an odd function and dx is 16, what is the value of dxl 

If an odd function defines an area 
above the axis between 0 and 2, it 
defines an area of the same size below 
the axis between -2 and 0, and the 
definite integral from -2 to 2 must 
equal zero. 

1. A rectangular tank 8 meters deep is half-filled with a fluid whose weight density 
is 3000 newtons per cubic meter. Find the total force exerted by the fluid 
against one of the walls if the width of the wall is 2 meters. 

2. Find the work performed in completely pumping out the tank of Problem 1 if 
the length of the tank is 6 meters. 

The mean value theorem for derivatives states that if a function is continuous on the 
closed interval [a, b] and differentiable on the open interval (a, b), then there exists a 
number c in the interval (a, b) such that 

f\c) 
fib) - f{a) 

b - a 

Problems 3 and 4 consider the mean value theorem. 

3. Illustrate the mean value theorem by finding a number c, where 0 < c < 3, such 
that 

f\c) 
/(3) ~ /(0) 

3-0 
if fix) = x2 + x + 1 

4. Illustrate the mean value theorem by finding a number c, where 0 < c < tt, 
such that 

f'ic) 
fa) - m 

77 — 0 if f(x) = sin x 

5. Prove that if /and g are both odd functions, then fg is an even function. 

6. The function/is an odd function and 

f j\x) dx - 1 
Jo ' 

Find the value of J f(x) dx. 

The function g is an even function and 

Find the value of dx. 

4 

7. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

8. Use logarithmic differentiation to compute 

/'(*) 
Ax) if /(x) = x sin x cos x 

9. Let R be the region bounded by the graphs of y = ex, x = 0, x = 2, and the x 
axis. Approximate to two decimal places the x coordinate of the centroid of 
region R. 

Evaluate the following limits: 

10. lim (x esc x) (Rewrite expression as a quotient.) 
jc->0 

11. lim 
A'~>co 

x + ex 
x - ex 

12. Let R be the region between the graph 
of y = exl and the x axis on the 
interval [1,2]. Use x as the variable of 
integration to write a definite integral 
whose value equals the volume of the 
solid formed when R is rotated about 
the x axis. 

y 

x 
13. If y = arcsin find y' 

a 

14. Differentiate: y = arcsin (cos x) + ^ ^ + ^ 

f dx 
15. Use the result of Problem 13 to find 

2 esc2 x 

Vfl2 - X2 

Integrate: 

16‘ / 2xex dx 
17. | 2xe A'2 dx 

18. Suppose /and g are both differentiable everywhere and /(i) = 4, /'(1) 

^(1) = 1, and £'(1) = 2. Use the quotient rule to compute (1). 

= 2, 

19. 

20. 

A function which is continuous and differentiable everywhere passes through 
the points (1,3) and (6, 2). Which of the following must be true? 
(a) There exists some c such that 1 < c < 6 and/'(c) = -j. 
(b) There exists some c such that 1 < c < 6 and/'(c) = -5. 
(c) There exists some c such that 1 < c < 6 and/'(c) = 0. 
(d) There exists some c such that 2 < c < 3 and/'(c) = -y. 

Let /be defined as follows: 

f( \ = I*2 + 1 
1 aex + bx 

if X S: 0 
if x < 0 

Find the numerical values of a and b which would make j differentiable 

everywhere. 
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lesson 97 Volume by shells 

The surface area of a right circular cylinder equals the circumference of the cylinder 
times its height. We can see this if we take a tin can, cut it vertically from top to 
bottom along the dotted line, and flatten it out as shown. 

h 

Circumference = 2nr 

If the can has a thickness of Ax, we can find the volume of metal in the flat sheet by 
multiplying the area times the thickness Ax. 

Volume = (iTrrh) Ax 

We can approximate the volume of a solid of revolution by summing the 
volumes of n concentric sheets or shells like the tin shell above. The center of every 
shell is the axis of revolution. 

y y 

If the triangle in the figure on the left is revolved about the y axis, the solid 
represented on the right is generated. As we see on the left, the radius of the 
representative shell is x, the height is /(x), and the thickness is Ax. The sum of the 
volumes of these shells as n increases without bound is the integral 

Volume = f 27tx[/(x)] dx 

Example 97.1 The region bounded by y = x — 1, the x 
axis, and x = 4 is revolved about the y 
axis. Use the shell method to find the 
volume of the solid generated. 

y 

Solution The volume of the representative shell is the circumference 2irr times the height 
times Ax. The radius in this problem is x, and the height of the shell is y. The 
thickness of the shell is Ax, and the shells cover the region between x values of 1 and 
4. Thus 
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Example 97.2 

Solution 

Example 97.3 

Solution 

Volume = 2irxy dx 

The dx reminds us that x is the variable of integration and that the only variable 
the integrand should be x. Thus we replace y with x — 1. 

Volume - J| 277-x(x - 1) dx 

We simplify this expression, integrate, and evaluate. 

Volume = 27r J (x2 - x) dx simplified 

in 

= 2tt 

= 2tt = 21tt units3 

integrated 

evaluated 

Use the shell method to find the vol¬ 
ume of the solid formed by revolving 
about the x axis the region in the first 
quadrant bounded by x = 4 - y2 and 
the x and y axes. 

y 

A representative shell is indicated in the figure. The radius of the shell is y, the 
height of the shell is x, and thickness is A_y. 

Volume = | 2 7rxy dy 
Jo 

The dy reminds us that the variable of integration is y and that the only variable in 
the integrand should be y. So we replace x with 4 - y2. 

Volume = 277- I (4 - y2)y dy 
Jo 

Now we simplify this expression, integrate, and evaluate. 

Volume = 2tt \ {Ay - j3) dy = 2tt 2y2 
Jo 

= 27t(8 - 4) = 877 units3 

r 
4 

Use the shell method to find the vol¬ 
ume of the solid formed by revolving 
about the y axis the region bounded 
by the x axis and the graph of 
y - -x2 + 2x. 

y 

A representative shell is indicated in the figure. The radius of the shell is its distance 
from the axis of revolution. Thus the radius is x. The height of the shell is y, the 
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Problem set 97 

thickness is Ax, and the shells cover the region from x = 0 to x = 2. Thus we have 

Volume = 277xy dx 
Jo 

The dx reminds us that x is the variable of integration and that the only variable in 
the integrand should be x. Thus we replace y with -x2 + 2x. 

Volume = 2tt \ x(-x2 + 2x) 
Jo 

dx 

Next we multiply and integrate to get 

Volume = 277 (-x3 + 2x2) dx = 2tt 
-x4 , 2x3 

+ 

We finish by evaluating. 

Volume = 277( -4 + = ^77 units3 

1. The money was compounded continuously, so the rate of increase of money 
was exponential. Initially there was $1000. After 100 days, there was $1050. 
Find the amount of money present after 200 days. 

2. Let/(x) = xe~x. Find all the critical numbers off. Use the second derivative to 
determine where/attains local maximum and local minimum values, and find 
what those values are. Find the x coordinate of any points of inflection. 

3. A particle moves along the x axis so that its acceleration function is a(t) = -41 
+ sin 771. The velocity at t = \ is 4, and the position when t - 1 is 4. Find the 
velocity function and the position function of the particle. Find v(0) and x(0). 

4. A ball thrown horizontally falls at the same rate it would fall if it were dropped. 
A ball is thrown horizontally from a height of 200 meters. How long will it take 
the ball to hit the ground? If the horizontal velocity is 40 meters per second, 
how far will it travel horizontally before it hits the ground? (The horizontal 
distance the ball travels equals the horizontal velocity times the time the ball is 
in the air.) 

5. The slope of the tangent line to y = x3 + kx is 5 when x = 1. Find the value of 
k. 

6. Let R be the region bounded by the graph of y = tan x and the x axis on the 
interval [0, 77/4]. Use the method of shells to express as a definite integral, in 
the variable x, the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about the y 
axis. 

7. The region R is bounded by the x axis and the graph of y = sin x on the interval 
/ = [0,77]. Find the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about the y 
axis. 

8. If g(x) = cos x and J g(x) dx = k, evaluate J^ g(x) dx. 

9. Find j e*2 dx if f e*1 dx = L. 
J-b Jo 

10. Suppose/(x) = x3 + x. Illustrate the mean value theorem by finding a number 
c, where 1 < c < 3, such that 

f'{c) 
/(3)-/(l) 

3 - 1 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 98 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

f'(x) 
Use logarithmic differentiation to find'-^—^ if/(x) = 

Vx - 1 sin x 
This 

/(x) (x3 + l)'°°(x - l)5 
problem asks for the result of an intermediate step in finding/'(x) and is the 
kind of trick problem that is sometimes encountered on a standardized 
calculus test. 

Integrate: J 4 sin2 x dx 

Let R be the region bounded by the graphs of x = y2, x = \y2, and the line 
x = 4. Find the volume of the solid formed when R is rotated about x axis. 

Sketch the graph of y 
x(3 - x)(x + 1) 

(x + 1 )(x2 + 2)(x + 3)' 

Approximate to two decimal places the area between the graph of y = 10A and 
the x axis on the interval [-1, 1]. 

Find the area between the graph of y = x sin x and the x axis on the interval 
[0, 77-]. 

Suppose /(x) = y — x3 + x. Write an equation which expresses the inverse of y 
implicitly. Evaluate /“1 (2) by guessing the value of x for which /(x) = 2. 

x 1 
Differentiate: y - arctan —I- —-—- + sin x cot x 

* a 1 + ex 

2x 
Integrate: 

a 
x2 + a: 

dx + 
x2 + a- 

dx 

The point (1,3) lies on the graph of a function whose inverse is also a function. 
Which of the following must be true? 
(а) (1, 3) lies on the graph of the inverse function. 
(б) (1,0) lies on the graph of the inverse function. 
(c) The graphs of both the function and its inverse pass through the origin. 
(d) The point (3, 1) lies on the graph of the inverse function. 

Separable differential equations 

The solution to an algebraic equation in x and y is the set of all ordered pairs of 
numbers (x, y) that satisfy the given equation. A differential equation is an equation 
that contains one or more derivatives or differentials. The solution to a differential 
equation is the set of all functions that satisfy the differential equation. We 
remember that we have rules for finding derivatives but our primary weapon for 
integrating is the ability to make a good guess. We then check our guess by 
differentiating. Making a good guess is also an excellent way to find the solution to a 
differential equation. Then we check our guess by seeing if our guess satisfies the 
given differential equation. If we guess a family of functions that satisfies the 

differential equation in question, we have our answer. 
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Mathematicians have developed procedures that can be used to find the 
solutions to certain types of differential equations. If it is possible to use the rules of 
algebra to put all terms involving x on one side of the equals sign and all terms 
involving y on the other side of the equals sign, we say that the differential equation 
is a separable differential equation. We can find the solution to a separable 
differential equation by integrating both sides of the equation. The differential 
equation (a) on the left is a separable differential equation because it can be written 
with the variables separated, as we show in (b). 

(a) % = A (b) dy = 4 dx 

If we integrate both sides of equation (b), we can find a function that is a solution to 
the original differential equation. We can combine the constants of integration as we 
show. 

J dy - J 4 dx —> y + C, = 4x + C2 —* y = 4x + C 

The function y = 4x + C is called the general solution to the problem because it 
contains an unspecified constant C and thus represents a family of functions. If we 
had been working a particular problem and information had been given to allow us 
to find that the value of C was 15, we could write 

y = 4x + 15 

In this case we would have the particular solution to the particular problem we were 
working. Some differential equations occur so often that we know just what we 
should guess to solve them. Many applied problems have the equation shown in (a) 
below, where Q represents a function whose value is always positive. If we take the 
differential of both sides, we get equation (b). 

(a) Q = Aeh (b) dQ — Akekt dt (c) dQ - kQ dt 

But in (a) we see that Q = Aekl. Thus, in (b), if we replace Aekl with Q, we get 
equation (c). Now, if the statement of the problem is that the rate of change of a 
quantity is proportional to the amount of the quantity, we could write 

dQ 
-jj- = kQ or dQ = kQ dt 

The k is necessary because k is the constant of proportionality. To solve this 
differential equation, we guess that the function Q is 

Q = Aekl 

because if we take the differential of this function, we get 

dQ = Akekl dt 

so the general solution to this differential equation is 

Q = Aekl 

This is the familiar exponential increase or exponential decrease equation. If the 
necessary information is given in the problem to find that k = -0.02 and^4 = 75, we 
would have 

q = 75^-0.02/ 

This would be the particular solution to this particular problem. 
The discussion thus far permits us to find out that a particular statement about 

rate can be another way to state the exponential increase or decrease problem. The 
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following statements imply the differential equation on the left whose general 
solution is the function on the right. 

The rate of change of volume at some 
time t is proportional to the volume at 
that time t. 

The rate at which the population in¬ 
creases is proportional to the popula¬ 
tion. 

The rate at which a radioactive sub¬ 
stance decays is proportional to the 
amount present. 

dV 
dt 

kV —> V = Aekl 

P = Aekt 

dS 
dt 

kS —» S = Aekl 

Example 98.1 The rate at which a certain bacteria colony is growing at a given time is proportional 
to the number of bacteria present at that time. At time t = 0 there were 1000 
bacteria. At time t = 1 there were 1050 bacteria. Write an equation which describes 
the number of bacteria present as a function of time, and determine the size of the 
bacteria colony at t = 4. 

Solution On the left we write the differential equation indicated by the problem, and on the 
right we write the function that we know is the general solution to the differential 
equation. We use TV, to represent the number of bacteria present at time t. 

~ = kN —> TV, = Aekl 

First we find A by using zero for t and 1000 for TV,. 

1000 - AeW —> A — 1000 —» TV, = 1000<?*' 

Now we use 1050 for TV, and 1 for t and solve for k. 

1050 = 1000e/c(1) substituted 

1.05 = ek simplified 

0.049 = k In of both sides 

Thus the constant k in the differential equation and in the solution is approximately 

0.049. 

—77 = 0.0497V 
dt 

TV, = lOOOe0049' 

The particular solution on the right can be used to find TV, if t is given or to find 
t if TV, is given. The only difference in this problem and the exponential increase 
problem is that in this problem we began with a differential equation. Then we 
solved the differential equation by guessing the general solution and then used the 
general solution to find the particular solution, a process with which we are already 

familiar. 
To find the number of bacteria when t = 4, we substitute 4 for t and evaluate. 

iv4 = 1000e0049(4> = lOOOe0196 - 1217 

Example 98.2 The slope of a curve everywhere is twice the value of the x coordinate. Find the 
equation of the curve if the curve passes through the point (1,2). 

Solution First we write the implied differential equation. 
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y = 2x differential equation 

We can look at this equation and see that y must equal x2 + C. But let’s pretend we 
don’t see the answer and separate the variables by putting all y terms on the left and 
all x terms on the right. 

dy - 2x dx 

Now let’s integrate both sides. 

J dy = J 2x dx —> y - x2 + C 

This family of functions is the general solution to the given differential equation 
because it satisfies the given differential equation since its derivative is 2x. 
Separating the variables and integrating won’t work on all differential equations 
because in some differential equations the variables are not separable. For this 
particular problem we can find the particular solution because we know the graph 
passes through (1, 2). Thus we substitute. 

2 = (l)2 + C —> C = 1 

Thus the particular function that meets all the stated conditions is 

y = x2 + 1 

Example 98.3 Find the general solution to the differential equation x dx + y dy = 0. 

Solution We don’t know what to guess, but the variables are separable, so we put all the x’s on 
one side and all the /s on the other side and integrate. 

r f x2 —y2 
lx dx = - y dy —> -y = —y + C —> x2 + y2 = C 

In the center equation C represents some number. If we multiply every term by 2, 
we get the right-hand equation, where C is again some number, which happens to be 
twice the value of the first C. If we find the differential of each term in x2 + y2 = C, 
we will get the original differential equation. Thus the equation x2 + y2 - C is the 
general solution to the original differential equation since it defines implicitly the 
family of functions that satisfy the original differential equation. 

Example 98.4 Find the general solution to the differential equation f'(x) = 4x2y2. Then find the 
particular solution if the point (1, —1) lies on the graph of the curve. 

Solution When we write the equation, we find that the variables are separable. 

dy 
^n; = 4x2y2 —> y 2 dy = 4x2 dx 

We now integrate both sides. 

J y~2 dy = J 4x2 dx —> + C 

If we multiply every term by and solve for y, we get an expression that contains 
3 C. Then we replace 3C with another C to get the general solution. 

-3 -3 
7 3C + 4x3 ~> y~C + 4x3 

To get the particular solution, we replace y with -1 and x with 1. 
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Example 98.5 

Solution 

Problem set 98 

-l - 
C + 4(1)3 

Now we have the particular solution. 

-3 

C= -1 

y = -1 + 4x3 4r3 

We can show that this function is a solution to the original differential 
equation 

dy 

dx 
= 4x2y2 

We substitute for y on both sides of the equation and get 

4x2 
dx V 1 — 4x3 1 - 4x3 

If we differentiate on the left-hand side and multiply on the right-hand side, we get 

-(3)(- 12x2) ? 4x2(3)2 36x2 36x2 

(1 - 4x2)2 (1 - 4x3)2 (1 - 4x3)2 (1 - 4x3)2 
check 

Since we get an identity as a result, we have shown that the quotient y = 3 over 
1 - 4x3 is a solution to the differential equation dyldx - 4x2y2. 

Use the method of separation of variables to find a general solution for the 
differential equation y' = ky, where y is a function of x and y is always positive. 

We pretend that we do not know what the answer is, so we separate the variables and 
integrate. 

dy 

dx = ky 

Since y is always positive, 

x J ~ = J k dx —* In |y| - kx + C 

we can discard the absolute value sign. Now we have 

In y - kx + C 

which can be written as 

y — gkx+c -> y — eCekx -> y — Agkx 

In the final step we replaced ec, where c is some unspecified constant, with another 
unspecified constant A. To check our solution, we differentiate. 

dx 
Aekx = kAe^ 

But y = Aekx, and if we substitute, we get 

d 
dx 

Aekx = ky 

1. If money is compounded continuously, the rate of increase is proportional to 
the money present. This statement can be expressed as a differential equation: 
dB/dt = kB. The solution to this differential equation will be B = Per', where B 
is the balance in the account at some time t, P is the amount of the initial 
deposit, and r is the annual interest rate. If this equation is solved for P, we get 
P = Be~ri, which can be used to find the amount P that should be invested to 
have a value of B in t years at a rate of r. If the annual interest rate is 8 percent, 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Find 

6. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

the rate r will be 0.08. How much money should be invested in an account now 
at 8 percent for the account to reach a value of $20,000 in 21 years? 

The slope of the graph of a function /at a given point is 3 times the value of the 
x coordinate of that point. If the graph of the function / passes through the 
point (2, 3), write the equation of f 

The region R is bounded by the x axis and the graph of y = ex on the interval 
[1, 2]. Find the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about the y 
axis. 

The region R is bounded by the x axis and the graph of y = sec x on the interval 
[0, 77-/4], Use x as the variable of integration to write a definite integral whose 
value equals the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about the y 
axis. 

A force, F(x) = 3x2 + 1 newtons, is applied to an object to move it along the x 
axis. How much work is done between x = 1 meter and x = 5 meters? 

a general solution to these differential equations: 

dy 
x dx - y dy = 0 7. ^ = 4x3y2 

Suppose /(x) = cos x and ,g(x) = x5 - x3 + x. Determine whether (fg)(x) is 
odd, even, or neither. 

Evaluate (fg)(x) dx, where /and g are as defined in Problem 8. 

The mean value theorem tells us that if a given function satisfies certain 
conditions, then there exists some c E (0, 1) such that 

f'(c) 
/(i)-/(Q) 

1 - 0 

If the function /(x) = e2x satisfies the conditions, find a value of c for this 
function. 

Let R be the first-quadrant region bounded by x2 + y2 = 1. Use horizontal 
rectangles to determine the y coordinate of the centroid of R. 

Find the area of the region between y = sin3 x and the x axis on the interval 
[0, 77/2], 

Evaluate the following limits: 

Y^ — ] 
13. lim-7- 

X—>0 % A 

15. lim 
h-+0 

In (x + h) - In x 

h 

x 
14. lim -— 

*->o x 

16. lim (x esc 3x) 
x->0 

17. Differentiate: y = x sec 2x — f-■ sin x — arcsin — 
b + cos x a 

18. Integrate: J 1 

Va2 
+ x 

X Va2 x- 
dx 

19. Which of the following statements are true? 
(a) The axis of symmetry of a parabola always intersects the parabola at the 

vertex. 
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(b) The vertex of a parabola is always the lowest point on the parabola. 
(c) The graph of the parabola will intersect the x axis at two different values 

of x. 

(■d) Only one term in the equation of a parabola can have a degree less than 2. 

20. Suppose/is defined as follows: 

f{ \ — fae* + s^n x when x > 0 
^ X l/x when x < 0 

Write the equations involving a and b which must hold true for / to be 
continuous and differentiable everywhere. Then solve for a and b. 

LESSON 99 Average value of a function • Mean value 
theorem for integrals 

99.A 
Average 
value of 

a function 

The average value of a function can be explained graphically by using a side view of 
a tank made of glass that is sitting on the x axis and is partially filled with water. 

In the figure on the left the surface is smooth and the depth of the water is given by 
the constant function /(x) = Va. The area ,4 of the rectangle is the length b - a times 

the height Va. 

Area = (b - a)Va 

In the figure on the right the water has been disturbed, and the depth of the water 
against the front glass of the tank is given by g(x). If we assume that the depth of the 
water is g-(x) everywhere from the front of the tank to the back of the tank, the area A 
is unchanged because the amount of water in the tank is unchanged. This area can 

be described by the following integral. 

Area = J g(x) dx 
J a 

Since the areas are equal, we can write the following equality and solve for Va by 

dividing both sides by b - a. 

(b - a) V, = j‘ g(x) dx —* v,= jzr- £’ g(x) dx 

This tells us that if we divide the area by the length of the tank, the result is Va, a 
number that we call the average value of the depth of the water. This value is the 
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Example 99.1 

Solution 

Example 99.2 

Solution 

same whether the surface is smooth or the surface is not smooth. We can extend this 
idea to define the average value of any continuous function on a closed interval 
[a, b] where b is greater than a. 

DEFINITION OF THE AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION 

If/is continuous on the closed interval / = [a, b], where b > a, 
then the average value of /is given by 

K*= bh, Z/wdx 

If the average value computed for a given function on a particular closed 
interval / is negative, we know that more of the area between the x axis and the 
graph is below the x axis than above the x axis on the interval. 

Find the average value of the function /(x) = x2 - 10 on the interval I = [-1,2]. 

To find the average value between -1 and 2 inclusive, we divide the definite integral 
between -1 and 2 by the distance between the x values of - 1 and +2, which is 3. 

n = 2^ / c2 - io) dx 

Now we integrate and evaluate the integral at 2 and -1. 

V = - 
“ 3 f-lto j -l -*{ 

‘?3 

y- 10(2) 
(-1)3 

10(-1) = t(-2?) - -9 

We remember that the definite integral assigns a + sign to areas above the x axis and 
a - sign to areas below the x axis. The average value of \{-21) tells us that the 
algebraic sum of the areas above the x axis and the negative of the areas below the x 
axis is -27 and that the average value of the function is -9. 

Approximate to two decimal places the average value of the function /(x) = 4e2x on 
the interval I = [0, 3]. 

The average value of the function on [0, 3] is the value of the definite integral from 0 
to 3 divided by the length of the interval. 

C = jTo Z ^ dx 

To integrate we need a constant factor of 2 to the right of the integral sign. 

K = I Z dx = Z <?2'(2) dx = = y - <0 

We use a calculator to evaluate e6 by finding the inverse natural logarithm of 6, and 
we remember that the value of <?° is 1. So 

Va - |(403.43 - 1) = 268.29 
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99.B 
Mean 
value 

theorem 
for integrals 

Example 99.3 

Solution 

99.C 
Proof 

(optional) 

The mean value theorem for integrals is an existence theorem that is used in the 
proof of other theorems. In a later lesson we will use the mean value theorem for 
integrals to prove that every continuous function has an integral. The mean value 
theorem for integrals tells us that if a function is continuous on the interval [a, b\, 
there exists at least one number c between a and b such that /(c) is equal to the 
average value of the function on the interval [a, b\. 

y y 

On the left we show the graph off(x) on the interval [a, b]. We know that the average 
value of the function, Va, on this interval is the area A divided by b - a. 

v°=bh, S‘f(x) dx 
The mean value theorem says that there must be at least one number c between a 
and b such that /(c) equals the average value of the function on [a, b]. For the 
function graphed above there are three such values of x, which we have labeled c,, 
c2, and c3 in the figure on the right. 

MEAN VALUE THEOREM FOR INTEGRALS 

If / is continuous on the closed interval I = [a, b], there 
exists at least one number c between a and b such that 

Given that the average value off(x) = 2x3 on the interval [0, 3] is y, use the mean 
value theorem to find some number c such that /(c) = y. 

The mean value theorem cannot be used to find anything. The mean value theorem 
simply states that such a c exists. We use algebra to find the value of c. 

Some proofs are difficult to understand because we use the obvious to prove the 
obvious. The proof of the mean value theorem for integrals is one of these proofs. 
The proof is further complicated by the fact that it uses two existence theorems 
whose proofs are beyond the level of beginning calculus books. Nonetheless, a proof 
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of the mean value theorem for integrals is usually presented in beginning calculus 

books. 
We begin with a function that is continuous on the closed interval [a, b]. 

We want to show that for some c in (a, b), f(c) equals the average value of the 
function. To do this we want to show that the average value of the function lies 
between the minimum value m and the maximum value M. The maximum- 
minimum value existence theorem assures us that such values exist. We want to 
prove that the average value lies between these extreme values. Thus we want to 
show that 

m < Jbf(x) dx< M 

If we can do this, we have our proof because the intermediate value theorem 
says that a continuous function must attain every value between m and M at least 
once on the interval [a, b]. We need to show that the value of (b - a)m is less than 

I /and that the value of (b - a)M is greater than j f. Thus we want to show that 
J a J a 

m(b - a) < f /(x) dx < M(b - a) 
J a 

Then we can divide all three terms by b - a to get the desired result. We begin by 
partitioning the interval I into n subintervals. In the first subinterval we choose a 
point C,, in the second subinterval we choose a point C2, etc., until we get the point 
Cn in the nth subinterval. The value of the function at each of these chosen points, 
Ck, must be greater than or equal to the minimum value and less than or equal to the 
maximum value. We note that no matter what values of C,, C2, etc., we choose, the 
inequality 

must be true by definition of m and M. If we use Axk to represent the width of the 
&th subinterval, we can multiply each term by Ajq and get 

™ &xk < f(Ck) hxk < M Axk 

Thus for the first subinterval we could write 

m Ax, </(C,) Ax, < M Ax, 

and for the second subinterval we could write 

m Ax2 < /(C2) Ax2 < M Ax2 

We could do this for every subinterval, and for the nth subinterval we would get 

™ Ax„ < /(C„) Ax„ < M Ax„ 

Now if we add the corresponding terms in all n inequalities, we get the sum 
n 

m(Ax, + Ax2 + Ax3 + • • • + Ax„) < X f(Ck) Axk < M{Ax, + Ax2 + Ax3 + • • • + Ax„) 
k= i 

But the sum of Ax, + Ax2 + Ax3 + • • • + Ax„ equals the length of the entire 
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interval b a, so we can substitute b — a for both sums and get 

n 

m{b - a) < 2 f(Ck) Ax, < M(b - a) 
k= 1 

Now if we let n increase without bound as the width of the greatest subinterval ||/?|| 
approaches zero, the sum in the center can be represented as an integral, and we can 
write 

m(b - a) < f f(x) dx < M(b - a) 
J a 

We finish by dividing every term by b - a, and we get 

m < y— I f(x) dx<M 

which completes the proof. 

Problem set 99 1. Jan put $1000 in the bank. The money is compounded continuously so that the 
amount in the account increases at a rate proportional to the amount. After 1 
year, the account held $ 1100. What annual interest rate did the bank pay? How 
much should Jan have deposited to have $90,000 after 20 years? 

2. The slope of a curve at any given point on the curve is twice its x coordinate. 
Find the equation of the curve if it passes through the point (1, 1). 

3. The end of a triangular trough is 
shown. The trough is filled to a depth 
of 2 meters with water whose weight 
density is 9800 newtons per cubic 
meter. Find the total force on the end 
of the trough. 

8 m 

4 m 

4. Find the work required to pump the water out of the trough in Problem 3 if the 
trough is 3 meters long. 

5. The function f(x) = 2x2/3 is defined on the closed interval [-1, 8]. Use the 
critical number theorem to find the maximum and minimum values of / on 
this interval. 

6. The mean value theorem for integrals tells us that every function that is 
continuous on an interval attains its average value at some point on that 
interval. Iff(x) = x3 + 4, find a number c e [-2, 2] for which f(c) equals the 
average value of the function /on this interval. 

7. Approximate to two decimal places the average value of the function/(x) = xex 
on the interval [0, 2]. 

8. Let R be the region completely bounded by y = x( 1 - x) and the x axis. Use x 
as the variable of integration to write a definite integral whose value equals the 
volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about the y axis. 

9. Let the functions/and g be defined for all values of x and let /be an odd 
function and g be an even function. Determine whether each of the following 
functions is odd, even, or neither. 

(b) fg (c) f2g 
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10. Use logarithmic differentiation to differentiate /(x) = xx. 

11. Find the area bounded by one arch of the graph of y = sin2 x and the x axis. 

12. Let R be the first-quadrant region bounded by y = 1 - x2 and x + y = 1. Find 
the volume of the solid formed when R is rotated about the x axis. 

x2 + 1 
13. Graph the function y =-. 

X 

14. Let R be the region bounded by the graph of x + 2y = 3 and the coordinate 
axes. Use y as the variable of integration to write a definite integral whose 
value equals the volume of the solid formed when R is rotated about the x 
axis. 

Integrate: 

15. J cos 2x esin 2x dx 16. 

17. Differentiate: y = arctan x + In | sin x| + 

dy 
18. Find if x3 + xy + y2 = 0. 

concept review 19. Shown is the graph of the derivative /' of a function /: 

/ x 
X3 + 1 

dx 

14* - 
sec x + ex 

1 + x 

y 

Which of the following graphs could be the graph of /? 

y y y y 

20. Given f(x) — sin (2x — n) and g(x) — cos (2x + 7r), which of the following 
statements are true? 
(a) The graphs of/and g are identical. 
(b) Both/and g are even functions. 
(c) The period off equals the period of g. 
(d) The amplitude of g is greater than the amplitude of f 
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lesson 100 

Example 100.1 

Solution 

Particle motion IV 

If the graph of a continuous function/is above the t axis between t0 and tx, the 
definite integral of the function from t0 to t{ will be a positive number that equals 
the area between the graph of/and the t axis between t0 and If the graph of/is 
below the t axis between and t2, the definite integral of the function from tx to t2 
will be a negative number that equals the negative of the area between the graph of/ 
and the t axis between /, and t2. The definite integral of/from t0 to t2 for the curve 
shown below will be the sum of the area above the t axis and the negative of the area 
below the t axis. 

The definite integral of a velocity function of a particle moving left and right 
along the x axis represents the algebraic sum of the left (-) and right (+) distances 
traveled by the particle. For the velocity function graphed above the particle would 
travel 4 units to the right during the interval [/, tx] and would travel 6 units to the 
left during the interval [/, t2\ for a net change of position of -2 during the interval 
[/, /]. The net change of position of the particle in the interval [/, tA\ is 5 units to 
the left because the value of the definite integral for the velocity function between t0 
and tA is -5 since the algebraic sum of the areas between t0 and t4 is -5. 

4-6 + 5- 8 = -5 

The velocity function for a particle moving left and right along the x axis is v(r). 
Given the following definite integrals: 

j* v(t) dt = -7 J v(t) dt = 3 J v(t) dt = -2 J v(t) dt = 6 

(a) How much did the position of the particle change during the interval 
[1,5]? 

(b) If the particle was at x = 7 when t equaled 2, what was the position of the 
particle when t equaled 4? 

(a) The sum of the areas above the t axis between t = 1 and t - 5 is zero 
because -7 + 3- 2 + 6 = 0. Thus the particle moved 7 units to the left, 3 units to 
the right, 2 units to the left, and 6 units to the right for a net change of position of 

zero. 
(b) Between t = 2 and t = 4 the particle moved 3 units to the right and 2 units 

to the left. Thus the particle moved from x = 7 to x = 10 and back to x = 8 when t 

equaled 4. 
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Example 100.2 

Solution 

Example 100.3 

A particle moves along the x axis so that its position function is 

x{t) = 213 - 912 + \2t + 1 

(a) What is the position of the particle when t = 0 and t = 3? 
(,b) What is the distance traveled between t = 0 and t = 3? 

(a) To find the position when t = 0 and when t- 3, we evaluate x(0) and x(3). 

jc(0) = 2(0)3 - 9(0)2 + 12(0) +1 = 1 

x(3) - 2(3)3 - 9(3)2 + 12(3) + 1 = 10 

(b) The difference in position is 9 units, which is the sum of the areas above 
the t axis and the negative of the areas below the t axis on the graph of v(t) between t 
values of 0 and 3. However, some of the areas might have been below the t axis and 
represent distances traveled to the left, so 9 is not necessarily the total distance 
traveled. Thus we begin by finding v(/). 

v(0 = = 6t2 - 18/ + 12 = 6(/2 - 3t + 2) 

It is not necessary to graph the function to find the areas. We just need to know when 
the graph is above the t axis and when the graph is below the t axis. Thus we need to 
know the zeros of the velocity function because its graph touches the t axis at these 
values of t. Thus we factor the equation for v(/). 

v(0 = 6(Z - 2)(t - 1) 

From the nonrepeating linear factors t — 2 and t - 1 we see that the zeros of the 
function are +2 and +1. If we use 0 as a test point, we see that v(0) = +12. We use 
this information to deduce that v(z) is positive for t less than 1, is negative between 1 
and 2, and is positive for t greater than 2. 

+ + + + - +++++++++ 
I-t-1-t-- t 
0 12 3 

We are interested in the region between t = 0 and t = 3. We could add the areas 
above the graph to the negative of the areas below the graph by computing these 
integrals. 

J v(t) dt - v(t) dt + J v(t) dt 

Rather than do this, we note that between t = 0 and / = 1 the particle moved to the 
right. Between t = 1 and t = 2, the particle moved to the left, and between t = 2 and 
t = 3 the particle moved to the right. If we evaluate x(/) at t = 0, 1,2, and 3, we get 

x(0) = 1 x(l) = 6 x(2) = 5 x(3) = 10 

During the interval [0, 1 ] the particle moved from 1 to 6, a distance of 5. During the 
interval [1,2] the particle moved from 6 to 5, a distance of 1. During the interval 
[2, 3] the particle moved from 5 to 10, a distance of 5. Thus the particle moved a 
total distance of 

5 + 1 +5 = 11 units 

The difference in the initial position and the final position was 9 units, but the total 
distance traveled was 11 units. 

The acceleration of a particle moving on the x axis is 47t cos t. If the velocity is 1 at 
t = 0, what is the average velocity of the particle over the interval 0 < t < 7r? 
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Solution 

Example 100.4 

Solution 

Example 100.5 

Solution 

Particles with an acceleration function of 4ir cos t exist only in calculus books. 
These problems are designed to let students play games with calculus. First we find 
the velocity function by integrating the acceleration function. 

v(/) = J a(t) — 4tt J cos t dt - 4tt sin t + C 

To find C we use the fact that v(t) - 1 when t = 0 and substitute. 

1 = 47r sin 0 + C —> C = 1 

Now we have the velocity function: 

v(t) = 477 sin t + 1 

We can find the instantaneous velocity for any value of t by evaluating this function 
at t. Average velocity is not the same thing as average speed. The average velocity 
between the two times r, and t2 is defined to be the directed distance between the 
position of the particle at tx and the position of the particle at t2 divided by the elapsed 
time t2 - f,. The value of the definite integral of v(/) between /, and t2 equals the 
directed distance we need. 

, . , . (477 sin t + 1) dt 
, .. x(t2) ~ x(t,) Jo 

Average velocity = — =--- 

[-477 COS t + t]o 477 + 77 /“477\ _ 977 

77 77 V TT ) 77 

= 9 units per second 

The velocity function for a particle moving left and right along the x axis is given by 
v(t) = 277 cos 77/. For what values of t, 0 < t < 2, is the particle not moving? 

The particle is not moving when its velocity equals zero. The coefficient In is never 
zero since 2 77 always equals 277. Thus the velocity equals zero when cos 77/ equals 

zero. This occurs when 

/ 77 
vt~2 

which is when t = 
1 

^ = T 
77/ = 

577 
etc. 

*-! etc. 

1 3 
Only two of these values, ■= and ^ are between t values of 0 and 2. 

What is the total distance traveled to the left by the particle in Example 100.4? 

1 3 
The velocity is zero when t = 5 and 5. 
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Problem set 100 

The particle is moving to the left when the velocity is negative. Thus we integrate 

from t = \ to t = |. 

2 J3'2 (cos 7Tt)(7r dt) = 2[sin 7rt]]',] = 2^sin — - sin —j = 2(-l - 1) = -4 

The negative sign on the definite integral indicates that the area is below the x axis 
and that the particle moved 4 units to the left between t = \ and t = 

1. A cone whose dimensions are shown 
contains water whose depth is h, and 
is dripping at a rate of \ cmVsec. How 
fast is the depth of the water decreas¬ 
ing when the depth of the water is 2 
cm? 

2. The velocity function for a particle moving along the x axis is v(t). Suppose 
that 

J' v(t) dt = -5 J v(t) dt = 6 J v(t) dt - -3 

If the particle’s position at t - 1 was 5, find the particle’s position at t = 5. 

3. A particle moves along the x axis so that its position as a function of time t is 
given by x(t) = t2 - 31 + 2. What is the position of the particle at t - 0 and at 
t = 3? What is the total distance traveled by the particle between t = 0 and 
t = 3? 

4. The acceleration of a particle moving along a number line is given by the 
equation a(t) = 4tt sin t. If the velocity of the particle at t = 0 is 77, find the 
average velocity of the particle over the interval 0 < t < 77. 

5. The velocity function for a particle moving along the number line is the 
equation v(t) = 2tt sin 771. Find the times t, \ < t < §, for which the particle 
is momentarily at rest. 

6. Find the total distance traveled in the negative x direction by the particle of 
Problem 5. 

7. The mean value theorem for integrals tells us that every continuous function 
attains its average value on an interval at some point in that interval. If/(x) = 
x2 + 1, find a number c E [3, 4] for which f(c) equals the average value of the 
function on this interval. 

8. The slope at any given point on the graph of a certain function /is equal to the 
reciprocal of the x coordinate of the point. Find the equation of/if the graph of 
/passes through (e, 3). 

9. Suppose/(x) = 2 sin x. Find the slope of the line joining the points (0,/(0)) and 
(77,/(77)). Illustrate the mean value theorem for derivatives for/on the interval 
[0, 77]. 

10. Let R be the region bounded by the graph of y = 1/x and the x axis on the 
interval [1, 2], Use x as the variable of integration to write a definite integral 
whose value equals the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about 
the y axis. Evaluate this integral. 
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11. Let R be the region bounded by the graphs of y = 0, y - Vx, and x = 4. Find 
the x coordinate of the centroid of R. 

Integrate: 

12. 

14. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

J 3X dx 13. J x In x dx 

J 3xe ' 2 dx 15. j COt 
x esc2 x dx 

f 5 dx 
J 1 + X2 

Find: -f 
dx 

arctan (sin x) + In (x2 - " 1) + 
1 ' 

x + 1 _ 

Given that 

fix) = 
4x2 ~ 16 
x2 - 9 

Determine whether / is an odd function, an even function, or neither. Then 
factor the numerator and denominator of / and use the factored form of the 
equation as an aid in sketching the graph of / 

19. Let/be defined as follows: 

ax2 + bx 
lx1 

X > 1 

X < 1 

Find the values of a and b which make / continuous and differentiable 
everywhere. 

20. If/is a function whose inverse is also a function, which of the following sets of 
points can lie on /? 
(a) {(1,3), (-1,3), (2, 4)} (c) {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1)} 
(*) {(3, 1). (3, 2), (2, 3)} (d) {(i 1),(-1.2)} 

Derivatives of inverse functions 

We remember that a function is a one-to-one function if no two values of x have the 
same values of/(x). Both of these graphs are graphs of functions because every value 
of x is paired with only one value of/(x), or y. 

y y 
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Any vertical line will touch either graph at only one point. But since the horizontal 
line y = 2 touches the graph on the left in two places, the function is not a one-to-one 
function because both x, and x2 are paired with the y value of 2. The function 
graphed on the right is a one-to-one function, since no horizontal line touches the 
graph twice. 

Every one-to-one function /has an inverse function whose graph is a mirror 
image of/in the line y = x. On the left we show the graph of a one-to-one function 
that we call/and the graph of its inverse function f~'. The symbol/“' is read as “/ 
inverse.” If the point (a, b) is on the graph of/ the point (b, a) will be on the graph of 
/-'. The slope of /at (a, b) will be the reciprocal of the slope of/”' at (b, a). 

y y 

In the figure on the left above we show the point (4, 2) on the graph of/and the 
point (2, 4) on the graph of /”'. For both functions, x is the independent (input) 
variable and y is the dependent (output) variable, as shown in the function machines 
below. 

x 

2 

f~\x) 

2 

From the graph on the right above we see that the slope off~x when x = 2 is f and 
that the slope of the graph of/when x = 4 is f. But 4 is /"' evaluated at 2, or/”‘(2). 
Thus we can write for this example that the derivative of the inverse function 
evaluated at x = 2 equals the reciprocal of the derivative of the function evaluated at 
4, which is /”'(2). 

(/-')'(2) 
1 

/'(/-'(2)) 
because 

1 

3 
5 

This notation is very confusing, and the important thing to remember is that the slope 
of the inverse function at x = c and y = d equals the reciprocal of the slope of the 
original function evaluated at x = d and y = c. We will investigate this in two steps. 
First we will use the function y = x3 and its inverse function x = y3. 

FUNCTION 

y = x3 

dy = 3x2 dx 

/'(*) 
dy 

dx 
= 3x2 

INVERSE FUNCTION 

x = y3 

dx = 3y2 dy > 
dy 

dx 

1 

3y2 

. dy 1 

- S - 57 
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But what is 7 in the equation on the right? It is the output of the/-' machine when 
the input is jc, which we note by f'(x). If we replace y2 with (/_1(jc))2, we get the 
following expression for the derivative of/inverse of jc: 

U n) dx 3(/-'(jc))2 

For a general proof we will use the one-to-one function y = f(x). 

INVERSE FUNCTION 

*= f(y) 
dx= f'(y) dy 

- m 
But again the inverse function y equals the output of the /“’ machine, which is 
f~'(x), so we can write 

FUNCTION 

y = fix) 

dy = f'(x) dx 

dy 

S=/'W 

dy _ 1 

dx= f'ifdx)) 

Example 101.1 The function f(x) - jc3 + x - 1 is a one-to-one function. Find the slope of the graph 
of the inverse function at the point (-1, 0). 

Solution We want to find the slope of the graph of the inverse function at the point (-1, 0). 
Since we have an abundance of information, we can find the answer in two ways. 
The first is to find the equation of the inverse function, differentiate, and evaluate at 
(-1,0). 

y 
X 

dx 

(/-’)'(•*) 

X3 + JC - 1 

y3 + y - l 

3y2 dy + dy 

dy 1 

dx 3 y2 + 1 

function 

inverse function 

differential 

derivative 

Since we know that the y value of the point is 0 when jc = - 1, we let y equal zero and 

get 

(/“')'(-!) = 3(0)2 + j = 1 

The other way to arrive at this answer is to use the equation 

(/-i)'(-d=/v-!(-1)) 

First we find f'(x). 

/'(jc) = 3jc2 + 1 

Now we remember that/“*(-1) is the value of y - /''(jc) when jc = -1, which is 0. 

So 
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Example 101.2 

Solution 

Problem set 101 

r'( 0 /•(/-'(-!)) /'(0) 3(0)2 + 1 1 

Even when we know the answer we see that the notation leads to confusion! 

Let f(x) = x3 + x. If h is the inverse function of/ find h’(2). 

We use h' instead of (/“')' because it is less confusing. We know the function is a 
one-to-one function because its inverse is a function, and only one-to-one functions 
have inverses that are functions. We begin by finding the equation for the slope of 
the inverse function. 

function 

inverse function 

differential 

derivative 

But what is yl We want to find h'(l) and 2 is x, and our equation has 3_y2 + 1 in the 
denominator. So we go back to the equation of the inverse function 

x = y3 + y 

and find the value of y when x = 2. 

2 = y3 +y 

Usually we would have to solve this cubic for y. Because the problem was carefully 
contrived, we can see that y has to equal 1. 

2 - (l)3 + 1 

So our answer is 

h= 3_y2 + 1 = 3(1)2 + 1 = 4 

Had we been asked to find the value of h'( 12), we would have been in trouble 
because this would require that we find the roots of the cubic 

12 = y3 + y 

Many standardized tests have these carefully contrived problems to see if the 
student understands the concept of the slope of the inverse function, so be 
forewarned. 

y = x3 + x 

x = y3 + y 

dx = 3y2 dy + dy 

dy 1 

*'<*> = Tx = yTT 

1. A particle traveling along the x axis begins at x = 4 when t = 0 and moves 
along the axis so that when / > 0, its velocity is given by 

v(0 = 
41 

1 + t2 

Write the equations which describe the acceleration and position of the 
particle as a function of time. What velocity does the particle approach as t 
increases without bound? 

2. Suppose/(x) = xe~x2. Find all the critical numbers of/and determine whether 
/attains a local maximum or minimum at each of the critical numbers found. 
Use the first derivative test to justify your answer. 

3. A particle moves along the x axis so that its position function is given by the 
equation x(t) = It3 -912 + 121 + 9. Determine the position of the particle 
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when t - 0 and t = 2. Now determine the total distance traveled by the particle 
between t = 0 and t = 2. 

4. A particle moves along the x axis so that its acceleration at time t is given by 
a(t) = 3 sin t. If the velocity of the particle is 3 at t = 0, find the average velocity 
of the particle on the interval 0 < t < tt. 

5. A certain sum of money is deposited in an account where interest is 
compounded continuously at an annual rate of 9 percent. How much money 
should be deposited now so that the account will contain $50,000 in 30 years? 

6. Suppose that fix) = x3 - x - 1. Find the slope of the graph of the inverse off at 
the point (-1, 0). 

7. Suppose f{x) = x3 + 2x and h is the inverse function of f Evaluate h(3) and 
h\3). [Note that h(3) can be evaluated by guessing.] 

8. Suppose f(x) = x3 + x and h is the inverse function of f Evaluate hi0) and 
h\0). 

9. The mean value theorem for integrals tells us that every continuous function 
attains its average value on an interval at some point in the interval. If the 
function /(x) = 3x2 + 2x + 1, find some c G [-1, 2] for which /(c) equals the 
average value of the /on this interval. 

10. Use logarithmic differentiation to compute 

fix) .c rj x sin x 

ffx) lf f(x) = (x3 + 1)3 (x4 + l)4 

11. Let R be the region bounded by the graph of y = sin x and the x axis on the 
interval [0, n]. Find the volume of the solid formed when R is rotated about 

the x axis. 

Evaluate the following limits: 

12. lim (4x esc 2x) 
x->0 

n .. In x 
13. lim r- 

x->a Vx 

14. The definite integral 

fir/2 

(cos x)[cos (sin x)] dx 
Jo 

is equal to which of the following definite integrals? 
fl Ctt/2 fir/ 2 

fa) cos u du ib) cos u du (c) sin u du 
J-1 Jo Jo 

id) J cos u du 
Jo 

15. Suppose b > a and J cC0S * dx = k. Determine the values of 
J a 

/' 
Jb 

ccos A dx and f J-b 

ecos x dx 

d ■ x d 
dx + ~i~ arctan tt + 16. Find: s arcsin 5 + j - ' dx — 3 I x2 + 9 

dx 

17. Differentiate: y = ^ + 2 In |sin x + cos x| 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 102 

Example 102.1 

Solution 

18. Which of the following limits does not exist? 

(a) lim-T^— (b) lim sin j (c) lim sin - 
v ’ A->o sin x v ' x->o 1 x 

(d) lim 
x-»0 

x2 - 1 

X - 1 

19. Suppose the points (4, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6) lie on the graph of the function f. Which 
of the following statements must be true? 
{a) The points (-4, -2), (-3, -4), (-5, -6) lie on the graph of the inverse of 

f 
(b) The points (4, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6) lie on the graph of/ '. 
(c) The points (|, \), (y, \), £) lie on the graph of/"1. 
(d) The points (2, 4), (4, 3), (6, 5) lie on the graph of/“'. 

20. A right circular cone is inscribed inside a hemisphere so that its base is the 
same as the base of the hemisphere. If the radius of the hemisphere is r, find the 
surface area of the cone (including the base) and find the volume of the cone. 

Solids of revolution IV 

Thus far we have considered solids of revolution formed by rotating regions about 
the y axis or the x axis. If the region is rotated about a line parallel to the x axis or the 
y axis, a different solid is formed. 

A region R is bounded by y = x3, the x axis, and the line x = 2. Use the disk method 
to find an integral that can be evaluated to find the volume of the solid formed by 
rotating the region about the line x = 2. Evaluate this integral. 

On the left we show the region described, and on the right we show the solid and a 
representative disk. 

y 

The volume of the representative disk is nr2 Ay, and since r equals 2 — x, the 
volume of the disk is 7r(2 - x)2 Ay. The disks are stacked from y = 0 to y = 8, so the 
volume of the solid is 
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The dy tells us that y is the variable of integration, so the integrand should have no 
variable other than y. For this problem x and y are related by y = x3, which tells us 
that x = ym. Thus we replace x with ym, expand, integrate, and evaluate. 

V= 7T \ (2 - ym)2 dy substituted 
J o 

= v [ (4 — 4_yl/3 + y2/3) dy 
Jo 

3y5/3 
= 77 4y - 3y4/3 + 

1677 
units3 

expanded 

evaluated 

Example 102.2 The region R is the region completely enclosed by the graphs of x = y2,y = 2, and 
the y axis. The region is revolved about the line y = 2. Use the disk method to write 
an integral that defines the value of the solid generated in terms of x. 

Solution On the left we show the region defined, and on the right we show the solid formed 
and a representative disk. 

The volume of the disk is irr2 times the thickness Ax. The radius r equals 2 - y, so 
the volume of the disk is 7t(2 - y)2 Ax. The disks are stacked from x = 0 to x = 4. 
Thus the volume of the whole solid is 

V = [ 7r(2 - y)2 dx 
Jo 

The dx tells us that x is the variable of integration, so the integrand should have no 
variable other than x. In this problem x = y2, so y = xm. If we substitute xI/2 for y, 
we have the desired integral. 

A numerical answer can be found by expanding, integrating, and evaluating the 

integral. 

Example 102.3 Let R be the region bounded by y = sin x between x = 0 and x = tt. This region is 
rotated about the line y = -1. Use the washer method to write an integral that 
expresses the volume entirely in terms of x. 
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Solution On the left we show the region. On the right we show a sketch of the solid, as well as 
a representative washer. 

The width of the representative washer is Ax The volume of the representative 
washer is the volume of the entire washer minus the volume of the hole in its center. 

Va = 7tt2w Ax - 7Ax = (7rr2w - 77-r2h) Ax = ir(r2w - r\) Ax 

The radius of the washer is sin x + 1, and the radius of the hole is 1. The washers 
will be stacked from x = 0 to x = 77. Thus the volume of the solid is defined by the 
integral 

V = 7T f [(sin x + l)2 - (l)2] dx integral 
Jo 

V = 7T (sin2 x + 2 sin x) dx expanded 
Jo 

A numerical result can be obtained by integrating and evaluating, using 0 and tt as 
the limits of integration. 

Example 102.4 Let R be the region bounded by the graph of y — ex, the x axis, and the lines x = 1 
and x = 2. A solid of revolution is formed when this region is rotated about the line 
x = 3. Use the shell method to write an integral that could be evaluated to find the 
volume of this solid. 

Solution On the left we show the region R. On the right we show a sketch of the solid of 
revolution and a representative shell flattened out. Portions of the shell are 
represented by the nonshaded rectangles in the center figure. 

y 

1 2 3 4 5 

--27i r-— 
/ 

Area = 2 nry 

> 
Ax 
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The volume of a representative shell is the area (2nr)(y) times the thickness Ax. 

^sheii = 2tt-ry Ax 

The shells are stacked from x = 1 to x = 2. The radius of each shell is 3 - x, the 
height is ex, and the thickness is Ax. Thus the volume of the solid is 

V = 2tt J (3 - x)ex dx 

If we multiply, we get 

V = 677 J ex dx - 2tt J' xex dx 

The value of the first integral is 

[6irex] \ 

and the value of the second integral can be found by using the same limits and the 
method of integration by parts. 

Example 102.5 The region R is bounded by the graph 
of Vx + \fy = 3, the x and y axes, and 
the line x = 3. Use the shell method to 
write an integral that gives the value of 
the solid formed if R is revolved about 
the line x = 6. 

y 

Solution On the left we show a cross section of the solid of revolution that contains a 
representative shell. On the right we show the shell flattened out. 

The volume of the representative shell is 

Vshen = (27rr)(y) Ax 

We must write y in terms of x. To do this it is necessary to rearrange the equation 

and square both sides. 
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Problem set 102 

Vx + Vy = 3 —> ym = 3 - xm —> y = (3 - xU2)2 

The shells extend from x - 0 to x = 3, and the radius of each shell is 6 - x. Thus the 
desired volume is 

V = 2tt P (6 - *)(3 - xm)2 dx 

To get a numerical answer, we would expand (3 - x1/2)2, multiply by 6 - x, integrate, 
and evaluate the integral from 0 to 3. 

1. A right circular cone is inscribed inside a hemisphere so that its base is the 
same as the base of the hemisphere. Suppose the surface area of the 
hemisphere, including its base, is increasing at a constant rate of 24 cm2/sec. 
Find the rate at which the radius of the sphere is increasing when r = 4 cm. Use 
that information to find the rate at which the volume of the cone is increasing 
when r = 4 cm. 

2. The following integrals apply to the velocity of a particle moving along the x 
axis: 

I v(f) dt = — 5 I v(t) dt = 7 I v(t) dt = -2 
JO J 2 J 3 

If the x coordinate of the particle is 5 when t = 0, what is the particle’s position 
when t = 6? 

3. A rectangular tank 4 meters wide, 5 meters long, and 4 meters deep is 
three-quarters full of a fluid whose weight density is 5000 newtons per cubic 
meter. Find the total force on the side of the wall whose width is 4 meters. 

4. Find the total work done in pumping the fluid out of the tank described in 
Problem 3. 

5. An object is suspended from an elastic spring whose spring constant is 2 
newtons per meter. The object stretches the spring 6 meters from its rest 
position. What is the weight of the object? What is the total work the object 
does in stretching the spring? 

6. The region R is bounded by the x 
axis and the graphs of y = x3 and 
x = 1. Find the volume of the 
solid formed when R is revolved 
about the line x = 1. 

y 

7. The region R is bounded by the y 
axis and the graph of x = y2 — 1. 
Use y as the variable of integra¬ 
tion to write a definite integral 
whose value equals the volume of 
the solid formed when R is re¬ 
volved about the line x = 1. 

y 

8. Let R be the region bounded by the x axis and the graph of y = tan x on the 
interval [0, tt/4]. Express as an integral, in the variable x, the volume of the 
solid formed when R is rotated about the line x = -1. 
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9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

Let R be the region bounded by the graphs of y = ex, x = 2, x = 3, and y = 0. 
Use x as the variable of integration to write a definite integral whose value 
equals the volume of the solid formed when R is rotated about the line x = 4. 

The function/^) = x3 + x + 1 is a one-to-one function, and thus its inverse/-l 
is also a function. Find the equation of the tangent line that can be drawn to 
the graph of /“' at the point (1,0). 

If 

f(x) = sin x where - y < x < y 

evaluate (/_1)' at x = 4. 

The mean value theorem for integrals tells us that every continuous function 
attains its average value on an interval at some point in the interval. If the 
function f(x) = x3 + 2, find some c E [0, 2] for which /(c) equals the average 
value of the function on the interval. 

Suppose /(x) = x2 + 1. Find the slope of the line which passes through the 
points (-1, /(-1)) and (1, /(1)). Illustrate the mean value theorem for/on the 
interval [-1, 1], 

Sketch the graph of y - X ■ + X. 

The region R is bounded by the graphs of x = -y2 - y + 2 and y - -x - 2. Use 
y as the variable of integration to write an integral whose value equals the area 
of the region R. 

Use horizontal rectangles to find the y coordinate of the centroid of the region 
R described in Problem 15 

The region R is bounded by the graph of y = tan x and the x axis on the interval 
[77/6, 7r/4]. Estimate the area of R to two decimal places. (Note: The integral 
can be evaluated if tan x is rewritten as a quotient of two functions.) 

The function /(x) = ex, and the function g(x) = sin x. We define h to be the 

composite function h(x) = f(g(x)). Evaluate /z'ly). 

Find: 
d 

dx 
sin (x2 - 1) + 

sin x + 1 

ex - 2 
+ xz 

X3 - 1 
dx 

The function/is defined as follows: 

m = 
a sin t - b cos / 

cos t 

when t > y 

77 
when t < 

Find the values of a and b which make /continuous everywhere. 

Suppose/is a function and the inverse of//-1, is also a function. Which of the 

following sets of points could lie on /? 
(a) {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5)} (b) {(1, 2), (2, 3), (1, 3), (4, 5)} 
(c) {(1, 1), (2, 2), (1,2), (3, 3)} (d) {(1,-1), (-1, 1), (2,-1), (3, 1)} 
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lesson 103 Absolute value 

In Lesson 81 we found that the derivative of |/(x)| equals the derivative of/(x) when 
f(x) is positive and equals the negative of the derivative of/(x) when /(x) is negative. 
This rule can be recalled easily by visualizing the graph of y = sin x and the graph of 
y = |sin x|. 

d_ 
dx 

sin x\ 
cos x 
not defined 

I -cos x 

when sin x > 0 
when sin x = 0 
when sin x < 0 

When x = a, the tangent lines to the two graphs have the same slopes because sin x is 
positive when x equals a. When x = b, the tangent lines to the graphs have different 
slopes because sin x is negative when x equals b. 

Some books point out that the derivative of |/(x)| can be written as 

d_ 

dx I/Ml = /M d 

I/Ml dx 
fix) 

The value of/(x) divided by |/(x)| equals 1 when f(x) is positive, is -1 when /(x) is 
negative, and is not defined when /(x) equals zero. Thus 

d_ 
dx 

sin x 
sin x 

sin x 
(cos x) 

makes exactly the same statement for this example as does the three-part piecewise 
definition above. 

If the absolute value notation is used only with the variable 

y = /(M) 

the meaning is entirely different. This function is an even function because it has the 
same value for -x that it has for +x. Thus the graph of the function to the left of the 
origin is a mirror image of the graph to the right of the origin. Graphing the function 
y = /(|x|) requires that the graph ofy = /(x) to the left of the origin be replaced with 
the mirror image of the graph of y = /(x) where x 2: 0, which is y = /(-x) where x < 
0. The graph of y = /(x) is shown in the figure on the left, 

y y y 
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Example 103.1 

Solution 

Example 103.2 

Solution 

In the center figure we discard the portion of the graph to the left of the origin, and 
in the figure on the right we replace the discarded portion with the graph of y = 
/(-x) where x ^ 0. Since x is negative, every value of/(—x) on the left is exactly the 
same as the corresponding value of /(x) on the right. 

To find the derivative of a function of the absolute value of x, we redefine the 
function as a piecewise function that does not use absolute value. 

, , dy 
If y = eW, find ~r. 

We begin by redefining the function without using the absolute value notation. 

y 

y = ex if x > 0 

if x < 0 y = e x 

When x is greater than zero, 

d e\x\ — A- ex = ex 

dx& dx 

When x is less than zero, we use the chain rule to get 

d_ 
dx 

>M = ^(-1) —e x 

Because the left-hand derivative at x = 0 does not equal the right-hand derivative at 
x = 0, the derivative at x = 0 is not defined for this function. 

If fix) = cos |2x|, find fix). 

We begin by redefining the function as a piecewise function so that the absolute 

value notation is not required. 
y 

y = cos (-2.x) 
fix) = cos 2x if x > 0 

fix) = cos (-2x) if x < 0 

The derivative to the right of the origin is 

-j- cos 2x = — 2 sin 2x 
dx 

To find the derivative to the left of the origin, we remember that cos x is an even 

function and that cos (—x) = cos x. 

^ cos (-2x) = ^ COS 2x = -2 sin 2x 
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Since the derivative to the left of the origin equals the derivative to the right of the 
origin and the derivative at x = 0 exists, we can write 

Jr cos |2jc| = -2 sin 2x 

Example 103.3 Evaluate: x + 11 dx 

Solution We always begin with a graph of the function. On the left we show the graph of the 
equation y = x + 1 between -3 and +3, and on the right we show the graph of the 
equation y = \x + 1| between -3 and +3. 

y y 

X 

From the graphs we see that we have two choices. We have been asked to find the 
sum of the two triangular areas. By using \bh, we find that the area of the small 
triangle is 2 and the area of the large triangle is 8, as we show in both figures, so the 
answer is 10. To get this answer by using definite integrals, we can add the negative 
of the integral of x + 1 from -3 to -1 to the integral of x + 1 from -1 to 3, as we 
show on the left below. 

- ( (x + 1) dx + 

-(-2) + 8 = 10 

/ i ^X + ^ 
dx or J (-x - 1) dx + J (x + l) dx 

= 2 + 8 = 10 

On the right we get the same result by adding the integral of -x - 1 from -3 to -1 
to the integral of x + 1 from -1 to 3. 

Example 103.4 Find |° sin |2x|. 
-1-77/2 

Solution We begin by redefining sin |2x| without using the absolute value notation. 

/(x) = sin 2x if x > 0 
/(x) = sin (-2x) if x < 0 

A graph of the function is always helpful. On the left we show the graph of y = sin 2x 
to the right of the origin. Then we show the graph of y = sin (-2x) to the left of the 
origin. 

y y 
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J_r/2 sin (~2x) dx = \\ /2 “sin (-2x)(-2 dx) = |[cos (-2x)]c 
7t/2 

= 2 icos 0 ~ cos 

= |(1 - COS 77) = |(2) = 1 

Example 103.5 Find [" |sinx|dx. 
J -77 

Solution The graph ofy> — | sin x| shows us that the integral equals the area between the x axis 
and the graph from x = -77 to x - 77. This is twice the area from x = 0 to x = 77. 

Thus we will find the integral from 0 to 77 and multiply by 2. 

y 

2 sin x dx 
Jo 

2[-cos x]q = 2(1 + 1) = 4 
-71 

rvw. J: “ sin x| dx = 

n 2k 

y= |sin x| 

Example 103.6 If /(x) = I sin x — ||, find the maximum value of / 

Solution Since this is a calculus course, we would be tempted to try to take the derivative of 
/ and find its value when f = 0. But there is no simple algorithm for finding 
the derivative or the integral of the absolute value of a function. Thus we will 
investigate this function by drawing its graph. On the left we show the graph of 
y - sin x — 

y y 

On the right we show the graph of the absolute value of the function, and its 
maximum value is \ . The graph on the right was really not necessary because the 
graph on the left went down to a y value of - \, and the absolute value of - \ is \. We 
used the graph to arrive at this conclusion. 

Example 103.7 Given that / is a continuous function for all real numbers and given that the 
maximum value of/is 6 and the minimum value of/is -12, which of the following 
must be true? 

(a) The maximum value of |/(x)| is 6. 
(b) The minimum value of/(|x|) is 0. 
(c) The maximum value of |/(x)| is 12. 

Solution This question is typical of some of the questions that appear on multiple-choice 
calculus tests. Only one counterexample is necessary to eliminate a choice. We can 
eliminate (a) and (b) by using the graphs shown on page 508. 
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Problem set 103 

The graph of/shows that /has a maximum value of 6 and a minimum value of -12. 
The next graph shows that |/(x)| has a maximum value greater than 6, so this 
eliminates choice (a). The final graph shows a minimum value that is less than zero, 
so this eliminates choice (b). Choice (c) is correct because the maximum value of the 
absolute value of a function whose extreme values are 6 and -12 is 12. 

1. A particle moves along the x axis so that its position at time t (t > 0) is given by 
the equation x(t) = 2t3 - 9t2 + 121 + 1. Find the times when the particle is 
moving to the left. 

2. Find the total distance traveled by the particle of Problem 1 between the times 
t = 0 and t = 4. 

3. If the interest is compounded continuously, the rate of increase of money in an 
account is proportional to the amount of money present. If $500, deposited in 
an account at a particular interest rate, grows to $911 in 10 years, how much 
should have been deposited for the account to have a value of $20,000 in 20 
years? 

4. Suppose /(x) = \x2 - 11, where/is defined on the interval I = [-1, j]. Find all 
the critical numbers of /on I. Use the critical number theorem to determine 
the maximum and minimum values of/ 

Evaluate the following definite integrals: 

5. J |x + 11 dx 6. j \x2 + x| dx 

7. Suppose /(x) — | cos x - \\. Determine the maximum value of / 

8. Consider a function / that is a continuous function for all real numbers. 
Furthermore, the maximum value of/is 7 and the minimum value of/is -10. 
Which of the following statements must be true? 
(a) The maximum value of |/(x)| is 7. 
(b) The minimum value of/(|x|) is 0. 
(c) The maximum value of |/(x)| is 10. 

9. Let R be the region bounded by the graph of y = x4 and the x axis on the 
interval [0, 1], Express as an integral, in the variable x, the volume of the solid 
formed when R is rotated about the line x = 1. 

10. Let R be the region completely enclosed by the graph of y = x2 and y = x. Use x 
as the variable of integration to write a definite integral whose value equals the 
volume of the solid formed when R is rotated about the line y = — 1. 

11. Let R be the region between the graph of y = sin x and the x axis when 
0 < x < 7T. Express as an integral, in the variable x, the volume of the solid 
formed when R is rotated about the line x = 277. 
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12. The function /(x) — x3 + 2x is a one-to-one function, so its inverse is also a 
function. Evaluate /“'(3). 

13. Suppose/is an odd function and g is an even function, and both functions are 
defined everywhere. Determine whether each of the following functions is odd, 
even, or neither. 

(«) fs (*) -g (C) p (d) pp 
14. Use logarithmic differentiation to differentiate the function y = xv*. 

15. Find the area under one arch of the graph of y = 2 sin2 x. 

16. Suppose/is a function that is continuous at x = 2. Which of the following 
statements must be true? 

(a) lim/(x) =/(2) (b) /is differentiable at x = 2 

/ Xf2 fix) - /(2) 
(c) fim —^ _ n— exists (d) /attains a maximum value at x = 2 

jr->2 X Z 

17. Find the intervals on which the graph of y = x3 - 6x2 + 6x + 1 is concave 
upward. 

18. Evaluate: lim --f- 
;t->3 X - 3 

d3y 
19. Compute ^3 if y = (x - 4)6 + sin 2x 

20. Integrate: I ex + cos x 
ex + sin x 

dx 

concept review 21. The inverse of y = x is which of the following? 
(a) y = x (b) y = -x (c) (d) y = Vx 

LESSON 104 
104. A 

Integral 
of tann x 

Integral of tan" x • Integral of cot" x 

We remember that we can find the integral of tan x dx because we can use sin x and 
cos x to write this integral in the form du over u. 

du 

tan x dx = - 
-sin x dx 

cos x 
= -In Icos x| + C = In 

cos x 
+ C = In I sec x| + C 

Now we will consider the integral of tan" x dx, where n is an integer greater than 1. 
The key is to remember that the differential of tan x is sec2 x dx, so the integral of 
sec2 x dx is tan x + C. If n is equal to 2, we will use the Pythagorean identity 

tan2 x + 1 = sec2 x 

and replace tan2 x with sec2 x - 1. If n is greater than 2, we will rewrite tan" x as 
tan"-2 x tan2 x and again replace tan2 x with sec2 x - 1. 
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Example 104.1 

Solution 

Example 104.2 

Solution 

Example 104.3 

Solution 

Find tan2 x dx. 

If we replace tan2 x with sec2 x - 1, we get two integrals which we can evaluate. 

| (sec2 x - 1) dx = J sec2 x - J dx = tan x - x + C 

Find tan3 x dx. 

As the first step, we will separate a factor of (tan2 x) and replace tan2 x with 

sec2 x - 1. 

J tan3 x dx = J (tan x)(tan2 x) dx = J (tan x)(sec2 x - 1) dx 

If we multiply, we get two integrals. 

J (tan x)(sec2 x dx) - J tan x dx 

u" du 

We recognize the form of the first integral is un du and know that the integral of tan x 
is In | sec x| + C. Thus 

J tan x sec2 x dx - J tan x = ^ tan2 x + In |sec x| + C 

Find J tan4 x dx. 

We will separate a factor of tan2 x and substitute. 

J tan4 x dx = J (tan2 x)(tan2 x) dx = J (tan2 x)(sec2 x - 1) dx 

Now we multiply and get 

J tan2 x sec2 x dx - J tan2 x dx 

Tqn2 x sec2 x dx has the form un du, so the first integral equals 3 tan3 x. From 
Example 104.1 we know that the integral of tan2 x dx is tan x - x, so we have finally 

1 
tan3 x - tan x + x + C 

Although we will not consider them in this book, integrals of higher powers of 
tan x can be found by repeated use of the process shown in this example. Each step 
will result in an integral of the form of 

u" du + j (tan x)”-2 dx 

To illustrate, the first step in the integration of tan" x would be 

J tan" x dx = J (tan9 x)(sec2 x - 1) dx = J tan9 x.sec2 x dx - J tan9 x dx 

u" du 

The next step would reduce tan9 x to tan7 x, and so forth. 
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104.B 
Integral 

of cot" X 

We use a similar procedure to find integrals of cot" x. We remember that we can find 
the integral of cot x dx because we can use cos x and sin x to write this integral in the 
form of du over u. 

du 

[ cot x dx = ( . = In | sin x| + C 
J J sin x 11 

u 

To find the integral of cot" x dx, we will use the identity 

1 + cot2 X = CSC2 X 

and replace cot2 x with esc2 x - 1. Since the derivative of cot x is -esc2 x dx, the 
integral of -esc2 x dx is cot x + C. 

Example 104.4 Find J cot2 x dx. 

Solution We replace cot2 x with esc2 x - 1. 

J cot2 x dx = J (esc2 x - 1) dx = J esc2 x dx - J dx 

We need a pair of negative signs in the first integral, which we provide. 

-J -esc2 x dx - J dx = -cot x — x + C 

Example 104.5 Find J cot3 x dx. 

Solution We separate a factor of cot2 x and replace it with esc2 x - 1. 

J cot3 x dx — J (cot x)(cot2 x) dx = J (cot x)(csc2 x - 1) dx 

Next we multiply, insert two minus signs, and find the integral. 

-J (cot x)(-csc2 x dx) - [ cot x dx = cot2 x - In |sin x| + C 

un du 

Example 104.6 Find J cot4 x dx. 

Solution We separate a factor of cot2 x and replace it with esc2 x - 1. 

J cot4 x dx = J (cot2 x)(cot2 x) dx = J (cot2 x)(csc2 x - 1) dx 

Next we multiply, insert two minus signs, and get 

-J (cot2 x)(-csc2 x dx) - [ cot2 x dx 

un du 

From Example 104.4 we know that / cot2 x dx is -cot x - x, so we have 
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Problem set 104 

- \ cot3 X + cot X + X + C 

1. The base of a 4-meter ladder leaning 
against a vertical wall as shown is 
pulled away from the wall at \ meter 
per second. Find the rate at which the 
area of the triangle ABC is changing 
when C is 1 meter from the wall. 

y 

Use the appropriate trigonometric identity to find the following integrals: 

2. J 2 tan2 x dx 3. J 

J tan x tan2 x dx 5. 4. 

3 cot2 x dx 

cot2 x cot x dx 

6. Let / be a continuous function defined for all real numbers. The absolute 
maximum value of /(x) is 7 and the absolute minimum value of /(x) is -15. 
Which of the following statements must be true? 
(a) The maximum value of/(|x|) is 7. 
(b) The maximum value of |/(x)| is 7. 
(c) The minimum value of/(|x|) is 0. 
(d) The minimum value of |/(x)| is 0. 

7. Use basic geometric formulas to evaluate J \x - 2| dx. 

8. Let R be the region enclosed by the graph of y = e2x, x = 2, and the coordinate 
axes. Write an integral in one variable whose value equals the volume of the 
solid formed when R is revolved about the line x = 3. 

9.. Suppose R is as defined as in Problem 8. Write an integral in one variable 
whose value equals the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about 
the x axis. 

10. Let R be the region bounded by the graph of y = x2 and the x axis on the 
interval [0, 2], Write an integral in one variable whose value equals the volume 
of the solid formed when R is revolved about the line y = -2. 

11. Let 

f(x) = tan x where ~~2< x < ^2 

Iff~l is the inverse off, find the value of (f~l)(2) and (/~‘)'(2). 

12. The function/(x) = x3 + x + 1 is a one-to-one function, so (/_l)' is also a 
function. Find the equation of 

13. The mean value theorem for integrals tells us that every continuous function 
attains its average value on an interval at some point in the interval. If the 
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function/(x) = tan x, find some number c E [0, tt/4] such that/(c) equals the 
average value of the function on the interval. 

14. Determine the slope of the line which joins the points (1,/(1)) and (3,/(3)) 
on the graph of/ where/(x) = x3 + 2x + 1. Illustrate the mean value theorem 
for derivatives for /on the interval [1, 3], 

Integrate: 

15. f sin3 x dx 16. f cos x a'x 
J Va + sin x 

17. Approximate to two decimal places the x coordinate of the centroid of the 
region bounded by y = sin x and the x axis on the interval [0, 1], 

18. If y - sin xy, find 

19. The definite integral * (sin 5x)ccos 5v dx equals which of the following? 
n r, * r, , 

CONCEPT REVIEW 

(a) j | e" du (b) -J ' e" du (c) J' e" du (d) | J‘ e" du 

20. Differentiate: y = In J sin x - x2| + 
ex + x 

arcsin x 

true? 

(a) /(x) dx 

w J I/Ml dx 

(C) J 5 I/Ml dx 

a f l/WI dx 

dx + £ I/Ml dx 

(c) J* I/Ml dx = - J |/(x)| dx (d) j' f(x) dx = J* |/(x)| dx 

LESSON 105 Second fundamental theorem of integral 
calculus • The natural logarithm function 

105. A 
Second 

fundamental 
theorem 

of integral 
calculus 

We have used the first fundamental theorem of integral calculus to evaluate the 
integral of a continuous function /on the interval [a, b] by subtracting the value of 
some antiderivative F evaluated at a from the value of the same antiderivative 
evaluated at b. 

[VM dx = F{b) - F(a) 
J a 

The second fundamental theorem of calculus guarantees us that every function 
that is continuous does have an antiderivative. We remember that a function is an 
input-output process that has exactly one output for every input value of x. With the 
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function machine on the left, any input is squared. Thus, if the input is x, the output 
is x2, and if the input is 3, the output is 32, or 9. 

X -> —> X2 fx 

( )2 X -> /(x) dx 
3 —> > (3)2 Ja 

The function machine on the right tells us to integrate the function /and evaluate it 
from x = a to x = x. In this machine, x is the input, x is the upper limit, and x is also 
the variable of integration. We can clear up some of the confusion if we use t as a 
dummy variable as shown in the next machine. The output function F is some 
antiderivative off. We note that F is a function of x even though we used the dummy 
variable t as the variable of integration. 

fx 
x —> f(t)dt 

J a 
~> F{t) = F{x) - F(a) 

We still have x as the input and as the upper limit, but x is no longer the variable of 
integration. To use this machine, we must first specify the function/and the lower 
limit a. To demonstrate, we will use the function f(t) = t and a lower limit of 2. In 
the box we use t instead of x. 

fx 
X —> J t dt 

—► m = F(x) - F{2) 

For a graphical consideration of the integral as a function we will let x be a 
variable on the t axis. 

Shaded area = 

If the graph of a function is above the t axis on interval [2, x] as shown, the area 
between the t axis and the graph equals the definite integral from 2 to x. 

The leftmost figure shows that if x is 3, the area is 4. The second and third figures 
show us that if x is 4, the area is 9, and if x is 5, the area is 10.3. The left-hand 
boundary of each of the areas is fixed at 2, and thus each of the areas under the graph 
of/is a function of the position of the right-hand boundary x. This is the reason the 
area can be described by the definite integral 
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A(x) = |7(0 dt 

If we remove the restriction that the graph be above the t axis, we are no longer 
describing area but are still describing a definite integral, 

F(x) = [7(0 dt 

The lower limit a does not have to be 2 but can be 0, — 1, 5, or any real number that 
we choose. We do not know how to evaluate some definite integrals, but we can 
approximate their value between a and x to any desired degree of accuracy by using 
numerical methods. On the left we show a portion of the graph of y = e~lxl. We 
choose this function because it is famous for not having an antiderivative that can be 
expressed simply. The graph is not drawn to scale because the value ofy where x = 3 
is 1.5 x 10“8, and the value of y where x = 7 is 2.7 x 10“43. 

m 

t 

We can “see” in the figure on the left that the definite integral exists. This integral 
cannot be evaluated by using the fundamental theorem of Newton and Leibniz. 
But in the figure on the right we see that we can use the familiar method of 
summing the areas of rectangles to approximate F(l), which is the value of the 
following integral when the upper limit is 7. Thus the following integral exists even 
though we can only find an approximation of its value. 

m 

If /is continuous on an interval /, the second fundamental theorem of calculus, 
which we will not prove, guarantees us that an antiderivative of / exists and 
describes the antiderivative. 

SECOND FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS 

If/is a function that is continuous on some open interval I 
and c is a number in the interval, then/has an antideriva¬ 
tive F on this interval which can be described as 

F(x) - f f{t) dt x£/ 
J C 

Since F is an antiderivative of / then the derivative of F 

equals / 

/(|7«/=/<*) 

Example 105.1 Find 
d_ p 

dx J9 
t2 dt. 
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Solution 

Example 105.2 

Solution 

Example 105.3 

Solution 

105.B 
The natural 

logarithm 
function 

First we find the integral. 

f t2 dt 
J9 

't±v 
-3J9 T “ 243 

Now we find the derivative and note that we eliminate the constant -243 when we 
differentiate. Thus the value of the lower limit of integration does not affect the 
derivative, as the contribution of this limit is eliminated when we differentiate. 

d_ 
dx 

— v-2 

These two steps were unnecessary, as we could have used the second fundamental 
theorem to write the answer by inspection. 

d 
dx 

t2 dt = x2 

, d f4 sin t 
Flnd Tx J, — 

We know that the integral from x to 4 is the negative of the integral from 4 to x, so 
we interchange the limits and insert a minus sign to get 

d l p sin A _ _ d_ p sin t 
dx { J4 t ) dx J4 t 

We do not know how to evaluate the integral, but the second fundamental theorem 
of calculus assures us that the integral exists and that its derivative is sin x divided 
by x, so we get 

d p sin t _ _ /sin x\ _ _ sin x 
dx J4 t \ x ) x 

Find [' e~'2 dt. 
CIX J j 7 

We do not know how to evaluate the integral, but we do know that it exists and that 
its derivative is e~'2. 

d_ 
dx 

e '2 dt = e x2 

In precalculus mathematics we discussed the exponential function whose base is 10 
and used this function to define the common logarithm function whose base is also 
10. The common logarithm function is the implicit form of the exponential function 
whose base is 10. 

y - 10x —■» x — log |o y 

Then, when we got the idea of logarithms, we introduced the exponential function 
whose base is e and used this function to define the natural logarithm function 
whose base is also e. The natural logarithm function is the implicit form of the 
exponential function whose base is e. 

y - ex —> x = In y 

We have used the laws of exponents to develop the laws of logarithms, and we 
have assumed that these laws hold for all real values of x. These laws do hold and 
they do work. For the engineer this suffices. But the mathematician looks at all of 
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this and sees a house of cards, for we have failed to prove everything that we have 
done. Mathematicians have found that we can use an integral to define a function 
that can be proved to have all the qualities that we have assigned to the function 

y - In x 

If this new function can be shown to have all the qualities of the natural logarithmic 
function whose base is e, then this function must be the same function. We do this 
because the integral definition will allow us to prove many things that we could not 
prove before. These proofs are a topic for courses above the level of this book. We 
can define the natural logarithmic function as follows. 

% 

In x 

y 

With this definition, we see in the figure above that In x equals the area under the 

graph of y between 1 and x if x is greater than 1. If x is between 0 and 1, then the 

expression that defines the integral will look the same but the integral will be the 

negative of the area. 

The value of this integral will be negative because the upper limit will be less than 

the lower limit, and we remember that 

J7= -f 7 
Ja Jb 

Example 105.4 Show that using the new definition of the derivative of In x results in the same 

derivative that y = log, x has. 

Solution The second fundamental theorem allows us to write 

d_ , . d_ f -v dt _ 1 

dx n A dx J, t x 

Thus this function has the same derivative as the derivative of y = log, x. We will 

consider this fact further in Lesson 116. 

j The length of a rectangle is increasing at a rate of 2 centimeters per second, and 
the width of the rectangle is decreasing at a rate of 1 centimeter per second. 
Find the rate at which the area of the rectangle is changing when the length of 
the rectangle is 12 centimeters and the width of the rectangle is 10 centimeters. 

Problem set 105 
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2. The acceleration of a particle moving along the x axis at time t is given by the 
equation a{t) = tt sin rrt. If the velocity at / = 0 is 0, approximate to two 
decimal places the average velocity of the particle over the interval 0 < t < 1. 

3. A trough 5 meters long whose cross 
section is shown is completely filled 
with a fluid whose weight density is 
600 newtons per cubic meter. Find 
the force against one end of the 
trough. Dimensions shown in the fig¬ 
ure are in meters. 

y 

4. Find the work done in pumping all the fluid out of the trough described in 
Problem 3. 

Simplify the following expressions by using two different methods: (1) evaluate the 
definite integral first and then differentiate, (2) apply the second fundamental 
theorem of calculus. 

5- s//** 6- s£sin"* 
Use the second fundamental theorem of calculus to simplify the following expres¬ 
sions: 

7. 
d fx .2 

dx J18 e dt 8. d f5 cos t 
dx Jx t 

dt 

9. Which of the following equals In 4? 
(a) In 3 + In 1 

(b) The area of the region between the graph of y = - and the x axis on the 
X 

interval [1,4] 
(c) The area of the region between the graph of j; = In x and the x axis on the 

interval [1, In 4] 
(d) The area of the region between the graph of y = In x and the x axis on the 

interval [1,4] 

Use Pythagorean identities as necessary to find the following integrals: 

10. J tan2 x dx 11. J tan3 x dx 

12. If/(x) = |2 sin x — 11, find the maximum value off. 

13. Let R be the region in the first quadrant bounded by the graphs of y = sec x and 
x = 77/8. Write a definite integral in one variable whose value equals the 
volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about the line x = — 1. 

14. Let R be the region bounded by the graphs of y = log x and the x axis on the 
interval [ 1, 10]. Use one variable to write a definite integral whose value equals 
the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about the line y = -1. 

dy 
15. Find the general solution to the differential equation = sin 2x. 

16. Suppose /(x) - sin x and g(x) = e*1. Determine whether each of the following 
functions is odd, even, or neither. 
(a) f+g (b) /2 (c) gof (d) fg 
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17. Suppose log |/(x)| - log |x2 + 1| + log |sin x|. Develop an expression that 
equals /'(x)//(x). 

18. Given the functions /and g such that 

lim/(x) = 4 and lim g(x) = -1 
*-»2 x-*2 v ’ 

evaluate 

19. 
f 77" / 4 

Compute tan x dx. 
Jo 

20. 
1 - 

Find dx ^tan (sin + 3*2] + J Y+ x2 dx 

21. Let/be defined as follows: 

/(x) = jM + 2 
7 [ax2 + bx X

 
*

 
IV
 

A
 

lim [/(x)]2£(x) 
X->2 

Find the values of a and b which make / continuous and differentiable 
everywhere. 

22. Suppose /is a function/which exists for all real x and 

lim /(x) = f(a) for any real number a 
x->a 

Which of the following statements is true? 
(a) The function/is differentiable at all real values of x. 
(b) The function/is continuous at all real values of x. 
(c) A0) = 0. 
(d) /'(x) = /(x) for all real values of x. 

Approximating with differentials 

Differentials can be used to get a quick approximation for the change in the value of 
a function that would be caused by a small change in the value of the independent 
variable. We remember that dy is an approximation for Ay and is defined as the 
product of the derivative and the change in x, which can be labeled either dx or Ax. 

dy = f'(x) Ax 

Suppose a farmer has a square field whose sides are 100 meters long and idly 
wonders how much the area of the field would increase if each side were \ meter 
longer. If he had his calculator, he could compute the new area and subtract the old 
area, and the difference would be the increase. But he can use a differential to get a 
quick approximation that is almost as good as the answer from a calculator. He 
knows that the area and the differential of the area are 

Area = x2 dA = 2x Ax 
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The change in area dA caused by a change of x of \ meter can be mentally computed. 

dA - 2(100)F^ = 50 square meters 

If he had used his calculator, he would have found that the change in area would 
have been 

(100.25)2 - (100)2 = 50.063 square meters 

As we can see, the use of the differential produces surprisingly accurate results with 
a minimum of effort. Differentials are often used by physicists and engineers to 
make quick estimates. 

Example 106.1 Leena and Jenq had a solid brass ball whose radius was 20 cm. They wanted a quick 
estimate of the change in the volume if a coating of 0.02 cm was applied. What was 
their estimate? 

Solution All they had to do was to write the equation of a sphere and find its differential. 

V = | 7rr3 dV = 47rr2 dr 

If they use 20 for r and 0.02 for dr, they get their estimate. 

dV = 4tt(20)2(0.02) - 100.53 cm3 

If they had computed the old volume and the new volume and found the difference, 
the result would have been 101.63 cm3, a number very close to 100.53 cm3. 

Example 106.2 If a measurement is slightly in error and the measurement is used in a calculation, 
the error in the calculation caused by the faulty measurement is called a propagated 
error. When Kristin and Ferrell measured the radius of a ball, they found it to be 1.4 
cm. If the error in measurement could be no greater than 0.01 cm, find the 
maximum value of the propagated error. 

Solution We know the formula for the volume of a sphere, and we can find its differential. 

V = dV = 477-r2 dr 

The propagated error in value is the differential dV whose maximum value is 

dV = 4t7(1.4)2(0.01) - 0.2463 cm3 

Example 106.3 If x represents the number of units produced in a given period, the profit p in dollars 
of a company for the period is given by the equation 

p = (500x - x2) - (^x2 - 72x + 3000j 

Estimate the change in profit if the production is increased from 115 to 120 units. 

Solution All we have to do is find the differential and then use 115 for x and 5 for Ax. 

dp = [(500 - 2x) - (x - 72)] Ax 

dp = [(500 - 2(115)) - (1 15 - 72)]5 = 1135 

Since dp is positive, the change in profit is positive and would be approximately 
$1135. 
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Problem set 106 1. Find the area of the largest rectangle 
that can be inscribed in the region 
bounded by y = 9 - x2 and y = x2 - 1. 

2. A metal ball 50 centimeters in diameter is coated with an 0.01 -centimeter layer 
of gold. Use the method of differentials to estimate the increase in the volume 
of the ball. 

3. If a measurement which is slightly in error is used in a calculation, we say that 
the original error in measurement is propagated. Franco and Davis wanted to 
calculate the surface area of a sphere, yet they felt that their measurement of 10 
cm for the radius was in error by at most 0.001 cm. Use the method of 
differentials to determine by how much their figure for the surface area could 
be in error. 

4. Suppose that the profit in dollars made from the sale of x items is given by 

p(x) = -(x - 100)2 + 200x 

Use the method of differentials to estimate the change in profit if 101 items are 
sold instead of 100 items. 

5. A particle moves along the x axis so that its velocity at time t (t > 0) is given by 

v(0 
t + 1 

t 

If the particle’s position at t = 3 was x = 5, write an equation for the position 

function x(t). 

6. An object is propelled along the x axis by the force F(x) = \ x2 newtons. Find 
the work done on the object as it is moved from the origin to x = 6 meters. 

Use the second fundamental theorem of integral calculus to simplify the following 

expressions. 

8- Uemdt 
Integrate: 

9. J 2 sin2 x dx + j sin3 x dx 

11. 2 cot2 x dx 12 

1 10. I 2 tan2 x dx 

1 1 2X + 
Vx - 1 

dx 

13. Suppose/(x) = x5 + x and/“' is the inverse function off Evaluate/ '(2) and 

(/-')'(2). 

14. Let R be the region bounded by the graph of y = <r '2 over the interval [0, 1]. 
Find the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about the y axis. 

15. If a function meets certain conditions on the interval [1, 3], the mean value 
theorem tells us that there exists at least one number c G [1, 3] such that 
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f'(c) 
/(3)~/(l) 

3 - 1 

If the function/^) = x2 + x + 1 satisfies the conditions, find such a number c. 

16. Suppose fix) = 3x2 + 2x + 1. Verify the mean value theorem for integrals for / 
on the interval [1, 3]. 

17. Let R be the region bounded by the graph of the hyperbola xy = 1, the y axis, 
and the lines y = 1 and y = 2. Express the area of R as an integral in the 
variable y. 

18. Differentiate: y = xe*2 - arcsin x2 + X + * 
cos x - x 

CONCEPT REVIEW 19. The position of a particle moving along the x axis is defined by a continuous 
function x(t). The value of x(l) is 1 and the value of x(3) is 5. Which of the 
following statements are true? 
(a) The velocity of the particle is always positive on the interval [1, 3]. 
(b) At some time on the interval [1,3] the velocity of the particle is +2. 
(c) The velocity of the particle is never zero on the interval [1, 3]. 
(d) The velocity is zero when t = 3. 

20. If / is a function such that /'(x) > 0 for all real values of x, which of the 
following statements must be true? 
(a) f(x) > 0 for all values of x. 
(b) /(x,) >/(x2) for every Xj and x2 where x, > x2. 
(c) The graph of/is concave up everywhere. 
(d) The graph of /is concave down everywhere. 

LESSON 107 
107. A 

Limit 

ofSiax 

Limit ofsin x • A note (optional) 

In Lesson 37 we stated without proof that the derivative of sin 0 is cos 6. Then in 
Lesson 58 we used this fact to prove that the derivative of cos 0 is - sin 0 and showed 
how to use the derivatives of sin 0 and cos 0 to find the derivatives of other 
trigonometric functions. But we still have not proved that the derivative of sin 6 is 
cos 0. A crucial step in this proof requires that, if 6 is measured in radians, we be 
able to evaluate the following limit. 

lim 
0-0 

sin 0 
6 

This limit equals 1, because as 6 gets closer to zero, sin 0 gets closer to the value of 6 
and the ratio gets closer to 1. If we use a calculator to find sin 0.087, we get 

sin 0.087 = 0.08689 so 
sin 0.087 

0.087 
0.08689 

0.087 
0.998736 

If we use even smaller values of 0, the ratio of sin 0 over 0 will get even closer to 1. 
Thus it appears that in the limit this ratio is 1. A straightforward proof of this fact is 
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a geometric proof. We will show that the following inequality is true and then 
complete the proof by letting 9 approach zero. 

„ ^ sin 9 ^ , 
cos 9 < —— < 1 

U 

As 9 approaches zero, cos 9 will approach 1. From this we see that sin 9 over 9 is 
between 1 and a quantity that is approaching 1. Thus, by use of the pinching 
theorem for limits, the limit of sin 9 over 9 as 9 approaches zero is 1. 

To prove this we shade different parts of the same figure as shown below. Point 
O is the center of a unit circle, so lengths OA and OC equal 1. We see that the area of 
the big triangle on the left is greater than the area of the sector of the circle shown in 
the center, which is greater than the area of the triangle shown on the right. 

B B B 

Area 1 > area 2 > area 3 

Area 1 is the area of the big triangle. Since the base of this triangle equals 1, tan 9 
equals Hx over 1, or Hx. So tan 9 - Hx. 

Area 1 =^BHl=^ (1) (tan 9) —> Area 1 = 

Area 2 is the area of a sector of a circle whose central angle is 9 and whose radius 

is 1. 

Area 2 = (7rr2) = tt (l)2 —> Area 2 = ^ 
271 277 l 

Area 3 is the area of a triangle whose height is H3 and whose base, OC, has a length 
of 1. We can find H2 because the hypotenuse of the right triangle it forms also equals 

1. Thus sin 9 = //3 over 1. So = sin 9. 

Now we substitute the values found for the three areas and get 

tan 9 ^ 9 ^ sin 9 
2 > 2 > 2 

If we multiply every term by 2, we can write 

^-2 > 0 > sin e 
COS 9 

Now we divide every term by sin 9, where sin 9 > 0, and get 

cos 9 sin 9 
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Example 107.1 

Solution 

Example 107.2 

Solution 

As the last step we invert each term and reverse the inequality symbols to get 

cos 9 < 
sin 9 

9 
< 1 

which “pinches” the middle term between cos 9 and 1. Since the drawing on which 
we relied shows 9 to be positive and less than tt/2, we know this inequality to be true 

when 

o<"<! 

Thus, we must be careful to take the right-hand limit of 
By the pinching theorem 

sin 9 
as 9 approaches 0. 

1 < lim 
e->o+ 

sin 9 
9 

1 or 
.. sin 9 , 
lim —= 1 

9 

If 9 is a negative angle, we get the same final result. To show this, we let 9 equal -x, 
where x is a positive number. Then 

sin 9 sin (-x) -sin x sin x 

9 -x -xx 

Thus lim 
o_ 

sin 9 

From the above we conclude that 

lim 
x->0+ 

sin x 
x 

lim 
0-»O 

sin 9 
9 

1 

1 

Evaluate: lim 
x-»0 

sin 4x 
x 

L’Hopital’s rule can be used to find this limit, but the proof above gives us a way to 
find this special limit almost by inspection. The rule developed can be written as 

lim 
( HO 

sin ( ) 

( ) 
= 1 

Since the limit of a constant times a function equals the constant times the limit of 
the function, we can get the form we need by multiplying in front by 4 and by 
multiplying x by 4. Since 4x approaches zero as x approaches zero, we can write 

lim 
A'—>0 

sin 4x 
x 

lim 
4x->0 

4 sin 4x 
4x 

= 4 lim 
4x-* 0 

sin 4x\ 
4x ) 

= 4 • = 4 

Evaluate: lim '. n 
jc-o sin 47x 

The limit of the reciprocal of a function equals the reciprocal of the limit of the 
function. Thus 

lim — X 
x—*0 sin 47x 

1 

lim 
x-»0 

sin 47x 
x 

sin 47jc 
But we can evaluate lim-- by multiplying and dividing by 47. 

x—*0 X 
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Thus 

lim 
x->0 

sin 47x 
x 

47 lim 
47x-»0 

sin 47x\ 
47x ) = 47(1) 

lim — A. 
x->o sin 47x 

1 

lim 
x->0 

sin 47x 
x 

1 
47 

107.B 
A note While proving 

(optional) 

we made use of the fact that 

sin x , 
lim-= 1 

lim cos x = 1 
x-»0 

This fact seems so obvious that it hardly warrants additional thought. However, 
some authors insist upon showing that lim cos x = 1, and other authors relegate its 

x->0 

proof to the exercises. 
Why do we even need to show anything? If we had desired, we could have 

begun this text with a close examination of polynomial functions. We could have 
shown that polynomial functions are everywhere continuous and hence for any 
polynomial P 

lim P(x) - P(c) 
X—»C 

The trigonometric functions are much more complicated than polynomial 
functions. Some may feel uneasy about making assertions about trigonometric 
functions without somehow basing these assertions on our knowledge of polynomi¬ 
als. Here we will prove that both sin 9 and cos 9 can be bounded by the first-degree 
polynomials -9 and 6 and show that the limit of sin 9 as 9 approaches zero is zero, 
and that the limit of cos 9 as 9 approaches zero is 1. 

Recall that we defined the radian measure of an angle to be the ratio of the arc s 
to the radius r. 

r 

We examine the unit circle centered at the origin and let 0 < 9 < irll. By definition 

of sin 9, 

AD = sin 9 

DC - 1 - cos 9 
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Problem set 107 

By using the Pythagorean theorem and triangle DAC, we can write 

(AD)2 + (DC)2 = (AC)2 

Since AD = sin 9 and DC = (1 - cos 9), we can substitute and get 

sin2 9 + (1 - cos 6)1 = (AC)2 

But the length of the segment AC is less than the length of the arc AC, which also 
equals 9, so we can substitute and get 

sin2 9 + (1 - cos 9)2 < (AC)2 —> sin2 9 + (1 - cos 9)2 < 92 

Any nonzero number squared is a positive number. Since 9 is greater than zero, sin2 
9 and (1 — cos 6)2 represent positive numbers. If the sum of two positive numbers is 
less than 62, then each of the positive numbers must be less than 62. This lets us 
write 

sin2 6 < 62 and (1 - cos 6)2 < 62 

If sin2 9 is less than 62, sin 9 must be between - 9 and 9. If (1 - cos 9)2 is less than 92, 
then 1 - cos 9 must also be between 9 and -9. 

-9 < sin 9 < 9 -9 < 1 - cos 9 < 9 

Now 9 is a polynomial function of degree 1, and we have shown that both sin 9 and 
(1 - cos 9) can be bounded by 9. If we let 9 approach zero, by the pinching theorem 
sin 9 must also approach zero because it is pinched between two quantities that are 
approaching zero. 

lim sin 9 = 0 
8^ 0 

If we let 9 approach zero, 1 - cos 9 must also approach zero because this expression 
is pinched between two quantities that are both approaching zero. 

lim (1 - cos 9) = 0 
8-> 0 

If we write this limit as the difference of two limits, we can show that cos 9 must also 
approach 1 as 9 approaches zero. 

lim (1 - cos 9) = 0 —> lim 1 — lim cos 9 — 0 
8-*0 8->0 8-> 0 

The limit of 1 as 9 approaches zero is 1, so we solve this last equation for the limit of 
cos 9 as 9 approaches zero by adding -1 to both sides and find that this limit is 1. 

1 - lim cos 9 = 0 —> -lim cos 9 = -1 —> lim cos 9 - 1 
e—o 0-> o e-> o 

1. The velocity of particle moving along a straight line at time t is given by the 
equation v(f) = 21'12 + At3 meters per second. How many meters did the 
particle travel from t = 0 to t = 9? 

2. A cube, each of whose sides is 5 centimeters long, is coated with a thin layer of 
brass. If the thickness of the coating is 0.01 centimeter, use the method of 
differentials to estimate the increase in volume of the cube. 

3. The cost in dollars of producing x items is given by 

c(x) = - 150)2 + 140 

Use the method of differentials to estimate the cost of producing one more 
item if 151 have already been produced. 
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4. Suppose /is a function continuous on the interval [1, 5]. Suppose also that 
/(1) = 6,/(2) = 2, and /(5) = 10, and that other properties of/are as listed: 

1 < x < 2 x = 2 2 < x < 5 

/' 
f" 

negative 
negative 

undefined 
undefined 

positive 
negative 

Draw a rough sketch of f 

5. The rate of change in the number of bacteria is proportional to the number of 
bacteria present. Initially there were 1000 bacteria, and 10 minutes later there 
were 3000 bacteria. Write an equation which expresses the number of bacteria 
as a function of t. 

Evaluate the following limits: 

6. 
.. sin 2x 
hm 7. lim 

1 - cos X 

X
 

o
 T H x-*0 X 

8. 
.. 2x2 + x 
lim -TT" 9. lim 

e2+h _ e2 

h (In x)2 A-*0 

10. I ff(x) = / J' 2*4 dt, find /(0). 

11. Let R be the region completely bounded by y = x(l - x) and the x axis. Use x 
as the variable of integration to write a definite integral whose value equals the 
volume of the solid formed when R is rotated about the line x = -1. 

Integrate: 

12. I cot2 x dx 13. I (tt sec2 x)(em x) dx 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

Evaluate: 2)(x + 1)| dx 

Suppose P exl dx = c, where k > 0. Evaluate [ ex2 dx. 
Jo J-k 

Let R be the region bounded by the graph of y = In x and the x axis on the 
interval [1, 3]. Find the x coordinate of the centroid of R. 

Let R be the region enclosed between the two graphsy = sin2 x andy = 2 sin2 x, 
where 0 < x < tt. Express as a definite integral the volume of the solid formed 

when R is rotated about the x axis. 

Find the equation of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of y 

at (1, 4). 

Differentiate: y = 
2Vx3 - 1 

sin x + cos 2x 
_|_ gSin X 

4X 

Divide the interval [0, 1 ] into n equal subintervals so the length of each 
subinterval is 1 In. Let x, be some point in the ith subinterval. If/(x) = x3 + 2x, 

write a definite integral whose value equals 

lim \ 2 /(*,) 
n-*00 j= 1 
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lesson 108 

108. A 
Integrals of 

sec u and 
esc u 

108.B 
Trig 

substitution 

Integrals of sec u and esc u • Trig substitution 

Showing that a function / is the derivative of another function F tells us that the 
integral of /(x) is F(x) + C. The fact that the differentials of the expressions to the 
right of the equals signs below equal the integrands to the left of the equals signs is a 

relationships should be memorized. 

cos u du = sin u + C 

cot u du - In |sin u\ + C 

esc u du = In |csc u - cot u\ + C 

esc2 u du - -cot u + C 

esc u cot u du = -esc u + C 

We have developed all of these relationships except f sec u du and / esc u du. To find 
the integral of sec u du, we guess that the integral is In |sec u + tan u\ + C. To prove 
it, we find the derivative of our guess. 

-r-(ln Isec u + tan u\ + C) = (-f—-)(sec u tan u + sec2 u) 
duy 1 1 ' \sec u + tan ujx 

(sec «)(tan u + sec u) 
=-—-- sec u 

sec u + tan u 

Since the derivative of In |sec u + tan u\ + C is sec u, we have our proof. 
To find the integral of esc u du, we guess that the integral is In |csc u - cot u\ + 

C. To prove it, we find the derivative of our guess. 

-^-(ln Icsc u - cot u\ + C) = — ----— • 1-csc u cot u - (-esc2 u) 1 
du 1 2 esc u — cot u 

(esc w)(-cot u + esc u) 
= --- = CSC u 

CSC u - cot u 

Since the derivative of In |csc u - cot u\ + C is esc u, we have our proof. 
Guessing the answer might seem to be a poor technique, but it is the easiest 

way. In many books the authors guess that inserting a factor of ^ ^ * would be 
a good idea. 

f i f , J sec x + tan x\ , 
sec x ax = (sec x) -—- dx 

J J v '\sec x + tan x) 

Then they expand this integrand and guess that the substitution u = tan x + sec x 
and du = (sec2 x + sec x tan x) dx would be a good idea. These two guesses will lead 
to the same result we obtained with a single guess. 

confirmation of the relationship stated. These 

J sin u du = -cos u + C 

I 

tan u du = In |sec u\ + C 

sec u du = In |sec u + tan u\ + C 

sec2 u du = tan u + C 

sec u tan u du = sec u + C 

I 
J 
I 
f 

i 

The three expressions shown here can be integrated if we recognize that one part of 
the expression is the differential of another part of the expression. 

f 2x dx [ -2x dx f 2x dx 

1 Vx2 + 1 X
 1 

>
 J 1 + X2 
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The differential of x2 + 1 is 2x dx, so the integrand on the left has the form du/u m, 
or u~m du, and can be integrated by inspection. In the integrand in the center the 
differential of 1 - x2 is -2x dx. Thus this expression also has the form u~1/2 du and 
can be integrated by inspection. In the right-hand integrand the differential of 
1 + x2 is 2x dx, so this expression has the form du/u and can be integrated by 
inspection. The three integrals below look very similar. 

f dx f -dx f dx 

J Vx2 + 1 J V1 - X2 J 1 + x2 

These integrands do not have the x in the numerator, so they are not in the form u” 
du or du/u. If we look at the denominators, we see that the denominators remind us 
of right triangles and the Pythagorean theorem. 

Then we think of the Pythagorean identities 

tan2 0 + 1 = sec2 0 1 - sin2 0 = cos2 0 cot2 0 + 1 = esc2 0 

Now consider the integral on the left above. If we let x equal tan 0, we could replace 
x2 + 1 with tan2 0 + 1 and replace dx with sec2 0 d0. This substitution results in an 

expression that we can integrate. 

f dx = f sec2 0 de _ = (• sec2 e d» = ( sec e d9 
J Vx2 + 1 j Vtan2 0 + 1 j Vsec2 0 J 

Example 108.1 Find J ^ ^ — 

Solution The differential of 1 - x2 is -2x dx. The numerator contains only dx, so this 
expression does not have the form u~m du. The denominator does remind us of the 
length of a side of a right triangle. For an acute angle 0, we can get V1 - x2 two 
different ways. The number 1 must be the hypotenuse and x must be either the side 
adjacent or the side opposite. Thus two triangles can be drawn, and each triangle 

suggests a possible substitution. 

We decide to use the triangle on the left and make the substitutions suggested by it. 

f dx f COS 0 d0 _ f COS 0 d0 = ! ft + r 

J VT=^ ' J VI - sin~0 " J Vw^~0 J 
In this example the integral has x as the variable, but our answer has 0 as the 

variable. What is 0? We can get the second substitution we need by looking at the 
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Example 108.2 

Solution 

triangle. Theta is the angle whose sine is x, whose cosine is Vl - x2, and whose 
tangent is xfVl - x2. We could also say that 8 is the angle whose cosecant is 1/x, 
whose secant is 1/V1 - x2, or whose cotangent is Vl - x2lx. Any of these forms 
would do, and we choose to use the form that is the least complicated. 

f dx = sjn-i x + q 
J VT^lc2 

Find f -?$=. 
J Vx2 - 5 

The differential of x2 - 5 is 2x dx. This numerator does not have a factor of x, so 
this expression is not in the form of u~V2 du. We will try trigonometric substitution. 
The Vx2 - 5 suggests a right triangle with a hypotenuse of x and a side of length 
VI. There are two such triangles, and each triangle suggests a substitution. 

Vx2 - 5 

x 
= sec 8 —-» x - VI sec 8 

VI 

dx = VI sec 8 tan 8 d6 

V5 
x 

= esc 6 —> x = VI esc 8 
VI 

dx = -VI esc 8 cot 8 

We decide to use the first triangle and the substitution it suggests. 

dx f VI sec 8 tan 8 dd , 
substituted 

f dx f 

J VV^I J Vx2 - 5 J V5 sec2 8-5 

Next we factor the denominator and then cancel the VI with the VI in the 
numerator. 

I 
■/ 

VI sec 8 tan 8 dd 

VIVsec2 8 - 1 

sec 8 tan 8 d8 

factored 

Vtan2 8 

= I sec 8 d8 I 
canceled and used Pythagorean identity 

simplified 

The integral of sec 8 is In |sec 8 + tan 8\ + C. To write this answer in terms of x, we 

go back to the first triangle to find that sec 8 = ~ and tan 8 = ~ 5, So we have 
VI VI 

I 
dx 

Vx2 
= In 

x Vx2 - 5 

V5 V5 
+ C 
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Example 108.3 Find r 
J Vx2 + a2 

Solution Again we do not have the form u~v2 du. But the radical expression does make us 
think of a right triangle whose hypotenuse is Vx2 + a1. There are two such 
triangles, and the triangles suggest the substitutions shown in the boxes. 

We decide to use the first triangle and the substitution it suggests. 

f dx _ a sec2 0 dO f a sec2 6 dO f a sec2 6 dO 

J Vx2 + a2 j Va2 tan2 6 + a2 J aVtan2 0+1 J aVsec2 0 

i 

' a sec2 0 d0 _ f 
a sec 6 J 

sec 0 d0 = In sec 0 + tan 0\ + C 

We can go back to the first triangle and find that tan 6 is x/a and sec 0 is Vx2 + 

Substituting, we get 

f dx - in Vx2 + a1 x 
+ C 

J v7T7 ln a ' a 

Problem set 108 1. Let R be the region between the 
graph of y = 1/x and the x axis 
from x = 1 to x = k. First, deter¬ 
mine the area of R. Then suppose 
that k is increasing at a rate of 1 
unit per second. Find the rate the 
area of region R is increasing 

when k = 10. 

y 

2. Use the method of differentials to approximate the value of VTO. (Hint: Use 
the equation y = x1/2 to estimate Ay when x = 9 and Ax = 1.) 
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3. The end of a trough has two 
straight sides and one curved side 
as shown. The trough is 3 meters 
long and is filled with a fluid 
whose weight density is 3000 
newtons per cubic meter. Express 
as a definite integral the work 
required to pump the fluid out of 
the trough. 

4. Suppose a particle moves along the x axis so that its velocity at time t is given 
by v(t) = te~l. Approximate to two decimal places the acceleration of the 
particle at t = 4. If x(0) = 0, find x(3). 

y 

Use trigonometric substitution to compute the following integrals. {Note: For 
Problem 6, refer to the lesson to find f sec u du.) 

5. 7. 
dx 

x2 + 9 

Evaluate the following limits: 

x In x 
8. lim 

11 

2 , , lim . 
x—>00 X “1“ 1 X—>0 

Use the second fundamental theorem of calculus to simplify 

d_ 
dx 

sin 2x 
10. lim 

h-* 0 

sin ( y + h 
■ 77 

-sin T 

h 

f2 lnj 

Jx t 
dt where x > 0 

12. Suppose that /is a function which is defined for all real values of x. The graphs 
of y - /(x) and y = /(|x|) look identical when which of the following statements 
is true? 
(a) f(x) > 0 for all values of x (b) /is an odd function 
(c) /is an even function (d) /is a polynomial function 

13. Let R be the region bounded by the graph of y = 1/x and the x axis on the 
interval [1,2]. Find the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about 
the line x = — 1. 

Integrate: 

. . f 2 x dx 

14 Jvfr^x 
15. tan 2x dx 

16. Suppose / is a one-to-one function defined as follows: 

/(x) = sin x for - ~ < x < y 

If/“' is the inverse function of/ evaluate and (/“')'(y). 

17. The mean value theorem for integrals tells us that a continuous function must 
attain its average value on an interval at some number c in the interval. If/(x) 
= Vx, find some c in [0, 1] where/equals its average value on this interval. 

18. Write the equations of all the asymptotes of the graph of 
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19. The definite integral 

Ax) = 
x2 + x - 2 

x 

I 1 • 77" 77 , 
sin -ttx cos dx 

Q z. Z 

equals which of the 

7T f ^ 
(a) ~2 J sin u du 

, C7r/2 
(d) 

Jo 
sin u du 

following definite integrals? 

2 f i 
(b) — sin u du (c) 

77 Jo 
2 f ^2 

(e) — u du 
77 J0 

u du 

20. Differentiate: y = arctan | + <? >sin x + cos x 1 + X 

ex - sin x 

21. The mean value theorem tells us that if a function is differentiable on (a, b) and 
continuous on [a, b], then at least one c e (a, b) exists such that 

Ab) ~ Ra) 
f\c) = 

b - a 

Rolle s theorem is a special case of the mean value theorem where Ra) = Rb) — 
0. Geometrically, it tells us that if the graph touches the x axis at two points, 
the slope of the graph must be zero in a least one place between the two points. 
Rolle’s theorem makes which of the following statements true? 
{a) If/(x) = |x - 3| - 3, then there must be some c E (0, 6) where/'(c) = 0. 

{b) If Rx) = 2 - t, then there must be a point c E (-1, 1) where 

/'(c) = 0. 

(c) If/(x) = (x - 6)(x + 2)(x - 7), then there must be a point c E (-2, 6) such 
that /'(c) = 0. 

(d) The function/(x) = x2 + 1 is never zero for any real value of x, so there is 
no real number such that /'(c) = 0. 

Polar equations • Polar graphing 

Polar We can describe the location of a point in a plane by using either rectangular or 
equations polar coordinates. When we do this, we are really using two different coordinate 

systems. 
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n 

0 = n 

In the rectangular system the location of the point is designated by an ordered pair 
of jc and y. The location of the point in the center figure is (4, 3). In the polar 
coordinate system the location of a point can be designated by an ordered pair of the 
radius r and the angle 6 as (r, 0). The angle whose tangent is 3 over 4 is 
approximately 0.64 radian, or 36.9°, so we can designate this point by writing either 
(5, 0.64) or (5, 36.9°). An equation can be written in rectangular form by using x and 
y or in polar form by using r and 6. Sometimes the polar form of an equation is 
simpler or is easier to use. Sometimes the rectangular form is simpler or is easier to 
use. 

GRAPH 

y 
RECTANGULAR EQUATION 

x2 + y2 = 4 

(x - l)2 + y2 = 1 

y = x 

POLAR EQUATION 

r = 2 

r - 2 cos 6 

1 
sin 6 - cos 0 
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GRAPH rectangular equation polar equation 

y 

- y - 4 r = 4 esc 6 

-► X 

y 

x2 + y2 - 4x - 4Vx2 + y2 = 0 r = 4 + 4 cos 6 
x 

y 

x4 + 2x2>>2 - 2xp + _y4 = 0 r2 = sin 20 
x 

Converting equations from rectangular form to polar form and from polar 
form to rectangular form requires the use of the relationships designated by the two 
congruent triangles shown here. 

We see that x = rcos 6,y = r sin 0, and r = Vx2 + y2. The sine, cosine, and tangent 
of 6 can be written as follows. 

sin 6 y_ 
Vx2 + y2 

cos 6 = 
x 

Vx2 + y2 
tan 6 = l 

x 

Example 109.1 Write the polar form of y = x2. 

Solution We replace y with r sin d and replace x with r cos 6 to get 

r sin 6 = (r cos 6)2 

r sin 6 = r2 cos2 6 

_ sin 6 
r cos2 9 

r = sec $ tan 0 

substituted 

multiplied 

rearranged 

Example 109.2 Write the polar form of y = 
x 

x + r 

substituted 
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Solution We replace y with r sin 6, replace x with r cos 6, and simplify 

r cos 6 
r sin 6 = n . - 

r cos 6 + 1 

r2 sin 6 cos 6 + r sin 6 = r cos 6 

Now r = 0 or r sin 6 cos 6 + sin 6 = cos 6 

cos 6 — sin 6 
sin 6 cos 6 

1 1 

r - 

r = 
sin 6 cos 6 

r = esc d - sec 6 

Example 109.3 Write the rectangular form of the equation r = 1 - cos 6. 

substituted 

multiplied 

divided by r, r # 0 

rearranged 

separated 

reciprocals 

Solution We replace r with Vx2 + y2 and replace cos 6 with x over Vx2 + y2 

x 
Vx2 + y2 = 1 - 

Vx2 + y2 

Now we simplify and get 

;2 + y2 — Vx2 + y2 + x = 0 

x2 + y2 = Vx2 + y2 - x multiplied by Vx2 + y2 

rearranged 

109.B 
Polar Every point on the rectangular plane can be represented uniquely by an ordered pair 

graphing of x and y. Thus, (3, -2) represents the point whose x coordinate is 3 and whose y 
coordinate is -2. There is no other way to use rectangular coordinates to designate 
this point. Polar coordinates are different, as (4, 20°), (4, -340°), (-4, 200°), and 
(-4, -160°) are all ordered pairs of r and 6 that designate the same point. This 
flexibility enhances the usefulness of polar coordinates while at the same time 
introduces an element of confusion. Polar coordinates can be used to write simple 
equations whose graphs are very interesting. Some of these figures are so unusual 
that they have names, as we show here. 

K 

2 

Tt 

3n 

2 

r = a sin 0 cos2 0 
Bifolium 

n 

~2 

n 

~2 
K 

~2 

r2Q= a 
Lituus 

r = a0 
Spiral of Archimedes 

rQ = a 
Hyperbolic spiral 

We will begin our investigation of graphs of polar equations by considering 
figures called rose curves. The equations of rose curves have the forms 
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r ~ a sin nd and r = a cos nO 

The roses have n petals if n is odd and 2n petals if n is even. The figures can be 
graphed point by point, but after a little practice they can be graphed by inspection. 
Graphing by inspection can be tricky because of negative values of the sine and 
cosine. 

Example 109.4 Graph r = sin 26. 

Solution We must use all values of 6 between 0 and 2tt. For convenience we will use degree 
measure and a calculator to construct the table. First we will examine the behavior 
of the graph as 6 goes from 0° to 180°. In our table we put values of 9, of 26, and of 
sin 26. Since sin 2d has a maximum value when 0 = 45°, we are careful to include 6 
values of 45° and 135° in the table. 

6 0° 30° 45° 60° 'O
 

o
 

o
 

_
 

120° 135° 150° 180° 

26 0° 60° 90° 120° 180° 240° 270° 300° 360° 

r = sin 26 0 0.87 1 0.87 0 -0.87 -1 -0.87 0 

90° 90° 

In the figure on the left we have graphed seven ordered pairs of (r, 6). In the figure on 
the right we see that as 6 increases from 0° to 90°, the leaf in the first quadrant is 
traced. As 6 increases from 90° to 180°, the sine of 26 is negative, so the angles are in 
the second quadrant but the graph is in the fourth quadrant. Now we complete our 
task by finding the ordered pairs of (r, 6) as 6 goes from 180° to 360°. 

6 180° 210° 225° 240° 270° 300° 315d 330° 360° 

26 

o
 

O
 60° O

 
o

 

120° 180° 240° 270° 300° 

o
 

O
 

r = sin 26 0 0.87 1 0.87 0 -0.87 -1 -0.87 0 
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On the left we have graphed the points. Note than when 6 is a third-quadrant angle, 
the graph is in the third quadrant because the sine of 2 6 is positive for angles 
between 2(180°) and 2(270°). But when 6 is a fourth-quadrant angle, the graph is in 
the second quadrant because the sine is negative for angles between 2(270°) and 
2(360°). 

Example 109.5 Graph r = 2 cos 36. 

Solution These equations can always be graphed by plotting points as we did in the preceding 
example. Plotting points is time-consuming, and we can graph such equations more 
quickly by plotting a few key points if we are very careful. The given equation is the 
equation of a rose that has three leaves because of the argument 36. The maximum 
and minimum values of the cosine are +1 and -1. Thus the maximum value of 
2 cos 36 will be +2 and will occur when 36 equals 0° or 360°, which occurs when 6 
equals 0° and 120°. The minimum value of 2 cos 36 is - 2 and occurs when 3 6 equals 
180°, which occurs when 6 equals 60°. On the left we graph the ordered polar pairs 
(2, 0°), (2, 120°), and (-2, 60°). 

On the right, after a little more consideration, we draw the graph of the equation. 
First we consider the trace as 6 goes from 0° to 180°. The graph begins at (2, 0°) and 
traces half a petal as 6 increases from 0° to 30° and r decreases from 2 to 0. Then, as 
6 increases from 30° to 60°, r goes from 0 to —2 and traces another half petal in the 
third quadrant. Four more half petals are traced between 6 values of 60° and 90°, 
between 90° and 120°, between 120° and 150°, and between 150° and 180°. There are 
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six half petals in all, so the entire figure is formed in 30° times 6, or 180°. As 6 
increases from 180° to 360°, the same patterns will be repeated and the three-leafed 
rose will be traced a second time. 

Example 109.6 Graph r = 4 cos d. 

Solution The maximum value of cos 6 is +1, so the maximum value of 4 cos 8 is 4 and occurs 
when 8 = 0°. The minimum value of cos 6 is — 1, so the minimum value of 4 cos 6 is 
—4 and occurs when 8 = 180°. This is a one-leafed rose since n— 1, and a one-leafed 
rose turns out to be a circle. 

90° 

When 8 = 0, r = 4 cos 8 - 4 as shown. As 8 increases from 0° to 90°, r - 4 cos 8 
decreases from 4 to 0 and traces the top half of the circle. As 8 goes from 90° to 180°, 
r is negative because cos 8 is negative, and r goes from 0 to -4 to trace the bottom 
half of the circle. As 8 goes from 180° to 360°, the pattern repeats and the circle is 
retraced. 

Problem set 109 1. Use the method of differentials to approximate the value of VT7. The equation 
is y - xm. Take the differential and find its value when x = 16 and Ax = 1. 

2. The position function of a particle that moves along the x axis is 

x(i) = Is - 6t2 + 9t + 1 

Find the velocity function and the acceleration function for this particle. 
Determine v(4) and <2(3). 

3. For what values of t is the particle in Problem 2 moving to the left? For what 
values of t is the particle moving to the right? Find the total distance traveled 
by the particle between t = 0 and t = 4. 

4. The slope of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of a function /at 
any point (x, y) on the graph is 1/x. The graph of /passes through the point 
(1, 1). Find the equation of f 

5. The figure shows the triangular end of 
a trough that is 20 meters long. The 
trough is filled to a depth of 3 meters 
with a fluid whose weight density is 
3000 newtons per cubic meter. Find 
the force of the fluid on the end of the 
trough. 

6. A ball is thrown upward from the top of a 60-meter-high building with a 
velocity of 30 meters per second. Develop the velocity function and the 

y 
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position function for the ball. How long does it take the ball to reach its highest 
point? How long does it take the ball to hit the ground after reaching its highest 
point? 

7. Consider the function /(x) = aex + b sin x. If/'(0) = 4 and/"(0) = 7, what are 
the numerical values of a and W. 

8. Write the polar form of y - 2x2. 

9. Write the rectangular form of the polar equation r = sin 6. 

Graph the following functions on a polar coordinate system: 

10. r = 2 sin 6 11. r = 2 cos 26 12. r - cos 36 

Use trigonometric substitution to find the following integrals: 

13. f dx 

V4~-‘ xz 
,4. / 

dx 

Vx2 - 4 
I5. I 

dx 
x2 + 4 

16. Find the area between the graph of y = tan3 x and the x axis on the closed 
interval [0, f ]. 

Evaluate the following limits: 

x - sin x 
17. lim 

x^0 X 
18. lim 

x-*<» 

(In x)2 

x 

19. The mean value theorem tells us that if/ is continuous on / = [0, f] and 
differentiable on (0, f), then for some number c between 0 and f, 

f'(c) 

-f(0) 

Find the value of c for /(x) = tan x on the interval (0, f). 

20. Suppose that /is a continuous function and 

J f(x) dx = and J f(x) dx = 

21. Differentiate: y = tan3 x 

22. If 

1 + sin 7tx 

1 + cx 

Find 

| f(t) dt = 4x4 - 4 
J C 

find the equation off. Then use the equation of/to find c. (Hint. Differentiate 
both sides of the equation.) 
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lesson 110 Partial fractions I 

If the numerator of a fraction is the differential of the denominator, the expression 
has the form du over u and the integral is In \u\ + C. 

f du _ 
J u 

In \u\ + C i dx 
x + 1 

= In \x + 11 + C 

A polynomial can be factored into a product of linear real factors and irreducible 
quadratic factors. In this lesson we will consider fractions of polynomials in which 
the denominator polynomial has only nonrepeating linear real factors and has no 
irreducible quadratic factors. 

If the degree of the denominator of a fraction of polynomials is greater than 
the degree of the numerator, and if the denominator can be factored into 
nonrepeating linear real factors, it is possible to write the original fraction as the 
sum of simpler fractions. When we do this, we say we have decomposed the original 
fraction into a sum of partial fractions. The integral of the original fraction equals 
the sum of the integrals of the partial fractions, which are all in the form of du over u 
and thus all have integrals of the form In \u\. For example, 

4x2 + 13x - 9 
x(x + 3)(x - 1) 

equals 
-1 

x + 3 
+ 

1 

Thus the integral of the original fraction will equal the sum of the integrals of the 

partial fractions. 

f 4x2 + 13x - 9 , _ ? f dx f dx 0 f dx 
J x(x + 3)(x - l)ax jJ x J x + 3 + ZJ x - 1 

All three of these integrals are of the form du over u, so the answer is 

3 In |x| — In |x + 3| + 2 In |x - 11 + C 

One procedure for finding the partial fractions is to use letters A, B, and C as the 
numerators and to use the linear factors of the denominator as the individual 

denominators, as we show here. 

4x2 + 13x - 9 _ A + B + C 
x(x + 3)(x - 1) x x + 3 x - 1 

The next step is to multiply every numerator on both sides by the denominator 

x(x - 3)(x - 1) to get 

(a) 4x2 + 13x - 9 = A(x + 3)(x - 1) + Bx(x - 1) + Cx(x + 3) 

The unknown constants are A, B, and C. Since we have three unknowns, we need 
three independent equations. We can get the three equations by choosing three 
different values of x, say 5, 7, and 10. If we let x equal 5, we will get one equation in 
A, B, and C. If we let x equal 7, we will get another equation in A, B, and C. If we let 
x equal 10, we will get another equation in A, B, and C. Then we could solve this 
system of three equations in three unknowns for A, B, and C. But if we consider 
equation (a) carefully, we can see that there are choices of x that will allow us to find 
A, B, and C without solving a system of three equations. We note that x is a factor of 
the last two terms on the right in equation (a). If we let x equal zero, these terms will 

equal zero and we can solve for A. 

4(0)2 + 13(0) - 9 = A(0 + 3)(0 - 1) + B(0)(0 - 1) + C(0)(0 + 3) 

9 = v4(3)(— 1) —> A = 3 
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Two of the terms on the right-hand side of the equals sign in equation (a) have x - 1 
as a factor, and if we let x equal 1, these terms will equal zero, and we get 

4(1) + 13(1) - 9 = ,4(0) + 5(0) + C(l)(l + 3) —> C = 2 

Two of the terms on the right side of the equals sign in equation (a) have x + 3 as a 
factor, and if we let x equal -3, these terms will equal zero, and we get 

4(-3)2 + 13(—3) - 9 = A(0) + 5(-3)(-3 - 1) + C(0) —» B = -1 

But there is yet an easier way to find A, B, and C. We can write the values of A, 
B, and C almost by inspection if we use the original equation and use mental 
parentheses. We think of a set of parentheses as a factor, of each fraction, as we show 
here. 

4x2 + 13x - 9 = A 
x(x + 3)(x - 1)* ' x ) + 

B 
x + 3 ( ) + ( ) 

Now to solve for A, we mentally insert x in each set of parentheses. The (x) factors 
we have inserted on the left of the equals sign and in the A term will cancel the x 
factors in the denominators of these terms, and we will get 

4x2 + 13x - 9 
X(x + 3)(x - 1) 

B 
x + 3M + 

c 
x - 1 

(x) 

Now if we let x equal 0, we can solve for A because the B and C terms will equal zero. 

-9 

3( 1) 
=A+0+0 * A = 3 

We can refine this empty parentheses method and find the value of A quickly and 
accurately if we use two fingers. We use one finger to cover the x in the left-hand 
denominator, use another finger to cover the x in the A denominator, and ignore the 
B and C terms. It looks like this. 

4x2 + 13x - 9 

( MX* + 3)(x - 1) 

Now we let x equal zero and solve for A. 

-9 

3(— 1) 
= A A = 3 

We would repeat the process to solve for B and C. 

Example 110.1 dx Fmd J 
Solution The denominator is factorable so we will use partial fractions. 

1 = A B 
(x + l)(x - 1) X + 1 X - 1 

To find A, we use fingers to cover the x + 1 on the left and the x + 1 on the right, and 
ignore the B term. Then we let x equal — 1, the number that would make x + 1 = 0. 

1 

(AX* ~ 1) 
■> 1 

(-1)- 1 
= A 

To find B, we use fingers to cover up x - 1 and x - 1, ignore the A term, and let x 
equal +1, the number that would make x - 1 = 0. 
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Example 110.2 

Solution 

Problem set 110 

1 B 1 

(* + 0(A) (/gi) (i)+ l = B * 2 = b 

Thus we have 
f dx 1 f dx 

4/ J x2 - 1 " 2 J 1 x + 1 
dx 

1 

Each of these integrals is in the form du over u, so we get 

dx 
1 “ 2 I 

Find 
I 

x4 

(2x + 3) dx 

= -*ln \x+ 1| + | In |x- 1| + C 

x(x + 2)(x - 1)' 

We begin by writing 

2x + 3 B 
+ c 

x(x + 2)(x - 1) x x + 2 x - 1 

We use fingers to cover the x’s, ignore the B and C terms, and then let x equal zero. 

2(0) + 3 A 

( A )[(0) + 2][(0) - 1] (A) * “S"-4 

Now we cover the (x + 2)’s, ignore the A and C terms, and let x = -2. 

2(-2) + 3 B 
(-2X AK-2- 1) (A) 

Now we cover the (x - l)’s, ignore the A and B terms, and let x equal +1. 

2(1) + 3 C 

(l)(l + 2XA) (A) ^ 3 = C 

Now we finish by integrating the partial fractions 

(2x + 3) dx 3 f dx 1 f dx dx r (2x + 3) dx 3 f dx 1 f dx 5 C d* 

J x(x + 2)(x -1) 2 J x 6jx+2 + 3jx-l 

All the integrals have the form du over u, so the integrals equal 

— | In |x| - ^ In |jc + 2| + | In |x - 1| + C 

The “cover-up” method is often called the Heaviside cover-up method after Oliver 
Heaviside (1850-1925), a pioneer in electrical engineering and vector analysis. 

1. The height of a right circular cone is increasing at a rate of 3 cm/sec, and the 
radius of the circular base of the cone is decreasing at a rate of 1 cm/sec. Find 
the rate at which the volume of the cone is changing when the height of the 
cone is 10 cm and the radius of the base is 4 cm. 

2. Use the method of differentials to approximate the cube root of 9. 

3. Determine the average value of/(x) = sin x on the interval I = [0, tt]. Illustrate 
the mean value theorem for integrals for /on the interval /. 
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4. Find the x coordinate of the centroid of the region between the graph of y = sin x 
and the x axis on the interval [0, n/2\. 

5. A variable force F is applied to an object to move it along a straight line such 
that F(x) = xe*2 newtons. Find the work done by the force on the object in 
moving it from x = 0 to x = 3 meters. 

Use the method of partial fractions to find the following integrals: 

6‘ j (x- l)(x + 2) dx 7- / x(x - 2)(x - 1) dx 

8 f_6x + i_dx 
Jx(x+l)(x + 2)“ 

9. Write the polar form of x2 + y2 = 4. 

10. Write rectangular form of the polar equation r — 2. 

Graph the following polar equations: 

11. r = cos 46 12. r = 2 cos 26 

Integrate by using trigonometric substitution: 

dx * A { dx 
13. f Vl - 4x2 

14. 
1 + 9x2 

15. i 2x 
4 + 9x2 

dx 

16. Evaluate: lim 27x esc 4x 
x—*0 

17. Simplify: ^ J Vl + F dt 

18. Suppose /is a function defined for all real values of x. Which of the following 
conditions guarantees that the graph of y = |/(x)| and y = f(x) will be 
identical? 
(a) f is an odd function (b) /is an even function 
(c) f(x) > 0 for all x (d) /is continuous for all real x 

19. If/is a function which is everywhere continuous and increasing, which of the 
following statements must be true? 

(a) 

(b) 
(c) 
id) 

(e) 

The inverse of /is also a function 
The inverse of/is everywhere increasing 
/is everywhere dilferentiable 
/“' and /are the same function 
| 

/ 
and / 1 will have the same graph 

20. Differentiate: y = 
1 

V* 
- x In | sin x| + arcsin 

x 
2 

21. If/is a continuous function for all real values of x, c > a, and b > 0, which of 
the following integrals are equal? 

(1) fC/(x)dx 
j Cl 

(a) (1) and (2) only 
(c) (1) and (3) only 

(2) f f(x + b) dx 
J a-b 

(b) (2) and (3) only 
id) (1), (2), and (3) 

(3) | /(x + a) dx 
Jo 
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lesson 111 Polar graphing II 

In this lesson we will extend our investigation of the graphs of polar equations to the 
graphs of limagons and lemniscates. We remember that the equation of a rose curve 
can have one of the following two forms if n is a counting number. 

r = b sin nd r - b cos nd 

If we let n equal 1 and insert another constant, we get the equations of a limagon. 

r — a ± b sin 6 r — a ± b cos 6 

The letters a and b represent positive real numbers. The shape of the limagon 
depends on the relative magnitudes of a and b. The values of b sin 6 and b cos 6 
change from +b to -b as the values of the sine and cosine change from +1 to -1. If 
a is less than b, then \b sin d\ and \b cos d\ will be greater than a for some values of 6 
and the limagon will have an inner loop as in the graph on the left. 

2 

a 
b< 1 

Limagon with 
inner loop 

2 

a 
b = I 

Cardiod 
(heart-shaped) 

n 

2 

2 

a 
1 < b <2 

Dimpled 
limagon 

2 

a 
b >2 

Convex 
limagon 

Circle 

If a is equal to b, the graph is called a cardioid because it looks like a heart. If a over b 
is a number between 1 and 2, the graph is called a dimpled limagon. If the ratio is 
greater than or equal to 2, the dimple disappears and we have a circle with one side 
flattened. As a gets greater and greater with respect to b, the contribution of b sin 6 
or b cos 6 gets less and less and the graph will approach the graph of the circle r = a. 

If n is a counting number, the graphs of the equations 

r2 = a sin nd r2 — a cos nd 

are called lemniscates. If n = 2, the graphs look like the graphs of the four-leafed 

roses whose equations are 

r = a sin 2d r - a cos 2d 

but will have two of the leaves missing. To understand why the leaves are missing, 

we will consider the equation 

r2 = -1 

There are no real values of r that satisfy this equation because any real number 
squared is equal to or greater than zero. Thus the value of r2 is always positive or 

zero in the following equations. 

r2 = a sin 2d r2 — a cos 2d 

Thus these equations have no solutions whenever sin 2d or cos 2d is negative. In the 
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equations of the two four-leafed roses on the left below, r can be negative and the 
graphs will have leaves for all values of 6. In the equations of the two lemniscates on 
the right below, r2 can never be negative, so there is no trace of the curve for values 
of 6 that require r2 to be negative. In the lemniscate equations we use a2 for 
convenience so that the radius vector of the lemniscates will be a units long instead 

of Va units long. 

71 

2 

3tc 

T 
r2 = a2sin 20 
Lemniscate 

71 

2 

* 0<D 

3tc 

2 

r2= a2cos 20 
Lemniscate 

Example 111.1 Graph r = 2 + 2 sin 6. 

Solution The graph of this function is neither a rose nor a lemniscate but is heart-shaped. To 
draw the graph, it is helpful to begin by visualizing the graph of the sine function. 

y = 2 sin 8 

y 

We see that 2 sin 6 equals zero when 6 = 0 and equals 2 when 6 = 90°, so 2 + 2 sin 6 
goes from 2 to 4 as 6 goes from 0° to 90°. We show this in the figure on the left. 

The value of sin 6 goes from 1 to 0 as 6 goes from 90° to 180°, so 2 + 2 sin 6 goes 
from 4 to 2 between 6 values of 90° and 180°, as we show in the second figure. In the 
next 90°, as shown in the third figure, sin 6 goes from 0 to -1, so 2 + 2 sin 6 goes 
from 2 to 0. And in the fourth figure, we see that in the next 90°, 2 + 2 sin 6 goes 
from 0 to +2. Thus the graph is the graph of a cardioid whose axis of symmetry is 
the vertical axis. 

Example 111.2 Graph r = 3 - 3 cos 6. 

We begin by visualizing the graph of y = 3 cos 6. Solution 
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y - 3 cos 9 

y 

We note that 3 cos 9 equals 3 when 9 = 0, so 3 - 3 cos 9 equals zero when 9 = 0°. As 
9 increases from 0° to 90°, 3 cos 9 goes from 3 to 0 and 3-3 cos 9 goes from 0 to 3, 
as we show on the left below. 

As 9 increases from 90° to 180°, 3 cos 9 goes from 0 to - 3 and 3-3 cos 9 goes from 
3 to 6, as we show in the second figure. Between 180° and 270°, 3 cos 9 goes from -3 
to 0 and 3-3 cos 9 goes from 6 to 3, as we show in the third figure. Finally, as 9 goes 
from 270° to 360°, 3 cos 9 goes from 0 to 3 and 3-3 cos 9 goes from 3 to 0, as we 
show in the fourth figure. 

Example 111.3 Graph r = 2 + 4 cos 9. 

Solution First we visualize the graph of y = 4 cos 9. 

y 

Graphing the given equation point by point can be tedious, so we will use the fact 
that the constant 2 in our equation is less than the coefficient 4 to deduce that the 
graph is a lima<?on with an inner loop. We know that cos 9 equals zero when 9 equals 
90° and 270°, so 2 + 4 cos 9 equals 2 when 9 equals 90° and 270°. A maximum value 
occurs when 9 equals 0 because cos 0° = 1, and so 2 + 4 cos 0° = 6. We use this to 
guess the shape of the graph. 
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We check our guess by finding the crossing point of the inner loop. When 9 equals 
180°, cos e equals -1 and 2 + 4 cos 9 = 2 + 4(-1) = -2. Thus, when 9 equals 180°, 
r = -2, which gives us the crossing point shown. If we test other points, we will see 
that the inner loop is caused by the negative values of cosine between 90° and 270°, 
which causes r to be negative when 9 has a value between 120° and 240°. 

Example 111.4 Graph the equation r2 = 4 cos 29. 

Solution First we visualize the graph of y = 2 cos 29. 

We use the graph above to help us graph the equation r = 2 cos 29, which is the 
four-leafed rose shown on the left. 

r = 2 cos 29 r2 - 4 cos 29 

The graph of r2 = 4 cos 29 on the right is a similar graph with “blunter” ends and 
without the upper and lower leaves. These leaves are missing because cos 29 can 
never be negative in this equation since r2 can never be negative. In this book we will 
only consider graphs of the simplest of polar equations to acquaint ourselves with 
the idea of polar graphing. Computers can be used to get the graphs of more 
complicated equations. Plotting the graphs of more complicated equations can be a 
very time-consuming task. 

Problem set 111 1. A tank, all of whose faces are rectan¬ 
gular, is to be constructed so that the 
width of its base is 2 meters and so 
that the volume of the tank is 16 cubic 
meters. The material for the top and 
bottom of the tank costs $8 per square 
meter, and the material for each of 
the four sides costs $4 per square 
meter. Find the dimensions and cost 
of the tank which can be least expen¬ 
sively constructed. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

2. The acceleration at time t of a particle moving along the x axis is given by the 
equation a(t) = 2it sin t cos t. If the velocity of the particle at t = 0 is zero, what 
is the average velocity of the particle over the interval 0 < t < 7r? 

3. A solid spherical metal ball 1 meter in diameter is coated with a thin layer of 
gold 0.01 centimeter thick. Use differentials to approximate the increase in the 
surface area of the ball. 

4. Suppose/is defined on the interval / = [0, 2n], where f(x) = sin2 x - 2 sin x. 
Find the critical numbers of / on / and then determine the maximum and 
minimum values of/on I. 

5. Write the polar form of the equation x = y2. 

6. Write the rectangular form of the polar equation r = sin 6 cos 6. 

7. Graph r = 2 cos 36 on the polar coordinate plane. 

Graph the following equations: 

8. r = 1 + sin 6 9. r = 1 - cos 6 

10. r = 2 + 3 cos 6 11. r1 = cos 26 

Use the method of partial fractions to compute the following integrals: 

12 / 
dx 

13. / 
3x2 + 9x + 7 

x(x - 1) J x(x + l)(x + 2) 

Use trigonometric substitution to compute the following integrals: 

dx „ _ f 4 dx 

dx 

14. / 16 
15. 

x2 + 16 

16. Let R be the region completely enclosed by the graphs of y - 2X, y = 3A, and the 
line x = 3. Write an integral in one variable whose value equals the volume of 
the solid formed when R is revolved about the x axis. 

(jC — 1 )(-X^ H“ 1) 
17. Sketch the graph of y =-^ _ ^2-• 

Integrate: 

18. tan2 x dx 19. sin3 x dx 

„ , . x . _ . sin 2x 
21. Differentiate: y = arcsin x ^ sin x-2 , r 

2 xz + 1 

22. Given /(2) = 3,/'(3) = 2,/'(2) = -4. Then (/°/)'(2) is equal to which of the 
following? 
(a) -4 (b) -8 (c) -24 (d) -12 

23. Let/be defined as follows: 

fix) = { 
a + bx2 
x3 

when x ^ 2 
when x > 2 

Determine the values of a and b for which/is continuous and differentiable 

everywhere. 
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LESSON 112 Partial fractions II 

Every polynomial can be factored into a product of linear real factors and 
irreducible quadratic factors. In this lesson we will consider fractions of polynomi¬ 
als whose denominators are of higher degree than the numerators and whose 
denominators do not have irreducible quadratic factors but do have linear real 
factors that are repeated. When a linear real factor of the denominator is repeated, 
additional terms are required in the decomposition of the fraction. If a factor 
appears twice, two terms are required for this factor in the decomposition. 

_1_= A + + _c. 
x(x + 2)2 x x + 2 (x + 2)2 

If a factor appears 3 times, three terms are required for this factor in the 
decomposition. 

_I_= A + C + _p , 
x(x + 2)3 jc jc + 2 (jc + 2)2 (jc + 2)3 

If a factor appears n times, n terms are required for this factor. The Heaviside 
cover-up method can be used to find the coefficients for the nonrepeated factors and for 
the highest power of the repeated factor. 

Example 112.1 Find J ^ dx. 

Solution First we will find a partial fraction expansion of the integrand. 

_4_= A + _B_ +.C 

jc(jc + l)2 JC x + 1 (x + l)2 

If we try to use the Heaviside cover-up method to find B, we will not succeed. 

x(x + 1)2 + >) = i (X + *) + 7TI (^ + >) + (/+ Yj2 (X + 1) 

After we cancel the (x + l)’s, we will still have an x + 1 in the denominator of the 
original expression and also under C, and if we let x = -1, these denominators will 
equal zero. 

But we can use the cover-up method to find A and C. First we will find A. 
* 

if x = 0, A = 4 

if x = -1, C= -4 

Now we have 

4 . 4 B -4 
x(x + l)2 X X + 1 (x + l)2 

This equation must be true for any x value that does not cause a denominator to 
equal zero, so we need to choose a convenient value for x and solve for B. We decide 
to let x equal 1. 

4 _ 4 B -4 
1(2)2 1 1 + 1 (1 + l)2 

(A)C*+i)2 (A 

c 
(*)( A) ( 

* B = -4 
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Example 112.2 

Solution 

Problem set 112 

Now we can complete the solution. 

/ 
4 dx 

x(x + l)2 
[dx f dx f 
1 X 4J 1 *+1 4] 

dx 
(x + 1 )2 

We note that the first two integrals have the form du over u but that the third has the 
form u" du. So we can write 

4 dx 
(x+ i y 

= 4 In |jc| - 4 In \x + 1 
4(x + I)'1 

+ C 

= 4 In \x\ - 4 In I* + 1| + —f-r + C 
' 1 x + 1 

Find / 
dx 

x2(x + 1)‘ 

First we find the partial fraction decomposition. 

1 = ^ + 4 + c 
x2(x +1) X 

We can use the cover-up method to find B and C. 

1 B 

x + 1 

(A )(*+!) (A) 

C 

x ( A) (A) 

and if x = 0 

and if x = -1 

Now we have 

1 = 4+ ' + 1 

B = 1 

C = 1 

x2(x +1) X X2 X + 1 

It seems that 1 is a good choice for x since it causes no denominator to equal zero. 
Thus 

1 _ A 1 1 

(i)2(i +1) (i) (i)2 (i + i> 

Now we can substitute and get 

f dx _ fdx [dx f dx 
J x2(x +1) J x J x2 J x + 1 

The second integral is in the form un du, so the result is 

-In |x| — ~ + ln|jr+l| + C 

1. The rate at which a rabbit colony is growing at a given time is proportional to 
the number of rabbits present at that time. Initially there were 2000 rabbits, 
and at t = 1 year, there were 3000 rabbits. Write an equation which expresses 
the number of rabbits present as a function of t. 

2. A cubical tank, each of whose sides has a length of 5 meters, is filled with a 
fluid with a weight density of 5000 newtons per cubic meter. Find the work 
done in pumping the fluid out of the tank. 

3. Use differentials to estimate the cube root of 28. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

Integrate by using the method of partial fractions: 

5x - 9 „ f 8 [ —-5 

J (x- 3)(x - 3) / 
dx 6. dx 

x2(x - 1) x(x + 2)2 

7. Write the following polar equation in rectangular form: r = sin 6 + cos 6 

Graph the following functions on a polar coordinate plane: 

8. r = 2 cos 26 

10. r = 2-2 cos 6 

9. r = 3 + 3 sin 6 

11. r - 1+2 cos 6 

12. Find the area of the region between the graph of y = cos2 x and the x axis on 
the interval [0, 77-/4], 

Integrate: 

13. 
f 2 dx 

14. 
f 3 dx 

J V4 - x2 J 9 + x2 

15. 
f cos3 x sin x , 
1 4 _L 1 J COS4 X + 1 

16. J 2x cos x dx 

17. 
„ , ^ COS X - 1 
Evaluate: lim , 

x->o 3x 
18. Simplify: ^ J sin t2 dt 

19. Suppose that y - f(x) is a function which is everywhere continuous. Which of 
the following statements must be true about the function y = /(|x|)? 
(a) The graph of y = /(|x|) lies above the x axis 
(b) y = /(|x|) is an even function 

(c) y = /(W) is an °dd function 

(d) /(W) dx = 0 for any real value of < 
J -c 

20. Let /be the one-to-one function f(x) = x3 + x - 1. This means that the inverse 
ofis also a function. Evaluate/“‘(l) and (/"')'(!). 

21. Differentiate: y = 3*2 + “A 
1 

Vx - 2 
+ In 11 + sin x| 

22. Suppose a < c < b, and/is differentiable on (a, b) and is continuous on the 
interval I = [a, b]. Which of the following statements is not necessarily true? 

r u ^ f(b)~f(a) 
i / such that / (c) = —^ _ — (a) There exists a 

(b) fC/(x) dx + fl 
da J c 

(c) f f(x) dx > 0 
J a 

id) There exists a . 
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LESSON 113 

Example 113.1 

Solution 

Integration by parts II 

We remember that integration undoes differentiation and that our best weapon for 
integration is a guess. Then we check our guess. When a good guess does not come to 
mind, we fall back on methods such as substitution, integration by parts, and the 
method of partial fractions. These methods work for special types of integrands. We 
have found that we can use integration by parts to find the following integrals. 

xex dx x sin x dx x cos x dx 

We have learned to let x equal u and to let the rest of the expression equal dv. When 
we encounter integrals such as 

J x2ex dx J x3 sin x dx J xn cos x dx 

we can still use integration by parts, but we have to use it n times, where n is the 
exponent of the polynomial factor x". Each time we use integration by parts, the 
exponent of x will be 1 less than before. 

When we encounter expressions in which one factor has the form eax and the 
other factor is sin bx or cos bx, we can use integration by parts twice and then 
complete the solution by using algebra. For example, if the integrand is ex cos x dx 
and we use integration by parts twice, we can get 

ex cos x dx = ex sin x + ex cos X ex cos x dx 

This equation has f ex cos x dx on the left-hand side and on the right-hand side. If 
we add f ex cos x dx to both sides, we get 

2 J ex cos x dx - ex sin x + ex cos x + C 

Now if we divide both sides by 2, we have the indefinite integral we are looking for. 

j ex cos x dx = ^ (ex sin x + ex cos x) + C 

Find J x2 cos 3x dx. 

We will use integration by parts twice. The first time we let u equal x2. 

J u dv - uv - J v du —» (x2)^-| sin 3xj - | J x sin 3x dx 

Now we will use integration by parts again to find / x sin 3x dx. This time we will let 

u = x and dv = sin 3x dx. 

U = X2 

dv = cos 3x 

u — X2 1 • i v = 3 sin 3x 

du = 2x dx dv = cos 3x 
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u = X v = - ^ cos 3x 

du = dx dv = sin 3x dx 

U = X 

dv = sin 3x dx 

J u dv = uv - J v du —> (x)(-| cos 3x) - J cos 3x^j dx 

3x - ^ J cos 3xj(3 dx) 
x 

= -3 cos 

= - ^ cos 3x + g sin 3x + C 

Now we add the result of the first step to - § of the result of the second step to get the 
final result. 

J x2 cos 3x dx = (x2)^ sin - f (_f cos + ^ s*n ^x) + ^ 
x. ^ . 2x „ 2 

= y sin 3x + cos 3x - s*n 3x + C 

Example 113.2 Find j ex sin x dx. 

Solution The integrand is a product of the form e°-x sin bx. We will have to integrate by parts 
twice and then use algebra to find the answer. We could use either ex or sin x for u. 
We decide to let u = ex. 

u = ex v = -cos X 

du = ex dx dv = sin x dx 

u - ex 

dv = sin x dx 

I u dv = uv J v du 

so / ex sin x dx - -ex cos x - 

-ex cos x + 

i 
/ 

- ex cos x dx 

ex cos x dx 

We let u = ex in the first step. Now we need to find f ex cos x dx. Experimenting with 
this problem will show us that it is also necessary to let u = ex in the second step if 
we are to be successful in our search for the original integral. 

u = ex 

dv = cos x dx 

u = ex v = sin x 

II dv = cos x dx 

judv-uv-jvdu 

J ex cos x dx = ex sin x - J ex sin x dx 

Now, as the penultimate step, we combine the results of the first step and the second 
step to get 
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ex sin x dx - -ex cos x + ex sin x -J ex sin x dx 

If we add f ex sin x dx to both sides and then divide by 2, we get the final result. 

2 

■> 

/ 

J 
ex sin x dx = -ex cos x + ex sin x + C 

ex sin x dx = -1 ex cos x + ^ex sin x + C 

Example 113.3 Find J ex cos x dx. 

Solution In Example 113.2, we saw that a good choice for u in both steps is ex. We will show 
that this choice for u is not necessary by letting u = cos x in the first step and letting 
u - sin x in the second step. 

U = COS X 

dv = ex dx 

u = cos X v - ex 

du — -sin x dx dv = ex dx 

dx 

J u dv = uv - J v du 

J ex cos x dx = ex cos x — J ex(-sin x) 

= ex cos x + J ex sin x dx 

To get the expression we need, we must let u - sin x in the next step. 

u = sin x v - ex 

du - cos x dx dv = ex dx 

u = sin x 

dv = ex dx 

Now we have 

J ex cos x dx - ex cos x + ex sin x — J ex cos x dx 

If we add f ex cos x dx to both sides and then divide by 2, we have the answer. 

2 J ex cos x dx - ex cos x + ex sin x + C added 

f 11 
ex cos x - 2eX cos x + 2eX s*n x + C divided 

Problem set 113 1. A point moves along the hyperbola 

so that its x coordinate is always increasing at a rate of 2 units per second. How 
fast is the y coordinate of the point changing the instant it is passing through 

the point (2VT0/3, 1)? 
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2. When t is greater than zero, the acceleration function for a particle moving 
along the x axis is 

a(t) = } 

If v(l) = 4 and x(l) = 5, find the velocity function and the position function of 
the particle. Find x(3) and v(3). 

3. A cubical tank, each of whose sides has a length of 5 meters, is filled with a 
fluid whose weight density is 5000 newtons per cubic meter. Find the total 
force against one of the vertical sides of the tank. 

4. The acceleration due to gravity on planet X is 15 m/sec2 toward the center of 
the planet. If a ball is thrown upward from the surface of the planet with an 
initial velocity of 40 m/sec, develop the velocity function and the position 
function for the ball. How long does it take after the ball is thrown for it to fall 
back to the surface of the planet? 

Use integration by parts to find the following integrals: 

5. J x2 cos 2x dx 6. J ex sin x dx 7. 

Integrate by using the method of partial fractions: 

8- f (x - 3)(x + 2) dx 9‘ j (x - l)(x + l)2 dx 10' 

Graph the following equations on a polar coordinate plane: 

11. r — 3 + 2 sin 6 12. r = 1 + 3 cos 6 

13. Use trigonometric substitution to find J —- 2 

14. Let R be the region between the graph of y = tan x and the x axis on the 
interval [0, 1], Find the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about 
the x axis. 

x2ex dx 

I 4 + 2x 
x3(x - 1) 

dx 

15. Let R be as defined in Problem 14. Use one variable to write a definite integral 
whose value equals the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about 
the line x = -1. 

CllT 

16. Which of the following integrals equals (sin x)(e2 cos x) dx2 
J 77■ 

(a) -J eu du (b) -J e2u du (c) -J ^e“ du (d) J e2u du 

17. Determine the average value of the function /(x) = (sin x)(<?2 cos x) on the 
interval [rr, 2tt]. 

18. Suppose k is a positive real number such that 

P dx = 1 Evaluate ^ dx 
J i x J_k x 

19. Express as the ratio of two definite integrals the x coordinate of the centroid of 

the region between the graph of y = Vx2 - 1 and the x axis on the interval 
/= [1,5]. 

3 — jc 
Differentiate: y = arcsin (tan x) + —- 

sin x + cos x 
20. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 114 

Example 114.1 

Solution 

21. By inspection, tell which of the following definite integrals has a value of zero. 
fir f tt fir 

(a) sin2 x dx (b) cos2 x dx (c) sin3 x dx 
JO JO J-TT 

(id) x2 sin2 x dx 
Jo 

Implicit differentiation II 

We remember from Lesson 45 that if an equation in x and y contains a description 
of one or more functions for an interval [a, b], the derivative can be found by using 
the method of implicit differentiation. To this point we have used differentials to 
find the derivatives of implicit equations. To find dy/dx for the equation on the left 
below, we would first find the differential of each term as we show on the right. 

2x3 - y2 = 7 —> 6x2 dx - 2y dy = 0 

Since we want to find dy/dx, we divide every term by dx and then solve algebraically 
for dy/dx. 

dy 

6x 2yZx = 0 
divided by dx 

solved for ~r 
dx 

We do not have to use differentials to differentiate implicit functions if we 
remember that y represents some function of x and that the derivative of a function 
of y, say g(y), with respect to x is g'(y) dy/dx. To review, we let g(y) be y2 and 
remember that y is a function of x. Thus, using the chain rule to find the derivative 

of y2 with respect to x, we get 

d d dy 

g'(y)‘Txg(y) = Txy 2ydx 

dy 3x2 

dx y 

If we differentiate each term in the equation 2x3 - y2 - 7 with respect to x, we get 

d d 
Tx (lx2) - ^ (y2) = ^ (7) 

dx dx 

dy 
-> 6x2 - 2y ^ = 0 

If we solve this equation for dy/dx, we get the same result we got above by using 

differentials. 

dy 3x2 

dx y 

Find ^ if x5 + 4xy3 - 3y5 = 2. 

We will differentiate each term with respect to x. 

d d „ d c d 
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Example 114.2 

When we differentiate 4x/ and -3/, we remember that y is a differentiable 
function of x, which requires that we use dy/dx as an additional factor. We get 

5x4 + 4 
, dy 

xof) £ + ? 

dy 

dy 
-I5/s=0 

Now we simplify and then solve for 

dy dy 
5x4 + 12xy2 ^ + 4y3 - 15/ ^ = 0 

dx 

dx 

(12xy2 - 15/) = -5x4 - 4•/ 

dy -5x4 - 4/ 

dx 12 x/ - 15/ 
J2y 

Find ^2 ^ x2 + / = 100. 

simplified 

rearranged 

solved 

Solution We begin by finding the first derivative, which we put in a box for later use. 

dy 
2x + 2y ^r; = 0 differentiated 

solved for 
dy 

dx 

Now we use the quotient rule and differentiate again. 

<Py *->>-<-*>£ 
dx2 y2 

, 4’ 

cPy -y + xTx 
dx2 y2 

differentiated 

simplified 

But in the box we have an expression that we can substitute for dy/dx. We make this 
substitution and then simplify. 

*y ~y + jf) 
dx2 y2 

d2y -1 x2 

dx2 y y3 

substituted 

simplified 

This answer is correct, but as the last step in one of these problems it is a good idea 
to write the answer as a single fraction and to look at the original equation to see if it 
can be used to make one more simplification. First we combine the terms in the 
numerator to get 

d2y -y2 - x2 -(/ + x2) 

dx2 y3 y3 

The original equation tells us that x2 + / = 100, and if we make this substitution, 
we get 
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Example 114.3 

Solution 

Example 114.4 

Solution 

d2y _ -100 

dx2 — j3 

d2y 
Find if 2x3 - 3y2 = 7. 

First we differentiate implicitly and solve for dy/dx, which we put in a box for later 
use. 

dy 
6x 6>’dx = 0 

differentiated 

dy 
solved for -j- 

dx 

Now we use the quotient rule to find the second derivative. 

dy 
d2y y<2x> ~*dx 
dx2 y2 

But in the box we see that dy/dx = x2/y, so we make this substitution and simplify. 

<Py 2xy~x2[j 
dx2 yA 

X4 
2 xy - — 

y 

y* 
2 _ v4 2 xy 

substituted 

multiplied 

simplified 

d2y 
If 4y2 = jc3, use implicit differentiation to find 

To practice implicit differentiation, we often use simple problems like this one that 
could be solved explicitly and differentiated explicitly. We begin by finding the first 
derivative and putting it in a box for later use. 

dy 
differentiated 

dy 
solved for -j- 

dx 

Now we use the quotient rule to find the second derivative. 

<Py (W6*) - <3V)(8 d£j 

dx2 64y2 

dy 
Now we substitute for ^ and simplify 
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Problem set 114 

fy Wxy - (3x2)W(%) 

dx2 64y2 
substituted 

48 xy - 
9a~4 

y 
64 y2 

simplified 

48a>’2 - 9a4 
=-64p- simplified 

This answer is correct, but because the original equation 4y2 - x3 is a simple 
equation, it can be used to further simplify our answer. If we rearrange the answer, 
we can write the answer with factors of 4y2 and a3. 

(4y2)(12x) - 9a(a3) 

(4y2)(16y) 

Now on the left we simplify by replacing 4y2 with a3, and on the right we simplify by 
replacing a3 with 4y2. Both substitutions lead to the same result. 

(a3)(12a) - 9a(a3) 

MOW 

12a4 - 9a4 

16y3 

3a4 

16a3>> 

3a 
16y 

48ay2 - 9x(4y2) 
(4y2)(\6y) 

48ay2 - 36ay2 

64 y2 

12ay2 

64 y3 

3a 
16y 

Had we tried to simplify the answer to Example 114.3, we could have worked 
for a long time and not come up with a simplification. The last step in problems like 
these is not calculus but is algebraic game playing. Sometimes the result can be 
simplified and sometimes it cannot. 

1. The acceleration function for a particle moving along the a axis is a(t) = 20e*'. 
The velocity when t = 0 is 10 and the position when t - 0 is 4. Develop the 
velocity function and the position function of the particle. Find the total 
distance the particle travels during the time interval [5, 20]. 

2. Let/be the function defined on the closed interval I = [-8, 8] by 

Ax) = | x" + 3x‘n 

Find /' and write the equation of/' as an expression with a single denomina¬ 
tor. Determine the critical numbers offin I. Find at which critical numbers the 
tangent to the graph of/is horizontal and at which critical numbers the tangent 
to the graph of/is vertical. 

3. Let /be as defined in Problem 2. Find the a and y coordinates of all the relative 
maximum and minimum points of the graph of/ Determine the intervals on 
which/is concave upward and the intervals on which /is concave downward, 
and describe the a coordinate of all inflection points. Sketch the graph of/ 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

dy d2y 
Differentiate implicitly to find and for the following equations: 

4. x3 + y2 = 100 5. y3 + y = x2 6. x3 + y2 + y = x 

Integrate by using integration by parts as many times as necessary: 

7. x2 sin x dx 8. f e2x sin x dx 

Integrate by using the method of partial fractions: 

9. 
8x - 4 

dx 10. x2 + 4x + 1 
x2(x + 2) 

dx 
(x - l)2x 

11. Write the equation of the hyperbola x2 - y2 - 1 in polar form. 

12. Graph r = 2 + 2 sin 6 on the polar coordinate plane. 

•t-t * t . , • 2 cos x 2 
13. Evaluate: lim-~- 

x->o 3x 

14. Iff(x) = ~~ J °9^t[-- dt, find/(ir). 

15. Evaluate: |2x - 41 dx 
-3 

16. The region R is bounded by the y axis and the graph of x = 1 - y2 on the 
interval 0 < y < 1. Use y as the variable of integration to write a definite 
integral whose value equals the volume of the solid formed when R is revolved 
about the line y = -1. 

f'{x) 2 
17. Use logarithmic differentiation to compute if fix) ~ x* ■ 

18. Suppose b > a and f f(x) dx > 0. Which of the following must be true? 
J a r 

(a) f > 0 for all values of x in the interval [a, b] (£) /(x) dx < 0 

(c) /is an even function (d) If a < c < b, then /(x) dx > 0 

19. Differentiate: y = xe*2 - Vx3 + 1 - 

20. Let/be a function defined as follows: 

' aex + b 
fix) 7TX 

cot X + X 
e~x - 1 

when x > 0 
x < 0 

Find the values of a and b which make / continuous and differentiable 

everywhere. 

21. Suppose /is differentiable for all real values of x and 

fix + h) - fx) — x2h + 3/z3 for all real values of h 

Evaluate /'(3). Hint: Recall the definition of the derivative when you look at 

fx + h) - fix): 

r,, , t- fix+h)-fix) 
fix) - lim-r- 
J w h^o h 

Then substitute x2h + 3 h3 in the numerator to find fix). Then find /'(3). 
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LESSON 115 Partial fractions III 

If the denominator of a fraction of polynomials contains an irreducible quadratic 
factor, the numerator of the partial fraction decomposition must contain one term 
whose numerator is a linear term of the form Ax + B and whose denominator is the 
irreducible quadratic factor. For example, the partial fraction decomposition shown 
here has a numerator Ax + B for the quadratic denominator x2 + 1 and a numerator 
of C for the linear denominator x - 1. 

4x2 - 2x + 2 
(X2 + l)(x - 1) 

Ax + B 
x2 + 1 

dx + dx 

To find the constants A, B, and C, we will find three independent equations in A, B, 
and C and solve this system of equations for A, B, and C. To do this we will use the 
fact that a polynomial equals zero for every value of x if and only if every coefficient 
in the polynomial equals zero. For the polynomial 

ax2 + bx + c 

to equal zero for all x values, a, b, and c would all have to equal zero. We can use this 
fact to argue that two polynomials are equal if every pair of corresponding 
coefficients are equal. For example, if these polynomials are equal, 

5x2 + 4x + 1 = ax2 + bx + c 

a must equal 5, b must equal 4, and c must equal 1. To show why this is so, we can 
add -(ax2 + bx + c) to both sides, combine like terms, and get 

x2(5 - a) + x(4 - b) + (1 - c) = 0 

If a = 5, b - 4, and c = 1, then this polynomial equals zero for all values of x. 
Now to find the values of A, B, and C in the expansion 

4x2 - 2x + 2 _ Ax + B C 
(x2 + 1 )(x - 1) X2 + 1 x - 1 

we first find common denominators to add the two terms on the right of the equals 
sign. 

4x2 - 2x + 2 (Ax + B)(x-l) C(x2 + 1) 

(x2 + l)(x - 1) - (x2 + 1 )(x - 1) + (x - 1 )(x2 + 1) 

If, in the numerator, we multiply (Ax + B) by (x - 1), and multiply C by (x2 + 1) 
and combine like terms, we get 

4x2 - 2x + 2 _ (A + C)x2 + (B - A)x + (C - B) 

(x2 + 1 )(x - 1) ~~ (x2 + 1 )(x - 1) 

For the numerator on the left-hand side to equal the numerator on the right-hand 
side, the coefficients of the x2 terms must be equal, the coefficients of the x terms 
must be equal, and the constant terms must be equal. 

4 = A + C coefficients of x2 

' -2 = B — A coefficients of x 

2 = C - B constant terms 

If we solve this system, we find 

A - 2 B = 0 C = 2 

Now we can write 
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Example 115.1 

Solution 

Problem set 115 

4x2 - 2x + 2 _ 2x 2 
(x2 + l)(x - 1) X2 + 1 X - \ 

The integral of the expression on the left equals the sum of the integrals of the 
expressions on the right. 

4x2 - 2x + 2 , _ f 2x dx f 2 dx 
(x2 + l)(x - 1) X J X2 + 1 J X - 1 

= In |x2 + 1| + 2 In |x - 1| + C 

6x2 - 3x + 1 
(4x + 1 )(x2 + 1) 

The first step is to decompose the fraction into a sum of partial fractions. 

6x2 - 3x + 1 Ax + B + C 
(4x + l)(x2 + 1) x2 + 1 4x + 1 

Now we add the terms on the right-hand side of the equals sign and get 

6x2 - 3x + 1 (Ax + B)(4x + 1) + C(x2 + 1) 

(4x + 1 )(x2 + 1) " (x2 + l)(4x + 1) 

If we multiply as indicated in the numerator, we get 

6x2 - 3x + 1 _ 4Ax2 + Ax + 4Z?x + B + Cx2 + C 
(4x + 1 )(x2 + 1) “ (4x + 1 )(x2 + 1) 

Next we simplify and get 

6x2 - 3x + 1 (4A + C)x2 + (A + 4B)x + (B + C) 

(4x + 1 )(x2 + 1) _ (4x + 1 )(x2 + 1) 

If we equate coefficients, we get three equations in A, B, and C. 

f 6 = 4A + C coefficients of x2 

- 3 = A + 4B coefficients of x 

1 = B + C constant terms 

We solve this system and find A = 1, B = -1, and C = 2. Thus we can write 

f 6x2 - 3x + 1 
(4x + 1 )(x2 + 1) 

dx “J x - 1 
X2 + 1 

dx + f 2 dx 
4x + 1 

The first integral can be written as the sum of two integrals, so we have 

f x dx f dx f 
J x2 + 1 J x2 + 1 J 

2 dx 
4x + 1 

If we insert the required constants, we get 

1 f 2x dx f dx 1 f 4 dx 
2 J x2 + 1 J x2 + 1 2 J 4x + 1 

= ^ In |x2 + 1| - tan-1 x + | In |4x + 1| + C 

1. A particle moves along the elliptical path defined by the equation 

Find the rate of change of the y coordinate of the particle the instant the 
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particle passes through the point (1, f) if the x coordinate is increasing at a rate 
of 1 unit per second at that instant. 

2. Use differentials to approximate the cube root of 124. 

3. The region R is bounded by the graphs of y = ex, x = 0, and y = e2. Use one 
variable to write a definite integral whose value equals the volume of the solid 
formed when R is rotated about the line x = -1. 

4. The slope of the tangent line which can be drawn to the graph of a particular 
equation at any point (x, y) on its graph is x/y. Find the equation of the curve if 
the graph passes through the point (1, 3). 

5. A variable force F(x) = xVx2 - 1 newtons is used to propel an object along 
the x axis. Find the work done in moving the object from x = 1 to x = 5 
meters. 

Integrate using the method of partial fractions: 

3x2 - x 
6. 

8. 

10. 

(x2 + l)(x - 1) 

-x2 + 2 
(x + l)2(x + 2) 

dx 
_ f -x2 + 2x - 3 

J (x2 + 2)(x + 1) ^ 

dx o f 3x2 + lx + 6 dx 
J x2(x + 2) ax 

dx 

d2y . 
Use implicit differentiation to find if y3 - x2 = y 

11. Find the area between the graph 
of y - cot2 x and the x axis on the 
interval [tt/4, 37t/4]. 

y 

12. Suppose/is a one-to-one function such that 

fix) = 
x + 1 

X 

Write the equation of/“' and evaluate /“■(2) and (/"')'(2). 

13. The mean value theorem tells us that if / is continuous on [a, b] and 
differentiable on (a, b), then there is some number c E (a, b) such that 

f'ic) 
fib) - fja) 

b - a 

If f(x) — x3 + 1 meets the conditions, find such a number c in (-1, 3). 

Integrate: 

14. j sin2 x dx 15. J sin3 x cos2 x dx 

16. J 10 x dx 17. 
f 2x + 1 , 

J Vx2 + x + 1 C X 
18. J x2ex dx 19. Svr^dx 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

LESSON 116 

116. A 
Derivative 

of ex 
and of In x 

20. Write the equations of all the asymptotes off(x) = ■_ and sketch the graph 
1 A- 

of f 

21. Differentiate: y = x In |x3 - 1| - sec 2x 

22. Let p be a cubic function whose equation is 

p(x) = x3 + bx2 + cx + d 

Suppose that p is an odd function and that p has local extreme points at x = q 
and x = -q. Find b, c, and d. Hint. Every term in an odd polynomial function 
must have an odd exponent for x, so this tells us that the values of b and d must 
be 0. Then find dp/dx and find where dp/dx = 0. The coefficients must be 
chosen so that dp/dx - 0 at x = q and x = -q. 

Derivative of ex and of In x • Derivative of 
sin a; 

In precalculus mathematics we defined the natural exponential function to be the 
exponential function whose base is e. Then we defined the natural logarithm 
function to be the inverse function of the natural exponential function. The base of 
the natural logarithm function is also e. We designate this function by writing either 
log,, x or In x. 

FUNCTION INVERSE FUNCTION 
by definition , 

y = ex -» y - log,, x 

We can use this defined relationship to prove that the derivative of ex is ex if we have 
already proved that the derivative of In x is 1 over x. We remember that x is the 
symbol we usually use for the independent variable, but any other letter can be used. 

d_ 
dx 

In x 
x 

d , 1 
~r m z = - 
dz z 

1 
y 

If we wish to find the derivative of ex, we begin by writing 

y = ex 

We want to find dy/dx. We begin by writing the implicit form of the same function as 

x = In y 

Now we take the differential of both sides and get 

dx = - dy 
y 

Now if we divide both sides of the equation by dx and solve for dy/dx, we get 

dy 

dx y 
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But we began by stating that y was equal to ex, so if we replace y with ex, we get 

Thus the process of proving that the derivative of ex is ex is very straightforward if 
we have already proved that the derivative of In jp is 1 over y. 

Calculus books usually use one of two different methods to prove that the 
derivative of In x is 1 over x. Calculus books written before 1950 used a proof that 
was easy to understand but required that certain assumptions be made that authors 
of recent calculus books do not have to make because they use a different proof. The 
old way was to begin with the exponential function 

y = ex 

where e is defined by either of the following limits: 

(a) e = lim (1 + —W or (b) e = lim (1 + 

These limits are equal. In the left-hand expression x is some constant and Ax is a 
variable that is approaching zero. In the right-hand expression x is the variable and 
is increasing without bound. In both expressions the number inside the parentheses 
is a little greater than 1 and is approaching 1, and the exponent is increasing without 
bound. It would seem, at first glance, that the limit would be 1 because the number 
inside the parentheses is approaching 1 as a limit. However, because the exponent is 
increasing without bound, the value of the expression approaches an irrational 
number that is slightly greater than 2.718. To make a quick approximation of this 
number, we will use the expression on the right above, use the yx key on a calculator, 
and let x = 100. 

/ 1 \ ioo 
V1 + HW = C1-01)100 = 2.704813829 

If we let x equal 1000, we get 

/ 1 \ 1000 

(l + = (1.001)1000 = 2.71692393 

If we let x get larger and larger, the value of this expression will get closer and closer 
to the number we call e. This definition of e as a limit is necessary because the limit 
in the (a) definition of e above appears if we use the definition of a derivative to 
develop the derivative of log, x, as we will show. 

s lo8<x=“s 
log, (x + Ax) - log, x 

Ax 

The next step is to write 1 over Ax as a factor of the difference of the two logarithms. 

fx log'x = I™, [l°8'<x + Ax) ~log'xi 

Since the difference of two logarithms can be written as the logarithm of a quotient, 
we can write 

-7- log, x = lim 
dx be ax^o Ax 

But the expression in parentheses does not have the exponent we want. We get the 
exponent by using a trick. We first insert a factor of x over x, which equals 1 as long 
as x is a nonzero real number, so the value of the expression is unchanged. 
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Next we rearrange the two x’s and the Ax to get 

, (x + Ax\ 

log' {—T-) 
Now we can use the power rule for logarithms, which tells us that we can write the 
expression x/Ax log, ( ) as log, ( )x/Ax. So now we have 

The variable in this expression is Ax and x is a constant. Thus we can write 1 over x 
in front of the limit notation. 

But, as Ax approaches zero, (1 + Ax/x)x/Ax approaches the number we call e. We 
assume that this limit exists, and now we have 

As the last step we note that the logarithm of e to the base e is 1, so 

This development was straightforward but required that we assume that ex is 
continuous for all real values of x. This requirement does not bother beginning 
calculus students but causes mathematicians some concern, especially since it can 
be avoided. In Lesson 105 we discussed the second fundamental theorem of 
calculus, which assures us that every continuous function has an antiderivative and 
gives us a method of using an integral to define the antiderivative. The function 

is continuous for all positive values of x and is the slope of the graph of the natural 
logarithm function y = log,x. If we use the second fundamental theorem of calculus 
to define the natural logarithm function to be the continuous function whose 
derivative is 1 over x, we take care of the continuity problem. 

y y 

x X 1 

This new definition of In x equates the value of In x to the area under the graph of 
y = \/t between 1 and x if x is greater than 1, as we show in the left-hand figure. If x 
is less than 1, as in the right-hand figure, the value of the integral will be negative, so 
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In x equals the negative of the area under the curve between 1 and x. For this 
development, instead of beginning with ex and defining the inverse function to be 
In x, we have begun with a definition of In x, and now we define the inverse of this 
function to be exp x. 

Old way 

FUNCTION INVERSE FUNCTION 
by definition , 

y = ex —-» y = loge x 

INVERSE FUNCTION FUNCTION 
by definition 

New way y - exp x <- y = In x 

We note that the old way used a base of e for both the natural exponential and the 
natural logarithm. The new way defines In x as the function whose derivative is 1/x 
and makes no mention of a base. This is the reason that we designated the inverse of 
In x with the notation exp x instead of ex. We wanted to call attention to the fact that 
this function has a different development than ex has and that exp x has no base. 

It is possible to prove that y = exp x has all the properties of y = ex and thus is 
another way of writing the function y = ex. Thus the new definition of In x takes care 
of the continuity problem but really changes nothing, and it is still acceptable to 
think of the natural logarithm function and the natural exponential function as 
functions that have a base of e. In the following example we do one of these proofs 
that show that In x has the same properties that loge x has. 

Example 116.1 Show that In ab = In a + In b if a and b are any positive numbers. 

Solution We want to show that 

In ab = In a + In b 

But we need a variable, so we will replace b with x and will make the reverse 
substitution as the last step. Now we have 

In ax — In a + In x 

We do not know if this is a true statement of equality, but if it is a true statement, the 
derivative of the left-hand side must differ from the derivative of the right-hand side 
by a constant. We will show that the constant is zero. First we find the derivative of 
both sides. 

d , id, . d , 
-y- In ax = -j- In a + ~r In x 
dx ax dx 

We remember to use the chain rule to find the first derivative of In ax, and we get 

1 , i 
— (a) = 0 H— derivative 
ax 7 x 

- = - simplified 
xx r 

The derivatives are equal, so the functions differ by a constant. Thus we can write 

In ax - In a + In x + C 

This must be true for all positive values of x. If we let x = 1, we can find C in one 
step. 

In a(l) = In a + In 1 + C > In a = In a + C * C = 0 
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116.B 
Proof of 

derivative 
of sin x 

(optional) 

Thus, because the derivatives differ by a constant and the constant is zero, the 
original statement is true. Thus 

In ab = In a + In b 

which is a property of the natural logarithm when defined by using e as the base. 

To prove that the derivative of sin x is cos x, we must first show that 

1 - cos x A 
lim-= 0 
.*->0 X 

To do this, we first multiply by 1 + cos x over 1 + cos x and mentally restrict x to 
values close to zero so that 1 + cos x does not equal zero. 

1 — cos x (1 + cos x\ .. 1 - cos2 x 
jc—>0 x \ 1 + COS X) x->0 x( 1 + cos x) 

But 1 - cos2 x = sin2 x, and this substitution allows us to write the limit as a 
product. 

sinz x 
lim /. . , 
x->0 x( 1 + cos x) 

= lim 
x-»0 

sin x sin x 
x 1 + cos x 

Now we rewrite the limit of the product as a product of two limits and get 

sin x sin x 
lim 
x->0 

lim 
x-»o 1 + cos x 

In Lesson 107 we used a geometric proof to show that the limit of sin x over x as x 
approaches zero is 1. The limit of sin x over 1 + cos x as x approaches zero is zero 
because sin x approaches zero and 1 + cos x approaches 2. Thus 

lim 
x->0 

sin x 
= 1 lim 

x->0 

sin x 
= § = 0 

X x->0 1 T cos X 2 
Thus the product of these limits is 1(0) = 0. So we have shown that 

1 - COS X n 
lim-= 0 
x-*0 X 

The next step in the proof of the derivative of sin x requires that we use the 
definition of the derivative and the identity for sin (A + B). The rest of the proof is 
just an application of the algebra of limits. First we use the definition of the 
derivative to write 

d . sin (x + Ax) - sin x 
~r sin x = lim -r-- 
dx ajc-»o Ax 

Next we remember that sin (A + B) = sin A cos B + cos A sin B. If we let A = x and 
let B = Ax, we can substitute for sin (x + Ax) and get 

d . 
-T- sin x = lim 
ax &x->o 

sin x cos Ax + sin Ax cos x - sin x 
Ax 

Then we rearrange the terms in the numerator. 

sin x ~~ lim 
ax aa—*o 

sin x cos Ax - sin x + sin Ax cos x 
Ax 

Now we factor the first two terms in the numerator. 

d . (sin x)(cos Ax - 1) + sin Ax cos x 
~r sin x = lim -—t- 
dx Aa—>0 Ax 
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Problem set 116 

Since the limit of a sum equals the sum of the individual limits, we can write 

d . , . Jcos Ax - 1\ , ^ sin Ax\ 
Ssmx = Jim (sin x){-) + J™ (cos ^(-^j 

In these limits the variable is Ax, so sin x and cos x can be treated as constants and 
can be written in front of the limit notations. Now we have 

d ■ J,■ cos Ax - 1\ , , sin Ax^ 
Txsm x = <sm Al™„ —aT~) + <cos AlS, -XT) 

But the first of these limits equals zero and the second limit equals 1, so finally we 
have 

x = (sin x)(0) + (cos x)(l) = cos x 

1. Determine the absolute maximum and the absolute minimum values of the 
function f(x) = xe~2x on the interval [0, 10]. 

2. A closed cylindrical barrel whose radius is 1 meter is positioned on its side. 
The barrel is half-filled with a fluid that has a weight density of 400 newtons 
per cubic meter. Find the force of the fluid against one circular end of the 
barrel. 

Write the value of the following limits by inspection: 

1\* 
3. lim 1 + 

x 

sin (x + Ax) - sin x 
4. lim A v 

Ax—>0 LSA 

Ax—>0 X 

1 , (, , AxVAx 
5. lim - log^ ( 1 H- 

x / 

Integrate by using either integration by parts or the method of partial fractions: 

6. 

8. 

3x2 - x + 4 
x(x2 + 4) 

J x2 In x dx 

dx 7. 
4x2 - 3x + 5 

(x2 + l)(x - 1) 

2 ex sin x dx 

dx 

d2y 
10. Use implicit differentiation to find if x = sin y + y. 

11. Graph r = 2 - 2 sin 6 on a polar coordinate plane. 

12. Write the rectangular form of the polar equation r2 = sin2 6-2 cos2 6. 

Evaluate the following limits: 

.. tan 2x 
13. lim —=- 

x-»0 3x 
14. lim 

A—>oo 

x - x In x 
1 + x2 

15. f 
£>sin t dt, find the approximate value of /(1). 

16. The region R is bounded by the x axis and the graphs of y = sec x, x = -7r/4, 
and x = 7t/4. Write an integral in one variable whose value equals the volume 
of the solid formed when R is revolved about the line x = tt/2. 
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LESSON 117 

117. A 
Proofs of the 
fundamental 

theorem 

571 117.A Proofs of the fundamental theorem 

17. Write a fraction of definite integrals whose value equals the x coordinate of the 
centroid of the region bounded by the x axis and the graph of y = e*3 on the 
interval [0, 1]. 

18. The mean value theorem for integrals tells us that every continuous function 
attains its average value on an interval at some number c in the interval. If 
v(Z) = 311 — 21, find such a number c in the interval [0, 2]. 

2X 
19. Differentiate: y = arctan (sin x)-^--— 

v ' eLx - sin x 

20. Let the closed interval / = [1, 10] be subdivided into n equally long 
subintervals. Let x, be the leftmost endpoint of the z'th subinterval. Determine 
the value of 

lim^S 
1=1 X,. 

Proofs of the fundamental theorem • 

Epsilon delta proofs 

We will begin with a proof of the fundamental theorem that is typical of the proofs 
of this theorem in calculus books published in the first half of the twentieth century. 
We will prove that if we have a continuous function/whose graph is never below the 
x axis on the interval [a, b], the area between the graph and the x axis on the same 
interval equals the value of any antiderivative F evaluated at b reduced by the value 
of the same antiderivative evaluated at a. 

Thus, for the functions /and some antiderivative F, shown above, we would like to 
prove that the area under /between 2 and 5 equals F(5) - F( 2). To prove this we will 
introduce another function, A(x), that we will call the area function. On the left on 
the next page we designate/as the ceiling function and consider that the area shown 
is “generated” or “swept out” by the left-to-right movement of the vertical segment 
that connects the x axis and the graph. 
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y 

A A(x) 

We hypothesize the existence of the area function machine shown on the right. The 
output A(x) of this machine will equal the area under the curve to the left of x and to 
the right of 2. We note one characteristic that this function must possess. If x = 2, 
the segment that will sweep out the area has not yet moved, so the value of A(2) must 
be zero. 

A(2) = 0 

The proof will consists of demonstrating that the derivative of^l(x) is/(x). Since we 
already know that F(x) is also an antiderivative of f(x), then F(x) and A(x) must 
differ by a constant. 

A(x) = F(x) + C 

But we already know that A(2) = 0. If we let x equal 2, we get 

A( 2) = F( 2) AC let x = 2 

0 = F(2) A C A(2) = 0 

C = —F(2) solved for C 

Now that we have found the value of C, we can write a general expression for the 
area. 

A(x) = F(x) - F(2) 

Now, to find the area generated if the segment moves out to x = 5, we let x equal 5 
and get 

-4(5) = F(5) - F(2) 

But A(5) equals the integral from 2 to 5 off(x) dx, so finally we have 

\[f(x) dx = F(5) - F(2) 

where F is some antiderivative of f. We now provide the missing step by showing 
that the derivative of the area function A is f. We can do this by looking at the 
following figures. 
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In the figure on the left the moving segment has swept out one area that we call A,. 
Now if the segment moves a small distance Ax to the right, it will sweep out a small 
additional rectangular area A A. The height of the rectangle is f(x) and the width is 
Ax, so we may write 

A A = f{x) Ax 

If we divide both sides by Ax and find the limit as Ax approaches zero, we get 

fx=f{x) 

This last step gives us the connection between the area under the curve and the 
derivative because it shows us that the instantaneous rate at which area is generated at 
a particular value of x is equal to the value of /at that instant. 

The proof just presented is an informal proof that uses area as its justification. 
There are many proofs of the fundamental theorem that do not require that area be 
used. We will show two of them here. First we will restate the theorem. 

FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF INTEGRAL CALCULUS 

If/is continuous on [a, b] and if F is an antiderivative of/ 
on [a, b], then 

f f(x) dx = F(b) - F(a) 
J a 

Instead of using area, we will use the second fundamental theorem of integral 
calculus, which tells us that if a function/is continuous on [a, b\, then/must have 
an antiderivative G on [a, b], and the antiderivative can be defined as 

(1) G(x) = f fix) dx 
J a 

Since both G and F are antiderivatives of f the derivative of G equals / and the 
derivative of F equals f. 

G' - f and F'=f 

But a corollary of the mean value theorem tells us that any two functions that have 
the same derivative differ by a constant. Thus F and G differ by a constant, so we can 
write 

(2) G'(x) = F(x) + C 

To find the value of the constant C, we let x equal a and get 

G{a) = Fid) + C 

This allows us to solve for C because G(a) as defined by equation (1) is zero since in 
Lesson 66 we defined the integral of/(x) from a to a to be zero. Thus we have 

0 = Fid) + C —> C = -Fid) 

Now we substitute -F(a) for C in equation (2) and get 

(3) G(x) = F(x) - Fid) 

The definition of G is given by equation (1), and we now have equation (3), which is 
another expression for G. If we equate (1) and (3), we get 

f f(x) dx = F(x) - F(a) 
da 
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Now if we let the upper limit equal b, we can write 

f6 fix) dx = F(b) - F(a) 

We note that in the informal proof we used area to link the left side of the result 
to the right side and that in this proof we used the function G for the same purpose. 
We also note that neither of these proofs mentioned or even considered Riemann 
sums. Thus the definite integral, as can be defined by Riemann sums, can be entirely 
divorced from the definite integral of the fundamental theorem of integral calculus. 
But we can use the mean value theorem to connect these ideas. Again we want to 
show that 

[ fix) dx = F(b) - F(a) 
da 

where F is an antiderivative of the continuous function / The integral is the limit of 
a Riemann sum that we can associate graphically with the area under F' between a 
and b, as we show on the left below, and we can picture F(b) - F(a) as the difference 
in the distances from the x axis to the graph of F at b and at a, as we show on the 
right below. 

The mean value theorem tells us that for any continuous function F there exists 
some c on an interval [a, b] such that 

m~F{a) 
F (c) = —-t- 

b - a 

But F '(c) = /(c), and if we make this substitution and then multiply both sides by 
b - a, we get 

f(c)(b - a) = F(b) - F(a) 

We see that the left-hand side is a gross approximation of the area which we want to 
represent by using a Riemann integral. To get a better approximation, we will 
partition [a, b] into n subintervals and apply the above process to each subinterval. 

a - *0 *1 x2 x3 x4 ■ ‘ ■ x n-2 xn-1 & - Xn 

The left-hand side of the first interval is x0, which equals a, and the right-hand 
side of the nth subinterval is x„, which equals b. We will use Ax, as the width of the 
zth subinterval and use c, as the number in the zth subinterval designated by the 
mean value theorem. We note that the right-hand side of the third subinterval is at 
x3 and that the left-hand side is at x2. Thus for the zth subinterval the right-hand 
side would be at x, and the left-hand side would be at x,_,. Thus F(b) - F(a) for the 
zth subinterval would be written F(x,-) - T’(x,_1). To apply the mean value theorem to 
the zth subinterval, we would write 
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r„ , F(x) ~ F(xi~) 
F <C'> m-- 

We remember that F\c) is the same as f{c), and if we make this substitution and 
multiply both sides by Ax,, we get 

Re) Ax, = Fix,) - F(x,_,) 

Now, if we sum the expressions on both sides of this equation for all n subintervals, 
we get 

2 Ac,) Ax, = t [F(x,) - 
1=1 ;= 1 

The left-hand side of this expression is a Riemann sum, and if we increase the 
number of partitions as the length of the largest subinterval ||/?|| approaches zero, the 
left-hand side is the Riemann integral and becomes 

lim 2 Ac) Ax, = P fix) dx 
llpll^O j= j Ja 

The right-hand side equals Fib) — F(a). It is a series that is sometimes called a 
telescoping sum because all terms except the first and the last appear once with a plus 
sign and once with a minus sign and thus sum to zero. To see why we note that the 
right-hand side of the last subinterval is at b, which equals x„, and the left-hand side 
is at x„_,, so the last two terms in the series are 

T(x„) - T(x„_,) 

The right side of the next to the last interval is at x„_,, and the left side is at x„_2. So 
the last four terms in the series are 

F(Xn) - F(Xn-1) + F(Xn-1) “ F(Xn-2> 

We see that the second to last and third to last terms have opposite signs and thus 
sum to zero. When the next interval is considered, the i7(x„_2) term will cancel, and, 
finally, the only terms that remain will be the first term and the last term. 

F(xn) + - + - + - + -••• ~F(x0) 

But F{xn) = F(b) and Fix0) = Fia), so finally we have 

[fix) dx = Fib) - Fia) 
J a 

which completes the proof. 

117.B 
Epsilon 

delta proofs 

lim (]zx - l) = 3 
x-^8 \2 / 

But how close is close? The student asked how far x could be from 8 for the 
value of y to be within ±0.01 of 3. The teacher’s answer was that x had to be within 
±2(0.01) of 8. The student asked how far x could be from 8 for the value of y to be 
within ±0.007 of 3. The teacher’s answer was that as long as x was within ±2(0.007) 
of 8, the value of y would be within ±0.007 of 3. The student asked how far x could 
be from 8 for the value of y to be within ±e of 3. The teacher’s answer was that as 
long as x was within ±2e of 8, the value of y would be within ±e of 3, where e is a 

Consider the function y = \x - 1. As the value of x gets closer and closer to 8, the 
value of y gets closer and closer to 3. This happens whether x approaches 8 from the 
left or from the right, and we say that the limit of y as x approaches 8 is 3. 
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positive number. The teacher had found a rule that could be used to select values of 
x that would yield values of y within the limits specified by the student’s choice of 
acceptable error in y. We use the Greek letter e (epsilon) to symbolize this error. The 
rule for this example is to multiply the student’s choice of acceptable error by 2. The 
result is the acceptable deviation of x from 8 that will ensure y values that are within 
the prescribed limits of error. The rule defines acceptable deviations in x, 
symbolized by 5(e), read “delta of epsilon.” This symbol clearly indicates that 5(e) is 
determined by the student’s choice of e. Since the teacher has found the rule that can 
be used to define a range of acceptable values of x for any choice of error in y, no 
matter how small, we say that the teacher has proved that the limit of \x — 1 as x 
approaches 8 is 3. 

The process of determining the rule for finding 5(e) is called an epsilon delta 
proof. If we can find such a rule, we say that we have proved that the limit we have 
tested is really the limit. 

The following figure allows us to consider the problem graphically. It shows a 
function whose limit is L as x approaches a. 

y 

We are accustomed to entering on the x axis and reading out on the y axis. For 
these proofs the thought process requires that we enter on the y axis with epsilon 
and read out delta of epsilon on the x axis. We note in the figure that the acceptable y 
error e determines 5(e) and allows us to give a rigorous definition of the limit of a 
real function. 

LIMIT OF A FUNCTION 

Let /be a function which is defined on some open interval / that 
contains a, except possibly at the number a. The limit off(x) as x 
approaches a is L, 

lim /(x) = L 
x^*a 

if for any positive number e, however small, there exists a 
positive number 5(e) such that 

L-e<y<L + e whenever a - 5(e) < x < a + 5(e) 

Many books use absolute value notation to define the neighborhood bounded 
by L - e and L + e and the neighborhood bounded by a - 5(e) and a + 5(e). We 
remember that |x — 11 can be interpreted geometrically as the distance from x to 1. 
Thus |/(x) - L\ is the distance from/(x) to L. We want this distance to be less than 
e. Also |x - a\ is the distance from x to a which is to be less than 5(e). Thus we can 
use absolute value notation to write the last line in the box above as 

|/(x) - L| < e whenever |x - a\ < 5(e) 
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Example 117.1 

Solution 

Example 117.2 

Solution 

Problem set 117 

The task of finding the delta of epsilon rule is not always an easy task. To illustrate 
the procedure, we will use linear functions in the next two examples. 

Prove that lim (2x + 5) = 9. 
X—>2 

We are asked to find a rule for finding 8(e) so that the distance between 9 and y will 
be less than e, no matter how small a value of e is chosen. Thus y must lie between 
9-e and 9 + e. 

9 -e < 9 + 8 

The value of y equals 2x + 5, so we substitute and get 

9-e<2x+5<9 + e 

Now we solve for x. 

4-e<2x<4 + e added - 5 

2-|<x<2+| divided by 2 

Thus 5(e) equals e/2. For any value of e chosen, an x value between 2 - e/2 and 2 + 
e/2 will ensure a value of y that differs from 9 by less than e. 

Prove the following limit by finding a 5(e) greater than zero such that for any e 
greater than zero \f(x) - 4| < e whenever \x - 3| < 5(e). 

lim (3x - 5) = 4 

The value of y must be between 4 - e and 4 + e. 

4-8<^<4 + 8 

But y = 3x — 5, so we substitute and solve for x. 

4 — e<3x-5<4 + e substituted 

9-e<3x<9 + e added +5 

3-|<x<3+| divided by 3 

Thus we have found that 5(e) = e/3. For any e chosen, no matter how small, an x 
value between 3 - e/3 and 3 + e/3 will yield a value of y that differs from 4 by no 
more than e. 

1. Suppose /is a function that is continuous for all real values of x, and F is an 
antiderivative of f. Which of the following statements must be true? 

(a) F(x) = JVM dt (b) F'(x) = jV(0 dt (c) F(x) = £ f‘/(t) dt 

(d) F(x) and f(t) dt differ by at most a constant 
-Ja 

2. Let R be the region bounded by the graph of y = x(x - 3) in the fourth 
quadrant. Write a definite integral in one variable whose value equals the 
volume of the solid formed when R is revolved about the line x = 4. 

3. Write a definite integral in one variable whose value equals the volume of the 
solid formed when region R of Problem 2 is revolved about the line y = 1. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW 

4. Suppose a particle moves along the x axis so that its position at time t is given 
by 

x(f) = ^ t2 - ^ t2 + It + 1 

Over which time intervals is the particle moving to the right? What is the total 
distance traveled by the particle between t — 0 and t = 3? 

5. Suppose/and g are functions which are continuous for all real values of x. On 
the interval [1, 3],/(x) > g(x), and on the interval [3, 6],/(x) < g(x). Which of 
the following definite integrals equals the area of the region between the graphs 
of /and g in the interval [1, 6]? 

(a) J~ [f(x) - £(x)]2 dx + J" lg(x) - f(x))2 dx 

(b) J* [f(x) - g(x)) dx + J* [g(x) - f(x)) dx 

(c) J’ [gix) - fix)] dx + J* [fix) - #(x)] dx 

(d) J6 [fix) ~ ^(x)] dx O) J6 [^(x) - /(x)] dx 

Evaluate the following limits: 

0 
\ hj 

6. lim [ 1 + t!' 7. lim 
/i-»0 

sin (x + h) - sin x 

h 

x 
8. lim — 

x->0+ x 

d2y . 
9. Use implicit differentiation to find if xy + y = x2. 

f2 

10. Which of the following definite integrals equals —j= dxl 
J i Vx 

f 2 rv2 pU 
(a) J -du (b) j — du (c) 

Integrate: 

11. 

V2 

13. 

15. 

x2 cos x dx 

x2 + x - 2 
x2(x2 + 1) 

8 dx 

x 
dx 

12. 

14. 

eu du id) 

-x2 + x - 10 

V2 

2eu du 

(x2 + 9)(x - 1) 

8 dx 

dx 

V9 - 4x2 

9 + 4x2 

dy 
16. Find ^ if y = arcsin (tan x) - xe~x. 

17. Find the equation of the line that is normal to the graph of y - In |x| at 
x — — ■ 

18. Use logarithmic differentiation to compute y' if y = (Vx)v. 

We can prove that lim /(x) = L by demonstrating that for every e > 0 that we 
x-*a 

choose, we can find a 5(e) such that if x lies in the open interval (x - 5, x + 5), then 
fix) lies in the open interval (L - e, L + e). Prove that the following limits are true. 

19. lim (2x + 4) = 6 20. lim (3x - 1) = 5 
x—*2 
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21. Use geometric formulas to find the area bounded by the graph off(x) = x and 
the x axis on the interval / = [0, 1]. 

(a) Divide the interval [0, 1] into n equally long subintervals. Let x, be the 
rightmost point of the zth subinterval. Express as a definite integral the 
sum 

lim S J.f(x) 

Evaluate this definite integral. 
(b) Describe the zth subinterval and find the value of fix,). 
(c) Simplify 

”1 « i 
X ~f(x) using the fact that 2 z = 9 n(n + 0 

(d) Evaluate the limit of part (a). 
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Problem set A 

Problem set B 

Problem set 1 

Problem set 2 

Problem set 3 

Problem set 4 

Problem set 5 

Answers to odd-numbered problems 

1. C 3. D 5. 
xyR: 

7. 
xm + 1 

9. 
13 - 10V2 

mR2 - axy ' a(xm + 1) + m ' 31 

11. -3 + 4/ 13. x2a'2y(aU) 15. xmy~l 17. Sa2m+\2a2m - 1) 

49 
19. (a2 - 3bc)(aA + 3a2bc + 9b2c2) 21. 495 23. y 

1. V65 3. 3y - 4x + 7 = 0 
C 3 , V2l 
5> * 2 _ 2 6 “ 6 

9. (-! + VJ, —1 - V5), (-1 - V5, -1 + V5) II. 

13. ^V!0 15. x,3/6j/ll/6 17. 7x2A(2x ■26-2 _ 

1) 19. 168 21. 
-16 

23. x = 30 25. x = 25 

1. Valid 3. If the switch is not on, then the light is not on. 

10 
7 * + ^ = 1 '5i 

n 3 Vl9. 
2 - 2 

11. x2 - 12x — 2 - 

5. 5 

13. 2 

43V5T 5 
15. —7TT— 17. g 19. (ab - 2x2y2)(a2b2 + 2abx1yi + 4x4y6) 21. 

21 

23. 10,660 25. x = 1 27. x = 10 and y = 20 

1 -3V3 

1. 12077- ft/min 3. — ^ 5. —^-6 1 7. cos 6 

9. If a fangle is not a widgit, then two of its marks are equal. 

11. y + 3 = -i(x + 9)-*x + 9y + 36 = 0 13. - j ± 15. (2,-2), (-2, 2) 

17. 19. 21. ^ 23. x=120 

1. 4 hours 3. 10 days 5. 12:32 yy p.m. 7. -2V2 9. ^ 11. sin a 

13. 1 and ^ 15. x = 1, y = 2 17. x2 + ax + a2 19. ^ 21. 153 

23. x = 8 

130 
1. 12 minutes 3. Sharon = 32 years; Travis = 14 years 5. —radians/hour 

7. (a) 3; (b) 0; (c) 1.2 9. 2x2 + 4x Ax + 2(Ax)2 - 1 

11. Domain = {x £ R | x> -1 and x =£ 0} 

V3 
13. -y- 15. cscx 17. Valid 19. 5 = 9 21. 5 - 2V6 23. x = 10 

1. 4 3. 10 more days 5. ^ m/sec 7. —-y^) 

9. y = 2 + 3 cos (^c + yj 11. /(x + A) = (x + A)2 - (x + h) 13. ^ 

15. cos2 e 17. I, III 19. Not valid 21. —~1 23. C 
x(x + h) 
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Problem set 6 

Problem set 7 

Problem set 8 

Problem set 9 

Problem set 10 

1. Ignoramuses = 2; savants = 50 

7. x = 7.2, y = 5.4, z = 9.6 9. 

15. 2 17. x2 + 2x + \ 

IQ mr2 - pr2y - my 
pr2 + m 

21. x = 3 23. y = 2 

3. 14 years 5. — 

y 11. c 13. sec2 * 

5 2 / 
1. 5yj minutes 3. 6j^ hours 5. 2( x 

7. y = 2x2 — 2x - 4 9. AB = 6 11. 

13. /(x + Ax) = (2x + 2 Ax - l)2 

15. 3 17. 1 19. 

2i. 
x - h 

23. x = 30, — 10 

1. 9^ 3. 8 days 5. 1 + cot2 0 = esc2 0; tan2 0 + 1 - sec2 0 7. 0 9. — 

11. t--—T7 = sin2 x 13. sin2 x + cos2 x - 1 15. f(x) = 2x2 + lOx + 12 
(-esc x)2 J v ’ 

17. x - 4.8, y = 3.6, z = 6.4 19. 2 + 6 sin (0 + 21. -20/ 23. D 

25. x = 5 

1. 3.x 5. 1407rr ft/hr 7. II or III 9. 
n — r 

13. 2x2 — 2x - 4 = y 15. x = ~ 17. 

19. b 21. a262 + abc + c2 23. D 

= COS X 

1. mph 3. wor 
5. b 

V+ W 

9. sin2 0 + cos2 0=1; tan2 6 + 1 = sec2 0; cot2 0+1= esc2 0 

11. cot2 0 13. 2x2 — 2x - 4 = y 

ic bx 15. y = — 
' a 

y 

21. h 23. 50 

40/ 
/ - 14 

mph 3. z is multiplied by ^ 5. 5/126.87° 
- . ■ 12 7. 6 cis -^77- Problem set 11 
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Problem set 12 

Problem set 13 

Problem set 14 

15. 4 

1. n -- 3. Evelyn, 1200 - 15p ml; Jeannie, 15p - 600 ml 5. -5 
w - y 

7. (x + l)2 + (y - 3)2 = 9; x2 + 2x + y2 - 6y + 1 = 0 9. 2/120° 

ii. y 
4r 

13. -sin 6 15. 17. b = — 
9 y 

19. Domain = {x | x e R}\ range = {y \ y 

21. If the switch is not on, then the light is not on. 23. x = -- 
y 

1 I I i I • —► 

0 6 

-1} 

x 

7. y = -2 when x < 0; y = x - 1 when 0 < x < 3; y = 1 when x > 3 

9 X 11. (x + 2)2 + (y - 3)2 = 2 13. 3 + 3V3 i 15.-1 

" 2 3 2 17. f(x) = 2x2 - 2x - 4 19. 2x + Ax 21. D 

1. 20 cm x 25 cm 3. 3333.33 radians/min 5. b = 1 

11. Circle with center (0, 1) and radius 1 13. 2.999 < x < 3.001 

15. y 17. (cos2 x + sin2 x)(sin2 x - cos2 x) = sin2 x - cos2 x 

19. L = |x 

21. No; in some instances there are two different values of y for one value of x 23. C 
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Problem set 15 

Problem set 16 

Problem set 17 

1. Airplane’s speed = 120 mph; wind speed = 20 mph 

3. (x + 2)2 + (y - 3)2 = 16 5. ±4, ±2, ±1 7. (a) 0.60; (b) 1.39 9. - 

17. 
- 3 tan 6 

-cot 0 19. /(x) - x2 + x - 6 21. x = 36° 

1.50 sophists 3. (a) 2; (b) 1; (c) 3; (d) 3 5. (a)-13; (6) 17; (c)-163 

7. h is a zero if * = 3, or 9. x = 2.30 11. (x - l)2 + (y - 2)2 = 25 

3 3V3 
13. 2 + —y~z 15. tan2 x + 1 = sec2 x 17. (1, 3) 

19. 21. 6V6 

1. Square: 2 by 2; rectangle: 8 by 4 

3. See Lesson 17 for key identities: sin 2A = sin ^4 cos A + sin A cos A - 2 sin A cos A; 
cos 2A = cos ^ cos ^4 — sin ^4 sin A = cos2 A - sin2 4=1—2 sin2 4 = 2 cos2 4 - 1 

5. sin2 x + 2 sin x cos x + cos2 x = 1 + 2 cos x sin x = 1 + sin 2x 

K
>

| 
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Problem set 18 

Problem set 19 

21. If the sides opposite two angles are not of equal length, then the two angles opposite 
those sides are not equal. 

23. 2V2 

5. Amplitude = 2; period = 120°; phase angle = 15° 

7. sin 2x = 2 sin x cos x; cos 2x = cos2 x - sin2 x - 1 — 2 sin2 x = 2 cos2 x — 1 

9. / 11. (a) 33; (b) 53; (c) 153 13.4 

15. (x - l)2 + (y + 2)2 = 4 17. 4 + 4V3 i 

19. Domain: entire set of real numbers; range: 1 < j; < 3 21. 2 

Iks 
1. 

8(5 + k) 
3. y 5.-1 7. -3 9. {a) 1; (,b) 1; (c) 1 

11. 

17. 

13. See Lesson 17; cos2 x 
1 + cos 2x 

\4Vl3 ^ , 
19. —— 21. 1 - sim x = cos2 x 

15 -1 - - 
15 25 3 

„ 1 (m + s)(m + 2s) - 2y: 

VxTh + V^c y 

Problem set 20 1. 15a miles 
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Problem set 21 

Problem set 22 

3. Focus: (1, 0); directrix: x = — 1; length of latus rectum 

5. 2 7. 2a 9. y li. y 

13. y = -3 + 2 sin|(0 - 27°) 

15. 
sin (x + Ax) - sin x _ sin x cos Ax + cos x sin Ax - sin x 

Ax 

(sin x) 

Ax 
cos Ax - 1 

Ax 
+ (cos x)(^x 

17. cos ^ - ±V^(1 + cos x); sin ^ = ±V/|(1 - cos x) 

19. (0, 0), (1, 1) 21.20° 

1 = 3.-45° 5. x = 210°, 330° 7. x = ? 
M2P 2 

9. Focus: (2, -1); directrix: y = -3; latus rectum = 4 11. 6 

13. y 

15. 
cos (x + Ax) — cos x _ cos x cos Ax — sin x sin Ax - cos x 

Ax Ax 

(cos x)(cos Ax - 1) sin Ax 
= ---L - sin x —t- 

Ax Ax 

17. x = 2.77 19. 

21. cos 2A = cos2 A - sin2 ^4=1 — 2 sin2 A - 2 cos2,4-1 23. 12 

1. 

5. 

1mA 
m + A 

3. (a) (2, +oc), (-oo, -2) (b) (-2, 2) 

0 0 7. 
TT 57T 2>7T ITT 

( + + + + |-| 
H-1-1-1-1-1- ' 

4’ 4 ’ 4 ’ 4 
9. x = sin y 11.0 

+ + + + 
-1-!-► X 
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Problem set 23 

Problem set 24 

Problem set 25 

Problem set 26 

Problem set 27 

13. 2 15. sin 2x = sin (x + x) = sin x cos x + cos x sin x = 2 sin x cos x 

5 
17 

7 
19. 1 21. 25 

1. 125 cars 3. x = 7 5. x 
4 

7. x -0.67 

9. Increasing on (-1, 0) and (1, °°); decreasing on (-°°, -1) and (0, 1) 

11. ++t I— 
-2 0 1 

+ |-| + + + + 
H-1-1-1- 

13. (x + l)2 = -2ly-l 15. 2x 

17. y — 35 + 40 sin 4( 6 - ?) 19. Domain: x < 0; range: -«> < y < °° 21. C 

1. 
40M + 60 B 

8 

3. — 2 5. 2a 7. +00 9. +00 
M + B 

11. Increasing: —< x < -1; decreasing: -1 < x < +°°, x 1 13. No solution 

15. x = sin y 17. cos2 A — ^(1 + cos 2A) 19. x = ^ ^ 21. -3.53 23. C 

!• BC +~ACC~AB h0urS 3> = x2 + " 1 + ^ #)(5) = 28 

/W = *±1. (L 5- = ^=; ^J(5) =13 7. (/. *Xx) = x, (/o g)(3) = 3 

9- (g 0 f)(x) - |x|; domain: -°° < x < °°; range: 0 < y < °° 11.0 13. x = 1 

3tt 
15. £ > 0: (-3, 0), (2,00); * < 0: (-«=, -3), (0, 2) 17 

19. 1, ±V3 

0 - 
’ 2 

7T, 

tan2 x cos x ... . ~ 
21. —:—i-= cos x 23. sin 2x 

tan- x 

1. mph = O.Ollr mph 

3. Center at (1, -1); major axis: horizontal, length 6 units; minor axis, length 4 units 

, x2 - 1 
In x 

-,e2 - 1 

7. Domain: -°° <x< -1, 1 < x < °°; range: all real numbers; (In x)2 - 1 9. 0 

11. 13. x = Iny - 1 15. y 

17. (-00, -2), (-1,3) 

23. -13.53 25. 71 

1. 32 3. —r 5. 

19. 4 + 4V3 i 21. /(x) - 2x 

7- (/° g){x) = In - 9. +00 

(0, -2) 

(-3, 0) 
x 
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Problem set 28 

Problem set 29 

Problem set 30 

11. 00 13. [0, 2], [4, oo) 15. x = 3 17. ^x2 19. 

21. sin2 x = ^ (I — cos 2x) 23. D 

1. 32yy 3. 1.95 5. x > —~~2~ 7. 6x 9. (0, V7), (0, -V7) 

11. f{g{x)) = sin 2^x - 13. Limit does not exist 15. 0 17. x = 2 sin y 

19. k = 2 21. 5 + 3V3 23. C 

1. L 
100 - L In x 

In 10 

7. 3 < x < 7 9. 2x + 2 

11. Center (1, -1); major axis: vertical length, 6 units; 
minor axis, length 2 units; 
foci: (1, -1 + 2V2), (1, -1 - 2V2) 

13. /: domain, all real numbers; range,/(x) > 0 
g: domain, all real numbers; range, ,g(x) > 0 

f° g: domain, all real numbers; range,/0 g > 1 

1 In 5 J9 (sin j _ cqs2 _ sjn3 x 

(1 

A 
2) 

T
 

c
/ 

Li (i. 
'(2, -1) 

-4) 

15. =0 17. x 

21. cos2 x = 5(cos 2x + 1) 23. 8 

-0.35 or - 
2 In 10 

1. Trip out: 4 mph for 8 hr; trip back: 8 mph for 4 hr 

3. Center (-2, -1); vertices (-2, 1), (-2, -3); 

foci: (-2, -1 + Vl3), (-2, -1 - Vl3) asymptotes: 

2 1 2 7 
y — 2’ y 2^ 3 

2 
y 7. x > ~ 9. 2ax 

1 3 

1 
|W 

I 
I 

11. Domain of/: all real numbers, range of/: 0 < x < °°; domain of g: 0 < x < 00, 
range of g: -00 < y < 00; domain of g ° f: all real numbers except 0; range of 
g 0/ = —00 < y < 00 
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Problem set 31 

Problem set 32 

Problem set 33 

13.-14 15. x = —8 17. (x + 2)(x — l)2 19. | 21.-1 

2a + ab - b 
23. x =-^- 

1. 4x3 - 44.x2 + 120x in3 

3. x6 + 6x5 Ax + 15x4(Ax)2 + 20x3(Ax)3 + 15x2(Ax)4 + 6x(Ax)5 + (Ax)6 

(X — 1)“ y2 
5. Hyperbola whose equation is -—j—-— *y = 1 

In x 
9. 

In 3 
11. 3 

13. Domain of/: 0 < x < domain of g: all real numbers 15. yy 

17. 240° 19. < x < 3 + 6 21. 540° 
2 2 

1. The area of the circle is 27.32% greater than the area of the square. 

. - 5tT 1177 1777 2377 29n 3577 4177 4777 

4. l, 1, i, i =>• 24’ 24 ’ 24 ’ 24 ’ 24 ’ 24 ’ 24 ’ 24 

7. Ellipse; center: (0, 2); major axis: horizontal with length 4; minor axis: length 2; 
foci: (-V3, 2), (V3, 2) 

9. g(x) = 2 + 3 sin (x - 11. x - log4 17 

13. -4 15. (f° g)(x) = sin (x2) 17. x > — ^ 19. 1 - sin2 x = cos2 x 

21. cos2 x = ^ (1 + cos 2x) 23. x = 5 

1. Capacity = 20(x)(l - 2x) m3 3. f'(x) = ^"2/3 

7. cis 20°, cis 140°, cis 260° 

5. Dxy = yx-|/4 

9. Parabola with vertex (1, -1), focus (-1 and directrix x = j| 

11. y 13. y 

-X 
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Problem set 34 

Problem set 35 

Problem set 36 

15. f'(x) = 4x 

17. /: domain — °° < x < range 0 < y < g: domain 4 < x < range 0 < y < 
(g °/): domain 2 < x < °° U -<» < x < -2, range: 0 < y < °° 

19. 4x + 6y - 15 = 0 21. 1 + tan2 x = sec2 x 23. b 

1. 250NL ^ , , •> -i , a /r 16 , -t “3 —r;— newtons/m2 3. 2 + V3 5. -=-tr cm2 7. -f- - —r 
iv 3 dx X 

9.$ = 
dt 2V? 

11. cis 75°, cis 165°, cis 255°, cis 345° 

13. Circle: (x - l)2 + (y + 2)2 = 9; radius 3; center (1, -2) 15. 40 17. ^ 

19./(1.2)= l;/(-l-5)= -2;/l-2^) = -3 y 21. 5 

2- 
•-0 

*0 
- #o 

•< r 4 •-0 - 
•-O 

*<3 —4- 

m = [x] 

*' d = V(X “ 3)2 + (*2 “ 4)“ X = ^ 5‘ = 2Vx 

1 V3 1 V3 
7. 2(/iw + /zL + wL) 9. 1, 

11. — —-- 1; hyperbola: center (2, 0); vertices (0, 0), (4, 0); foci (2 + 2V2, 0), 

(2 - 2V2, 0): asymptotes y = x - 2, y = -x+2 

13. y 15. x > 5 17. + + + I-1+1-1 + + + + 
-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-h*~X 

-4 -1 0 

1. or 355^ grapjis 3. /'(f) = ^ Z - 5. Duy -4u - 

r~ 1 V3 1 V3. 
7. 2-V3 9. 5 + ^6 -1> 2 “ T' 

11. T7 - = 1; hyperbola: center (0, 0); vertices (0, 4), (0, -4); foci (0, 2V5), 
16 4 
(0, -2V5); asymptotes y - 2x, y = -2x 

i3. y = 15. x = ^ 17. sin2/l = | 

19. y 21. 9 

-2V2 9 -2/3 
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Problem set 37 

Problem set 38 

1. Approx. 3:31 p.m. 3. 
dy _ 1 
du u 

2e“ + 
2 Vu 

5. s'(t) = v0 + at 

3 
2 

19. If a function/is continuous at x = a, then the function has a derivative at x - a; no 

0; midpoint from (0, 0) to (a + b, c) is 21. Midpoint from (b, c) to (a, 0) is 

a the midpoints of the two line segments (diagonals of the parallelogram) 

are the same, so the diagonals of the parallelogram bisect each other 

1. $11,534,025 3. -Jr + ^ - 3 cos x 5. -3 sin t- ^ 7. 0.24 

9. tan 2A = , 2 tfa ^ . 11. cis 54°, cis 126°, cis 198°, cis 270°, cis 342° 
1 - tan2 A 

13. ^ g ^— —■ = 1; hyperbola: center (0, 1); vertices (0, 4), (0, -2); foci (0, 1 + Vl3), 

2? 2 7 
(0, 1 - Vl3); asymptotes y = -^x + j, y = ~ 3* ~ J 

15. 1.46 

17. (/° g)(x) = Vx2 - 1; domain of/0 g, < x ^ -1, 1 < x < °°; range, (/° £)(.x) > 0 

19. (a) y (b) 2 21. 2x2 + 2x - 4 = y 23. 22 

Problem set 39 1. The fourth day of the month 
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Problem set 40 

Problem set 41 

5. y = —x + 2 7. 7 
4 

9. 0 11. x + V2i and x - V2 i 

13 — + i— 
9 25 

15. (^ - l)2 = 6(x - 

17. -5 
2 sin x cos x 

19. -~—:-= -cos x 
-2 sin x 

21. y - y, the line that bisects two sides of a triangle is parallel to the 

-6 

third side 

1. 5yy minutes 

7- y = 4x + 1 

3. dy = — dx + 2 cos u du + 2e' dt 5. dy = 
x 

1 

3 Wt1 
dt 

-2.89 11. LEW3 

J- llT 1 1 7r 1977 2377 3177 3577 4377 4777 
24’ 24 ’ 24 ’ 24 ’ 24 ’ 24 ’ ~24~’ ~24~ 

15. - 17. y y 

19. cos 2.4 = cos (A + A) - cos2 A - sin2 A = 2 cos2 A - 1 = 1-2 sin2 .4 

21. Domain: all real numbers; range: -1 < y < 3 

23. Hypotenuse = Va2 + b2, median = jVa1 + b2\ the length of the hypotenuse is twice 
the length of the median drawn to it 

MH , - 
1. jj _-'2 mph 3. 5. dy = 3 cos u du - V2 e' dt + dx 

1. y = -0.66x + 3.22 9. ^ = -14 sin u + y - - 11. c2 or 7.39 13. x > 6 
2 u 
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Problem set 42 

Problem set 43 

5 + Vl3 
19. 0.23/ - 1.60/ 21. x =--- 

1. v(x) = 4x3 - 40x2 + lOOx in 

-3 
7. s" = 

4x2Vx 
- 2 cos x 9. 

3. y' = x2ex + 3x2e* 

y 

5. /'(—2) - -4.77 

11. 

19. 1 + V2 21. 1, /V2, -iV2 

23. 3V3 

1. Surface area increases by a factor of ^4 3. x5 5. sin x + C 

7. cos x + C 9. du = x2 dy + 2xy dx 11. 1.92 

13. Y 

15. Center (0, 1); vertices (2, 1), (-2, 1); 
foci (2V2, 1), (-2V2, 1); 
asymptotes y = x + 1, y = —x + 1 

y 

X 
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Problem set 44 

Problem set 45 

21. cos A - 
2V2 

3 

23. m, = slope of diagonal from (0, 0) to (a, a) — 1; m2 - slope of diagonal from (a, 0) 
to (0, a) = — 1; slopes indicate that the diagonals of a square are perpendicular 

7. y = ex + C, where C is any number 9. /'(6) = 1500.25 

11. dy = 2ex dx - - du + 4 cos t dt 
u 

13. /'(;c) = 2 cos x; f"{x) = -2 sin x; f"'(x) = -2 cos x 

15. Ellipse; center (0, 2); major axis vertical, length = 6; minor axis length = 2 

17. 
2 tan A 

1 - tan2 A 

1. 6:32 
_8_ 
11 

p.m. 

7. F(x) = x3 or F(x) - x3 + any number 9. e1 + C 

11. y' = 3x2 cos x - x3 sin x 

is. y 

13. * = 2 + 
dx 

8 

X 3 -Vx 3 

17. 2 cis 11°, 2 cis 131°, 2 cis 251° 

19. The locus of points described is an ellipse with foci at F and G and a major axis of 

length C 
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Problem set 46 

Problem set 47 

Problem set 48 

21. -1 23. m LD = m Z5 = m LCED = m LB + m zLZ); m LCED - ~ ^ 

L3 
cm' 1. V(L) = 25L-=^ 

1 di_ _ 4xy + sin x Q _ . 
L dx ~ 9. y - i 

3. -3 cos x + C 5. | ^u* + C 

13. ex 

2x2 + 2 y 

15. 1 17. x — 19. 23. 25 

3 60 jc 
1. Circumference of base = —rs— ^ cm; radius of base = 

360 - x 
36 

cm 

3. Critical numbers at x = 1,2; local minimum: (2, 5); local maximum: ( 1, 
11 

5. 2 sin t + C 7. -f- — 
dy a dx _ 2xy dy 
dx 3y2 + x dt 2x - 1 dt 

ex - y 

19. — j 21. V7 cis 49.1° 23. 

1. (200P - 16,000) liters 3. ^ = 3t2 cos (t3 + 1) 5. ^ 2x 
dx x2 + 1 

7. 

15. 

-x 
A 77-5--7 9. 6Vw + C 11. |x5/2 + C 13. 3; = -2x + 10 
V(x2 - l)3 6 

17. (/° £)(x) = In Vx - 1; domain: 1 < x < °° 

19. 2 cis 10°, 2 cis 100°, 2 cis 190°, 2 cis 280' 21. y = x2 - x - 2 23. d = ^ 
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Problem set 49 

Problem set 50 

Problem set 51 

2 
1. 325 minutes 3. ^x3 - 6Vx + 3x + C 

5- % = ~(3x2 + 2) sin (x3 + 2x + 1) 7. ■■ 
dx ’ V(x2 + l)3 

9. Critical numbers: -1, 1, 2; local minimum points: (-1, -20), (2, 7); local maximum 
point: (1, 12) 

H./'(*) = 
ex + 2 f(x) 

2[/(x) - x] 
13. y 

15. y 

17. Hyperbola: vertices (1, 1), (-1, 1); center (0, 1); foci (V5, 1), (-V5, 1); asymptotes: 
y - 2x+ 1, y = — 2x + 1 

19. Ill I 21. sin2 x + cos2 x = 1 23. C 
+ + + + l — 1+ I-I+ + + 
—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—I- 

-2-10 3 

1. p is divided by 18 3. s'(l) = -1 unit/sec 

5. Critical points: x = — 2, local maximum of 12; x = 1, local minimum of -1.5 

7. V2 In |t| + 3 sin t + t + C 9. 4ex - 2Vx + 6x + C 11. cot t 

dy _ cos x — y 
dx sin y + x 

19. 1.46 21. x = 

23. 9V3 

1. 1.37 x lO 3 liter 
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Problem set 52 

Problem set 53 

Problem set 54 

7. 

9. 

17. 

73 17 41 
Local maximum point: ^-1, —j; local minimum points: ^-2, — J, ^1, — ^ 

-3 In t + C 11. f'(x) = -x(x2 + 1)“3/2 13. y' = cot x 15. 1 + In |x| 

In x 
(fg)(x) =-; domain: 0 < x < <» 19. lim /(x) - 0; lim /(x) - 1 21. —j 

X JC—»1 *-> 1+ 

V3 

2kII 
hours 3. /'(x) 

(cos x)(cos x) - (sin x)(-sin x) _ 1 
cos2 x cos/ x 

, dr 
1 dt 

= sec2 x 

11. 

17. 

19. 

23. 

local minimum of -3 at x = 0 

8 
;U 3/2 ^ ,, 2x + cosx 1C 

C 13. —5——:- 15. s (t) 
xl + sin x 

1 +1 v? t 
„ 77 377 577 777 , , 
0<x<-r,—r<x< —r, —7- < x < 277 

4 4 4 4 

x , /1 + cos x . x L /1 - cos x ~ . 
cos ^ = ±-y-2-; sin 2 = ±V-2—- 21. a = 2, b = -2, c = -4 

B 

1. 

5. 

9. 

11. 

13. 

17. 

h = —-^; yl = 20r — 2r2 — —y- 3. 1.93 units2 

^ / eA + x\ _ (ex + 1 )(cos x) + (ex + x)(sin x) ^ _ v du - u dv 
x V cos x / " COS- X V 

6000^12 

Critical numbers: x = 2, relative minimum, y = 4; x = 1, relative maximum, y 

/'w = -1)-“ 15. 3 In |x| + —=— + sin x - 4ev + C 

19. lim /(x) = -°o 21. 
A->0 + 

1. 98,304 troubles 3. 15x2 cos 5x3 

1 

3x2 + 2 

2Vx3 + 2x + 1 
7. Upper sum: ^ 

9. 
(sin x + cos x)- - (In x)(cos x - sin x) ^ 
-:—:- 11. -7T unit/sec 

1 + 2 sin x cos x 3 

O
N
 |<

N
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Problem set 55 

Problem set 56 

Problem set 57 

13. 61'12 + 4 sin t + 2tl + 6t + C 15. I2ex sin x + \2ex cos x 17.-A : 
V(x2 - 4)3 

19.0 21. 2 cis 4°, 2 cis 76°, 2 cis 148°, 2 cis 220°, 2 cis 292° 23.x = y 

g cos Vx ^ ex 
1. VlOO - x2 feet 3. 

2Vx 1 + ex 

ex(\ - 2x + x2) dy = zlx2ry3 , 0.-3/2 
(1+x2)2 dx 2 1 

9. 1.11 11. v‘/,—— ’ 13. ~r~ = ~^rx2(x3 + 5) 3/2 15. s'(t) - v0 + gt 

17. 4 In \u\ - + C 19. (/° £)(x) = Vx2 - 1 21. 3 23. 530 

1 -2V2T 
1. —21— m/sec y 5. 

x 

9- f'(x) = 1 + sin 2x 

Vx2 + 1 
7. 

13. 2.74 

15. yX2 + ex - 2Vx + ^ + C 17. y 

19. 
2 tan A 

1 - tan2 A 
21. 13 cm 

I.-7 m/sec 3. 3 5. In 3 = 1.10 
6 

7. x = 0, local maximum, y = -4; x = -1, local minimum, y = 

9. (1 + cos x)e*+sm x 11. 4 13. 4/2(l + 3 In t) 

(x2 + l)(cos x) - 2x sin x y 
15 (x2 + l)2 

-5 

19. Domain, -1 < x < 1; range, 0 < y < tt 

23. 44 

31 577 377 
21, 6’ 6 ’ 2 

77 

2 Problem set 58 1. 16077 cm3/sec 3. Use the fact that y = cos x = sin and chain rule; -sin x 
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Problem set 59 

Problem set 60 

5. -cot x esc x 7. x2 sec x tan x + 2x sec x 9. 2.57 11. 2 

ex 
13. Local minimum 15. —, —- 

2V(ex - l)3 

17. -2u'12 + — u + 2um - sin u - 2 cos u - ^w'4 - 4e" + C 19. 1.25 

21. y 23. /(x) - 2x2 - 2x - 4 25. C 

1. -4 
25tt 

cm/sec 

3. Critical numbers: 0, 1, — 1; 
local minimum points: (1, -1), (-1, 
local maximum point: (0, 0) 

i); 

5. 2V3 7. 8^ 9. 11. In x + tan x - x sec2 x 

17. Define y - cos x in terms of the sine function and use the chain rule 

19. y 21. 3x 23. Use quotient rule 

1. units/sec 

3. Critical numbers: 1 - 
V33 

8 8 
1 - V33 1 + V33 

I ^ ^3 
8 

, 0, ^ + Vg relative maximum at 

relative minimum at x = 0 8 ’ 8 

5. f\x) = (6x - 4) sec2 (3x2 - 4x + 1) 7. h\x) = 100x(x2 - 4)49 

9. g'it) = 2 sec21 11. e15 - e0-5 — 1 1.83 13. |Vx5 - ^Vx1 + C 
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Problem set 61 

Problem set 62 

Problem set 63 

15. y = -2V2x + 9 17. ex 

21. g(x) = Vx2 + 1 23. A 

19. y 

3 
1 OOtt 

cm/sec 

3. Critical numbers: x = — 1 and x - 2; extreme values: y — -19 at x = 2 (local 
minimum); y = 8 at x = -1 (local maximum) 

5. (x2 + 4)6 + C 7. Vx2 + 4 + C 9. In |3x2 + x| + C 

11. 60x(x2 + l)29 
(cos x)(x2 + 1) - 20x sin x 

(x2 + 1)" 
15. e' - e 2 

Relative maximum: x = 1,7 = 0; relative minimum: 
x = -1,7= -4;/"(x) - — 6x;/"(-1) = 6 > 0, and 
therefore the graph is concave upward, which implies a 
relative minimum;/"(l) = -6 < 0, and therefore the graph 
is concave downward, which implies a relative maximum; 
point of inflection: (0, -2) 

3. Length = 100 yards, width = 50 yards Eg < < a 
i i i i 
1111/ 

J 

111,1/ 

5. sin5 x + C 

9. |x5/2 - |x3/2 + C 7. </2 + C 

13. c*2+1(l + 2x2) 15. e y 1 

11. 1 (x + l)l/2 
2(x - l)l/2(x + l)l/2 2(x - 1)3/2 

+ 2 17.3 19. {x: x > 0; x ^ 1} 21. a 

1. 40V2 yards 3. ^ = 24 cm2/sec; ^ = 8 cm/sec 

5. 20 - e3 + e 7. f x dx = 2 9. sin8 x + C 11. e4x2 + C 
Jo 

13. 2 In (x2 + 1) + ^24*--y) + 4 sec2 x 15. a 

17. Left and right limits may be equal, yet function may not be defined at point in 
— 1 

question; that is, lim /(x) = lim /(x), where /(x) = ——r~, yet/is not defined at 
X-I-1+ x->i~ x 1 

x = 1. Hence/is not continuous at x = 1. 
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Problem set 64 

Problem set 65 

Problem set 66 

Problem set 67 

Problem set 68 

19. c 

1. 240 m 3. Never at rest; always accelerating 5. ^ 

9. (x2 + 1)3/2 + C 

11. (lnx)4 + C 13. 
dy _ -2x + cos y 
dx x sin y + 2>y2 

15. y - (1 - In 3) = -(x - e) —> y = — — In 3 17. 0 

y 

1. 40 cm x 40 cm x 40 cm 3. t = 1; moving right: t > 1; moving left: Osk 1 

5. 2 7. 2ex2 + C 9. ^ In |2x2 + 1| + C 11. | sin3 3t+C 

13. 
(x2 + 2) cos (2x + 1)(2) - [sin (2x + l)](2x) 

(x2 + 2)2 
+ 2 sec2 x 15. Concave upward 

1. (2, 3) 3. t = 2 5. 14 

11. 2Vx2 + x + 1 + C 13. 

7. 4 9. ^ In |3x2 + 2x| + C 

1. xV 16 - x2 3. 240rr cm2/sec 

5- /“‘M = X -^ 3; = (/"' °/)(■*) = X 1.x — sin y cos x 

9a llv=l 13 dy _ (x3 + l)(2e2x - 2xc~*2) - (g2* + g-*2)(3x2) 
7 1J- dx (x3 + l)2 + 

15. j- sin5 ax + C 17. 19. c = 21. tan 6 = ^sec2 0 ^ = 
5« 5 5 6 dt 

3 esc2 x 

I d]l 
6 dt 

1. F = x(4 - 2x)(4 - x); F is maximum when x 2 - 3. 4 units2 
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Problem set 69 

Problem set 70 

Problem set 71 

Problem set 72 

Problem set 73 

5. /-'(x) = 4) = §; (/°/“‘)(x) = (/-' °/)(x) = X 

7. x = tan y 9. ^(x3 + 2)4 + C 11. — ? cos3 2x + C 13. c3 

-3(x2 + 2) sin 3x - 2x cos 3x , ~ _ 
15. —1' 2 + 2y-+ 2 sec2 2x 

19. y 

Yj dy_ _ sec xy — y 
dx x 

1. 10 in. x 10 in. x 10 in. 3. g(sin4 2x) + C 5. x + In |x| + C 

9. 6- units2 
4 

17. C 19. 

(cot x)(x2 — 1) - 2x In sin x\ 
11. y = arcsin x 13. --—--1-L 

(x2 - l)2 

7. 2g units2 

15. 1 

1. 777— in/sec 3. /(x) = x2 + 3x + 1 5. /= 3x2 - 2x + 3 
40-77 ’ 

7. -(sin x)_1 + C 9. 9 units2 11. k 
15 

13. k = e 

15. The graph of/is an upside down parabola 17. —y 
A 

19. -1 < x < 1 

21. -k/a1 - x2 
a 

1. 32 units2 3.^3 5. 34^ units 

11. 4 tan4 x + C 13. ~ units2 15. <?’ 
4 3 

19-2 
21. 4V3JZ ft3 

7. /(x) = x2 9. |x3/2 - 2xl/2 + C 

17. 
esm v COS X + 
V2x - 1 (V2x - 1) 

sin * 

3 + X 

1^ = 4 ft/min 3. Minimum is 0 at x = 0; maximum is 4 at x = 8 
‘ dt 8 

7. a = 3, b = 0 9. 2 11. —e-^ + C 13. ~ unit2 

15. (2e2x tan x)(sec2 x + tan x) 17. d 19. cos y = -- 

5. 8 J 

21. R = 1 1,000/7 - 50p2 

1. $28 3. Maximum point: (2, 2V2 - 2); minimum point: (3, -^7 



602 Answers to odd-numbered problems 

Problem set 74 

Problem set 75 

Problem set 76 

V9~-- xx 4 + x2 
9. 12 J 11. 1 unit2 13. - 

15. ^(sin 2x + x) 2/3(2 cos 2x + 1) + 
-3 esc 3x cot 3x 3x2 esc 3x 

x3 + 1 (x3 + l)2 
17. 0 

19. y = -Vfl2 - x2 where 0 < x < a 
a 

3. h(t) = 100 + 30/ - 4.9/2; maximum height 145.9 m 

7. Minimum value of 0 at x = 1; maximum value of 2 at x = -1,3 

9. 3 J 11. V1 + sin 2x + C 13. \ unit2 15. 1 
o 

_ _J_ cos x 2g2A(sec x + 1) - e2x sec x tan x esc x 

2 Vl - sin x (secx+1)2 x 

19. 0 21. b 

(In x)(csc x cot x) 

3. h{t) = 160 + 20/ - 4.9/2; h(2) = 180.4 m; v(2) = 0.4 m/sec; a(2) = -9.8 m/sec2 

e - g-1 2V3 
5 9 

9. Minimum is -1 at x = 1; maximum is 0 at x = 0 and x = 2 

11. a = -2, b — — 4 13. ^(x + sin x)4 + C 

15. ^ In (x2 + 1) + C 

17. 
dx 

= (e2x sec 7rx)(7r tan nx + 2) 19. c 21. cos2 6 - 
100 

100 + x2 

5 125 
1. -7-77. rad/sec 3. —units2 

toy 0 >• f 
J 0 

3 - y 
dy 7. b 

11. ^ sin4 x + C 13. 2(x + sin x)l/2 + C 15. b 

(2Vx + l)(-g~A - sin x eC0SA) - (e~x + gC0SA)(x~l/2) 

<2^+1>2 
19. w = L; h = 

300 
C= 12L2 + 

18,000 
L2 ’ ~ ' L 

w 

Problem set 77 1. 5^6 m x 5^6 m x 21v/6 m 
h 

3. Even 5. Neither 
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Problem set 78 

Problem set 79 

Problem set 80 

Problem set 81 

Problem set 82 

7. Odd 9. _1_2Vx + 1 (2x + 6 sin2 2x cos 2x) 

(.x2 + sin3 2x)Vx 4- 1 (*2 + sin3 2x)2 

11. J2 sin4 3x + C 13. 4^ units2 15. Maximum at x = 0.88; minimum at x = 

17. A — \0; B - -5 19.1 21. y = ex ]a 2 

1. L = 100 m 3. (x - l)ex + C 
, x2 In x x2 r 
s. 2 4 + c 

7. sin x - * cos x + C 9. y axis 11. 
2x 

VT 
13. 

e - 

x* 
15. 4^ units2 

17. 37 19. a 
4 

1. h(t) = 100 + 10? - 4.9/2; h{3) = 85.9 m; 5.65 sec 3. f(x) = |jc2 + 2x + 2 

5. 1 7. +00 9. 27t2 11. 1 13. — 3x cos x + 3 sin x + C 

15. x In x - x + C 17. 7 unit2 
o 

19. 
-sin2 x ecosx + cos x e 

In 2x 

COS X syCOS X sin x 

21. -x cos (x2 + tt) + C 23. 

x(ln 2x)2 1 + 4x2 

In x 
In 3 

1. w - 4V3 3. 77t units3 
0 

77(4 - y2) dy 7. 477 9. 0 

11. 3(—x cos x 4- sin x) + C 13. J V1 - y2 dy 15. - 
Jo xVx2 - 16 

17. ~ex3 + C 19. f-'(x) 
x + 5 

21. d 

1 
1. cm3/sec 3. -73.77 m/sec or 73.77 m/sec toward the ground 

5. f In x dx 7. 43.28 units2 9. 177 units3 11. 77 J (1 - y) dy 

13. -cos 77X + C 15. 
377 

17 
4xV2x + 1 

. -4(cos x)(si„ x) + TT^? + (V2x+1)(x, + 1) - umy 

19. ^ In |x2 + 11 4 C 

1. —2.5 m3/sec 3. 27,000 N 

5. 2000 J° (V9 - y2)(~y) dy N or ^2000 J yV9 - y2 dyj N 7. ^ 77 

15 

9. (In 3.5X3.50 - 

a 

11. 2xe2x - e2x + C 13. -^(1 4 2 cos x)3/2 + C 

xVx2 — a2 

(In 3)x 

17. c 19. Q(p) - 1500 - 5p\ R(p) = p(1500 - 5p) 

Problem set 83 1. p = $1.50 
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Problem set 84 

Problem set 85 

Problem set 86 

3. False, since /could be discontinuous and could look as shown 

5. b = 0 

7. 25,000 I y dy, or 25,000 j (4 - y) dy newtons 
Jo Jo 

9. Minimum: 0 at x = 0, 2; maximum: 8 at x = -2 

11. (2x)(ln 5)5*2+1 + 
Vx + 1 (X + 1)3/2 

13. xe x + e x + C 15. h is even 

77 _ V2 

6 3 
4V3 , (77 V31 t A rl 

y = —s— * + (— - — I 19. d 

1. $20,289.21 3. -cos x + ^ cos3 x + C 5. - j cos3 x + ^ cos5 x + C 

7. b = 1 9. a = 2, b = 0, c = 1 -*f(x) = x3 + 2x2 +1 11. 77 [ (1 - x) dx 
Jo 

,3. (2jc)(ln 5)5x2+l + arc,an § + jgp + ^ 

15. , 1 + arcsin x + C 17. y = l 19. -^77 cm3 
vT^2 7 3 

1. cm/sec 3. 
I677 

7. a = -1 9. 3/ = -x + 

>«wo Mjr r) * J 5. - sin3 x - - sin5 x + C 

1 In (In 3) 1 . , 
;—x-, . 11. 0 13. — unit2 
In 3 In 3 12 

15. 
2 , 2 cos x , sin2 x . . , , , 

— + —7== + ,_ , , „3/2 + sec x tan- x + sec3 x tan x 
1 + 4x- Vcos x + 1 (cos x + 1) 

17. ^x2 + In |x| + C 19. c 

V2 
1. ~ 3. v(l) = 312 - 41; x(t) = t3 - 2t2 - 4 

5. 240,000 | 3 (~y)V25 - y2 dy = 5.12 x 106 J 

7. False;/need not even be defined at x = 0 9. ^xelx - ~e2x + C 

11. 2 In |x2 + 11 + C 13. f \fy dy 15. x = ey + y 
J 0 

17. 
Vl - 4x2 

+ arcsin 2x + C 19. y 21. b 
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Problem set 87 

Problem set 88 

Problem set 89 

Problem set 90 

1. v(/) = 2 sin t - 6; x(t) = -2 cos t - 6t + 10 3. 196,000 J 5. 11,000 N 

7. 0 9. 0 11. -cos x + 4 cos3 x + C 13. •• ,-y. (x In x - x) + r V-, 43* + C 
3 In 10 v ' In 43 

15. Symmetric about y axis 17. a = 2, b 

(sin x)(x + sin x) 2x 
cos x (cos x)2 1 + x4 

a + b = 4 

1 + cos x , 
IV. + + ex esc 2x - 2ex esc 2x cot 2x 21. b 

1. 4 sec 3. h(t) = 160 + 50/ - 4.9/2 m; v(/) = 50 - 9.8/ m/sec; 5.1 sec; 12.76 sec 

7. y = —-1 +- asymptotes: x = 0, y 
X 

9. ~ 11. 0 13. 877 units3 15. 2 
45 

19. Range = {y: -1 < y < 1} 

x y 

17. In lx3 + e'\ + C 

1. 8 units2 3. 4000 N 5. 1 unit to the right of the middle 4 

7. Vertical asymptote: x = 1; oblique asymptote: y = 2x 

9. y = ——^ j+ —; asymptotes: y = x, x = -1; 

x intercepts: x = 1, x = -2 

13. d 11. 7 

17. ^ex2+4x + C 

2x 
2 + 

19. 0 

1 
15. (cos *)(<?“') + + ^7! - FhTM 

21. a 

y 

1. 400,000 J 3. y = 2x2 - 3x + 1 5. ^77 units3 

7. ^ to the right of 12 9. x = 1, y = 0 11. 0 13. -2V2 

15. 2* + arctan x + C 17. c 19. 6 
In 2 

1 ^ rad/sec 3. v(/) = -25 - 9.8/ m/sec; h(t) - 100 — 25/ — 4.9/2 m; 2.64 sec 
dt 5 

5. Left-hand derivative at x = 1:3; right-hand derivative at x = 1:2 7. a + b = 3 

Problem set 91 
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Problem set 92 

Problem set 93 

Problem set 94 

Problem set 95 

Problem set 96 

f i 3 
9. 77- J (-x4 - x2 + 2x) dx units3 11. l-^ units to the right of 4 mass 

13. sin jc - 4 sin3 x + C 15. r~^2x + C 17. 2(ex + sin x)112 + C 19. c 
3 In 2 v ' 

1. 2,508,800 J 3. a = b = ^ 5. ~ units3 7. ^Qx + ^ sin 2xj + C 

9. J 11. 13. cos3 x + j cos5 x + C 15. vesinx + C 17.-3 

19- [y -1)= ~ 3^y= _TX + T 21,5 

1. Minimum value of x: 5; maximum value of x: 10 3. a = 0.21, b — 3.79 

5. v(t) = -21 + 7; x(t) = -t2 + It + 1; / = 2 7. a = 3, b = -2 9. y = 3 

2 
11. x - x sin 2x + C 13. -2 cos x + ~ cos3 x + C 15. it f [f(x)V dx 

17. Even function 19. ^(x3 - 1)3/2 + C 21. 0 

, T - __ T - x2Vx2 + 1 (2 x 
1. 12 J 3. 5077 J 5. —;-tt;— I —(■ 

(x - l)4 Vx x2 + 1 x - 1 
7. (In x + l)x* 

3 3 1 29 
9. x = 3.16 11. 3x + - sin 2x + C 13. - 15. 773—77 17. — units2 

2 2 2 In 10 6 

)Q 2x cos (x2 + 1) _ (ex + e~x) sin (x2 + 1) _ 2 , 
ex — e~x (ex - e~x)2 1 + 4x2 

1. k is approximately 0.12, which gives us 442,943 bacteria 

3. Minimum value: -1 at x = 77; maximum value: V2 at x = inflection point at 

377 

5. c = 2 

7. /is not differentiable on [-2, 2], so the mean value theorem is not applicable 

9. xA(ln x + 1) ll-o 13. 77 
O 

j (x4 + x2 + 1) dx 15. -cos x + ^ cos3 x + C 
Jo 3 

17. e'm x + C 19. arcsin ^ A . = + ■ ^ 
3 V9 - x2 Vl + x 2(1 + x) 

X + (In 3)3f - 3 3/2 (In 47)x 

1. 48,000 N 3. c 2 

5. Suppose /and g are odd; then /(-x) = -/(x) and g(-x) = -g(x) 
(M-Jf) = f(-x)g(-x) = [-f(x))[-g(x)] =f(x)g(x) = (fg)(x) 
fg is even since (fg)(-x) = (fg)(x) 

13. 
Va2 - x2 

15. arcsin - 4- C 7. 2 9. 1.31 11. -1 

17. -e-*2 + C 19. a 

1. $1102.50 

3. v(t) = -212 —- cos 771 + x(/) = -^t3-K sin 771 + + \\ v(0) = ^ + —; 
77 2 w 3 772 2 6 v ’ 2 77 

x(0) = \ 

Problem set 97 
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Problem set 98 

Problem set 99 

Problem set 100 

Problem set 101 

Problem set 102 

5. 2 7. 27t2 units3 9. 2L 11. 1 ^ 4 300.x2 
+ cot x - 

2(x - 1) x3 + 1 

13. 2477 units3 15. 4.30 17. x = y3 + y;f~'(2) = 1 

19. arctan - + In lx2 + a21 + C 
a 1 1 

x - 

1. $3727.48 3. 2t7^2 units3 5. 128 J 7. y = - 4 1 9.0 11. y = 
X "T” (_✓ 

_4_ 
3tt 

13. 1 15. 
x 

t ~ ~ ~ cos x (sin x)(a - sin x) 1 
17. sec 2x + 2x sec 2x tan 2x + — --—77-^-—L-== 

b + cos x (b + cos x)2 Va2 - x2 
19. a 

1. 9.53%; $13,377.93 3. ^400 N 5. Minimum: 0 at x = 0; maximum: 8 at x = 8 

7. 4.19 9. (a) odd; (b) odd; (c) even 11. ^77 units2 

13. Asymptotes: y = x, x = 0 15. 2^sin lv + C 

17. —j + cot x + (In 14)14 
1 1 X 

v sec x tan x + ex , sec x + ex , 
x-1—-—:—— 19. a 

1 + x (1 + x)2 

1. Dropping at rate of cm/sec 3. x(0) = 2; x(3) = 2; 4.5 5. t = 1 

7. 
vm 

9. c = 
77 

11. x - 
12 

15. - 2 esc2 x + C or - 2 cot2 x + C 

19. a = 2, b = 0 

v*2 \} 
13. y In x - ^j- + C 

j7 cos x + 2x 
1 + sin2 x x2 - 1 (x + l)2 

1. a{t) = -—2 - (1 ^2)2; x(0 = 2 In (1 + t2) + 4; 0 

3. x(0) = 9, x(2) = 13; 6 5. $3360.28 7. A(3) - 1; h\3) = ^ 

1 x/rf 1 . . 
9. -4 + 

17. 7' 

Vl3 
3 

11. 772 units3 13. 0 

1 
2x3/2 

! 2(cos x - sin x) 
sin x + cos x 

19. d 

1. — = — cm/sec; 16 cm3/sec 3. 90,000 N 
at 77 

5. 12 N; 36 J 7. 77 J' (/ - 4y2 + 3) dy 9. 2t7 j (4 - x)ex dx 11. 

13. m = 0; c = 0 15. P (4 - y2) dy 17. [-In |cos x|]$ « 0.20 unit2 
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Problem set 103 

Problem set 104 

Problem set 105 

Problem set 106 

Problem set 107 

Problem set 108 

Problem set 109 

_ „ , , ,s , cos x cx(sin x + 1) , 1 |„3 ,1 _L n Tt „ 
19. 2x cos (x2 - 1) + -r^2 “ (ex - 2)2 + 3 ln Ix* - \\ + C 21. a 

17 3 
1. Particle is moving to the left when 1 < t < 2 3. $6023.88 5. -y 7. ^ 

9. 277 x4(l - x) dx 11. 277 (277 - x)(sin x) dx 
Jo Jo 

13. (a) odd; (b) odd; (c) even; (d) even 15. 77 units2 17. (2, “) 

19. 120(x - 4)3 - 8 cos 2x 21. a 

1. m2/sec 3. -3 cot x - 3x + C 

1 1 29 
5. ~2 cot2 x + ln |sin x| + Cor esc2 x - ln |sin x| + C 7. y 

/ 
Jo 

9. 77 eAx dx 11. 1.107 rad; 13. tan -1 
4 ln V2 

77 
15. -cos x + 2 cos3 x + C 

17. 0.66 19. d 21. b 

1. 8 cm2/sec 3. 12,800 N 5. -f(4-4 dx\i 
, A (x 

’ dx J. 
t2 dt = x2 7. e 

-r2 

9. b 11. ln |cos x| + ^ tan2 x + C or ln |cos x| + y sec2 x + C 

fir/g 1 2X 
13. 277 J (1 + x) sec x dx 15. y = cos 2x + C 17. + j + cot x 

1. 40VT5 
9 

1 
x - 2 S1 

21. a = -2, b - 5 

3. 0.25 cm2 5. x(t) = / + ln t + (2 — ln 3) 7. c*3 

2x - cos x + ^ cos3 x + C 11. -2 cot x - 2x + C 

;(/-’)'(2) = l 15. c = 2 17. P ^ 19. 6 
J, y 

3. 303 5. iV(0 = 1000c° 1099' 7. 0 9. c2 

- x3) dx 13. 77Ctan * + C 15. 2c 17. 377 I sin4 x dx 
Jo 

19. y 
_3x^_2Vx3 - l(cos x - 2 sin 2x) 

Vx3 - 1 (sin x + cos 2x) (sin * + cos 2x) 
2 + (cos x)(csin x) 

1. Jq unit2/sec 3. —9000 | yVy + 1 dy 5. arcsin x + C 

x 
7. g arctan ^ + C 9. ^ 11. 13. 277(ln 2+1) units3 

x 

15. — 2 In |cos 2x| + C or ^ ln |sec 2x| + C 17. ~ 19. c 21. c 

1. 4^ 3. Left when 1 < t < 3; right when 0 < t < 1 or t > 3; 12 5. 13,500 N 
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Problem set 110 

Problem set 111 

7. a = 7, b = -3 9. x2 + y2 y 11. y 13. arcsin 

15. ^ arctan ^ + C 17. 0 19. c = arcsec 

21 3 tan2 x sec2 x - 77 -C0S ^ + c(l + sin mi JL • lull A Jvv A 4 / . V 1 

1 + CX (1 + CX)2 

32 2 2 
1. 77 cm3/sec 3. —; c = arcsin — ~ 0.69 radian 

3 77 77 

7. -In |x| + In |x - 2| + In |x - 11 + C 9. r = 2 

13. ^ arcsin 2x + C 

5. ^(c9 - 1) J 

17. Vl + x3 19. a 

15. i In (4 + 9x2) + C 

21. d 

1. 2m x 4m x 2 

7. r = 2 cos 36 

13. | In |x| - In |x + 11 + ^ In |x + 2| + C 15. arctan ^ + C 

M
X
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Problem set 112 

Problem set 113 

17. Asymptotes: y - x + 3, x = 2 

19. -cos x + ^ cos3 x + C 

y 

21. , — ■ -■ + ex cos x + ex sin x - 
V4 - x2 

2 cos 2x 
X2 + 1 

2x sin 2x 
(x2 + l)2 

23. a = -4, b = 3 

1. N(t) = 2000c04055' 3. 3Yi 5. 2 In |x| - 2 In |x + 2| + 4(x + 2)-' + C 

7. y2 + x2 = y + x 9. r = 3 + 3 sin 6 y 

11. r = 1 + 2 cos 6 

15. — 4 In Icos4 x + 11 
4 1 1 

21. 2x(ln 3)3*2 + 

13. 2 arcsin ^ + C 

2x - 1 + cos x 
Vx - 2 2(x - 2)3/2 1 + sin x 

1. 3VT0 units/sec 3. 312,500 N 5. ^x2 sin 2x + ±x cos 2x - ^ sin 2x + C 

7. x2ex - 2xc* + 2cv + C 9. ^ In |x - 11 - \ In |x + 11-l— + C 
2 2 1 1 x + 1 

11. r = 3 + 2 sin 6 13. arcsin + C 

15. 27t f (1 + x) tan x dx 17. .—-—^ 
Jn 277 

xVx2 - 1 dx 

19. —- 21. c 

s:^ 1 dx 
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Problem set 114 

Problem set 115 

Problem set 116 

Problem set 117 

1. v(t) = 3eM + 5; x(t) = ^e41 + 5/ + v is positive for all t, so total distance 

= x(20) - x(5) = |(e80 - e20) + 75 

3. Local maximum: 6 at x -8; local minimum: — 2-. at 
4 

x = -1; local maximum: 18 at x = 8; 
concave downward: (0, 2); 
concave upward: (-8, 0) U (2, 8); 
inflection points at x = 0, x = 2 

_ dy _ 2x d2y _ 2_24x2y 
dx 3y2 + 1 ’ dx2 3y2 4- 1 (3y2 4- l)3 

7. -x2 cos x 4- 2x sin x 4- 2 cos x + C 9. 4 In |x — 11 — 

11. r2 = 
cos2 6 - sin2 6 

x - 1 

13. 0 15. 29 17. 2x In x + x 

- 4 In |x| + C 

iq dy. — I 7r2^2 _ 3x2 _ 1 - CSC2 X _ g-*(cot X + X) 
iy. dx e zx e e-x _ j {e-x _ {y 

1. unit/sec 3. 7r J^ [(In y)2 4-2 In y] dy 5. 16V6 J 

7. ^ In lx2 4- 21 4—7= arctan -7= — 2 In lx 4- 11 4- C 
2 1 1 V2 V2 

21. 9 

77 
9. 2 In Ixl-1- In lx 4- 2| 4- C 11. 2 — _ 

1 1 x 1 1 2 
13. c = 

V2l 

15. — ^ cos3 x 4- cos5 x 4- C 17. 2Vx2 4- x 4- 1 4- C 19. 4 arcsin ^ 4- C 

21. y = 
3x3 

x3 - 1 
4- In |x3 — 11 — 2 sec 2x tan 2x 

1. Minimum: 0 at x = 0; maximum: J- at x = ^ 3. e 5. ~ 

7. ^ In |x2 4- 11 - 2 arctan x 4- 3 In |x - 11 4- C 9. -ex cos x 4- ex sin x 4- C 

13. 15. —e .sin 1 17. x — 
f 
Jo 

xe'3 dx 

JV dx 

„ cos x_(In 2)2 ' + 2 '(2e2x - cos x) 
' 1 4- sin2 x e2x - sin x (e2x - sin x)2 

1. D 3. 77 P {[1 - x(x - 3)]2 - 1} dx 5. b 7 
Jo 

. COS X 

9. 2 P 2y ,.2x 11- *2 sin X 4- 2x cos x - 2 sin x + C 
(x + 1)- 
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13. In Ixl H-1- arctan x + C 
' 1 x 

4 2x 
15. ^ arctan y + C 17. y = |x + ^ - In 2 

19. Given e; choose 5 = y Then 1 - 5 < x < 1 +5 implies 6-e<2x + 4<6 + e 

n i 
21. (a) J x dx = y 

(/?) /th subinterval: 
7 - 1 r 

« ’ « ;/(*,) = /(!,) = 

«■) | | ~ ^ | ^ 2«(« + 1) 

(<0 lim E = j,™ = I 

« + 1 
2 n ’ 



appendix Important formulas, facts, and rules 

Formulas 
from solid 
and plane 
geometry 

CIRCLE 

SECTOR OF A CIRCLE 

TRIANGLE 

RIGHT TRIANGLE 

PARALLELOGRAM 

TRAPEZOID 

RIGHT CIRCULAR 

CONE 

RIGHT CIRCULAR 

CYLINDER 

Area = nr2 

Circumference = 2nr 

Area (Heron’s formula) = Vs(s - a)(s - b)(s - c) 

Law of cosines: c2 = a2 + b2 - lab cos 6 

where 5 = a + b + c) 

Pythagorean theorem: a2 + b2 = c2 
a 

Volume = nr2h 

Lateral surface area = 2nrh 

613 
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SPHERE Volume = ^ rrr3 

Surface area = 47rr2 

Important 
formulas and 

identities from 
trigonometry 

CSC X = 
1 

sin x 

sin (-x) = -sin x 

esc (-x) = -sec x 

sin2 x + cos2 x = 1 

sec x = 
1 

cot X 
1 

tan x = 
sin x 

cos x tan x cos x 

cos (-x) = cos x tan (-x) - -tan x 

sec (-x) = sec x cot (-x) = -cot x 

tan2 x + 1 = sec2 x 1 + cot2 x = esc2 x 

cot x 
CDS .> 

sin x 

sin (A + B) = sin A cos B + cos A sin B 

cos (A + B) = cos A cos B - sin A sin B 

tan A + tan B 
tan (A + B) - 

1 - tan A tan B 
tan (A — B) - 

sin (A - B) - sin A cos B - cos A sin B 

cos (A - B) = cos A cos B + sin A sin B 

tan A - tan B 
1 + tan A tan B 

cos 2A - cos2 A - sin2 A cos 2A — 1 — 2 sin2 A 14 = 1 A 

sin 2A = 2 sin A cos A 
1 . 1 1 1 

cos2 A = ~ x cos 2A sin2 A = ~ ~ cos 2A 
2 2 2 2 

sin A cos B = ^ [sin (A + B) + sin (A - B)] cos A sin B = ^ [sin (A + B) - sin (A - 5)] 

sin A sin B = ^[cos (A — B) — cos (A + 5)] cos A cos B = ^[cos (A - B) + cos (A + B)\ 

sin x 

cos x 

+ sin y = 2 sin —^ 
X + v x - V 
-- cos- 

~ • x + v x - y 
+ cos y = 2 sin —■—- cos-— 

2 

~2 

sin x - sin 
^ x -t- 

m y = 2 cos —sin 
x + y . x - y 

2 

cos x — cos y = -2 sin —^ 
x + v . x - y 
-^ sin-i 

Differentiation 
facts and 

rules DERIVATIVE FORM 

SUM AND DIFFERENCE 

RULES 

d_ 
dx 

{u + v) 
du dv 
dx dx 

CONSTANT-MULTIPLE 

RULE 

C 
du 
dx 

PRODUCT RULE 
d , , dv 

du dv 
d (u\ _ * dx U dx 

dx \v) v2 

DIFFERENTIAL FORM 

d(u + v) = du + dv 

d(cu) = c du 

d(uv) = u dv + v du 

_ v du - u dv 
a\vj ~ V2 

QUOTIENT RULE 
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POWER FUNCTIONS 
d 

dx 
~r u" = nun~' ~r~ 

du 
dx d(u") = nun 1 du 

EXPONENTIAL 

FUNCTIONS 

d .. du 
— eu = e» 

dx dx 

du 
Tx a" = (ln Tx 

d(e") = e“ du 

d(a“) = (In a)(a") du 

LOGARITHMIC 

FUNCTIONS 

d , 1 du 
TxXnu = uTx (">0» 
d , I, 1 du , 

d 

u dx 

1 1 du 
dx 1°®" U In a u dx 

SINE FUNCTION 

COSINE FUNCTION 

TANGENT FUNCTION 

COTANGENT FUNCTION 

SECANT FUNCTION 

COSECANT FUNCTION 

ARCSINE FUNCTION 

ARCCOSINE FUNCTION 

ARCTANGENT 

FUNCTION 

ARCCOTANGENT 

FUNCTION 

ARCSECANT FUNCTION 

(a > °) 

ARCCOSECANT 

FUNCTION 

OH 
ABSOLUTE VALUE 

FUNCTION 

d . du 
, sin u = cos u , 

dx dx 

cos u = -sin u 
du 
dx dx 

d , 
■j— tan u = sec2 u , 
dx dx 

i ..du 

d 7 du 
~r cot u = -esc2 u —j— 
dx dx 

d ^ du 
j- sec u — sec u tan u -j- 
dx dx 

esc u = -esc u cot u 

arcsm 

d_ 
dx 

d_ 
dx 

d u 
~r arccos - = 
dx a 

d „ u 
-j- arctan - = 
dx a 

du 
dx 

d 
dx 

u 
a 

d u 
-j- arcsec - 
dx a 

d u 
-j— arccsc - 
dx a 

— \u\ - 
dx' ' u 

1 du 

Va2 - u2 dx 

1 du 

V<32 - u2 dx 

a du 
a2 + u 2 dx 

a du 
a2 + u2 dx 

a du 

uVu2 ■ - a2 dx 

a du 

uVu2 - a2 dx 

d(In u) - - du (u > 0) 

d{In |w|) = ^ du (u ¥= 0) 

d(loga u) = 
1 1 du 

In a u dx 

d(sin u) = cos u du 

d(cos u) = — sin u du 

d(tan u) = sec2 u du 

d(cot u) = -esc2 u du 

d(sec u) = sec u tan u du 

d(esc u) = -esc u cot u du 

jfarcsin —) du = —~= du 
\ a) vV - u2 

<i(arccos ^ 
1 

Va2 

du 

d( arctan -) = —i du 
V a) a2 + u 

d{arccot 

d arcsec 

a 
a2 + u2 

a 

du 

V a) uVu2 - a2 

dIarccsc - ) = 

du 

u\fii2 - 
du 

d(W\) = “ du 

Appendix 
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integration 
techniques 

and facts 

INTEGRATION BY 

PARTS 

POWER FUNCTIONS 

EXPONENTIAL 

FUNCTIONS 

SINE FUNCTION 

COSINE FUNCTION 

TANGENT FUNCTION 

COTANGENT FUNCTION 

SECANT FUNCTION 

COSECANT FUNCTION 

ARCSINE FUNCTION 

ARCTANGENT 

FUNCTION 

OTHER IMPORTANT 

INTEGRALS 

J u dv - uv - J v du 

1 
du 

n + 1 
un+1 + C (n + - 1) 

- du = In \u\ + C 
u 

J e" du — e" + C J a" du = a" + C 

sin u du = -cos u + C 

J cos u du = sin u + C 

i 

tan u du = In Isec u\ + C 

cot u du = In I sin u\ + C 

sec u du = In Isec u + tan u\ + C 

esc u du = In Icsc u - cot u\ + C 

I arcsin u du — u arcsin u H— Vl - u2 + C 
a 

J arctan u du = u arctan u — ~ In (1 + u2) + C 

J sec2 x dx = tan x + C 

sec x tan x dx = sec x + C 

/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

esc2 x dx = -cot x + C 

esc x cot x dx = -esc x + C 

dx . x , „ 
, = = arcsin —h C 

Va2 - x2 a 

- arctan - + C 
x1 + a1 a 

sin" x dx = - 
sin" 1 x cos x 

+ 

„ , cos" 1 x sin x u 1 i „ , , 
cos" x dx =-1-I cos"'2 x dx 

n - If . 
- sin" 

n J 

1 
x dx 
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LESS FREQUENTLY 

ENCOUNTERED 

INTEGRALS 

dx 
=^-- = In (x + Vx2 + a2) + C (x > a or x < -a) 

= In \x + Vx2 - a21 + C (x > a or x < -a) 

i 

Va2 + x 

dx 

Vx2 - a2 

dx 

xVa2 - x2 a 

dx 1 x , „ 
—7- ■ = - arcsec —I- C 
xVx2 - a1 a a 

1 , I a - Va2 + x2 
-In — 

x 
+ C 

x2 dx = 77 Va2 - x2 + -7T arcsin - + C 
2 2 a 

I 
J Va2 + x2 dx = ^ Va2 + x2 + ~ In (x + Vx2 + a2) + C 

J Vx2 - a2 dx = - Vx2 - a2 — In |x + Vx2 - a21 + C 

f ■ u j cos (a + d)x cos (a - 6)x ^ , , , 
sin ax cos bx dx  -ttt——rd-ttt-tt2—v C a1 ^ b 

J 2(a + b) 2(a - b) 

f . . , , sin (a - 6)x sin (a + d)x , „ , , ,, 
sin ax sin ox ax = —-rr-77—rrv—^ C a2 a* 

J 2(a - 0) 2(a + 0) 

, , gin (a - d)x , sin (a + 6)x , „ , , ,, 
cos ax cos bx dx = -ur—1-77—ttt—I- C a- ¥= b1 

2(a - 0) 2(a + 0) 

sin" ax cos"' ax dx = - 
sin" 1 ax cosm+l ax n- 

a(m + n) m + n 

m , sin"+l ax cos'" 1 ax . m - 1 
sin" ax cos'" ax ax =-7-?— -1- 

/ tan" ax dx = 

cot" ax dx = - 

tan” 1 ax 
a(n - 1) 

cot"-1 ax 

a(w + a) 

- J tan" 2 

m + n 

sin" 2 ax cos'" ax dx a 4- —m 

sin" ax cos'"-2 ax dx m ± —n 

a(n - 1) 

, sec" 2 ax tan ax , n — 2 
sec" ax dx =-;-77-1- 

a(n - 1) 

I „ , esc" 2 ax cot ax , n - 2 
esc" ax dx =-7-77-1- 

a(n - 1) 

ax dx n ¥= 1 

- I cot"-2 ax dx « =£ 1 

sec"-2 ax dx n # 1 

esc"-2 ax dx 

a - 1 

n - 1 
a # 1 





Index 

Absolute maximums. See 
Maximums 

Absolute minimums. See 
Minimums 

Absolute values, 73, 504 
derivatives of, 399-400, 505 

Acceleration, 318-319 
due to gravity, 320-321, 

367-371, 422 
Additive inverses, 2 
Additive properties, 2 
Amplitude, 39 
Angles, 9 

phase, 39-41 
Antiderivatives, 219 
Approximation with differentials, 

519-520 
Arcs, 9 
Area 

under curves, 261-264, 
340-341 

formulas for, 181-182, 261, 613 
between two curves, 343-345 

Arguments, 14-17 
Associative property, 2 
Asymptotes, 92, 158-159, 

163-165, 431-432 
Average value of functions, 

483-484 
Axis 

of ellipses, 141 
of revolution, 394 

Balance points, 435-437 
Base, 83. See also Logarithms 
Binomial expansion, 167-168 
Boyle’s law, 407 

Cardioids, 545-546 
Categorical propositions, 14 
Center of gravity, 435 
Center of mass, 435 
Centroids, 453-456 

Chain rule, 266-268, 270-271 
Change of base, 151-152 
Change of variable of integration, 

374-375 
Circle(s), 9-10, 76-77, 169, 181. 

See also Polar equations 
unit, 38-39 

Closed interval tests, 357-359 
Closed interval theorem, 356 
Cofunctions, 56-58 
Commutative property, 2 
Complex numbers, 50, 70-71 

roots of, 171-172 
Composite functions, 135-138 

derivatives of, 301-302 
Concavity, 293-294 
Conclusions, 16 
Conditionals, 17 
Cones, 169, 181, 182 
Conic section equations, 169-170 
Constant-multiple rule, 184-185 
Continuity, 91, 408-412, 444-445 
Contrapositives, 16-17 
Converse, 17-18 
Coordinates, 1 

polar, 69-72, 533-536 
rectangular, 533-535 

Cosine, 20-24. See also 
Trigonometric expressions 

limits of, 525-526 
Critical numbers, 237-240, 309 
Critical number theorem, 356 
Cusps, 78, 80, 238, 297 

Decay, exponential equations for, 
189-191 

Decreasing functions, 123-124, 
272-275 

Deductive reasoning, 14-18 
Definite integral, 264, 314-316 

applications of, 352-354, 
418-421 

properties of, 326-330 

Derivatives, 146-149, 206 
with absolute values, 248-249, 

399, 401, 504-508 
of ax, 397-398 
of composite functions, 

301-302 
of cos x, 194-195 
of ex, 193, 565-568 
first and second, 198, 347-350 
geometric meaning of first and 

second, 294-296 
higher-order, 198 
of inverse functions, 493-496 
of inverse trigonometric 

functions, 361-365 
of In |whatever|, 248-249 
of In jx|, 193-194, 565-568 
of logu x, 399 
in maximization and 

minimization problems, 
309-312 

notations for, 177, 186-187, 
268-270 

product rule, 215-218 
of products and quotients, 215, 

218, 257-259, 302-303 
of products of constants and 

functions, 184-185 
of quotients, 257-259 
of sin x, 194-195, 569-570 
summary of rules for, 291 
of sums and differences, 

185-186, 187 
tests of first and second, 

297-299 
of trigonometric functions, 

287-291 
units for, 250 
of x”, 175-176 

Differentiability, 445-448 
Differential equations, 477-481 
Differentials, 205-207 

approximating with, 519-520 
product rule, 215-217 
rules for, 291 
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Differentiation, 242-245, 614. See 
also Derivatives 

implicit, 228-232, 557-560 
logarithmic, 457-460 

Directed distance, 437 
Direct variation, 26 
Distance formulas, 10-12 
Distributive property, 2 
Division, synthetic, 88 
Domains, 33-35, 135-138 

e, 65 
Eccentricity, 144, 162 
Ellipses, 141-145, 169, 182 
Epsilon delta proofs, 575-577 
Equations 

differential, 477-481 
explicit, 228, 332-334 
exponents in, 128-129 
implicit, 228, 332-334 
polar, 533-536 
polynomial, 49-52 
quadratic, 49-52 
relating, 278-279 
trigonometric, 117-119 

Even functions, 381-383, 
469-472 

Expansion, binomial, 167-168 
Explicit equations, 228, 332-334 
Exponents 

in equations, 128-129 
in equations of growth and 

decay, 189-191 
in functions, 65-67 
logarithmic form of, 83, 101 

Expressions, trigonometric. See 
Trigonometric expressions 

Exp x, 568 
Exterior angles, 9 

Factors 
irreducible quadratic, 223 
linear, 122-123, 223-224, 

255-256 
repeated, 255-256 

Falling body problems, 367-371 
Field properties, 2 
First derivative tests, 297-299 
Fluid force, 403-407 
Foci, 111, 140, 143-145, 161 
Force 

fluid, 403-407 
moment of, 436-438 

Formulas 
for areas and volumes, 181-182, 

261 
distance, 10-12 
quadratic, 7-8 

Fractions, partial, 541-543, 
550-551, 562-563 

Fulcrum, 435-437 
Function machines, 30-31, 

135-138, 335, 336, 494, 
513-514 

Functions, 29-31 
of-0, 45-47 
average value of, 483-484 
composite (see Composite 

functions) 
continuity of, 91, 408-412, 

444-445, 513 
decreasing, 123-124, 272-275 
derivatives of (see Derivatives) 
differentials of (see Differentials) 
domain of (see Domains) 
even, 381-383, 469-472 
exponents in, 65-67 
game playing with, 347-350 

graphs of (see Graphs) 
greatest integer, 80-81 
increasing, 123-124, 212-215 
inverse (see Inverse functions) 
limits of, 92-94, 107-109, 

575-577 
logarithmic functions (see 

Eogarithmic functions) 
maximums and minimums of 

(see Maximums; 
Minimums) 

natural logarithms in, 516-517 
notation for, 30-32 
odd, 381-383, 469-472 
periods of, 104-106 
piecewise, 81, 504-505 
polynomial (see Polynomials) 
products of, 134-135 
quadratic (see Quadratic 

polynomials) 
quotients of, 134-135 
rational (see Rational functions) 
reciprocal, 209-213 
special, 78-81 
sums of, 134-135 
translations of, 155-157 
of y, 378-379 

Fundamental theorem, 282-285, 
571-575 

Game playing with//', and/", 
347-350 

General solutions, 478-481 
Global maximums and minimums. 

See Maximums; Minimums 
Graphs 

of functions, 92, 155-157, 
514-515 

Graphs (Cont.) 
of logarithmic functions, 

101-104 
of parabolas, 49-52 
of polar equations, 536-539, 

545-548 
of polynomials, 157-159, 

200-202, 224-227, 
254-256, 431-434 

of rational functions (see 
Rational functions) 

of reciprocal functions, 209-213 
of sinusoids, 39-41, 105-106 
of special functions, 78-81 

Gravity 
acceleration due to, 320-321, 

367-371, 422-424 
center of, 435 

Greatest integer function, 80-81 
Growth, exponential equations for, 

189-191 

Half-life, 191 
Heaviside cover-up method, 543, 

550-551 
Higher-order derivatives, 198 
Hyperbola, 161-165, 169-170 
Hypotheses, 16 

Identities, 2, 64-65 
Pythagorean, 54-55 
trigonometric, 55-56, 96-99, 

179-181,614 
Iff, 18 
Images, 29 
Implicit differentiation, 228-232, 

557-560 
Implicit equations, 228, 332-334 
Increasing functions, 123-124, 

272-275 
Indefinite integrals, 219-221 
Inductive reasoning, 14 
Inequalities, logarithmic, 152-154 
Infinity, 121, 131-132 
Inflection points, 293-294, 

297-299 
Initial values, 189 
Inscribed angles, 9 
Integer function, greatest, 80-81 
Integers, 1 
Integrals, 616 

ofax, 397-398 
of constants, 233-234 
of cot" x, 511 
definite (see Definite integrals) 
indefinite, 219-221 
of loga x, 399 
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Integrals (Cont.) 
mean value theorem for, 

485-487 
of£, 247-248 
Riemann, 314-315 
of sums, 246-247 
of tan" x, 509-510 
of x", 234-235 

Integration, 219-221, 616 
changing variable of, 374-375 
by guessing, 305-307, 322-325 
of even powers of sin x and cos 

x, 450-451 
interchanging limits of, 327-328 
of odd powers of sin x and cos 

x, 414-417 
of partial fractions, 541-543 
by parts, 384-387, 553-555 

Intercepts, 6-7, 49 
Intermediate value theorem, 409, 

462 
Interval notation, 121-122 
Interval tests, closed, 357-359 
Interval theorem, 356 
Inverse, 2, 17-18. See also 

Negatives; Reciprocals 
Inverse function machines, 335, 

336 
Inverse functions, 334-337 

derivatives of, 493-496 
notation for, 494 
trigonometric, 116-117, 

361-365 

Latus rectum, 112 
Least common multiple, 2-3 
Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm, 205 
Lemniscates, 545-546 
L’Hopital’s rule, 427-429 
Limagons, 545 
Limits, 92-94, 146-147, 264, 

427-429, 444-445 
of cos x, 525-526 
of functions, 92-94, 107-109, 

575-577 
lower, 284 
properties of, 389-391 

ofsrnx 522_525 
x 

special, 203, 391-392 
undefined, 132-133 
upper, 284 

Linear factors, 122-123 
Linear variation, 26 
Lines, 75-77 

equations of, 6-7, 169, 534-535 
normal, 252-253 
tangent, 123 

Local extrema, 297 
Local max/min, 238, 297-299 
Locus, 75-77 
Logarithmic differentiation, 

457-460 
Logarithmic functions, 516-517 

graphs of, 101-104 
Logarithmic inequalities, 152-154 
Logarithms, 83-85, 126-128, 

516-517 
in equations, 128-129 
graphs of, 101-104 

Lower limits, 284 
Lower sums, 262-264. See also 

Riemann sums 

Machines. See Function machines 
Major axis, 141 
Mass, moment of, 437-438 
Maximization, 309-312 
Maximum-minimum value 

existence theorem, 356-359, 
409, 462 

Maximums, 238, 275-276, 
297-299, 309-313, 356-359 

Mean value theorem, 463-467 
for integrals, 483-487 

Minimization, 309-312 
Minimums, 238, 275-276, 

297-299, 309-313, 356-359 
Minor axis, 141 
Moment of force, 436-438 
Moment of mass, 437-438 
Motion, 318-321, 422-424, 

489-492 
Multiple, least common, 2-3 
Multiplicative inverses, 2 
Multiplicative properties, 2 

Negatives, 2 
Newton, Sir Isaac, 205 
Nonlinear equations. See 

Equations 
Normal lines, 252-253 
Notation 

for derivatives, 177, 186-187, 
268-270 

for functions, 30-32 
interval, 121-122 
for inverse functions, 494 
of Leibniz vs. Newton, 205 

Numbers, 1, 64-65 
complex, 70-71, 171-172 
critical, 237-240, 309 

Odd functions, 381-383, 469-472 
Order properties, 2 

Index 

Parabolas, 49, 111-113, 169-170 
graphs of, 49-52 
translated, 113-114 

Partial fractions, 541-543, 
550-551, 562-563 

Particle motion, 422-424, 
489-492 

Particular solutions, 478-480 
Partitioning, 261-264 
Pascal, Blaise, 403 
Periodic functions, 104-106 
Phase angles, 39-41 
Piecewise functions, 81, 504-505 
Pinching theorem, 390 
Points. See Critical numbers; 

Cusp; Inflection points 
Polar coordinates, 69-72, 

533-536 
Polar equations, 533-536 
Polar graphing, 536-539, 545-548 
Poles, 200 
Polynomials, 157 

complex, 223 
evaluating, 87-90 
factors of, 222-224 
graphs of, 157-159, 200-202, 

224-227, 254-256, 
431-434 

quadratic, 49-52 
real, 223 
roots of, 49, 89 

Power rule, 176 
Premises, 14 
Pressure, 403-404 
Products, derivatives of, 215-218, 

302-303 
Proof(s) 

of chain rule, 270-271 
of derivative of product, 215 

of quotient, 259 
of sin x, 569-570 
of sum, 187 

epsilon delta, 575-577 
of fundamental theorem, 

571-575 
of L’Hopital’s rule, 429 
of mean value theorem for 

integrals, 485-487 
of product rule, 217-218 
of quotient rule, 259 
of Rolle’s theorem, 467 
of substitution theorem, 376 

Pythagorean identities, 54-55 
Pythagorean theorem, 6 

Quadratic equations, 49-52 
Quadratic formula, 7-8 
Quotient rule, 259 
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Quotients, derivatives of, 
257-259, 302-303 

Radians, 20 
Range, 33-35, 135-138 
Rates. See Related rate problems 
Rational functions, 157-159, 

200-202 
graphs of, 199-200, 254-255, 

431-433 
Rational zero theorem, 89-90 
Ratios, trigonometric, 20-22 
Real numbers, 1 
Reasoning 

deductive, 14-17 
inductive, 14 

Reciprocal functions, 209-213 
Reciprocals, 2 
Rectangular coordinates, 533-535 
Rectangular equations, 533-536 
Related rate problems, 278-281 
Relating equations, 278-279 
Relations vs. functions, 30 
Remainder theorem, 87-88 
Revolution, solids of, 394-395, 

440-441, 474-476, 498-502 
Riemann integral, 314-315. See 

also Definite integrals 
Riemann sums, 314-315 
Right angles, 9 
Rolle’s theorem, 467 
Roots 

of complex numbers, 171-172 
of polynomials, 49, 89 

Root theorem, 89-90 
Roses, 536-539, 546-548. See 

also specific forms 
Rule(s) 

chain, 266-268, 270-271 
constant-multiple, 184-185 
for even and odd functions, 

469-472 
L’Hopital’s, 427-429 
product, 215-218 
quotient, 259 

Sandwich theorem, 390 
Secants, 10, 146-147 
Second derivatives, 198, 294-296, 

347-356 

Second derivative tests, 297-299 
Second fundamental theorem, 

513-516 
Sections. See Conic section 

equations 
Sine, 20. See also Trigonometric 

expressions 
Sinusoid, graphs of, 39-41, 

105-106 
Slopes, 6-7, 123, 146-149, 209, 

225, 335-336 
Solids of revolution, 394-395, 

440-441, 474-476, 498-502 
Solutions, 478-481 
Special functions, 78-81 
Spheres, 181 
Straight lines, 169 
Substitution 

trigonometric, 528-531 
u, 242-245, 373-374 

Substitution axiom, 242-245 
Substitution theorem, 376 
Sums, 262-264 

Riemann, 314-315 
Syllogisms, 14 
Synthetic division, 88 

Tangents, 10, 20-21, 123, 
146-147, 209. See also 
Trigonometric expressions 

equation of, 196-197 
identities for, 179-181 

Tests, derivative, 297-299 
Theorem(s) 

critical number, 356 
fundamental, 282-285 
fundamental, of integral 

calculus, 571-575 
intermediate value, 409, 462 
maximum-minimum value 

existence, 356-359, 409, 
462 

mean value, 463-467 
mean value for integrals, 

485-487 
pinching, 390 
Pythagorean, 6 
rational zero, 89-90 
remainder, 87-88 
Rolle’s, 467 
second fundamental, 513-516 
turning point, 224 

Index 

Transitivity, 2 
Translations, 155-157 
Transversals, 9 
Triangles, similar, 43-45 
Trichotomy, 2 
Trigonometric expressions 

derivatives of, 287-291, 
361-365 

equations for, 117-119 
functions, 172-173 
identities, 55-56, 96-99, 

179-181, 614 
inverses of, 361-365 
as ratios, 20-22 
sign of, 22-23 
simplifying, 23-24 

Trigonometric substitution, 
528-531 

Turning point, 224 

Unit circles, 38-39 
Universal alfirmatives, 14 
Upper limits, 284 
Upper sums, 262-264. See also 

Riemann sums 
U substitution, 242-245, 373-374 

Value(s) 
absolute, 73, 504 
critical (see Critical numbers) 

Variables, change of, 374-375 
Variation, 26-27 
Vectors, 69-72, 533-536 
Velocity, 318-321, 489-492 
Vertical angles, 9 
Vertical asymptotes, 92 
Volume, 181-182 

formulas for, 613 
of solids of revolution, 394-395, 

440-441, 498-502 

Word problems, 25-27, 60-63 
Work, 352, 418 

y, functions of, 378-379 

Zeros, 199-200 
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